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The University of Kentucky College of Law, Office of Continuing Legal Education (UK/CLE) was organized in
1973 as the first permanently staffed, full time continuing legal education program in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. It
endures with the threefold purpose: 1) to assist lawyers in keeping abreast of changes in the law; 2) to develop and sustain
practicallawyering skills; and 3) to maintain a high degree of professionalism in the practice of law. Revenues from seminar
registrations and publication sales allow the Office to operate as a separately budgeted, self-supporting program of the
College. No tax dollars, bar dues or public funds are utilized in the operation of UK/CLE.
Seminars
UK/CLE provides a variety of convenient, practical seminars to satisfy the continuing legal education needs of
lawyers. Seminars range from half-day programs in selected areas to in-depth programs extending over several days. While
most seminars are conducted at the College of Law in Lexington, UK/CLEhas a longstanding statewide commitment. Since
its first year of operation, beginning with a criminal law seminar in Madisonville, Kentucky, the Office has continued to
.
bring high-quality continuing legal education to attorneys in every region of Kentucky.
Publications
Each seminar is accompanied by extensive speaker-prepared course materials. These bound course materials are
offered for sale following seminars and are consistently regarded as valuable, affordable references for lawyers.
Since 1987, UK/CLE has been producing a series of Practice Handbooks and Monographs. Each Practice
Handbook is an extensively referenced, fully indexed practice guide consisting of separately authored chapters, sequenced
for the comprehensive coverage of a distinct body oflaw. Their format allows for updating through supplements andrevised
indexes. Each Monograph is a concisely written practice guide, usually prepared by a single author, designed to cover a
topic of narrower scope than the Handbooks. They are convenient references on topics often not treated elsewhere.
Professional Management
UK/CLE serves the needs of the bar from its offices on the University of Kentucky campus in Lexington. Its staff
manages course registrations, publication sales, seminar and publication marketing, publication composition and printing,
and seminar and publication content planning, as well as budgeting, accounting and financial reporting. As an "income
based" program, UK/CLE's seminar tuitions and publication sales are budgeted to generate sufficient revenues for self
support.
Commitment to Quality and Creativity
UK/CLE is a member of the Association of Continuing Legal Education Administrators (ACLEA). As such, UK/
CLE subscribes to the Standards of Operation for Continuing Legal Education Organizations, and the Standards of Fair
Conduct and Voluntary Cooperation administered under the auspices of the American Law Institute-American Bar
Association Committee on Continuing Professional Education. Throughout its existence UK/CLE has been actively
involved in the activities and services provided by ACLEA. UK/CLE's association with national and international CLE
professionals has afforded it the opportunity to continually reassess instructional methods, quality in publications, and
effective means of delivering CLE services at consistently high levels of creativity and quality.
An Integral Part of the Legal Profession's Tradition of Service
An enormous debt is owed to the judges, law professors, and practitioners who generously donate their time and
talent to continuing legal education. Their knowledge and experience are the fundamental ingredients for our seminars and
publications. Without their motivation and freely given assistance in dedication to a distinguished profession, high quality
continuing legal education would not exist.
As a non-profit organization, UK/CLE relies upon the traditional spirit of service to the profession that attorneys
have so long demonstrated. We are constantly striving to increase attorney involvement in the continuing education process.
If you would like to participate as a volunteer speaker or writer, please contact us and indicate your areas of interest and
experience.
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I.

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW.

II.

STATE LAW AND REGULATION.
A.

The Kentucky Agriculture Water Quality Authority, Senate
Bill 241.
1.

In 1994, the Kentucky General Assembly enacted
Senate Bill 241 creating the Kentucky Agriculture
Water Quality Authority appearing at KRS 224.71-100
(Definitions) and KRS 224.71-110, et seq.

2.

KRS 224.71-110 creates a Kentucky Agriculture Water
Quality Authority. The Authority shall be a multidiscipline peer group that shall evaluate, develop
and
improve
best
management
practices
in
conservation plans, compliance plans, and forest
stewardship
management
plans
and
establish
statewide and regional agriculture water quality
plans. KRS 224.71-110(4) requires the Authority to
develop by July 1, 1996 statewide agriculture water
quality plans to address
identifiable water
pollution problems from agriculture operation and
continue to evaluate and modify the agriculture
water quality plans as necessary to prevent water
pollution from agriculture operations. Such plans
shall be approved or disapproved by the Kentucky
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet ("Cabinet"), Division of Water ("DOW")
within 30 days of receipt.

3.

KRS 224.71-120 requires each agriculture operation
to establish an agriculture water quality plan
within five years of the approval of the statewide
agriculture water quality plan.
An agriculture
operation is defined as any farm operation on a
tract of land including all income producing
improvements and farm dwellings situated on ten
contiguous acres.
KRS 224.71-120 contains a
presumption as follows:
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"A
person
engaging
in
agriculture
operations where water pollution has been
documented by the cabinet shall be
presumed to be in compliance with KRS
224.71-100 to KRS 224.71-140 if that
person
has
timely
and
properly
implemented the applicable requirements
of a statewide agriculture water quality
plan. If it is determined that the plan
does not prevent the documented water
pollution, it shall be the responsibility
of
the
Agriculture
Water
Quality
Authority,
not
the
agriculture
operations, to identify the necessary
modifications to the plan to prevent the
documented pollution."

B.

4.

KRS
224.71-130
addresses
noncompliance
with
agriculture water quality plan providing that the
Division of Water shall give notification to such
person in writing of the noncompliance. Following
such notification if the person engaged in
agriculture operations fails or refuses to comply,
that person shall be deemed a "bad actor" and shall
be subject to enforcement actions as provided in
the statute.

5.

KRS 224.71-140 contains language confirming that
the requirements under the Water Quality Authority
legislation do not affect other state and federal
requirements.

Kentucky Water Quality Regulations. As part of the Clean
Water Act, 33 U. S. C. Sec. 1251, et seq. ("CWA") triennial
review requirement, Kentucky has now proposed to amend
Kentucky Water Quality regulation at 401 KAR 5:001,
Definitions of Terms; 401 KAR 5:026, ossification of
Waters; 401 KAR 5:029, General Provision; and 401 KAR
5:031, Surface Water Standards.
1.

Antidegradation.
401 KAR 5:026 as proposed would create a new system
of
classification
of
surface
waters
for
antidegradation purposes that defines the amount of
protection to be accorded Kentucky's 89,000 stream
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miles and lakes. 1
Under this draft regulation,
classifications are: use-protected/ Tier I, high
quality/Tier
II,
outstanding
state
resource
water/Tier I or Tier II, and outstanding national
resource water/Tier III. section 8 contains a list
of
surface
water
use
designations
and
antidegradation classifications: any waters not
listed there are automatically class if ied as use
protected/Tier I. 401 KAR 5:029, section 3 provides
the means by which the state's antidegradation
policy, based on the federal policy at 40 CFR
131.12, is to be implemented.
The antidegradation requirement is parallel to the
CWA antibacksliding requirement at CWA Section
402(0). Both requirements are intended to protect
unimpaired
and
recovered
waters.
The
antidegradation requirement applies whenever there
is water quality that exceeds the level necessary
to maintain designated uses.
When such water
quality exists, that quality is to be maintained
and protected if the water body has been designated
an "outstanding national water resource." If it is
not an ONRW, the high water quality is still to be
maintained unless the DOW determines that some
lowering of water quality is necessary.
The antibacksliding requirement applies to CWA
NPDES discharge permits, to prevent reissuance of
permits with weaker limits, unless an exception
applies.
Both
the
antibacksliding
and
antidegradation
requirements are essential for progress toward the
goal of the CWA, to eliminate the discharge of
pollutants into navigable waters.

IThis new "classification" system would be in addition to the
existing "designation" system, whereby water bodies are designated
to meet certain uses - such as "fishable" (warmwater aquatic
habitat, coldwater aquatic habitat), "swimmable" (primary contact
recreation,
secondary contact recreation) ,
and
"drinkable"
(drinking water). This designation system predates the Clean Water
Act. The Clean Water Act declared the interim goal that wherever
attainable all waters were to be "fishable/swimmable" by July 1,
1983. CWA, section 101(a) (2).
The Kentucky Report to Congress on Water Quality, CWA section
305(b) report, indicates that 72% of Kentucky's river miles were
meeting the goal of fully supporting designated uses. Id. at 1-21.
This conclusion was based on assessment of 15,892 river miles.
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The environmental community has urged the Cabinet
to conduct the antidegradation analysis on a
parameter-by-parameter basis.
This means that
wherever there is a margin of safety for anyone
pollutant in a water body - we should try to
protect that margin of safety.
Instead, the
Cabinet proposes to create the new "classification"
system.
There are several issues raised by the
state's proposed strategy.
First, for those streams where we don't know the
water quality, the assumption will be that the
stream is not high quality AND the burden will be
placed on the public to demonstrate otherwise based
on 5 years of data. The result will be that a
lowering of water quality will be allowed by the
state for many streams that have water quali ty
above the minimum but no data exists without my
showing of necessity. The DOW concludes that only
3% of Ky's 89,000 miles of streams will be
protected
by
the
proposed
antidegradation
regulation. 2
We believe the proper approach is to presume all
streams to be high quality unless proven otherwise.
We propose that where the instream water quality is
not known, it should be presumed to be high quality
in the absence of data.
The discharger should
demonstrate existing in-stream water quality so
that appropriate effluent limits to protect it can
be established.
Second, for those streams with water quality above
the minimum,
the Cabinet's strategy actually
encourages
the
discharge
of
pollutants
and
discourages pollution prevention.
Under the
Cabinet's classification method, a water body that
has elevated fecal coliform would be designated as
"use impaired" because the fecal coliform would
make the water unsuitable for swimming.
The fact
that that same water body has virtually no metals
and is easily meeting the "aquatic habitat" use
would not matter.
Anyone who wished to could
discharge metals into that stream up to the point
that the stream becomes unfit to support aquatic
life. Where any stream has higher quality for any
2 EPA has criticized this flaw in the Cabinet's approach. EPA
recommends a II parameter-by-parameter II approach and has recently
adopted a Final Rule implementing this approach for all Great Lakes
states. See below, at III.B.
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measured constituent than is needed to maintain the
uses, that stream should be considered high quality
for that parameter. And before any pollutant
discharge is allowed to be increased, the necessity
of that discharge should be demonstrated and the
lack of available alternatives documented.
2.

Mixing Zones and Zones of Initial Dilution (ZID's).
401 KAR 5: 029, section 6, adds new requirements
governing zones of initial dilution. Mixing zones
and ZIDs are permitted "dilution opportunities."
These are areas around discharge pipes where
chronic and acute water quality criteria can be
exceeded based on the belief that aquatic life will
not
linger
long enough to
be
hurt.
The
environmental community has long opposed creating
new mixing zones and ZIDs especially where the
pollutants include bioaccumulati ve or persistent
toxics, such as mercury, pesticides and certain
other organic and inorganic pollutants.
The state's proposal would prohibit new ZID' s in
high quality waters or publicly owned lakes or
reservoirs. New ZID's would only be allowed where a
submerged multi-port diffuser is included. This is
the "trade-off" offered by the Cabinet to the
environmental community in exchange for weakening
the antidegradation policy.
Section 7 would
continue to allow acutely toxic discharges into
ZID's for all other. waters. We believe that no new
ZID's should be authorized. Instead, the Cabinet
should begin to focus on reduction of toxicity and
pollution prevention. The CWA was intended to
eliminate the "dilution solution to pollution."
See Texas Municipal Power Agency v. Administrator
of u.S. E.P.A., 836 F.2d 1482, 1488-1489 (1988),
"The CWA is strong medicine ... Congress explicitly
recognized that reduction of the amount of
effluents - not merely their dilution or dispersion
- is the goal of the CWA.
This and other courts
long ago adopted this view of the EPA's enabling
legislation."

3.

401 KAR 5:031, section 4, aquatic life adds
language to the regulations to the effect that the
"biological integrity of surface waters designated
for aquatic life shall be maintained." It provides
the Cabinet with authority to require biological
assessments to be conducted for activities that
could adversely affect stream integrity including,
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but not limited to, dredging and filling, bridge
construction and gravel or rock removal. This is a
positive addition to the regulations.
4.

The dioxin standard.
Under 401 KAR 5:031, Table 1, water quality
criteria for human health from consumption of fish
tissue, the Cabinet has added a limit for dioxin of
0.00000012 u~/l, which is 10- 6 • EPA's recommended
range is 10- to 10- 7 •
Since the last triennial
review in 1990, where Westvaco successfully opposed
adoption of a dioxin standard, new research has
proven that these chemicals are the most potent
animal carcinogen ever tested and probably a human
carcinogen as well.

III. FEDERAL LAW AND REGULATION.
A.

Proposed Amendments to the Clean Water Act Identified as
the Clean Water Act Amendments of 1995, HR 961.
1.

SECTION 303: Proposed to be added to section 304 of
the Clean Water Act as a new section (n). section
304 is the "treatment technology" part of the Clean
Water Act.
This is the section that helps define
the expected level of treatment technology.
Risk Assessment, Section 304(n) states:
"The guidelines shall(A)
require use of all relevant,
available,
scientific data, and information;
(B) require identification and discussion of (i) all significant assumptions, inferences,
or models used in the risk assessment;
(ii) credible alternatives to each such
assumption, inference, or model;
(iii) the sensitivity of the result to the
significant assumptions, inferences, or models
relied upon; and
(iv) the extent to which any such assumption,
inference, or model has been validated by or
conflicts with empirical data;
(C) require, to the maximum extent practical, a
quantitative estimate of the uncertainty inherent
in the risk assessment;
(D) require a comparison of the nature and extent
of the risk identified by the risk assessment with
available information on other risks to human
health or the environment;
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(E) require an estimate of the nature and extent of
the incremental risk avoided by the standard,
effluent
limitation,
or
other
regulatory
requirement or related guidance, and the social,
environmental, and economic benefits anticipated
therefrom; and
(F) require an estimate of the total social,
environmental, and economic costs of implementing
or
complying
wi~h
the
standard,
effluent
limitation, or other regulatory requirement, or
related guidance."
Adding section 303 to the Clean water Act will make
the requirements of the Clean Water Act even more
dependent upon the particular point of view of the
bureaucrat that writes the last document in the
decision. Adding risk assessment to Section 304 is
adding an inquiry that is
inconclusive and
subj ecti ve.
Instead of progress toward cleaner,
safer water, we will simply progress toward larger
bureaucracies and more arcane and incomprehensible
decisionmaking.
Risk and cost benefit analysis
have a useful place in helping administrative
agencies
prioritize
how
they
will
address
comprehensive problems.
Risk and cost benefit
analysis have no place in the Congressional
determination of the minimum level of behavior that
is expected of all citizens as it relates to the
discharge of toxics into the environment. It also
serves no useful purpose in the process of
evaluating improved treatment technologies.
2.

SECTION 304: This section would modify section 307
of the Clean Water Act, concerning toxic and
pretreatment effluent standards. The Act currently
requires EPA to prepare a list of toxic pollutants
and identifies matters that are to be taken into
account in establishing toxic effluent standards.
The proposed legislation sets these items out in an
enumerated list identified as "factors." In some
respects, the factors merely restate what is in
section 307 currently.
There are some additions.
For example, factor (i) adds "bioaccumulation
potential" to the factors now in section 3 07 of
"toxicity, persistence and degradability." However
factors (v) "the beneficial and adverse social and
economic
effects
of
the
effluent
standard,
including the impact on energy resources" as well
as factor (iii) "the relative contribution of point
source discharges of the pollutant to the overall
risk," factor (iv) which appears to suggest a
comparison of the risks of sUbstitute chemicals,
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and factor (vii) which requires consideration of
the impact on national security interests all
propose to take the matter of setting toxicity
standards well beyond the matter of public health
criteria and biological and chemical analysis and
bring politics
into the matter
of
setting
standards.
As such, this language invi tes a
reopening of all currently established toxic
standards and sets back our efforts to try to make
progress toward the elimination of toxic discharge.
3.

SECTION 321: The third area of concern appears as
another subtle inclusion in a section that would
otherwise appear to be an appropriate addition to
the Clean Water Act strategy. Section 321 provides
for the creation of state watershed management
programs.
It includes language that would
authorize the issuance of discharge permits that
would not have to meet the discharge limits that
would otherwise be applicable.
Permi ts that now
have a limit of 5 years would be extended for a ten
year period. Where we do not ,know if the watershed
management strategy will result in an improvement
of water quality, it seems imprudent to be relaxing
existing controls.
The goal should be to try to
improve upon existing control techniques.

4.

SECTION 402:
Another area of concern is section
402 dealing with stormwater discharge permits. HR
961 would amend section 402 (p) in a
way that
dramatically weakens the stormwater discharge
permits for cities.
The proposal eliminates all
requirements for small cities and gives large
cities a 15 year holiday before they have to meet
numerical limits.

5.

TITLE 8 has the title "The Comprehensive Wetlands
Conservation and Management Act of 1995."
In
essence, this significant rewrite of the law
governing
wetlands
within
the
nation
will
dramatically reduce the areas that are designated
to recei ve wetlands protection and dramatically
weaken the effecti veness of that protection for
those areas.
This legislation was written by
Congress' most enthusiastic opponents of the
protection of wetlands.
Where most scientists
agree that our few remaining wetlands provide an
extremely important water purification benefit to
the nation as well as a flood protection benefit
because of the capability of wetlands to act as a
sponge in a flood circumstance, this proposed
modification of the clean water laws of the nation
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is a dramatic and terrible step away from clean
water.

B.

C.

6.

SECTION 308
is titled
"The Nonpoint Source
Management Programs."
This language proposes to
amend the current language in the Clean water Act
which is weak, unenforceable and has failed to
provide any real impact on the nation's nonpoint
source pollution problem and makes that law weaker
and more unenforceable.

7.

There are some things that science can do very
well, such as identify wetlands. HR 961 removes
science from the analysis and substitutes politics.
There are some things science cannot do, such as
decide an acceptable level for human exposure to
carcinogens.
Yet, HR 961 seeks to ask science to
do just that.

Final water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System;
Final Rule, 40 CFR 9, 122, 123, 131 and 132.
1.

On March 23, 1995 EPA published the Final Rule for
the water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes
System appearing at Federal Register, Volume 60,
Number 56 beginning at page 15366. This rule was
promulgated as a result of the Great Lakes critical
Programs Act of 1990 Amendments to the Clean water
Act, amending section 118(c) (2). In 1990, Congress
acted to seek to establish uniform, minimum water
quality standards, antidegradation policies and
implementation procedures for the Great Lakes
System.

2.

Some within the environmental community in Kentucky
have urged the Cabinet to follow the guidance EPA
has promulgated for the Great Lakes System here in
Kentucky in the interest of working toward more
uniform standards and more uniform methods of
implementation.
The Cabinet has resisted this
suggestion taking the position that the Great Lakes
is
a
unique
water
system
with
specific
characteristics that justify a different approach
to water quality standards and implementation than
Kentucky.

The 1995 Farm Bill.
1.

with the 1985 Farm Bill amendments identified as
the Food Security Act of 1985, 16 U.S.C. sections
3801-3845, the Farm Bill was amended to include
provisions designed to try to prevent soil erosion
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and protect wetlands.
See 16 U.S.C. section 3811
providing that
any
person who
produces
an
agriculture commodity on a field on which highly
erodible land predominates shall be ineligible for
any type of price support or payment under the
Agricultural Act of 1949 and certain other program
benefits in the absence of a conservation plan.
S.ee 16 U.S.C. section 3821 providing that any
person who produces agriculture commodity on a
converted wetland shall be ineligible for those
same agricultural benefits. See 16 U.S.C. Section
3831-3836
creating
the
conservation
reserve
program.
2.

In 1990, the Farm Bill was amended as the Food,
Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act (FACTA) of
1990.
This Farm Bill reauthorization included
additional conservation measures such as the water
Quality Incentive Program (WQIP).
See generally,
16 U.S.C. section 3832.

3.

In 1995, Congress will reauthorize the Farm Bill.
The current taxpayer outlays for agriculture amount
to approximately $10 billion are seen as subsidies
to wealthy agriculture.
This part of the federal
budget has attracted a great deal of attention.
There are currently three positions.
a.

"Hunker Down" - this approach advocates for
continuing farm legislation as it is currently
established, providing "income maintenance"
a/k/a "subsidy" to farmers who grow program
crops with the expected reduction in amounts
but with essentially no change in the basis or
justification for the payments.

b.

"Cold Turkey"
advocates
the complete
elimination of all subsidies to agriculture.

c.

"Green Ticket" - advocates conversion of the
subsidy program to a whole farm planning/green
payment program.
Under this approach a
certain level of payment would be made to the
farmer who uses appropriate conservation
practices, takes appropriate steps to protect
water quality, protects wetlands and otherwise
provides
some
public
benefit . by
his
conservation practices.
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D.

IV.

V.

The Common Sense Initiative.
1.

Under the auspices of the Federal Advisory
Commi ttee Act (FACA), 5 U. S. C. App. 2 , Section
9(c),
EPA has established the Common Sense
Initiative
to
bring
industry
representatives
together with environmental representatives to
reexamine current regulatory practices in order to
seek better environmental results at less cost, and
to actively promote pollution prevention.

2.

This CSI project will examine use and abuse of the
environmental audit privilege. See KRS 224.01-040,
enacted in 1994.

TORT LAW.
A.

February 11, 1995 Verdict of the Laurel Circuit Court in
Wilson, et ale v Middlesboro Tanning Company of Delaware,
Inc., et al., awarding $11 million to the plaintiff class
to create a medical monitoring fund and awarding $4.1
million punitive damage against the Tannery and owners
and operators of the Tannery.

B.

January 11, 1995 Settlement in Federal District court in
London wherey Cooper Industries paid over $2 million on
claims brought by adj oining property owners claiming lost
value of property because of coal reserves located in
close proximity to a contaminated groundwater plume now
designated as a Superfund site in Harlan, Kentucky.

C.

These lawsuits were the result of the slow arrival of the
Safe Drinking Water Act (42 U.S.C. section 305(f), et
seq.) and the Clean Water Act in Harlan and Bell
Counties. Today these laws have arrived and the residents
of Dayhoit have a safe water supply and Yellow Creek is
regaining its natural health.

HOW GOOD IS OUR MEMORY?
A.

Senator Muskie provided part of the legislative history
for the Clean Water Act when he said the following:
"These policies ••• simply mean that streams and rivers
are no longer considered to be part of the waste
treatment process." 118 Congressional Record, page 33693
(1972) •

B.

Senator Baker concerning the 1972 Amendments
Federal Water·Pollution and Control Act:
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to

the

"The essential shift of policy contained in this
bill is away from the concept of ambient quality
and toward the concept of effluent controls.
[W]e
are recognizing for the first time that there is
not a readily definable linear relationship between
given effluent discharges and the quality of the
receiving waters." 117 Congressional Record, page
38809 .(1971) •
C.

Senator Buckley concerning the 1972 Amendments to the
Federal water Pollution and Control Act:
"Of course, the bill itself has abandoned the
attempt, as an ultimate goal, of drawing a causal
connection between the discharge of pollutants and
the degradation of our streams. In effect, we are
saying we know so little about the ultimate
consequences of injecting new matter into water
that involves a presumption of pollution, and the
way to insure ourselves against pollution is
through the control and ultimate elimination of the
discharge of pollutants."
117 Congressional
Record, page 38832 (1971).

D.

Senator Deconcini concerning the Water Quality Act of
1987:
"The American public expects to have access to an
abundant and usable water supply.
It expects the
Congress to do the right thing to make sufficient
funds available to meet our environmental quality
objectives....
Senate 1 has over 70 cosponsors.
The identical bill H.R. 1, was passed by the House
of Representatives by a vote 406 to 8. Last year,
the same legislation was passed by unanimous votes
in both Houses of Congress.
Members from both
political parties and philosophies understand the
importance of enacting a good strong water bill."
Congressional Record Senate, page S1014 (January
21, 1987).

VI.

CONCLUSION - We are at a critical moment in the nation's
response to the problems of surface water quality.
We face
intense pressure to turn away from the goal of the elimination
of the discharge of pollutants into the nation's waters. If
we turn away from that goal and return to the water quality
approach that preceded the Clean Water Act in 1972 of allowing
our waters to receive pollutants until things start dying,
then we can expect toxic tort law to play an increasingly
important role in surface water quality issues. On the other
hand, if we adhere to the goal of continuing to progress
toward the elimination of the discharge of pollutants into the
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nation's waters to the extent we have the engineering
capability, then we reduce the need and the opportunity to use
tort law to recover for the damage done to our people from our
water.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important ongoing developments with respect to
surface water quality in Kentucky is the Division of Water's
triennial review of its water quality standards at 401 KAR 5:026,
5:029, and 5:031. section 303(c) of the Clean Water Act requires
states to hold public hearings for the purpose of reviewing
applicable water quality standards and, as appropriate, modifying
those standard at least once every three years.
Kentucky's last
triennial review of its water quality standards was completed in
May 1990.
.
Surface water quality developments are also occurring at the
national level.
These developments will likely affect surface
water quality regulation in Kentucky.
Included are the united
states Environmental Protection Agency's ("EPA") commitments to
review and update' the scientific basis for its water quality
standards and how compliance with those standards is measured. EPA
may also issue more detailed guidance on antibacksliding and
antidegradation. These changes are the result of the settlement of
litigation bought in early 1993 to EPA's National Toxics Rule,
which is the cornerstone of state water quality programs. EPA has
also had the opportunity to revisit many water quality issues as
part of its Great Lakes initiative.
EPA is also developing
regulations to establish a market-based water pollutant trading
scheme that could applied on the watershed basis.
Finally, as a result of the shift in political control of
Congress last fall, the potential exists for Congress to enact
legislation that will substantially revise the Clean Water Act's
water quality-based effluent limitation provisions. A Clean Water
Act Reauthorization Bill, H.R. 961, has been introduced which, if
enacted, would ease many of the water quality-based provisions and
introduce risk assessment and cost-benefit language into the Act
with respect to establishment of more stringent effluent
limitations.

L
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II.

THE DIVISION OF WATER'S TRIENNIAL REVIEW
A.

Background on Triennial Review Process

Because of the high degree of attention given to water quality
issues in Kentucky, the Division of Water initiated its triennial
review process in December 1992 by convening a Water Quality
Standard Review Panel. The purpose of the Review Panel was to
provide a forum in which the water quality issues could be
presented and discussed in an informal and informative manner. The
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Review Panel was composed of individuals representing a wide
spectrum of business, government, and environmental interest
groups.
Key issues under consideration during the triennial review
have included: (1) implementation methodologies for the Division's
antidegradation policy at 401 KAR 5:029; (2) procedures for
facilitating alternative metal limitations in permits for the
protection of aquatic life; (3) special protection for lakes and
reservoirs; (4) the continued availability of mixing zones and
zones of initial dilution; and (5) updating existing numerical
criteria for the protection of public health and aquatic life that
are set forth in 401 KAR 5: 031.
EPA has also encouraged the
Division to establish narrative criteria for the protection of the
biological integrity of surface waters.
These issues were discussed and draft proposals were
circulated in the Review Panel meetings held in 1993 and 1994.
Pursuant to the recent enactment of notice-of-intent public hearing
requirements under KRS 13A.015, the Division held a public hearing
on January 31, 1995 to apprise the public of its intentions for
promulgating revisions to its water quality standards.
The
proposed regulations are to be filed with the Legislative Research
commission on April 14, 1995, and should be published in the May 1,
1995 Kentucky Administrative Register. Accordingly, the triennial
review process may be completed by late summer, 1995, with the
promulgation of revised water quality regulations.
B.

Antidegradation Implementation

Kentucky's current antidegradation regulation is set forth at
401 KAR 5:029 Section 2 and is essentially identical to the federal
antidegradation regulation.
(See Attachment 1).
Kentucky's
antidegradation policy provides for a three-tiered approach to
maintaining and protecting the various levels of water quality that
exist in the Commonwealth's lakes and streams.
•

At a minimum, all existing surface water uses and the
level of water quality necessary to support those uses
must be safeguarded.
(Tier I protection).

•

Surface waters that are better than the quality necessary
to support propagation of fish, shellfish, wildlife and
recreation -- i.e., Tier II high quality waters -- must
be maintained and protected unless, after going through
a separate intergovernmental review process, it is
demonstrated that allowing lower water quality is
necessary to accommodate important economic or social
development in the area.

•

Waters which
are
considered outstanding national
resources must be maintained and protected by prohibiting
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any new discharges to such waters except for discharges
from limited acti vi ties which result in temporary changes
in water quality.
(Tier III protection).
To date, the Division of Water has not promulgated any formal
regulatory
procedures
for
implementing
the
three-tier
antidegradation policy in Kentucky.
However, over the last ten
years, EPA has periodically issued various guidance documents and
memoranda
explaining
its
policies
for
implementing
the
antidegradation provisions and encouraging the various states to
adopt similar provisions in their antidegradation regulations. The
most recent example of this is EPA's "Final Water Quality Guidance
for the Great Lakes System," which appeared in the March 23, 1995
Federal Register.
60 Fed. Reg. 15366.
The Great Lakes Water
Quality Guidance mandates that the Great Lakes states adopt EPA's
antidegradation implementation procedures for "bioaccumulative
chemicals of concern" ("BCCs"). For non-BCCs, the Great Lakes
states are encouraged,
but not required,
to adopt EPA's
antidegradation implementation policy.
In the preamble to the
Great Lakes Guidance, EPA noted that its existing antidegradation
regulations did not include detailed implementing procedures.
1.

Classification
Purposes

of

Waters

for

Antidegradation

Classification of waters is a critical aspect of the
antidegradation regulations since the amount of protection to be
given to a water body depends upon whether the water is classified
as a Tier I use protected water, a Tier II high quality water, or
a Tier III outstanding national resource water.
The Division's
draft antidegradation regulations would create specific standards
for classifying waters as either Tier I, II, or III. Additionally,
Kentucky's outstanding state resource waters ("OSRWs") would be
classified as either Tier II high quality waters or Tier I use
protected waters, depending upon the reason the water was listed as
an OSRW.

L
~

Surface water classifications for stream segments and lakes in
Kentucky are listed in section 8 of draft 401 KAR 5:026.
The
antidegradation classifications include: use protected (Tier I);
high quality water (Tier II); outstanding state resource water
(Tier I or Tier II), and outstanding national resource water (Tier
III).
Waters that are not specifically classified or listed in
section 8 would be classified as use protected. However, the draft
regulations would also establish a petition process through which
the antidegradation classification of a water body could be
changed. See 401 KAR 5:026 Section 7.
The
draft
regulations
would
establish
the
following
definitions for classifying waters for antidegradation purposes.
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"High quality waters" would include surface waters that fully
support all designated uses and that have water quality that is
better than that necessary to support propagation of fish, shellfish, wildlife and recreation. This would waters that meet any of
the following criteria:
•

A water in which the concentrations of cadmium, copper,
iron, lead and z inc are each less than the chronic
aquatic life criteria listed in 401 KAR 5:031, chloride
is less than the domestic water supply criterion at the
85th percentile value, and dissolved oxygen is greater
than the aquatic life criterion of 4 mg/l at the 15th
percentile value based upon available representative
data. Representative data would be considered at least
five years of data collected at monthly intervals. If
any parameter exceeds the acute criteria for aquatic life
protection, the water would not be considered high
quality unless the Division finds that, based upon
biological assessments, appropriate aquatic life use is
fully supported.

•

Surface waters designated as Kentucky wild Rivers.

•

outstanding State Resource waters that are classified as
such for reasons other than supporting threatened and
endangered aquatic species.

•

Waters rated as excellent using the Division's Index of
Biotic Integrity for fish communities.

•

waters in the Cabinet's Reference Reach network.

"outstanding National Resource Waters" would be defined as
those waters of the highest surface water quality in the state.
This could include waters that reflect the chemical characteristics
which meet the high quality water classification or waters that
have characteristics related to outstanding ecological, scenic or
recreational attributes of national significance.
"outstanding state Resource Waters" would include surface
waters designated under the Kentucky wild Rivers Act, the federal
wild and Scenic River Act, or the Kentucky Nature Preserves Act.
Additionally, OSRWs would include waters that support federally
recognized endangered or threatened species. other waters which
may be included as OSRWs include surface waters bounded by or
wi thin state or federal forest lands or that have exceptional
"aesthetic or ecological value" or that are " part of unique
geological or historical area recognized by state or federal
designation." OSRWs may also include water bodies that are part of
an undisturbed or relatively undisturbed watershed that could
provide basic scientific data and that possess outstanding water
quality characteristics or that support a diverse or unique native
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aquatic flora or possess physical or chemical characteristics that
provide an unusual or uncommon aquatic habitat or that provide a
unique aquatic environment within a physiographic region. As can
be seen, the OSRWs classification would include factors that may be
unrelated to water quality and which may also be difficult to
measure by a specific standard.
It is important to note that classification of water bodies in
Kentucky will :be based upon a holistic approach -- i. e., the
characteristics of the water body as a whole are considered in
making the classification. In its water Quality Guidance for the
Great Lakes System, EPA encourages states to adopt a parameter-byparameter basis for classifying water bodies for antidegradation
purposes.
Under a parameter-by-parameter approach, a water body
could be classified as high quality with respect to some parameters
(e.g., copper, zinc) but might be considered only use protected
with respect to other parameters that are at or above water quality
criteria (e.g, iron, lead).
A parameter-by-parameter approach
would create an unworkable situation in which different levels and
degrees of an antidegradation review would have to be undertaken
for different parameters in virtually every water body every time
a KPDES permit was issued.
2.

Antidegradation Procedures for High Quality waters

The antidegradation implementation methodology being proposed
primarily focuses on the procedures that would be applicable to a
Tier II high quality water. For Tier I use protected waters, the
antidegradation methodology would remain essentially unchanged.
New and expanded discharges to Tier I waters would be required to
protect designated uses and comply with the applicable water
quality standards at 401 KAR 5:031.
with respect to Tier II high quality waters, a KPDES permit
for a previously unpermitted or expanded discharge would be
required to contain effluent iimitations based upon several
criteria in order for the discharge to be deemed to maintain and
protect water quality.

•

Discharges from municipal wastewater treatment plants
would be limited as follows:
10 mg/l CBOD (5-day), 2
mg/l ammonia nitrogen,
0.010 mg/l total residual
chlorine, 10 mg/l TSS, 1 mg/l total phosphorus, a minimum
of 7 mg/l dissolved oxygen, and a chronic whole effluent
toxicity ("WET")
limit, unless acute WET is more
stringent.

•

with respect to other wastewater discharges, effluent
limitations would be limited to one-half of the limit
that would have otherwise been permitted for a use
protected Tier I water at standard design conditions
(i.e, twice as stringent).
Exceptions would exist for

I
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chloride which would be set at the drinking water
standard of 250 mgtl, stormwater discharges would be
exempt, and carcinogenic pollutants would be limited as
in use protected waters (i.e., based upon harmonic mean
flows) .
KPDES permit renewals that would not result in an increase in
pollutant loading would be exempt from the high quality waters
antidegradation'implementation procedures.
If a discharge to a high quality water met the abovereferenced limitations, no further antidegradation review would be
required. A concern, however, is that the draft regulations would
not provide a discharger with an opportunity to demonstrate that a
discharge would not cause significant degradation where these
limitations are not met.
Additionally, it appears that a minor
expansion at an existing source could subject the entire discharge
to the twice as stringent limitations.
Where a proposed discharger (new or expanded) could not meet
these standards effluent limitations for high quality waters, the
applicant would be required to conduct an alternatives analysis to
demonstrate that technically feasible and cost effective treatment
is not available to meet those standards. The applicant would be
permitted to discharge at higher limitations than the default
limitations if the applicant could demonstrate that the resultant
lowering of water quality was necessary to accommodate important
economic or social development in the area.
No procedures are
proposed with respect to performing the economic or social
importance evaluations.
A concern is that the proposed regulation makes the
alternative analysis and the econom1C and social importance
analysis separate demonstrations. An alternatives analysis seems
to be an integral part and a factor to consider in determining the
impact on local employment, impact on local tax revenue, and in
evaluating the social and economic necessity of a proposed
discharge. Therefore, they should be part of the same analysis.

c.

Mixing Zones and Zones of Initial Dilution

401 KAR 5:029 section 5 currently authorizes mixing zones and
zones of initial dilution ("ZIDs") to be established in KDPES
permits for achieving compliance with water quality criteria. The
draft water quality regulations being developed as part of the
triennial review process would impose restrictions on the
availability of mixing zones and ZIDs.
Under section 6 of the
draft regulation, the Division would establish specific criteria
for authorizing and sizing ZIDs. The regulation would specify that
numeric acute criteria could be exceeded within the ZID if the
frequency and duration of exposure of aquatic organisms would not
be sufficient to cause acute toxicity.
The criteria for sizing
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ZIDS are largely based upon the guidance in EPA's Technical Support
Document for water Quality-Based Toxics Control. New ZIDs would
only be available where a submerged multi-port diffuser is being
proposed.
The proposal would also prohibit new ZIDs in high quality
waters or publicly owned lakes or reservoirs.
This prohibition
would go beyond the requirements of federal law and will be a major
point of contention if the Division proposes to keep this provision
in the final regulations.
There does not appear to be any
justification for such a flat prohibition with respect to either
high quality waters or publicly owned lakes or reservoirs since a
properly engineered ZID can be authorized and still protect water
quality. Additionally, the draft regulation would limit the size
of mixing zones in publicly owned lakes and reservoirs.
D.

Lake Protection

In addition to the above-referenced restrictions on ZIDs and
mixing zones in publicly owned lakes and reservoirs, section 7 of
the draft regulation would prohibit new and expanded domestic and
industrial wastewater discharges to publicly owned lakes and
reservoirs unless it can be demonstrated by an applicant that no
other~ cost effective and technically feasible
alternative is
available.
section 7 would also establish limi tations on any
authorized lake discharge and require that all discharges be to the
hypolimnion.
As with the other lake protection provisions, this requirement
would impose substantial hardship on communities and facilities
that are currently located on or near publicly owned lakes and
reservoirs.
It will also create barriers to further growth and
development in such communities since it is likely that there would
always be an economic alternative to locate a new industry in
another community. This is also likely to be a strongly contested
provision of the proposed regulations.
E.

water Quality Standards

On December 22, 1992, EPA promulgated its most current update
of its water quality standards which established numeric criteria
for toxic pollutants. In that National Toxics Rule, EPA noted that
Kentucky's water quality criteria were consistent with federal
standards with the exception of the absence of a dioxin standard in
Kentucky. Several of EPA's water quality criteria, however, were
updated in that 1992 rulemaking to reflect new scientific
information.
The Division is proposing to revise certain of its water
quality criteria based upon the new scientific information reported
in EPA's December 22, 1992 rulemaking. The Division is proposing
to add 36 additional criteria to its water quality criteria for
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protection of human health from the consumption of fish tissue and
to revise 32 concentration values for those existing criteria.
Warm water aquatic habitat criteria are also being revised for
certain organics. The domestic water quality source criteria are
being revised for 35 substances and criteria are being added for 26
additional substances.
(See Attachment 2).
Finally, a dioxin
standard for protection of human health from the consumption of
fish tissue is ~eing proposed at 0.12 parts per quadrillion, which
is less stringent than recommended by EPA, but this dioxin
criterion has been approved in other states.
In addition to the revisions to the numeric water quality
criteria, the Division is also proposing to establish additional
narrative biological criteria at 401 KAR 5:031 section 4(1). That
provision would authorize the Division to require biological
assessments of surface waters to ensure that the biological
integrity of the surface water is maintained or restored.
Additionally, activities such as dredging, filling, bridge
construction, and stream bank stabilization that may adversely
affect productive aquatic communities would be prohibited unless
certified as approved or waived by the Division.
A concern with the proposed narrative biological criteria is
that the standards are vague and could therefore form the basis for
numerous challenges to any activity affecting a stream or water
body.
Addi tionally , depending on how it is interpreted and
implemented, the proposal could have significant economic impacts
while the environmental benefits of the regulation are highly
uncertain.
III. DEVELOPMENTS AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL THAT MAY AFFECT STATE WATER
QUALITY STANDARDS
As a result of the litigation initiated in 1993 to challenge
EPA's National Toxics Rule, EPA has agreed to re-evaluate several
aspects of the rule which could have a significant impact on state
water quali ty programs •
Additionally, EPA has also proposed
certain other changes in its water quality program as a result of
improved science and/or pressure from industry and municipalities.
These developments are summarized below.
A.

Metals Limitations

Compliance with water quality-based effluent limitations under
Kentucky's water quality criteria for metals is generally
determined, pursuant to 401 KAR 5:065 section 3(3), by measuring
the total recoverable metal. However, the Division's regulations
also provide that compliance is to be based upon use of the total
recoverable metals method "unless it can be demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the Cabinet that a more appropriate analytical
technique is available which provides a measurement of that portion
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of the metal present which causes toxicity to aquatic life." 401
KAR 5:031 section 4(2).
EPA has long known that determining compliance with water
quality criteria based upon total recoverable metals may be overly
protective and often overstates. the toxici ty of metals in an
effluent stream. Recently, as a result of the National Toxics Rule
Ii tigation" EPA agreed to amend the aquatic life water quali ty
criteria for metals to provide for compliance based upon the use of
dissolved concentrations, as opposed to total recoverable
concentrations. The water quality criteria for which conversion
factors have been developed to account for the conservativeness of
the totals recoverable methods for metals include arsenic, cadmium,
chromium, lead, copper, mercury, nickel, silver, and zinc.
EPA
also adopted the dissolved metal approach in its final water
quality guidance for the Great Lakes System.
See 60 Fed. Reg.
15366, 15373, 15391 (March 23, 2995).
B.

Averaging Periods For Water Quality criteria

Currently, EPA bases its water quality criteria for protecting
against acute and chronic effects to aquatic life upon a one-hour
and four-day averaging period, respectively.
New scientific
inforI!1ation has indicated that these averaging periods may be
overly conservative in estimating how quickly toxic effects could
occur to aquatic life after exposure. This is especially true with
respect to the one-hour averaging period for acute toxicity.
The result of EPA's re-evaluation of the appropriate averaging
time for water quality criteria may affect the duration of tests
for biomonitoring and the design criteria for mixing zones and
ZIDs. For example, if it is determined that a 24-hour averaging
period is more ,appropriate for evaluating whether acute toxicity
would occur, it would indicate that an aquatic organism could be
exposed to acutely toxic concentrations for a longer period without
being impacted.
Another issue to be considered is whether the 7Q10 low flow is
the appropriate stream flow for setting effluent limitations. EPA
is reportedly considering whether a 30Q5 flow -- the 30-day low
flow condition that occurs on the average once every five years -is a more appropriate flow condition for evaluating instream
dilution and mixing. The 30Q5 flow is most likely a higher flow
value which would mean that more dilution effect could be
considered in determining whether a m1x1ng zone or ZID is
appropriate. However, in its March 23, 1995 Great Lakes Guidance,
EPA specified a 1-day, 10-year design flow (lQ10) for establishing
limitations based upon acute aquatic life criteria. 60 Fed. Reg.
at 15418.
A related issue is whether a chronic whole effluent toxicity
limitation (using 100% effluent) is appropriate for true ephemeral
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streams.
An
alternative approach would be to establish
biomonitoring limitations for ephemeral streams based upon seasonal
variations in flow conditions.
C.

Detection Limits

EPA has developed a draft guidance document relating to
monitoring of water quality-based effluent limitations that are set
below analytical detection/quantification levels. The concern is
that water quality-based permit limitations may be at or below
detection limits.
EPA has proposed that testing for compliance
wi th such limi tations be based upon a factor (3 • 18) times the
method detection limit to account for the variability among
laboratories and other factors. The issue of whether this is an
appropriate and sufficiently reliable detection standard is still
being evaluated. Industrial dischargers are urging EPA to instead
adopt the practical quantification level (PQL) as the appropriate
detection standard for enforcement purposes where a water qualitybased effluent limitation is below the level that can be quantified
with a reasonable degree of scientific certainty.
D.

Market-Based Water Pollutant Trading

EPA is currently developing a proposal to authorize and
promote trading between point source dischargers for facilities
that are already meeting technology-based discharge requirements
but are having difficulty meeting more stringent water qualitybased effluent limitations. Trades between point sources would be
authorized where one facility can go beyond water quality-based
effluent limitation requirements. It could then trade its excess
capability to comply to another facility that cannot economically
meet water quality-based effluent limitations. A similar approach
might be proposed with respect to pretreatment requirements for
indirect dischargers to POTWs. The trading mechanism would occur
on a watershed basis.
IV.

PRETREATMENT PROGRAM DEVELOPMENTS

Of interest to municipalities and indirect dischargers are
several recent challenges to proposed modifications by the cities
of Somerset and Bowling Green to their local sewer use ordinances.
The modifications relaxed certain industrial user discharge
limi tat ions in the cities' sewer use ordinances based upon reevaluation of the appropriate pretreatment limits utilizing the
computer model PRELIM.

F
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Challenges to the modified sewer use ordinances are based upon
contentions that the modifications were approved in violation of
the antibacksliding ~nd antidegradation provisions of the
Division's regulations.
Other legal challenges are also being
raised.
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The outcome of these matters may have a sUbstantial impact
upon municipalities in Kentucky that seek to modify their
pretreatment ordinances for various reasons, including updated
science.

v.

CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

A sUbstantial possibility exists that the current Congress
will pass a clean Water Act reauthorization bill that makes
sUbstantial changes in the provisions relating to water quality
protection. At the time of this writing, H.R. 961 is being markedup in the Transportation & Infrastructure Committee of the House of
Representatives. As currently written, H.R. 961 would require a
stringent cost-benefit analysis to be performed prior to making any
industrial effluent limitation more stringent. H.R. 961 would also
repeal the stormwater permitting program. Additionally, H.R. 961
would require EPA to re-evaluate water quality criteria, whole
effluent toxicity testing, and statistical noncompliance, among
other areas of the water quality program.
Although it is likely that H.R. 961 will not be passed without
sUbstantial reV1S10ns in the Senate, any Clean Water Act
reauthorization that is enacted will likely address water qualitybased permitting issues. Ultimately, this will have an effect in
Kentucky since KRS 224.16-050(4) provides that the Cabinet may not
impose any effluent limitation, monitoring requirement or other
condition in a KPDES permit "which is more stringent than the
effluent limitation, monitoring requirement, or other condition
which would have been applicable under federal regulation if the
permit were issued by the federal government."
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KENTUCKY WATER QUALITY REGULATIONS
- 401 KAR 5:029-

In Effect As of August, 1994
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4Q1 KAR 5:029. GenereI proviaions.
RELATES TO: KRS ChaplBr 224,40 CFR Part 136
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS 224.10-100, 224.16-060,
224.70-100, 224.70-110,33 U.S.C. 1313
NECESSITY AND FUNCTION: This regulation' contains a
definition and abbreviation section applicable to 401 .KAR 5:026, this
regulation, and 401 KAR 5:031. A nondegradation section and a
section pertaining to withdrawal of warars not meeting warar quality
standards are included. A sample collection and analy1ical methodology section is included to ensure reproducible ana/yticaI results. A
provision relating to allowable conditions in mixing zones is also
included. A procedure for issuing a variance from criteria for pH, iron
and manganese !s included for coal reminin,g operations.
Section 1. Definitions and Abbreviations. (1) The following
definitions describe terms used in 401 KAR 5:026, this regulation, and
401 KAR 5:031. Terms not defined below shall have the meanings
given to them in KRS 224.01-010 or, if not so defined, the meanings
attributed by common use.
_
(a) "Acute-chronic ratio" means the ratio of the acute toxicity
(expressed as an LCIO of an effluent or a toxic substance to its
chronic toxicity (expressed as a NOEL). It is used as a factor to
estimate chronic toxicity from acute toxicity data.
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(b) "Acute criteria" means the highest in stream concentration of
a toxic substance or an effluent to which organisms can be exposed
for a brief period of time without causing unacceptable harmful
effects.
(c) "Acute toxicity" means lethality or other harmful effect
sustained by either indigenous aquatic organisms or representative
indicator organisms used in toxicity tests, due to a short- term
exposure (ninety-six (96) hours or less) to a specific toxic substance
or mixture of toxic substances.
(d) "Acute toxicity unit" means the reciprocal of the effluent
dilution that causes the acute effect (LCso) by the end of the acute
exposure period.
_
.
(e) "Chronic criteria" means the highest instream concentration of
a toxic substance or an effluent to which organisms can be exposed
indefinitely without causing an unacceptable harmful effect
(f) "Chronic toxicitY" means lethality, reduced growth or reproduction or other harmful effect sustained by either indigenous aquatic
organisms or representative indicator organisms used in toxicity tests
due to long-term exposures (relative to the life span of the organisms
or a significant portion of their life span) to toxic substances or
mixtures of toxic substances.
(g) "Chronic toxicity unit" means the reciprocal of the effluent
dilution that causes no observed unacceptable harmful effect (NOEL)
on the test organisms by the end of the chronic exposure period.
(h) "Cold water aquatic habitat" means surface waters and
associated substrate that will support indigenous aquatic life or
self-sustaining or reproducing trout populations on a year-round basis.
(i) "Conventional domestic water supply treatment" means or
includes coagUlation, sedimentation, filtration, and chlorination.
OJ "Criteria" means specific concentrations or ranges of values,
or narrative statements of water constituents which represent a quality
of water expected to result in an aquatic ecosystem protective of
designated uses of surface waters. Criteria are derived to protect
legitimate uses such as aquatic life, domestic water supply, and
recreation and to protect human health.
(k) "Division" means the Division of Water.
(I) "Domestic water supply (DWS)" means surface waters that
with conventional treatment will be suitable for: human consumption
through a public water system as defined in 401 KAR 6:015, Section
1; culinary purposes; or for use in any food or beverage processing
industry; and, meets state and federal regulations under the Safe
Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. 300f-300j, as amended.
(m) "Effluent ditch" means that portion of a treatment system
which is a discrete, person-made conveyance, either totally owned,
leased or under valid easement by the discharger, which transports
a discharge to waters of the Commonwealth.
(n) "Epilimnion" means the thermally homogeneous water layer
overlying the metalimnion (the region of the thermocline) of a
thermally stratified lake or reservoir.
(0) "Eutrophication" means the enrichment of surface waters of
the state by the discharge or addition of nutrients.
(p)."Existing uses" means those legitimate uses being attained in
or on a surface water of the Commonwealth on or after November 28,
1975, irrespective of its use classification.
(q) "Fecal coliform" means the portion of the coliform group of
bacteria which are present in the intestinal tract or the feces of
warm-blooded animals. It generally includes organisms which a",
capable of producing gas from lactose broth in a suitable culture
medium within twenty-four (24) hours at forty-four and five-tenths
(44.5) degrees plus or minus two-tenths (0.2) degrees C.
(r) "Harmonic mean flow" means the reciprocal of the mean of the
reciprocal daily flow values.
(s) "Hypolimnion" means the lower cold region of a thermally
stratified laka or reservoir that extends from the metalimnion to the
bottom.
.
(t) "Indigenous aquatic life" means naturally occurring aquatic
organisms including but not limited to bacteria, fungi, algae, aquatic
insects, other aquatic invertebrates, reptiles and amphibians, and
fishes. Under some natural conditions one (1) or more of the above
groups may be absent from any given surface water.
(u) "Intermittent water" means a stream that flows only at certain

times of the year as when it receives water from springs or precipitation in its immediate watershed.
(v) "LCso " means that concentration of a toxic substance or
mixture of toxic substances which is lethal (or immobilizing, if
appropriate) to fifty (SO) percent of the species tested in a toxicity test
during a specified exposure period.
(w) "LC," means that concentration of a toxic substance or
mixture of toxic substances which is lethal (or immobilizing, if
appropriate) to one (1) percent of the organisms tested in a toxicity
test during a specified exposure period.
(x) "Maintain" means to preserve or keep in present condition by
not allowing adverse permanent or long-term changes to water quality
or to populations of aquatic organisms or their habitat.
(y) "Milligrams per liter (mgll)" means the milligrams of substan~
per liter of solution, and is equivalent to parts per million in water
assuming unit density.
(z) "Mixing zone" means a domain of a water body contiguous to
a treated or untreated wastewater discharge of quality characteristics
different from those of the receiving water. The discharge is in transit
and progressively diluted from the source to the receiving system.
The mixing zone is the domain where wastewater and receiving water
mix.
(aa) "Natural temperature" means the temperature that would
exist in waters of the Commonwealth without the change of enthalpy
of artificial origin, as contrasted with that caused by climatic change
or naturally occurring variable temperature associated with riparian
vegetation and seasonal changes.
(bb) "Natural water quality" means those naturally occurring
physical, chemical, and biological properties of waters.
(cc) "Net discharge" means the amount of substance released to
a surface water by excluding the influent value from the effluent value
if both the intake and discharge are from and to the same or similar
body of water.
(dd) "No observed effect level (NOEL)" means the highest
concentration of an effluent or a toxic substance that causes no
observed harmful effects on either indigenous aquatic organisms or
representative indicator organisms used in toxicity tests.
(ee) "Nonpoint" means any source of pollutants not defined by
point source as used in this regulation.
(ft) "Outstanding resource waters" means surface waters
designated by the cabinet pursuant to 401 KAR 5:031, Section 7.
(gg) "Point source" means any discernible, confined, and discrete
conveyance, including, but not limited to any pipe, ditch, channel,
tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling stock,
concentrated animal feeding operation, from which pollutants are or
may be discharged. This term does not include return flows from
irrigated agriculture.
(hh) "Productive aquatic communitiliS" means an assemblage of
indigenous aquatic life capable of reproduction and growth.
(ii) "Propagation" means the continuance of species by successful
spawning, hatChing, and development or natural generation in the
natural environment, as opposed to the maintenance of species by
artificial culture and stocking.
Oi) "Standard or water quality standard" means a regulation
promulgated by the cabinet establishing the use to be made of a
surface water and the water quality criteria necessary to maintain and
protect that use.
(kk) "Surface waters" means those waters having well-defined
banks and beds, either constanlly or intermi~ntly flowing; lakes and
impounded waters; marshes and wetlands; and any subterranean
waters flowing in well-defined channels and having a demonstrable
hydrologic connection with the surface. Effluent ditches and lagoons
used for waste treatment which are situated on property owned,
leased, or under valid easement by a permitted discharger are not
considered to be surface waters of the Commonwealth.
(II) "Thermocline" means the plane in a body of water in which the
maximum rate of decrease in temperature occurs with respect to
depth.
(mm) "Toxic substances' means substances which are bioaccumulative, synergistic, antagonistic, teratogenic, mutagenic or carcinogenic and cause death, disease, behavioral abnormalities, physiologi-
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cal malfunctions or physical deformities in any organism or its
offspring or interfere with normal propagation.
(nn) "Warm water aquatic habitat (WAH)" means any surface
water and associated substrate capable of supporting intlgenous
warm water aquatic life.
(00) "Wellands" means land that has a predominance of hydric
soils and that is inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at
a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances does support, a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soH conditions.
(2) Abbreviations:
(a) oC means degree(s) Celsius; .
(b) EPA - See U. S.·EPA;
(c) of means degree(s) Fahrenheit;
(d) KPDES means Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System;
(e) mgll means milligrams per liter (same as ppm);
(f) NPDES means National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System;
(g) pCiII means picocuries per liter;
(h) ppb means part(s) per billion;
(i) ppm means par1(s) per miltion (assuming unit density, same as
mgll);
0> ug.t1 means micrograms per Uter (same as ppb assuming unit
density);
(k) u.s. EPA means the United States Environmental Protection
Agency;
,
(I) 70 10 means that minimum average flow which occurs for seven
(7) consecutive days with a recurrence interval of ten (10) years;
(m) POTW means public owned treatment worXs.
(3) Definitions for coal remining operations:
(a) "Coal remining operation" means a surface coal mining
operation which begins after the effective date of this regulation at a
site on which a coal mining operation was conducted before August
3, 19n. "Coal remining operation" also means an existing surface
coal mining operation which receives a permit revision from the
Department for Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
(DSMRE) in accordance with 405 KAR 8:010, Section 20 for a s.ite on
which a coal mining operation was conducted before August 3, 19n.
(b) "Preexisting discharge" means any discharge at the lime of
applying for a KPDES permit under this regulation.
(c) "Remined area" means only that area of any coal remining
operation on which a coal mining operation was conducted before
August 3, 19n.

~I Section 2. Nondegradation.1 (1) It is the purpose of these
regulations to safeguard the surface waters of the Commonwealth for
their designated uses, to prevent the creation of any new pollution of
these waters; and to abate any existing pollution.
(2) Where the quality of surface waters exceeds that necessary
to support propagation of fish, shellfish, wilc:life and recreation in and
on the water, that quality shall be maintained and protected unless
the cabinet finds, after full satisfaction of the intergovernmental
coordination and public participation provisions of the cabiners
continuing planning process, that allowing lower water quality is
necessary to accommodate important economic or social development in the area in which the waters are located. In allowing such
degradation or lower water quality, the cabinet shan assure water
quality adequate to protect existing uses fully. Further, the cabinet will
assure that th.e shall be achieved the highest statutory and
regulatory requirements for waste treatment by all new and existing
point sources and that nonpoint sources of pollutants be controlled by
application of all cost effective and reasonable best management
practices.
(3) The implementation of this section shall conform to 40 CFR
131.12 to the extent allowed by KRS 224.70-100.
(4) Water quality shall be maintained and protected in those
waters designated as outstanding resource waters according to
procedJres specified in Section 7(2) of 401 KAR 5:031.
(5) In those cases where potential water quality impairment
associated with a thermal tlscharge is involved, a successful

demonstration conduded under Section 316 of the Clean Water Act.
33 USC 1326, shaD be in compliance with all portions of this section.
Section 3. Withdrawal of Contaminated Water. It is recognized
that surface waters will, on occasion, not meet the standards and
criteria established in 401 KAR 5:031. Withdrawal and subsequent
discharge of these waters without alteration of the physical, or
chemical characteristics into the same or similar surface water will not
be considered a violation of water quality standards. The cabinet win
determine effluent criteria and KPDES permit limitations in these
situations based on the quality of the raw and receiving waters. The
cabinet retains the right to require modification under the proviSions
of 401 KAR 5:035, 401 KAR 5:065, 401 KAR 5:070, 401 KAR 5:075,
and 401 KAR 5:080.
SeeMn 4 Sample Collection and Analytical Methodology. All
methods of preservation and analysis used to determine cOnformity
or nonconformity with water quality standards shall be governed by
40 CFR Part 136, as amended, when applicable. Sample collection
and other methods not found in the above reference may be used
where appropriate if approved by the cabinet
Section 5. Mixing Zones. The following guidelines and conditions
are applicable to all mixing zones:
(1) The cabinet will assign, on a case-by-case basis, definable
geometric limits for mixing zones for a discharge or a pollutant or
pollutants within a discharge. Applicable limits shall include, but may
not be limited to, the linear distances from the point of discharge,
surface area involvement, volume of receiving water, and shall take
into account other nearby mixing zones. Mixing zones will not be
allowed until applicable limits are assigned by the cabinet in accordance with this section.
(2) Concentrations of toxic substances which exceed the acute
. criteria for protection of aquatic life set forth in 401 KAR 5:031 shall
not exist at any point within an assigned mixing zone or in the
discharge itself unless a zone of initial tllution is assigned. A zone of
initial dilution may be assigned on a case-by-case basis at the
discretion of the cabinet Concentrations of toxic substances shall not
exceed the acute criteria at the edge of the assigned zone of initial
dilution. Chronic criteria for the protection of aquatic life and criteria
for the protection of human health from the consumption of fish tissue
shall be met at the edge of the assigned mixing zone.
(3) The location of a mixing zone shall not interfere with fish
spawning or nursery areas, fish migration routes, public water supply
intakes, or bathing areas, nor preclude the free passage of fish or
other aquatic life.
(4) Whenever possible the mixing zone shall not exceed one-third
(1/3) of the width of the receiving stream, and in no case shall exceed
one-half (1/2) of the cross-sectional area
(5) In lakes and other surface impoundments, the volume of a
mixing zone shall not affect in excess of ten (10) percent of the
volume of that portion of the receiving waters available for mixing.
(6) A mixing zone shall be limited to an area or volume which will
not adversely alter the legitimate uses of the receiving water, nor be
so large as to adversely affect an established community of aquatic
organisms.
(7) In the case of thermal discharges, a successful demonstration
conducted under Section 316(a) of the Clean Water Act shaD
constitute compliance with all provisions of this section.
Section 6. Water Quality-based Variance· for Coal Remining
Operations. (1) Applicability. An applicant for a Kentucky pollutant
discharge elimination system (KPDES) permit to tlscharge pollutants
from or affected by a coal remining operation may request a variance
from the water quality criteria for pH, iron and manganese set forth in
405 KAR 5:031.
(2) Application requirements.
(a) The applicant shaH comply with all KPDES permit application
requirements, as set forth in 405 KAR 5:060.
(b) The applicant shaD submit documentation from the Department for Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement (DSMRE) that
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the proposed coal remining operation will be located on a remined
area, and shall certify that the proposed coal remining operation wiD
be located on a remined area
(c) The applicant shall also:
1. Describe the hydrologic balance for the proposed coal remining
operation, including:
a. Results of a detailed water quality and quantity monitoring
program, including seasonal variations, variations in response to
precipitation events, and modeled baseline pollution loads using the
monitoring program; and
.
b. Monitoring for pH, alkalinity, acidity, total iron, total manganese,
sulfates, total suspended solids, and any other water quality parameters requested by the director;
.
2. Submit the application for a permit from DSMRE;
3. Submit, if not submitted in the application for a permit from
DSMRE;
a. Plans, cross-sections, and schematic drawings describing the
techniques for reducing the discharge of acid-forming materials, iron
and manganese;
b. A description and an explanation of the range of abatement
levels that probably can be achieved, costs, and each step proposed
to reduce the discharge of acid-forming materials, iron and manganese;
e. A description of the spoil handing practices necessary to
reduce the discharge of acid-forming materials, iron and manganese;
d. A detailed topographic map of the proposed coal remining
operation, including the locations of the preexisting and proposed
discharges; and
4. Continue the water quality and quantity monitoring program
described in subparagraph 1 of this paragraph, and submit the results
to the director on a periodic basis until the director makes a final
permit decision. The cabinet will evaluate the KPDES monitoring
program and the DSMRE monitoring program for each applicant to
avoid duplication and inconsistencies.
(d) The applicant may submit the information described in the
document entitled "Coal Remining-Best Professional Judgment
Analysis: Preexisting Pollutional Discharge Data Input Module,
Baseline Statistical· Calculation Module, Watet Treatment Cost
Calculation Module, Surface Mine Materials Handing and Cost
Simulator, User Manual" and accompanying software published by the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources, Mining
Engineering Section; Pennsylvania StatB University and Kohlmann
Ruggiero Engineers, P.C. (1988).
(e) An applicant with an eXisting surface coal mining operation
seeking a permit revision from DSMRE pursuant to 4105 KAR 8:010,
Section 20 shall also demonstrate to the satisfaction of \he director
that:
1. The applicant discovered discharges within the proposed coal
remining area after the applicanrs DSMRE permit was issued; and
2. The applicant has not caused or contributed to the discharges.
(3) Treatment requirements. If the director issues a KPDES permit
to discharge pollutants from or affected by a coal rernining operation
containing the variance described in subsection (1) of this seclion, the
water quality-based effluent limitations for pH, iron and manganese
will be established on a case-by- case basis. Compliance with those
effluent limitations constitutes compliance with those water quality
criteria for pH, iron and manganese set forth in 401 KAR 5:031. The
director may employ the document entitled "Coal Remining-Best
Professional Judgment Analysis: Preexisting Pollutional Discharge
Data Input Module, Baseline Statistical Calculation Module, Water
Treatment Cost Calculation Module, Surface Mine Materials Haneling
and Cost Simulator, User Manual" and accompanying software
published by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Resources, Mining Engineering Section; Pennsylvania State University and Kohlmann Ruggiero Engineers, P.C. (1988).
(4) Prohibitions. In addition to the prohibitions contained in 401
KAR 5:055, Section 2; the following prohibitions apply to this.section:
(a) No KPDES permit containing the watet quality-based variance
of subsection (1) of this section shall be issued unless the coal
remining operation has applied for a permit from the Department for
Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, as set forth in 406

KAR Chapters 7 1hrough 24, indusi.... The effectiw data of the
KPDES permit shall be no sooner than the effective date of the permit
issued by the Department for Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement·
(b) No KPDES permit containing the watet quality-based variance
of subsection (1) of 1his section shall be issued for a surface coal
mining operation which is not a coal remining operation located on a
reminecl area. .
(c) No KPDES permit containing the water quality-based variance
of subsection (1) of this section shall be issued which would allow the
discharges of acid-forming materials, iron or manganese to exceed
the lewis being discharged from the rlilmined area before the coal
remining operation begins.
(d) No KPDES permit containing the water quality-based variance
of subsection (1) of this section shall be issued if the applicant fails
to demonstrate tD the satisfaction of the director that the coal
remining operation wUI result in the potential for improved water
quality from the rernining operation over that existing prior to the
IBmining operalion, and that the information provided in the application is adequate for the cirector to make an informed final permit
decision.
(e) No KPDES permit containing the watet quality-based variance
of subsection (1) of this section shaD be issued with effluent limitations less stringent than applicable t&chnology-based effluent
limitations, as set forth in 401 KAR 5:065, Section 4(2), 401 KAR
5:080, Section 1(2)(a)2 or (c).
(f) In addition to the prohibitions of paragraphs (a) through (e) of
this subsection, no KPDES permit containing the water quality based
variance of subsection (1) of this section shall be issued for an
existing surface coal mining operation unless:
1. The applicant receiws a permit revision from DSMRE in
accordance with 4105 KAR 8:010, Section 20;
2. The applicant discovered disc;harges within the proposed coal
remining area after the applicanrs DSMRE permit was issued; and
3. The applicant has not caused or contributed to the discharges
since August 3, 19n. (5 Ky.R. 827; Am. 6 Ky.R. 341; eff. 12-5-79; 11
Ky.R. 1141; 1380; eff. 4-9-85; 16 Ky.R. 833; 1367; 2676; eff. 5-31-SIO;
2257; 2676; eff. 7-11-90.)
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Table 1.
Water Quality Criteria for Protection of Human Health
from the Consumption of Fish Tissue
Concentration
Substances Not Linked to Cancer

(",gil)

Metals l
Antimony
[ CfireRlil:lftl (I I I )
Mercury
Nickel
Thallium

L

6:

4,300[45,999]
679,999 ]
0.146
4,600
~[4&]

Organics

Acrolein
Anthracene
Chlorobenzene
l,2,4,5-tetrachlorobenzene
Pentachlorobenzene
[1,1,1 triefilereetfiafte
bis(2-chloroisopropyl) ether
Cyanide
1,2-dichlorobenzene[Diefilereseft2eftes]
1,3-dichlorobenzene
1,4-dichlorobenzene
[Diefiere!3repeBes
. l,3-dichloropropylene
alpha-Endosulfan
beta-Endosulfan
Endosulfan sulfate
Endrin
Endrin aldehyde
Ethylbenzene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene
[I sepfierefte
2,4-dichlorophenol
2,4-dinitro-o-cresol(2-methyl-4,6-dinitrophenol)
2,4-d[B]initrophenol
Phenol
Di-n-butyl [Dis~tyl] phthalate
Diethyl p[P]hthalate
120,000[1,899,999]
[Di 2 etfiylfie3~1 pfitfialate
Dimethyl phthalate
pyrene
Methyl bromide
Nitrobenzene
Toluene
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780
110,000
21,000
48
85
1,939,999]
170,000[4,369]
220,000
17,000[2,699]
2,600
2,600
14,1991
1,700
~[~]

.a
.a

0.81
0.81
29,000
370 [-54-]
14,000
17,000
529,999]
790
765
14,000[14,399]
4,600,000
12,000[154,909]
59,999]
2,900,000
11,000
4,000
1,900
200,000[424,900]

Substances Linked to Cancer
[Ue'eals!]

9.117]

[Beryllhlfft

Organics
Acrylonitrile
Aldrin
Benzene
Benzidine
Benzo (a) anthracene
Benzo(a)pyrene
Benzo(b)fluoranthene
BenzoCk)fluoranthene
Bromoform
Carbon tetrachloride
Chlordane
Chlorodibromomethane
Dichlorobromomethane
Hexachlorobenzene
1,2-dichloroethane
1,1,2-trichloroethane
l,l,2,2,-tetrachloroethane
Hexachloroethane
2,4,6-trichlorophenol
Pentachlorophenol
bis (2 - chlor,oethyl) ether
bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate
Chloroform
Chrysene'
4,4' -DDT

0.65
0.00014 [. 999979]

71
0.00054 [. 999S3]
0.031
0.031
0.031
0.031
360
4.4[~]

0.00059 [. 99948]

34
22

o . 00077 [.99974]

~[*3-]

41.S
10.7
S . 9 [&-:-7-4]

6.5

[~]

~

1.40[~]

5.9,
470
0.031

0.00059[9.999924]

4,4'-DDE
4,4' -DDD
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracene
3,3'-d[Blichlorobenzidine
l,l-dichloroethylene
Dieldrin

0.00059
0.000S4
0.031
0.077[~]
3.2[~]

0.00014[9.999976]

2,4-dinitrotoluene
Dioxin (2,3,7,S-TCDD)
l,2-d[B]iphenylhydrazine

9.1
0.00000012

[Ilalsffte'efia:aes

lS. 7]

0.54[~]

Heptachlor
Heptachlor epoxide
Hexachlorobutadiene
alpha Hexachlorocyclohexane (BHC) [ (UCH) ]
beta BHC [HeH]
gamma BHC[HeH] (lindane)
[Tecfi:aical UCH

Indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene
Isophorone
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0.00021[9.99929]
0.00011
50.0
0.013[9.931]
0.046[9.9547]
0.063[9.9625]
9.9414]
0.031
600

Methylene chloride
N-nitrosodiethylarnine'
N-nitrosodimethylamine
N-nitrosodibutylarnine
N-nitrosodiphenylamine
N-nitrosopyrrolidine
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
[9.999979]
[PelYffi:1eleaF hFefftaeie ItyaF~eaF:ee:as (P~ls)

-i'6~RA.Fr

'1.24

8.1[~J

0.587
16.0 [~]
91.9
o . 0 0 0 0 4 5'
9. 933:1]
8.85
0.00075[9.99973J
80.7
525

Tetrachloroethylene
Toxaphene
Trichlorethylene '
Vinyl Chloride
'Total recoverable form measured in an unfiltered sample
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Table 2·
Warmwater Aquatic Habitat criteria l
Substance

Acute criteria

Chronic Criteria

Metals
Arsenic
Arsenic (III)
Beryllium
Cadmium (ug/l)
Chromium -(III) (ug/l)
Chromium (VI)
Copper (ug/l)
Iron
Lead (ug/l)
Mercury
Nickel (ug/l)
Selenium
Silver (ug/l)
Zinc (ug/l)

50 ug/l
190 ug/l
11 ug/l soft water2
1100 ug/l hard water2

360 ug/l
eCI.128 (Ill Hard-) - 3.128)
eCO.II90 (Ill Hard)

+ 3.688)

e(O.7852[ID Hard) - 3.490)
e(O.II90[Ia Hard)

+ 1.561)

11 ug/l

16 ug/l
eC.9422[ID Hard) - 1.464)

eC.I545(1D Hard) - 1.465)

4.0 mg/l

3
eCI.27l [ID Hard] - 4.705)

1.0 mg/l

e(l.273 (Ill Hard) - 1.460)

2.4 ug/l
eCo.146O (In Hard)

+ 3.3612)

20 ug/l

0.012ug/l

eCo.146O (ID Hard) + 1.16:15)

5 ug/l

eCI.7Z [ID Hard) - 6.52)
eCO.8473 [In Hard) + 0.1604)

e(0.8473 (In Hard) + 0.7614)

[

Organics
Aldrin
3.0 ug/l
Chlordane
2.4 ug/l
0.083 ug/l'
Chloropyrifos
4,4'-DDT
1.1 ug/l
Dieldrin
2.5 ug/l
alpha-Endosulfan
0.22 ug/l
beta-Endosulfan
0.22ugtl
Endrin
0.18 ug/l
Heptachlor
0.52 ug/l
Heptachlor epoxide
0.52 ug/l
Lindane
2.0 ug/l
Parathion
0.065 ug/l
Pentachlorophenol (ug/l) e(I.005 (PH) ~ 4.830>
Phthalate esters
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
Toxaphene
0.73 ug/l

0.0043 ug/l
0.041 ug/l
0.001 ug/l
0.0019 ug/l
0.056 ug/l
0.056 utgl
0.0023 ug/l
0.0038 ug/l
0.0038 ug/l
0.080 ug/l
0.013 ug/l
eCI.OO5 (PH). 5.290)

3 ug/l
0.0014 ug/l
0.0002 ug/l

I
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2,4-dichlorophenol
2,4-d[B]initrophenol
[PeHtaefilerepfieHel
Phenol

0.093
0.070

!!!SILl
mgt l

1.0

mg/l]
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l

21[~]

2.7[-3-4-J.

Di-n-butyl[Di~Htyl] phthalate
Diethyl phthalate
Di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate
Dimethyl phthalate
pyrene
Toluene

23[~]

15
313
0.960
6.8[~]

!!!SILl
mg/l

others
250
mg/l
75 Platinum Cobalt Color
Units
0.200 .
mg/l
2000/100 ml ..LGeometric

Chloride
Color
Cyanide ( free)
Fecal Coliform

~ean)

Fluoride
Methylene Blue Active
Substances
Nitrate (N0 3 -N)
Sulfate
Total Dissolved Solids

1.0

mg/l

0.5
10
250
750

mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l

Substances Linked to Cancer
[Ketals! (llEJ/l)]

[Beryllium

0.0068]

orqanics (uq/l)
Acrylonitrile
Aldrin
Asbestos (fibers/liter)
Benzene
Benzidine
Benzo(a) anthracene
Benzo(a) pyrene
Benzo(b) fluoranthene
Benzo(k) fluoranthene
Bromoform
Carbon tetrachloride
Chlordane
Chlorodibromomethane
Dichlorobromomethane
Hexachlorobenzene
1,2-dichloroethane
1,1,2-trichloroethane
1, 1, 2, 2,-tetrachloroethane

0.058
0.00013[0.000074]
7,000,000[30,000]
1.2
0.00012
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
0.0028
4.3

Hexachloroethan~

1.9

0.25[~)

0.00057[0.00046]
0.41
0.27
0.00075[0.00072)
0.38[~)

0.60
0.17
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others"
600 mg/l
10 ug/l

Chloride
1200 mg/l
Chlorine, total residual 19 ug/l
cyanide, free
22 ug/l
Hydrogen sulfide (undissociated)

5.2[5] ug/l
2 ug/l

I
Metal criteria, for purposes of this regulation, are total
recoverable metals to be measured in an unfiltered sample, ~ess
It·t-ari·"~ demonstrated "to "the" satisf ication "of the 'Cabinet ":that ,a
\lIlor-e !"appropr.iate ianalytical " technique is oavailable which" "provides
~ ·:·"1I.l"e~~~,~E!.~;::'~J?!~3~,tji;pore16n-":::of"..,the~ metal present~_which causes
t~oxicity"t"o""··aquatic life. "~
2 Soft water has an equivalent concentration of calcium carbonate
(CaCo)
of 0 to 75 mg/l, and hard water has an equivalent
concentration of calcium carbonate (CaCo) of over 75 mg/l.
) The chronic criterion for iron shall not exceed 3.5 mg/l when it
is established that there will be no damage to aquatic life.
*Hard = Hardness as mg/l caCO)
o ..
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Table 3
Domestic water Supply Source criteria
Substances Not Linked to Cancer

DRAF·l

Concentration

Metals'
0.014{0.146] mgtl
1
mgtl
0.010
mgtl
0.050
mgtl
33
B~/l)
1
mgtl
0.05
mgtl
0.05
mgtl
0.144
ugtl
610
ugtl
0.01
mg./ 1
0.05
mgtl
0.0017[0.013]mgtl

Antimony
Barium
Gacimium
Chromium

[Caremil:HB (III)
Copper
Lead
Manganese
Mercury
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
organics
Acrolein
Anthracene
Monochlorobenzene "CChlorobenzene)
1-2-4-5-tetrachlorobenzene
Pentachlorobenzene

[ 1, 1, 1 trioalere"etaaHo
2, 4, 5-trichlorophenol
Bis (2-chloroisopropyl) ether

[DioalerebeRseHes
1,2-dichlorobenzene
1,3~dichlorobenzene

1,4-dichlorobenzene
2,4-dichlorophenol

[DioalereprepoHos

b

1,3-dichloropropylene
alpha-Endosulfan
beta-Endosulfan
Endosulfan sulfate
Endrin
Endrin aldehyde
Ethylbenzene
Fluoranthene
Fluorene
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene

[IsephoroHe
Methylbrornide
Nitrobenzene
2-4-dinitro-o-cresol

0.320
9.6 "
0.680[0.488)
0.038
0.074
18.4
2.6
1.4-[0.0347]
0.400
2.7
0.400
0.400
0.093[3.090]
0.087
0.010
0.93[0.074]
0.93
0.93
0.76 [0.001]
0.76
3.1
0.300[0.042]
1.3
0.240JO.206]
5.21
0.048
0.017[~)

0.0134

(2-methyl-4,6-dinitroph~riol).
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mgjl
mgLl

mgtl
mgtl
mgjl
BEj/ 1]
mgtl
mgjl
BEj/l]
mgLl
mgLl
mgLl

mgtl
BEj/ l]
mgLl

mgjl
mgLl
mgLl

mgjl

m9fl
Il\gjl
mgjl

mgLl

mgjl
HtEj/l)

m9fl

mgj 1
mgjl

I
r

I

2.1[~]

2,4,6-trichlorophenol
Pentachlorophenol
bis(2-chloroethyl) ether
bis{2-ethylhexyl phthalate.
Chloroform
Chrysene
4,4'-00T
4,4'-00E
4,4'-000
·Oibenzo{a,h) anthracene
3-3'-d[B]ichlorobenzidine

0.28
0.031[~]

1.8
5.7
0.0028
0.00059[9.909924J
0.00059
0.00083
0.0028
0.04[~]

1,1-dich~oroethylene

0.057[0.933]
0.00014[9.009971]
0.11
0.040[0.942]

Dieldrin
2,4-dinitrotoluene
1,2-d[B]iphenylhydrazine

[HII~a~l~e~m~e~t~ft~a~ft~e~s~------------------------------~9h.~1~9]

Heptachlor
Heptachlor expoxide
Hexachlorobutadiene
alpha Hexachlorocyclohexane (BHC) [(IICII)]
beta BHC[ (IICII)]
gamma BHC[ (IICH)] (Lindane)
Ideno{l,2,3-cd) pyrene
Isophrone
Methylene chloride·
[~e~ftftieal IICH
N-nitrosodiethylamine
N-nitrosodimethylamine
N-nitrosodibutylamine

0.00010[9.99928]
0.00021
0.0039[0.909]
0.014[9.916]
0.019
0.0028
8.4
4.7
9.012]
0.0008
0.00069 (9 .. 9914]
0.0064

N-nitrosodipheny~amine

5.0[~]

0.44[~]

N-nitrosopyrrolidine
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)

0.016
0.000044[9.999979]
[i"'P'ee"=l:l':'fY'i'ftH::HtEeHl:-Ee~ak-!r~1.'d.r!'EeHmlNal.:i!t=-=i~e!-:lI+"lI}~·a:ilr~e~e9ia~r~slgeeAftss-+(~P~Al.f!lfSSr4-)-----f9~.,",,0~9~2!!-B-8 ]
Tetrachloroethylene
0.8
Toxaphene
0.00073[9.99971]
Trichloroethylene
2.7
Vinyl Chloride
2.0
'Total recoverable form measured in an unfiltered sample.
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Risk Assessment and Cleanup Requirements:
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I. Background On Risk Assessment - Defining The Universe Of Sites And Risks
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- Federal and State Superfund
2. The Many Faces Of Risk
a Risk and Social & Racial Equity - Distribution
b.. Risk and Intergenerational Equity
c. Risk and Economics - Assessment and Distribution of costs
d. Risk and Morality
e. Risk and Constitutional Rights
I Risk-based remediation as "taking"
2 Risk-based remediation and civil rights
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Kentucky ResQ,urces CDuncil, Inc.
Post, Office Box 1070
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602
(502) 875-24281 (502) 875-2845'fax
February 21 1995
Robert W Logan Commissioner
Department for Environmental Protecill9R·
14 Reilly Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Dear CommisSioner
The Kentucky Resources Council Inc. has reviewed the draft regulations regarding the
conduct of risk assessments under KRS 22401-400, and remedial options available for satisfying
that statute, and offers these preliminary observations and concerns The Council will be
submitting detailed comments concerning the specific assumptions and default values proposed
for the risk assessment regula!lon but believes that there are sev:eral threshold Issues that must
be addressed prlOf'\O development of the.speclflc mechanisms for conducting ffsk assessments

Statutory Authority
In discussions regarding the characterization and remediation of releases of hazardous
substanc~s Into the enVIronment representatives of industry have noted an obi~ctlon to a
numerical representation of fiSK (I 10 -4, 10 .6, etc ). seeking instead the fleXibility to negotiate
remediation levels' on a case-by-case oasis

e

While the Council has obVIOUS concerns about the 'leis Make A Deal approach to site
remedlalion, the Council shares the Industry concern regarding numeflcal representations of an
"acceptable" or "reas.onable'· fisk for a very different reason - there does not appear to be a
statutory baSIS In Kentucky law for the use of any risk assessment model that assumes as
appropflate and lawful the state-approved Imposition of additional risk of death or Inlury to human
populations or subpopulatlons or of degradation of environmental quality
KRS 224 01-400(21) prOVides that. In those Instances In which an individual proposes to take
action under that statute does not restore the enVIronment through removal of the hazardous
substance, pollutant or contaminant the mdlVIdual must demonstrate that the ~emedy IS
protectIve of human health, safety and the enVIronment. considering the followi:)g
(a) The characteflstlcs of the substance, pollutant or contaminant
Including ItS toxicity, persistence, enVIronmental fate and transport dynamiCs
bloaccumulatlon, blomagnlflcatlon,.and potential for synergistic interaction
with specific reference to the environment into which the substance. pollutant,
.
or contaminant has been released,
(b) The hydrogeologic characteristics of the facility and the surrounding area,
(c) The proximily,quality, and current and fulureuses of surface water and
,
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groundwater,
.
(d) The potential effects of residual contamination on potentially impacteq
surface water and groundwater.
(e) The chronic and acute health effects and enVifonmentaI consequences to
terrestflal and aquatic life of exposure to the hazardous substance: pollutant
or contaminant through direct and Indirect pathways,
An exposure assessment. and
(g) All other available Informatl9~

m

It IS to be noted that the statute deCidedly does not state that only sQme or only most (95%)
people should be protected, but rather allows reSidual contamination only to the extent that It can
be demonstrated that no Inlury will occur The adoption of a 10 -6 . targer or "de minimis" fisk
level for carcinogens falls to meet thiS reqUirement since It both assumes and approves
additional exposure of the human populations to injury or harm assOCiated With releases of
hazardous substances. pollutants and contaminants

Additionally. Inasmuch as thiS target fisk IS not evenly distributed throughout the POPul9tion,
and since the target population assumed for the purposes of developing the exposure factors
appears to exclude from protection thos~ maXimally-exposed and most sensitive populations. (by
utiliZing the 95% upper confidence limit), ihe proposed levels for enVIronmental remediation or for
a determination of whether to remediate, and the seveflty of reSidual risks are all the more
Inconsistent With the statutory mandate to be protective of public health and the environment I
To approve a "no action" alternative. or to limit fisk reduction or risk management activities
based on a standard that contemplates and allows adverse human exposure or environmental
degradation. IS flatly inconSistent With the statute the policies and purposes of KRS Chapter 224
The Council believes that the endpOint for analYSIS of an acceptable "nsk-basecf' remediation
strategy must be a determination of no additional fisk to th~ public or enVIronment, arrived at
either by removal of substances, or by "fisk management.'· - the isolation of the contaminants-ofconcern from the enVIronment and publiC through management of transport from the site or
facility for the penod of tIme for which the substances will remain capable of mducing adverse
environment?' response in target populatIOns

Potential For Deprivation Of Civil Rights
The CounCil believes that a risk-based strategy that contemplates the approval by the state of
the unmanaged and uncontrolled reSidual contamination of a facility or site. may constitute an
actionable deprivation. of third-party Civil fights to life and liberty under color of state law,
We have developed an elaborate cnmrnaljustlce system. which proVides extensive procedural
safeguards to assure that, prior to the deprivation of !Ife, liberty or property of an Individual
accused of a Crime, the state demonstrate beyond any reasonable doubt that the person is
responSible for the Crime and the state action IS thus Justified We do so in order to protect the
. The reguation proposes to use a "reasonable maximum expo9Je" value, yet the actual values used a"e the average
values in some cases, and ·the 95% confidence limits for other factors The resLit is that certain s..bpop~ations wll not be
properly protected against expo9Je The protecbon shoud be extended to the maximally exposed and most senstive
s.b9"o~s wthn the popuation
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Innocent, and as a reflection of the profound respect In our society as codified In our
constitution, for'personal liberty.
Likewise, In the area of medicine, we have developed an elaborate system of provLdlng
Informed consent so that, prior to the intrusion Into the liberty of an indlvldua! for even beneficial
therapeutic purposes, that individual or that person siegal guardian(s) IS made cognizant of both
the certain and uncertain risks and benefits of the proposed medical procedure and elects to go
forward with an Informed wnsent
How stark the contrast here 'where the fisk assessment document actively contemplates
through the use of screening levels and 'target or de minimis' risks. the In!enlional exposure to
Innocent third parties who may have the misfortune of ownmg property adjacent or downstream
of these sites or may otherwise become exposed The exposure here will In many cases be
uninformed. since In the cases where the releases are not reported and where the remediation
falls below the target risk, there IS no notice reqUirement The exposure will be unconsentlng,
since Without knowledge there can be no Informed consent, and since much of the exposure will
occur Within subpopulatlons that are legally or practically incapable of Informed consent (children,
In utero exposure the mflrm) Even With notice. there IS significant question as 10 whether the
exposure can be 'Informed" because of lrye dearth of knowledge of the chroniC effects of longterm exposure to the bulk of the 70.000 chemicals currently In use in the markeiplace
The prospect IS fundamentally repugnant to the Civil rights of those affected by the exposure'
Unlike prlvatensks voluntarily and knowingly assumed, the flsksassoclated With a stateapproved deCISions to leave residual chemical contaminants In the enVIronment are involuntarily
Imposed)ttle understood and typically aVOidable The deCISion IS not a SCientifiC matter, but a
conscIOus policy chOice to shift the costs of enVIronmental remediation "off-budget" onto the
backs of a target population who disproportionately bear the costs of "dOing business" Such an
ImposItion of additional fisk of Injury, death or enVIronmental degradation under color of state law
IS of doubtful constitutional validity
,
The Rights Of Adjoining Landowners Must Be
Respected In Establishing The Point Of Compliance
The remediation standards and fisk management models that are selected must also be.
based, In part, on assuring that where less-then-complete removal IS proposed as a remedy for a
release of hazardous substances, the contamination does not migrate off the site or otherwise
limit the fights of adjOining landowners and third-parties to utilize their lands ThlsprlnClple
requires. among other things, assurance that the point of compliance IS on-site (I e the facility or
site boundary). and that suffiCient and appropriate monitoring IS undenaken to assure that there
IS no reSidual or futllre contamination of off-Site areas or across property boundaries
An approach (such as that proposed by the UK study on underground storage tanks) which
would differentiate levels of reSidual contamination based solely Of) distance or proximity to
current receptors (In that case domestic well users), IS contrary to publiC policy and raises
stgnlficant legal problems There are at least three significant problems with any remediation
scheme that fails to assure that the appropriate health and enVIronment-based remedatlon
'standards will be met at the point of compliance (i e. wllhin the site or facility properly boundary)
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The first problem is that an approach which differentiates standards of remediation based
solely on current water or land use is significantly underprotective of future uses of adjoining
lands and of groundwater, since It focuses only on existing uses and might allow higher levels of
residual contamination of land and groundwater resources on those properties because the
. groundwater resources are not currently developed Basing remedial standards on protection of
specrfic current tJsers rather than the protection of the potential resource Itself does not account
for the fact that land use IS not a static matter (ThiS Issue IS discussed more fu!ly below)
The second problem IS that a receptor-based model does not address or respect property
boundaries Any remediation model that overlooks the need to assure that leaving reSidual
contamination does not Interfere With the use and enjoyment of a neighbor's property triggers
serious constitutional and common law property concerns A dlstmclton must be drawn between
contammatlon that has migrated beyond the faCility boundary and that which remains and IS
managed within· the boundary For ~hose Instances where nsk management IS the remedial
approach, additional precautions must be established so assure that the contamination will be
properly monitored and that. If the assumptions underlyir:lg the management approach.fall to hold
true that additional measures Will be taken to arrest and remove the contamination

-

It has been suggested by Industry that the agency IS Without the statutory authOrity to make a
determination concerning the permissible levels of contamination based on property lines. The
Implication is that In the absence of a speCifiC enVifonmental harm emanating from a decision to
allow residual contamination under another's lands. the agency has no role In assuring that the
Innocent neighbors' use and enjoyment of his land and waler resources IS not compromised For
all of industry's stated concerns over "property rights." it IS IronIC thai tndustry would advance a
theory of remediatIon that places the state In the- role of sanctIoning contamination of the
property of an Innocent third party
There is little question that the agency has the authonty to require contamination be
remediated to acceptable levels Within the faCility boundary, and to prevent a party from
contaminating the lands of another The closure of these sItes releases the property, and all
areas of residual contamination. for unrestncted use IS typically Without institutional or
management co~trols, there IS nothing that would protect the adjOining landowner who typically
Will be Without knowledge of the extent of reSidual. contamInation from Inlury associated with use
. of the area that has remained contammated (such uses could Include laying of plastiC water
piping in contaminated soils. construction of dwellings above areas where SOils contain volatiles
or radon emanatIng from radium 226 left In solis from NORM SItuations iha! couid migrate Into the
dwellings, and future wells placed In or draWing water from contarrtlna\ed areas)
Without appropriate mechanisms Includmg easements Institutional and other controls to
assure that the areas that are contamlnajed that are not completely remediaLed or managed to
assure that there Will be no land or water vses that might result In exposures the standards
would fall to "adequc;ltely protect human health and the enVifonment[J' KRS 224 60-137, since
the unremediated remainder of the release "may pose a threat to public healt-h and safety and
the environment[]" KRS 224 60-110(2)
.
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The Cabinet has both the power and duty to assure that the full potential of lands be realized,
and is directed to "encourage industrial, commercial, residential, and community development
which provides the best usage of land areas, maximizes environmental benefits, and minimizes
the effects of less desirable enVIronmental conditions!]" KRS 224 10-100 Allowing the
unremediated contamination of the lands of third parties IS In direct conflict With this purpose of
KRS Chapter 224, which recognizes the intrinSIC value In protecting land areas and the future
uses of lands beyond th~ direct human health and enVIronmental ramifications of a proposed
action
Further, the Cabinet IS Without constitutional authOrity to arbitrarily allow an entity, under color
of state law and With the full bleSSing of the state to commit a trespass through direct phYSical
invaSion Into the property of another Kentucky Constitution Section 2 prOVides ihat "[a]bsolute
and arbitrary power over the-lives, liberty and property of freemen eXists nowhere In a republiC
not even In the largest majority" ThiS provISion IS plainly violated by a proposal to leave residual
contamination under another's lands As between the private parties such an action constitutes
an Intentional trespass The blessing of ~uch contamination by the state amounts to a
usurpation of the rights of third parties in dwogation of the Kentucky and U S Constltulloos
The burden IS on the Industry to demo.nstrate any authOrity under either statute or common
law that would authorize the state to allow~an indiVidual whose failure to control a hazardous
material has led to contamination of another's land, to leave that contamination uncorrected and
only partially removed Such an approval IS a state-sanctioned "taking" of the land of another by
direct physical Intrusion
.
When a publiC authority
takes or Impairs one's free use of hiS property
for the benefit of a special group, there must be lust compensation
Kentucky Airport Zoning Commission v Ky Power Co, 651 S W2d 121, 125 (Ky App 1983)
There IS little doubt that such a direct physical intrusion Into another's land and water
resources constitutes a compensable taking United States v Causby, 328 U S 256 (1946),
Griggs v. County of Allegheny_ Pennsylvania, 369 US 84 (1962)
Direct phYSical appropriation and invaSion of another's land IS particularly disfavored
The histOrical rule that a permanent physical occupation of another's
property IS a taking has more than tradition to commend It Such an
apprppnatlon IS perhaps the most serious form of invaSion of an owner's
property Interests
Moreover, an owner suffers a speCial kind of injury
when a stranger directly Invades and occupies the owner's property
Loretto v Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp, 458 US 419,435-8 (1982) The invaSion of
another's land and usurpation of.the land use and groundwater potential through subsurface
contamination IS no less disfavored than the direct possession of the land above the surface
. ' The Cabinet is compelled to protect adjoining landowners, or to compensate for the residual
contamination It authOrizes another to leave on the adjoining property
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Where long-term management options are employed, such as --intrinsIc bloremedlatlon,'- the
Cabinet must also provide a mechanism for compensating adjoining landowners for loss of
_market value of ad/olning lands due to the difficulty of marketing lands which are located adjacent
to properties that have been identified as having contaminated sOils and groundwater which will
be .left unremedlated with the states approval
The Risk Assessment Must Include Consideration Of The
"Background" Body Burden Already Carried By The Population
The exposure factors and the' formula for determining the "target nsk" does not appear to
conSider or factor the natural "background" values In the target community I e the body burdens
of accumulative and synergistic enVlronmental10xins already carned by the exposed human or
animal population and the presence of background levels of the tOXlnS'1n the air and watersheds
.In which the site or. facIlity IS located .The potent!al.health nsks of leaVing the additional
contamination are fhus understated
As an example of this problem, conSider the September 9, 1994 Unilateral Administrative
Order for Protective Measures Issued under Section 7003(a) of the Solid Waste Disposal Act In
which the US_ EnVIronmental Protection -A.gency demanded that the Columbus Ohio Waste- T0Energy facility take actions to abate what EPA determmed was a threat to the public health and
environment In that order_ EPA made the follOWing fmdlngs concerning diOXinS

4_ This order compels the Respondents to conduct measures to abate the
threat :0 publiC health and the enVifonment posed by the past and present
emisSions of ChlOrinated dlbenzo-p-dloxms and Chlonnated dlbenzofurans
("dioxin) from the Columbus Waste Facility

32 A number of the follOWing findings related to diOXin are based on available
scientific studies

-

35 Animal studies have demonstrated that diOXin at dosages In parts per
t·nlilon causes non-cancer effects. including adverse Impacts on reproduction
Immunology_ liver. and growth processes These studies and a limited
number of studies of human exposur-e- to dioxin suggest the potential
for the same types of ~on·cancer effects in humans. Some of these
adverse effects may be occurring at or within one order of magnitude of
average TEO intake or body burden levels.
36 It IS not currently pOSSible to state exactly how or at what level humans
In the population Will respond but the margin of exposure between back·
-ground levels and levels where effects are detectable in humans is
believed to be narrow. . . .
71 The actions reqwed by thiS Order are necessary to protect public health and
the enVIronment, based on the followmg risk and technology-based acts and
CIrcumstances
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a. Dloxin·s serious health effects, both short and long te~m, based on its toxicity
and carcinogenicity
.
b D,oxin IS persistent and bloaccumulatlve
C D,oxin s background presence In the enVIronment IS at a level of concern
Thls situation IS a graphiC example of why background levels of compounds of concern In
exposed populations must be considered Here the background diOXin concentrallons are on
average at or wlthm 10 times the level capable of causing ~dvefse phYSiological effects including
damage to the Immune system. reproductive system dysfunctl9n Interference with glucose
metabolism other negative changes In health and well being including Impairment of the
Immune system However. exposure to lead or other organic or inorganic compounds may be as
significant due to high background enVIronmental exposure levels and the accumulation or
magnification of the compounds through the food chain

Little Consideration Has Been Given To Uncertainties
Little attentlo"n appears to be given to 1he significant uncertalnlles surrounding the toxIcity of
the substances pollutants and contaminants The significant lack of Information relating to
chroniC. low-dose exposure to many of the compounds known or suspected to be capable of
Inducing adverse phYSiological response In target species makes the supposed·conservatlsm of
the default numbers an IllUSion One has merely to review the dramatic reduction In
recommended occupational exposure values for such compounds as benzene over the past
decade, and to review more generally the state of enVIronmental toxicology. to realize that there
IS a significant uncertainty In the Identification of "safe" levels of exposure for many thousands of
the chemicals that may be released Into the environment, and that the default values may be
underprotectlve of the public and enVIronment from the chroniC risks of long-term, low-dose
exposure
Of the 70.000 chemicals In commerCial use, as of 1992, 386 had been considered for testing
for toxicity, or less than· 1%. and In twelve years, EPA had obtained complete toxIcity data on only
6 chemicals Fewer than 5% of t·he 70,000 have been sufficiently tested to compile? complete
human health hazard profile, partial information IS available for 15-20%, and vlrtuallY,no
Information IS available on the remainder Even less toxicological data is available regarding
hazards)o other organisms. and the human health data IS In many cases weak In Identifying the
sub-lethal chroniC health consequences from repeated low-dose exposure from Single or multiple
sources
These significant uncertainties raise more than a few concerns In the proposed use of fisk
assessment to support the approval of residual contamination and deletion of those sites from
the syst~m The first IS how to account for changes in recommended exposure limits based on
Improved sc(entlf,c knowledge
Knowledge of the health and environmental effects of exposure to toxic chemicals is not
statiC, and in many cases, those levels of human exposure which were thought to be of concern
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have changed dramatically In recent years as the body of sCientific knowledge concerning human
and environmental response to such tOXinS has improved Furth'er, the endpoint" IS changing, as
increasingly the medical community IS Idenlifying other physiological responses. su.ch as Immune
system suppression endocrine system disruption, and other health effects as areas of concern
beyond the traditional use of cancer as the chronic exposure endpoint Because of these Issues.
determinations made on the baSIS of current sCience may prove to be underprotectlve of public.
health and the enVIronment For this reason, no sites where residual contamination remains
should be left unmanaged and a tracklOg system should be developed 10 allow where standards
for exposure are lowered. the state to Identify and to direct the reconsideration of the
assumptions
that underlay the approval of site remediation to determine whether Itremains protective of the
public and environment In light of the new information
No consideration appears to have been given to the cumulative effect of exposure to multiple
. compounds "Rlsk assessment" IS defined In terms of "any stressor" rather than any combmatlon
of all stressors Str!=sso( IS also defmed In indiVidual terms and fails to account for combinations
of stressors Consideration must be given to the cumulalive and synergistic effects of exposure to
mulliple compounds The exposure assessment and tOXICity evaluations cannot merely be
additive, but must Include all of the statl:J\ory factors
The uncertainties are particularly troubling for those sites which would eXit Ihe regulatory
system Without further action The use of·the worst-case exposure scenariO for current and
future land use must be used In any case where there Will be no management of ttie site and
where there are no institutional and other controls to assur~ that the site will not be utilized In a
manner tb Increase potential exposure
For all of these reasons the Council believes that no sites that are addressed through a rlskbased assessment should be allowed to eXist the regulatory system and that a periodic
reassessment should be mandated (a) where new data suggests that assumptions concerning
tOXICity. mobility or persistence were underprotectlve and (b) to note changes In land use that
might result In exposures above those conSidered In projecting the risk associated With less-thancomple1e remediation of the conta'mlnatlon
The state should also, as mentioned above, maintain a database With essential information
concerning each Idenlified site that IS subject to screening or remediation and contrary to the
recent suggestion by EPA Administrator Browner, sites which have been screened for releases
should not be deleted from CERCLIS. since the fact of haVing been screened is not necessarily a
stigma (and In fact may make the dispOSition of a property easier If the screening conducted
according to appropriate protocols determines no release or no remaining release afte:
remediation) The data should be grouped according to whether a response was undertaken
the nature of the response (remediation / removal) and other essentlallnformaiJon concerning the
nature and extent of site characterization or release response activity
Included In that database should bea notation of the screening level(s) utilized to support the
determination that remedial activity was necessary or not. and the constltvent concentrations
used to support the decision· that the remedial goals and objectives had been satisfied ThiS
would allow retrieval of sites where new exposure information would trigger re-revlew and
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.
recalculation of risk for all sites where a remedial option had been used to support no action or
incomplete site restoration.
Future Land Uses Must Be Protected

,T he lack of. any provision for continued management of areas where contamination IS left In
place must be addressed both by reqUiring the posting of appropflate bonds and liability
Insurance. to address losses sustained by Innocent third-parties and 10 assure that If the pflnclpal
defaults on hiS obligation to ma.nage the site or If the 'management strategy falls that there will
be sufficient funds to allow add~lonal remediation to be undertaken The -reguiations appear to
allow rela\lvely high levels of constituents to remaln'ln ttie soils w!thout subsequent management
or controls on the property (I e easement or deed restnctlons etc follow-up water sampling for
receptor wells etc)
For those sites that are not completely remediated, deed restllctlons or notations must also be
required and the' state must maintain an Inventory and periodically revIsit those sltes.1n order to
determine whether land use development or changes have occurred that should alter the.
assumptions under which a more lenient remediation was approved To be aVOided IS the
situation where a remediation IS approv~.d assuming no "receptors," and a subsequent purchaser
of adjOining lands, without notice of the unremedied contamination, constructs a house or drills a
well In a contaminated area and IS placed at fisk
.
Also the CounCil also believes It inappropriate to use differential screening or remediation
action levels for urban/industrial and reSidential areas. smce such an approach Inadequately
protects'urban populations that eXist in close proximity to Industrial areas. and IS underprotectlve
of future land uses The use of such differenllallevels also raises profound environmental Justice
concerns and should be avoided
.
Other Comments

While the CounCil will submit additional coniments concernmg the assumptions selected for
exposure pathways, concentrations and durations as a preliminary matter the CounCil notes that
the exposure through use ofwater for food preparation does not appear to have been Included
Conclusion

The use of risk assessments to quantify and adjudge acceptable some level of reSidual
coniarrllnatlon that may be left In the commons IS, on a poliCy level, a question of whether the
polluter should be held completely accountable for the pollution or whether that responsibility
may be shifted to the public-at-Iarge. It is. alternatively an economic chOice of InternaliZing
completely the costs ef the use of tOXICS at the front end and transferring those costs evenly
among ·consumers, 'or externaliZing a portion of those ~osts through the knOWing and intentional
exposure of some element of the public and the enVIronment to chemicals that are known or
suspect~d of being harmful, but "acceptably" harmful under the risk-based approach
.
The use of the quantitative risk assessment is, on another level, a profoundly troubling moral
question The,Council cannot and the state sh.ould not, In good conscience,- be a party to a
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deliberate declslon- to impose on an unknowing and unconsentlng population of Innocent thlrdparties, additional rrsks of bodily harm and property loss.2 The Council reiterates'lts' opposition
to any "rrsk-based" remediation approach that does not assure complete protection of public
health and welfare, and which does n.bt assure broad public participation In a determination as to
how to best remediate releases Thank you for the opportunity to submit these preliminary
comments
Sincerely.

T~ F~GvuJj.
Tom FitzGerald

- Director

~ The Council believes that such an approach IS InherenUy ·urTea9Jnable· and directs the agency!:) the statement of the

Nabonai CommlS9on on Product Safety
Ri9<s of bodily harm to users ?Ie not urTea!:Dnct>le when consumers
understand that rr9< eXIsts. can appraise their probat>lIlty and severrty. know
how to cope wth them. and voluntarily accept them to gel benefits that coud .
not be obtaned In less rr9<y ways When there IS a.rr9< of ths ch?lacter.
consumers have rea!:Dnabte opportunty to protect themselves. and public
authonbes shoud hestate to s.bstltute their vaue Judgments about the
desrability of the rr9< for those of the consumers who choose to IncLllt
But preventable rr9< IS not rea!:Dnct>le (aJ when consumers do not know that it
exists: (b) when. though awere of It, consumers ere unable to estimate its frequency and severity, or (c) when consumers do not know how to cope wth
it. and hence ere likely to inclI" herm unnecesscrily. or (d) when rr9< IS unnecesscry in
that itcoud be reduced or eliminated at a cost In money or in
the performance of the product that conSJmers woud willingly InCll" If they
knew the facts and were gven the choice
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Kentucky Resources Council, Inc.
Post Office Box 1070
Frankfort, Kentucky 40602
(502) 875-2428
(502) 875-2845 fax

January 31, 1995
James Hale
Division of Waste Management
14 Reilly Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Re: Notice of Intent To Promulgate
Underground Storage Tank Re~ulations
These comments are submitted on behalf of the Kentucky Resources
Council, Inc., (Council), a non-profit, environmental advocacy organization
dedicated to prudent use and conservation of the natural resources of the
Commonwealth. The Council membership includes many individuals who reside
in urban settings near locations that contain current or former underground
storage tanks, and also many rural residents who rely on groundwater to meet
their drinking water needs and for other beneficial uses, and who will be .
adversely affected by the establishment of standards allowing greater residual
contamination of soils and groundwater to occur than was previously authorized
under state law and regulations. Council members include many landowners
whose properties are located near such sites and facilities, and who may be
adversely affected and aggrieved by any state-sanctioned remediation which
fails to abate the contamination of soils, subsoils, and groundwater to standards
fully protective of public health and the environment, since such failure may
cause a decline of property values for surrounding lands by making the
acquisition of those lands less desirable, and may also jeopardize the full
development, use and enjoyment of those adjoining lands.
Introduction

The Council has reviewed the proposed regulations and offers the following
comments and concerns: As a preliminary matter, the Council opposes the
adoption of any regulatory scheme which acts to shift the burdens of pollution
from those parties who benefited from the use of the property which resulted in
the contamination, to third parties whose lands or water supplies are consigned
to remain contaminated or threatened with contamination because of the
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intentional decision not to require responsible parties to complete. abate the
contamination of land and water resources resulting from their current or past
activities.
Before addressing specific subject areas and proposed regulations, there are
certain key areas in which the Council believes· that the proposed regulations
are flawed. The first is in the area-of ,site investigation. The Council is extremely
concerned that, for certain clCisses of underground storage tank systems (USTs)
that are proposed to be close'd, and for "voluntary" closures, the regulations
allow closure of the facilities with little or no sampling for contamination in soils
surrounding the removed tanks.
The Council is also concerned that in those instances where "natural" or
Uintrinsic" bjoremediation is contemplat~d, the guidelines place no meaningful
controls or monitoring requirement~ on the process in order to prove out whether
the approach is a success or failure. There is no outer limit on the length of til'{le
within which the attenuation or degradation to 'acceptable levels' is proposed to
occur, and there is likewise no requirement for continued monitoring of the
success or failure of the anticipated rates of degradation, nor any performance .
bond required to assure that, in the event that the assumptions upon which the
proposed remedial method were based prove false (i.e. lack of one or another
factor needed to allow for degradation), that further adions will be taken to
assure remediation of the site. The distindion between open dumping and
natural remediatio·n under such uncontrolled conditions is a matter of semantics,
and such an open-ended allowance of a relatively unproven approach to
remediation is highly questionable. Bioremediation must be undertaken
responsibly and with objective benchmarks for determining success.
The Council is further concerned that the regulations and guidance
documents do not appear to have considered the necessity of identifying and
treating public and private water supply lines as a sensitive feature or
underground utility that is a -receptor" for which the remediation standards must
account and which must be protected in order to prevent exposure through
ingestion, inhalation or dermal contact with contaminated water.
More specific comments follow.

The Proposed Rules and Guidance Documents Are
Underprotective of Current Uses of Groundwater
The proposed classification guidelines for 'establishing remediation standards
differentiate levels of remediation based on the identification of groundwater
used for domestic use, rather than requiring protection of the full range of
beneficial uses. Such uses include other consumptive and non-consumptive
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uses that rely on water being substantially free of contamination, such as
commercial food preparation, and industrial and institutional uses.
The Cabinet is without authority to exclude from protection all beneficial uses
of groundwater, and all groundwater resources capable of being put to such
uses ... Wells that are used for other beneficial uses of groundwater are currently
protected under state law, as "waters of the commonwealth." Groundwater walls
used for farmstead, commercial, heating and cooling, and for domestic nonpotable uses, and the potentiality of use of such water resources, are likewise
required to be protected under KRS 224. The adoption of regulations and
guidance documents that allow contamination of groundwater to go
unremediated because the water resource is not being utilized for drinking water
in a domestic setting, is inconsistent with
protections afforded under KRS
Chapters 224 and 151.

the

Any guideline document that does not protect the full range of beneficial uses
of groundwater. is inconsistent with KRS Chapter 224. The full range of
beneficial uses must be considered-and protected in establishing remediation
standards.

The Proposed Rules Must Assure That The Rights
Of Adjoining Landowners Are Respected
The remediation standards and risk management models must be based on
an on-site point of compliance (i.e. the facility or site boundary) that assures no
contamination of off-site areas or across property boundaries. The approach
proposed by the UK study. which would differentiate levels of residual
contamination based solely on distance or proximity to current domes~ic well
users. is inadequate and contrary to public policy. There are at least three
significant problems with any remediation scheme that fails to assure that the
appropriate health and environment-based remedation standards will be met at
the point of compliance (Le. site or facility boundary).
The first problem is that an approach which differentiates standards of
remediation based solely on current well water use is significantly
underprotective of future uses of adjoining lands and of groundwater, since it
focuses only on existing potable wells; and sanctions higher levels of residual
contamination of land and groundwater resources on properties where the
groundwater resources are not currently developed. Basing remedial standards
on protection of specific current users rather than the protection of the potential
resource itself, does not account for the fact that land use is not a static matter.

t---

The second problem is that a receptor-based model does not address or
respect property boundaries. By using the presence of off-site wells at
distances of greater or lesser than a set distance from the site. the approach
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overlooks the need to assure that leaving residual contamination does not
interfere with the use and enjoyment of a neighbors property. A distinction that
must be drawn between contamination that has migrated beyond the facility
boundary, and that which remains and is managed within the boundary. For
those instances where risk management is the remedial approach, additional
precautions beyond those proposed in the CAP guidelines must be established
so assure that the contamination .wjJl be properly monitored and that, if the
assumptions underlying the management approach fail to hold true that
additional measures will be taken to arrest and remove the contamination.
\ It has been suggested by industry that the agency is without the statutory
"authority to make a determination concerning the permisSible levels of
contamination based on property lines. The implication is. that in the absence of
a specific environmental harm emanating from a decision to allow residual
contamination under anothers land.s, the agency has no role in assuring that the
innocent neighbors' use and enjoyment of his land and water resources is not
compromised. For all of industry's stated concerns over "property rights," it
is ironic that industry would advance a theory of remediation that places
the state in the role of sanctioning contamination of the property of an
innocent third party.
There is little question that the agency has the authority to require
contamination be remediated to acCeptable levels within the facility boundary,
and to prevent a party from contaminating the lands of another. There are three
independent bases on which to rest such a standard:
a. The closure of these sites releases the property, and all areas
of residual contamination, for unrestricted use without institutional
or management controls. There is nothing that would protect
the adjoining landowner; who typically will be without knowledge
of the extent of residual contamination, from injury associated
with use of the area that has remained contaminated (such uses
could include laying of plastiC water piping in contaminated soils,
construction of dwellings above areas where soils contain volatiles
that could migrate into the dwellings, and future wells placed in
or drawing water from contaminated areas).
Without appropriate mechanisms, including easements, institutional and other controls to assure that the areas that are contaminated that are not completely remediated or managed to assure
that there will be no land or water uses that might result in exposures; the standards would fail to "adequately protect human
health and the environment[,]" KRS 224.60-137; since the unremediated remainder of the release "may pose a threat to public health
and safety and the environment[.]" KRS 224.60-110(2).
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b. The Cabinet has both the power E;lnd duty to assure that the full
potential of lands be realized,and is directed to "encourage
industrial, commercial, residential, and community development
which provides the best usage of land areas, maximizes
. environmental benefits, and minimizes the effects of less desirable
environmental conditions[.r'.. KRS 224.10-100. Allowing the un- '
. remediated contamination of the lands of third parties is in direct
conflict with this purp6se of KRS Chapter 224, which recognizes
the intrinsic value in protecting land areas and the future uses of
lands·beyond the direct human health and environm~ntal ramifications of a proposed action.
c. The Cabinet is without constit~tional authority to arbitrarily allow
an entity, under color of state law and with the full blessing of the
state, to commit a trespass tlirough direct physical invasion into
the property of another.
Kentucky Constitution Section 2 provides that "[a]bsolute and arbitrary power over the lives, liberty and property of freemen exists
nowhere in a republic, not even in the largest majority." This
provision might be amended to include, "not even in the oil industry, for the proposal to leave residual contamination under another's
lands constitutes an intentional trespass, and the sanctioning of
such contamination by the state amounts to a usurpation of the
rights of third parties in derogation of the Kentucky Constitution.
The burden is on the industry to demonstrate any authority under either statute
or common law that would grant the state the power to authorize an individual
whose failure to control a hazardous material has led to contamination of
another's land, to leave that contamination uncorrected and only partially
removed. To do so is tantamount to a state-sanctioned ''taking'' of the land of
another by direct physical intrusion.
When a public authority ... takes or impairs one's
free use of his property for the benefit of a special
group, there must be just compensation.
Kentucky Airport Zoning Commission v. Ky. Power Co., 651 S.W.2d 121, 125
(Ky. App. 1983).
There is little doubt that such a direct physical intrusion into another's land
and water resources constitutes a compensable taking. United Statesv.
Causby, 328 U.S. 256 (1946); Griggs v. County of Allegheny. Pennsylvania, 369
U.S. 84 (1962).
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Direct physical appropriation and invasion of another's land is particularly
disfavored:
The historical rule that a permanent physical occupation of
another's property is a taking has more than tradition to
, commend it. Such an appropriation is perhaps the most
serious form of invasion of an owner's property interests.
, .... Moreover, an owner suffers a special kind of injury
when a stranger directly invades and occupies the owner's
property.
Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 U.S. 419, 435-8 (1982).
The invasion of another's land and usurpation of the land use and groundwater'
potential through subsurface contamination is no less disfavored than the direct
possession of the land above the surface. The Cabinet is compelled to protect
adjoining landowners, or to compensate for the residual contamination it
authorizes another to leave on the adjoining property.
Where long-term management options are employed, such as "intrinsic
bioremediation," the Cabinet must also provide a mechanism for compensating
adjoining landowners for loss of market value of adjoining lands due to the
difficulty of marketing lands which are located adjacent to properties that have
been identified as having contaminated soils and groundwater which will be left
unremediated with the state's blessing and approval.

Future Land Uses Must Be Protected
The lack of any provision for continued management of areas where
contamination is left in place must be addressed both by requiring the posting of
appropriate bonds and liability insurance to address losses sustained by
innocent third-parties, and to assure that if the p'rincipal defaults on his
obligation to manage the site" or if the "management strategy" fails, that there
will be sufficient funds to allow additional remediation to be undertaken. The
regulations appear to allow relatively high levels of constituents to remain in the
soils without subsequent management or controls on the property (Le. easement
or deed restrictions, etc; follow-up water sampling for receptor wells, etc.) For
those sites that are not completely remediated, deed restrictions or notations
must be required, and the state must maintain an inventory and periodically
revisit those sites in order to determine whether land use development or
changes have occurred that should alter the assumptions under which a more
lenient remediation was approved. To be avoided is the situation where a
remediation is approved assuming no "receptors, and a subsequent purchaser
of adjoining lands, without notice of the unremedied contamination, constructs a
house or drills a well in a contaminated area and is placed at risk.
II.
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Exposure From Contamination of Water Lines Was Not Considered
The possibility of contamination of water transmission and service lines was
apparently not considered as a pathway by the UK Field Manual, 'and the
proposed regulations do not appear to consider the pathway, despite Cabinet
~oWIedge that permeation ,of petrcleum cOnstituents into water lines has been a
problem mthe state, and that in urban areas where USTs can be located in
'
extremely close proximity to'residence, hundreds of miles of plastic water lines
are in use.
Dr. Sendlein indicated that the potential pathway was discounted in the 1994
study because of an assumption that the pressure within the water lines would
prevent migration of contaminants into the lines. While some consideration was
given to inhalation exposure from fl:lmes traveling along utility lines, there was
apparently no consideration given to ingestion and inhalation (from showers,
aerators, etc.) exposure from water line contamination, because it was
apparently assumed that due to the higher pressure in the lines, 'no infiltration Of
the chemicals could occur.
-The technical literature suggests that there is a very real potential for
exposure frOm this pathway that should be con~dered. The potential .
contamination of water lines made of any permeable material is a significant
issue for urban areas. If the pathway is ignored, there is a possibility that the
remedial options chosen will be underprotective of adjoining land uses, since the
model fOCt,Jses primarily on, off-site domestic-use wells as the "receptors" of
concern. The evidence suggests that there is a potential for contamination
through water lines that should be considered, and Which could significantly alter
the classification model, particularly in urban areas.
Permeation of organic chemicals throygh plastic water pipes. an article
authored by Hopman and van den Hoven (1992), concludes that:
Until the late 19705, plastics were considered to be
superior to traditional pipe materials like cast iron, steel
and asbestos cement. Advantages claimed for plastiC
pipes include: I'mmunity to corrosion, ease of use, ductility
and durability. In addition, it was supposed that deterioration of water quality would not occur in plastic pipes.
During the last decade, however, it has been found that
organic compounds are capable of attacking plastic pipe
and gasket materials and/or permeating through them, resulting in contaminated drinking water. In the Netherlands,
since the early 19805, a growing number of permeation
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accidents has been reported. In particular, plastic pipes
near gasoline stations. .. have proved to be a potential
threat to drinking-water quality.
The articre has some relevance to Kentucky, since according to availab1e
information, there are some 419 miles of PVC-or asbestos concrete piping in the
Louisville water distribution system some 130 miles each of PVC and asbestos
concrete piping in Frankfort's water supply system, and some 200 miles of the
same in Lexington. Asbestos concrete piping is also considered permeable and
potentially at risk of permeation of organic chemicals associated with UST
releases.
An article prepared by the American Water Works Association Research
Foundation which summarizes the available information Concerning permeation
of plastic piping by organic'chemicals, and the results of a computer search,
further indicates numerous other articles on the phenomenon of permeation
through plastic water piping.
Additionally, an incident report on file with the state Division of Water
concerning contamination of water service lines in Louisville and elsewhere in
the state. Significantly, the author notes that "if a drop in city water pressure
would have occurred in the immediate area, back-siphonage would have
introduced the contaminants (sic) into the city water supply." The possibilIty of a
larger area of system contamination due to permeation or structural damage to
plastic piping or gaskets is apparently a Concern that should also have been
evaluated.
Given the potential for contamination associated with exposure of plastic
water service piping to UST contaminated soils, it 'appears that any classification
model must include consideration of this potential pathway, 'or justify why the
pathway is not considered to have significance.

Remediation Standards For PAHs
The council has not seen the final report concerning the justification for the
propos'ed PAHs standards, but has these concerns:
I. The standard EPA analytical methods (625 and 8270) test for only 17
PAHs. The PAHs consist ota large group of compounds with widely-ranging
toxicity, and the Council is concerned that an approach that merely groups the
compounds into carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic may underestimate the risk
posed by a site:

a. By failing to address the relative potency of certain PAHs over other
compounds, and by failing to address the evidence that some of the
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"noncarcinogenic" PAHs appear to act as cancer promoters or'cocarcinogens. (Santodonato, J.. Health and ecological assessment of
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, J. Environ. Pathol. Toxicol. 1981)
Some have suggested that a weighted tOxicity equivalency approach
which accounted for the var:iation in toxicity, and which also accounted
for exposure to multiple PAHs, would better refled actual risks posed'
by exposure in setting remediation goals.
b, 'By failing to consider the cumulative effect of exposure to multiple
compounds, including the many PAHs which are likely to be present
but which are not tested under the EPA method. {Mohammadi, SM,
Coal tars pose cleanup challenge, Pollut. Eng. 1992}
.c. By failing to account for ingestion. exposure, resulting in potential
underestimation. of risks.
The Council will reserve additional comment on the PAH remediation
numbers pending release of the final report justifying the standards.
Additional comments regarding the proposed regulations follow.
401 KAR 42:005
The use of the phrase "or otherwise covered with earthen materials" in the
definition of "Beneath the surface of the ground" is questioned, since it could be
read to suggest that covering a release with earthen materials might change the
characterization of the release by altering the land "surface."
Defining the term "contamination" as "degradation" is a lawyer's dream, but
adds little in terms of providing an objective standard against which to gauge
behavior. The term contaminate should refer to any statistically significant
increase in background valueS (as determined by sampling an uncontaminated
area which is otherwise representative of soil type) or exceedance of some
objective standard. Where used to determine whether a release has occurred,
the standard is particularly inappropriate since it assumes that the value sought
to be protected (i.e. groundwater) has already been compromised by
degradation before any action is taken to arrest the release.
The limitation of "corrective action" to restoration of potable water supplies,
as opposed to the replacement of water supplies used for any beneficial use, is
opposed as being inconsistent with KRSChapter 224 and improperly shifting the
costs of contamination to innocent third-parties (such as commercial
establishments using the water for food service, institutions, commercial
establishments, etc.). As argued above, all beneficial uses of groundwater must
be protected.
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As mentioned above, the failure of the agency to acknowledge the
importance of identifying the presence of public and private water supply lines,
and to require that those lines be identified and treated 'in the same manner as a
domestic well or wellhead protection area, should be addressed, by defining
"underground utility" to encqmpass water supply lines. A definition of "utility"
should be established which plainly:requires such considerati.on to be given to
water supply lines, and the classification and site investigation guidelines should
be revised to require consideration of such water lines. The term aconduit" is not
defined, and if the term does not encompass trenches dug to lay water supply
lines, the term is underinclusive and underprotective.
In addition to the need to define "utility," th~re needs to be some additional
guidance on how to determine the existence of a utility trench. For example,
while a review of a soil matrix migh~ indicate low potential for lateral movement
of fumes or products in the vadose zone, the'presence of sewer, water, and
other utility lines might provide a direct pathway into residential or other
structures. Many of these pathways.are not readily located by reference to utility
maps, particularly the individual service lines for residences. What level of effort
will be required to assure these conduits are located (i.e. contacting each utility,
adjoining landowners, etc.)
The definition of "groundwater" appears too restrictive, to the extent that it
fails to properly protect groundwater cycling through karst systems and fracture
·f1ow systems, ~re the water transmitting zones are in direct contact with
aquifers.
The definition of "petroleum UST system" should be revised to clarify that the
addition of any regulated substances to petroleum by the owner or operator of .
an UST will result in exclusion of the resulting mixture from regulatory treatment
as a "petroleum UST" and require characterization under ReRA.
401 KAR 42:011
No comments.
401 KAR 42:020
In order to assure that all responsible 'parties are identified, it might be useful
to amend the Notification Form to include a question regarding whether the past
owner retains any beneficial interest in the transferred USTS (either as security
or otherwise).
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401 KAR 42:040
The Council is concerned that with a number of aspects of the external
release detection and site assessment outline provisions. Specifically:
1. The Council believes that monthly monitoring records should be required
to be kept for a.minimum of six (6).rather than one years, in order to be more in
keeping it business record retention, and since the agency may not have
occasion to review any particular USTs records for compliance within 1 year.
2. The Council is concerned that there does not appear to be any advance
notice or review requirement prior to installation of the external detection
monitoring method. Efficiency dictates that such advance agency review be
undertaken to avoid having,to install such as system twice. Further, since the
detection system is the only protection that the public has (both in terms of
health and economics, inasmuch as the public foots the bill for these remedial
activities), it is important that the placement and design of the detection systems
be reviewed in advance to assure tbat the systems will function as designed and
intended.
·3. The use of the term "degradation" is of concern, for reasons stated
earlier.
4. The use of groundwater monitoring for external release detection is
opposed by the Council, since it represents not only a failure of containment, but
damage to a resource that cannot be easily abated. Sampling and release
detection should occur in the vadose zone between the UST and the aquifer,
rather than the saturated zone, where damage to the resource has already
occurred by the time it would be detected. Specific additional concerns are
these:
a. The initial sentence of 2.1 is curious, since groundwater depth may
indeed be greater than 20 feet. Also, how can one intercept 'a release that has
already entered groundwater?

c

b. What is meant by "other accurate means?" Will not groundwater
monitoring be required in all ~ses to demonstrate the prevailing hydrologic
patterns?
c. How much sampling is required to demonstrate hydraulic conductivity?
d. No provision is made for requiring the groundwater monitoring to be
located within a certain proximity to the UST. To be avoided is the use of off-site
drinking water wells. as groundwater monitoring wells, for obvious reasons.
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5. The definition of "background" in Section 3.0 is in need of redefinition,
since it would appear that background must be a contaminated area, when in
fact background should represent naturally-occurring site conditions unaffected
by any past releases of petroleum or other fuels.
401 KAR 42:060
It is unclear whether soil staining is sufficient indicia of a release to trigger
additional scrutiny. AddiHonally, in Section 6.5 of the Site Investigation Outline,
what is being sought in the "highest field screening" is not apparent.
The Council is extremely concerned that "intrinsic bioremediation" is an open
invitation to walking away from unremediated releases of petroleum from USTs,
and under such loose conditions as have been proposed, will become an
attractive alternative to conducting proper remediation activities, and that the
allowance of such an approach for years will-result in a legacy of sites left
abandoned without proper remediation.
Such an approach should be permitted only under carefully controlled
conditions, including appropriate limits and benchmarks for determining whether
bioremediation is occurring as predicted within a discrete ttme frame (not the
open~nded "years" proposed in the guidelines), institutional controls to prevent
land uses incompatible with the proposal; performance bonds, liability insurance;
and a prohibition against using any remedy other than removal that results in
leaving contamination that may migrate, or which has migrated across property
boundaries.
A separate issue is how you assure that property lines haven't been violated
where remediation is less than complete? Off-site monitoring, soil gas? wells?
testing? maintenance requirements?
401 KAR 42:070
No comments.
401 KAR 42:071
The Council believes that it is inappropriate to allow any facility to close
(voluntarily or not) with inadequate sampling to support and justify the closure of
the facility. The sampling protocols established for UST closure under 401 KAR
42:070 are equally as valid here, and the agency is requested to specifically
justify why less is proposed to be required for this "class of avoluntary closures,
which are in fact all governed under the same statute. The Cabinet has shaved
the sampling requirements for tank closures beyond that which can be
supported, and in so doing, may act to the detriment of those facilities that must
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justify, after the fact, that the closure in place or with tank removed but without
extensive soil investigation and removal, was prudent.
The Council also opposes the elevated groundwater levels, since the 10 gpd
threshold is too high and the elevated levels don't protect water supply lines, or
the use of well water for other beneficial uses that might be compromised by .
elevated BTEX.
401 KAR 42:080
The Council is concerned that the proposed classification guidelines are
underprotective of public health and the environment in these areas: 1
1. For Class 1 closures, there is no guidance provided on how the presence
of water in a pit is differentiated from "groundwater." There is also no apparent
requirement to notify the agency regarding closure of a Class 1 facility; clearly in
order to allow for future notice to adjoining landowners and subsequent
pUf.:;hasers, and to allow the Cabinet to review and require more information in
cases where the facility has been misclassified, such notice must be provided.

2. For Class 2facilities, the Council is at a loss to understand how a facility
with no releases could result in evidence of a release being -found within the
removed backfill material. If the circumstances outlined in 2.2 arise, the facility
should be reclassified to a different class, and be required to undergo more
complete site characterization and remediation.
AI.l..

~ o~

is

3. For "Class r!acilities, the standard afe underprotective of future
groundwater users. As previously argued, the furthest point of compliance for
any standard must be the property boundary, lest the adoption of standards .
result in the compromising of the full range of land uses to which adjoining
properties could be put. Additionally, institutional controls must be put in place
to assure that innocent third parties are not placed at risk by utilizing lands
adjoining USTs in a manner that was not contemplated in the hazard
assessment.

1 The Council supports the decision not to use the 25 gallon threshold that had been earlier
proposed by UK. since that number was intended to address surface releases of product from
spills and overfills rather than subsurface releases from leaks, and the use of such a threshold to
support a less stringent remediation of contaminated soils would be arbitrary and lacking
apparent scientific basis. The presence or absence of 25 gallons of liquid in a pit is in no manner
indicative of the extent of contamination that may have occurred to surrounding soils and/or
groundwater. Without first sampling of surrounding soils, it would be impossible to support a
conclusion as to the areal extent of contamination of the solis or groundwater surrounding a pit
based on the presence or absence of fluids remaining in the pit.
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401 KAR 42:090
No comments.

401 KAR 42:200
No comments.
Thank you for your attention to these comments. The previous comments
and supporting material developed and submitted by the Council in response to
the proposed regulations on March 23, 1994 is incorporated herein by reference
as if fully set out below.
-

Sincerely,

Director
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KRS 224.01-400

"HOUSE BILL 540"
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ENVIRONMENTAL EMERGENCIES

224.01-400. Reportable quantities and release notification requirements for hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants - Variation of requirements by administrative regulations - Emergency plan - Powers of cabinet - Remedial action to restore environment - Lien
of cabinet for costs of cleanup - Liability of financial
institution acquiring property or serving as fiduciary.
" ...

(1) As used in this section:
(a) ttHazardous substance" means any substance or combination" of
substances including wastes of a solid, liquid, gaseous, or semisolid form which, because of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics may cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in
serious irreversible or incapacitating reversible illness, or pose a
substantial· present or potential hazard to human health or the
environment. The substances may include but are not limited to
those which are, according to criteria established by the cabinet,
toxic, corrosive, ignitable, irritants, strong sensitizers, or explosive, except that the term uhazardous substance" shall not include
petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction thereof which is not
otherwise specifically listed or designated as a hazardous substance under this section, and shall not include natural gas, natural gas liquids, liquified natural gas, or synthetic gas usable for
fuel, or mixtures of natural gas and synthetic gas;
(b) "Release" means any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting,
emptying, discharging, injecting, escaping, leaching, dumping, or
disposing hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants into
the environment, including the abandonment or discarding of barrels, containers, and other closed receptacles containing any hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant, but excludes emissions from the engine exhaust of a motor vehicle, rolling stock,
aircraft, vessel, or pipeline pumping station engine; the release of
source, by-product, or special nuclear material from a nuclear incident, as those terms are defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
if the release is subject to requirements with respect to financial
protection established by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Section 170 of the Act, or any release of source by-product, or
special nuclear material from any processing site designated under
Sections 102(a)(1) or 302(a) of the Uranium Mill Tailing Radiation
Control Act of 1978; and the normal application of fertilizer;
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(c) "Site" means any building, structure, installation, equipment, pipe,
or 'pipeline, including any pipe into a sewer or publicly-owned
treatment works, well, pit, pond, lagoon, impoundment, ditch,
landfill, storage containers, mQtor vehicles, rolling stock, or aircraft, or any other place or area where a release or threatened
release has occurred. The term shall not include any consumer
,,
product in consumer use;
(d) ffEnvironmental emergency" means any release or threatened release of materials into the environment in such quantities or concentrations as cause or threaten to cause an imminent and substantial danger to human health or the environment; the term
includes, but is not limited to, discharges of oil and hazardous
substances prohibited by Section 311(bH3) of the Federal Clean
Water Act - (Public Law 92-500), as amended;
(e) "Threatened release" means a circumstance which presents a substantial threat of a release;
(f) "Pollutant or con~wninant" shall include, but not be limited to, any
element, substance, compound, or mixture, including disease-causing agents, which after release into the environment and upon
exposure, ingestion, inhalation, or assimilation into any organism.
either directly from the environment or indirectly by ingestion
through food chains, will or may reasonably be anticipated to
cause death, disease, behavioral abnormalities, cancer, genetic
mutation, physiological malfunctions (including malfunctions in
.reproduction) or physical deformations, in such organisms or their
offspring; except that the term «pollutant or contaminant" shall
not include petroleum, including crude oil or any fraction thereof
which is not otherwise specifically listed or designated as a hazardous substance under this section and shall not include natural gas,
liquified natural gas, or synthetic gas of pipeline quality (or mix~
tures of natural gas and such synthetic gas);
(g) "Environment" means the waters of the Commonwealth, land surface, surface, and subsurface soils and strata, or ambient air
within the Commonwealth or under the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth;
(h) "Financial institution" means, for purposes of subsections (26) and
(27) of this section, the following:
1. A bank or trust company defined by KRS Chapter 287;
2. A savings and loan association defined by KRS Chapter 289;
3. A credit union defined by KRS Chapter 290;
4. A mortgage loan company or loan broker defined by KRS Chapter 294;
5. An insurer defined by KRS Chapter 304; and
6. Any other financial institution engaged in the business of lending money, the lending operations of which are subject to state
or federal regulation; and
.
(i) "Fiduciary" means, for purposes of subsections (26) and (27) of this
section, a fiduciary as defined by KRS Chapter 386 ..
(2) .The cabinet may promulgate administrative regulations in accordance
.~ . with the provisions of KRS Chapter 13A designating individual hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants; establishing their respective reportable quantities; and establishing their respective release notification requirements, which differ from those designated or
established in subsections (3) through (9) of this section, if necessary
to:
(a) Protect human .health and the environment;
(b) Maintain consistency with valid scientific development; or
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(c) Maintain consistency with newly adopted federal regulations.
(3) The hazardous substances for which release notification is required
shall be those hazardous substances designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 302
under the Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended; those extremely hazardous substances designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 355 under Title m of the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986; nerve and
blister agents designated under KRS 224.50-130(1); and any hazardous
substances designated by the cabinet in administrative regulations
promulgated pursuant to subsection (2) of this section.
(4) The reportable quantity for a release of a hazardous substance designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 302 under the Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as
amended, shall be the quantity designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 302. The
reportable quantity for a release of an extremely hazardous substance
designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 355 under Title m of the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 shall be the quantity
designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 355. The reportable quantity for a release
of a nerve or blister agent designated under KRS 224.50-130(1) shall
be any quantity. The cabinet may establish reportable quantities for
hazardous substances in administrative regulations promulgated pursuant to subsection (2) of this section which differ from those established in this subsection. The reportable quantity for any hazardous
substance designated by the cabinet in administrative regulatiom; promulgated pursuant to subsection (2) of this section shall be the reportable quantity established by the cabinet.
(5) The release notification requirements for a ·release of a hazardous substance designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 302 under the Federal Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980,
as amended, shall be the notification requirements established in 40
C.F.R. Part 302. The release notification requirements for a release of
an extremely hazardous substance designated in 40 C.F.R. Part 355
under Title ill of the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
of 1986 shall be the notification requirements established in 40 C.F.R.
Part 355. Whenever notification of a release or threatened release of a
hazardous substance is required pursuant to this section, any person
possessing or controlling the hazardous substance shall immediately
notify the cabinet's twenty-four (24) hour environmental response line.
The cabinet may establish release notification requirements by administrative regulation promulgated pursuant to subsection (2) of this section which differ from those established in this subsection. The release
notification requirements for any hazardous substance designated by
the cabinet in administrative regulations promulgated pursuant to
subsection (2) of this section shall be the release notification requirements established in the cabinet's administrative regulations.
.
(6) Any person possessing or controlling a pollutant or contaminant for
which a reportable quantity has been established by administrative
regulation promulgated pursuant to subsection (2) of this section, shall
immediately notify the cabinet's twenty-four (24) hour environmental
response line, as soon as that person has knowledge of any release or
threatened release, other than a permitted release or application of a
pesticide in accordance with the manufacturer's instruc?ons, of a pollutant or contaminant to the environment in a quantity equal to or
exceeding the reportable quantity. In the notice to be made to the
cabinet, the person shall state, at a minimum, the location of the release or threatened release, the material released or threatened to be
B(b) -5
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released, and the approximate quantity and concentration of the re.
lease or threatened release.
(7) Any person possessing or controlling a pollutant or contaminant shall,
as· soon as that person has knowledge of any release or threatened
release of a pollutant or contaminant from a site to the environment in
a quantity which may present an imminent or substantial dan'ger to
the public health or welfare, immediately notify the cabinet's twenty. four (24) hour environmental response line. In the notice to be made to
the cabinet, the person shall state, at a minimum, the location of the
release or threatened release, the material released or threatened to be
released. and the approximate quantity and concentration of the release or threatened release. If a person possessing or controlling a
pollutant or contaminant for which a reportable quantity has not been
established in administrative regulations promulgated pursuant to
subsection (2) of the section fails to report a release or threatened
release because of a good-faith belief that the release did not present an
imminent or substantial danger to the public health or welfare, that
person shall not be liable for a violation of the release notification
requirements of this section. In determining whether a person has
acted in good faith, the cabinet shall consider the circumstances surrounding the release, including whether the release was a permitted
release or the application of a pesticide in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.
(8) The cabinet may require the person subject to the release notification
requirements of subsections (5) through (9) of this section to provide a
written report on the release or threatened release. This report shall be
submitted to the environmental response section of the cabinet within
seven (7) days of the cabinet's demand for the report. The report shall
identify the following:
(a) The precise location of the release or threatened release;
(b) The name, address, and phone number of the person possessing or
controlling the material at the time of the release or tlll-eatened
release;
(c) The name, address, and phone number of persons having actual
knowledge of the facts surrounding the release or threatened release;
.
(d) The specific pollutant or contaminant or hazardous substance released or threatened to be released;
(e) The concentration and quantity of the pollutant or contaminant or
.
hazardous substance in the release or threatened release;
(f) The circumstances and cause of the release or threatened release;
(g) Efforts taken by the person to control or mitigate the release or
. threatened release;
(h) To the extent known r the harmful effects of the release or threatened release;
(i) The' transportation characteristics of the medium or matrix into
which the material was released or threatened to be' released;
(j) Any present or proposed remedial action by the person at the site of
the release. or threatened. release; .:. '.; ":".-"". -:.::.
. ... '
(k) The name, ad~ess, and phone number of the person who can be
contacted for additional Jnfonnation concerning the release or
threatened release; and
: .. .
.
(1) Any other information that may facilitate remediation of the site.
(9) A person possessing or controlling a hazardous substance, pollutant, or
contaminant shall immediately notify the cabinet pursuant to subsection (5) of this section when release notification, including notification
of a continuous release reported under the Federal Comprehensive
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Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as
amended, is provided to the United States Environmental Protection
Agency. Within seven (7) days of providing any written notification to
the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the person shall
submit to the cabinet a copy of the release notification submitted to the
United States Environmental Protection Agency. The cabinet shall not
require additional information pursuant to subsection (5) of this section if the release notification is in compliance with this subsection,
unless a written report is required under subsection (8) of this section
or the release or threatened release constitutes an environmental
emergency.
(10) Any person in charge of a vessel or site from which oil is discharged in
a harmful quantity as defined by 40 C.F.R. Part 110 in contravention
of Section 311 of the Federal Clean Water Act shall immediately notify
the cabinet's twenty-four (24) hour environmental response line. In the
notice to be made to the cabinet, the person shall state, at a minimum,
the location of the discharge, the material discharged, and the approximate quantity and concentration of the discharge.
(11) Any person possessing or controlling petroleum or a petroleum product as defined by KRS 224.60-115(14) shall, as soon as that person has
knowledge of any release or threatened release, other than a permitted
release or application of a pesticide in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, in an amount of twenty-five (25) gail6BEter. more in
a twenty-four (24) hour period, except for diesel fuel tor which the
reportable quantity is seventy-five (75) gallons or more in a twentyfour (24) hour period, or in contravention of Section 311 of the Federal
Clean Water A&, inaneciiately notify the cabinet's twenty-four (24)
hour environmental response line. In the notice to be made to the
cabinet, the person shall state, at a minimum, the location of the release or threatened release, the material released or threatened to be
released, and the approximate quantity and concentration of the release or threatened release.
(12) The cabinet may require the person subject to subsections (10) and
(11) of this section to provide a written report on the discharge or
release. This report shall be submitted to the environmental response
section of the cabinet within seven (7) days of the cabinet's demand for
the report. The report shall identify the following:
(a) The precise location of the discharge or release;
(b) The name, address, and phone number of the person possessing or
controlling the material at the time of the discharge or release;
(c) The name, address, and phone number of persons having actual
knowledge of the facts surrounding the discharge or release;
(d) The concentration and quantity of the discharge or release;
(e) The circumstances and cause of the discharge or release;
(fJ Efforts taken by the person to control or mitigate the discharge or
release;
(g) To the extent known, the harmful effects of the discharge or release;
(h) The transportation characteristics of the medium or matrix into
which the material was discharged or released;
(i) Any present or proposed remedial action by the person at the site of
the discharge or release;
'.
(j) The name, address, and phone number of the person' who can be
contacted for additional information concerning the discharge or
release; and
"
(k) Any other information that may facilitate an emergency spill response, or remediation of the site.
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(13) Timely notification received under the release notification requirements of this section or information obtained in a notification received
under the release notification requirements of this section may not be
used against the person making the notification in any criminal proceeding, except in a prosecution for submitting a false or untimely
notification to the cabinet. Notification received by the cabinet of a
threatened release or discharge shall not be deemed a separate incident.
(14) The cabinet shall be the lead agency for hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant emergency spill response and, after consultation
with other affected federal, state, and local agencies and private organizations, shall establish a contingency plan for undertaking emergency actions in response to the release of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant. The contingency plan shall:
(a) Provide for efficient, coordinated and effective action to minimize
damage to the air, land, and waters of the Commonwealth caused
by the release or threatened release of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants;
(b) Include containment, cleanup, and disposal procedures;
(c) Provide for remediation or restoration of the lands or waters affected consistent with this section;
(d) Assign duties and responsibilities among state cabinets and agencies in coordination with federal and local agencies:
(e) Provide for the identification, procurement, maintenance, and storage of necessary equipment and supplies;
(0 Provide for designation of persons trained, prepared, and available
to provide the necessary services to carry out the plan; and
(g) Establish procedures and techniques for identifying, containing,
removing, and disposing of hazardous substances released or being
released.
(15) The cabinet shall have the authority, power, and duty to:
(a) Recover from persons liable therefor for the benefit of the hazard- .'
ous waste management fund, the cabinet's actual and necessary
costs expended in response to a threatened release, an environmental emergency, or a release of a hazardous substance that is
reportable under this section. Except as provided in paragraph (b)
of this subsection, this section is intended solely to recognize the
existence of a cause of action on behalf of the cabinet and is not
intended to expand or contract the bases of liability, the elements
of proof, or the amount of liability of any person;
(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a) of this subsection, recover its costs
incurred in the removal of oil or hazardous substances discharged
in violation of Section 311(b)(3) of the Federal Clean Water Act
from any person liable therefor under Section 311 of the Federal
Clean Water Act subject to limitations of liability and defenses
provided in the section. The limitations of liability shall apply to
the total of state and federal expenses;
.
(c) In every case where action requ.irea under this section is not being
adeqUately taken or the identity of the person responsible for the
release or threatened release is unknown, the cabinet or its agent
may contain;remove, or dispOse of the hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant or take any other action consistent with this
section, including, but not limited. to, issuance of an emergency
order as provided in KRS 224.10-410 to the person possessing,
controlling, or responsible for the release or threatened release as
necessary for the protection of the environment and public health,
safety, or welfare;
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(16) Any duly authorized officer, employee, or agent of the cabinet may
upon notice to the owner or occupant enter any property, premises, or
place at any time for the purposes of this section, if the entry is necessary to _prevent damage to the air, land, or waters of the Commonwealth. Notice to the owner or occupant shall not be required if the
delay attendant upon providing jt will result in imminent risk to pub. lie health or safety.
.
.;'
.
(17) The cabinet shall prepare and annually update an inventory of all
sites in the Commonwealth at which there is or has been an environmental emergency or a release of a hazardous substance, pollutant, or
contaminant. In preparing the inventory, the cabinet shall determine,
based on infonnation available to the cabinet, the impact of each site
on public health and the environment and identify the relative priority
for restoration or remedial action. Upon determining that no further
restoration or remedial action is necessary, the cabinet shall so designate the site on the inventory. A separate designation of sites where a
remedial action involving on-site containment or treatment has been
performed and other sites where restoration of the environment has
not been achieved shall be maintained. A review of environmental
conditions at sites remediated by on-site containment or treatment and
other sites where restoration or remediation of the environment is not
achieved shall be conducted by the cabinet every five (5) years to determine whether additional action is necessary to protect human health
or the environment.
(18) Any person possessing or controlling a hazardous substance, pollutant,
or contaminant which is released to the environment, or any person
who caused a release to the environment of a hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant, shall characterize the extent of the release
as necessary to determine the effect of the release on the environment,
and shall take actions necessary to correct the effect of the release on
the environment. Any person required to take action under this subsection shall have the following options:
(a) Demonstrating that no action is necessary to protect human
health, safety, and the environment;
(b) Managing the release in a manner that controls and minimizes the
harmful effects of the release and protects human health, safety,
and the environment;
(c) Restoring the environment through the removal of the hazardous
substance, pollutant, or contaminant; or
(d) Any combination of paragraphs (a) through (c) of this subsection.
(19) Unless otherwise required by the cabinet, a person required to characterize the extent of a release and correct the effect of the release on the
environment under subsection (18) of this section may take those actions without making the demonstrations to the cabinet required by
subsections (18) through (21) of this section, if:
(a) The release is less than the reportable quantity of a hazardous
substance, pollutant, or contaminant; ..
(b) The release is of a pollutant or contaminant for which a reportable
quantity has not been established by administrative regulation
promulgated pursuant to subsection (2) of this section, if the release does not present an imminent or. substantial danger to the
_public health or welfare; or
. -..,.. -. ~ ";
(c) The release is authorized by a state or federal permit.
(20) If a person required to take action under subsection (18) of this section
demonstrates to the cabinet that, pursuant to subsection (18)(a) of this
section, no action is necessary to protect human health, safety, and the
environment or, pursuant to subsection (18)(b) of this section, the reB(b) - 9
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lease will be managed in a manner that controls and minimizes the
harmful effects of the release and protects human health, safety, and
the environment, the cabinet shall not require restoration of the environment through the removal of the hazardous substance, pollutant, or
contaminant pursuant to subsection (1S)(c) of this section.
(21) A person required to take action under subsection (IS) of this Section
who does not restore the environment through removal of the hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant in accordance with subsection
(18)(c) of this section shall demonstrate to the cabinet that the remedy
is protective of human health, safety, and the environment, by considering the following factors:
(a) The characteristics of the substance, pollutant, or contaminant,
including its toxicity, persistence, environmental fate and transport dynamics, bioaccumulation, biomagnification, and potential
for synergistic interaction and with specific reference to the environment into which the substance, pollutant, or contaminant has
been released;
(b) The hydrogeologic characteristics of the facility and the surrounding area;
(c) The proximity, quality, and current and future uses of surface
water and groundwater;
(d) The potential effects of residual contamination of potentially impacted surface water and groundwater;
(e) The chronic and acute health effects and environmental consequences to terrestrial and aquatic life of exposure to the hazardous
substance, pollutant, or contaminant through direct and indirect
pathways;
(f) An exposure assessment; and
(g) All other available information.
(22) A person who submits a proposal to the cabinet pursuant to subsection
(18) of this section may request in writing a final determination on the
proposal no sooner than thirty (30) days after its submission. When a
final determination on the proposal is requested, the cabinet shall
make its final determination within sixty (60) working days from the
date the request is received by the cabinet. After a final determination
has been made, the person requesting the final determination may
request a hearing pursuant to the provisions ofKRS 224.10-420. Nothing in this subsection shall relieve any person of any obligations imposed by. law during 8:Il environmental emergency, nor shall it require
the cabinet to approve a proposal which would violate this chapter or
the administrative regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.
(23) (a) The cabinet shall have a lien against the real and personal property of a person liable for the actual and necessary costs expended
in response to a release or threatened release or an environmental
emergency. The lien shall be filed with the county clerk of the
county in which the property of the person is located.
(b) If a financial institution exempted from liability by subsection (26)
of this section conveys the site it has acquired, then the cabinet
shall have a lien against the site for the actual and necessary costs
expended in response to a release or threatened release or an environmental emergency. The lien shall be tiled with the county clerk
of the county in which ~the site is located. ' ..'
(24) Nothing in this section shall replace the financial and technical assistance available to the Commonwealth pursuant to Section 311 of the
Federal Clean Water Act (Public Law 92-500) as amended, but shall be
used to provide the Commonwealth with a mechanism for additional
B(b) - 10
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response to releases and threatened releases of hazardous substances,
pollutants, or contaminants.(25) Defenses to liability, limitations to liability, and rights to contribution
shall be determined in accordance with Sections 107(a) through (d) and
113(0(1) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act, as amended, and the Federal Clean Water Act,
as amended.
_
:(26) In addition to the defenses and limitations provided in subsection (25)
of this section, a financial institution that acquired a site by foreclosure, by receiving an assignment, by deed in lieu of foreclosure, or by
otherwise becoming the owner as a result of the enforcement of a mortgage, lien, or other security interest held by the financial institution,
shall not be liable under this section with respect to the site, if:
(a) The financial institution served only in an administrative, custodial, financial, or similar capacity with respect to the site before its
acquisition;
(b) The fmancial institution did not control or direct the handling of
the material causing the environmental emergency, or control or
direct the handling of the hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminants, at the site before its acquisition;
(c) The financial institution did not participate in the day-to-day management of the site before its acquisition;
(d) The financial institution, at the time it acquired the site, did not
know and had no reason to know that a hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant was disposed at the site. For purposes of
this paragraph, the financial institution shall have undertaken, at
the time of acquisition, all appropriate inquiries into the previous
ownership and uses of the property consistent with good commercial or customary practice in an effort to minimize liability. What
actions constitute all appropriate inquiries shall be determined by
taking into account any specialized knowledge or experience on
the part of the financial institution, the relationship of the market
value of the site to the value of the site if uncontaminated, commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the
site, the obviousness of the presence or likely presence of contamination at the site, the ability to detect the contamination by appropriate inspection and any other relevant factor;
(e) The financial institution, when it undertakes actions to protect or
preserve the value of the site, undertakes those actions in accordance with this chapter and the administrative regulations
adopted pursuant thereto;
(0 The financial institution, its employees, agents, and contractors did
not cause or contribute to an environmental emergency, or to a
release or threatened release of a hazardous substance, pollutant,
or contaminant; and
(g) The financial institution complies with the release notification requirements of subsection (9) of this section..
(27) In addition to the defenses and limitations provided in subsection (25)
of this section, a fi~ancial institution serving as a fiduciary with respect to an estate or trust, the ElSsets of which contain a site, shall not
be liable under this section with respect to the site if:
(a) The financial institution served only in an administrative, custodial, fmancial, or similar capacity with respect to the site before it
became a fiduciary;._
_
(b) The financial institution did not control or direct the handling of
the material causing the environmental emergency, ot control or
B(b) - 11
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direct the handling of the hazardous substance'~ pollutant, or con,
taminants, at the site before it became a fiduciary;
(c) The financial institution did not participate in the day-to-day management of the site before it became a fiduciary;
.
(d) The financial institution, at the time it became a fiduciary, did not
. know and had no reason to. know that a hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant was disposed at the site. For pUl"J)Oses of
this paragraph, the financial institution shall have undertaken, at
the time it became a fiduciary, all appropriate inquiries into the
previous ownership and uses of the property consistent with good
commercial or customary practice in an effort to minimize liability. What actions constitute all appropriate inquiries shall be determined by taking into account any specialized knowledge or experience on the part of the financial institution, the relationship of
the market value of the site to the value of the site if uncontaminated, commonly known' or reasonably ascertainable information
about the site, the obviousness of the presence or likely presence of
contamination at the site, the ability to detect the contamination
by appropriate inspection, and any other relevant factor;
(e) The financial institution, when it undertakes actions to protect or
preserve the value of the site, undertakes those actions in accor(lance with this chapter and the administrative regulations
adopted pursuant thereto;
(0 The financial institution, its employees, agents, and contractors did
not cause or contribute to an environmental emergency, or to a
release or threatened release of a hazardous substance, pollutant,
or contaminant; and
(g) The financial institution complies with the release notification requirements of subsection (9) of this section.
(Enact. Acts 1980, ch. 263, § 2, effective July 15, 1980; 1986, ch. 171, § 1,
effective July 15, 1986; 1986, ch. 298, § 2, effective July 15, 1986; 1990, ch.
491, § 1, effective July 13, 1990; 1992, ch. 285, § 1, effective July 14, 1992;
1992, ch. 394, § 1, eB:ective July 14, 1992.)
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Flowchart for Site Characterization
Strategy Re-quirements
Release of hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant subject to
KRS 224.01-400 characterization
and remediation

I

.....

Option A or 8
remediation

Option C
cleanup

Yes

Extension?
Yes

.....

No

.....

Submit final report
documenting com pliance
with Option C

Maintain documentation
of option C compliance
for 5 year period

. I
, Submit a site characterization work plan
proposal and any further characterization
work plans. Submit a report
~
recommending remedial action.
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IT

I

1.0.

INTRODUCTION

,i

1.1.
1.2
1.3.
1.4.
1.5
1.6.

2.0.

Statutory Mandate
Purpose
Summary of Remedial Options
Site Characterization/Remediation for Non-UST Petroleum Tanks
Petroleum Releases from Sources Other Than Tank Systems
Hazardous Waste Unit Closures Subject to RCRA

SITE CHARACTERIZATION STRATEGY
2.1.

Implementation of immediate removal action pursuant to KRS 224.01-4oo(18)(c)
2.1.1. Complete removal of all hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants
and any impacted media. Such action allows an abbreviated procedure
which excludes certain geological, hydrogeological and related
investigatory actions. Constitutes compliance with the requirements of
Part 2.3. ConfIrmation shall be demonstrated by suffIcient laboratory
analytical data indicating complete restoration of the environment.
Sampling procedures and laboratory QAlQC shall comply with the
standards outlined in this document.
2.1.2. Removal/remedial actions as outlined in paragraph 1, performed in
connection with releases of hazardous substances that occur in nonreportable quantities, as defmed in KRS 224.01-400 (3) and (4), are not
subject to the reporting requirements of Section 2.1.3 below, pursuant to
section (19) of 224.01-400. All records and documents pertaining to these
response actions, including but not limited to those outlined in Section
2. 1.3, shall be maintained for subsequent Cabinet review if warranted by
further events, pursuant to section (19). This paragraph does not relieve
the responsible party(ies) of any of the requirements of Section 2.1.1 or
any other of the statutory requirements of KRS 224.01-400.
2.1.3. Following removal activities, a report shall be submitted to the cabinet
which includes at a minimum: summary of activities, volume and weight
of material removed, classifIcation of waste, name and address of
receiving facility, manifest copies, copies of analytical data, waste profIle
sampling procedures, backfill information if appropriate and any other
pertinent information. Compliance with option (18)(c) shall be confirmed
by written correspondence from the cabinet to the responsible party.
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2.1.4. If complete removal of the hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant
can not be achieved in a timely manner (within 180 days from the
discovery of the release), the abbreviated procedure will not be allowed
and all requirements as stipulated in the Section 2.3 will be required.
2.1.5. If the time limitations of paragraph 4 above cannot be met, a request for
an extension may be submitted to the Cabinet explaining conditions.
Acceptable grounds for such an extension include, but are not limited to
delays experienced in gaining disposal agreements from disposal/treatment
facilities, delays due to weather and other inclement conditions, etc.

2.2.

No action response provision pursuant to KRS 224.01-400 (18)(a)
2.2.1. This provision allows for the implementation of an abbreviated,
preliminary screening sampling plan in cases where the release: involves
a single substance of low toxicity; is confmed to one medium; and, is
expected to occur in low concentrations.
2.2.2. The areal extent of the release can be defmed from estimates based upon
quantity and fate and transport characteristics of the substance released.
2.2.3. The abbreviated screening sampling plan for the site, as-defmed in 2.2.2,
must include sampling of the areas where concentrations are predicted to
highest, and shall consist of both surface and subsurface samples. The
number of samples required shall be the minimum necessary to ensure
inclusion of the area of highest concentration, pursuant to Cabinet review.
2.2.4. If the original release represents a significant threat to other media on site
or nearby (such as a downgradient surface water body), then it must be
shown, through sampling, that these media have not been contaminated.
2.2.5. Samples shall be "grab" samples, not composites.
2.2.6. If this provision is exercised, analyses may be limited to the known
constituents of the released substances and their intermediates.
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2.2.7. If the analytical results indicate that no sample concentrations exceed a
Cabinet-approved screening level for each analyte in that medium, the
requirements for section 18 (a) will have been met and no further site
characterization will be necessary. If concentrations of any analyte
exceeds the screening level, this abbreviated procedure will not be
allowed, and all requirements, as stipulated in subsection 2.3, will be
required.
2.2.8. If preliminary sampling (pursuant to section 2.3.3) indicates that
contamination has extended beyond the initial medium involved, this
abbreviated procedure will not be allowed, and all requirements, as
stipulated in subsection 2.3, will be required.
2.3.

Site Characterization Work Plan
2.3.1.

General Statement - requirement for adherence to this subsection as
guidance for sites ineligible for Section 2.1 removal or Section 2.2 no
action response.

2.3.2. Site History and Preliminary Evaluation
a. Past and current property ownership
b. Historical land use
c. Industrial or residential setting
d. Person(s) responsible and circumstances involved in the release
e. Phone numbers and mailing address of person(s) and/or companies
responsible for the release
f. Location of the site including geographic coordinates (latitude and
longitude)
g. Prior state or federal regulatory involvement
h. Past and existing permits
i. Other pertinent information regarding historical practices or events as
they relate to conditions at the site
2.3.3. Site conditions and Physical Setting
a. 7.5 minute topographic quadrangle of site
b. Scaled drawing of site identifying suspected or known release areas
c. Environmental Setting Discussion
(1) topography
(2) soils
(3) hydrology
(4) geology
(5) hydrogeology
(6) meteorological considerations
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d. Significant Resources
(1) identification of historical/archaeological features
(2) identification of Wellhead Protection Areas
(3) private, municipal and production GW well ID
(4) identification of springs
(5) surface water intakes for drinking water, irrigation or
production
(6) identification of wetlands
(7) potentially impacted sport of commercial fisheries
(8) known or potential impact to terrestrial plant and animal life
(9) known or potential impact to aquatic plant and animal life
e. Hazardous Substances, Pollutants, or Contaminants of Concern (COC)
(1) known and suspected COC
(2) physical, chemical, and toxicological information on COC
including but not limited to fate and transport
(3) any pertinent information related to past or present sampling
data
2.3.4. Sampling and Analysis Plan
a. Health and Safety Plan/Compliance with state and federal OSHA
(1910.120, etc.)
b. Analytical Parameters and Laboratory QAJQC Protocols
c. Sample Handling and Chain of Custody Procedures
d. Maps, visual aids illustrating proposed sampling locations, site
conditions
e. Soil Sampling Strategy for Determining Horizontal and Vertical Extent
of Contamination
(1) Sampling Approach: Phased vs. General
(a) Review of existing information
(b) Remote sensing/geophysical techniques
(c) Field screening
(d) Intrusive Sampling
(e) Data Quality Objectives: Analytical Levels I - V defmed
(2) Sample Types
(a) Biased vs. random
(b) Quality control samples: background, duplicate/split,
trip/field blanks
(c) Grab vs. composite
(3) Sample Patterns
(a) Appropriate gridding/spatial distribution
(b) Stratification/vertical spacing
(4) Decontamination
(5) Handling of Investigation Derived Waste (IDW)
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f. Groundwater Investigative Methodologies
(1) carbonate investigative methodologies

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

vadose zone: consolidated and non-consolidated media
investigations
minimum number of wells and location
well construction and appropriate material
groundwater characteristics
groundwater sampling procedures
special investigative techniques

g. Surface Water Investigations
(1) General
(2) Flow rates and stream dynamics
(a) Velocity-area method
1.
current meters
ii. tracers
iii. other methods
(b) Calibrated control structures
i. weirs
ii. flumes
iii. submerged orifices
(c) Slope-area method
(3) Proper sample collection
(a) Sample location
(b) Sample frequency
(c) Sample collection
(d) Sample handling and preservation
(e) Collection of physical and other chemical data
(4) Sediment sampling
h. Air Sampling
(1) Portable instruments
(2) Open path monitors
(3) Conventional ambient air monitors
(4) On-site exposure
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i. Ecological Assessment
(1) Identification of receptors or potential receptors (aquatic and
terrestrial)
(a) Survey of aquatic and terrestrial communities
surrounding site
(b) Library search
(c) Identification of "critical habitats"
(d) Report of fmdings
(2) Identification of present or potential pathways
(a) Determination of media impacted
(b) Identification of pathways
(c) Report of fmdings
(3) Identification of effects on receptors
(a) Possible ecological impacts of contaminants
(b) Three alternative approaches for identifying impacts
i. Calculation of Ecological Hazard Index
ii. Toxicity testing
.
iii. Bioassessment of site
(c) Option (3)(b)(i)
(d) Option (3)(b)(ii)
(e) Option (3)(b)(iii)
(t) Plan submittal for Options (3)(b)(i), (ii), and/or (iii)
i. Site map: physiographic features, release
location
ii. Site map: illustration of Options (3)(b)(i),(ii),or
(iii)
iii. Option (3)(b)(i): species selection
iv. Option (3)(b)(i): sampling in aquatic habitats
v. Option (3)(b)(i): sampling in terrestrial habitats
vi. Option (3)(b)(ii): toxicity testing in aquatic
habitats
vii. Option (3)(b)(ii): toxicity testing in terrestrial
habitats
viii. Option (3)(b)(iii): sampling for bioassessment
(4) Correlation of stressors with observed effects
(a) Identification of stressors under options (3)(b)(ii)
and/or (3)(b)(iii)
ii. Option (3)(ii): sampling, aquatic and terrestrial
iii. Option (3)(iii): sampling, aquatic and terrestrial
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2.3.5. Characterization for Risk Assessment
a. General Comments
b. Analysis of Samples
(1). Reporting limits
(2). Specific chemical compounds
(3). KY DEP approved methods
c. Data Quality
(1). Precision
(2). Accuracy
(3). Representativeness
(4). Completeness
(5). Comparability
d. Media to be Sampled
e. Source definition
(1). Objective
(2). Identification of all potential COCs
(3). Determination of COCs
f. Determine Potential for Migration
g. Develop Exposure Scenarios
(1). Identification of present and possible future receptors
(2). Identification of current/future surface/ground water users
(3). Employment of site-specific exposure factors

3.0

SITE. CHARACTERIZATION REPORT
3.1.

4.0

Submittal of results for Site Characterization Plan
3.1.1. Provide the basis for determining the need for further characterization or
selecting a remedial option plan
3.1.2. Appropriate report format, organization, and contents

GLOSSARY AND APPENDICES
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.
4.4.
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Definitions
Reference
Appendices
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TABLE I.
OUTLINE OF COMPONENTS OF A RISK ASSESSMENT

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

1.2

()vervievv
l.l.a

General problem at site

1.1. b

Site-specific objectives of risk assessment

Site Background
l.2.a

Site description

1.2.b

Detailed maps of site, including but not limited to: topography, extent
of release or threatened release, sampling locations, and onsite and
offsite structures

l.2.c

1.3

General history
l.2.c.l

Ovvnership

1.2.c.2

Operations

l.2.c.3

Contamination

l.2.d

Significant site reference points

l.2.e

Geographic location relative to offsite areas of interest

1.2. f

General sampling locations and media

Scope of Risk Assessment
1.3.a

Complexity of assessment and rationale
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1.3. b
2.0

Overview of study design

IDENTIFICATION OF STRESSORS OF POTENTIAL CONCERN

2.1

2.2

2.3

General Site-Specific Data Colle:tion Considerations
2.1.a

Detailed historical ir..fon:1ation relevant to data collection

2.1. b

Preliminary identification of potential human exposure

2.1. c

Modeling parameter needs

2.1.d

Background sampling

2.1. e

Sampling locations and media

2.1. f

Sampling methods

2.1.g

Quality Assurance - Quality Control (QA-QC) methods

2.1.h

Special analytical services (SAS)'

General Site-Specific Data Evalu.ation Considerations
2.2.a

Steps used (including optional screening procedure steps, if used)

2.2.b

QA-QC methods during evaluation

2.2.c

General data uncertainty

Ecological Area I or Operable Unit I (Complete for All Media)
2.3.a

Area- and media-specific sample collection strategy (e.g., sample size,
sampling locations)

2.3.b

Data from site investigations, including all site-monitoring data

2.3.c

Listing of analytical methods use4

2.3.d

Evaluation of chemical limits

2.3.e

Evaluation of qualified and coded data
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2.4

2.3.f

Contaminants in field and laboratory blanks

2.3.g

Tentatively identified compounds

2.3.h

Comparison of chemical concentrations with background

2.3.i

Further limitation of number of stressors

2.3.j

Uncertainties, limitations, gaps in quality of collection or analysis

Ecological Area II or Operable Unit II (Repeat for All Areas or Operable Units,
As Appropriate)

2.5

3.0

Summary of Stressors of Potential Concern

EXPOSURE
3.1

ASSESSML~

Characterization of Exposure Setting
3.1.a

3.l.b

Physical Setting
3.l.a.l

Climate and meteorology

3.1.a.2

Vegetation

3.1. a. 3

Soil type

3.1.a.4

Surface hydrology

3.l.a.5

Groundwater hydrology

Potentially Exposed Individuals, Populations, and Communities (Human
and Ecological)
3.l.b.l

Relative

locations

of

individuals,

communities with respect to site
3.l.b.2

Current l,md use

3.l.b.3

Potential alternate future land uses
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3.1.b.4
3.2

Subpopulations of potential concern

Identification of Exposure Pathways
3.2.a

Sources and receiving media

3.2.b

Fate and transport in release media

3.2.c

Exposure points and ext:osure routes

3.2.d

Integration of sources, releases, fate and transport mechanisms, exposure
points, and exposure ro~tes into complete exposure pathways

3.2.e
3.3

Summary of exposure paptways to be quantified in this assessment

Quantification of Exposure
3.3.a

Exposure concentrations

3.3.b

Estimation of chemical intakes for individual pathways
~

3.4

3.5

4.0

Identification of Uncertainties
3.4.a

Current and future land-,use

3.4.b

Environmental sampling and analysis

3.4.c

Exposure pathways evaluated

3.4.d

Fate and transport modeling

3.4.e

Parameter values

Summary of Exposure Assessment
~

TOXICITY ASSESSMENT
4.1

Toxicity Information for Noncarcinogenic Effects (Human Health and Ecological)
4.l.a

Appropriate exposure periods for toxicity values

4.1.b

Up-to-date reference doses (RIDs) for all stressors
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4.l.c

One- and ten-day health -advisories for shorter-term oral

4.l.d

Overall data

base and

expo~ures

the critical study on which the toXicity value is

based (including the critical effect and the uncertainty and modifying
factors used in the calculation)
4.l.e

Effects that may appear at doses higher than those required to elicit the
critical effect

4.2

4.1.f

Absorption efficiency considered

4.1. g

Acute and chronic effects levels for aquatic and terrestrial wildlife.

Toxicity Information for Carcinogenic Effects
4.2.a

Exposure averaged over a lifetime

4.2.b

Up-to-date slope factors for all carcinogens

4.2.c

Weight-of-evidence classification for all carcinogens (Groups A, B, and
C)

4.3

4.4-

4.2.d

Type of cancer for Group A, B, and C carcinogens

4.2.e

Concentration above which the dose-response curve is no longer linear

Stressors for Which No EPA Toxicity Values Are Available
4.3.a

Sources of values

4.3.b

Qualitative evaluation

4.3.c

Documentation or justification of any new toxicity values developed

Uncertainties Related to Toxicity Information
4.4.a

Quality of the individual studies

4.4.b

Completeness of the overall data base
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4.5
5.0

Summary of Toxicity Information

RISK CHARACTERIZATION
5.1

5.2

Current Land-Use Conditions (Human Health)
5.1. a

Carcinogenic risk of individual stressors

5.1.b

Chronic hazard quotient calculation (individual stressors)

5.1.c

Subchronic hazard quotil!nt calculation (individual stressors)

5.l.d

Shorter-term hazard qu07.ient calculation (individual stressors)

5.l.e

Carcinogenic risk (multi?le stressors)

5.1.f

Chronic hazard index (multiple stressors)

5.1.g

Subchronic hazard index (multiple stressors)

5.1.h

Shorter-term hazard index calculation (multiple stressors)

5.1.i

Segregation of hazard indices

5.1.j

Justification for not combining risks across pathways

5.1.k

Noncarcinogenic hazard: index (multiple pathways)

5.1.1

Carcinogenic risk (multi'ple. pathways)

Future Land-Use Conditions (Human Health)
•

5.2.a

Carcinogenic risk of individual stressors

5.2.b· Chronic hazard quotient calculation (individual stressors)
5.2.c

Subchronic hazard quotient calculation (individual stressors)

5.2.d

Carcinogenic risk (multiple stressors)

5.2.e

Chronic hazard index (multiple stressors)

5.2.f

Subchronic hazard index (multiple stressors)
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5.3

5.2.g

Segregation of hazard indices

5.2.h

Justification for not combining risks across pathways

5.2.i

Noncarcinogenic hazard index (multiple pathways)

5.2.j

Carcinogenic risk (multiple pathways)

Current Land-Use Conditions (Ecological)
5.3.a

Chronic toxic risk of individual stressors to organisms

5.3 .. b

Subchronic (acute) toxic risk of individual stressors to organisms

5.3. c

Chronic toxic risk of multiple stressors to organisms

5.3.d

Subchronic (acute) toxic risk of multiple stressors to organisms

5.3.e

Area most sensitive species chronic and sub chronic toxic risk of
individual stressors

5.3.f

Area most sensitive spec;.es chronic and subchronic toxic risk of multiple
stressors

5.4

Future Land-Use Conditions (Ecological)
5.4.a

Chronic toxic risk of individual stressors to organisms

5.4.b

Subchronic (acute) toxic risk of individual stressors to organisms

5.4.c

Chronic toxic risk of multiple stressors to organisms

5.4.d

Subchronic (acute) toxic risk of multiple stressors to organisms

5.4.e

Area most sensitive species chronic and sub chronic toxic risk of
individual stressors

5.4.f

Area most sensitive spec:ies chronic and subchronic toxic risk of multiple
stressors
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5.5

Uncertainties
5.5.a

Site-specific uncertainty factors
5.5.a.1

Definition of physical setting

5.5.a.2

Model applicability and assumptions

5.5.a.3

Parameter values for fate or transport and exposure
calculations

5.5. b

5.6

Summary of toxicity assessment uncertainty
5.5.b.1

Identification i)f potential human health and ecological effects

5.5.b.2

Derivation of toxicity value

5.5.b.3

Potential for synergistic or antagonistic interactions

5.5.b.4

Uncertainty in evaluating less-than-lifetime exposures

Comparison of Risk Characterization Results to Human Studies
5.6.a

Health assessment from the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (ATSDR)

5.7

5.6.b

Site-specific health studi:!s (pilot studies or epidemiological studies)

5.6.c

Incorporation of studies ,into the overall risk characterization

Summary Discussion and Tabulation of the Risk Characterization
5.7.a

Key site-related stressors and key exposure pathways identified

5.7. b

Types of health risk of concern

5.7.c

Types of ecological risk of concern

5.7. d

Level of confidence in the quantitative information used to estimate risk

5.7. e

Presentation of qualitative information on toxicity
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Remedial Options

1. Introduction - Purpose of Document
1.1 Ensure that remedial actions performed at the site under authority of KRS 224.01400 are
protective of human health and the environment.
1.2 Provide guidance and for implementation of the remedial options outlined in KRS 224.01400 Subsections (18) through (22).
1.3 Provide guidance in evaluation, development, and selection of appropriate remedial response
actions.
1.4 Provide a framework for future development of regulations as designated in KRS 224.01400.
2. Remedial Alternatives & Combinations
2.1

Option A - No Further Action. Pursuant to KRS 224.01400 Subsection (18)(a).

Option A applies to sites where it has been determined through site characterization and risk
assessment that risk is de minimis and to sites where attempts at restoration have not achieved
ambient levels, but levels are below Cabinet approved risk-based screening levels.
2.1.1 Release of one substance, in one medium.
Steps:
1. Limited site characterization: consists of complete characterization of the release
(analyze only for constituents of the substance released, sample hot spots, sample
enough to clearly define the extent of the release both horizontally and vertically, and
determine likelihood of involvement of other media either through sampling or
examination of site geology, groundwater, surface water hydrology and chemical
characteristics) .
2. If it is determined that only one medium is involved and the maximum concentration
found is at or below ~e Cabinet approved risk-based screening levels (Appendix A),
then no further action is required. A report which includes the Site Characterization and
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the evidence and justificatien for the assumptiens made concerning extent .of
con1alDinatien and media invelvement shall be submitted to the Cabinet.
Request fer a final determinatien by the cabinet will fellew the framewerk .of KRS
224.01400 Subsectien (22).
Upon appreval .of the report by the Cabinet, the preperty will be placed en an
inventory with the designatien that, at -this time, given the infermatien available, ne
further actien will be necessary. Adjeining preperties must be infermed .of the release.
3. If Cabinet appreved risk-based screening levels are exceeded but it is determined that
.only .one medium. is invelved, site-specific risk-based Preliminary Remediatien Goals
(PRGs) may be develeped fer screening purposes. See 2.1.2 sectiens 2, 3, 4, and 5
belew. If the maximum. contaminatien is at .or belew these PRGs, then prepare a report
which includes the Site Characterizatien, The Exposure Pathway Assessment, the
Chemical and Texicelegical Evaluatien .of the Chemicals .of Cencern (CDCs), the
algerithms and exposure factors (both defaults and site specific) used in calculating the
Remediatien Goals, and the evidence and justificatien fer any assumptiens made, both in
calculatien .of the remediatien geals and concerning the extent .of cen1alDinatien and
media invelvement. This report sbcll be submitted to the Cabinet and referred to the
risk assessment sectien fer review.
Request fer a final determinatien by the Cabinet will fellew the framewerk .of KRS
- 224.01400 Subsectien (22).
Upon final determinatien by the Cabinet, a Netificatien .of Envirenmental Evaluatien
shall be attached to the Deed indicating that the preperty has been evaluated and
referring to the apprepriate KDEP file.
4. If it is determined that mere than one medium. is invelved, a full site characterizatien
will be necessary (though at the discretien of the Cabinet it may be limited to
constituents and products of degrada-den and reactien of the single substance released)
and an Optien A closure may be possible under 2.1.2.

s.

If the above conditions are net m.et, Options B ,Option C .or full Optien A shall be
empleyed.
2.1.2. Site of intermediate cemplexity. Sites where a full site characterization will be
required, but a full baseline risk assessment may net be required.
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Steps:
1. Full Site Characterization
2. Exposure Pathway Assessment. An exposure pathway would examine all applicable
exposure pathways at the site, in all media.
3. Develop RGs for all COCs. They shall be developed for both a residential and an
industrial use scenario.
4. If the maximum contamination is at or below these site specific values, then prepare
a report which includes the Site Characterization, The Exposure Pathway Assessment,
the Chemical and Toxicological Ev~uation of the COCs, the algorithms and exposure
filctors (both defilults and site specific) used in calculating the Remediation Goals, and
the evidence and justification for any assumptions made. Submit Site Characterization
Report. This report shall include but not be limited to requirements of KRS 224.01400
Subsection (21) This report shall be submitted to the Cabinet and referred to the risk
assessment section for review.
5. Request for a final determination by the Cabinet will follow the framework of KRS
224.01400 Subsection (22).
6. Provide for deed notification or restriction. Upon approval of the above report by the
Cabinet, if RGs for both residential and indus~ scenarios are met, a Notification of
Environmental Evaluation shall be attached to the Deed indicating that the property has
been evaluated and referring to the appropriate KDEP file. The RGs for industrial
scenarios are met, but residential are not, a Deed Restriction shall be attached to the
deed indicating that the use of the pr.operty shall be restricted to the present use and that
any proposal to use the property in a different manner must be accompanied by a
reexamination of the risks which might result from the site
7. If deed restriction is required, public notification will be necessary. If twenty (20) or
more citizens of the Commonwealth request or at the discretion of the Secretary, a
public hearing will be scheduled.
8. If the above conditions are not met, Option B or C may be employed.
2.1.3. Complex site. (Multiple substances, multiple media, multiple or unknown
releases) Requires a full baseline Risk Assessment. A full testing for all Hazardous
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Substance, Pollutant, or Contamjnants (HSPC) (as determined by the Cabinet), complete
review of all applicable pathways, all media.
Steps:
1. Perform full Site Characterization.
2. Perform full Baseline Risk Assessment
3. The Site Characterization Report and Baseline risk assessment shall be submitted to
the Cabinet. Submit Site Characterization Report. This report shall include but not be
limited to requirements of KRS 224.01-400 Subsection (21). The report and risk
assessment will be forwarded to the Risk Assessment Branch for review.
4. Request for a final determination by the Cabinet will follow the framework of KRS
224.01-400 Subsection (22).
5. Provide for deed notification or restriction. Upon approval of the above report by
the Cabinet:
a. If it is determined that the risk resulting from anyone chemical or any closely
related groups of chemicals ~er both the present land use scenario, and the
future residential land use scenario are at or below ~ minimis levels, a
Notification of Environmental Evaluation shall be attached to the deed indicating
that the property has been evaluated and referring to the appropriate KDEP file.
b. If it is determined that the risk resulting from anyone chemical or any closely
related groups of chemicals under the present land use scenario is at or below de
minimis levels, and the future residential land use scenario exceeds de minimis
levels, a Deed Restriction shall be attached to the deed indicating that the use of
the property shall be restricted to the present use and that any proposal to use
the property in a different manner must be accompanied by a reexamination of
the risks which might result from the site.
c. If it is determined that the risk exceeds the de minimis level for present and
future use, Options B or C may be employed.
6. If deed restriction is required, p\:.blic notification will be necessary. If twenty (20) or
more citizens of the Commonwealth request or at the discretion of the Secretary, a
public hearing will be scheduled.
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2.2

Option B - Management andIor Containment.

Pursuant to KRS 224.01-400 Subsection (18)(b).
Option B involves the containment andlor elimination of exposure pathways. Will require a
deed restriction for the site. Management options must be approved by the Cabinet.
Examples of Option B may include:
-

Capping
Slurry walls, grout curtains
Solidification Istabilization
Fixation, pH control, vitrification
Creation of disposal ceil, burial, entombment
Institutional controls in conjunction with other measures

Steps:
1. Perform a full site characterization and submit Site Characterization Report. The report shall
include but not be limited to requirements of KRS 224.01-400 Subsection (21).
2. Compare stressor concentration to Cabinet approved risk-based screening levels, if HSPCs
.. are below these levels, then closure may be done under Option A.
3. Conduct Exposure Pathway Analysis, or Baseline Risk Assessment.
4. Define goal(s) of remedy.
5. Examine remedial options. Discuss goals and if proposed remedy will achieve or hinder
goals. Review remedies to see if site or conditions are amenable to the various approaches.
6. Consider any new exposure pathways which might result from the remedy and determine risk
attendant to the implementation of the remedy. Develop a Health and Safety Plan (HASP) for
the remediation based on data from site characterization.
7. Submit Proposal of Remedy to Cabinet for approval within sixty working (60) days after
Cabinet concurrence with validity and completeness of Site Characterization Report. Proposal
will include:
a. Address KRS 224.01-400 Subsection (21)(b-f).
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b. Detailed plan/design of remedy. An appropriate professional, as
sball prepare or review the design before submittal· to the Cabinet.

req1ilie~

by statute,

c. Monitoring plan
8. Request for a final determination by the Cabinet will follow the framework of KRS 224.01400 Subsection (22).
9. Obtain necessary permits, ego Division of Water, Division for Air Quality, Division of Waste
Management.
10. Except for those release remediated under 2.3.1.1, Public notification (can be combined
with other permit required public reviews). If not necessary for permitting requirements, public
meeting will be held at the discretion of the Secretary or if 20 or more local residents request
one. Request for a public hearing must be made within 30 days of the publication date of
notification.
11. Plan must be approved by the Cabinet. The Cabinet will have at its discretion the option to
require a pilot study. or other evidence that this technology has been successfully applied at a
site with similar conditions and HSPCs.
12. Implementation of the approved plan must begin within 60 working days upon approval of
the plan.
13. At the time of approval, a Deed Restriction shall be attached to the deed indicating that the
use of the property shall be restricted to the f'I'esent use and that any proposal to use the property
in a different manner must be accompanied by a reexamination of the risks which might result
from the site.
14. Responsible Parties (RP) will keep Cabinet apprised of progress on site.
15. Monitor as necessary to verify system performance to determine compliance with permits (if
any) and compliance with remediation plan. Perform regular monitoring according to approved
schedule. Monitoring shall be done until it can be demonstrated that the remedy has effectively
reduced the risk to human health and the environment to predetermined levels acceptable to the
Cabinet. Until this can be shown the following action may be required:
~~

a. Quarterly monitoring of ground water and surface water
b. Yearly monitoring of soils and sediments.
C. If air is a pathway of concern, quarterly monitoring of air.
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d. Maintenance of controls.
e. Other monitoring as determined by Cabinet for ·site conditions.
16. If/when remediation goals are reached the remedial action may be shutdown (or phased
shutdown), but monitoring must continue.
17. A yearly testing plan, applicable to the site, shall be continued until four consecutive
quarters indicates site-specific remediation goals (RGs). Monitoring is then continued every
other year. All monitoring wells must be maintained. After five calendar years of no levels
above PRGs, then monitoring and reviews may be done once every five years. If site specific
conditions indicate, an alternative monitoring plan may be developed and submitted for approval
by the Cabinet. In carbonate terranes, for example, sampling of springs andlor monitoring wells
should be coordinated with local meteorological conditions instead of being conducted on a
quarterly basis.
18. At any time, the RP may reevaluate the site based on current·site information and if
conditions of Option A have been achieved it can be closed under Option A. In this case a Post
Management Risk Assessment will be substit'.lted for a Baseline Risk Assessment. If it can be
demonstrated that conditions exist for an Option C closure, then site may be closed under Option

C.
19. The mandated review for sites being managed under Option B will continue for 30 years,
after implementation of remedy. This period may be reduced or extended by the Cabinet based
on contaminant characteristics and site conditions.
20. A site maintenance plan for the duration of the review period must be presented.
21. A five year review of site conditions will be mandatory and based on a site evaluation
prepared and submitted by the responsible party.
2.3

Option C - Removal. Pursuant to KRS 224.01400 Subsection (18)(c).
Option C refers to approaches that either physically or chemically removes the HSPC or reduces .
the concentration to ambient levels. Option C is the preferred approach as it both restores the
environment and protects the responsible party and land owner against future liability.

~

c~

Examples of Option Care:
Physical - soil gas venting, air and steam stripping, extraction, in or ~ situ thermal desorption,
pump and treat, interceptor trenches, excavate and remove.
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Chemical - Neutralization, acidification, Redox reactions, cpnversion, thermal decomposition,
incineration.
Biological - Bioremediation. Bioextraction of metals.

2.3.1 Excavate, skim, or remove the impacted media.
Steps for full Option C approach
1. Full Site Characterization. Submit Site Characterization Report. The report shall include but
not be limited to requirements of KRS 224.01-400 Subsection (21).
2. Remove HSPCs and impacted medium.
3. Verify complete removal by sampling.
4. Compare to ambient conditions. If at or below ambient levels then submit report to Cabinet

s. Request for a final determination by the Cabinet will follow the framework of KRS 224.01400 Subsection (22).
6. If above ambient, can either continue removal or go to Option A (2.1.1) (compare to
screening levels or site specific risk-based remediation goals), or site may be managed under an
Option B.

2.3.1.1 Steps for rapid removal
Removal of HSPCs confined to one medium, which can be removed in 180 days. (for complete
explanation see "Rapid removal" section 2.1 of Site Characterization Guidance Document)
1. Limited site characterization (done simultaneous with removal)
2. Initial evaluation indicates that HSPCs have not reached groundwater
3. Remove HSPCs and impacted medium.
4. Verify complete removal by sampling.
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5. Compare to ambient conditions. If at or below ambient levels then prepare and submit
report to Cabinet.
6. Request for a final determination by the Cabinet will follow the framework of KRS 224.01
400 Subsection (22).
7. If above ambient conditions, then an Option A, Option B or "full" Option C will be
required.

2.3.2 Remediation
Implement a remedy that will reduce the HSPC on-site with the expectation that restoration to
ambient conditions will be accomplished.
1. Perform a full site characterization and submit Site Characterization Report. The report shall
include but not be limited to requirements of KRS 224.01400 Subsection (21).
2. Compare to screening action levels (Option A).
3. Perform Exposure Pathway Analysis or Baseline Risk Assessment.
4. Define goals of remedy.
5. Examine remedial options. Match remedial goals to proposed remedy.
6. In the event that the remedy being considered has the potential to introduce new exposure
pathways or increase exposure by present pathways, an evalua·tion of the risks presented by the
remedy may be required. These evaluations will be based on site-specific exposure factors
which will in most cases be shorter term and employ subchronic toxicity data. Methods for
preparing these evaluations can be found in Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund Part C.
7. Submit Proposal of Remedy to Cabinet for approval within sixty working (60) days after
Cabinet concurrence with validity and completeness of Site Characterization Report. Proposal
will include:
a. Address Subsection(21)(b-t).
b. Detailed plan/design of remedy. An appropriate professional, as required by statute,
hall prepare or review the design before submittal to the Cabinet.
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c. Monitoring plan
8. Request for a final determination by the Cabinet will follow the framework of KRS 224.01400 Subsection (22).
9. Obtain necessary permits, ego Division of Water, Division for Air Quality, Division of Waste
Management.
10. Except for those release remediated under 2.3.1.1, Public notification (can be combined
with other permit required public reviews). If not necessary for permitting requirements, public
meeting will be held at the discretion of the Secretary or if 20 or more local residents request
one. Request for a public hearing must be made within 30 days of the publication date of
notification.
11. Plan must be approved by the Cabinet. .The Cabinet will have at its discretion the option to
require a pilot study, or other evidence that this technology has been successfully applied at a
site with similar conditions and HSPCs.
12. Implementation of the approved plan must begin within 60 working days of the approval of
the plan.
13. Monitor as necessary to verify system performance to determine compliance with permits (if
any) and compliance with remediation plan.
14. If/when remediation goals are reached the remedial action may be shutdown (or phased
shutdown), but monitoring must continue.
15. For certain remedies ( i.e. pump and trf"'..at}, a phase-down will be required with follow up
monitoring as determined by the Cabinet on ;l case-by-case basis.
16. If the remedy proves ineffective at reaching goals at the site, then the Cabinet will require
an alternative remedy be applied.
17. Remedies which require an extended period of time (greater than one year) will be required
submit an annual performance evaluation.

to

18. At any time, the RP may reevaluate the site based on current site information and if
conditions of Option A have been achieved it can be closed under Option A. If it can be
demonstrated that conditions exist for an Option C closure, then site may be closed on Option C.
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2.4

Option D - Combination of Option A, Option B, or Option C.
Pursuant to KRS 224.01-400 Subsection (18)(d).
Any combination must meet all requirements: of each applicable part.

3.0

Relationship to other programs

1. Remedial actions will not require permitting (with the exception of on-site treatment of listed
or characteristic hazardous waste - see 5 below).
2. Applicable releases to surface water will be subject to KPDES permitting requirements.
3. Applicable releases to air will be subject to 401 KAR 50:035, permitting requirements.
4. Responsible party must obtain all other applicable permits (e.g., flood plain, historical,
transportation) .
5. For purposes of on-site remedial activities, excavation/extraction of HSPC impacted media
does not necessarily constitute "generation of hazardous waste". Only where the release of a
material which was classified prior to its release as a hazardous waste (Le., listed or
characteristic), as defined in 401 KAR Chapters 30-31, will the excavated soil/debris/water be
considered hazardous waste. On-site treatment and storage of hazardous waste will be subject to
hazardous waste storage requirements pursuant to 401 KAR Chapters 31 - 34.
6. For purposes of offsite transport and disposal, incineration, etc., the HSPC-impacted media
must be tested and manifested in accordance with applicable waste regulations, including but not
limited to 401 KAR Chapters 30 - 33.
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The following is a brief summary of initial comments submitted on behalf of Associated
Industries of Kentucky's Chemical Industry Council on the notice of intent to promulgate
regulations relating to risk assessment under KRS 224.01-400. These comments were submitted
at a March 2, 1995 Public Hearing.
General Comments

1.

The draft regulation/guidance does not correspond to the legislative intent of the
Kentucky General Assembly when it enacted House Bill 540. By enacting House Bill
540, the General Assembly desired that risk-based remediation should be as viable an
option as removal. The draft regulation/guidance places an emphasis on removal and
places such restrictions on risk assessment/risk management as to make it less costeffective, even in scenarios where risk assessment/risk management is obviously
warranted.

2.

The draft guidance contains three parts. These three draft guidance documents are
organized in such a manner as to confuse a site characterization with a risk assessment
and!or remedy. The guidance must redrafted to ensure that each is applicable to its sole
purpose and not to any other phase of remediation.

3.

The concept of cost-effectiveness must be built into every level of the site
characterization, risk assessment, and remediation process.
Site Characterization Guidance

1.

The requirements for a site characterization under the draft guidance would generally
apply differently depending upon the remedy chosen. A site characterization should not
be driven by the type of remedy chosen; a remedy should be chosen based upon the site
characterization. The site characterization requirements should be standardized for like
releases, but vary the characterization based upon the magnitude of the release.

2.

In the guidance documents, the phrase "site characterization" is used to refer to the
characterization phase of I\RS 224.01-400. To more accurately reflect the purpose of
the characterization phase, the phrase "Release Characterization" should be used, rather
than "Site Characterization".

3.

The definition of the term "site" in the guidance is over-inclusive. KRS 224.01-400
defines the term in such a manner as to limit it to the place or area where a release or
threatened release has occurred, or where the effects of the release are experienced.
Hence, a release investigation should not extend beyond that area where the release
occurred, or where the effects of the release are experienced.

4.

The proposed site characterlzation guidance requires the responsible party to sample for,
and take into account, all possible constituents. To be consistent with the statute, all
release characterizations should be specifically limited to the constituents released or their
natural degradation products.
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5.

Confirmatory sampling demonstrations for non-naturally occurring substances should be
based upon the Practical Quantitation Limit, rather than the Method Detection Limit.

6.

The use of a screening target risk level of 10-7 (1045 with a multiplier of 0.1) is
inconsistent with the concept of risk-based management in KRS 224.01-400, CERCLA,
and RCRA regulations. The 10-7 criteria should be eliminated and screening levels
consistent with a tiered implementation concept, as illustrated in U. S. EPA's Soils
Screening Guidance, should be used.
Guidance for Conductin& RiSk Assessments

1.

The terms in the draft guidance are defined to instill overly conservative assumptions in
the process.

2.

The guidance should allow a party to evaluate the importance of "receptors". Often
times, these "receptors" are undesirable for, and not indigenous to, the site being
evaluated.

3.

The guidance for performing risk assessments should provide procedures to allow a party
to be as flexible as necessary to allow deviation or modification of procedures for
performing risk assessments if the appropriateness of the procedures is established.

4.

The guidance provides that a residential scenario will be a possibility in the future at all
sites. Many facilities at which releases may occur have never been, and never will be,
used as residential property. The current and potential future land uses at a site should
be determined on a case-by-case basis and not subject to an automatic assumption of
residential use.
Remedial Qptions

1.

The draft guidance requires that, in certain instances, a deed restriction or notation be
made regarding the property. The authority of the Cabinet to impose such a requirement
is questioned.

2.

The draft guidance provides that, once a plan is approved for an Option B action,
implementation of the plan must begin within 60 working days from approval. This time
frame should be more flexible to account for weather and site-specific constraints.

3.

Option C, rapid removal, establishes a 180 day time frame within which incidents
involving one media must be remedied. This time frame is arbitrary and ignores
seasonal constraints for remedies; a more reasonable amount of time, commensurate with
the specifics of the release,. should be substituted.
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1.

RISK ASSESSMENT GENERALLY
Risk assessment is the procedure by which a responsible party at a given site evaluates the

potential for the site conditions to produce adverse human health or effects on the environment. The
term also applies more generally to an evaluation of damage resulting from ongoing emissions,
discharges and the like. The results of a risk assessment define the magnitude of the risks to human
health and the environment at a site and identify the primary causes (pathways) of that risk. This
information may demonstrate either that some type of remedial action is necessary, or that no action
is required.
Environmental risk assessments have played a key role in remediation decision making at
federal Superfund sites for a number of years, and have been an integral part of other federal
regulatory programs such as the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act's (RCRA) corrective
action program, RCRA's underground storage tank program, the Clean Air Act, the Safe Drinking
Water Act, and the Toxic Substances Control Act. Risk assessment has also been available for use
in demonstrating clean closure under the RCRA hazardous waste management program; however,

it has been used infrequently under this program presumably because states have more pressing
aspects of their programs to implement. The primary use of risk assessments at the federal level has
been in connection with the federal Superfund program and the process of reaching conclusions about
whether and how to remediate various media of a contaminated Superfund site.

ll.

RISK ASSESSMENTS UNDER THE FEDERAL SUPERFUND PROGRAM
The use of risk assessments in connection with reaching conclusions about whether and how

to remediate various media of a contaminated site came sharply into focus following the enactment
by Congress of the Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA or Superfund). Under Superfund, when the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEP A) is to evaluate the possibility of undertaking or requiring potentially responsible parties
(PRPs) to undertake remedial action at a federal Superfund site, a remedial investigation/feasibility
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study (RIfFS) is generally conducted. The National Contingency Plan (NCP) requires that, in
addition to project scoping, data collection and an analysis of alternatives, an RIlFS include
perfonnance of a risk assessment.
Prior to August, 1990, USEPA encouraged PRPs at federal Superfund sites to perfonn their
own risk assessments as an integral element ofthe perfonnance of the RIlFS. However, in August,
1990, USEPA's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response (OSWER) reversed this practice by
issuing a directive that stated that USEP A (or the state lead agency or their respective contractors),
and not the PRPs, was to perfonn the risk assessments for all sites. This major policy shift was
premised on the results ofUSEPA's study that concluded that the PRP-led risk assessments used site
data and exposure assumptions that were less conservative than USEP A or state-lead risk
assessments. In November, 1990, the Chemical Manufacturers Association and other industry groups
sued USEPA charging that such a drastic change in policy was improper and should have been
preceded by notice and an opportunity for public comment through the fonnal rulemaking process.
As a part of a settlement of this legal challenge, USEPA agreed in 1991 to reevaluate this policy. In
September, 1993, USEPA issued a new policy memorandum under which, while stating a preference
for risk assessments to be conducted by USEPA rather than by PRPs, USEP A indicated that in
"appropriate cases," PRPs could henceforth conduct risk assessments at federal Superfund sites where
they were performing the rest of the RIlFS, but that USEPA would perfonn much more stringent
oversight on the risk assessment process in such event.
In making its determination on whether to allow a PRP to conduct the risk assessment,
USEPA now bases its decision on such factors as (1) USEPA's prior experience with the requesting
PRPs; (2) the experience of the PRP or its contractor(s) in conducting Superfund risk assessments;
and (3) the ability of the PRP or its contractor(s) to submit data to the USEPA in the proper fonnat.
The significance of this policy shift is that PRPs at federal Superfund sites who are allowed
to perfonn the risk assessments will be in a superior position to control the course and conduct of the
risk assessment process and its outcome. Additionally, PRPs who are already performing the site
characterization are better situated to perfonn the risk assessment since the ultimate conclusion
contained in the risk assessment is extremely dependent upon the site characterization data gathered
during the remedial investigation phase. A technically correct risk assessment requires a clear
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understanding of site characteristics and the manner in which these characteristics were determined.
Further, PRP-Ied risk assessments generally attempt to avoid the often overly-conservative
assumptions used in EPA-led risk assessments and remedial alternatives evaluations. Moreover, the
overall costs of the risk assessment process are much more likely to be lower when performed by the
PRP who has an obvious strong incentive to keep such costs down.
The conclusions reached in a risk assessment have a major impact on the type of remediation
to be performed, if any. With the overall cost associated with characterizing, remediating and
overseeing the remediation at a federal Superfund site averaging between $40-50 million, companies
faced with such costs have an obvious and critical stake in who performs the assessment and how it
is performed.

Ill.

THE RISK ASSESSMENT PROCESS IN KENTUCKY
A.

Background

Prior to 1992 in Kentucky, the Cabinet interpreted KRS 224.877 (re-codified as KRS 224.01400 on July 10, 1991) as requiring all cleanups being performed pursuant to KRS 224.877 to be to
naturally-occurring background levels, regardless of the data generated during site characterization,
and regardless of any consideration of the magnitude of risk, if any, to human health, safety and the
environment. Remediation of hazardous substances to background levels, regardless of the toxicity
and mobility of the contaminants or of other factors involved with the particular conditions at the site,
frequently resulted in harsh and overly-expensive remediation scenarios for persons or companies
confronted with such cleanups.
House Bill 540, enacted by the 1992 Kentucky General Assembly, amended KRS 224.01-400
in a number of respects, including providing that any person possessing or controlling a hazardous
substance, pollutant or contaminant which is released to the environment must characterize the extent
of the release and must take actions necessary to correct the effect of the release on the environment.
The statute specifies four options for such a person: (1) demonstrating that no action is necessary to
protect human health, safety and the environment; (2) managing the release in a manner that controls
and minimizes the harmful effects of the release and protects human health, safety and the
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environment; (3) restoring the environment through the removal of the hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant; and (4) any combination of options 1 through 3. KRS 224.01-400(18).
Under House Bill 540, where hazardous substances, pollutants or contaminants are to be
remediated or managed in place (as opposed to removal of all hazardous substances, pollutants or
contaminants to naturally-occurring background levels), a demonstration that the remedy is protective
of human health, safety and the environment considering the seven factors listed in KRS 224.01400(21) must be made. These seven factors are as follows: (1) the characteristics of the substance,
pollutant, or contaminant, including its toxicity, persistence, environmental fate and transport
dynamics, bioaccumulation, biomagnification and potential for synergistic interaction and with
reference to the environment into which the substance, pollutant or contaminant has been released;
(2) the hydrogeologic characteristics of the facility and the surrounding area; (3) the proximity,
quality and current and future uses of surface water and groundwater; (4) the potential effects of
residual contamination of potentially impacted surface water and groundwater; (5) the chronic and
acute health effects and environmental consequences to terrestrial and aquatic life of exposure to the
hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant through direct and indirect pathways; (6) an exposure
assessment; and (7) all other available information.
Thirty days after submitting a proposal to the Cabinet, a person may request a final
determination within 60 working days of such request.
The statute also provides at KRS 224.01-400(22) that, after a final determination has been
made with respect to a risk assessment determination according to the statute, the person requesting
the final determination may request a hearing pursuant to the provisions ofKRS 224.10-420.
Remedial action may be implemented without making a demonstration to the Cabinet
regarding the adequacy of the proposal only in certain very limited circumstances where: (1) the
release is less than the reportable quantity of a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant; (2) the
release is of a pollutant or contaminant for which a reportable quantity had not been established and
the release does not present an imminent or substantial danger to the public health or welfare; or (3)
the release is authorized by a state or federal permit.
In 1994, the General Assembly enacted two additional laws, House Bi1l481 (codified at KRS
224.60-115(a), -137(a), -138(a)) -- which incorporates risk assessment concepts in establishing
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corrective action levels for petroleum underground storage tanks ("USTs") -- and House Bill 664
requires the Cabinet to consider closure plans for hazardous waste regulated units utilizing risk
assessment analysis (unless such a proposal would otherwise conflict with state or federal laws and
are otherwise not "protective of human health and the environment." (KRS 224.01-405(c)).

B.

Implementation o(the Risk Assessment Process Under House Bill 540

Following the enactment of House Bill 540 in 1992, the Risk Assessment Branch of the
Division of Environmental Services was established in the Department for Environmental Protection
under the leadership of Dr. AI Westerman. Thereafter, representatives from the Divisions for Air
Quality, Environmental Services, Waste Management and Water were appointed to develop a list of
issues to be resolved to achieve successful implementation of House Bill 540. The group prepared
a list of 14 issues which resulted in the formation of 10 groups comprised of representatives from the
above-mentioned Divisions as well as from the Department of Law, and each of the group leaders
was responsible for developing an implementation plan for the issues to which they were assigned.
In January, 1993, the Cabinet issued its "Implementation Plan" for the 1992 amendments to

KRS 224.01-400 which included a discussion of the Cabinet's thinking with regard to implementing
the risk assessment aspects of House Bill 540. This document discussed four options under
consideration: (1) developing a guidance document for risk assessment specific to Kentucky and
promulgating it into a regulation; (2) adopting by regulation USEP A Superfund or other existing
guidance on risk assessment performance. (The Implementation Plan noted that there were problems
with this option inasmuch as USEPA guidance documents were routinely being updated, and that
much of the USEPA guidance was very general and did not address the questions most "hotly
contested II between risk assessors. The Plan further noted that the federal environmental risk
assessment procedures were poorly developed, allowing IItremendous latitude" on results); (3)
adopting methods based on "best professional judgment"; (4) developing a combination of the above
three options. (The drafters of the Implementation Plan noted that the problem with this option was
the uncertainty on the part of the regulated community as to what guidance is appropriate in a given
situation. The advantage of this option was stated to be that the Kentucky Risk Assessment Branch
was currently using this option inasmuch as they were already following USEP A Superfund guidance
with consideration being given to issues and conditions specific to Kentucky). The recommendation
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of the group was that option 4 be used and the Implementation Plan specified those federal Superfund
guidance documents that should be used and adopted by reference. The group also recommended
the following: (1) that exposure factors that are appropriate for Kentucky should be developed; (2~
that program-specific risk assessment guidance should be developed, noting that all of the USEPA
Superfund risk guidance may be either in conflict with or inappropriate for RCRA, underground
storage tanks, groundwater or air quality programs; and (3) that a complete guidance document for
human health and the environment should be developed.
The Implementation Plan further concluded that the risk assessment process in Kentucky
should restrict the amount of new data, guidance and/or criteria submitted to the Cabinet concerning
the risk that a particular chemical poses. In this regard the Plan drafters concluded that only USEPA
guidance documents that have undergone review through the USEPA Science Advisory Board,
published in the Federal Register and released for review after scientific community peer review
would be acceptable. The only possible exception to this would be publications from "referred
sources" which could be used on a case-by-case basis to allow "the latest scientifically acceptable
information" to be used to supplement the USEPA guidance documents.

Elsewhere in the

Implementation Plan the group recommended the development of regulations pertaining to cleanup
standards and site characterization procedures specific to Kentucky that draw on standards used by
other states, but are protective of human health and the environment in Kentucky.
In May of 1993, the Cabinet issued a document entitled, "Outline for a Baseline Risk
Assessment Report" containing a list of items under the headings: Identification of Chemicals of
Potential Concern, Exposure Assessment, Toxicity Assessment, and Risk Assessment. Additionally,
on May 24, 1993, the Cabinet issued draft proposed regulations on risk assessments on which they
received various written comments from the public. These draft regulations defined certain key
terms, discuss the format, objectives, and components of a risk assessment and incorporate by
reference nine specific federal guidance documents relating to risk assessment and related topics.
These draft regulations were never formally proposed.
In December, 1993, the Cabinet issued a document entitled, "Risk Management Issues Paper,"

the stated purpose of which was to provide definitions of risk assessment, site characterization and
risk management, and to identify specific issues related to those topics. These issues ranged from the
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type, location and frequency of the sampling that should be conducted at a site being characterized,
to the question of whether action levels (hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant levels below
which cleanup activities are not required) should be established.
Risk management, as distinguished from risk assessment, is a decision-making process in
which the results from the site characterization and risk assessment process are integrated with
technical, economic, social and political considerations in order to achieve environmental goals.
Where risk assessment determines the degree of severity of the problem, risk management helps
decide what can and should be done about it.

The Cabinet concluded in its risk management issues paper that the risk-management process
is an evolutionary process that would require a great deal of participation among the regulated
community, the general public, and the Cabinet.

c.

Activities At The Risk Assessment Branch

Since November, 1992, when the Risk Assessment Branch began reviewing or performing
risk assessments, it has considered and/or performed numerous risk assessments, including
demonstrations being made by responsible parties under House Bill 540, review and comment by the
Cabinet on risk assessments performed at federal Superfund sites located in Kentucky, risk
assessments performed by the Cabinet in connection with a Cabinet remediation of a contaminated
site, and risk assessments performed in connection with underground storage ta.Dk-related
characterization and remediation under Kentucky's underground storage tank program. The majority
of the risk assessment work, however, has dealt with remediation of contamination being addressed
under the risk assessment provisions of House Bill 540.
The Risk Assessment Branch to date has relied heavily on the guidance documents which
were incorporated by reference in the draft regulations mentioned previously. These guidance
documents consist of the following: (I) "Verification of PCB Spill Cleanup by Sampling and
Analysis," 1985, Office of Toxic Substances, Washington, D.C. EPAl560/5-85-026; (2) "Field
Manual for Grid Sampling of PCB Spill Sites to Verify Cleanup," 1986, Office of Toxic Substances,
Washington, D.C. EPAl560/5-86-017; (3) "Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund, Volume I-Human Health Evaluation Manual (part A)," 1989, Office of Emergency and Remedial Response,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. EPAl5401l-89/002; (4) "Risk Assessment
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Guidance for Superfund, Volume II -- Environmental Evaluation Manual," 1989, Office of
Emergency and Remedial Response, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
EPAl540/1-89/001; (5) "Ecological Assessment of Hazardous Waste Sites: A Field and Laboratory

Reference," 1989, Environmental Research Laboratory, Corvallis, Oregon. EPAl600/3-89/013; (6)
"Exposure Factors Handbook," 1990, Office of Health and Environmental Assessment, Washington,
D.C. EPAl600/8-89/043; (7) "Guidance for Data Useability in Risk Assessment," 1990, Office of
Emergency and Remedial Response, Washington, D.C. EPAl540/G-901008; (8) "Guidance on
Remedial Actions for Superfund Sites with PCB Contamination," 1990, Office of Emergency and
Remedial Response, Washington, D.C. EPAl540/G-901007; (9) "Risk Assessment Guidance for
Superfund Volume I - Human Health Evaluation Manual (part B, Development of Risk-based
Preliminary Remediation Goals)," 1991, Office of Research and Development, Washington, D.C.
EPAl540/R-92/003.
Among these USEPA guidance documents, the central document used by the Risk
Assessment Branch of the Cabinet is a two-volume USEPA "interim final" guidance document
entitled, "Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund," which was developed for use during the RIlFS
process at federal Superfund sites. This guidance document contains updated procedures, policies,
specific equations and variable values for estimating exposure and a hierarchy of toxicity data sources
for the risk assessor. It also contains a baseline risk assessment outline for "consistent" presentation
of risk information and a format and a reviewer's checklist for purposes of ensuring "appropriate
quality and content" of the risk assessment.

IV.

CURRENT CABINET RULEMAKING PROCESS
InDecember, 1994, the Cabinet began the process of promulgating regulations implementing

KRS 224.01-400 (HB 540). Among other activities, the Cabinet formed an external advisory group
to provide input on Cabinet draft regulations. At that time, a regulation-development schedule was
circulated calling for regulations begin submitted to LRC in June, 1995, a public comment period
ending on July 31, 1995, and regulations becoming effective on November 10, 1995.
Draft regulations and guidance documents dealing with site characterization, risk assessment
and procedures and criteria for submitting and evaluating remedial options (risk management) have
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now been prepared in connection with a notice of intent to promulgate 401 KAR 100:30, 401 KAR
100:040 and 401 KAR 100:050. These drafts have been reviewed by the external advisory committee
members who have submitted comments on the draft regulations.
On March 23, 1995, the Cabinet released a document entitled, "Top Issues For Risk NOI,"

summarizing, by category, the issues identified for consideration and resolution by the Cabinet in its
rulemaking. A copy of this document is attached as an appendix to this outline. A copy of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce's comments on the Notice of Intent to promulgate the abovementioned regulations is also attached to this outline as an appendix.
No prediction can be made at this juncture as to the extent to which the Cabinet's final
regulations on site characterization, risk assessment and risk management will resemble the drafts
previously circulated. Suffice it to say, however, that in addition to issues of general nature, such as
use and definition of terms, and organization of the regulations, numerous fundamental regulatory
and scientific issues must be considered and dealt with by the Cabinet. Many of these issues go to
the very heart of the debate that has surrounded these subjects for years at the nationa11evel.
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APPENDIX A

TOP ISSUES FOR RISK

Notice Of Intent
Kentucky Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet
March 23, 1995
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TOP ISSUES FOR RISK NOI
March 23, 1995
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l.

PQL vs. MDL

2.

Target Risk (includes Screening Levels)

3.

Background

4.

Point of Compliance (includes "Takings" Issue)

5.

Defini ~n of Site
Proper I Boundary)

6.

Risk Aasessment Assumptions (Monte Carlo, Modeling, etc.)

7.

Exposure Assessments

8.

Ecological Assessments

9.

Public Participation

10.

Other Definitions

ll.

Presumed Residential vs. Industrial Land Use

12.

Cost/Benefit Analysis (for RIA and Responsible Party)

13.

Current vs. Old Releases (including Liability Issue)

14.

Which Lists should be Incorporated?

15.

PE or PG Certification
Professional Judgement

16.

Tiering Site Screening as Cost-Effective Means of Selecting
Clean-up Option

17.

Time-Frames for Submittals and Reviews

18.

Petroleum and Petroleum Products

(includes using Risk Assessment beyond

on All
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Documents

and

Relying

on

1.

2.

PQL vs. MDL
o

MDLs should be replaced with PQLs.

o

PQLs should be used for screening purposed where levels
might be below the current approved test method limit.
(56-16)

o

Use LOCs or PQLs rather than MDLs.

(30-3, 48-13)

(58-16)

Target Risk (includes Screening Levels)
o

Use of 10E-6 is appropriate for residential.
should be used for industrial sites.
(10-8)

o

10E-6 represents a trivial risk compared to our daily
lives.
(14-14)

o

10E-6 has no scientific or regulatory basis.

o

Using strictly 10E-6 could result in cleanup limits below
existing background conditions (i. e. lead which is higher
than screening limit in the background).
(14-16, 50-15,
56-16, 121-1)

o

10E-6 does not provide any more protection than 10E-5.
(14-16)

o

10E-6 is a frivolous expenditure.

o

Recommends a range of incremental risks.

o

10E-6 fails to adequately protect.

b

Target risk and de minimus risk are inconsistent with the
statute.
(21-17)

o

Risk level of 10E-6 should be considered a de minimus
level rather a target risk level. '(98-16)

o

No action screening levels are appealing.

o

Reconsider screening for characterization purposes at
10E-7. Documents are inconsistent with CERCLA and RCRA.
(30-3, 40-11, 48-13, 124-10, 126-11, 129-16)

o

Target risk should be 10E-5 instead
(68-1, 127-13)
appropriate situations.

o

Target risk should not be confined to a specific level.
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10E-5

(14 -14)

(14-16)
(14-17)

(20-17)

(22-1)

of

10E-6

in

It should be site-specific.

Ir-

3.

4.

5.

(74-3)

o

Use a range of risks (10E-4 to 10E-6).
84-15, 90-15, 114-18)

o

Guidance in Part B of the Risk Assessment Guidance should
allow for risk management options (range of target risk) .
(100-16)

(79-13, 83-15,

Background

o

Can historical background samples be used?

(27-1)

o

Can off-site samples be used for background?

o

Anyone conducting a site characterization should be given
the option of using the Cabinet's data or offering a
methodology of their own choosing.
(58-16)

o

Cabinet should not use 95% upper confidence limit because
outliers may trigger a site into further investigation.
(85-15)

o

Use of the 95% upper confidence limit is appropriate.
(109-17)

(27-1)

Point of Compliance (includes "Takings" Issue)

o

Statutory authority requires characterization of
extent of the release.
(13-11)

o

Cabinet does not have the statutory authority to impose
deed restrictions.
(19-15)

o

Adjoining properties must be informed of the release.
Who is the informed and who is the informer, and what is
the time-frame involved in providing the notice? (120-1)

Defini tion of Site
Property Boundary)

the

(includes using Risk Assessment beyond

o

Entire site does not need to be characterized, only the
release.
(22-1)

o

"Site" should not always be defined as the entire
property. Circumstances may justify characterizing and
accessing only part of the property.
(27-1, 40-11, 5316, 125-10)
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6.

7.

o

"Area of Impact" should be utilized for investigation and
remediation scope.
(30-3)

o

Cabinet should refer to "release characterization" rather
than "site characterization".
(47 -13)

o

Definition of
and include
investigation
the release.

"site" should be consistent with statute
criteria to determine when a release
shall extend beyond the immediate area of
(47-13)

Risk Assessment Assumptions (Monte Carlo, Modeling, etc.)

o

Should use probabalistic mathematical models to address
uncertainty and variability in assessment process.
(1110, 30-3, 79-11, 92-15, 94-15, 106-16)

o

Should use Monte Carlo simulation to
standards.
(18-14b)

o

Cabinet should require a mandated, periodic reassessment.
(21-17)

o

Need reasonable and useable cleanup numbers,
being overly conservative.
(22-1)

o

Toxicity profiles are not available
chemicals in commercial use.
(64-16)

o

Risk assessment should include provisions for a formal
analysis of the variability of the risk across
populations (e.g., breathing rates, ingestion rates).
(66-17)

o

All negative effects
concern.
(66-17)

o

Consideration should be given to establishing healthbased standards as an alternative to background and a
full-blown risk assessment.
(73 -4)

o

Site-specific evaluations can be used while conducting
risk assessments.
(78-10, 106-16)

(not

derive

for

just cancer)

all

cleanup

without
70,000

should be of

Exposure Assessments

o

Exposure factors must account for maximum exposure and
most sensitive populations.
(20-17)

o

Not enough toxicological information is available for the
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70,000 chemicals.

(21-17)

o

IRIS numbers should not be used in the risk assessment,
if the IRIS numbers have been withdrawn from the
database.
(106-16)

o

Change
"possible future receptors"
anticipated receptors".
(28-1)

o

Body burdens of contaminants in humans and animals should
be considered.
(63-17)

o

Must consider air-borne redeposition off-site.

o

Parameters must consider total exposure to a pollutant,
not just what occurs at the edge of the site.
(67-17)

o

Exposure pathways and intake levels need to be realistic.
(73-4)
.

o

Do not use default exposure factors.

o

Alternate statistical procedures should be used in
establishing the 95% confidence values in situations
where highly censored data sets occur.
(101-16)

o

100% absorption for ingestion is overly conservative.
(79-10)

0

Assuming exposure time of assessment at 24 hours a day is
overly conservative.
(79-10)

0

Cabinet has deviated from numbers and factors recommended
by u.S. EPA.
(81-13)

0

Use site-specific values rather than default values.
(82-15, 92-15, 103-16, 119-18)

0

Need for inclusion of the 17-18 year old age group should
be justified.
(102-16)

0

14.5 kg average weight is not consistent with 15 kg
average weight recommended by EPA.
(102-16)

o

Daily intake rates vary markedly between subpopulations
in relation to body weight.
(102-16)

o

Age distribution for drinking water ingestion does not
match that for soil.
(103 -16)

o

Use 7 years as an exposure lifetime rather than 30 or 40
years.
(109-17)

to

"reasonably

(67-17)

(74 - 6)

r-=-.
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8.

o

Cabinet should use more conservative numbers.

o

Consideration must be given to synergistic and cumulative
effects.
(112-17, 126-11)

o

The determination between the limited, intermediate, and
complex site should not be solely determined by the
number of substances involved, but on a number of
conditions associated with the hazards posed by the site,
such as whether the site is residential or industrial,
depth to groundwater, groundwater used as drinking water
source, etc. (123-10)

(110-17)

Ecological Assessments

o

How do you obtain Cabinet's agreement that no ecological
receptors can be identified? (27-1)

o

Calculation of an ecological hazard index should be sitespecific (agrees with cabinet).
(27-1)

o

Procedure focuses
species.
(35-6)

o

The impact and fate of all constituents
environments is impossible to know.
(44-12)

o

The reference ecosystem (site) concept should be utilized
to compare ecosystems at the site to referenced
ecosystems.
(44-12)

o

No biological criteria for soils are included.
should be investigated.
(45-12)

o

When no receptors are found at sites, receptors should be
chosen from regional ecosystems with similar physical and
chemical conditions.
(45-12)

o

Biomarks must be used for large as well as small
organisms in which chronic impacts can occur over long
periods of time.
(45-12)

o

Cabinet should use mUlti-species hazard index.

o

Toxicity and better field ecosystem assessment methods
should be developed for terrestrial ecosystems.
(46-12)

o

Rapid
Bioassessment
macroinvertebrates
are
assessment.
(46-12)

too

much
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on

endangered

Protocols
for
not
sufficient

and
in

rare
all

Soils

(45-12)

benthic
for
risk

o

Cabinet should clarify what the confident level (80%) and
power level (90%) refer to.
(46-12)

o

Identification of present and future receptors is very
important.
(46-12)

o

Ecological assessments should not be required at this
time. If they are, they should only consider endangered
species and critical habitats.
(51-15, 83-15)

o

Criteria should include social as well as scientific
considerations and regard the importance of the ecosystem
at risk as one element of multiple criteria.
(63-16)

o

Guidance needs to be given on selection of indicator
species.
(68-17)

o

Consider migratory species.

o

Guidance on teratogenic, mutagenic, and reproductive
effects should be specified and should be included with
respect to human populations.
(68-17)

o

If direct ecosystem monitoring is used, how will it be
conducted? Will a water column approach be adopted? (6817)

o

Only conduct ecological risk assessments where there is
apparent ecological risk.
(72-2)

o

Ecological assessment should include three tiers:
screening, using existing data, collecting new data.
(76-6)

o

To really be meaningful, biological surveys should be
conducted several times over a period of time. This can
be time-consuming and expensive.
(76-6)

o

Regulations must allow for a combination of the four
given approaches.
(76-6)

o

Sometimes collecting new data is not necessary.
data may be sufficient.
(77-6)

o

Term "bioassessment" should be replaced with a biological
survey.
( 77- 6 )

o

Sampling both surface water and sediment may not
necessary.
(77-6)

o

Further review of Appendix B is necessary.

I~
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(68-17)

Existing

(79-11)

be

9.

10.

o

Do not protect rodents, reptiles,
vacant city lots.
(80-13)

o

Cabinet should clarify by example what constitutes a
"pilot study or other evidence" that a technology has
been successfully used.
(120-1)

o

If it can be demonstrated that there is no risk to
ecological receptors, then there should be no need for
further assessment.
(105-16)

o

Decreasing
screening
unnecessary.
(54-16)

levels

toads,

is

and birds in

unreasonable

and

Public Participation

o

Public notice to local governments at a minimum.

(2-1)

o

Structure consistent with existing permit review.

(3-1)

o

Public notice should occur as soon as Cabinet receives a
risk assessment proposal.
(23-1)

o

Public notification of deed restrictions on industrialowned property is unnecessary.
(125-10, 127-13, 129-16,
130-16)

o

Public notification should not be required for management
and/or containment of releases that are limited to
industrial property and are not threatening to migrate to
(125-10, 127-13)
.
adjacent property.

Other Definitions
o

"Stressor" should refer only to
(68-1)
release.

o

Term "stressor" may be too encompassing.

o

Add the word "future" when used in conjunction with.
"potential" in the definition of "stressor".
(111-17)

o

"Suspected release" should be changes to "threatened
release" or deleted to be consistent with KRS 224.01-400.
(69-1)

o

"Exposure pathwaysll is incorrectly defined.
16 )

o

Definition

of

IIrisk
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impacts

assessment II

is

caused by a
( 98-16)

(80-13, 95potentially

misleading.
Term "damage" used in definition of "risk
assessment" is not appropriate.
(97-16, 98-16)
o

"Risk assessment" is defined in terms of "any stressor"
rather than a combination of all stressors.
(111-17)

o

Use the term "agent" rather than "entity".

o

The term" reasonable maximum exposure" must be clarified.
(96-16)

o

Define:

(111-17)

Background (3-1)
Background Sample (1-1)
Commonly Accepted Usage (69-1)
Complete Pathway (1-1)
De Minimus Risk (at 10E- 6) (10 - 8, 120 -1)
Division (69-1)
Future Potential Risk (1-1)
Hazard Quotient (80-13, 96-16)
Pathway
Peered Reviewed Scientific Literature (96-16)
Potential Contaminant of Concern (1-1)
Potential Pathway (1-1)
. Qualified Biologist (96-16)
Residential Scenario (96-16)
Responsible Party (120-1)
Remedial goals (70-1)
Site (1-1)
Target Risk (at 10E-5) (10-8)
11.

Presumed Residential vs. Industrial Land Use

o

Unrealistic to assume future property use will be
residential.
Consider only current and
"likely"
scenarios.
(11-10, 70-1, 73-4, 74-6, 81-13, 82-15, 10016, 115-18, 130-16)

o

Cabinet should not impose requirements on property owners
by establishing deed restrictions.
Cabinet lacks
statutory authority.
(19 -15)

o

Should there be a distinction between commercial
industrial properties? (25-1)

o

Industrial locations are protected from the public and
should be treated differently than residential locations.
(31-5, 70-1)

o

Change the language to "reasonably anticipated future
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and

land uses" rather than "future land uses".

12.

(69-1)

o

Allow adjustments to the reasonable maximum estimates of
exposure
using
site-specific
parameters
such
as
industrial exposure factors.
(78-10)

o

Tiered approach should be used to reevaluate at a late
date land use considerations, rather than assuming
residential.
(84 -15)

o

Considering the future use of a
(108-17)

o

Off-site contamination
violation. (-17)

site is appropriate.

constitutes

a

civil

rights

Cost/Benefit Analysis (for RIA and Responsible Party)

o

It is very expensive to do cleanups.

o

Major barriers
(4 -2)
sites.

o

Key is flexibility to allow companies cleanup options.

to

redevelopment

of

(4 -2)

older

industrial

(4 -2)

o

Cost shifted from cleanup
guarantee of .closure.
(4-2)

o

Supports risk assessment as a
money.. ( 5 - 3 )

o

You have to spend a lot of money to get hard evidence, so
Cabinet should rely on professional judgement.
(6-4)

o

In many cases, more data is required than is necessary to
make an experienced professional comfortable.
(6-5)

o

Cost effectiveness should be built into every level of
process.
(3-1, 13-13)

o

10E-6 is a frivolous expenditure.

o

No action screening levels are appealing. Must consider
alternative numbers that strike a balance between being
protective and being cost-effective.
(22-1)

o

Time and money are spent debating over what background
is.
(31-4)

o

Risk assessment should be used to eliminate costly and
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to

consulting,

with

.no

cleanup option to save

(14-16)

unnecessary removals.
13.

14.

ic=

15.

(31-5)

Current vs. Old Releases (including Liability Issue)
o

Historical
authority.

o

Investigations should be limited to available information
concerning past uses of the site and substances.
(23-1)

o

Only affected media need be sampled.

o

Some situations may merit sampling for fewer than all
hazardous substances, pollutants, and contaminants. (24I, 28-1, 122-6)

o

Historical release investigations limited by time.
1)

o

Cabinet should consider only hazardous substances,
pollutants,
and
contaminants
released
(delete
"potentials"). (26-1, 30-3, 39-11, 48-13, 49-15, 51-16,
73-5, 131-16)

o

Unreported and past releases should
Sample for all potential constituents.

o

Sites where a broad range of contaminants are suspected
the Cabinet should require analysis of only the target
constituent list or the priority pollutant list. (49-15)

o

Don't worry about contamination where threat of exposure
does not exist, such as Brownfield site .. (72-2)

land use
(23-1)

requirement

is

beyond

statutory

(24-1, 28-1)

(26-

be considered.
(29-2)

Which Lists should be Incorporated?

o

Appendix E is more stringent than CERCLA SSL's (draft).
(36-7)

o

Screening levels for lead exceed some Kentucky background
concentrations.
(36-7)

PE or PG Certification
Professional Judgement

o

Allow professionals
report.
(4-6)

o

Cabinet

should

on

All

Documents

freedom

recognize
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to

the

design
value

and

Relying

format
of

of

on

the

professional

judgement.
Professional should not have to justify
everything they do.
(50-IS, 75-6, 93-15, 122-15)
o

Cabinet should establish education and experience
requirements for conducting a site characterization.
(32-6)

16.

o

Submission of decontamination plan should not be
necessary, just a statement from a professional stating
that decontamination has been accomplished.
(33-6)

o

Karst and vadose zone studies should be conducted by
someone who knows karst and vadose zones.
(34-6)

o

Determination of groundwater flow direction should be
determined by someone who is knowledgeable.
(34-6)

o

Advanced approval of special investigatory techniques is
not necessary. Rely on professional judgement.
(34-6)

o

Certification of professionals may be necessary.

o

Cabinet should allow
procedures.
(54-16)

o

Follow
Canada's
standards
assessments.
(75-6)

o

Regulations should establish endpoints and leave method
up to professional.
(75-6)

o

Different scientists will approach a problem differently.
A specific regulation will lead to a disincentive to
advance the science by trying something new.
(77-6)

o

Documents require an appropriate professional
"as
required by statute", before submittal to Cabinet. What
statute requires a professional? (120-1)

o

The appropriate monitoring frequency should be determined
on the characteristics of a particular site by the
professional conducting the study.
(123-6)

flexibility
for

in

risk

(42-12)

assessment

conducting

risk

Tiering Site Screening as Cost-Effective Means of Selecting
Clean-up Option

o

Not all releases should be treated In the same manner.
(13-13,

o

30-3,.49-13,

54-16)

Tiering approach should be used at low risk sites.
10 )
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(3 7-

17~

o

Cabinet should standardize site characterization for like
releases but vary the characterization based upon the
magnitude of the release. This would entail moving all
risk assessment and ecological assessment issues to the
guidance for risk assessments.
(47-13)

o

Evaluate allowing certain "0ption A" no further action
sites under a post-reporting approach (similar to Option
C).
(122-2)

o

What is meant by "full site characterization".

o

No further action option should be acceptable for more
than one substance and more than one medium provided it
meets the criteria of below risk-based screening levels.
(124-10)

(123-6)

Time-Frames for Submittals and Reviews

o.

Time-frame should be imposed on the Cabinet for approval
of use of alternative guidance documents or no further
action.
(71-1, 104-16, 124-10)

o

Option C cleanups should be facilitated by a 12-month
timeline as compared to the 180 days in draft.
(121-2,
128-13)

o

Monitoring periods should not be mandated by regulation,
but
should
remain
flexible
for
site-specific
implementation.
(125-10, 128-13)

o

When a responsible party submits documents to the
Cabinet, the Cabinet should have a maximum time period in
which to reply. 180 days provided for restoration of the
site should be automatically extended if the Cabinet does
not grant timely acceptance of a complete Option C
report.
(126-10)

18. Petroleum and Petroleum Products
o

This package should not apply to petroleum and petroleum
products associated with UST releases.
(7-9)

o

Releases of petroleum and petroleum products from other
than USTs should allow risk assessmen~ as an option, not
as a requirement.
(7-9)
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APPENDIXB

KENTUCKY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
COMMENTS
ON NOTICE OF INTENT TO PROMULGATE
"TOP ISSUES FOR RISK" DOCUMENT
BY THE KENTUCKY NATURAL RESOURCES
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET
- Comments Specific To Proposed Draft Regulations - Important Issues Related To Site Characterization
and Risk Assessment Requirements Under KRS 224.01-400 -

March 2, 1995
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COMMERCE

March 2, 1995

Mr. James Hale
Division of Waste Management
Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet
14 Reilly Road
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
RE:

Dear

Comments on the Notice of Intent to
Promulgate 401 KAR 100:030, 401 KAR 100:040
and 401 KAR 100:050

Mr.

Hale:

The attached comments on the Notice of Intent to promulgate the above. referenced regulations are provided on behalf of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. The Kentucky Chamber appreciates the opportunity to participate
in the Division of Waste Management· s regulatory process in an attempt to
develop regulations providing for remediation under KRS 224.01-400. These
comments are the product of weekly· meetings of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce's Technical Advisory Group (TAG). This group is comprised of 30
technical experts from various Kentucky Chamber member companies.
.
.
The attached comments are separated into two types. .The first set of
comments are specific to the proposed draft regulations. The second part of
our comments consist of a discussion of nine important issues related to site
characterization and risk assessment requirements under KRS 224.01-400. In
order to have a workable regulatory program it is imperative that each of
these nine issues be approp~tely addressed,; .
.
.
Once again, the Kentucky C~ber appreciates the opportunity to present
these comments and we look forward to a continuing discussion regardirig this
significant regulatory package. If you have any questions, please feel free
to contact me or the Chamber·s risk assessment representatives Gary Revlett
at (502) 695-4357 or Lloyd Cress. at (606) 231-8500).
Sincergly,

\

r

....-~~~-~~

. Tony

S1:~r

Attachments

464 CHENAULT
PHONE:

P.

ROAD

50;]1695-4700

FAx:

O.

Box

817

5021695·6824
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FRANKFORT,

KENTUCKY

4060;]

KENTUCKY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
COMMENTS ON DRAFT GUIDANCE FOR CONDUCTING
SITE CHARACTERIZATION, STUDIES
GENERAL COMMENTS

The overall objective of the site characterization process and regulations
should be to provide for:
1. A simple but flexible procedure to characterize the areas of the site
effected by the release.
2. Provide for clear, concise instructions or guidances.
3. Provide a capability to obtain data for decision making and risk
assessment which is of sufficient quality.
Also, the definitions in KRS 224.01-400 should be used throughout the
regulations.
SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Page 5. Sec. 2.1. Option C - Restoration of the environment. The first
sentence should be focused to the removal of hazardous substance that
resulted from the release, i. e., hazardous substance that may be naturally
occurring or that pre-existed on the property would not be subject to the
study. Subparagraph 18 of the "Environmental Emergencies" law, KRS
224.01-400 addresses the need to "characterize the extent of the release."
Consequently complete, restoration may not be co-extensive with
addressing the release.
This document does not appear to provide the option for varying levels of
effort in site characterization for various levels of release. The guidance
should provide for a site characterization and documentation effort that is
commensurate with the magnitude of the release being investigated. For
example, a small spill should not be held to the same standards of
investigation as a large, long-term release. To require a detailed
investigation and documentation effort for every spill would also have the
effect of overloading the state resources.
The document concludes that discussing the least labor intensive methods
of remedial options should come first, then progress with increasing
complexity. The first option is referred to as "Option C" and the most
complex option "Option A". It is recommended that the designations for
these options be reversed to avoid confusion.
The site characterization document stresses the use of MDLs and makes no
mention of PQLs. The PQLs should serve as the lowest level for comparison
in all site characterization and risk assessment issues, as this is the value
that represents the lowest achievable, yet technically and legally
defensible concentration.
Page 7 - The sentence "For instance, if it can be demonstrated through
soil-sampling data that a release to soil has not migrated through the
subsurface and made contact with the water table, and post excavation soil
sampling data shows no detectable levels of organic constituents and
ambient levels of natural occurring constituents, it is not necessary to
conduct a geologic and hydrogeologic study of the site." This sentence
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needs to be clarified since detecting ambient levels of natural occurring
constituents should be irrelevant if the material is naturally occurring.
Page 9, Paragraph 2 - If Option C does not fit, why must all requirements
of a site characterization be mandated? There should be categorical
declaration to exclude parameters not released.
Page 12 "Site Characterization Workplan" - The document does not address
the possibility that the site of the release may be an area much smaller than
the entire site. The law defines "site" to include very small components,
e. g., building, structure installation, equipment, pipe or pipeline. '
Consequently, a person could comply with the law by characterizing a
release from a "site" that is much smaller than the entire site.
It is unnecessary to go into all detail about the entire facility when the
information may have no relevance to the release "Site". For example, a
topo and soil characterization of entire property is not necessary if spill
release site was a small corner of the property.
Page 24 - The Cabinet should consider clarifying the following items for
better understanding of the procedures and implementation.
a) Inspection, sampling and door to door surveys of groundwater
users I extraction points should not be required, unless documented
evidence exists of off-site migration of contaminants. "within an
appropriate area (hydrogeologically downgradient from the release)"
must be defined.
b) Define "well developed karst" .
c) " If a release of this nature is suspected or has occurred ... " Does
this mean iIi areas where springs exist or where well-developed karst
exists, or both? If it is assumed that a "release" means )RQ or as
otherwise stipulated in KRS 224.01-400, then such a release is
already required to be reported to the emergency hotline # given.
Page 26, Item (1) talks about how all known and suspected hazardous
compounds should be listed in the report. This approach is tantamount to
the use of speculation. The report should only report those materials that
were directly detected in the media sampled or known to have been released
based upon the material ~ s MSDS.
~-----

Pages 25-27 - The site safety plan structure inappropriately assume every
site to be a TSD or Superfund site.
The sampling and analysis plan should incorporate by reference the HSA
and the QA/QC protocol. The HSA and QA/QC would still be submitted to
the Cabinet, but as attachments.
Page 30 - Some states and the EPA are allowing and accepting much wider
use of on-site analysis (e.g. field GCS for organics and XRF for soil
metals). The Cabinet should consider accepting quantitative data from onsite labs as well as off-site labs. A regulation which limits data acquisition
to off-site labs does not allow for technological advances or nationwide
changes in approaches to site characterization.
Page 32 - Who decides if the whole scan of parameters is run at a site? How
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much leeway will there be? What are the rules or guidelines for this, or will
it be purely discretionary? It should be based upon sample analysis or
information from the material"
s MSDS.
.:.
~

Perhaps we should use indicating parameters. It does not make sense to do
a full metals scan if you released ash that is predominantly lead. Use the
lead parameter to define the extent of the release. Do the full analyses
only if you have some reason to believe that there are multiple contaminates
which spread through different exposure routes.
Page 52. Wastes generated through investigation activities are not
necessarily hazardous.
Page 53. Small quantity generators can hold hazardous wastes on-site for
180 days. Limited Quantity Generators - no limit.
Page 58 :. It should be acknowledged that many of the chemical properties of
HSPCs cited are either unavailable or poorly known and may not be needed
to evaluate a site.
Page 59 - 60 - EPA regulations require monitoring only in the uppermost
aquifer. To determine of an aquifer is "affected", the well known problems
of installing wells to penetrate potential confining layers and thus
providing conduits for contaminant transport should be acknowledged.
Also, the difficulties in siting background wells in many situations is
ignored, but should be acknowledged (e.g., If the site investigators
determine that the most appropriate (or only) location for a background
well is off-site and access to drill is denied, the Cabinet should accept the
consequences. )
Page 61 - Cite the title/# of the UST guidance document. Care should be
exercised in citing particular references, such as the EPA TEGD, since
EPA guidance/requirements given in early documents have sometimes
changed in later documents and inconsistencies between documents often
exist.
Page 62 - Do not specify or limit well development techniques. Cite
accepted references for guidance, such as EPA600/4-89/034.
Page 63 - Groundwater Sampling Procedures: Do not prescribe methods
that mayor may not be applicable to all situations. For example,
measurement of pre- and post-purge pH, etc. may not always be useful or
necessary for groundwater studies as extensively discussed in the
literature. Also, it may not be possible to sample all wells on the same day,
depending on recharge rates that are controlled by natural formation
materials.
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There are also inconsistencies in:
P. 30: Level IV required fqr surface and subsurface extent of
contamination;
.
P. 86: Level III required for sediment samples; and
P. 103: Level III and IV for risk assessments.
On page 86, Section H, the guidance states: "Air monitoring can be used
to assist in site characterization. However, air sampling has also been
used as an excuse for inadequate soil testing. The Department should
clarify its intention with regard to this statement. Often air modeling will
provide much more meaningful data.
Page 92. When will an ecological assessment be necessary?
Page 95. The term "ecological effects" could be interpreted to cover
occurrences completely unrelated to the contamination.
Page 100. Characterization for Risk Assessment - Again, the Site to be
studied need only be the area of the release, not the entire property.
Page 101. Analytical reporting limits at 20% of the level of concern. What
is the basis for this?
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KENTUCKY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
COMMENTS ON DRAFT GUIDANCE
_.,
FOR
CONDUCTING RISK ASSESSMENT
GENERAL COMMENTS
The draft guidance is not consistent with current EPA CERCLA and RCRA
risk assessment guidance. Generally, the Risk Assessment Council
believes that it is imperative that state guidance remains consistent with
federal guidance as much as possible. The lack of consistency between the
current state draft and federal guidance is such that it is implied that
separate as.sessments will be required to meet state and federal
requirements.
Several terms are poorly defined or inappropriately used in the guidance.
Several of these are listed below.

o

Target risk versus de minimis risk. These are used interchangeably in
several places in the draft guidance. However, these are not equivalent
terms. De minimis risk represents a risk level that is so low as to be
indistinguishable from zero. Target risk is that level of risk that is
deemed adequately protective of human health and the environment
within cost, technological and societal limitation.

¢

Mean concentration. This term is used throughout the guidance when
discussing exposure concentrations, but the guidance never explicitly
states how to calculate this value. The guidance should provide both
the method that is to be used to calculate the mean and a description of
the data that should be used in the mean"s calculation.

o

Exposure pathway. The definition of this term in the guidance is
incorrect. The guidance needs to clearly delineate the difference
between exposure routes and exposure paths. It is recognized that an
exposure pathway generally consists of four distinct elements,
including: 1) a release source; 2) a transport or retention medium; 3)
potentially exposed receptors and, 4) an exposure route. The examples
of "exposure pathways" provided in the proposed regulation are, in
fact, exposure routes. In order to have the proposed regulation be
consistent with terminology provided in the guidance documents
referenced in Section 6.0, it is recommended that the following language
be substituted for the second sentence in this definition: "An exposure
pathway generally consists of a release source, an exposure medium,
potentially exposed individuals or population, and an exposure rote.
Such exposure routes include, but are not limited to, ingestion,
inhalation, and dermal absorption."

o

RME. The term is poorly defined. For example, the definition on Page 2
of the draft guidance simply states that "RME" is "a combination of the.
95% upper confidence limit of certain factors such as chemical
concentrations and averages of other factors such as human body
weights." This definition (RME) should be expanded with additional
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text to clarify that Reasonable Maximum Exposure refers to the maximum
exposure that is reasonably expected at a site .
.. -!.

o

Residential scenario. This term is not defined in the guidance
document. This scenario and all others implied in the guidance (e. g. ,
industrial and recreational scenarios) should be completely defined. In
addition, the guidance should clearly state where each scenario is
appropriately used.

o

Peer-reviewed scientific literature. This term is used but not defined.
A definition of this term is needed.

o

Qualified biologist. This term is used in Appendix B but not defined.
This term needs to be defined.

o

Hazard Quotient. Hazard quotient means the ratio of the chronic daily
intake of an individual stressor from all exposure pathways to the
chronic reference dose (RFD) for the same stressor for human
exposures, or the ratio of the chronic daily intake of a stressor from all
exposure pathways to the chronic no observable effect level (NOAEL)
for aquatic or terrestrial wildlife." The definition for hazard quotient
for human exposure is inconsistent with other cited definitions, and may
have unintended consequences.

As written, the definition of "hazard quotient" implies that exposure doses
are summed across pathways before being compared to the reference dose
for a given contaminant. In fact, individual exposure doses are compared
with their respective RFDs before summing across exposure pathways.
This reflects the fact that there are different RFDs for different routes of
exposure.
It is recommended that the following definition be used to describe the
hazard quotient for human exposure: "Hazard quotient means the ratio of a
single substance exposure level over a specified time period to a reference
dose for that substance derived from a similar exposure period" (Superfund
Risk Assessment Guidance, US EPA, 1989).

o

Risk Assessment. "Risk assessment means the analytical procedures
specified in this administrative regulation used to evaluate the potential
damage to human health and the environment which has occurred or may
occur as a result of exposure to any stressor." The wording of this
definition is potentially misleading.

Risk assessment, as described in the cited references to the guidance,
evaluates the potential for site contamination to produce adverse human
health effects or environmental impacts. To describe risk assessment as a
procedure to evaluate "damage" to human health is not reflective of the
purpose of risk assessment within the context of site remediation.
It is recommended that the definition for risk assessment be amended as
follows: "Risk assessment is the procedure by which the responsible party
at a given site evaluates the potential for the site conditions to produce
adverse human health or other effects on the environment."

SPECIFIC COMMENTS
Page 2
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. The term "damage" used in the definition of "risk assessment" is not
appropriate here as the process of risk assessment is only intended to
evaluate hypothetical risk-or hazard to human health and the environment,
not the actual measurable damage.
The term "stressor" may be too encompassing since the methods of risk
assessment generally do not include evaluating the risk/hazards associated
with physical or biological agents. In addition, this creates an additional
acronym different from EPA.
.
Page 3 - Section 2.0 Risk Assessments - General
"Persons performing risk assessments for submittal to the cabinet shall
follow the procedures specified in this administrative regulation ... " Risk
assessment procedures should be allowed to be modified provided adequate
technical evidence exists to justify the modification.
A degree of flexibility in the proposed risk assessment methods would allow
the regulated community to evaluate site specific conditions which might be
best handled by methodologies not included in the proposed methods ~ Such
flexibility would ensure that timely remediation decisions could be made
under most, and preferably all, conditions.
It is recommended that the first sentence of this section be modified to read
as follows: "Persons performing risk assessments for submittal to the
Department shall follow the procedures specified in this administrative
regulation after the contaminated media and site of the release or potential
release have been characterized. If an alternative method is found which
will improve the person· s ability to more accurately perform risk
assessment for the site, justification for the use of this alternative method
shall be submitted to the Department for approval. "
Page 3 - A Risk Assessment Shall ...
" . .. determine the risks that currently exist or could exist if no further
remediation or controls are applied to the site of a release or suspected
release of a stressor and delineate the exposure pathways which need to be
remedied." The risk assessment, as described, will not consider
engineering or exposure control measures in the definition of exposure
pathways.
The risk assessment should reflect as accurately as possible the conditions
at a site. This includes such items as existing engineering controls in
place to mitigate exposure. It is recommended that this section be
redrafted to read: "Determine the risks that currently exist or could exist
considering site-specific conditions, including present and anticipated land
use."
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Page 3
The guidance in Part B of _~isk Assessment Guidance for Superfund allows
for a range of options (i. e., range of target risk) in order for risk
management decisions to be made, because it is for developing preUrnjnary
remediation goals, not final remediation goals.
Page 4 - Section 2.5
"In performing a risk assessment as discussed in the documents referenced
in Section 6.0, the person performing the risk assessment shall use
Reasonable Maximum Estimates (RME) of exposure for current and future
land uses at each site. It will be assumed that a residential scenario will be
a possibility in the future at all site. Therefore, risks under this scenario
must be determined.
It is inappropriate to assume a residential land use scenario with RME
assumption for all cases.
As noted previously, site-specific conditions, including a reasonable
consideration of current and future land use, should be a part of the risk
assessment. Language in KRS 224.01-400 provides the DEP with the
authority to re-examine the adequacy of a given remediation in the future,
thereby addressing the potential risks associated with changing land use.
Moreover, the use of RME exposure assumptions as the single determinant
of site risk will not provide an adequate basis for risk management
decision-making. Modify this section to indicate that current and
anticipated future land use will serve as the basis for the risk assessment.
The conclusions in the Summary of Responses to the Risk Management
Issues Paper indicated that not every site should be considered a future
residence, but this scenario should be based on anticipated future land
use.
Page 5 - Section 4.1.1 Incidental Ingestion Pathway:
The chemical concentration in soil in milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg) shall
be the 95% upper bound confidence point estimate of the mean concentration
or the maximum value determined at the site if the 95% upper bound
confidence point estimate exceeds the maximum value at a site. Additional
language is required to accommodate the potential for alternate statistical
treatment of censored data sets.
The chamber concurs with the Department' s approach in using 95% Upper
Confidence Limits (UeL) to the mean as a basis for setting the
concentration source term in risk assessment. However, the language in
the proposed administrative regulation does not fully acknowledge the
various alternate statistical procedures that can be used to calculate the
95% UeL. In certain situations, where data sets contain a large percentage
of "non-detects" (so-called "censored" data sets), it becomes necessary to
use alternate statistical procedures, such as Helsel's Robust Method to
obtain a meaningful 95% UeL value. The application of this and other
alternate statistical methods is acknowledged in the EPA's latest Exposure
Assessment Guidance (FR 57 pg. 22915). Add the following sentence to
this section for clarification: "Alternate statistical procedures may be used
in establishing the 95% UeL value in situations where highly censored data
sets occur."
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Clarification is needed on how to combine a rural resident exposure
duration and time with "adult and children in rural areas" exposure
duration and time is needed. For example, it is not reasonable to combine
risk from a 350 day/year, 24 hour/day resident exposure and a 104
day/year, B hour/day adult exposure. The method to be used to assess
risk to rural residents (i. e., farmers) needs to be better delineated.
Page 6 - Section 4.1. 5
The inclusion of a 7-to 18-year old category is a significant deviation from
federal risk assessment guidance and adds a level of complexity that implies
greater precision and accuracy in a risk assessment than may be realistic. .
Although a different and arguably more accurate set of exposure
assumptions can be derived for the 7- to 18-year-old age group, the
resulting risk estimates Will be so similar to those calculated ignoring this
group that there will be no gain in the information useful to decision
making. The need for inclusion of this group in the risk assessment should
be justified in the guidance.
Page 6 - Section 4.1 . 7
The 14.5 kg average weight uses here is not consistent with the 15 kg
average weight recommended by EPA. Justification for this weight
difference should be provided.
Page 7 - Section 4. 2
As with the inclusion of the "older children" age group in the risk
assessment, the inclusion of a specific child dermal contact pathway adds a
level of complexity to the risk assessment that is not warranted. Because
the relationship between body weight and skin area is constant throughout
life, the total lifetime carcinogenic risk values obtained by assessing child
carcinogenic risk separately from adults and combining these results with
the adult value are unlikely to be much different from the value obtained by
simply characterizing the risk to adults. Similarly, the noncarcinogenic
risk value for a child versus that for an adult will not vary markedly.
Generally, risk to sub-populations should be assessed separately and
combined only when daily intake rates vary markedly between
subpopulations in relation to body weight.
Page 9 - Section 4. 5 . 2
The age distribution for drinking water ingestion rate does not match that
for soil (ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation). This adds a level of
complexity to the assessment that is not warranted. Consistency with EPA
standards and a recommendation for the incorporation of site-specific
parameters where appropriate would be a better approach.
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Page 10 - Section 4. 6
The source of the exposur.e, frequencies and times provided here should be
provided. These rates to not seem to be reasonable. Also, any rates for
swimming should be based on site-specific considerations and not general
defaults.
Page 12 - Section 4 . 9
A reference for the Andelman equation should be given here.
Page 12 - Section 5. 0
The statement, "If toxicity values have been withdrawn from IRIS, use the
last available value," is not clear. Is the intent here to state that the last
available withdrawn IRIS value is to be used even if more recent
information can be found in HEAST or ATSDR documents or from ECAO? If
so, then this policy should be reconsidered.
Page 12 - Section 6. 0
Additional current references for ecological risk assessment were not
included. Add "Framework for Ecological Risk Assessment. 1992. EPA
630R-92/001. "
Page 13 - Section 7 . 0
The Department should be commended for inclusion of this section, which
affords the opportunity for the use of site-specific exposure factors and
consideration of toxicity data not described in readily accessible agency
data bases. However, the specific methods to be used to get department
approval should be clearly delineated. It is not acceptable to simply state
on a "case-by-case basis."
Page 14 - Section 7 .1. 2
The time limits for review of alternative guidance, exposure factors and
models should be established by the Cabinet in the regulations and not just
the statute.
Page 15 - Section 7.4
The intent of this material is not clear. The reference document (i. e. , in
Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund Volume I, Part A) states that
appropriate statistical methods are to be used. Therefore, it is not clear
what the Cabinet needs to approve.
Page 26
The heading for Section 6.1 should probably be stressor of concern (or
chemicals of concern), since the results of the risk assessment identifies
those chemicals associated with unacceptable risk. Chemicals (stressors) .
of concern are identified earlier in the process, specifically in Section 2.0.
Page 27 - Appendix B
This guidance seems to mix investigation strategies with assessment
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guidance. Investigation strategies should appear in the Site
Characterization Guidance to insure that the site is adequately
characterized as part of tlie site investigation.
"There are four essential features of any ecological assessment: 1)
stressor(s), 2) receptor(s), 3) pathway by which the stressor contacts the
receptor, and 4) effect(s). The suggested order for investigating these
aspects is intended to avoid unnecessary detail and costly investigations
when certain features (e. g. receptors or pathways) are not present." The
proposed approach for ecological assessment, as described in detail in
Appendix B, is too prescriptive to be applied to the universe of sites that
Win be evaluated under this program.
The guidance gives the general impression that the assessment seems to
assume that there is (or could be) a risk to ecological receptors; there·
appears to be a presumption of guilt, and there does not appear to be any
option for eliminating ecological risk from further consideration. There
should be an option that if it can be demonstrated that there is no risk to
ecological receptors, then there will be no need for further assessment.
Early in the process there must be a dialogue between members of the
Department and those conducting the ecological assessment. Also early in
the process it is important to establish the concept of "screening" vs.
"assessment", so that from the onset, those who are conducting the
assessment are not jumping directly into a full-scale ecological study.
Ultimately, the net benefit to the ecosystem must be considered in light of
any remedial activity. There is no utility in destroying ecosystems and
habitats simply to clean them up. Furthermore, the robustness of any
ecological assessment must be reflective of the "value/size/function" of the
ecosystem at risk.
Prior to preparing the ecological risk assessment, a problem formulation
evaluation must be conducted. This evaluation will examine the following
site specific items in determining the need to conduct an ecological risk
assessment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

zoning
surrounding land use
size of impacted site
presence/absence of critical habitat
presence/absence of identified stressors and stressor pathway from the
impacted site
6. presence / absence of rare or endangered species

To the extent that the potential for ecological impacts are identified in this
first phase, further dialogue with the Department on how to proceed could
follow.
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KENTUCKY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
COMMENTS ON DRAFI' REGULATION
FOR
REMEDIAL OPTIONS

GENERAL COMMENTS

The remedial options document exceeds statutory authority where it
requires:
i)

Adjoining property owners to be advised of a release (See
Section 2.1.1, Step 2)
ii) Attachment of Notification of Environmental Evaluation to Deed.
iii) Characterization and cleanup of substances other than the
substance released.
This requirement appears to be an attempt to circumvent KRS 446.080 (3)
by requiring the characterization and cleanup of spills which occurred
prior to KRS 224.01-400, thereby giving it retroactive effect. Pursuant to
Kentucky law, KRS 224.01-400, or its implementing regulations cannot be .
given retroactive effect because the statute does not expressly declare that
it is to be given retroactive effect. (See KRS 446.080(3».
SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Page 1
Section 2.1 also states that the no action option applies when attempts at
restoration have not achieved ambient levels, but levels are below Cabinet
approved risk-based screening levels. The screening levels in Appendix A
are ambiguous and do not appear to be based upon federal guidelines of
scientific evidence. Furthermore, many of the screening levels appear to
be below the laboratory method detection limit for that particular substance
(i. e., the screening level of 6.6 ppb for PCBs in soil). Certainly,
screening levels for a given substance should be based upon existing
USEPA guidelines and/or scientific evidence. The use of inappropriately
low screening levels provides not benefit to either the Cabinet or to
responsible parties because sites which present minimal risk or no risk
would still require analysis. Therefore, there would be no savings of time,
manpower and resources, which is the main reason for using risk
assessment.
Page 3
r--

L-

Section 2.1.2 implies that full baseline risk assessments are required in
most cases. Any requirement to conduct a baseline risk assessment where
the contaminant is to be remediated, in whole or in part, benefits no one
and only results in the unnecessary expenditure of time and money. This.
may result in many responsible parties foregoing the use of risk assessment
as a viable remediation option. The requirement to assess risks posed by
substances which are going to be remediated would be justifiable only in
cases where the Cabinet would seriously consider a no remedial action
alternative or an analysis of the risks existing between the time of the spill
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and the time of the cleanup is warranted due to the presence of
extraordinary circumstances.

--

~

Page 3, Section 2.1.2, Step 3 also states that the Remedial Goals (RGs)
shall be developed for both a residential and an industrial use scenario. It
would be highly inappropriate to consider all sites as residential sites or,
on the other hand, all sites as industrial sites. Remedial Goals should be
determined based on the existing use of the property. Otherwise, an
oWner of an industrial site where a spill occurred would have to determine
Remedial Goals for the site as if it were a residential site, which would
benefit no one and just cause increased costs on the part of the owner, as
well as the Cabinet. If a decision is made in the future to transform an
industrial site into a residential development, at that time new Remedial
Goals could be determined and, if necessary, implemented. This would
have the added benefit of allowing the owner to use any additional
information generated in the interim, thereby making the Remedial Goal
more accurate.
Page 3, Section 2.1.2, Step 7 provides for public notification if a deed
restriction is necessary, and the possibility of a public hearing. The
language of KRS 224.01-400 does not require or authorize the Cabinet to
add public participation as a part of the remediation process. Therefore,
until the applicable statutes are amended, public participation should not
be a required step. Additionally, a number of procedures currently exist
which allow the public to monitor and participate in the cleanup of spills
through open records reviews and hearings on air and water discharge
permits. Finally, should a responsible party desire public participation to
a greater extent, it could certainly do so by holding town meetings, etc.
Page 4
Section 2.1.3 applies to complex sites and requires the preparation of a full
baseline risk assessment, a full testing for all HSPC, and requires deed
notification or restriction and the possibility of a public hearing. For the
reasons set forth above (See Section b),. a baseline risk assessment should
not be required where remediation has been, or will be performed.
Additionally, KRS 224.01-400 does not authorize the Cabinet to require
characterization of substances other than that released or deed notification
or public hearings.
Page 5
Section 2.2, Step 10 requires public notification or public hearings where
risk management controls are to be used. As previously stated, KRS
224.01-400 does not authorize or require public notification or public
hearings in these instances. Additionally, Section 2.2, Step 19 mandates a
30 year review of sites where risk management options have been
implemented. There is no statutory authority for this requirement for a 30
year, RCRA type review period.
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Page 7
Section 2.3 concerns the option of removing all of the HSPC released and
states that the removal option is the preferred approach. KRS 24.01-400
does not indicate that a removal action is to be· given preference or priority
over a risk-based cleanup or a cleanup utilizing risk management methods.
Therefor; this "preference" is not authorized by KRS 224.01-400, and
removal actions should not be given any preference.
Page 8
Section 2.3.1 indicates that a full site characterization is necessary .
Again, pursuant to KRS 224.01-400, characterization of only the substance
released is required.
Page 9
Section 2.3.2 indicates that a full site characterization is necessary.
Again, pursuant to KRS 224.01-400, characterization of only the
substances released is required. Section 2.3.2, Step 14 indicates that
monitoring is to continue even when the remediation goal is reached.
Monitoring should be terminated at this time unless there are factors
indicating that the levels of the HSPC will increase.
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KENTUCKY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CONCEPTUAL ISSUES THAT SHOULD BE ADDRESSED
IN THE RISK ASSESSMENT REGULATIONS

1. The Release Characterization Parameter Should Only Be Those Related
To The Release
2. The Area Of The Site Characterization Should Relate To The Size Of The
Release
3. A Risk Level of 10.6 should be considered a De Minimis Risk Level, Not
the Target Risk Level.
4. There Should Be Pathway Exclusion Procedures
5. The Screening Level Tables Should Be Re-Evaluated.
6. The Analytical PQL Should Be Used Instead Of MDL
7. Ability To Vary Risk Assessment Assumptions And The Use Of The
Monte Carlo Simulation
8. Determination Of Background Levels
9. When Should A Full Ecological Risk Assessment Be Performed?
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THE RELEASE CHARACTERIZATION PARAMETERS
SHOULD ONLY BE THOSE RELATED
TO THE HSPC RELEASE THAT TRIGGERED ACTION UNDER KRS 224.01-400
THE ISSUE
The January 24 draft document "Guidance for Conducting Site
Characterization Studies" contains some problematic language that could
result in the defeat of the very purpose originally delineated in HB 540.
Item (1) on page twenty-five of the draft document refers to known and
suspected HSPC in conjunction with past land use. This focus contains
several serious flaws.
The draft site characterization regulation seems to mandate the
investigation of every potential or historical contamination event. Sampling
for all listed HSPC assumes that a site is clean only after every constituent
not indigenous to the site is measured and remediated. Methodology as well
as statistical significance could be readily debatable, not to mention the
assessment of risk for each constituent of concern. Beyond this, the sheer
volume and cost of this endeavor would have the practical effect of
eliminating risk assessment as an option.
Secondly, in terms of a known release or contamination problem, what is
the cost benefit ratio for trying to complete a comprehensive historical
search of the site? Can it be proven that the cost of this increased
sampling universally results in a quantifiable increased benefit, or is it
simply a "witch hunt" to force clean-up to minimum detection levels?
The process of conducting a historical search for contamination at a site
links the site characterization process very closely with the environmental
auditing process; The Commonwealth already has a privileged information
statute, and the information required in this type of site characterization
for an industrial site would seem to overstep the bounds of the privileged.
If this requirement is maintained in the guidance, its effect would be to
eliminate the protection offered under the statute.
Finally, if a historical characterization is required, pre-existing conditions
which were unrelated to the release will be drawn into the process with no
statute basis to support such an inclusion.
Given these preceding points, historical review of the property and
sampling for non-site related constituents widens the focus (and expense)
of a site characterization for risk assessment, and renders this exercise
futile in its present form. If this requirement stands, cleaning up to a
background will still be a less arduous and expensive option.
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ALTERNATIVE
The site characterization should be limited to only those HSPC associated
with the release that triggered the action under KRS 224.01-400.
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THE AREA OF THE SITE CHARACTERIZATION
SHOULD RELATE TO THE RELEASE, NOT TO THE SITE PROPERTY.
".:,

THE ISSUE
On Page 100 of the Draft Site Characterization Regulations, under Section
2.3.5 "Characterization for Risk Assessment", the Cabinet proposes that,
for risk assessment, the site should be defined as the entire property.
This approach is unacceptable because there is not an appropriate costbenefit relationship and because this does not conform to the requirements
of KRS 224.01-400.
The magnitude and impact of different releases vary greatly. It is an
inappropriate use of valuable resources to always specify that the site
characterization should correspond to the property boundaries. If the
release is small, then the release site is small. If the release extends
beyond the property boundaries, then the site extends beyond the
property. The statue specifically defines a site.
(c) "Site means any building, structure, installation,
equipment, pipe or pipeline, including any pipe into a sewer or
publicly-owned treatment works, well, pit, pond, lagoon,
impoundment, ditch, landfill, storage container, motor
vehicles, rolling stock or aircraft, or any other place or !!:!!
where a release or threatened release has occurred.
(emphasis added) .
The statute also states that "site assessment" consists of information
gathering necessary to identify the extent of release and the impact of the
release on public health and the environment. Therefore, the size of a site
should relate to the size and impact of the release and not the property.
As the statute definition of site assessment indicates, the first 'step of an
assessment is gathering the information necessary to determine the impacts
on the public health and the environment. The site characterization should
be commensurate with the impact analysis.
ALTERNATIVE
The following alternative language is proposed:
The site characterization shall include all pathways to the
horizontal and vertical extent necessary to define the area
which may currently exist above any established remedial goals
(RGs). The remedial goals will be determined based upon the
remedial option used at the site.
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A RISK LEVEL OF 1~ SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A
DE MINIMIS RISK LEVEL, NOT THE TARGET RISK LEVEL
..

-.:,

THE ISSUE
The draft "Guidance for Conducting Risk Assessments" regulation defines
target risk and de minimis risk for carcinogenic effects as the probability
of one additional incidence of cancer per million people who are exposed.
This may be an acceptable definition for de minimis risk, but it is an
inappropriate definition for target risk level or acceptable risk level. The
term de minimis is an abbreviation of "de minimis non curat lex", which
means a level at which there is no longer any concern or the concern is
trifle. USEPA has in the past established the level of 10-6 to be a de minimis
risk level or the level at which the risk is essentially zero. This de minimis
level was codified into regulation as part of the National Contingency Plan
(NCP) final rule dated March 8, 1990. However, this level in no way was or
is used by USEPA as the only acceptable level of risk. The final NCP
regulations allow a risk range of 10.6 to 10-' at superfund sites which are
sites that are known to be currently impacting human health and the
environment. Higher levels of risk are currently being allowed in other
EPA programs and each of us accepts much higher levels of risk each day of
our lives.
The 10-6 de minimis risk level would be 'similar to the Department of
Transportation or the Kentucky State Police stating that if everyone was
traveling in their car at one mile per hour this would be a virtually safe
rate of speed. In other words, below this rate, the speed is either
unmeasurable or the risk. of dying in a car crash is essentially zero.
However, no one would want to consider this as being the only acceptable
level of risk. Acceptable levels of risk or speed take into account the
highway design and use, existing road conditions and a consideration of
the cost versus benefit. We should do no less when we establish an
acceptable level of risk concerning environmental releases.
By using a risk range, the appropriate considerations can be given to
issues of mUltiple components with synergetic effects, the ability to control
and manage risk and the site' s actual exposure potential. Each of these
would lead to a more cost-effective program without sacrificing human
health and the environment. In residential areas where children live and
play, we are unable to regulate or control where they may go or how much
soil they may ingest. It may be appropriate in these areas to strive toward
a de minimis risk level. However, the industrial world is much different.
These are highly regulated businesses. Health and safety issues are
emphasized. Employees and areas within the plant are routinely monitored.
Often entry into areas is restricted to only those wearing personal
protection equipment. It is inappropriate when we take all of the above
factors into consideration that we must also maintain a de minimis risk
level.
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ALTERNATIVE

We recommend that target -risk or acceptable risk be re-defined.
Depending on site specific conditions J those conducting remedial activities
should be allowed a range of acceptable risk. Certainly in industrial areas
where risks are routinely managed a 10-4 risk level should be an acceptable
point of departure; however, the Cabinet should also consider alternative
risk levels on a case by case basis.
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PATHWAY EXCLUSION PROCEDURES
UNDER THE SITE CHARACTERIZATION GUIDANCE REGULATION:
..
THE ISSUE
.:,

The site characterization d'raft regulation does not provide sufficient
options for varying levels of effort when conducting the release
characterization. The characterization regulation should provide for a
release characterization and documentation effort that is commensurate with
the magnitude of the release being investigated. For example, a small spill
should not be held to the same standards of investigation as a large, longterm release. To require a detail investigation of all pathways for every
spill is not a cost effective use of the Cabinet' s resources and this will
often delay what would have been an early clean-up of Kentucky's
environment. The draft regulation "Guidance for Conducting Risk
Assessments" appears to allow for pathway exclusion for all remedial
options, not just a limited amount under Option A.
Section 2.3 - This section only requires that a risk assessment "delineate
the exposure pathways which need to be remedied." (emphasis added).
[Note: The right to delete non-impacted potential exposure pathways in
inherent and fully consistent with this provision.]
Appendix A, Section 3.2.e - "Summary of exposure pathways to be
quantified in this assessment" (emphasis added).
[Note: The right to delete non-impacted potential exposure pathways is
inherent and fully consistent with this provision. ]
Appendix A, Section 3.4.c - "Exposure pathways evaluated" (emphasis
added) .
[Note: The right to delete non-impacted potential exposure pathways in
inherent and fully consistent with this provision.]
Appendix B, (first paragraph) - ". .. to avoid unnecessary detail and
costly investigation when certain features (e.g., receptors or pathways
are not present[)]."
[Note: This clearly demonstrates Departmental intent to allow for exclusion
of pathways upon receipt of suitable justification.]
ALTERNATIVE
A subsection needs to be added to 2.3 Site Characterization Work Plan that
would specifically identify how pathways could be appropriately
characterized without the collection of an extensive amount of on-site data.
Nowhere in KRS 224.01-400 does it require that the risk assessment always
be based solely on actual sampling data.
A detail characterization of pathways based upon actual sampling data could
be eliminated based upon one of the following:
1. A demonstration that sampling at highest location is below Kentucky
screening levels.
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2. A demonstration through the use of regulatory acceptable models that
the impacts are below Kentucky screening levels.
-.:.

3. A demonstration through sampling or modeling that the impacts are
below EPA screening levels.
4. A demonstration that the pathway risk, based upon sampling data or
modeling, is less than ten percent of the total risk.
The procedures on how pathway characterization using on-site data was
reduced or eliminated would be described in a new subsection 3.2.f of
Appendix A to the draft regulation "Guidance for Conducting Risk
Assessments". The new subsection 3.2. f would be entitled "Justification
for Any Pathway Excluded from Characterization or Assessment" .

;--
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THE SCREENING LEVEL
TABLES SHOULD BE RE-EVALUATED
.

-.:,

THE ISSUE
Appendix A of the "Remedial Options" regulation and Appendix E of the
"Guidance for Conducting Site Characterization Studies" are tables which
provide screening levels for Options A and C. It is the Chamber's
understanding that the multiplier of 0.1 should not be applied to all of the
various chemical parameters. After reviewing the tables, this factor
should certainly not be used in every instance. In some cases the factor' s
application would result in a concentration below normal background or a
level below the method detection limit.
ALTERNATIVE
The Cabinet should re-consider the draft screening levels and establish
new values based upon application of the de minimis risk level (i. e. the
level where the risks are trifle). In those few cases where the de minimis
risk level might be below the current approved test method quantifications
limit, then the method PQL should be used for screening purposes.
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THE USE OF PRACTICAL QUANTITATION (PQL)
INSTEAD OF METHOD DETECTION LIMIT (MDL)

.

-,:.

THE ISSUE
The use of the Method Detection Limit (MDL) as the cleanup standard for
non-naturally occurring substances is inherently flawed. There are
essentially two different reference "detection" limits used by regulatory
agencies. The MDL, while a useful tool, should only be used for detecting
the presence of a pollutant at low levels, and not as a quantitative
measurement for how much of a pollutant is actually present. The second
detection limit, known as the Practical Quantitation Level (PQL) or the
Limitation of Quantitation (LOQ) , is the concentration at which laboratories
should be able to routinely determine the quantitative levels of a pollutant.
EPA has recognized the limitations of the MDL. EPA has stated that "MDL' s
are not necessarily reproducible over time in a given laboratory, even when
the same analytical procedures, instruments, and sample matrix are used. "
50 Fed. Reg. 46906 (Nov. 13, 1985). EPA explains the need for the PQL as
follows:
The Agency developed the PQL concept to define a
measurement concentration that is time and laboratory
dependent for regulatory purposes. The ... MDL, although
useful to individual laboratories , [does] not provide a uniform
measurement concentration that could be used to set
standards.
See, 40 CFR Part 136, App. A. Because the MDL does not provide a
uniform measurement standard from laboratory to laboratory, it is
inappropriate for setting compliance limits.
The American Chemical Society (ACS) has also emphasized that regulatory
actions should only be based on data at or above the limit of generation.
The ACS stated:
Data measured at or near the limit of detection have two
problems. The uncertainty can approach and even equal the
reported value. Furthermore, confirmation of the species
reported is virtually impossible; hence, the identification must
depend solely on the selectivity of the methodology and
knowledge of the absence of possible interferences. These
problems diminish when measurable amounts of analytes are
present. Accordingly, quantitative interpretation, decision
making, and regulatory actions should be limited to data at or
above the Limit of Quantitation.
American Chemical Society, Principles of Environmental Analysis, 55
Analytical Chemistry 2217 (1983).
Additionally, the Kentucky Division of Environmental Services has
determined the inappropriateness of the MDL as a regulatory measure. In
1988, the DEP and two cbmmerciallaboratories performed a series of tests
to determine the PCB MDL for EPA Method 608 using Appendix B to Part 136
of 40 CFR as the statistical method. In the series of tests performed by the
Division's laboratory using tap water, the reported result was always
above the true spike concentration level. Results ranged from 123% to
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almost double (196%) the spike level. Kentucky Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet, "Determination of Method Detection Limit
for PCBs," Department fOF.Environmental Protection, Division of
Environmental Services, May 1988; Kentucky Department for Environmental
Protection, Division of Environmental Services, Determination of Method
Detection Limit for PCBs using EPA Method 608, (May 1988) at Table 1.
The data from Kentucky's own studies indicate that the MDL is an
inappropriate regulatory limit because of the limiting capabilities of the
analytical technique.
ALTERNATIVE
We believe that the MDL should not be the cleanup standard. Using the
MDL, sources may be subject to civil and criminal enforcement actions for
exceeding the limit solely as a result of analytical variability. Thus, the
more appropriate standard is the LOQ or PQL.
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ABILITY TO VARY RISK ASSESSMENT ASSUMPTIONS
BASED UPON ACTUAL SITE CONDITIONS
AND THE USE OF MONTE -CARLO SIMULATION
BEING SPECIFICALLY ACKNOWLEDGED FOR MULTIPLE VARIABLES

THE ISSUE
As recognized in the draft Guidance for Conducting Risk Assessments, risk
assessment is a "tool" that can be used to access risk, or potential damage,
to human health and the environment as the result of exposure to pollutants
(termed "stressors" in the draft guidance). However, because the results
of a risk assessment are only valid if the appropriate exposure and
transport inputs are used in the assessment, site specific exposure and
transport parameters should be used to maximize the validity of the "tool" .
For example, the application of the "tool" can result in inaccurate and
incomplete information if the assessment uses exposure 'defaults such as
those mandated in the draft guidance instead of considering site specific
information if it is clear that the default parameters do not apply to the
site. Similarly, the "tool" can give erroneous conclusions if inappropriate
chemical and physical parameters are used in transport modeling. In either
case, the ultimate effect of not using site specific information where
appropriate may be the performance of unnecessary clean-ups or the
performance of clean-ups that do not address the real problem at sites.
Therefore, because of risk assessment, as presented in the draft Guidance
for Conducting Risk Assessments and as applied in the draft Remedial
Options is to be used as a "tool" to direct actions, the use of site specific
information should always be incorporated into the assessment process to
insure the appropriate risk management decisions are made.
Even with the incorporation of site specific information, unrealistic
projections of risk, and subsequently inappropriate risk management
decisions may result if uncertainties underlying the site specific
information are not addressed in the assessment and considered in the, risk
management decision. In most assessments, 'especially those for simple
sites, a qualitative examination of the uncertainties affecting the derivation
of a particular parameter may be adequate to explain the effect of the
uncertainty. However, in some assessments, especially those for complex
sites, a quantitative assessment of uncertainty may be needed. In either
case, the uncertainties in the risk estimates needs to be considered in the
risk management process to insure that clean-ups are appropriate and cost
effective.
There are several numerical techniques to quantitatively propagate
uncertainty in a risk assessment. One analytical technique that has
received considerable attention is Monte Carlo simulation with either simple
random sampling or Latin Hypercube sampling. Application of this
technique allows for the development of "risk ranges" which display the
distribution of risk estimates. These "risk ranges" can then be used by
risk managers to more accurately identify which risks at a site need to be
managed and to relate to the public why a particular risk management
decision was made.
'
The draft guidance dated January 30, 1995 does allow the use of site
specific exposure and transport information. However, the draft guidance
does not explicitly state how the site specific information will be approved.
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Specifically, the draft Guidance for Conducting Risk Assessments states,
"Exposure factors other than the default values ... may be approved by the
department on a case-by-ease basis." The guidance also provides direction
on the types of justification and documentation which will be required when
submitting the site specific parameters for review. In the past, the Cabinet
has been very restrictive on the use of any site specific parameters.
The draft Guidance for Conducting Risk Assessments Q,oesnot indicate that
uncertainty analysis may be performed as part of the risk assessment. In
addition, this guidance does not include a discussion of quantitative
uncertainty analysis. More alarming is that the draft Remedial Options
discusses how the results of a risk assessment can be used to direct risk
management but does not discuss how the uncertainty analysis in the risk
assessment is to be incorporated into the decision making process.
ALTERNATIVE
The guidance provided by the state should allow for the use of both site
specific exposure and transport parameters and. quantitative uncertainty
analysis in risk assessments. The state' s guidance does include provisions
for the incorporation of site specific information; however, the mechanism
to be used to gain approval of this information is restrictive and not clearly
delineated in the guidance. The state' s guidance should recognize that an
uncertainty analysis should then be performed as part of risk assessment.
The Department should pursue changing the guidance to include:

o

a clearly stated, simple process for the approval of site specific
information,

o

a clear statement on how uncertainty analysis may be incorporated into
the risk management decision making process, and

o

recognition of the importance of quantitative uncertainty analysis (use
of Monte Carlo analysis) .
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DETERMINATION OF BACKGROUND LEVEL

..

:,

THE ISSUE
The determination of what constitutes the background level for a particular
contaminant or pollutant is very important for those remediations which
have restoration to background as their objective. For site
characterizations when the screening level is above the average
background concentrations the focus or need for determination of the
background level is the study of anthropogenic influences primarily and,
secondarily, that naturally occurring compounds do not distort the
screening analyses.
The distribution of naturally occurring substances and/or
anthropogenically developed concentrations of chemicals in soil will seldom
be uniform. So the answer to the question of what constitutes the
background level of a particular pollutant or contaminant is likely to be a
set of values that vary irregularly with direction and depth. A further
complication is that the analytical methods employed for site
characterization may not, below some concentration level, be able to
distinguish between what is background and the "released" contaminant.
This later difficulty may be due to the choice of "marker", i.e., the
particular element, radical or compound used as a surrogate for a
heterogeneous contaminant and/or limitations associated with the analytical
method itself.
If the samples taken for background are secured and analyzed using the
same chain of custody and QA/QC standards as any other site
characterization samples, then the analytical results so obtained are valid.
It would also follow that any averaging method to establish a background
concentration would have to be statistically valid. Obviously it is
impractical and very costly to develop a statistically valid mean
concentration, including a standard deviation, as a measure of background
for each constituent of concern. It would be cost effective and expeditious
on the Cabinet' s part to make available a number of options for determining
background.
ALTERNATIVE
The Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet has a fairly
good data base, from the site characterizations already performed, on
background constituents. This should be made available to anyone prior to
starting site characterization. Anyone conducting a site characterization
can either use the Cabinet' s data or offer a methodology of their own
choosing.
The sampling for background should not be as restrictive as currently
imposed by the Cabinet. Sites selected for background analysis should be
any area unaffected by the release. The upper 95% confidence limit may be
acceptable when a limited number of release samples are taken; however, as
the number of samples required to characterize the site increases, then the
upper conformance limit' also needs to be increased. Otherwise, legitimate
background areas will be identified as above background concentrations.
The Cabinet should allow compound separation when practical and cost
effective. This can often be the case for heavy metals. In this case, the
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background would be the naturally occurring and anthropogenic metal
bearing compounds in the soil prior to the release.
The Cabinet should always consider past legitimate utilization of product
materials such as asphalt, gravel and other building materials that may
contain compounds at levels above nature soil concentrations. One should
not be required to remove asphalt parking lots just because they contain
different compounds not found in soil.
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ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT: WHEN IS IT NECESSARY AND WHEN IS
IT UNNECESSARY
THE ISSUE
The goal of a remedial action is to ultimately minimize the potential of
exposing humans to a contaminant. The human risk importance is selfevident in that humans tend to work or trespass on these sites, dwell in
proximity and/or make use of the site or environs. It is not uncommon that
human populations remain in areas for long periods.
Conversely, natural non-human popUlations tend to be transitory in time
and space. Many natural species will show an aversion to areas disturbed
by man, and many disturbed or "contaminated" sites are in industrial zones
in highly developed industrial areas. Therefore, the application and
"weighting" of importance of an ecological risk assessment, "EPA 630/R92/001, presents a framework for developing an ecological risk assessment
consisting of 3 phases: Problem formulation, Analysis and Risk
characterization. Prior to this, there should be screening factors to
determine whether consideration of an ecological risk assessment is
rational.
The following are suggested factors for determining whether an ecological
risk assessment should be initiated as part of the problem formulation
stage.
Factors negating a need for an ecological risk assessment:
1. Zoning - If the property is in an industrial or commercial zoning, an
ecological risk· assessment may not be warranted.
2. Surrounding Land Use - If the property is surrounded by other highly
developed properties (e. g. asphalt lots, malls, truck parks, etc.).
3. Size - If the property or impacted area is under one acre in size.
4. Exceptional Critical Habitat - If there is no habitat of critical or
exceptional value on the site or trans versing the site (e.g. no wetlands
greater than! an acre; no streams, water bodies, etc.)
5. Pathways - If there are no exposure pathways, an ecological risk
assessment should not be necessary.
For example:

o
o
o
o

o

the site is capped / there is or will be no surface exposure.
there is no groundwater to surface pathway
the contaminant at issue is labile in air, water or photodegrades
the contaminant at issue does not have a Kow of )3.0
the contaminant(s) at Issue is known to biodegrade (e.g. a BODs of ~
50%. )

The occasions when an ecological risk assessment assumes remedial
importance can be defined by the following situations:
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o
o
o

There is a proven release of toxic or hazardous bioconcentratible
material from the site to other productive habitats. The toxicity of the
releases would be evaluated using published EPA or public literature
data bases.
There are rare or endangered species on site in the area at issue.
There is a critical habitat on site which is being affected.

The current proposed regulations assume there is a definitive need for an
ecological risk assessment in that one must follow all or many of the options
to completion to determine there is not risk. However, the judgment
criteria of when there is a risk, acceptable risk, how to gauge risk and
more importantly, the realization that there is a time-space effect of natural
factors, needs further resolution.
The EPA published a summary of issues concerning ecological risk
assessments in 1993 (EPA/630/R-94/004A). The document begins with a
statement that a critical element in the risk assessment process calls for
distinguishing environmental responses that matter from those that do not;
that is, making a determination of the ecological significance of the risk.
There is no intrinsic ecological threshold for establishment of ecological
significance, although many ecological issues are germane. Further, what
is significant and what is acceptable can only be determined through
decision-making that takes place in the context of human values.
The issues of ecological significance is fundamental to the entire ecological
risk assessment process. When gauging significance, the assessor must
identify risks that merit attention from all possible ecological changes that
could be associated with some human activity. The basis for the emphasis
on significance is apparent, even if the specific elements are quite
complicated:

o

o
o
o

virtually all components and processes in the environment exhibit
natural variability continuously and on many time scales;
virtually any human activity will result in a change to some component
or process in the environment although only anthropogenic changes that
can be distinguished from natural variability are appropriate for
consideration;
only a small subset of detectable anthropogenic changes actually matter
to the structure, functioning, or overall health of a particular
ecosystem;
defining the criteria for such a subset (i.e., determining what matters)
is in part an ecological question involving basic issues relating to stress
ecology and part a societal question involving values and perceptions.

Defining what is ecologically significant partially involves the judgment of
society-at-Iarge expressed through risk management,
legislation/regulation, or some other mechanism. Consider, for instance,
that human-managed or -dominated ecosystems may range from nearnatural or pristine conditions (essentially as they existed in pre-human
times) to the conditions in traditional zoos, where small segments of habitat
or populations are preserved for public viewing. Between these two
extremes lies a continuum of possible ecological states that could exist
under particular management regimes; for example, modern zoological
parks with a diversity comparable to the natural environment j a
monoculture crop or tree plantation; a forest maintained for periodic clearcutting, a national park of biome remnants, such as tall grass prairie j and
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a wilderness area with rigid and exclusive management policies. When
society assigns an appropriate use for a given landscape, it is highly
determinative for defining ecological significance, even though the societal
decision may not be explicit. The decision may imply many preferences
concerning, for example, uniqueness of the habitat or species, recreational
or aesthetic value, economic utility, or cost of restoration and management.
Other aspects may relate to the legal and institutional framework in which
such societal decisions are made and implemented, including the ownership
and historical usage or preservation of the system, previous experiences
with environmental catastrophes or successes, and even the personalities
and priorities of individuals .leading the dialogue from various
perspectives. Overlaid on this is the potential for distinct shifts in societal
preferences; for example, when a swamp that had been deliberately
drained for agriculture or flood-control objectives is subsequently
recognized as a valuable natural wetland.
Thus the approach taken in determining ecological significance depends on
a variety of factors, including:
¢
¢
¢

¢
¢

the type of ecosystem;
the characteristics used to assess the health of the ecosystem;
time and space scales operating simultaneously on the ecosystem;
natural and anthropogenic stresses in the ecosystem; and
ways a stress or combination of stresses may be imposed on the
ecosystem.

ALTERNATIVE
The term ecological significance is generally used to involve the
distinctions that must be made for determining (1) whether a change
detected or projected in the ecological system of concern is a change of
importance to the structure, function, or health of the system; and (2)
whether such a change in the ecological system is of sufficient type,
intensity, extent, or duration to be important to society. Only if both.
conditions are met should potential changes be regarded as ecologically
significant.
Potential environmental problems have been classified into groups based on
five considerations:
the spatial extent of the area subjected to the stress;
the importance of the ecosystem that is actually affected within the
stressed area;
¢ the potential for the problem to cause ecological effects with a likely
.. ecological response;
the intensity of exposure or disturbance; and
¢
the temporal dimension both of effects and the potential ecological
recovery.
¢
¢

These criteria should be ranked in the problem formulation stage to decide·
whether a given risk is in the "red region." Notably, the criteria include
social as well as scientific considerations and regard the "importance" of the
ecosystem at risk as one element of the multiple criteria.
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PROPOSED KRS 224.01-400 REGULATIONS

KRS 224.01-400
Amended extensively in 1992 by HB 540, this "state superfund" statute requires any person
responsible for the release of a hazardous substance, pollutant or contaminant (HSPC) into the
environment to characterize the extent of the release as necessary to determine the effect of the
release on the environment. The statute also requires the responsible person to take actions
necessary to correct the effect of the release on the environment.

KRS 224.01-400(18)
This section of the statute provides the responsible party with three options for correcting the
effect of a release on the environment. These options are:
(18)(a)
(18)(b)
(18)(c)

Demonstrating that no action is necessary to protect human health, safety, and the
environment.
Managing the release in a manner that controls and minimizes the harmful effects
of the release and protects human health, safety, and the environment.
Restoring the environment through the removal of the of the HSPC.

These three options are referred to in the draft documents as, respectively, Options A, B and C.
In addition, the statute also provides that the responsible party may combine the above-listed
options.

What the Proposed Regulations Are:
401 KAR 100:030

Site Characterization Guidance

The Site Characterization Guidance is a comprehensive set of guidelines for conducting
a site investigation. The site investigation is the crucial first step in determining the effect of the
release on the environment. It is anticipated that this document will remain in the form of a
guidance to be incorporated by reference in the regulation. The purpose of this is to ensure that
the document is a useful, comprehensible tool for responsible parties faced with characterizing the
extent of an HSPC.
401 KAR 100:040

Risk Assessment

The Risk Assessment document explains the procedure for conducting a risk assessment.
A risk assessment is required any time a responsible party chooses an option that does not restore
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the environment. This is mandated by KRS 224.01-400(21), which requires anyone who chooses
Option A or B to demonstrate that the remedy chosen protects human health, safety and the
environment. Section (21) of the statute further sets out a list of factors to be considered when
making this demonstration. The Risk Assessment document explains the actual process by which
these factors are evaluated.

401 KAR 100:050

Remedial Options

This document outlines different remedial activities available under all three options. Its
purpose is to provide responsible parties guidance in selecting and implementing a remedy that
is protective of human health, safety and the environment.

Chronology to date:

1113/95
3/2/95
4/14/95

--Notice of Intent to Promulgate Regulations flIed; draft documents circulated to
interested parties.
-Public Hearing on the Notice of Intent; close of the public comment period on the
Notice of Intent.
-Statement of Consideration for the Notice of Intent filed.

Comments received durisg the public comment period:
Comments on the draft documents were received from eighteen different sources, representing
industry, local governments, and environmental groups. The following issues were among those
that were raised most frequently:
1.

If ambient levels on site are greater than the screening levels established in the site
characterization document, does the responsible party clean up to ambient levels for that
constituent or is further investigation necessary?

2.

Does the word "site" in these documents mean the extent of the release? (The answer to
this is yes, as that is how "site" is dermed in KRS 224.01-400(1)(c).) Will there be
separate site investigations and risk assessments for each release or, if a historical release
is discovered, will one risk assessment be required for the entire property?

3.

What parameters must the responsible party analyze for?

4.

The Cabinet's target risk for cancer-causing constituents is one in one million (lOE-6).
Is this appropriate? To what extent will additive risk be taken into account?

5.

Will the Cabinet require that practical quantifIcation limits (PQLs) or method detection
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levels (MDLs) be met for analytical requirements?
6.

The Cabinet is currently proposing that all risk assessments calculate a residential
scenario. This does not mean that a responsible party managing a risk will necessarily
have to clean up to residential levels if institutional or engineering controls can contain
potential risk. Is this a feasible approach?

7.

There will be some public notification and involvement any time a responsible party
proposes a remedy that would leave contamination in place, i.e., for any Option A or B
remedy. However, issues concerning the level of public involvement, and at what stage
it should occur, have not been settled.

8.

How will waste generated during investigation and remediation be treated?

9.

How will petroleum constituents encountered during a site characterization be treated?
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Congress Discovers
Risk Analysis
Terry Davies

T

ment's one novel .requirement was that
the .risks to be .regulated be compa1"ed
with other ·risks-a challenging require.' :..:lllent,hulnOl oqe that·would bring to a
.': .~l'$~viro~~~'J!~~iy~eirons.
'i'~i',&natO'r Mo)rnih3n"s"bill :(S.R -110),
: ': 'tht. ~&Vironnienlal RiSk Reduction Act
-V9f:1993,-'would 'haverequU-ed 'the EPA
\'~~tor:;io ~cStablisha ~Committee
,~on
~ks.~o: -idennrY and tmk
Dt~,~j8.tta,iest environmental'risks to
. ~~~\huii1i.n!·h~lth~ welfare, and,ecological
~~:,'~~rcesi~;"as WeU
a. Committee on
~:~~~enw:Benefits to provide expen

'Madye

Congress. Notable among these were,bills
he 103d Congress, which con. eluded in November 1994 in a
introd\lced by Senator Daniel Patrick
blaze of panisan bickering, will
Mpynihan <D::-New York) 'and Represenbe forgotten for many reasons by those
~tive I:f~rl>en, C. KleiQ (D-New )~rsey).
interested in environmental poliey. With
EVen mc'n'e nC?fable was an amendment to
the ~ption of creating a new national , S.R' 171, a bill.'proposed by SenatOr john .~;¥~Yi.ce~D~ es~mai!Ilg~thequantitative
park ih the California desen: c(;ngress '~lenn (I?-9hio) to make the U.s. Envi- ~1~~.iS·~~]eduCiiig~kS>ib.i;addition.
failed tot3.l<e action on ~ 10ng'Jist of enviionlI!~~tal Protection Agency (EPA) a r~the~il1;w.Otild'have,~.'EPA to deronmental issues. However, the 103d
cabinet c:ieparunenl.
,.;,~op·!·~ddiD~J~. ~·:~Iisistency
Congress will be memorable on at least
Senator Bennett johnston (D-louis- ~. ana
~~echnlcaLqtiality. in riSk assess'" -.+....
.
one environmental count: it was the
iana) introduced the amendment, which "m:elliS.'" ;Finally~ the" bill would have
,·ttquired.EPA to estab~h a research prowould have required that EPA conduct a
Congress that discovered risk analysis.
Congress has regulated risk for decrisk analysis for
of its regulations ~;,~::~n,:envin?~_-risk· assessment
and compare the risk reduction to be ~iiia1t~~:~a:i:iIitetigencyj)ana on
ad.es. For example. the national ambient
air quality standards call~d for in the
achieved by th~ regulation with. the' ~t~~#li~~d;;WuCtio~.to 'coorof thelegislation and with other types of ~arn-ailE(eaeraI tfroru.· "'- . .,. .
Clean Air Act of 1970 are required to
protect against health risks to sensitive
risks. The Senate overwhelmirigly passed'
populations. The Toxic Substances Conit by a 95-3 vote, but later the content of
trol Act. enacted in 1976, was probably
the JohnSton amendment was modified
TheJohnston amendments
several times. (The original version
the first law to explicitly use "unreasonable risk- as the criterion for government
required risk analysis of aU final regula-' one novel requirement was
to take regulatory action. But Congress
tions; later versions made the requirethat EPA compare
to be
has never concerned itself with how risks
mentappIlcable only to major regularegu..lated with other riskswere calculated or with comparing differtions and to proposed rather than final
ent risks. Risk as a general concept was of
regulations)
a challenging requirement but
concern but, with a few notable excepLegislators proposed adding this
not one that would bring
amendment to almost every pending
tions, risk analYSis was nOL In 1993to a halt all environmental
1994, this situation changed dramatienvironmental bilL The lack of action
cally.
on environmental legislation during the
regulatory efforts.
Below 1 review some of the efforts in
103d Congress was due, to a great exthe 103d Congress to deal with risk analtent, to an inability to reach an acceptysis; 1 then identify the major factors
able compromise on the amendment's
underlying lawmakers' interest in such' language. Junior members of the House'
Moynihan's bill, which was aimed at
analysis. 1 also outline what risk legislaimproving the quality and visibility of
surprised the leadership by defeating
tion can (and cannot) accomplish and
risk assessment, emphasized comparative
the rule under which the EPA cabinet
distinguish among the uses of risk assessbill would go to the House floor for a
risk analysis of the problems addressed
ment, two issues aboul which Congress
VOle, in pan because the rule would
by different EPA programs, rather than
seems to be confused
have precluded consideration of the
risk analysis of the problems addressed
, by individual regulatiOns. A bill introJohnslon amendment,
duced by Representative Klein contained
The basic requirements of the
some of the same provisions as the Moylegislative risk proposals
Johnston amendment were similar to the
nihan bill but focused on improving the
cosl-benefit requirements already called
for by a Clinton administration executive
quality of risk assessments done to supMore than a dozen bills dealing with risk
order (EO. 12866). The Johnston amendpon individual regulations. Klein's bill
analysis were introduced in the 103d
-
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The offending changes were'put forward by congressional members and
staff who believe that EPA risk assessments are generally biased in favor of
regulation and exaggerate the degree of
risk. The changes would have done two
things. First, they would have made
both risk assessment guidelines and
EPA's risk assessments potentially sub~: ject'tojtiaioal review. In withdrawing
.. 'suPPort'fof thtbill; EPA stated that the
'. chaIigeS:c:~tild :make 'risk assessment
"more a'· construCt of the courts than of
• J sound 'stience.'; Sec~nd, the changes
-"'wouldib2';~direC:ted EPA to use -the
p1a~bl~';;' and ';unbiased-assumptions to btleulate "central estimates of
risk- and to employ titi-best iiuormalion_ -Aithb"Ugh thes'e· chanEe~'sound
innocuous:"they'c'ould have changed
. EPA's. riSk asSessment methodology in
. : fundamental ways, especially when
" Comb~~a With
threat b£ litigatiori.
;
In ili~ dbsin}{aays' of thi s~ion,
'Co~~'Wcted a u.s. ~i)arUrient of
Agricliitur~ 'reorganization bill with a
version of the Johnston amendment
attached to it. However, th~ amendment
applies :only to environmental and
health regulations· promulgated by the
Deparunen( of Agriculture. No other
risk iegiSlation passed, bUl':the issues
raised in the debate over the Klein bill
will be high on the agenda of the lO4th
Congress, many· of whose Republican
members have promised reform of federal regulation as pan of their MContract
with America. - The reasons for interest
in risk have become, if anything, more
pressing, and the Republicans have generally been more supponive of risk legislation than the Democrats.

.: "most

Whether because of the increasing costs
of environmental t:emedies,-the rightward shift of the nation's politics, growing cynicism: toward all groups and
institutions. brother reasons. many
people no longer believe that all environmental problems are urgently pressing. The notion of priorities--of some
problems being more imponant than
others-:has entered the environmental
debate.

State and local governments
have seized upon comparative
risk assessment as a potent
weapon for fighting'expensive
and often unwantedfederal
environmental requirements .

the

Terry Davies

. 'on:risk

asscs5mcDt o~)JU:.~~;,~~er Cor

Risk Management: SiX'6igh-Icve1 policynWcus-inclucling EPA Administrator
Car'l-l Browner, Senator'MaX Baucus, and
ReprcsentativeJohn Mica-attended the
March 1994 cvenL Their discussion centered on legislation sponsored by Mia
that would require EPA to conduct a risk
analysis Cor all regulations it proposed.

(H.R. 4306) would have established a
Risk Assessment Program within EPA to
develop, review. and update risk assessment guidelines. Other elements of the
Klein bill included research and training
in risk assessmem and a pilot project on
comparative risk analysis.
The Klein bill originally was supported by the Clinton administration
Environmentalists. who have generally
opposed any efforts to promote risk
analysis. stated that they would not
oppose the bill Howe\'er, the House
Committee on ScIence. Space. and Technology made a series of changes in the
bill that caused both the administration
and the em1wnmemalists to oppose its
passage

Factors underlying Congress's
interest in risk
Why the sudden passion for risk analysis and comparative risk assessment]
Several interrelated factors account for
Congress's ne~found interest.
The first factor is a shift in the public's view
environmental problems.

or
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The'sec'ond fact~r is the squeeze
being put on some state and local gov. emments by unfunded environmental
'maJldates. These governments have
. seized upon comparative risk assessment as a p~tent weapo~ for fighting
expensive and often..un~anted federal
states and
requirements. IIi many
localities believe they can show that
they are being required to expend funds
on problems that either pose smaller
risks than those arising from other
problems on which the money could be
spent or that pose trivial or nonexistent
risks. This Mgrass roots· dimension of
the push for comparative risk analysis is
politically of great Significance.
In Congress. risk a'nalysis also has
been linked with the issue of takings.
uncompensated restrictions on private
land use. Environmentalists have dubbed
risk analysis. unfunded mandates. and
takings as "the unholy trinity;" although
risk and takings do not have the direc!.
substanl1\'e connection that Tlsk and
unfunded mandates often do. The three
ha\'c become linked because each pOlen·
tially could slow or halt federal en\·iron·
mental Te-gulation

Cases.

i-__
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A third factor contributing to the
interest in comparative risk is the shonage of public funds at all governmental
levels. The shonage emphasizes the
need 10 set. priorities and ·to make rurd
choices. Not COincidentally. the congressional committees responsible for
appropriating money to EPA have been
strongsupponets of applyingcomparative risk;analysis to different EPA programs.(as<>pposed to different proposed
regulations). for these committees. risk
anal}'sisholds the -promise of providing
a rationale and a defense for difficult
budgetary .choices. At the ·same time.
the result5~f ,rtsk analysis ·are sufficiendy broad and uncertain that the committees donot·have·to worry about losingcontrol over budgetary decisions.

What risk legislation can
accomplish'
j.;.- ..••

->'.

'

No other congressional issue is marked
more by confusion and misinformation
than the current· debate over risk assessment. One reason is that legislators seem
confused (perhaps in some cases deliberately) about what risk assessment legislation can accomplish.
Members of Congress have an understandable tendency to blame EPA for
problems that local constituents have
with pollution-control requirements.
Since risk assessment supposedly guides
EPA decisions. they believe that changing the way risk assessment is done can
alleviate the problem of unwanted or
unreasonable requirements imposed on
local governments and corporations.
However. for Congress. in many cases
both Shakespeare and the comic strip
character Pogo are apt. The fault is not
In the stars-Congress has met the
enemy and it is them.
The unfunded mandates that have
caused the most problems for local governments are those related to drinking
water. Communities complain that EPA
IS requiring them to monitor for chemicals that pose no risk and that the agency
IS demanding expensive capital invest-

ments to deal with nonexistent threats.
But most of ~hese difficulties arise from
the 1986 amendments to the Safe
Drinking:Water'Act~arriendnientSthat
rt:quircdEPAlo set standatdS"for fony
water contaminants Withirt tw6-ytaTs of
the act's passage arid to 'keep lSsuing
standards for 'additiorw"contluiilruirits at
an equally'rapid pace'JCOngress: ilireaed
that the' standards beSet :-is .cl~ to the
maximUinY6ntaniinanf'ieverg~raS is
feasible.--ln nim: the~ril3xiJnum -COntaminant goal is to be set -"at the level at
which no known or anticipated adverse
effects,·oD .the . health ofpersOris occur
and 'which alloWs arradequaie riiaigiri of
safety.~ .
. To 'pin'it ;blrintly. Congress should
not pass laws thatreqUue absolute protection for the public'and then complain
when EPA promulgates standards that
prOvide such proteCtion. It should not
pass: laws'"thit require :'EPA id 'move
rapidly to·piomulga~riUmerousregula
tions and then compiainwhen the
agency moves rapidly to promulgate
numerous regUlations~ .Implementing the
law shoUld not be'eonsidered a political
crime.

Congress should not pass
laws that require absolute
protection for the public and
then complain when EPA sets
standards that provide such
protection. Implementing the
law should not be considered
a political crime.

Another "confusion" in Congress IS
that risk drives all environmental decisions. In fact, many environmental reg·
ulatory requirements are statutorily
determined by technology and thus rei·
atively unaffected by risk findings. For
example, the initial standards for controlling hazardous air pollutants under
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the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990
are to be based on the best technologies
employed by each type of polluting
facility. not on risk. Similarly. many of
the' regulatory requirements under the
Clean Water Act are based on "best
available technology: a determination of
which is unrelated to risk. EPA actions
under theSe proVisions will not be influ. encedl>y~ny changes in riskassessment
·····inethOdS:

Uses of risk assessment
A more general source of confusion in the
current debate over risk 3ssessment arises
from a failure to distinguish among different uses of risk assessment. At least four
different policy uses of risk assessment
exist. Each involves dillerent methodologies and raises dillerent problems.
The most common use of risk assessment in 'p6licyirialdng is in regulatory
decisionmaking, For all significant regulations.E.O. 12866 requires the agency
proposing the. regulation to conduct a
cost-benefit an3.lysis. From the perspective of:EPA and the other health and
safety regulatory agencies. the benefit
. side of ·the cost-benefit equation generally is the amount of risk reduced by
the regulation as calculated by some
type of risk assessment. Within EPA.
risk assessment is often used to gauge
where to set a standard (although, as
noted above. statutory requirements frequently preclude risk considerations),
because it is the only way to determine
how much (if any) danger a given substance, product, or activity poses.
A second use of risk assessment
occurs in Congress's statutory definition
of "acceptable risk." Probably the best
example of this use is the Clean Air Act,
which requires the EPA administrator to
promulgate more stringent standards
for emissions of hazardous pollutants
when the technology-based standards
for the emissions "do not reduce lifeLIme excess cancer risks to the individual most exposed ... to less than one in
one million"

RESOURCES

These Mbright line" provisions have
been based on quantitative assessmenl of
cancer risk, bUl cancer may not be the
risk that is oC most concern. Ecological
threats, binh defeCts, liver damage, hormonal or immune deficiencies, or any of
a thousand other problems may be the
reason for regulating risk. Because the
cancer risk may be irrelevant, gearing the
risk standard to cancer may set the standard loO high or too low. RiSk assessmem .takes many different Corms. Quantitative cancer risk assessmenl is only one
oC·them and oCten not the most appropriate one to use..

The crudeness of risk estimates
may make it impossible to
establish clearly that one risk
is greater than another.
Moreover, such comparisons
do not take into account the
many dimensions of risk other
than the amount of damage to
health and the environment.
Another problem is th~t the bright
line, acceptable risk approach assumes a
precision that most risk assessments
cannot achieve. Risk assessmenl is still a
relatively crude science, and, depending
on which methodological assumptions
are used, its results may vary a hundredfold or more. Thus, placing great
legal weight on one point estimate of
risk is an open invitation to shade the
assumptions in a certain direction in
order to achieve the desired outcome.
A third use of risk assessment is priority setting for individual risks or regulations, which Involves companng one
specific risk to another Such comparisons can be useful in pUlling any particular risk into perspective; but two
caveats, neither of which has received
much attention in Congress. are Important to note The first concerns the
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crudeness of risk estimates. If the uncertainlY range around any point estimate
of risk is several orders of magnitude, it
frequently will be impossible to establish clearly that one risk is greater than
another. The second caveat relates to
the many dimensions of risk other than
the amount of damage to health and the
environmenL These dimensioI)S include
whether the risk is undertaken voluntarily, whether the victims can be identified, and whether. the nature of the
risk is catastrophic-that is, whether
great damage occurs at one time, as in a
plane crash, or whether less damage
occurs and is spread over time, as in car
accidents. These dimensions of risk are
important politically, psycholOgically,
and even ethically. They need to be
taken into account when comparing
risks.
The fourth use of .risk assessment is
priOrity setting for gQvemment programs and budgets~This use was piOneered by EPA in 1987 when it published its report UnfiniShed BUSiness.
Senator Moynihan has introduced legislation requiring this type of priority setting to be instituted within EPA. Both
the House and Senate appropriations
committees forEJ~A have.ex:p~essed
interest in this approach in the belief
that it might prOvide a. -scientific- way
of making (or justifying) difficult budget choices.
.
.
Comparisons of risks regulated by differenl programs are a useful way to consider priorities, and they hold long-term
promise of bringing greater rationality to
government budgeting and goal setting
However, we do not have (and may
never have) good methods for comparing
different types of risks. Comparing
health risks with ecological risks. for
example. is clearly a value-laden process.
Moreover, acting on the results of broad
risk comparisons is almost always
impeded by individual statutory mandates. Each environmental program has
its statutory suppOrt, which is designed
(in pan) to give each program high priority and prevent its being compared 1(1
other programs
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The road ahead
Risk assessment can be a powerful tool
for improving environmental policy and
decisionmaking. like all powerful tools.
however, it can be abused and employed for nefarious purposes.
Most of the risk legislation that has
been proposed would have little shonterm effect On environmental policy.
However, I believe some of the proposals could do major harm to the quality
of the science behind regulatory initiatives by making risk guidelines judicially enforceable. Domg so would transform risk analysis from a scientific
undertaking to a legal one, would preclude the exercise of scientific judgment
on how to conduct risk assessments of
individual chemicals, and would be a
major obstacle to incorporating scientific advances into risk assessment. In
addition, some proposals would make
.risk assessment information useless to
decisionmakers by dictating which risk
; assessment. methodologies are used.
Some of these proposals can be interpreted to mean that risk assessments
should determine risk to the average
person rather than to the most vulnerable people.
However, the discovery of risk analysis by the l03d Congress means that the
new Republican Congress has an opportunity to forge legislation that will improve the long-tem quality of regulator), decisions and environmental policy. If the varied interests with a stake in
em'ironmental policy can reduce the
ideological and panisan coloration tha,
has characterized the risk debate so far
and if they can accept borh the uses anc
Iimilatit~n:s of risk assessment, the risk
debate CCluld lead to a new era of more
effectiH'. efficient. and equnable ennronmenul programs
TOly D,mfS

Illr Rlsl:
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dirCClOr of RFF's Cellle!

.\Ianagflllfnl. POf(I()IIS

of IhlS am·

de: apP<'llrt'd pfCl'icJusly III InSide EPA",
Risk P(llicy Report (1'01 1. 110. 2. OClcJb,-'
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APPENDIX 2

_.!HE WASHING.TOtl/'P6S! NATIONAtWEEK'LY" EDITIO~

Beware" .of~the· Killer CIauses·:,:,:-,
Inside th;"GOP's 'Contract'
"

.'"

!.:"

".

.

'

..
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. BY CHRISTOPHE VORlET FOR THE WASHII;GTC

.. :Here

are the most questionable provisions;

• ,power;to:,the'Peer.:panels . .Curiously, the

from

Contrac~::'while .emanating
legislators
purportedly cOhcerned~about th.e exercise of
power· by unelected gove,rriment bureaucrats.
would give the power to.delay the issuance of
:new regulations fo. scientific peer-review pan~~ls. Why extend stich. powers to 'scientists
from academia. industr:y:or pUblic fnterest
groups'who are,.even mor.e:removed from the
'
..
. ..
.elec.to~? .
• Tr./lSt us: with your: corporate. secrets. This
same ~er.review process ,would make public
all d~ta .l,1ponwhich regulatory,~encies base
their: risk'assessments :and economic analy·
ses. Although this so~'nd~ reasonable on its
face. how then could we expect regulated
firms to make available to the agencies-as
they now do-the proprietary information on
product design and production techn,iques
thatise~ential to sound regulation?

• Cap,thecosts-even if you can't count them.
The <Coiltt:act. grossly ()verrea;;:hes in its
efforts to 'cO'ntrol the costs of regUlation. For
instanc'e;' not'cOlltent 'with iritiodu'~ing econ",..,',.

,..n"C';~,&..;'~t;n"C!

·i""',,,,·:+l.,. :f"II"~_ ..J __ .J

.. -"-

ments to the Clean Air Act believe thai
regulations they called for pass a rigo:
benefit-cost test Sensible regulatory reJ
simply. must make room for rules like tJ
that more than pay their way.

• Favor governments over companies.
Contract also would require the federal
ernmentto reimburse state and local go.
ments'for'the costs of complying with fee
regulations. But·no .suCh hue and .cry
r;4sed.whtm, :beginning in 1970. the fed
government ·imposed environmental
occupational safety and health regulation:
.firms,in the private sector. Why treat pI.:
polluters'or employers differently? In poil
fact. since' 1973 the federal government
spent $68 billion subsidizing the water pi
tion control efforts of local government~
rather. well-fundeq mandate. If a regula
makes sense from society's standpointprovides safety and health protection or 01
"gciodies" deemed 'more than commensUi
with its costs-we should impose it 'with
having to shell out federal dollars, whet
the costs.falI on public or private parties.
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IIIUC::' eUlcr lne reqUlrea Cleanup were twic.e
to'meet pollution limits howev.er best they see'
.
as high as actual m~asureg.1evels' before' the' fit
cleanup.
. .... . . '. . . Both anecdote .and :iuialysis;. tllen.5ugge·st
• In' California, where smog IS a serious air that our ef1vironmental regi.llatory systemiis
quality problem. more ,thanhalt'the.::vehicJes .. in need o(overhaul. Arid the Contract would'
checked in a recent study. had higher tailpipe make. some needed 'rej)airs:"Co'~cerning the
emissions after a post-inspection tuneup than ." q4~tification of risk •. ~or inst<m~e. regu,1atprs
they had prior to' being·.inspec.ted~:and· '.' would, be,.: required to speIro!,it.inore carefully
repaired,
.
. the ~ss~ptions ant! l!llse:.~~es inherent,in
.·A thorough study of an Amoco 'petroleum" theIr estImates;' they. 'Y\'.?l!:I~,hlilV~ to ~s~
refinery in Yorktown, Va., con~.u~ted 'j~intly" wh~th'er ~e~ub~:titute -for a ban,ned prod~~t
by EPA and Amoco, found that it' would be . or mgredlent would b~ )~'ol]e .tlt.~ the qD~possible to remove the same aniOunt of the
nal;and.theywould .h,av,e,)p. .~ubject the da~
carcinoge'nic air pollutant benzene for 'q'uaron which regulations were Qased to more rigter of the annual cost were it not for iiiflexible
orous peer ~~view... ::.d<' .... ::,~...
. ".;.
".
.Other proVision'S"\vould shed much-needed
regulations.
light on Ute.annual costs:'arid;benefits associ~
. ated with. environmenqif:irndl:other regula;
~E~f.USE THE EPA REc;;~l:A~;m~~.OF.: tion.s,.esp.~~iaJly·.tltosej~g ;IQwerlevels
thousands of companit:s' an~ ;~pm},ll.Ufli!j~s.,. .of gover~en~aiid fo!':ce TeQngre~sto debate~
and more than 100 million moto'i<v'ehicJes, it regl},I~~9I:Y.priorities regularlYi:.arid' op~nlY.:": .....
wi~. ill~ays J~~ pOSsible to. fi~d."h'qrr.9·i.~.~.~.~e~·. . Unfprtunately; . th'e ::signafoi'i¢'s" 'to':the
like_the~e. Are there more subs~!lti.>:E;l,rea-,. ·.Contract:,do ·nbt·l~to.p·with .. th'e·~~se·nsible'
sonsto be coricerned about envir:onm!!n~ah improvements. Indeed;"if eri~cted'i[{~ytliii{g
regulation? The answer is yes;:.as 'both" . resembling th'eir.present:form;:ili.echang"e,s·
Repu blicans and Democrats are a w a r e . · proposed would .bring tli~'reW1atory' systenl
For one thing. environmental regulation . :. to ajarr.i~ihalt.This:y.o4id)iot,pnJy'J~9P';u.~·
has become expensive. According to 'the-EPA.;·' diZe 'reIDilations everyorieVlou!cf'agree
complying with its rules costs the nation $140
the;;iiatidnalinter~st. (~~cli:)a:s~'ffie~mandaied
billion i~ 1994. about ~.2 percent ofour gross . rei?(iva('qn~ad f~om ~i~s'oii~e 's~ver3J y.e¥s
domestIc product. ThIs IS about as' much as
ago), but al~o kill chances for'more measured
.vas spent on Medicare in 1994. as'um
reforms·::····· '.
,

a

.

on

'are:iri
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tion supported durin~ r~cent .efforts :to
amend the'Safe Drinking Water, Act and 'a1so
the Superfund-the Contract calls for an
annual 'cap on ·the new compliance' costs an
'agen'cy'dnild impose on t;he publi~ and private sector each year. Although ImpOSIng
such'a ';reiulat~ry budget" will one day be
feasible,.we knpw far too little now about tfle
,costs 'o{r~~~l~~q~ to.ma: ke suc~ a budget
stick. ,Whose estimates of compliance costs
Will we' believ~, when atu;~pting to ,ascertain
.whether'ail;, agenCY. ~as ,lived within its ,budget?,Th~~e_Qf.n~gulated businesses? Of public
interest groups? Of the regulatory agency?
.,Forget:about thebene/its. Perhaps more
. importan,tly,..why:liniit new regulations at all if
they genel11te'benefitsln'exces~' of.th,e :costs
they .. impose?, To !llustrate,.iin )~73 J t~ok a
'briefdip'iti :the"PofpmacRiver to:i~trievethe
newfjshing rod,'my ;son 'had, dropped. The
health"departmen~'s:adviCe? An,JInmediate
series"ot'VacciDations' tC(gUird against every
illnes(butbu~o#i(h~l,~("
"
. '!od.a~'s,~fri,~~ll:~~~.~-rr~,ter :slUe~.s.'7~~?y

...... V1Po.'

/o.4\,..1.

........ ,u,;:,

!vl

.V.1.U",""

,,\:In.

u~~C~:"UH:li

and benefit-cost analyses for virtually eve I
federal regulation, 'rather than restrictir
such scrutiny to the "big-ticket" rules that c:
make a real difference. In doing so, it wou
depart from the practice of every administr
tion since that of Gerald 'Ford. This woul
increase py 3(}fold each y'eru--from ab0':lt E
to more than 2,400.7:":'the,number of suc
analyses, and would,require regulatory agel
cies to spend time and money on picayun
rules' deserving of relatively little oversigh
To be' sure we want to eliminate all "unfounc
ed mandates," as one wag calls them, bu
paralysis by analysis serves no useful pur-pos<
but d~lay..
Those,. 'embr'acing the Contract Witl
Am~ric~ might usefully recall an earlier time
In the :first two'years:of the Reagan adminis
trationJas today, there existed 'a'real opportu
nity to' reforIl'\ ~ r.egulat~ry system showing
signf6f-breaJ<doWn. Ratherthan proceed in a
measUred fashion, enthusiastS opted,for reiieJ
rath'er';tK~n:r'e£6Jm.',:rhe,result was public
alarm"a~q~fq1'~, p.erc~jved u'nraveling of .re~·
'the'P~~~~S.:~tJj?u,V~f1f.,:t(lea~.t·,~~~~ for~,": latory•.s,afeguards,and a spasm of proscnptJve
of water7b~~~qif~..sr~:~~1,9,~cflasr:~~~En,!~ ~9, ,new.laws.
',
,
~?s~.of ~~llffi.~.~tti~:lt'1f.~eurR.~,!l[~~,~I'~P .. Thatreaction---:-as'm~ch as anythmg elseI~gel?~L~~s~u~~.:,Qf e.!lYw.s>n~,~!\~~r\~~~ll: :::'is',re~'p6n~iRle' f6.r~ the problems, t~e new
.t~9,.ns,RU,lw,)-i'~Q.~·),.!!b.lj.n; air .q"l,I:a,!LtY.l~~S ' Congress now faces.
, '
•
impr,9':'~4.~\(~P,: ;P1grt; ;b/."9..i4..11.lUld..substantialfi h
Iy' around 'the, countr'y. In' fact, econ'omists Paul Portney is vice president 0/ Resources or t e
who have"looked"carefully'-aftn-e-1970 'amend" Future,
<••• ,'
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SECTION C(a)

IINTOCKY PETROLEOK STORAGE TlNK BNVIRONMENTAL
ASSURANCB FOND COMMISSION
Kentucky"

OST Proqram

Congress added Subtitle I to RCRA in 1984, creating a new and
comprehensive program for USTs.
governing:

EPA promulgated final regulations

(1) technical standards for all USTs (53 Fed. Reg.

37082, September 23,1988); (2) state program approval for all USTs
(53

Fed.

Reg.

37212,

September 23,

1988);

and

(3)

financial

responsibility requirements for USTs containing petroleum (53 Fed.
Reg. 43322, October 26, 1988).

The emphasis has now shifted to the

development and approval by EPA of state UST programs.

While

several states have their own UST program, to date Kentucky does
not have an EPA-approved UST program.'

For this reason, Kentucky

has adopted by reference EPA's requirements found at 40 C.F.R. Part
280, as provided in 401 KAR Chapter 42.

Specifically, 401 KAR

42:090 provides that:
The requirements for demonstrating financial responsibility for taking corrective action and compensating third
parties for bodily injury and property damage caused by
sudden and non-sudden accidental releases arising from
the operation of underground storage tanks containing
petroleum are governed by 40 C.F.R., Part 280, Subpart H
(1990). (17 Ky. R. 1646; eff. 12-19-90).

L---.et

'In 1989, EPA and the Secretary for the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet entered into a Memorandum of
Agreement between the Underground Storage Tank Section, Department
for Environmental protection, State of Kentucky and the Underground
Storage Section, water Management Division, united states Environmental Protection Agency, Region IV.
This MOA between EPA and
Kentucky authorizes Kentucky to "implement the Underground Storage
Tank Program, 40 C.F.R. Part 280, during the transition period."
This transition period will end when Kentucky receives interim or
final program approval in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 281. As
stated, Kentucky has yet to receive interim or final program
approval from EPA. The technical UST regulations in Kentucky are
essentially EPA's regulations.
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In

an

effort

to

provide

Kentuckians

with

an

affordable

financial responsibility mechanism, the General Assembly created
the Kentucky Petroleum storage Tank Environmental Assurance Fund
("Fund") and formed the Kentucky Petroleum storage Tank Environmental Assurance Fund Commission

("Commission")

to administer the

program. 2
Duties and Obligations

The General Assembly created the Commission in 1990, which is
composed of eleven (11) members appointed by the Governor.

KRS

224.60-125 (enact. Acts 1990, ch. 370, §5, effective April 9, 1990;
1994, ch. 421, §1, effective July 15, 1994).
Commission are provided in KRS
obligation

for

the

Commission

224.60-130,
to

establish

The duties of the
which
by

includes the
administrative

regulation the policy, guidelines, and procedures to administer the
Fund.

The Commission amended its regulations in March 1993, and

now again in January 1995.
In adopting administrative regulations,

the Commission may

distinguish between types, classes, and ages of petroleum storage
tanks.

The Commission shall establish a range of amounts to be

paid from the Fund and shall establish criteria to be met by
persons who contract to perform corrective action to be eligible
for

reimbursement

from

the

Fund.

Persons

who

contract

wi th

petroleum storage tank owners or operators shall not be paid more

240 C.F.R. §280.101 provides that an UST owner or operator may
satisfy EPA I s financial responsibility requirement with a state
fund mechanism.
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than the amount authorized by the Commission for reimbursement from
the Fund for the performance of corrective action.

KRS 224.60-130

also authorizes the Commission to establish by administrative
regulation the criteria to be met to be eligible to participate in
and receive reimbursement from the Fund.

The Commission may

establish eligibility criteria based upon the financial ability of
the petroleum storage tank owner or operator.

This same statute

authorizes the Commission to establish within the Fund a Financial
Responsibility Account, a Small Operator Assistance Account, and a
Petroleum Storage Tank Account.

The Commission hears complaints

brought before it regarding payment of claims from the Fund and is
"attached to the Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet for administrative purposes."

KRS 224.60-130(2) (j).

KRS 224.60-137 requires that the Commission perform a study
through

the

University

of

Kentucky

to

identify

appropriate

standards for corrective action for petroleum releases from USTs.
The

Cabinet

shall,

by

administrative

regulation,

standards for corrective action for releases from USTs.
regard,

establish
In this

the Cabinet filed with the LRC a Notice of Intent to

Promulgate Administrative Regulations form for ten (10) regulations
governing USTs on December 15, 1994 and certain documents proposed
to be adopted by reference.

Public comments concerning these draft

regulations were taken on January 31, 1995.

KRS 224.60-137 (5)

provides that the emergency regulations that the Cabinet filed in
February 1994 shall remain in effect until the proposed regulations
required herein are effective.
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Li.its of the FUnd

Under KRS 224.60-140, the use of the Fund for corrective
action

and compensating third parties

for bodily

injury and

property damage shall not exceed One Million Dollars ($1,000,000)
per occurrence.

The Fund shall be used to guarantee payment of

reasonable costs and expenses to a contractor performing corrective
action under contract with a petroleum storage tank owner or
operator

subject to the ·entry level

amounts

petroleum storage tank owner or operator.

payable by the

The Commission shall

issue all decisions made on claims filed in writing, with notification to all appropriate parties, within ninety (90) days after
submission of the claim, unless all parties to the claim agree in
writing to an extension of the time.
UST Registration Require.ents

Under 224.60-142, to be eligible to participate in the Fund,
the owner of any petroleum storage tank currently existing, or
removed from the ground after January 1, 1974, shall register the
petroleum storage tank with the Cabinet's Underground storage Tank
Branch prior to applying to the Fund, and shall register the tank
by July 15, 1996.
Source of FUnds

Under 224.60-145,

the General Assembly has established a

petroleum environmental assurance fee paid by dealers on each
gallon of gasoline and special fuels received in this state.
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The

petroleum environmental assurance fee is set at a rate of one and
four-tenths cent ($0.014) for each gallon.
Deductible Imounts
KRS 224.60-120 provides that each petroleum storage tank owner
or operator shall establish and maintain evidence of financial
responsibility for taking corrective action and for compensating
third parties for bodily injury and property damage.

For petroleum .

tank owners or operators of eleven (11) or more tanks, the level of
financial responsibility is Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($25,000)
per occurrence.

For petroleum tank owners or operators of six (6)

to ten (10) tanks who have not been issued a closure letter from
the Cabinet, the level of financial responsibility to be established and maintained shall be Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) per
occurrence.

For petroleum tank owners or operators of five (5) or

less tanks who have not been issued a closure letter from the
Cabinet, the level of financial responsibility is One Thousand
Dollars ($1,000) per occurrence.
415 EAR 1:050.

Definitions.

"Abandoned" means a prior owner. of the tank. has relinquished
all connections with or concern in ownership with no intention to
return or claim again and that the current owner seeking assistance
from the Fund acquired the property where the tank is located
without knowledge of the tank's existence.

Physical acts by the

owner or operator. applying for assistance. will be considered in
determining the applicant's knowledge of the tank's existence.
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"Closed" means a tank which ceased to operate prior to
December 22. 1988.
"Corrective

Action

Plan"

means

a

remediation

proposal

employing corrective action technologies to obtain site closure. as
required. in writing. by the Cabinet.
"Permanently closed" means an UST or UST system that was
closed after December 22. 1988. pursuant to the requirements of
Cabinet administrative regulations.
YS~

er

YS~

[49 CaFaR. 289 Saepart C er aa

system eleses prier te Seeemeer 22, 1988 ia aeeersaaee

with the :!'elltiiremeats ef the Keataelty Fire Marshall, applieasle
iftsastry staasa:!'ss at the time ef elesare aas eleses ia saeh maaaer
as te p:!'e?eat aay fatare ase ef the

YS~

er

YS~

system].

"Temporary closure" means taking an UST or UST system out-ofoperat~on

pursuant to the requirements of 401 KAR 42:070E.

415 DR 1:060.
section 1.

l'inancialResponsibility Account.
Applicability.

An owner or operator of a facility

with petroleum storage tanks in operation meeting the following
requirements shall be eligible to participate in the Financial
Responsibility Account.
1.

The owner or operator of a facility for which a certifi-

cation of eligibility was issued by the Commission, pursuant to 415
KAR 1:020 (1991). 415 KAR 1:060E (1992) or 415 KAR 1:060 (1993),
prior to January 9, 1995 may be eligible to participate in the
Financial Responsibility Account.
2.

The owner or operator of a facility that was not issued

a certificate of eligibility prior to January 9. 1995 shall:
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(a)

Register the tanks with the Cabinet as required by

KRS 224.60-105;
(b)

Have

release

detection

as

required

by

42:040, or be permanently closed in compliance with 401

401

KAR

KAR

42:070E

[49 O.F.R. 289,71] or temporarily closed in compliance with 401 KAR
42:070E [49 O.F.R. 289,79];
(c)

Not have a release for which corrective action is

required at the time of certification;
(d)

Have corrosion protection as required by 401 KAR

(e)

Have

42:030;
paid

all

annual

fees

required

to

be

paid

pursuant to KRS 224.60-150;
(f)

Have tanks "in operation" on or after the compliance

dates set forth in 40 C.F.R. 280.91 and be mandated by 40 C.F.R.
280.90 to demonstrate financial

~~sponsibility

as specified under

40 C.F.R. 280.93; and
(g)

Have

demonstrated

financial

responsibility,

as

required, in the amount of the entry level to the Fund.

section
Account.

6.

Entry Level

to

the Financial

Responsibility

This section of the regulations adopts the statutory

amendments to the entry level (deductible) amount appearing at KRS
224.60-120.

section 10.

Loss of Eligibility.

The Commission has amended

this section addressing when a facility is ineligible to receive
payment from the Financial Responsibility Account.

An owner or

operator

to

will

be

deemed

ineligible
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for

failing

maintain

compliance with the eliqibility requirements and the release occurs
durinq the period of non-compliance.

The owner may, however, be

determined eliqible for payment in the Petroleum Storaqe Tank
Account.
415 EAR 1:070.

Petroleum storage Tank Aooount.

seotion 1. Applioa})ili ty.

The costs of corrective action for

releases from petroleum storaqe tanks removed from the qround after
January l,

1994 or tanks closed in place may be eliqible for

payment from the Petroleum Storaqe Tank Account.
Prior to applyinq for payment from the Petroleum Storaqe Tank
Account, the owner or operator shall have:
(a)

Reqistered the tanks at the facility with the Cabinet:

(b)

Paid all annual fees:

(c)

Submitted the Eliqibility and state Financial Responsi-

bility Affidavit form to the Commission:
(d)

Filed a Notice of Intent with the Cabinet to permanently

close the petroleum storage tanks at the facility or to make a
change-in-service to comply with the requirements of 401 KAR
42:020.
Payment from the Petroleum storage Tank Account shall only be
made for the costs of corrective action and shall not be made for
costs to upgrade the facility.
seotion 5.

Entry level for partioipation in the Petroleum

storaqe Tank Aooount.

This section has been amended to include the

deductibles in KRS 224-60.120.
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415

JAR

1:080.

Claims Procedures.

section 1.

Assistance Agreement.

An owner or operator

eligible to participate in the Financial Responsibility Account or
the Petroleum storage Tank Account shall apply for an assistance
agreement with the Commission.
assistance

agreement

Payment under the terms of the

may be made when

the

eligible

owner

or

operator submits a claim form, and a certification by the certified
contractor

that

the

costs

were

consistent

with

the

bid

and

necessary to comply with the administrative regulations of the
Cabinet.

The requirement for a

certified contractor shall be

enforced after March I. 1995. pursuant to 415 KAR 1:114 (1994).
section 2.

Submittal of Claim.

This section provides that:

An owner or operator of a facility. covered by a Fund obligation.
shall submit to the Commission. a copy of all reports required by
the administrative regulation or requested.

in writing.

by the

Cabinet detailing the status of remedial action at the facility.
including site check. site investigation. corrective action plans.
quarterly reports. closure assessment reports. site classification
documents

and

any

correspondence

with

the

Cabinet

addressing

remedial measures or regulatory requirements pertaining to the
-~

facility.
Failure to submit the documents to the Commission in three
consecutive calendar quarters shall result in the disallowance of
ten

(10%)

percent of the remaining reimbursable costs and no

additional obligation shall be made.
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section 3.

This section provides that an owner or

Contracts.

operator shall obtain a contract from one (1) certified contractor
to be eligible for reimbursement or payment from the Fund.

The

contract [sis prepesals] $hall be obtained prior to commencing the
activi ty except emergency response measures as directed by the
Cabinet.
section ,.

Payment.

This section provides that requests for

payments under an assistance agreement may be submitted thirty (30)
[siKey

(69)]

days

following

initiation of corrective action.

Subsequent requests for payment may be made at thirty (30) [siKey

T6-9t] intervals thereafter, if the payment request exceeds One
Thousand Dollars

($1«

000),

until completion of the authorized

activities.
section 8.

Eligible Costs.

This section allows the following

costs to be recovered by way of example:
1.

[Reme¥al, ereaemeHe, aHs sispesal et peereleHm presaoes

trem peereleem seerage eaHJE syseems, lilf\:liss, aHS seils];
2.

Necessary

monitoring

of

the

environment

performed

pursuant to the written direction of theJCabinet or in compliance
with the administrative reguiations of the Cabinet;
3.

Necessary laboratory services to analyze samples taken as

part of the site check, site investigation, corrective action, or
maintenance of the corrective action system where a release has
occurred at the facility or at the written direction of the
Cabinet; and
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4.

The

costs

of

implementation

of

corrective

action

technologies such as soil venting or bioremediation, and groundwater treatment systems, if accepted [apprsged] by the Cabinet for
the facility.
The following costs are some of the examples of what shall not
be eligible for payment or reimbursement from the FUnd:
1.

Attorney's fees related to;
(a)

Any judicial or administrative litigation;

(b)

Consultation on regulatory regulations;

(c)

Consultation on Petroleum storage Tank Environmental

Assurance Fund regulations;
(d)

Preparation or submittal of Commission documenta-

(e)

Any other services determined by the Commission not

tion; and

to be integral to the performance of corrective action;
Payment from the Fund shall only be made for the costs of
corrective

action

required

by

the

Cabinet's

administrative

regulations or at written direction of the Cabinet and shall not be
made for costs to upgrade the facility.
415 EAR 1:120.
section 1.

Bearings.
Requests for Reconsideration or Bearing.

person not previously heard in connection with the determination of
the Commission or the Executive Director denying eligibility for
participation in the Fund or payment of a claim who considers
himself aggrieved by such determination may request in writing that
the determination be "reconsidered."
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The right to request a

reconsideration of the determination shall be limited to a period
of thirty (30) days after the applicant has had actual notice of
the Commission's action.

The Commission staff shall evaluate the

documents

and other competent evidence after receipt

of the

request.

If the reconsideration by the Commission staff or the

Commission fails to resolve the applicant's concerns. the applicant
may request a hearing on the determination.
Any person not previously heard

in connection with the

determination of.the Commission or the Executive Director denying
eligibility for participation in the Fund or payment of the claim.
who considers himself aggrieved by such final determination may
request in writinq that a hearinq be conducted by the Commission.
Reconsideration is not required prior to requesting a hearing
nor shall a request for reconsideration prejudice the right of a
party to seek a hearing. except as specifically set out in this
administrative regulation.
Upon receipt of notice of hearing. by the Hearing Officer.
summons shall issue upon petition directing the Commission to send
all pertinent portions of the Commission file related to the
determination before the Hearing Officer. properly bound to the
clerk of the administrative hearing office after certifying that
such record is the total content of Commission file documents
pertaining to the Commission before the Hearing Officer and that
said record is the basis for the Commission's determination.

The

Hearing

the

Officer

shall

review the

Commission's determination.
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Commission

record

and

section 3.

Documentary avidence.

Documentary evidence which

is existing or obtained by any party during the time a claim is
pending before

the

Commission.

and

is

not

submitted

to

the

Commission. by such party. prior to the determination or reconsideration by the Commission shall not be admitted into the hearing
record in the absence of extraordinary circumstances. unless by
agreement of the parties.
section 5.

Administrative Bearinq Procedure.

The Hearing

Officer shall within thirty (30) days of the closing of the hearing
record, make a report and a recommended order to the Commission.
The recommended order shall contain the appropriate findings of
fact and conclusions of law.

If the Commission finds upon written

request of the Hearing Officer that additional time is needed, then
the Commission may grant a reasonable extension.

The Hearing

Officer shall serve a copy of his report and recommended order upon
all parties.

The parties may file within fourteen (14) days of

service of the Hearing Officer's report and recommended order
exceptions to the recommended order.

The Commission may remand the

matter to the Hearing Officer for further deliberation, adopt the
report and recommended order of the Hearing Officer, or refuse to
adopt the report and recommended order of the Hearing Officer and
issue its own written order based on
afts reeommeftses orser].

t~e

record as a whole

[re~ort

Any person aggrieved by a final order of

the Commission may have recourse to the Franklin Circuit Court
[eoart's jarissietioft).
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SECTION C(b)

BACKGROUND

The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 to the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. §§6901 et
seq. (RCRA) , added Subtitle I creating a new and comprehensive
program for the regulation of underground storage tanks.
To
implement the provisions of Subtitle I of RCRA in Kentucky, the
1986 Kentucky General Assembly enacted KRS 224.60-105 (formerly KRS
224.814) .
Federal regulations to implement the provisions of Subtitle I
became effective on December 22, 1988, and are codified as 40
C.F.R. Part 280.
The federal regulations govern all aspects of
constructing and operating underground storage tanks, including
establishing specific standards for the operation of existing
underground storage tank systems, upgraded standards for the
construction of new underground storage tank systems, general
operating requirements, release detection, and corrective action.
Key provisions of the regulations include the duty to register all
existing underground storage tanks that have been in operation at
any time since January I, 1974, even if the underground storage
tanks are currently out of operation; provide for corrosion
protection and release detection for all currently operating
underground storage tanks; and, site checks, site investigations,
and corrective action in the event of a suspected or actual release
of a regulated substance from an underground storage tank.
Closure requirements only apply to underground storage tanks
in operation on or after December 22, 1988, and taken out of
operation after that date. See 40 CFR 280.73. Tanks taken out of
operation prior to December 22, 1988 are only required to close
under the new standards if the tanks are voluntarily removed or the
owner or operator is directed to do so by the Cabinet due to a
possible threat to human health or the environment.
To implement the provisions of KRS 224.60-105, the Kentucky
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet ("Cabinet")
adopted regulations to provide for state implementation of the
federal underground storage tank program.
Those regulations are
codified at 401 KAR Chapter 42, and became effective December 19,
1990.
In their initial form, the state regulations simply
incorporated by reference the provisions of 40 CFR Part 280.
Pursuant to the provisions of 401 KAR Chapter 42, the
Underground Storage Tank Branch of the Kentucky Division of Waste
Management has required the performance of corrective action at
facilities where there has been a release from an underground
storage tank.
Because the vast majority of underground storage
tanks in Kentucky are used to contain petroleum products,
predominantly gasoline and diesel fuel, or petroleum products
associated with mechanical repairs to automobiles such waste oil,
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the primary
petroleum.

focus

of

enforcement

has

been

upon

releases

of

The original provisions of 401 KAR Chapter 42 did not
establish numeric standards for the performance of corrective
action due to a release of petroleum from an underground storage
tank. The only standard established was that the plan to perform
corrective action must provide "for adequate protection of human
health and the environment as determined by the implementing agency
II
40 CFR §280. 66 (a); 401 KAR 42: 060 (1990).
Although no
specific standards were established in the regulations, guidelines
for the performance of correction action and closure of underground
storage tanks were established by the Cabinet in July, 1991.
Analytical guidelines for gasoline and diesel fuel were
established at a detection limit of less than 1.0 part per million
(ppm), and 10 ppm for waste oil. Analytical guidelines for water
samples were established for gasoline and diesel fuel at less than
.005 milligrams per liter (5 ppb) and for waste oil at less than
.20 mg/l (200 ppb). If the release was of leaded gasoline or waste
oil, lead was required to be removed to background levels,
determined by taking five samples from an area unaffected by the
release and using the arithmetic mean. Despite the fact that these
analytical guidelines were only to establish the detection limit
for sampling, these were enforced as standards for cleanup.
In
order words, all soil contamination for gasoline constituents such
as benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene and xylene ("BTEX") and diesel
fuel, including polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons ("PAH"), were
required to be less than one ppm, with waste oil, measured as total
petroleum hydrocarbons ("TPH"), required to be less than 10 ppm.
Although pursuing this policy arguably violated the provisions of
KRS 13A.130(1) , the Underground Storage Tank Branch would refuse to
approve closures that would not meet these analytical ,guidelines as
a closure standard.
Significant concern arose over whether these stringent
requirements for cleanup of releases of petroleum from underground
storage tanks were necessary to accomplish the goal of adequate
protection of human health and the environment. The concern arose
from two different perspectives. On the one hand, application of
the standards in the July, 1991 guidelines required very expensive
cleanups, and actually prevented closure of some sites where small,
residual amounts of contamination remained under buildings, or in
other inaccessible locations, but posed little risk. On the other
hand, standards should not be set at levels where exposure to
residual contamination could pose a potential threat to human
health or the environment.
In an effort to balance these concerns, the 1992 Kentucky
General Assembly enacted the provisions of House Bill 647, Section
8, which became effective April 13, 1992.
1992 Kentucky Acts
Chapter 450, Section 8.
HB 647 has been codified as KRS 224.60-
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137.
The provisions of HB 647 directed the Kentucky Petroleum
Storage Tank Environmental Assurance Fund Commission to have a
study performed to identify appropriate standards for corrective
action for a release into the environment from a petroleum storage
tank.
The study is to address levels of contamination requiring
corrective action consistent with accepted,
scientific and
technical principles. The purpose was to have the study performed
by a person qualified in the areas of engineering, hydrogeology,
geology,
toxicology,
epidemiology,
biology,
public
health,
chemistry, and risk assessment. KRS 224.60-137(1). The Cabinet is
directed to adopt regulations consistent with the final study
report. KRS 224.60-137(3).
In 1992 the Commission contracted with the University of
Kentucky for performance of the study. A preliminary draft of the
study, only addressing gasoline constituents (BTEX), was made
available to the Commission in late 1993.
Based upon this preliminary study, the Division of Waste
Management adopted emergency regulations to implement some of the
recommendations of the University of Kentucky study.
These
regulations are codified as 401 KAR 42:060E, 42:070E, and 42:080E,
and became effective February 15, 1994.
CURRENT STANDARDS FOR
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK CLEANUP
The provisions of these three
significant for several reasons.

emergency

regulations

are

401 KAR 42: 060E continues to incorporate by reference the
provisions for corrective action contained in 40 CFR Part 280
Subpart F. However, the regulation also incorporates by reference
the following documents:
(a) "Underground Storage Tanks System Site Check Outline"
(January 1994); and,
(b) "Underground Storage Tanks System Site Investigation
Outline" (January 1994) .
Although a site check outline and site investigation outline
had been used by the Underground Storage Tank Branch since July
1991, this is the first adoption of outlines into a regulation.
This served to remove the claim that the prior July 1991 outlines
violated the provisions of KRS 13A.130.
401 KAR 42:070E continues to
adopt by reference the
requirements of 40 CFR Part 280 Subpart G. However, the emergency
regulation incorporated by reference the following documents:
(a) "Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline"
(January 1994) ;
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(b) "Notice of Intent to Permanently Close Underground
Storage Tank(s) Form", DEP Form 5025 (January 1994); and,
(c) "Closure Assessment Report Form", DEP Form 4058
(November 1990) .
Although a closure outline had been in effect as a guideline since
July 1991, this incorporation by reference into the regulation also
removed any claim of illegality that the July 1991 guidelines
violated the provisions of KRS 13A.130.
The most significant change was the adoption of 401 KAR
42:080E - Classification of Petroleum Underground Storage Tanks
Systems and Listing of Associated Cleanup Levels. This regulation
is a new regulation establishing a classification system for
underground storage tank systems based upon the recommendations of
the draft of the University of Kentucky's study.
The most
significant component is the adoption by reference of the
"Petroleum Underground Storage Tank System Facility Classification
Outline" (January 1994). This outline establishes five classes of
underground storage tanks, with differing cleanup standards applied
to each class of tanks.
A copy of the Facility Classification
Outline is attached.
The
applicable
standards
for
cleanup
are
controlled
principally by the proximity of the facility where the release has
occurred to an environmentally sensitive feature such as a surface
water body, wetland area, nature preserve, or other protected
ecological area. The standards differ depending upon proximity to
those features because of the potential threat to the environment,
and possible human exposure.
Class III of the Facility Classification Outline applies
predominantly to those sites at which there is no groundwater
contamination, and corrective action may be performed by the
removal of petroleum contaminated soils.
Whereas the prior
guideline was 1 ppm for soil contamination, these standards are
substantially greater for most gasoline constituents. Please refer
to Tables 1 and 2 at page 6 of the Facility Classification Outline.
In cases where groundwater contamination has occurred, a
matrix table has been established based upon the geologic
characteristics of the area of the release, and proximity to
environmentally sensitive features.
The Facility Classification Outline presents several issues
that are yet to be resolved.
One is the use of the "distance to
hydrogeologically down gradient property line" to determine which
standards for cleanup will be applied.
It is unclear why the
hydrogeologically down gradient property line should be used to
determine which standards are appropriate for protection of human
health and the environment. Since the statutory authority of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet is limited
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to the protection of human health and the environment, pursuant to
KRS 224.10-100(formerly KRS 224.033), and the Cabinet is not
delegated the authority to protect property values, the statutory
authority for use of a property line to determine applicable
cleanup standards is questionable.
Another issue is the levels established for uallowable soil
levels in excavated materials used for off site purposes." These
are set forth in Table 3 of the Facility Classification Outline, at
page 13. With the exception of the level for benzene, the levels
for toluene, ethyl benzene and xylene are less than the maximum
contaminant level allowed under the Federal Safe Drinking Water
Act for water.
Allowable concentrations for contamination of gasoline
constituents in ground water are also established in the Facility
Classification Outline.
See Groundwater Tables I and II at page
16.
The Groundwater Table II applies the maximum contaminant
levels for gasoline constituents established under the Safe
Drinking Water Act.
Groundwater Table I allowable levels are
higher for those areas where ground water contamination is not in
a drinking water source, and a public water supply is available.
The issue is that the allowable concentrations for groundwater
contamination are in many instances less stringent than the
allowable levels for soils in the Matrix Tables:
Since
concentrations in soil are typically allowed to be higher than
concentrations in water to be protective of human health and
environment, this is an inconsistency that needs to be resolved.
General problems with the provisions of the emergency
regulations, 401 KAR 42: 060E through 42: 080E, are a failure to
establish levels for cleanup of releases of diesel fuels (PAHs),
waste oil, and lead.
The analytical guidelines originally
established in the July 1991 guidelines are still being applied by
the Underground Storage Tank Branch for cleanup of those petroleum
products.
Despite the limitation on the effective life of emergency
regulations established in KRS 13A.190, these emergency regulations
remain in effect at the present time due to the enactment of House
Bill 481 by the 1994 Kentucky General Assembly.
KRS 224.60137 (5) (1994) .
FUTURE CHANGES
r

C

Due to the failure of the University of Kentucky to complete
its study of acceptable levels of petroleum contamination prior to
the 1994 Kentucky General Assembly Session, and in response to
concerns raised regarding the emergency regulations adopted by the
Division of Waste Management, the 1994 Kentucky General Assembly
enacted the provisions of House Bill 481, 1994 Kentucky Acts
Chapter 419, Section 2. HB 481 amended KRS 224.60-137 to further
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delineate the intended purpose of the study, to more specifically
require the Cabinet to incorporate the provisions of the study into
its regulations (except as necessary to comply with federal law),
and to establish a procedure to resolve disputes between the
University of Kentucky and the Natural Resources of Environmental
Protection Cabinet concerning the final study report.
Despite the enactment of HB 481, the University of Kentucky
has yet to complete its study of petroleum contamination and
acceptable levels of cleanup. Draft reports of the study proposing
standards for PARs, waste oil and lead have been made available.
A final draft of the study may be available by the end of this
month.
Of particular interest is the provision of KRS 224.60-137(1)
(House Bill 481 Section 2 (1)) that specifically requires the
standards
for
corrective
action
to
take
into
account
environmentally sensitive features, including surface waters,
wetlands, nature preserves, protected ecological areas, springs and
wells used for domestic water supply, and wellhead protection
areas.
No mention whatsoever is made of hydrogeologically down
gradient property lines.
Therefore, the continued use of
hydrogeologically down gradient property lines by the Cabinet to
determine appropriate cleanup standards for releases of petroleum
is of questionable legality.
In addition to the prior argument
that such use may exceed the statutory authority of the Cabinet,
such use appears to exceed the specifically delegated authority of
the provisions of KRS 224.60-137, as amended by House Bill 481 in
1994.
On December 15, 1994, the Division of Waste Management filed
a Notice of Intent to promulgate amendments to the underground
storage tank regulations. A public hearing has been held on those
regulations, and a Statement of Consideration in response to
comments received during the public hearing process was filed with
the Legislature Research Commission on March 17, 1995.
The
Division of Waste Management has not proceeded to file the
regulations for adoption with the Legislative Research Commission,
since the University of Kentucky study is not yet completed. This
is due to the requirement of KRS 224.60-137(3) that the Cabinet's
regulations are to incorporate the study being performed by the
University of Kentucky. Since this study is not yet complete, the
Cabinet cannot incorporate the study into the proposed regulations.
The Statement of Consideration prepared in response to the
proposed underground storage tank administrative regulations filed
on March 17, 1995 consists of 101 pages of comments and responses.
The document does not enlighten the reader as to the intent of the
Kentucky Division of Waste Management of the prospective form of
the underground storage tank regulations.
The predominant
responses by the Division are that the issues will be taken under
consideration for possible future revision, or that the University
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of Kentucky study has not yet been completed. Despite the failure
to clarify the intent of the proposed regulations in the Statement
of Consideration, the Division of Waste Management has indicated by
the form of theproposed regulations that the Division will address
a number of issues concerning the program.
The proposed regulations have several advantages. Checklists,
standard formats, and specific guidelines are now provided for
performing site checks, site investigations and corrective actions.
This simplification should substantially decreases the amount of
review necessary to approve closure assessment reports and site
investigations,
and
allow
the
quicker
preparation
and
implementation of corrective action plans.
The proposed regulations also require all of these primary
documents to be signed by either a professional engineer or
professional geologist.
This gives the Division of Waste
Management a greater degree of assurance that it may rely upon the
information that is submitted, since these persons are subject to
professional sanctions in the event that the information is
determined to be erroneous or false.
The sampling and monitoring for releases of waste oil will be
for PAHs, rather than the TPH analysis previously used. The prior
sampling methodology for total petroleum hydrocarbons had the
disadvantage of detecting any hydrocarbon that might be present,
regardless of whether it was associated with the release of
petroleum.
No longer will it be necessary to conduct further
remediation due to a detection of naturally hydrocarbons, or
hydrocarbons resulting from decay of organic materials.
Problems with the proposed· regulations, however, must be
addressed. As currently drafted, there is a lack of consistency as
to which closure standards will be applied to which facilities.
The regulations appear to establish five separate classifications
of tanks for determining which closure requirements apply. These
are:
A.
Facilities taken out of service prior to December 22,
1988.
No corrective action is required at this facility, unless
the removal is undertaken voluntarily, or direction is given by the
cabinet that a site investigation is required under the authority
of 40 CFR Section 280.73;
B. Facilities taken out of service between December 22, 1988
and December 19,1990, the effective date of 410 KAR Chapter 42.
These facilities were taken out of service prior to the effective
date of any state regulations to implement the provisions of KRS
224.60-105;
C. Facilities taken out of service between December 19, 1990
and February 15, 1994. These sites have been subject to the July
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1991 guidelines of the Division of Waste Management. It is unclear
the extent to which the current standards will be made retroactive
to these closures. It appears to be the intent of the Division of
Waste Management that current standards will be made retroactive to
a limited extent to allow those sites that have low concentrations
of residual contamination to be closed without substantial
additional site investigation or corrective action;
D. Facilities taken out of service between February 15, 1994,
the effective date of the emergency regulations, and the effective
date of the proposed regulations. These sites are unquestionably
covered by the provisions of the emergency regulations. However,
those
regulations
only
establish
standards
for
gasoline
constituents.
It is unclear how the new standards to be
established for diesel fuel, waste oil, and lead in the proposed
regulations will be retroactively applied; and,
E.
Facilities for which corrective action will be required
following the effective date of the proposed regulations.
There is confusion in the outlines that are incorporated by
reference into the provisions of the proposed regulations. Those
outlines use different terms for concentrations of substances in
soils and water.
The terms used are reporting limit, detection
limit, and corrective action standard.
The three are not
interchangeable and do not have the same application. Corrective
action standards are established by the Tables contained in the
Facility Classification Outline.
The term detection limit should be limited to the applicable
limit for the methodology established by SW-846.
The detection
limit is frequently less than the applicable corrective standard.
The term reporting limit should not be used at all. Reporting
requirements for releases for petroleum are contained in KRS
224.01-400(11), and are based upon quantities, not concentration.
The use of term reporting level in the proposed regulations is
confusing,
and
potentially
conflicts
with
that
statutory
requirement.
The most significant issue relates to the proposed allowable
level for lead contamination in soils.
The difficulty with
establishing a level for lead is that it is a naturally occurring
substance, common in Kentucky soils.
Relying upon the study
"Background Levels of Heavy Metals in Some Kentucky Soils", A.D.
Karathanasis and A.K. Seta, University of Kentucky, College of
Agriculture (October, 1993), the University of Kentucky and the
Division of Waste Management have proposed to adopt the average
lead concentration in all Kentucky soil types of 25 parts per
million.
This approach is potentially in error for several
reasons.
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First, the allowable concentration of lead is being based upon
average naturally occurring levels of lead in soils, and not upon
a risk assessment of the potential threat to human health or the
environment.
Second, the average determined in the field can be
skewed due to naturally occurring levels.
As set forth in the
tables incorporated into the study, the concentrations of lead in
every soil type examined can exceed the 25 parts per million
standard. Use of a site specific average based upon five samples
is not sufficient to overcome this difficulty, since the samples
can potentially be in the strata which exceeds 25 parts per
million, but still represent naturally occurring levels.
The study identifies mean concentrations of lead in both the
surface soil and in all samples (surface and sub-soil).
In each a
standard deviation in excess of 13 parts per million was
identified, with the minimum detection being less than one to a
maximum of 65 parts per million for lead. The use of an arithmatic
mean for all soil samples to establish a clean up standard fails to
adequately take into account the variability of naturally occurring
levels in soils, and naturally occurring levels that maybe as high
as 62 parts per million.
At a minimum, the Division of Waste Management should consider
use of the mean plus the standard deviation to establish the
appropriate cleanup standard.
CONCLUSION
The status of cleanup standards for gasoline, diesel fuel,
waste oil and lead in Kentucky is in a state of flux.
Until the
study being performed by the University of Kentucky is completed,
and regulations incorporating the results of that study are
adopted, final standards will not be known.
For the moment, the Division of Waste Management is applying
the standards contained in the emergency regulations for gasoline
constituents to approve closures, and appears to be delaying a
final determination on closure for some diesel, waste oil and lead
releases until the new ,standards are adopted.
The proposed standard for lead of 25 parts per million is a
substantial improvement over the prior standard of 10 parts per
million, but the use of a strict arithmetic mean fails to
sufficiently take naturally occurring variability in account.
To be continued.
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APPENDIX 1

PETROLEUM UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
FACILITY CLASSIFICATIONOUTUNE

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION' CABINET .
DIVISION OF WASTE MANAGEMENT
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK BRANCH
14 REJLl YROAD
FRANKFORT. KENTUCKY 40601
(502) 564-6716

January 1994

The Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet does not discriminate on
the basis of race. color. national origin, sex, age, religion, or disability. Upon request,
the' c~binet provides reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and services
necessary to afford an individual with a disability an equal opportunity to participate in
all services, programs, and activities.
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PETROlEUM UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
FACIUTY CLASSIFICATION OUTLINE.
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Division of Wa~e Management
Underground Storage Tank Branch
14 Really· Road
Frankfort. Kentucky 40601
(502) 5~716

This document shall be used to categorize petroleum underground storage tank facilities into
one of five (5) classes based upon their potential impact to human health,. safety, and the
environment. Facilities shall b. classified by assessing site-specific conditions as documented
by a certified professional engine.r or geologist at the time of permanent closure.
Facilities with active systems shall also be classified if analytical results from a site check
request indi.ca~e that a release has occurred, or if a confirmed release has been reponed.
By answering questions in the Classification Guide (page 17) each facility will be moved into
a panicular class. Knowledge of site history and other site-specific information will be required
to answer some questions and further research on the pan of the owner/operator may be
necessary. In addition, answers to some of these questions will not be possible prior to the
removal of the tank(s). The Closure Classification Guide shaD be completed, signed, and
submitted with the Closure Assessment Report fonn (see Underground Storage Tank System
Closure Outline.)
For the purp.oses of

~his

outline:

Environmentally Sensitive Features shall include surface waters as defined in 401 KAR 5:026,
wetland areas, nature preserves, or any other protected ecological areas.
Groundwater shall refer to the water occurring in the zone of saturation beneath the water
table and perched water zones below the B soil horizon including water circulating through
fractures, bedding planes, or solution conduits.
.
.
Domestic Use WeD. Spring or Well Head Protection Area shall refer to a well, spring or well
head protection area currently used or potentially used by humans for personal or agricultural
purposes.
For terms not defined herein, the definitions in KRS Chapter 224 or 401 KAR 30:010 apply.
Closure. of underground storage tank facilities under this classification system will not
constit~te designation as a residual landfill.
If you have any questions, contact the Underground Storage Tank Branch at (502) 564-6716.
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.ClASS I ClOSURE (SMALL TANKS'
Thi8 c.... m.y Includ••m.11 tank .ystem. which have been permanently clo.ed by r.moval.
Fecilities I*fonning . . . . . in place .shall not be allowed. c:Iosww' WIder tis class. Th.

Inform.tion .ubmitted sh.11 b. documented by a regi~.red profe.sional engin•• r or geologi.t
and sh.n v.rify an of the following crit.ria:
. .
C.)
Thr.. tank. or fewer .re pre••nt.t the f.cilitY with. total cap.city of less th.n 6000
g.lIon•.
Ib)
T.nk(.) were taken' out of .ervice .nd e~pty prior to December 22, 1988. An
underground atorage tank Is con.id.red empty when (.. de.crib.d in F.d.ral
Regul.~on 40 CFR Subp." G 280.70, e) eU mat.riell h.v. b••n r.mov.d using
commonly employed practice. 10 th.t no more th.n 2.6 centimet.,. (on. Inch) of
re.idu., or 0.3 p.rc.nt by w.ight of the total capacity of the UST .yst.m, r.m.in in
the -vat.m.
Cc)
No dom.stic us. w.lls, .prings or w.1I h.ed prot.ction .r.a••re located within. 100
m.ter (328 f..t) radlu. from the tank pit.
Cd)
No environm.nt.lly senlitiv. f••tur.1 .r. located within II 100 m.t.r (328 f••t) radius
from the tank pit, or aU environm.ntally .ensitive f••
within 100 m.t.,. .r.
sufflci.ntfy d.t.rmin.d to b. hydrogeologicaUy up-gradt.nt from the tank pit.
(.)
No .vid.nc. of • rei•••• i. obs.rv.d In th~ .xcav.tlon or .xcavat.d materi.ls (fum •• ,
odors, fr.. product .tc.). Th. t.rm -.xcav.tion- ref.rs to the pit end .tr.nch(•• )
r.sulting from the r.m.oval of the tank(s', piping, and the backfill mat.rial only. Wh.n
n.tiv. soils .r••ncount.red, .xc.v.tion activiti.s shall c.... In ord.r to obs.rv. the
.xcav.tion.
(f,
In.p.ct .ny w.t.r .nco~nt.red in the .xcav.tion for .vid.nc. of • r.I.... (.g. s~.en
on w.ter .urf.c.). If .ny .vid.nc. of. pot.nti.1 r.I•••• I. obs.rved, a d.t.rmin.ti~n
ahaU be m.d••s to whether the w.ter .ncounterad Is groundwater. If the w.t.r la
d.t.rmin.d to b. groundw.t.r, the w~t.r ah.1I be ..mpled .nd analyz.d. If an.ly.is
indicates th.t th.l.v.l. in this groundwlt.r .r. above those .p.cifi.d in T.bl. 2 of the
Groundw.t.r Worksh ••t (p.g. 16), proceed to CI ••s V Closur•. If.n.lysis of the
groundw.t.r In the pit indic.t•• l.v.ls below those sp.cifi.d within the Groundw.ter
Worksheet, or if wat.r in the pit is d.t.rmin.d not to b. groundw.ter, the pit wat.;
shan b. dispos.d of prop.rly.
(g)
No .vid.nc. of. rel ••s. i. ob•• rv.d within I 160 m.t.r (492 fe.t) r.diu. of the t.nk
pit.

tur..

ACTION:
Th. d.t. shan b.' coll.ct.d .nd submitt.d, including photos of ·th. .xcavation, which
d.monstrat. th.t the .bov. crit.ri•• r. ·m.t, .nd if d.t.rmin.d to be 10, the .it. m.y b. clo••d
without funher ....ssm.nt (••• not. below'.
If .vid.nc. of •. r.I•••• I. ob•• rved in the .xcav.t.d materi.l~ the f.cility .h.11 not clo•• und.r
CI.ss I unl.ss I.bor.tory .n.lysis indic.t.s
I.v.ls b.low tho.•• sp.cified in T.bl. 3 (p.g. 13).
.
If no evidence of • r.I.... is ob.erv.d or if I.boratory .n.lysi. of the .xc.v.ted m.teri.1
indicates levels below those specified in Tabl. 3, the .xcavlt.d material may:
1.
b. used as backfill for the on-.ite UST pit: or
2.
. be disposed of at a permitted landfill or I.ndfarm: or
3.
"be treated on or off site through Registered Permit-Bv-Rule r.quirements of the Solid
Waste Branch.
.
If the excavated material is to be used for anvother off-site purpos., it shall be sampled and
analyzed to the levels specified in Table 3 (page 13). If analysis indicates I.vels above Table
4, the excavated material shall b. disposed of properlV.
NOTE:

For information cOh.alling . .clitio.... ~ cIoc:umwltatiUIi.
St..age T.nk System Closura Outline.
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CLASS n CALL TANKS)
This class includes an underground storage tank systems which have had acceptable external
leak detection devices (a. specified in 40 CFR Subpart D 280.43. e.f.g) in operation for the
life of the system. This includes vapor .. monitoring. groundwater monitoring. interstitial
.monitoring or secondary barriers. This class shan include only facilities performing permanent
closure by removal of the tanks. Facilities performing closure in place ...... not be anowed
closure in 1his class. The information submitted 'shall be documented by a registered
professional engineer or geologist and shall verify all of the following criteria:
'a)
(b)
(c)

The eXtemalleak detection methods have been i" operation for the life of the system.
No leaks or releases have been detected over the life of the system.
No evidence of a release is observed in the excavation (fumes. odors. holes in tanks
or piping. sheen on pit water. free product etc.) after backfill material has been
removed. The term -excavation- refers to the pit and trenchCes) resulting from the
removal of the tank(s). piping. and the backfill material only. When native soils are
encountered. excavation activities shall cease in order to observe the excavation.

ACTION:

The data shall be conected and submitted. including photos of the excavation. which
demonstrate that the above criteria are met. and if determined to be so. the site may be closed
(see note below).
Excavated Material: (No evidence of a release observed)
1•
2.

Excavated material may be used as backfill for the on-site UST pit if no evidence of
contamination is observed in the excavated material.
If excavated material is to be used for any off-site purpose. it shall be sampled and
analyzed to the levels specified in Table 3 (page 13). If analysis indicates levels above
those specified in Table 3. the excavated' material·shall be disposed of properly.

Excavated Material: (With evidence of a release observed)
1.
2.
3.

NOTE:

Excavated material may ~e disposed of at a permitted landfill or landfarm.
Excavated material may be treated on or off site through Registered Permit-By~Rule
requirements of the Solid Waste Branch.
If excavated material is to be used on site or for any other off-site purpose. it shall be
sampled and analyzed to the levels specified in Table 3 (page 13). If analysis indicates
levels above those specified in Table 3. the excavated material shall be disposed of
properly.

For infonnation concerning additional dosure docunentltion. refer to the
Storage T~k System CloSure Outline.
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1994 Underground

CI ASS W CALL TANKS)
Thia cia.. hal no size specification. and may include sit.. , with or without .videnc. of •
...1•••• in the .xcav.tion, which do not m"t the requirem.nts of CIa•• lor Class II.' Th.
Inform.tion .ubmitted sh.1I be docum.nted by • certified prof...ion.~ engin"r or geologist
and sh.U ~erify all of the following criteria:

Ca)
(b)
(c'

(d)

(a)

Any fr.. product .ncount.red .hall be r.covared imm.diataly.
No domestic us. w.II., .prings or well haad protection 'areas ara located within. 100
m.ter (328 feet) radius from the tank pit.
No environmentally .ensitiv. featuras .re locat.d within a 50 mater (164 feet) radius
from th. tank pit, or aU .nvironm,ntally sensitive features within 50 meters are,
sufficiently documented to be hydrogeologically up-gradi.nt from the tank pit.
No vfaual evidence of a rel.a.e is ob••rved outsid. of the excavation, or fum.s
detected inside buDdings, within a 150 meter (492 f ..t) radius from the tank pit.
Monitoring indicate. that und.rground utility conduits have not been affected by a
'~I.a...

AcnON:
The d.ta shall be collected and submitt.d to demonstrate that the above criteria have been
m.t. If all of the above criteria have been met, ,efer to Table 1 or Table 2 (page 6) for
allowabl. concentration levels that 'may' r.m.in in the .Oil for closure. Th. following criteria
sh.1I be used to determine which table i. applicabl.:

TABLE 1
Tabla 1 shaU be used if JDX of the following ar. prHent:

•
•
•
•

•
•

The f.cility is located within a carbonat. bedrock setting a. determined through
geologic qu.dr.ngl. map analysis. (Se. page 7 for a detailed description of this
. setting.)
.
Oomestic use wells, springs or well head protection are.. are located within a 100 to
300 meter radius from the tank pit.
.
Environmentally sensitive features are located within a 50 to 150 meter radius from the
tank pit and are hydrogeoiogically downgradi.nt from the tank pit.
Groundwater is encountered in the tank pit excavation, or borings as required for
closure in placa, with analysis indicating acceptable levels as specified in the
Groundwater Worksheet (page 15).
Groundwater is not encountered in the tank pit excavation, or borings as required for
closure in place, and documentation has Il2! been submitted to demonstrate that
groundwater i. at a depth of more than 30 fMt from the .urface ••
Underground utility conduits are present on site which may enhance product migration
from the site.

If groundwater is encountered in the tank pit excavation, or borings as required for closure in
place, and analysis indicates levels above the acceptable limits specified in the Groundwater
Work~heet, proceed to Class V closure.

Excavation activities m.y continue on site to meet Table 1 levels. If analysis of soil s.mples
collected from the tank pit excavation are above those spf!cified in Table 1 once a property
line is ·reached. proceed to Class IV closure.

(Class III contin,ued on next page)
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TABLE 2
Table 2 may be used If III of the following are established:
•
Domestic use wells, springs or well head protection areas are located beyond a 300
meter radius from the tank pit.
•
Environmentally sensitive features are located beyond a 150 meter radius from the tank
pit or· are hydrogeologically upgradient from the tank pit.
.
•
Site-specific information is submitted to demonstrate" that groundwater is at a depth
of more than 30 feet from the surface.
Excavation activities may continue on site to meet Table 2 levels. If analysis of soil samples
·collected from ·the tank pit excavation indicates levels above those specified in Table 2 once
a property line is reached, proceed to Class IV closure.

In order for any facaUty to close under Table 2 in Class III. analysis of soil samples collected
from the tank pit excavation. or borings as required for closure in place. must indicate Jevels
below those specified in Table 2. In addition. Amples shan be collected at the nearest
hydrogeoiogicaUy downgradient property line from the tank ·pit. TIvee soil borings shaD be
COnducted to a depth of 15 feet from the 8Urlace or to the soa11bedrock interface if
encounter~ less than 15 feet from the surface. Soil exhibiting the highest field
instrumentation reading from each boring. shaD be analyzed incfrvidually to the standards
specified in Table 1. If groundwater is enc~ered in the borings. it shan be sampled and
analyzed to appropriate levels specified in the Groundwater Worksheet (page 15). H a~alysis
indicates levels below those specified in Table 1 for soil and acceptable levels for
groundwater. as specified in the Groundwater Worksheet. the site may be closed. If analysis
indicates levels above those specified in Table 1 for sol1. proceed to Class IV closure.. If
analysis indicates levels above those specified for groundwater in the-Gro&mdwater Worksheet.
proceed to Class V closure.

•

•

•

Soil, groundwater, and pit water sampling shall be performed as specified in the Janu~ry 1994
Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline.
If allowable levels of soil, as specified" in the applicable table, are present in the walls and
bottom of the excavation, and groundwater has not been encountered within the excavation,
an assessment shall be made to a depth of one meter below the bottom of the excavation to
.confirm the absence of groundwater. If groundwater is encountered within this boring, it shall
be sampled and analyzed to the applicable levels as specified in the Groundwater Worksheet.
If analysis indicates levels above those applied within the Groundwater Worksheet, proceed
to Class V closure.
Water encountered in the tank pit excavation from a source other than groundwater shall be
recovered and disposed of properly. If possible, preventive measures shall be taken to reduce
the amount of water entering the excavation frpm the surface.

A hydrogeologically downgradient groundwater sample shall be collected and analyzed if the
coll~ction of a composite soil sample from the bottom of the pit or from borings at the required
depth for closure in place is not possible due to the presence of bedrock.
Proceed to Class IV closure if analysis indicates levels above those specified in Table 1 or 2
(page 6) for soil. or Class V closure if analysis indicates leveis above those specified in the
Groundwater Worksheet (page 15) for hydrogeologically downgradient groundwater .. 1f the
facility is moved into Class V based on levels above those specified in the Groundwater
Worksheet for hydrogeologically downgradient groundwater, the soil levels specified in the
appropriate table in Class III shall be met.
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Exc.wted Material:

1.

·2.

3.
4.

Excavated material may be used .. backfiU for the 0IHite UST pit 'n analysis indicates
levell below tho.e specified in the applicabl. table'(Table 1 Or Table 2). If thia option
.. cha .... a Iayw of ..... material shall be pieced in the excavation 10 a minimum
depth of three feet from 1M ground aurfRe.
,
Excavated material may be' disposed of at a permitted landfill or landfarm.
Excavated material may be treated on or off site through Registered Permit-By-Rule
requirements of the Solid Waste Branch.
If excavated material is to be used for any other off..ite purpose. it shall be umpled'
and..,.lyzed to'the leve.. Ipecified in Table '3 (page 13). If analysis indicate. levels
above tho.esPecified in Table 3 the excavated materiel lhan be dilpoled of properly.

TABLE 1

BTEX;
BENZENE
.TOLUENE
ETHYLBENZENE
XYLENE (TOTAL)

2 PPM
22 PPM

56 PPM
20 PPM

TABLE 2
BTEX:
BENZENE
TOLUENE
ETHYLBENZENE
XYLENE (TOTAL)

20 PPM
230 PPM
550 PPM
200 PPM

BTEX:

Benzene, Toluene. Ethylbanzene, and (total) Xylene

NOTE:

Ref.. to the Groundwater Worksheet (page 15) for aDowabie levels in
groundwat...

NOTE:

Far infonn.mon caucaming .scitionIiI c:IOSUN doc:umentadon. 1Wf_ to ... J.-...y 1994 Undeigwaund
Stor.ge T. . SysWn Closure Oudine.
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CI A$S IV CLOSURE (AU TANKS)

r
,

This class has no size specifications and includes sites which do not meet the requirements·
of Classes I, II or Ill. The following procedures shall be documented by a certified profession~l
engineer or geologist and are required to determine the allowabl.concentration levels that may
remain in the soil for closure.
ACTION:
(a)
Any free product encountered shall be recovered immediately.
(b)
Soil type shall be determined according to grain size. The soil samples to be analyzed
for grain size shall be collected from the bottom of the pit, with three samples collected
on the _longest straight line that can be drawn diagonally across the pit: take one
sample at each end and one in the middle of the line. (Facilities performing closure in
place shall collect samples from the bottom of three of the borings required.) Each of
these samples must be classified individually according to ASTM Designation: D 42263 (Reapproved 1990) Standard Test Method For Particle-Size Analysis Of Soils. The
aoil type will be defined by the 50 percent value (050) as plotted on a grain size
distribution curve (a semi-logarithmic plot) with weight percent finer plotted on the
arithmetic scale and the grain sizes plotted on the semi-logarithmic scale. If two or
more of the three soils analyzed fall into one soil type, that will be'the soil type for the
. class. If the soil types are all different, the sand size will be used as the soil type for
the site.
.
Cc)
Depth to groundwater determination is made through the site characterization process.
The depth of the initial groundwater encountered in the subsurface shall be determined.
All groundwater encountered shall be sampled and analyzed to the levels· specified in
the Groundwater Worksheet (page 15). Water encountered in the excavation from a
aource other than groundwater shall be recovered and disposed of properly. If possible,
preventive measures shall be taken to reduce the amount of water entering the
excavation from the surface.
Cd)
Determine the distance to the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient property line
from the tank pit.
(e)
Locate any envir~nmentally sensitive features within a 300 meter (984 feet) radius of
the tank pit.
(f)
Locate all domestic use wells, springs or well head protection areas within a 300 meter
(984 feet) radius of the tank pit.
(g)
Investigate and document any evidence of fumes or petroleum odors in adjacent
buildings within a 150 meter radius of the tank pit.
SELECTION OF A MATRJX TABLE
Matrix tables for each geologic setting will indicate the soil levels that may remain at each
facility for closure.The geologic setting of the site must be determined by locating the facility
on a 7.5 Minute USGS Geological Quadrangle map in order to select one of the three matrix
tables (see pages 10, 11, and 12). A description for the geology at the site is in the legend
where a geologic column for the quadrangle and a det~i1ed description of the formations is
presented. The following is a description of the geologic formations included within each
Matrix Table.
MATRIX TABLE I
CARBONATE BEDROCK SETTINGS
These areas are underlain. by carbonate rocks including limestone, dolomite, interbedded
limestone and shale, or interbedded dolomite and shale. Carbonate rocks will be shown on the
7.5 Minute USGS Geologic Quadrangle Map as geologic formations composed of limestone
or dolomite.
"
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MATRIX TABLE II
AllUVIUM
The.e area. are undertain by depoaits of auatemary Alluvium found predominantly in the
valleys along major streams (third ord,er or greater). Thi. setting shall include .ediments of
Jacustrine deposition or .ediments derived from other glacial processes.
FRACTURED SHALES
The.e area. are undertain by thick Nctions of fractured shale and include the Devonian and
Lower Mississippian .hale. a. well a. other area. of the state where .hale I. the predominant
bedrock material.

FRACTURED SANDSTONE AND SHALE (Eastern Coal Field)
Th..e area. are undertain by altemating units of sandstone, siltstone, ahale, limestone, coal,
and clay. These depo.its are mapped on the Geological auadrangle maps a. predominantly
Pennsylvanian In age and occur In the Eastem Coal Field Physiographic Region of the .tate.

MATRIX TABLE III
GULF COASTAL PLAIN SEDIMENTS
The.e area. are underlain by .ediments of Cretaceous and Tertiary Age and are commonly
overtain by Pleistocene loess. Thi. geologic setting is found mainly in the Jackson Purchase
Physiographic Region of westem Kentucky. Note: Quaternary ADuviaI deposits located within
the Jackson Purchase Physiographic Region are not consider.d Gulf Coastal Plain Sediments
and shaD be refened to MATRIX II.
FRACTURED SANDSTONE AND SHALE (Westem Coal Field)
These areas ar. \.Inderlain by alternating units of sandstone, siltstone, shale, limestone, coal.
and clay. These deposits are mapped on the Geological Quadrangle maps as predominantly
Pennsylvanian in age and occur in the Western Coal Field Physiographic Region of the state.

NOTE:

Any facility encountering underground utility conduits which have been affected
by contamination from the underground storage tank. on site shall be placed
into Matrix Table 10

Once the facility has been placed into the appropriate Matrix Table, the applicable level will
be based on all of the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

. depth to groundwater:
distance to the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient property line from the tank pit;
distance to domestic use wells, springs or well head protection areas if less than the
distance to the nf!arest hydrogeologically downgradient property line:
distance to hydrogeologicaliy downgradient environmentally sensitive features if less
than the distance to the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient propeny line; and
soil type present at the facility {sand. silt. or clay).
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Environmentally sensitive features within 300 meters will not dictate the allowable level in this
efass if sufficient documentation is submitted to indicate that the feature is hy~rogeologically
upgradient from. the tank pit.
.
Depth to groundwater shall be determined by the following:
1.
2.
3.

assessment of existing monitoring devices on site: or
performance of a site-specific investigation (e.g •. drilling to groundwater, .etc.) to
determine depth to groundwater: or
a visual examination of the tank pit - if existing monitoring devices are not present on
site for an actual determination to be made as to the dep~ of groundwater or to avoid
a site-specific investigation. e.g. drilling until groundwater is encountered. etc. If
groundwater is. encountered within the tank' pit excavation. or borings as required for
closure In place. the 4.& Meter (Matrix table n or the 5.& Meter (Matrix Table II or III)
depth to groundwater levels shall be used within the appropriate Matrix Table. If
groundwater is not present within the tank pit excavation. or borings as required for
closure in place. it will be assumed that the groundwater depth is between 4.5 meters
and 10.& meters. In this situation. the 10.& Meter depth to groundwater levels shall be
used within the appropriate Matrix Table. I~ order to substantiate the use of a depth
of more than 10.5 meters. a site-specific determination must be made as to the depth
of groundwater.

•

•

•

Soil. groundwater. and pit water sampling shall be performed as specified in the January 1994
.Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline.
.
Proceed to Class V closure if soil analysis indicates levels above those specified in the
appropriate Matrix Table. or if analysis of encountered groundwater indicates levels above
those specified in the Groundwater Worksheet. . .
If allowable soil levels. as specified in the applicable Matrix Table. are present in the walls and
bottom of the excavation. and groundwater has not been encountered within the excavation,
an assessment shall be made to a depth of. one meter below the bottom of the excavation to
confirm the absence of groundwater. If groundwater is· encountered within this boring, it shall
be sampled and analyzed to the applicable levels as specified in the Groundwater Worksheet.
If analysis indicates levels above those applied within the Groundwater Worksheet. pro.ceed
to Class V closure.
A hydrogeologically downgradient groundwater sample shall be collected and analyzed if the
collection of a composite soil sample from the bottom of the pit or from borings at the required
depth for closure in place is not possible due to the presence of bedrock.
Excavated Material:
1.
Excavated material may be used as backfill for the on-site UST pit if analysis indicates
that th.e levels specified in Matrix Table I, II, or III for that.site have been met. If this
option is chosen, a layer of' clean material shall ·be placed in the excavation to a
minimum depth of three feet from the ground surface.
2.
. Excavated material may be disposed of at a permitted landfill or landfarm.
3.
Excavated material may be treated on or off site through Registered Permit-By-Rule
requirements of the Solid Waste Branch.
4.
If excavated material is to be used for any oth~r off-sit~ purpose, it shall be sampled
and analyzed to the levels specified in Table 3 (page 13). If analysis indicates ievels
above Ta~le 3, the excavated material shall be disposed of properly.
NOTE:

For infonnation concerning .cIdi1ional· dosur. ~tation. refer to the JanUary '994 Storage Tank
System Clo. .,. Ou1iine.
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CLAY

SILT

SAND

:'111

SOil TYPE

4.6
6.6
7.6
10.6

4.6
5.6
7.6
10.6

4.6
6.6
7.6
10.6 '

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
(METERS,

BaIELXjCPPM,

BIT/E/X :CPPM,

0.66120012001166

BaIE/XjIPPM.

BIT/E/X ;CPPM,

300 METERS

0.36/9611201100

' BlTIE/Xi(PPM,
0.086/16/30118
0.20/40/60136
0.30/70/90/80
1.0/210/400/200

BalE/X iCPPM,

0.066116130/18

PIT/E/X:CPPM,
0.066116/30118
0.20140160136
0.30170190160
1.0121014001200

1.0/210/4001200

0.20140160136
0.30170190160

r

1

0.701186/2101160

0.3619611201100
0.70116612101160

0.26140170/60

0.066116/3011,8
0.26140110160

0.066116/30118

BalElXi(PPM,

0.086116130118
0.26180190166
0.44112011401106
0.861200/2001166

Ba/ElXjCPPM,

>

0.065116/30118
0.25140170150
0.3619511201100
0.701165/2101160

0.4'41120/1401106

0.26160190166

0.065116130118
0.26160190166
0.44112011401106
0.661200/2001166
0.066/16130/18

100 - 300 METERS

o - 100 METERS

DISTANCE TO HYDROGEOLOGICALLY DOWNGRADIENT PROPERTY LINE,
. DOMESTIC USE WELL, SPRING OR WELL HEAD PROTECTION AREA, OR
ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE FEATURE

MATRIX TABLE I

o

""'
C"'

Co:)

t-.:)

'-'

5.5
7.6
10.5
13.5
23.5

5.5
7.5
"10.5
'.
13.5
23.5

5.5
7.5
10.5
. 13.6
23.5

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
(METERS'

BIT/E/X :(PPM,
7.0/230/650/200
20/230/550/200
20/230/650/200
. 20/230/660/200
20/230/550/200

BIT IE/X :(PPM,
0.18/45/40/200
20/230/550/200
20/230/550/200
20/230/550/200
20/230/550/200

1.4/170/560/200 .
10/230/550/200
20123015501200
20/230/550/200
20/230/550/200

Brr/E/X :(PPM,

BIT IE/X :(PPM,
0'.035/2.0/4.0/40
0.30/40/25/200
6.0/230/180/200
7.0/2301550/200 "
20/230/550/200

0.040/180/450/200
1.0/230/550/200
2.01230/650/200
6.0/2301650/200
20/230/550/200

BIT/E/X :(PPM,

. B/T/E/X:(PPM,
0.01/2.0/2.0115
0.02517 .0/4.0/40
0.06/19/10/86
0:135140/20/190
1.25/230/215/200

100 - 300 METERS

o - 100 METERS

300 METERS

20/230/560/200
20/230/550/200
20/230/650/200
20/230/660/200
20/230/650/200

Brr/E/X:(PPM,

20123016501200
20/230/550/200
20/230/560/200
20/230/660/200
20/230/650/200

BrrlE{X :(PPIYI'

20/230/660/200
20123016601200
20123016601200
20123016501200
20/230/650/200'

Brr/E/x :(PPM,

>

DISTANCE TO HYDROG~OLOGICALL Y DOWN-GRADIENT PROPERTY LINE.
DOMESTIC USE WELL. SPRING OR WELL HEAD PROTECTION AREA. OR
ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE FEATURES

<~7-''''''"'''''1''"o/'1f~'¥f1''~~~~~*~'''~.~~-r-ITfF''''I_"''''''''')'''~~~.~'''''='';''''''~.'~-=--'_.-""~'_~!"i<""~"'=~l _ _''''

CLAY

SILT

SAND

SOIL TYPE

MATRIX TABLE II

I

I

o

CLAY

SILT

111

6.6
7.6
10.6 .
13.6
23.6

6.6
7.6
10.6
13.6
23.6

6.6
7.6
10.6
13.6
23.6

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
(METERS'

0.6110114/90
0.07/26120/170
0.14/40140/200
0.20/66160/200
8.0/2201220/200

BlJ/E/XilPPMI
0.03/80/10/80
0.06/18/16/100
0.20/66130/200
0.80/166/180/200
1.61230/476/200

0.007/1.2/1/10
0.01/3.0/2.0/20
0.0216.013.6130
0.03/8.0/6.0/46
1.0/26118/140-

BfT/E/X:IPPM,
0.008/0.70/0.36/7.0
0.00912.011.0/10
0.03/6.6/3.0/40
0.10/201101120
0.20/60/261200

T'

BlJ/E/XiIPPMI

BfT/E/Xi,PPM.

.

0.06/16/16/110
0.09/30126/170
0.13/60140/200
0.16166/60/200
0.30112011001200

BlJIE/X:CPPM.

BfT/E/X :IPPM.
0.007/1.6/1.6/10
0.01/3.6/2.0/20
0.02/8.0/3.0/30
0.025/8.0/4.0/40
0.05/14/8.0/76

100 • 300 METERS

o - 100 METERS

0.30n6/280/200
0.46/230/4761200
1.61230/660/200
4.6123016601200
10123016601200

BlJlE/XiIPPMI

0.36/130/360/200
'0.60/2301660/200
1.01230/660/200
1.61230/660/200
20123016601200

BlJlE/X ilPPMI

0.36/190/4761200
0.86/230/660/200
1.01230/660/200
1.31230/660/200 .
2.6/230/660/200

BIT(ElXiIPPM.

> 300 METERS

DISTANCE TO HYDROGEOLOGICALLY DOWN-GRADIENT PROPERTY LINE,
DOMESTIC USE WELL, SPRING OR WELL HEAD PROTECTION AREA. OR
, ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE FEATURES

~~~.--~,~~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I:\:)
~

'2
'--'

SAND

SOIL TYPE

MATRIX TABLE In

TABLE 3
ALLOWABLE SOIL LEVELS IN EXCAVATED MATERIALS
USED FOR OFF-SITE PURPOSES

BTEX:
B:
T:
E:

X:
BTEX:

0.006
0.7
0.35
7.0

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and (total) Xylene
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CLASS V CLOSURE CALL TANKS)

Thi. cia•• ha.· no .iz••p.cification••nd includ•••U sit•• which do not m••t the
requir.m.nts of CI..... I, II, III, or IV, or h.v••xc••ded the .lIowabl. I.v.ls sp.cifi.d
In the Groundwat.r Work.h••t.
. .
AcnON:

·Ca)

A sit. inv••tig.tion .h.11 be p.rform.d in .ccord.nc. with the r.quir.m.nts in
the Und.rground Storage T.nk Syst.m Si~.lnv.stigation Outlin. dat.d J.nuary
1994, to d.fin. the fuU
o~ the r.I.•••• both horizontally .nd v.rtic.lly.

ext.nt

Cb)

Ref.r to T.bl•• 1 and 2 in CI... UI .nd M.trix Tabl.sl, II and III in Cia•• IV for.
allowabl. soil l.v.ls .nd the Groundwat.r Workah••t (pag. 15) for .lIowabl.
groundwat.r l.v.ls •.

(c)

A pl.n for corr.ctiv. action or .ny oth.r .cc.ptabl. option .hall b. submitt.d
to addr... the r••idual I.v.la above tho•• allow.d.
One. allowable I.v.ls in the loil and groundwat.r have b.en achi.v.d through
an .cceptable corrective .ction option .nd if determin.d to b••0, the .ite may
b. clo••d (aee not. below)~

Excav.t.d Material:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Excav.ted mat.ri., may b. uled •• backfill for the on-sit. UST pit if analysis
indicates that the .pecified I.vels in soil for th.t site h.v. be.n met.
Excavated mat. rial may b. disposed of at a landfill or landfarm.
Exc.vated material may b. treated on or off site through Registered Permit-ByRule requir.ments of the Solid Wast. Branch.
If excavated material is to be us.d for .ny other off-sit. purpose, it must be
sampl.d and analyz.d to the I.v.ls sp.cifi.din Table 3 (pag. 13). If analysis
indicat.s levels .bov. Table 3, the ex·cavat.d mat.rial must be disposed of
properly.

NOn: For informa1ion concerning 8dditional dosun doc::urrw.t.ticM. mer to
Underground Stor.ge T ...k System CIo. . .· au....
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GROUNDWATER WORKSHe:T
If it has been determined that groundwater shall be addressed, the following worksheet shall
be used to determine the levels of constituents to be allowed to remain in groundwater. A
datermination as to the appropriate levels shall be, made based on site-specific criteria as
documented by a registered pro'fessional engineer or geologist. The following criteria shall be
used' to determine which groundwater table levels are applicable to the site. If analysis of
groundwater indicates levels above those in the specified table, proceed to Class V closure.
All facilities shall meet tI1e requirements of.401 KAR 5:031, the surfac,e water standards for
environmentally sensitive features, if these features are present within a 150 meter radius
from the tank· pit and are not demonstrated to be hydrogeologically upgradient from the ~ank
pit.

GROUNDWATER TABLE I
Groundwater Table I shall be used as a reference for the levels of constituents allowed to
remain in groundwater if the following conditions exist:
The facility is serviced by a public water supply. and:
1.
no domestic use wells. springs or well head protection areas are located within 300
meters of the tank pit: and
underground utility conduits have not been affected: or
. 2.
The facility is not serviced by a public water supply. and
1.
no domestic use wells, springs or well hea~ protection areas ar. located within 300
meters of the tank pit: and
2.
underground utility conduits have not been affected; and
3.
. the affected groundwater is not a current or potential source for domestic use, as
determined b y : '
,
a.
any .ffected groundwater yields less than 150 gallons/day as determined by a
. certified pr~fessional geolc:igist or engineer using acceptable hydrological
methodologies; or
b.
analysis of any affected groundwater indicates total' dissolved solids (TOS)
greater than 10,000 ppm a$ per 40 CFR 136 method 160.2; or
c.
estimations based on relevant information/data (e.g. local pump tests and
analysis of similar or same formations, published information, etc.) indicate that
the yields of any affected groundwater can be reasonably expected to be less
than 150 gallons per day, or that total dissolved solids (TOS) of any affected
groundwater can be reasonably expected to exceed 10,000 ppm
If it is determined that the levels in Groundwater Table I are applicable to the site, and once
these groundwater levels are met, and the soil levels for the appropriate class have been met,
a Public Not!ce indicating the intention to allow these levels of constituents to remain in the
groundwater. without plans to remediate. is required. This Public Notice is to be published
one time in a newspaper having general circulation in the county where the facility is located.
Submit one copy of your invoice. and two copies of an affidavit of publication to the Division
of Was.te Management. Underground Storage Tank Branch within seven (7) days after
publication.

GROUNDWATER TABLE II

If the criteria for Groundwater Table I are not met. then the levels of constituents allowed to
remain in groundwater will be those specified in 'Groundwater Table II.
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. GROUNDWATER TABLE I
ALLOWABLE GROUNDWATER I..EVEL.$

I!EX:

8:

T:

E:

X:

8TEx:

PPM
9.4 PPM
2.4 PPM
10.0 PPM
0.4

8enzene. Toluene. Ethylbenzene, and (total) Xylene

. GROUNDWATER TABLE II
ALLOWABLE GROUNDWATER LEVELS
BTEX;

8:
T:
E:
X:
8TEX:

0.005
1.0
0.7
10.0

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

8enzene. Tolu~ne, Ethylbenzene, and (t~tan Xylene

F
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~T1ONGUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER TO EACH APPUCABLE QUEsnON, COMPLETE PAGE 1 B, AND SUBMIT WITH THf CLOSURE
ASSESSMENT REPORT FORM.

SITE CONDmONS
1.

2-

ANSWER

Is perllUlftent closure to be pertonnecI by doaure in place?

Y..
No

Proceed to question No. 16.
Proceed to qu_on No. 2-

Are there thr.. (31 or few.. tMIca present on lite with a total

Y..
No'

Proceed to qu_on No.3.
Proceed to question No. 14,

- capec:ity of .... dIM 6000 pIIons?

3.

Ha". die "'11 been ClIft of Mnrice 8NI empty prior to December
22. 1988?

YNo

. Proceed to quution No.4.
Proceed to quution No. 14,

4.

Are domu'dc UN . . . . . springs or w" head pratKtloo _
100 m.-. (328 teed of the aM pit?

YNo

Proceed to quu1:ion No. 21.
Proceed to question No.5.

5.

Is dwe .. envinlnrlwltIIIIy . .aahi". ........... th8n 150 .......
(492 fMtJ from the tMk pit?

YNo

Proceed to queRon No. I.
Proceed to quesdon No.7.

I.

Are amrirocvnencIIIy aensitive fuu.. Ioc:ated hydrooeoJogic:ally
upgradlent from the tMIc pit?

Y..
No

Proceed 10 question No.7.
Proceed to question No. 14•.

7 ••

Is evidence of off-site com.nindon ~ wi1:hin a 150 .....,
(49Z fMtJ radiul of the fKiIIty?

Va
No

Proceed to question No. za.
Proceed to question No.8.

8.

W.. w. . . encountaNd In the UC8V8Iion?

Y..
No

Proceed to question No. I.
Proceed to queftion No. 10.

I.

W.. evideI.:e of a ...... oDurwd In the pit w...?

Y..

~ to qu,non No. 12Proceed to quudon No. 10.

whhIn

No
10.
!

ACTION

Wu evidena of a ...... obNrWd In the UC8V8Iion?

V_
No

Proceed to qu_on No. 1 I.
Proceed to quu1ion ·No. 11.

11.

W.. evidence of. NI.... oba.wd in __ nca". rn8t8riaIl?

YNo

Proceed to .,..don No. 14.
·SIta dOHd. (Clual dOlure)

1Z.

Hu a de1enninnon been made that this pit we1er Is not ac!UaI
groundw8I.,?

Y..
No

Site dosed. (CI..I I dOlurel
Proceed to que.1ion No. 13.

13.

Does analysis of groundwater in the pit indicate levels abo.ve thole
applied in the Groundw.... Worksh..t?

Ye.

Proceed to CI... V dosure. ,Site
Invengnon and CorreC1ive Ac1ionl
Property dilpose of pit water. Site
closed. (CI... I Closurel

No
14.

HaYe exterN! leak deteC1ion IMIhods been in Cll*'Stion for die Bfe
of the Iystem? (Yepor monitoring. groundw8I. monitoring.
inters1i1i1ll monitoring or secondary barriersl

Y..
No

Proceed to quution No. 15.
Pnlceed.to quution No. 11.

15.

H~ve leaks or rei..... been detected by external leak de1eC1ion
device. or oblervect In the excavetion?

Y..
No

. Proceed to qu_on No. 1 I.
Site dOled. (Clal II Closurel

16.

Are domes1ic u.e well •••prings or well head proteC1ion are..
located Ie•• than 100 meters (32a 'fttl from the tank pit?

Y..
No

Proceed to quution No. za.
Proceed to question No. 17.

17.

Ar. environmentally sensitive f.atur .. located less than 50 meters
'164 f~tl from the tank pit?

Yes
No

Proc..d to ques1ion No. 18.
Proceed to question No. 11.

18.

Are el'!vironmentally sensitive featur.. located lei. than 50 meters
hydrogeologically 'up-gradient from the tank pit?

Y..
No

Proceed to question No. 11.
Proceed to ques1ion No. 28.

19.

Have underground u1ility conduits been eHected by a release?

Ves
No

Proceed to ques1ion No. 28.
Proceed to question No. 20.

(continued on next pagel
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CLASSIFICAT10N GUIDE (CONTINUED)

SITE CONOmONS

ACTION

ANSWER

20.

Is viSUIII eWMnce of • r...... oDserved outaide of die nc:n81Ion. or
fum.. Mtectecl inside builcinp. widIin • 150
(492 fMtl radius
of die tank pit7

V..
No

Proc.ed to qu..tion No. 28.
Proceed to qu.s1ion 'No. 21.

21.

Is bedrock en=untered which would ...wrIt the call1:1ion Gf.
~ nfbi aampt. from any wall or boaDm Gf the pit. or .. NqUired
for doIur. In plKa7

Y..
No

ProcMel to QIIU1ion No. 23.
Proceed tD quanon No. 22..

22-

Wee grounctw.... ancounwed In the pit or In the required boring one
...... beleN the bottom Gf 11M pit with ....,. lncIudllg ...,.
ebo¥a ...... spac:HIad In the Gnu _ _ WarUhMtl

Y..

No

Proceed tD .,.non No. 24.

DoeI 1M 1I\'dra11~a~=1Iy down-tr'8CII- Qll"CUldw . . . . . .

Yes

Praaad tD au. V . . . . . (SIW

Worir.lftMt1

.No

Proceed tit ~ No. 24•

DoeIICII MIIIY* of ..,..... call:_ from the escmwian. _
borings .. required for . . . . In place. tnMt the ........... Gf

Yes
No

Proceed tit .,...., No. ZS.
Proceed tit qu. . . . No. ZI.

Y..

No

Proceed tit quudon No. 28.
Proceed tit ....... No. 26.

Y..
No

Proceed to question No.. Z7 •.
Site clOIed. (0..1 In clOIUf.1

Yes

Proc:Md tit

No '

hwwdpdon" CoillCdve ActIon)
SIU cIoHd. (a... mcloaural

V.

SID cIoIacL (a..

No

Proceed to

zs.
24..

n:--

.;.,y. IncIc8tIt ...,. alIeNa thou IP I c1f1ed"i111he ClNwId. . .

Proceed tD

au. V aoaur. (SIt.

Invadpdon ... Correc:dve Ac:donl •

~

... c:orr.=ve Acdonl

Tabla 1 _ Tabla 27

21.

Far fKiIida . .ed Tabl. 2 laY. . . . . . enaIysU Gf ......
from the nearest hydrot-*;lC8Iy do~ plopiIItJ

oaII~

1M IndIc8bi levels above 1M•• lpecifled In T8b&a 17

zs.

W .. wnw ancounbired In die borinp along the

Z7.

Do. .,.,.,. Gf the
. the

ZI.

Graw--

WIIbir

pr...,.,

1na7

incIC8Ia ....,. aDow ..... IPlcHIed In

W0fUheat7

Are the aoIIlaveIa at 01 below 1hou aped1IecIln 11M appropiabi
Mnix T. . .7 (5. . a... rv c:ritar(a for pI.:wnant IntD the mat:ria)

au. V . . . . (Stt.

rv cluurel

au. V cIoaur•• (Sk.

. Irrvesdption .,d Corr.c:1Ive Action.

OWNERNAM~

________________________________________________

FAcwnyNAME:,_________________________________________________

FACIUTY UST LD.I:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I CEH I IFIY THAT THE GROUNDWATIR AFFECTED AT THIS FACLITY MEETS THE CRITERIA FOR GRDUNDWATIR TABLE I~.
GRDUNDWATIR TABU U_ _ NA (GROUNDWATER WAS NOT ENCOUNnREDI_.

I CERnFY THAT THIS FACIUTY MEETS AU OF THE CRrTERlA FOR A CLASS _ _ _ CLOSURE. TABLE_ or MATRIX TABLE_.
I VERIFY UNDER PENALTY OF LAW THAT I HAVE PERSONAllY EXAMINED AND AM FAMIUAR wrTH THE INFORMAnON SUBMfTTED IN THIS
AND AU ATTACHED DOCUMENTS. AND THAT BASED ON MV INQUIRY OF THOSE INDIVIDUALS IMMEOtATElY RESPONSIBLE FOR OBTAINING
THE INFoRMAnON. I BElIEVE THE SUBMITTED IN FORMAnON IS TRUE, ACCURATE. AND COMPLm..
ItRS %24.99-010 PRQVIDES FOR PENALnES FOR SUBMrTTlNG FALSE INFORMAnON.

SIGNA TURE OF REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER OR REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGIST:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

DATE:_ _ _ __

REGISTRATION. ANO OATE': _ _-:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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PETROLEUM UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
FACILITY CLASSIFICATION OUTLINE
401 KAR 42:080

NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET
DIVISION OF WASTE MANAGEMENT
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK BRANCH
1 4 REILLY ROAD
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40601
(502) 564-6716
800-928-4273

JANUARY 1995

The Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet does not discriminate on the basis
of race" color, national origin, sex, age, religion, or disability. Upon request, the cabinet provides
reasonable accommodations including auxiliary aids and services necessary to afford an
individual with a disability an equal opportunity to participate in all services, programs, and
activities.
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PETROLEUM UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK SYSTEM
FACILITY CLASSIFICATION OUTLINE
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Division of Waste Management
Underground Storage Tank Branch
14 Reilly Road
Frankfon, Kentucky 40601
(5021 564-6716
800-928-4273

- This document shall be used. in accordance with Kentucky Administrative Regulation (KARl Title 40'.
Chapter 42:0BO. to categorize petroleum underground storage tank (UST) facilities. which submitted
a Notice of Intent to Permanently Close UST's Form. or reported -a release after April' B, 1994_ into
one of four (4) classes based upon their potential impact to human health, safety, and the environment_
This document shall also be used to categorize petroleum underground storage tank (UST) facilities.
which submitted a Notice of Intent to Permanently Close UST's Form. or reported a release prior to
April' B. 1994. and wish to voluntarily classify accordingly. Facilities shall be classified by assessing
site-specific conditions as documented t:w a ProfessionjSl Engineer registered with the Kentuckv Board
of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors. or a Professional Geologist registered
with the Kentucky Board of Registration for Professional Geologists. in order to estatllisn the allowatlle
residual levels of petroleum.
Facilities with active petroleum lUST) systems shall also be classified if analytical results of a site check
request. in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. indicate that a r~lease has occurred. or if a confirmed
release has been reported _ All active petroleum (UST1 systems required to classify shall determine
allowable residual soil levels of petroleum constituents by placement into Class III or Class IV as
prescribed herein_
In every case, allowable residual levels in groundwater. with the exception of Class I which mandates
the use of specific levels, shall DQ1 be determined according to the applicable Class but shall be
determined by using the Groundwater Worksheet (page 251. By answering the questions in the Classification Guide (page 2B). each (UST) facility shall be moved
into a particular class and allowable levels for soil and groundwater shall be established. Knowledge
of site history and other site-specific information may be required to answer some Questions and further
research on the part of .the owner/operator may be necessary. In addition. answers to some of these
questions may not be possible prior to the site characterization. The Classification Guide shall be
completed. signed. and submitted with the Closure Assessment Repon Form (see the Underground
Storage Tank System Closure Outlinel.

For definition of terms used within this outline. refer to 401 KAR 42:005.

Closure of underground storage tank systems under this classification system shall not constitute
designation as a residual landfill.

If you have any questions. contact the Undet'ground Storage Tank Branch at (5021 564-6716 or BOO928-4273.
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CLASS I

1.0

Criteria for Closure Under Class I
All of the following criteria shall be established and verified by a registered professional engineer
or registen!d professional geologist in order for a facility to close under Class I:

2.0

1.1

Three (3) UST's or fewer are present at the facility. Facilities which have had more than
tt'!ree (3) regulated USl"s on site since Decembef22, 1988 shall not be allowed closure
under Class l.

1.2

The combined total capacity of all UST's, present on site since December 22, 1988. is
less than 6000 gallons.

1.3

The UST's were taken out of service and empty prior to December 22. 1988. NOTE:
An underground storage tank is considered empty when (as described in Federal
Regulation 40 CFR Subpart G 280.70, a) all materials have been removed using
commonly employed practic;es so that no more than 2.5 centimeters lone inch) of
residue, or 0.3 percent by weight of the total capacity of the UST system. remain in the
system. UST's which have been filled with water or other inert materials shall not
contain amounts of regulated substances in excess of 2.5 centimeters lone inch), or 0.3
percent by weight of the total capacity of the UST system in order to close under Class
I.

1.4

Closure of the system is to be perforll'lec by removal. Facilities performing closure in
place shall not be allowed closure under Class l.

1.5

No domestic use wells, springs or well head protection areas are locatea witt'lln a 100
meter (328 feet) radius from the tank pit.

'.6

No environmentally sensitive features are located within a 100 meter (328 feet) r~dius
from the tank pit, or are sufficiently determined to be hydlogeologically upgradient from
the tank pit.

1 .7

No' clear evidence of a release is observed within the excavation zone or excavated
materials (fumes. odors, free product etc.). The term "excavation zone" refers to the
pit and trenchles) resulting from the removal of the tankls), piping, and the backfill
material only. When native soils are encountered, excavation activities shall cease in
order to observe the excavation. See section 2.0 below regarding water within the
excavation.

1.8

No visual evidence of a surficial release (seeps, springs etc.) is observed outside of the
excavation within a 150 meter (492 feet) radius from the tank pit.

Water in the Excavation
Inspect any water encountered within the excavation zone for evidence of a release leg. sheen
on water surface). If any potential evidence of a release is observed, a determination shall be
made as to whether the water encountered meets the definition of groundwater as defined in
401 KAR 42:005. No action shall be required for water within the excavation zone wt'lich
exhibits no observable evidence of .a release.
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2.1

Water, determined to be groundwater, indicating evidence of a release shall be sampled
and analyzed according to the protocol established in the January 1995 Underground
Storage Tank System Closure Outline.
If analysis indicates that the levels in this groundwater are above those specIfied in
Groundwater Table II of the Groundwater Worksheet (page 25). the facility shall not be
allowed closure under Class I and shall close under either Class III or Class IV.
If analysis indicates that the levels in this groundwater are below those specified in
Groundwater Table II of the Groundwater Worksheet (page 25), the facility may
continue closure under Class I.

2.2

. 3.0

Water encountered within the excavation zone which does not meet the definition of
g'roundwater, but exhibits potential evidence of a release, must be recovered ana
disposed of properly.

Excavated Material
3.1

Sampling Requirements
Excavated oackfill material whic~ exhibits any potential evidence of a reiease leg.
unidentified staining or odors), shall be sampled and analyzed. according to the protocol
established in the January 1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline,
to the levels specified in Soil Table 3 (page 24).
If analysis indicates leveis above those specified in Soil Table 3, the facility shall not be
allowed closure under Class I.
If analysis indicates levels below those specified in Soil Table 3, the facility may
continue closure under Class I.

3.2

Disposal Requirements
If no clear evidence of a release is observed, or if excavated material with unidentified
potential evidence of a release is sampled, analyzed and meets the levels specified in
Soil Table 3, the material may:
1.
2.
3.

be used as backfill for the on-site UST pit; or
be disposed of at a permined landfill or landfarm; or
be treated on or off site through Registered Permit By Rule requirements of the
Solid Waste Branch.

Any excavated material to be used for an unrestricted off-site purpose, shall be sampled
and analyzed, according to the protocol established in the January 1995 Underground
Storage Tank System Closure Outline, to meet levels specified in Soil Table 3.

4.0

Closure
Once it has been established that the criteria and requirements of Sections 1, 2, and 3 have
been satisfied, no further assessment of the excavation shall be necessary.
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5.0

Documentation Requirements
5.1

All data and supporting information shall be collected and submitted which demonstrate
that the requirements and criteria in Sections 1. 2 and 3 have been met.

5.2

Color photographs of the excavation shall be submitted.

5.3

A cpmpleted and signed Classification Guide shall be submitted.

5.4

Refer to the January 1995 Undergr.ound Storage Tank System Closure Outline for
-additional closure documentation requirements.
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CLASS II
'.0

Criteria for Closure Under' Class ,II
All of the following criteria shall be established and verified by a registered professional engineer
or registered professional geologist in order to close an ~ST facility under Class II:

2.0

1.1

External leak detection devices (as specified in 40 CFR 280.43, e,fl. interstitial
monitoring, or secondary barriers have been in operation for the operational life of the
,UST system. ,This includes vapor monitoring, groundwater monitoring, interstitial
monitoring or secondary barriers.

1.2

No leaks or releases have been detected over the operational life of the UST system .

. 1.3

No evidence of a release is observed in the excavation zone (fumes. odors. holes in
tanks or piping, sheen on pit water, free product etc.) after backfill material has been
removed. The term -excavation zone- refers to the pit and trench(es) resulting from
the removal of the tank(s), piping, and the backfill material only. When native soils are
encountered, excavation activities shall cease in order to observe the excavation.

1.4

Closure of the UST system is to be performed by removal. Facilities performing closure
in elace shall not be allowec closure under Class II.

Excavated Material
2.1

Sampling Requirements
If the above criteria for closure under Class II have been met. sampling of the removed
backfill material is not required.

2.2

Disposal Requirements
If any evidence of a releas~ (fumes, odors, staining etc.) is present within the removed
backfill material, the material shall:
1.
2.

be disposed of at a permined landfill or landfarm; or
be treated on or off site through Registered Permit-By-Rule requirements of the
Solid Waste Branch.

Any removed backfill material to be used for an unrestricted off-site purpose, shall be
sampled and analyzed. according to the protocol established in the January 1995
Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline, to meet the levels specified in Soil
Table 3 (page 24).
If no evidence of a release is present within the removed backfill material. the material
may:
1.
2.

be used as backfill for the on-site UST pit; or
be disposed of at a permined landfill or landfarm; or

Any removed backfill material to be used for an unrestricted off-site purpose. shall tie
sampled and analyzed, according to the protocol established in the January 1995
Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline. to meet the levels specified in Soil
Table 3.
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3.0

Closure
Once it has been established that the criteria and requirements of Sections 1 and 2 have been
satisfied. no further assessment ·of the excavation shall be necessary.

4.0

Documentation Requirements
4.1

All data and supporting information shall be colrected and submined wh'ich demonstrate
that the requirements and criteria in Sections 1 and 2 have been met.

4.2

Color photographs of the excavation shall be submined.

4.3

A completed and signed Classification Guide shall be submined.

4.4

Refer to the January 1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline for
additional closure documentation requirements .
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CLASS III

'.0

Criteria for Closure Under Class III
All of the following criteria shall be established and verified by a registered professional engineer
or registered professional geologist in order for a fae<ility to close under Class III:

2.0

, .,

No domestic use wells, springs or well head protection areas are located within a '00
meter (328 feet) radius from the tank. pit.

'.2

No environmentally sensitive features are located within a 50 meter ('64 feet) radius
from the tank. pit, or are sufficiently documented to be hydrogeologically upgradient
from the tank. pit.

, .3

No visual evidence of a surficial release (seeps. springs etc.) is observed outside of the
excavation, or fumes detected inside buildings. within a 150 meter (492 feet) -radius
from the tank. pit.

, .4

Monitoring indicates that underground utility conduits have not been affected by a
release. This monitoring requirement may be satisfied by assessing these conduits. or
immediately surrounding areas. to the extent feasible using properly calibrated field
instrumentation to determine that these conduits have not been impacteo by a release
in soil or groundwater.

General Requirements For Facilities Closing Under Class III
2.'

Any free product encountered shall be recovered immediately.

2.2

Soil~ within the tank. pit, piping trenches and excavated material shall be sampled and
analyzed according to the protocol specified in the January 1995 Underground Storage
Tank. System Closure Outline.

2.3

A groundwater sample shall be collected in a hydrogeologically downgradient direction
from the tank. pit and analyzed, if the collection of a composite soil sample from the
bonom of the excavation or from borings at the required depth for closure in place or
active systems is not possible due to the presence of bedrock, or if allowable soil levels
cannot be achieved at the soil/bedrock. interface.

2.4

Water encountered in the excavation from a source other than groundwater shall be
recovered and disposed of properly. If possible, preventive measures shall be tak.en to
reduce the amount of water entering the excavation from the surfac;e.

2.5

A facility which meets the requirements for closure under Class III shall be allowed. if
so desired, closure under the requirements of Class IV.
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3.0

4.0

Groundwater
3.1

Any groundwater encountered during the closure process (i.e .. within the excavation.
trenches or in any borings reauired) ·shall. be collected and analyzed to the levels
established by the Groundwater Worksheet (page 25). If these groundwater levels are
exceeded. a site investigation shall be performed in accordance with the January 1995
Underground Storage Tank System Site InvestigatIon Outline.

3.2

If allowable soil levels are present in the walls and bottom of the excavation. and
groundwater has not been encountered within the excavation, an assessment shall be
made to a depth of 1 meter below the bottom 'of the excavation or to the soil/bedrock
interface if less than 1 meter below the bottom to confirm the absence of groundwater.
If groundwater is encountered in the 1 meter zone, it shall Le sampled and analYZed to
the levels established by 1tIe Groundwater Worksheet.

Establishing Soil Cleanup Standards
Two tables, Class III Soil Table 1 and Class III Soil Table 2. (page 12) specify the allowable
residual soil lev~ls for closure under Class III. A site specific determination. based on the
subsequent criteria. shall be made to establish the appropriate Class III Soil Table to be used.

CLASS III SOIL TABLE 1
5.0

Class III S'oil Table 1 Criteria
Class III Soil Table 1 shall be used if any of the following are present:
5.1

Tne facility is located in a carbonate bedrock setting, as determined through a geologic
quadrangle map analysis. (See page 15, Section 5.1 for a detailed description of this
geologic setting.)

5.2

Domestic use wells, springs or well head protection areas are located within a 100 to
300 meter (328 feet to 984 feet) radius from the tank pit.

5.3

Environmentally sensitive features are located within a 50 to 150 meter (164 feet to
492 feet) radius from the tank pit and are hydrogeologically downgradient from the tank
pit.

5.4

Groundwater is encountered in the tank pit or piping trench excavation, or borings as
required for closure in place and active systems.
.

5.5

Groundwater is not encountered within the tank pit or piping trench excavation. or
borings as required for closure in place and active sys.tems, and documentation has !lQ!
been submitted to demonstrate that groundwater is at a depth of more than 30 feet
from the surface.

5.6

Underground utility conduits are present which have the potential to enhance the
migration of residual petroieum or fumes off site or into buildings.
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6.0

Corrective Action Measures Allowed When Soil Levels Exceed Class 1\1 Soil
Table 1 Standards
6.1

The following corrective action me'asures are allowed to achieve Class III Soil Table 1
levels when levels exceeding those specified in Class III Soil Table 1 do not extend
beyond the property boundaries:
1.
2.

continued excavation; or
a site investigation performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060, followeo
by in-situ corrective action performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. or
continued excavation.

6.2

Any residual soil levels in excess of those specified in Class III Soil Table 1, which
extend outside of the property boundaries, shall be remediated to achieve the specified
Class IV Soil Matrix Table levels as determined by following the procedures outlined in
Class IV. Class III Soil Table 1 standards may, however, be applied to soil levels. within
the property boundaries in this situation. (See Section 2.5)

6.3

The following corrective action measures are allowed to achieve the applicable Class
IV Soil Matrix Table levels outside of the property boundaries when soil levels
exceeding those specified in Class III Soil Table 1 extend beyond the properlY
boundaries:
1.
2.

continued excavation; or
a site investigation performeo in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. followed
by in-situ corrective action performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. or
continued excavation.

CLASS III SOIL TABLE 2
7.0

Class III Soil Table 2 Criteria

;'-=--

Class III Soil Table 2 may be used if all of the following are established:

7.1

Domestic use wells, springs, or well head protection areas are located beyond a 300
meter (984 feet) radius from the tank pit.

7.2

Environmentally sensitive features are located beyond a 150 meter (492 feet) radius
from the tank pit, or are sufficiently determined to be hydrogeologically upgradient from
the tank pit .

. 7.3

Site-specific information is submitted to demonstrate that groundwater is at a depth of
more than 30 feet from the surface.

7.4

Soil samples collected at the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient property line
indicate levels below those specified in Class III Soil Table 1. (See Section 8.0 below.)
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8.0

Property Line Assessment Requirement When Class III Soil Table 2 Is Used
All facilities requesting closure under Class III Soil Table 2 shall assess the neares!
hydrogeologically downgradiem orooertv iine. Three (3) soil borings shall be conducteo
a
depth of 15 feet from the surface or to the soil/bedrock. interface If encountered less than 1 5
feet from the surface. Soil exhibiting the highest field instrumentation reading from each bOring
shall be collected in accordance with state sampling proto~ol and analvzed individuallv to the
standards specified in Class III Soil Table 1.

,0

9.0

Corrective Action Measures Allowed When Soil Levels Exceed Class III Soil
Table 2 Standards
9.1

The following corrective action measures are allowed to arhieve Class 1/1 Soil Table 2
levels when soil levels exceeding those specified in Class III Soil Table 2 do not extend
to the oroperty boundaries:
1.
2.

continued excavation: or
a site investigation performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. followed
by .in-situ corrective action performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. or
continued excavatIon.

9.2

Any residual soil levels in excess of those specified in Class III Soil Table 1 ~
extending outside of the property boundaries (see section 7.0 above) shall be
remediated to achieve the specified Class IV Matrix Table levels as determined by
following the procedures outlined in Class IV. Class III Soil Table 1 standards snail be
applied to soil levels on site in this situation. (See Section 2.5)

9.3

The following corrective action measures are allowed to achieve the applicable Class
IV Soil Matrix Table levels when soil levels ·exceeding those specified in Class III Soil
Table 1 extend beyond the property boundaries:
1.
2.

continued excavation; Of
a site investigation performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060, followed
by in-situ corrective action, performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060 or
continued excavation.

10.0 Excavated Material
, O. 1

Sampling Requirements
All excavated materia" shall be sampled and analyzed in accordance with the January
1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline.' .
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, 0.2

Disposal Requirements
The following options are available for the dispo.sal of excavated material:
1.

Excavatea material may oe used as backfill for· the on-site UST Pit If analYSIS
indicates levels below those specified in the applicable tabie (Class III Tabies 1
or 2). If this option is chosen. a laver of clean material shall be placed above
the backfilled excavated material to a minimum depth of two (21 meters (6.5
feet) from the ground surface.

2.

Excavated material may be disposed of at a permined landfill or landfarm.

3.

Excavated material may be treated on or off site through Registered Permit-ByRule requirements of the Solid Waste Branch,

4.

If the excavated material is to be used for any un-restricted off site purpose, it
shall be sampled and analyzed to the levels specified in Soil Table 3 (page 24).
If analysis indicates levels above those specified in Soil Table 3. the'materlal
shall be disposed of properly.

, '.0 Documentation Requirements
11.1

All data and supporting information shall be collected and submitted.

11.2

A completed and signed Classification Guide shall be submitted.

11.3

Refer to the January 1995 Underground Storage Tank S "stem Closure Outline for
additional closure documentation requirements.
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CLASS III SOIL TABLE 1

II
BENZENE
TOLUENE
ETHYLBENZENE
XYLENE (TOTAL)

cPAH
nPAH
NAP

1.5
10
5.0

2
18
30
50

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

PPM
PPM
PPM

Total Lead
25 PPM or Established Background

CLASS III SOIL TABLE 2
ng..
BENZENE
TOLUENE
ETHYLBENZENE
XYLENE (TOTAL)

20
180
300
500

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

PAH
cPAH
nPAH
NAP

, .5
200
'00

PPM
PPM
PPM

Total Lead
25 PPM or Established Background
BTEX:
PAH:
cPAH:
nPAH:
NAP:
PPM:

Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene. and Xylene(total)
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Combined Total of Benzo(a)anthracene, Benzo(a)pyrene, Benzo(b)fluoranthene.
Benzo(k)fluoranthene, Chrysene, Oibenzo(a,h)anthracene, and Ideno(' ,2,3-cd)pyrene
Allowable Level Individually for Acenaphthene
Allowable Level Individually for Naphthalene
mg/kg • Pa" Per Million

NOTE: Refer to the January 1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline for details
concerning analytical requirements and procedures for establishing background.
For allowable levels in groundwater •.refer to the Groundwater Worksheet (page 25).
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CLASS IV
'.0

Procedural Requirements
The following procedures shall be required to establish the allowable levels in soil for closure.
and shall be documented by a registered professional engineer or registered professional
geologist. This class includes all facilities which do not meet the requirements of Classes I. II
or III. or facilities which meet the requirements of one of the previous classes but have chosen
closure under this class.
, .1

Any free product encountered shall be recovered immediately.

, .2

Soil type shall be determined according to grain size. The soil samples to be analyzed
for grain size shall be, collected from the bottom of the pit. with three (3) samples
collected along the longest straight line that can be drawn diagonally across the pit;
take one sample at each end and one in the middle of the line. (Facilities performing
closure in place shall collect samples from the bottom of three (3) of the borings
required.l Each of these samples shall be classified individually according to ASTM
Designation: D 422-63 (Reapproved 1990) Standard Test Method For Particle-Size
Analysis of Soils. The soil type shall be defined by the 50 percent value (0501 as
plotted on a grain size distribution curve (a semi-logarithmic plot) with weight percent
finer plotted onthe arithmetic scale and the grain sizes plotted on the semi-logarithmic
scale. If two or more of the three soils analyzed fall into one soil type. that snarl be the
soil type for the facility. If the soil types are all different. the sand size shall be the soil
type for the facilitv.
If collection of soil samples is not possible from the bottom of the excavation due to
bedrock. three (3) samples shall be collected from the walls of the excavation as close
to the bottom as possible fOr grain size analysis using the above methodology. In
situations where the excavation is made up entirely of bedrock and soil sample
collection is not possible from either the bottom or the walls of the excavation. the sand
size shall be used as the soil type for the facility.
The requirement for soil grain size analysis shall be waived if the most stringent Class
IV· Soil Matrix Table levels are used. taking into account each soil type and the
. appropriate depth to groundwater and distance parameters within the applicable Class
IV Soil Matrix Table.

----

1.3

Determine the depth .of any groundwater encountered during the closure pro·cess ..

1.4

Determine the distance to the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient property line
from the tank pit.

1.5

Determine the distance to any hydrogeologically downgradient environmentally sensitive
features within a 300 meter (984 feet) radius from the tank pit.

1.6

Determine the distance to any domestic use wells. springs or well head protection areas
within a 300 meter (984 feet) radius from the tank pit.

1.7

Investigate and document any evidence of fumes or petroleum odors in adjacent
buildings within a 150 meter (492 feet) radius from the tank pit.
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2.0

3.0

4.0

General Requirements For Facilities Closing Under Class IV
2.1

Any free product encountered shall be recovered immediately.

2.2

Soils within the tank pit. piPing !tencnes and excavated material shall be sampled and
analyzed according to the protocol specified in the January 1995 Underground Storage
Tank System Closure Outline.

2.3

A groundwater sample shall be collected in a hydrogeologically downgradient direction
from the tank pit and analyzed, if the collection of a composite soil sample from the
bottom of the excavation or from borings at the required depth for closure in place is
not possible due to the presence of bedrock, or if allowable soil levels cannot be
achieved at the soil/bedrock interface.

2.4

Water encountered in the excavation from a source other than groundwater. shall be
recovered and disposed of properly. If possible, preventive measures shall be taken to
reduce the amount of water entering the excavation from the surface.

Groundwater
3.1

Any groundwater encountered during the closure process (i.e. within the excavation,
trenches or in any borings required) shall be collected and analyzed to the levels
established by the Groundwater Worksheet (page 25). If these groundwater levels are
exceeded, a site investigation shall be performed in accordance with the January 1995
Underground Storage Tank System Site Investigation Outline.

3.2

If allowable soil levels are present in the walls and bottom of the excavation, and
groundwater has not been encountered within the excavation, an assessment shall be
made to a depth of 1 meter below the bottom of the excavation or to the soil/bedrock·
interface if less than 1 meter below the bottom to confirm the absence of groundwater.
If groundwater is encountered in the 1 meter zone, it must be sampled and analyzed to
the levels established by the Groundwater Worksheet.

Selection of a Matrix Table
Each facility in Class IV shall be placed into one of three Class IV Soil Matrix Tables, which
indicate the allowable soil levels for closure, based upon the geologic setting in which the
facility is located. The geologic setting of the facility shall be determined by locating the facility
on a 7.5 Minute USGS Geological Quadrangle Map. A description of the geology is in the
legend where a geologic column for the quadrangle and a detailed description of the formations
is presented.
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5.0

Geologic Formations Included in Each Matrix Table
5.1

C:ass IV Soil Matrix Taole

Carbonate Bedrock Settings: These areas are under'lain by carbonate rocks including
limestone. dolostone, interbedded limestone and shale. or interbedded dOlostone and
shale. Carbonate rocks will be shown on the 7.5 Minute USGS Geologic Quadrangle
Map as geologic formations composed of limestone or dolomite.
5.2

Class IV Soil Matrix Table 11

Alluviom: These areas are underlain by deposits of Quaternary Alluvium fOUAd
predominantly in the valleys along major streams (third order or greater/, This setting
shall include sediments of lacustrine deposition or sediments derived from other glaCial
deposits.

Fractured Shales: These areas are underlain by thick sections of fractured shale and
include the Devonian and lower Mississippian shales as well as other areas of the state
where shale is the predominant bedrock material.

Fractured Sandstone and Shale (Eastern Coal· Field): These areas are underlain by
alternating units of sandstone. siltstone, shale. limestone. coal. and clay. These
deposits are mapped on the Geologic Quadrangle maps as predominantly PennSylvanian
in age and occur in the Eastern Coal Field Physiographic Region of the state.

5.3

Class IV Soil Matrix Table 111

Gulf Coastal Plain Sediments: These areas are underlain by sediments of Cretaceous
and Tertiary Age and are commonly overlain by Pleistocene loess. This geologic setting
is found mainly in the Jackson Purchase Physiographic Region of Western Kentucky.
Note: Quaternary Alluvial deposits located within the Jackson Purchase Physiographic
region are not considered Gulf Coastal Plain Sediments and shall be referred to Class
IV Soil Matrix Table II.

Fractured Sandstone and Shale (Western Coal Field): These areas are underlain by
alternating units od sandstone, siltstone, shale, limestone. coal, and clay. These
deposits are mapped on the Geologic Quadrangle maps as predominantly Pennsylvanian
in age and occur fn the Western Coal Field Physiographic Region of the state.

5.4

NOTE: Any facility encountering underground utility conduits which have been affected
by a release of petroleum from underground storage tanks on site shall be
.
placed into Class IV Soil Matrix Table J.
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6.0

Criteria To Determine Appropriate Soil Levels Within Each Class IV Soil Matrix
Table
Once the facilitv has been placed into the appropriate Class IV Soil Matrix Table. the applicabie
.
soil leve!s shall be based on all of tne following criteria:
1.
2.

3..
4.

5.

6.1

7.0

depth to groundwater:
distance to the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient property line from the
tank pit;
distance to domestic use wells. springs or well head protection areas if less
than the distance to the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient property line;
distance to hydrogeologically downgradient environmentally sensitive features
if less than the distance to the nearest hydrogeologically downgradient propertY
line: and
soil type present at the facility (sand. silt. or clay).

NOTE: Environmentally sensitive features within 300 meters (984 feet) shall not dictate
the allowable levels in this class if sufficient documentation is submined to indicate that
the feature is hydrogeologically upgradient from the tank pit.

Determining Depth To Groundwater
Depth to groundwater shall be determined by the following:
1.

assessment of existing monitoring devices on site; or

2.

performance of a site-specific investigation (e.g. drilling to groundwater. etc.) to
determine depth to gro~ndwater: or

3.

a visual examination of the tank pit and piping trench if existing monitOring Clevices
are not present on site for an actual determination to be made as to depth to
groundwater. or to avoid a site-specific investigation. e.g. drilling until groundwater is
encountered. etc. If groundwater is encountered within the tank pit excavation. piping
trench. or borings as required for closure in place and active systems. the 4.5 Meter
depth to groundwater levels shall be used within the appropriate Class IV Soil Matrix
Table. If groundwater is not present within the tank pit excavation. piping trench. or
borings as required for closure in place and active systems. it shall be assumed that the
groundwater 'depth is between 4.5 meters and 10.5 meters. In this situation. the 10.5
Meter depth to groundwater levels shall be used within the appropriate Class IV Soil
Matrix table. In order to substantiate the use of a depth of more than 10.5 meters. a
site-specific determination shall be made as to the depth t~, groundwater.

4.

If an actual determination of depth to groundwater, below the· bonom of the
excavation. is made which falls between the depths listed within the Class IV Soil
Matrix Tables. the upper depth Hsted shall be used to determine allowable levels. For
example. if the depth to groundwater is established at 12 meters through a site-specific
determination. the 10.5 meter depth to groundwater levels shall be used as opposed
to the 13.5 meter depth to groundwater levels.

00
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8.0

Corrective Action Measures Allowed When Soil Levels Exceed Class IV Soil
Matrix Table Standards
The following oPtiQns are availabie t-o achieve allowable leveis whe.n soil levels exceec tnose
.
speclfiec in the applicable Class IV Soil Matrax Taole:
,.
2.

9.0

continuec excavation; or
a site investigation performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. followed by in-situ
. corrective action performed in accordance with 401 KAR 42:060. or continuec
excavation.

Excavated Material
•
9.1

Sampling Requirements
All excavated material shall be sampled and analyzed in accordance with the January
1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline.

9.2

Disposal Requirements
The following options are available for the disposal of excavated material:
,.

Excavated material may be used as backfill for the oA-site UST pit if analvsis
indicates levels below those specified in the applicable Class IV Soil Matrix
Table. If this option is chosen. a layer of clean material shall be placed above
the backfilled excavated material to a minimum depth of two (2) meters (6.5
feet) from the ground surface.

2.

Excavated material may be disposed of at a permined landfill or landfarm.

3.

Excavated material may be treated on or off site through Registered Permit-ByRule requirements of the Solid Waste Branch.

4.

If the excavated material is to be used for any un-restricted off site purpose. it
shall be sampled and analyzed to the levels specified in Soil Table 3 (page 24).
If analysis indicates levels above those specified in Soil Table 3. the material
shall be disposed of properly.

, 0.0 Documentation Requirements
10.1

All data and supporting information shall be collected .and submitted.

'0.2

A completed and signed Classification Guide shall be submined.

10.3

Refer to the January 1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline for
additional closure documentation requirements.
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CLAY

B/T/E/X:
PPM:

!

TABLE I - (At.

100 METERS

0.1135/30/230
0.4/80/601460
0.6114011 00/500
2.01180/300/500

BIT/E/X (PPM.

4.01180/300/500

0.81180/2201500
1 .01180/3001500

0.3/1001120/500

BITIEIX IPPM.

100 - 300 METERS

o·
100 METERS

0.311001120/500
1.0/180/290/500
1.011801300/500
3.0/180/300/500

BITIEIX (PPMl

0.1/35/30/230
0.5/80/70/460
0.711801130/500
1.01180/220/500

BIT/E/X (PPM.

100 - 300 METERS

o . 100 METERS

(Pl'..Ml

0.311001120/500 .
1.01180/300/500
2.01180/300/500
3.0/180/300/500

~lI!E/X

100 . 300 METERS

0.1/35/30/210
0.511101100/500
0.9118011501500
1 .0116012001500

BIT/E/X (PPMl.

o.

1.01180/300/500
3.01180/300/500
6.01180/300/500
17118013001500

BIT/E/X (PPM.

> 300 METERS

131180/300/500

4.011801300/500
7.01180/300/500

1.01180/300/500

BIT/E/X IPPM I

> 300 METERS

1 .01180/300/500
5.01180/300/500
8.01180/300/500
111180/300/500

BIT/E/X (PPM'

> 300 METERS

DlST ANCE TO HYDROGEOLOGICALL Y DOWNGRADIENT PROPERTY LINE. DOMESTIC USE WELL,
SPRING OR WEll HEAD PROTECTION AREA, OR ENVIRONMENT ALLY SENSITIVE FEATURE

BenzenelToluene/Ethylbenzene/Xylene(totaU
Part Per Million

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5

4.5
5.5
.7.5
10.5

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5

SAND

SILT

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
(METERS'

SOIL
TYPE

MATAIX

(Gasoline, kerosene, Jet Fue"

CLASS IV SOil

...

o

01
I-'

0::
'--'

nPAH:
NAP:
PPM:
25 of BGRD:

PAH:
cPAH:

CLAY

100 METERS

25 on BGno.
25 OR BGRO.
250ftDr-no.
25 OR BGRO .

IPPMI

1.5/20110

1.5/20/10
1.5/20/10

1.5120/10

25
25
25
25

OR
OR
OR
OR

BGRO.
BGRO.
BORO.
OGRO.

1.5/100/50
1.5/100/50
1.51100/50
1.51100150

25
25
25
25

OR
OR
OR
OR

BGRO.
BGRO.
OGRO.
BGRO.

cPAH/f!PAH/NAP,1!TlM roTAL LEAD (PPMI

.....1 ,51100/50

I. h/l OO/hO

1.511 00/50
1.51100/50

!:r~l!!!,~!:!!~~!,J!'r~1 TOT~l LE~O

OGno.
nGIlD.
BGftO.
OGnn.

cPAH/nPAH/NAP (PPM I TOTAL·LEAD (PPM'

on nGRO.
Oft OGRD ..
OR BGRO.

OR BGnO.

OR
on
OR
on

100 . 300 MEJERS

25
25
25
25

25
25
25
25

100 . 300 METERS

1.5/100/50
1,[;/1 00/50
1.5/100/50
1.511 00/50

o - 100 METERS

1.5/20/10
1.5120/10
1.5/20/10
1.5/20/10

LEAQJPP~}

on OGRO.
on OGno.
OR SGno.
on BGRO.

cPAlilnPAIIINAP tpPM} TOTAL

o·

1.5/20/10
1.5/20/10
1.5/20/10

25
25
25
25

!:r~!{r~AIli!-!~~J!'!'~1 TO!~!,...!,EA!!.(PPMI

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM} TOTAL LEAD (PPM}
1.5120/10

100· 300 METERS

o - 100 METERS

on
on
on
OR

.

25
25
25
25

1.612001100

1.5/2001100
1.6/200/100

25
25
25
25

OR
OR
on
OR

.

OGno.
BGno.
SGHO.
or-no.

L~!\QJ!,!,.Ml

-_._ .. -

on l1(jlll>.
on UGIID

011 nOlm.

OR OGIIO.

cPAtllnPAHINAP IPPMI TO!AL
I .6120011 00

nnnD.

Il<jlUl,

nGno.
UGHO.

TOTAtLE~QJr~

> 300 METERS

1. 5/200/1 00
1.5/200/1 00
I. 6/200/100
1.5/20011 00

cPAH/nPAH/NAP (PPMI

--

25
25
25
25

> 300 METEns

1.51200/100
1.5/200/100
1.5/200/100
1.5/200/100

cPAWnPAu/NA~PP~1 IQ!~U~~QJP.P.MI

> 300 METERS

DIST ANCE TO HYDROGEOLOGICALL Y DOWNGRADIENT PROPERTY LINE, DOMESTIC USE WEL,L, SPRING OR WELL HEAD
PROTECTION AREA, OR ENVIRONMENT ALL Y SENSITIVE FEATURE

Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Combined Total of Benzo(a)anthracene, BerlZo(a)pyrene, Benzolhlfluoranthene, Benzo(kHluOfanthene, Chrysene, Dibenzo(a,hlanthraccne, and
!denoll,2,3-cd)pyrene
Allowable Level Individually for Acenaphthene
Allowable Level Individually for Naphthalene
mg/kg - Part Per Million
25 Parts Per Million or Site-Specifically Established Background

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5

5.5
7.5
10.5

" r.

4.5
5,5
7.5
'n.5

SAND

SILT

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
IMETERSI

SOIL
TYPE

lDiosel, Wilsie Oil, New Oill

CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE I - (B)

o

t-:>

01

C?
"-'

PPM:

B/T/E/X:

CLAY

SILT

SAND

SOIL
TYPE

rr

'I

(PP~I

i

201180/3001500
2011801300/500
20/180/300/500
20/18013001500
20/180/300/500
20/180/300/500
20/180/300/500

OIT/E/X tpPM!

BIT lEI X fPPMI

0.08/40/100/300
7.0/1 801300/500
2r:' '18013001500
20/180/300/500
20118013001500
201 180/300/500.
201180/300/500

BIT/E/X tpPM)

100 . 300 METERS

o . 100 METERS

0.01/1.011.0/5.0
0.2/50/40/250
20/180/300/500
20/18013001500
20/180/300/500
20/18013001500
20118013001500

> 300 METERS

0.08/4011 00/300
1.0/180/300/500
11/ 180/300/500
201180/3001500
2011 80/300/500
201180/300/500
20/180/300/500

20/100/300/500
20118013001500
2011801300/500
20/180/300/500
2011801300/500
201180/300/500
20/180/300/500

B/T/E/X

> 300 MET.ERS

...

-

20/1801300/500
20118013001500
201180/300/500
20118013001500
20/100/300/500
20118013001500
20/180/300/500 .

O/T/E/X (PPM)

> 300 MElERS

0.0111.011.0/5.0
0.03/2.0/4.0/40
. 0.3/40/30/320
6.0/180/1 00/500
7.0/180/300/500
201180/300/500'
201180/300/500

O/T/E/X tpPM!

lpO . 300 METERS

o . 100 METERS
B/T/E/X fPPMI

0.08/40/100/300
0.4/180/300/500
1.01180/300/500
2.01180/300/500
5.0/180/300/500
8.0/180/300/500
20118013001500

O/T/E/X tpPM!

B/T/E/X tpPM!
0.01/1.0/1.0/5.0
0.0112.012.0/17
0.0217 .0/4 .0/40
0.06119/10/90
0.1/40/201200
0.2/70/40/320
1.0/180/220/500

100·300 METERS

O· 100 METERS

DISTANCE TO HYDROGEOLOGIC'ALLY DOWNGRADIENT PROPERTY LINE, DOMESTIC USE WELL, SPRING OR WHL HEAD
PROTECTION AREA, OR ENVIRONMENT ALL Y SENSITIVE FEATURE

Benzene/Toluene/Ethvibenzene/Xvlene(totall
ParI Per Million

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
16.5
23.5

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
16.5
23.5

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
. 13.5
16.5
23.5

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
(METERS)

(Gasoline, Kerosene, Jet Fuell

CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE II . (A)

o

NI\P:
25 (II BGRIl:

111'1\,,:

1:1'1\11:

1'1\11:

CLAY

SILT

.-

100 METERS

25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRO.
25 OR BGRO.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRO.

1.5/5.0/1.0
1.5110/6.0
1.6110/6.0
1.!iIlO/Ii.O
1.6/10/6.0
1.5110/5.0
1.6110/6.0

on 110111>.

25 OR BORD.
26 on DGRD.

26

2b 011 U(JIII) ,

25 OR BGRD.
26 011 8G1I0.
26 OIl BGRD.

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM) TOTAL lEAD IPPM)

o.

1 .5/5.011 ,0
1.5110/6.0
1.5110/5.0
1.5110/6.0
1.5110/5.0
1.5110/5.0
1.5110/5.0

25 OR BGRO.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRO.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGIlO.

1,51100/50

I , h" oO/fln
1. Ii 11 OO/Ii 0
I ,iiI I OO/liO

1.51100/60

I ,!ill 00/50

1.61100/50

25
26
25
11i
25
2b
25

011 UGIU).
OR BGRD.

0111101111,
Oil OWIIl.

OR BGRD.

on 1I0Rl}.

OR BGRD.

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM) TOTAL lEAD IPPM)

100· 300 METErIS

1.51100/50·
1.5/100/50
1.51100/50
1.51100/50
1.5/t00/50
1.51100/50
1.51100/50

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM) TOTAL LEAD IPPM)

25 OR BGRD.
25 OR DGnO.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BOIlD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM) TOTAL lEAD IPPM)

1.51100/50
1. 511 00/50
1.51100/50
1.51100/50
1.51100/50
1.51100/50
1.51100/50

IPPM} TOTAL lEAD IPPM'

100 . 300 METERS

25 OR BGRD.
26 OR DGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.

cPA!!!.!'PAI!lli~P

100 - 300 METEIl5

o - 100 METERS

1.5/4.011.0
1.5/10/2.0
1.5/10/4.0
1.5/10/5.0
1.5110/5.0
1.5110/5.0
1.5110/5.0

. cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM, TOT AllEAD IPPNII

o - 100 METERS

300 METERS

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

LE~Q..l!'.fMl

OR 13<1110.
OR .Il! illD.
OR (lIiIlD.
OR (HiIlD.
OR ll(illO.
OR BGIIO.
OR BeillO.

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

OR
OR
OR
OR
Oil
OR
OR

26 011 lllillll,

25 011 IIWIIl.

I. 6/200/1 00
1.6/2001100

I.b/lOOIlOO

IlfiltH.
Olt IIhllll,

on

Oil O/illl),

on O.. Uf),

25
25
21i
25
:til

OR BGIID.

1.[~QjPPM)

_.

OGrID.
lI(illO.

BGIID.

IIGIID.

I3GIIO.
OGflO.
IlGIIO.

1.5/2001100
1.5/2001100
1.6/200/100
1,6/100/100

.

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM) TOTAL

> 300 METERS

1.5/2001100
i.5/2001l00
1. 5/20011 00
1. 5/20011 00
1.6/20011 00
1.5/2001100
1.6/2001100

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM) TOTAL H~!> IPPM)

> 300 METERS

. 1.5/20011 00 .
1. 5/20011 00
1 .5/20011 00
1.5/2001100
1.5/20011 00
1.5/20011 00
1.6/20011 00

cPAH/nPAH/NAP IPPM) TOTAL

>

DISTANCE TO HYDROGEOLOGICALLY DOWNGRADIENT PROPERTY LINE, DOMESTIC USE WElL, SPRING OR WHL HEAD
PROTECTION AREA, OR ENVIRONMENT AL.L Y SENSITIVE FEATURE

P"IVIIlII:loill Aromatic I~vdrocarhons
Corllhmo<.l Tolal 01 BOIIlOfololllhracollo. DUIIIUIIlI(lVrIlII ... Ilo"llllhllh.nrnlllh,,"... 1IC11I1"f~IIIII"lIInll"II"I. Ch,v''''''''. llihllllloln.hlil"lh,nc:OII11. ancl !dunnl 1,2.3 c:clll,vrell..
Alfowllhlo levollndividuelfv '01 Ar.onaphlhono
A(((lwahh! levellndividuallv 101 NaJlhlhalurie
25 ParIs PUI Million or Silo,SJlUI:ilicallv ESlalrlishud O/ll:kOfOClnd

13,6
16.5
23.5

JO.1l

4.5 .
6.6
7.6

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
16.5
23.5

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
16.5
23.5

DEPT .... TO
GROUNDWATER
(METERS'

'~"'~",",".~",<,,,,,,c,-»" ,"~~~g~"W'V__ """"_'"'P~_'fW'~·_""'"''~'''''''_1l*''~''''~''''''"'"''''''''' """"'~~-'"'4",",w=t",.qF_~""iHlh~'W&'_=_ _'~~I,,"

CJ.j

01

'-'

c::

SAND

SOIL
'TYPE

(Diesel. Waste Oil, New Oil,

CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE 11- (B)

*"'-

01

'--"

~

o

BIT IE/X:
PPM:

CL~Y

.SllT

SAND

SOil
TYPE

1'1

--_.

0.01/5.0/6.0/30
0.0416.0/10160
0.06/18/18/110
0.2/50/00/3'10
0.6/1 701180/500
3.0/180/300/500
3.0/1801300/500

BITIEIX (PPM'

BITIEIX (PPMI
0.0111.0/1.0/5.0
0.0110.7/0.917.0
0.0112.0/1.0112
0.03/7.0/7.0/40
0.1120115/120
0.4/50/401280
0.5/50170/320

100·300 METERS

O· 100 METERS

BITIEIX IPPMI

B/TIE/X IPPM)
0.0115.0/5.0130
0.0411 0/13/90
0.07125/201170
0.1140140/250
0.2/70/S01380
0.31100/100/500
6.0/1801220/500

100 . 300 METERS

O· 100 METERS

0.0111.011.0/5.0
0.0111.0/1.0110
0.01/3.012.0120
0.02/5.0/3.0/30
0.03/8.0/5.0/45
0.05/12/9.0170
1.0/30/19/150

0.01/5.0/5.0/30
0.05115/171110
0.09/30/30/180
0.1150/40/250
0.2170/50/310
0.2/80/160/390
0.3/120/100/500

0.1/501160/400
0.3180/2801500
0.5/100/300/500
2.0/180/300/500
6.0/180/300/500
20/180/300/500
20118013001500

BITIEIX IPPM)

_.

> 300 METERS .

0.1/501150/400
0.41130/300/500
0.S/180/300/500
1.011 80/300/500
1.01180/300/500
2.0/1 80/300/500
2011 8013001500

BITIEIX {PPMI

> 300 METERS

---

--.

0.1160/150/400 .
0.4/180/300/500
0.71180/300/500
1.011 801300/500
1.01 180/300/500
2.0/1801300/500
3.0/180/300/500

BITIEIX IPPnI!l

BITIEIX (PPM I

BITIEIX (PPM)
0.0111.0/1.0/5.0
0.0112.011.0/13
0.0114.012.0120
0.02/S.0/3.0/30
0.0318.014.0/40
0.0311015.0/50
0.05/15/8.0180

> 300 METERS

100 . 300 METERS

o . 100 METERS

DISTANCE TO HYDROGEOlOGICAlLY DOWNGRADIENT pnOPERTY LINE, DOMESTIC USE WELL, SPRING OR WL-I.L. IIEAD
PROTECTION AREA, OR ENVIRONMENTAllY SENSITIVE FEATURE

Benzene/T oluene/EI hylbenzene/Xylene( lolal)
. Part Per Million

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
IS.5
23.5

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
IS.5
23.5

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
IS.5
23.5

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
{METERSI

IGasoline, Kerosene, Jet Fuel)

CLASS IV SOIL MA-rRIX TABLE III . fA)

.

,

I

o

01
01

C?
'--'

PAil:
cPAH:
IIPAII:
NAP:
25 or BGRD:

--------

CLAY

SILT

SAND

SOIL
TYPE

-

-

----

1.5/5.011 .0
1.5/10/2.0
1.5/10/6.0
1.5/1016.0
1.5110/6.0
1.6/10/5.0
1.5110/6.0

25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 ()n BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
26 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25011 BGRD.

1.5/100/50
1.5/1 00/50
1.5/1 00/50
1.5/100/50
1.51100/50
1.51100/50
1.!j/l 00/50

25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGIID.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 on IlGnD.

cPAHlnPAH/NAP (PPM' TOTAL LEAD (PPMI

25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRO.
25 OR BGRD.

cPAH/nPAH/NAP (PPMI TOTAL LEAD (PPMI

1.5/100150
1.5/1 00/50
1.5/100/50
1.5/100/50
1.5/100/50
1.5/1 00/50
1.5/1 00/50

100 . 300 METERS

25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRO.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.

0·100 METl:RS

1.6/5.011.0
1.517.0/2.0
1.5110/3.0
1.6/10/6.0
1.5110/5.0
1.5/10/5.0
1.5/1015.0

cPA1-!/nPAH/NAP (PPM) TOTAL LEAD (PPMI

cPAH/nPAH/NAP (PPMI TOTAL lEAD (PPMI

25 OR BGRD.
25 on BGRD.
25 OR BGRO.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
250R·BGRO.

100 . 300 METERS

1.5/10011\5
1.511 00/50
1.5/100/50
1.5/100/50
1.5/100150
1.5/100/50
1.5/100/50

o - 100 METERS

25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD ..
25 on BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 OR BGRD.
25 or BGRD.

cPA!!!nPAH/NAP (pP_I':'1J TOTAllEAO (PPM,

cPAH/nPAH/NAP (PPM' TOTAL lEAD (PPM,
1.5/5.0/1.0
1,5/1012.0
1.5/10/3.0
1.6/10/4.0
1.5/10/5.0
1.5/10/5.0.
1.5/1015.0

100·300 METEHS

0- 100 METf.nS

25
25
25
. 25
26
25
25

8(0110.

on

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

OR
OR
on
OR
OR
OR
OR

1.6/200/100
1.5/200/100
1.6/200/1 00
1.5/200/100
1.6/20011 00
1. 6/20011 00 .
1. 5/200/1 00

25 on
25 OR
26 OR
26011
25 OR
25 OR
25011

BGIIO.
BGHO.
BGRD.
BGno.
OlillO.
BeillD.
B(jIHJ.

cPAH/nPAH/NAP (PPMI TOTAL LEAD (PPM'

--

Ulill[).

Hnno.

BGIID.
BGII[).
OGIIO.
BfiRD.
BGIIO.

TOTAlH~D

(PPMI

OR OGIID.
on B(ill[).

BGIIO.
Brilll>
11<;110.
UCiIlD.

> 300 METERS

1.6/200/100
1.6/200/100
1.5/iOO/100
1.6/2001100
1.5120011 00
1.6/2001100
1.5/200/1 00

cPAUlnPAH/NAP (PPM I

(pPM I
OR
on
OR
OR

!OTAll~~O

> 300 METERS

1.5/200/100
1.6/200/100
1.6/200/100
1.5/200/100
1.5/200/100
1.5/200/100
1.51200/100

cPAH/nPAH/NAP (PPMI

> 300 MEnns

DIST ANCE TO HYDROGEOLOGICALL Y DOWNGRADIENT PROPERTY LINE. DOMESTIC USE WELL. SPRING OR WELL HEAD
PROTECTION AREA. OR ENVIRONMENT ALL Y SENSITIVE FEATURE

Polynur.lear Aromatic Hydrocarhons
COllIhined Total of Benzo(a'anthracene, Benzolalpyrllne. Bonzolb'"uoranthullu, UHII/Illk'"l1f11l11,IIIlJllo, Chrysollo. DihonLOla,hlall.hrac;ullo, allcl Iclollull .2,3 ecllpyronC!
Allowilhle levellndividuolly fOI Acenaphthone
Allowahle level Individually for Naphthalene
25 Paris Pllr Million or Site·Specifiealiv Estahlislied Bar;kground

4.6
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
16.5
23.5

4.5
5.5
7.5·
10.6
13.5
16.5
23.5

4.5
5.5
7.5
10.5
13.5
16.5
23.5

DEPTH TO
GROUNDWATER
(METERSI

(Diesel. Waste Oil. New Oil,

CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE 111- (B)

i

SOIL TABLE 3
ALLOWABLE SOIL LEVELS IN EXCAVATED MATERIALS TO BE USED FOR
UN-RESTRICTED OFF SITE PURPOSES

~

BENZENE
TOLUENE
ETHYLBENZENE
XYLENE

0.01
0.7
0.4
5.0

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

PAH
cPAH
nPAH
NAPH

, .5
4.0
1.0

PPM
PPM
PPM

Total Lead
25 PPM or Established Background

BTex:
PAH:
cPAH:
nPAH:
NAPH:
PPM:

I

Benzene. Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylene(total)
.
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Combined Total of ·Benzo(alanthracene, Benzo(alpyrene, Benzo(blfluoranthene,
Benzo( klfluoranthene, Chrysene. Dibenzo (a.h I anthracene, "nd ·Ideno (1 .2. 3-cd I pvrene
Allowable Level Individually for Acenaphthene
Allowable Level Individually for Naphthalene
mg/kg - Part Per Million

NOTE: Refer to the January 1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline for details
concerning analytical requirements and procedures for establishing background.
For allowable levels in groundwater, refer to the Groundwater Worksheet (page 25).

C(b) - 56

GROUNDWATER WORKSHEET
'.0

General
In situations where groundwater has been encountered and an assessment is necessary, the
allowable levels in groundwater shall be established through an assessment of site-specific
conditions as determined by a registered professional engineer or registered professional
geologist.

. 2.0

Establishing Groundwater Cleanup Standards
Two. tables, Groundwater Table I and Groundwater Table II (page 27), specify the allowable
residual levels in groundwater for closure. A site-specific determination, based on the
subsequent criteria. shall be made to establish the appropriate table to be used,

NOTE: All facilities shall meet the requirements of 401 KAR5:031. the surface water
standards. for environmentally sensitiv'e features. if these features are present within
a 150 meter (492 feetl radius from the tank pit and are not sufficiently
demonstrated to be hydrogeologically upgradient from the tank pit.

GROUNDWATER TABLE I
3.0

Groundwater Table I Criteria
Groundwater Table I may be used if the following conditions in sections 3.1 or 3.2 exist:

. 3.1

3.2

The facility is serviced by a public water supply and;
,.

no domestic use wells. springs, or well head protection areas are located
within a 300 meter (984 feet) radius from the tank pit; and

2.

underground utility conduits have not been affected by a release of
petroleum.

The facility is not serviced by a public water supply, and;

1.

no domestic use wells. springs, or well head protection areas are located
within a 300 meter (984 feetl radius from the tank pit; and

2.

underground utility conduits have not been affected by a release of
petroleum; and

3.

the affected groundwater is not a current or potential source for domestic
use. (See Section 3.3 below)

C(b) - 57

3.3

Groundwater shall not be considered a current or potential source for domestic use
if any of the following conditions are verified:
1.

The affected groundwater zone vields less than 150 gallons per day as
determined oy a registereo professional engineer or geologist uSing
acceptable hydrological methOdologies; or

2.

Analysis of any affected groundwater indicates total dissolved solids (TDS)
in excess of1 0,000 ppm as per 40 CFR 136 method 160.2; or .

- 3.

4.0

An estimati.onbased on relevant information/data (e.g. local pump tests and
analysis of similar or same formations, published information, etc.) indicates
that the yields of any affected groundwater can be reasonably expected to
be less than 150 gallons per day. or that total dissolved soli!;!s (TDS) of any
affected groundwater can be reasonably expected to exceed 10.000 ppm.

Public Notice Requirements With The Use Of Groundwater Table I
If it is determined that the levels specified in Groundwater Table I are applicable according
to the above criteria. and will be used as cleanup standards when levels exceeding those
specified in Groundwater Table II are present. a Public Notice indicating the intention to
leave these levels of petroleum remaining in the groundwater, without plans to remediate. is
required. This Public Notice shall be PUblished one time in a newspaper having general
circulation in the county where the facility is located. Submit one copy of an inVOice and
two copies of an affidavit of publication to the Division of Waste Management. Underground
Storage Tank Branch within seven (7) days after publication.

GROUNDWATER TABLE II
5.0

Groundwater Table \I Criteria
Groundwater Table II shall be used if the criteria for the use of Groundwater Table I cannot
be met.
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GROUNDWATER TABLE I
ALLOWABLE GROUNDWATER LEVELS

BTEX
BENZENE
TOLUENE
ETHYLBENZENE
XYLENE

0.4 PPM
9.4 PPM
2.4 PPM
10.0 PPM

ea.ti
cPAH:
nPAH:
NAPHTHALENE:

0.005 PPM
3.0 PPM
0.3 PPM

Total Lead
0.015 PPM or Established Background

GROUNDWATER TABLE II
ALLOWABLE GROUNDWATER LEVELS

BTEX
BENZENE
TOLUENE
ETHYLBENZENE
. XYLENE

0.005
1.0
0.7
10.0

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

ea.ti
cPAH:
nPAH:
NAPHTHALENE:

0.005 PPM
3.0 PPM
0.3 PPM

Total Lead
0.015 PPM or Established
BTEX:
PAH:
cPAH:

nPAH:
PPM:

Backgroun~

Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylene(totall
Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Allowable Level Individually for Benzo(a)anthracene, Benzo(a)pyrene.
Benzo(b)fluoranthene, Benzo(k)fluoranthene, Chrysene. Oibenzo(a,h)anthracene,
Ideno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene
Allowable Level Individually for Acenaphthene
. mg/kg - Part Per Million

NOTE: Refer to the January 1995 Underground Storage Tank System Closure Outline for details
concerning I!nalytical requirements and procedures for establishing background.
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CLASSIFICATION GUIDE
~rUC~lons:

Circle the correct answer to each apolicable Question in both the soil and groundwater guides,
complete pages 32 and 33, and suomlt with tne Closure Assessment Report (CAR) Form.

SOIL
This guide shall be used to place each facility into a particular class, and to establish allowable soil levels.

1.

Are three (3) tanks or fewer present It the facility?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.2.
Proceed to Question No. '7.

2.

Hive there been more than three (3) regullted underground Itorage tlnks
on lite lince December 22. 1988?

Ves
No

. Proceed to Question No. , 7.
Proceed to Question No.3.

3.

Is the combined total capacity of III tln~present on site lince December
22. 19BB less than 6000 gallons?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.4.
Proceed to Question No. 17.

4.

Were the tlnks tlken out of service and empty prior to December 22.
, 9BB' (See Section 1.3. page 2)

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.5.
Proceed to Question No. , 7.

5.

Is permanent closure to be performed by closure In place'

Ves
No

Proceeo to Question No. 20.
Proceeo to Question No.6.

6.

Are any domestic use wells. springs. or well head protection areas . located
within' a '00 meter (32B feet) radius from the tank pit?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. 30.
Proceed to Question No.7

Are any environmentally sensitive features located Within a , 00 meter
(328 teet) radius from the tank pit?

Ves
No

Proceeo to Question No.8.
Proceeo to Question No.9.

8.

Have environmentally senSitive features, located within a 100 meter (328
feetl radius from the tank Pit. been documented to be hydrogeologically
upgradlent from the tank pit?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.9.
Proceed to Question No.2 1.

9.

Was clear evidence of • release observed within the excavation or
excavateo materials? (See Section 1.7. page 2)

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. '7.
P.oceed to Question No. , O.

'0.

Has visual evidence of. surficial release been observed outside of the
excavation Within e 150 meter (492 feetl radius from the tank pit?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. 30.
Proceed to Question No.1' .

Was water encountered within the excavation?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.1 2.
Proceed to Question No. , 5.·

, 2.

Was evidence of a release observed in the water encountered within the
excavation? (See Section 2.0. page 2)

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. , 3.
Proceed to Question No. , 5.

, 3.

Does the water encou!'!tered within the excavltion meet trle definition of
groundwater IS defined in 401 KAR 42:005?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.1 4.
Proceed to Question No . ., 5. (This
water shall be disposed of properly.1

14.

Does analysis of samples collected from the groundwater within the
excavation indicate levels above those specified in Groundwater Table II?
(See page 27)

Ves

Closure under Class I disallowed.
Proceed to Question No. 20.
Proceed to Question No.1 5.

15.

Was potential evidence of a release observed in the excavated matenals
lunidentified staining. odors etc.l?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.1 6.
Flcility meets the requirements for
closure under Class I.

16.

Does analysis of samples collected from me excavlted materills indicate
levels above those specified in Soil Table 37

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. 17.
.Facility meets the requirements for
closure under Class I.

..

I.

t

,"

.

:ontinu~d

on next page.
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CLASSIFICATION GUIDE (CONTINUED)
SOIL
i 7.

!-iave external leak d·etectlon devices been in operation over tne life of the
US, system' (See Section 1.1, page 5i

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No.1 8.
Proceed to Question no. 20.

lB.

Have leaks or releases been detected over the life of the system?

Ves
No

Proceed to auestion No, 20.
Proceed to Question No. 19.

19.

Was evidence of a release observed within the excavation? (See Sectio"
".3, page 5)

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. 20.
F.cility meets the reQUirements for
closure under Class II.

20.

Are Iny domestic use wells, springs, or well held protection .re.s located
within I 100 meter (328 feet) rid ius from the tank pit?

Ves
No

Proceed to Queltion No. 30.
Proceed to Question No. 21 .

21.

Are any environmentally sensitive features located within I 50 meter (164
feet) radius from the tank pit?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No, 22.
Proceed to Question No. 23.

22.

Hive environmentilly sensitive features, located within I 50 meter 064
feet) rid ius from the tank pit, been documented to be hydrogeologically
upgradient from the tank pit?

Ves
No

Proceed to auestion No. 23.
Proceed to Question No. 30.

23,

Has visual evidence of a surficial release been observed outside of the
excavation, or fumes detected inSide buildings within a 150 meter (492 feet)
radius from the tank Pit'

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. 30.
Proceed to auestlon No. 24,

24.

Have underground utility conduits been affected by a release? (See Section
1,4, page 7)

Ves
No

Proceed to auestlon No, 30,
Proceed to Question No. 25.

25.

Are any of the following conditions present? Circle the preceoing number of
those thiSt apply.

Ves
No

Proceed to auestion No. 26.
Proceed to Question No, 27,

,

The facility is located in a carbonate bedrock senlng, as determined through
8 geologic Quadrangle map analysIs. (See page 15, Section 5.1 tor a detailed
deSCription of this geologic semng,)

I

!,
\!
I

2

Domestic use wells, springs or well head protection areas are located within,
a 100 to 300 meter (328 feet to 9B4 feet) radius from the tenk pit.

3

Environmentally sensitive features are Ipcated within a 50 to 150 meter
(164 feet to 492 feet) radius from the tank pit and Ire hydrogeologically
downgradient from the tlnk pit.

4

Groundwater is encountered in the tank pit excavltion, or borings IS
reauired for closure in place and active systems, with groundwater analysis
Indicating acceptable levels 85 determined by following the Groundwater
Worksneet (page 25),

5

Groundwater is not encountered within the tank pit excavation, or borings
.5 reQuired for closure in place and active systems, and documentation has
!lSll been submined to demonstrate that groundw.ter is at I depth of more
than 30 feet from the surface.

6

Underground utility conduits are present which have the Dotential to
enhance the migration of residual petroleum or fumes off site or Into
buildings.

..

-

~

Continued on next page.
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CLASSIFICATION GUIDE (CONTINUED)
SOIL
,!
.:;0.

Ooes analVSIS of 5011 Samoies collecteo from the excavation Indicate levels
Ibove ~nose soeclfiea In Class III 5011 Tlble 1?

Yes

boundaries snail be remealatea to
Ichieve CllIs 1/1 Soil Taole 1 standaras.
Anv levels In 5011 loolie Class III Soil
Table 1 whlcn Ire outslae of the
property boundaries shall be remediated
to the Ipproprilte Class IV 5011 Matrix
Tlble Itlnolrds. (See not. oelowl
No

27.

Ves
No

Have!!! of the following been established?

50115 wltnln tne facllitv's prooertv

,I

!

I
I

I

Flcility meets the reqUirements for
CIISS III closure.
Proceeo to Question 1110. 2B.
Proceed to Question 1110. 26.

Domestic use wells, springs, or well head protection IrelS Ire loclted
beyond a 300 meter (984 feetl radius from the tlnk pit.
Environmentally sensitive features Ire loclted beyond a '50 meter 1492
feetl radius from the tank Pit. or Ire suffiCiently determined to be
hydrogeologicilly upgradient from the tlnk pit.
I

I,

Site-specific information is submitted to demonstrlte that grounDwlter IS It
I depth of more than 30 feet from the surface.
28.

29.

30.

Does analvsls of soil samples collected at the nearest hydrogeologlcally
downgradient property line indicate levels below those speCified in Cllss III
Soil Table 1. (See Section 8.0. page 101

Does analysis of soil samples collected from the excavation indicate levels
Ibove those specified in Class III Soil :r,ble 2?

Does analYSIS of soil samples collected from the excavation indiclte levels
below those specified in the applicable Class IV Soil Matrix Tlble?

I

Ves

Proceed to Question No. 29.

i

No

Soils wltn," the facllity's orooerty
boundlrles shall be remeaiatea to
Icnieve CIISS 1/1 Soil Tlol! 1 standaras.
Any levelS In soil aoove Class III 5011
Table 1 wnlcn are outSide of the
property boundarl'ls shall De remealatee
to the appropriate Cllss IV Soil Matrix
Table standards. (See note belowl

1\

Ves

Soils shall be remediated to achieve
Cllss III Soil Tlble 2 Itlndards. (See
note belowl

No

Flcility meets the requirements for
Class //I closure.

Ves

Flcility meets tne requirements for
Class IV Closure.

No

Soils shall be remediated to Ichleve the
appropriate Class IV Soil Matrix Table
standards. (See note beiowl

NOTE: Residual soil and/or groundwater levels above those specified in the applicable table will be allowed for
closure only if a supplemental risk assessment, permit as a residual landfill, or monitor only plan is
submitted and accepted by the Division In the form of a Corrective Action Plan.
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II

"

II

GROUNDWATER (FOR FACILITIES IN CLASS III AND CLASS IV)
This gUide st'lall be used to establish aliowabie levelS in groundwater for facilities in Class III or Class IV.

1.

Was!a:t water encountered within the excavation or required borings?

Yes
No

Proceed to Question No.3.
Proc.. d to Question No.2.

2.

Was !!l:t wlter ~n.coumered within the IllISlment one (1 I meter below the
bonom of a dry excavation? (See Section 3.2. page B or Section 3.2. page
14)

Yes
No

Proceed to Question No.3.
Proc..d to Question No.4.

3.

Does this water meet the definition of groundwlter
42:005?

Yes
No

Proceed to Question No.7.
Proceed to Question No.4

4.

Was bedrock enc:ountered within the excavation which prevented the
collection of a composite soil lample from thi bonom of the excavation 7

Yes
No

Proceed to Question No.6.
Proceed to Question No.5.

5.

Were Illowable soil leyels achleyed prior to rei ching the loil/bedrock
interface'

Yes

Flcility IS not reqUired to assess
groundwater.

No

Proceed to Question No.6.

Ves

Proceed to Question No.7.

No

PrOYlde documentation to exclaIM failure
to Issess groundwater.

6.

II

defined in 401 KAR

Were groundwater sameles collected in a hyClrogeologlcally ClowngrlClient
direction from the tank Pit?

7.

Is the facility serViced by a public water sueely'

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. 3
Proceec to cuestlon No. S

B.

Is the affected groundwater a current or potentlll source for domestiC use?
(See Section 3.3. page 26)

Ves
No

Proceeo to Question No.1 2.
Proceed to Question No.9.

9.

Are domestic use wells. spnngs. or well head protect~n areas located
within a 300 meter (9B4 feetl radius from tl'le tank Pit'

Yes
No

Proceed to Question No. 12.
Proceed to Question No.1 0

10.

Have underground utility conduits been affected by a release?

Ves
No

Proceed to Question No. 12.
Proceed to Question No. , , .

11.

Does Inalysis of groundwater samples indicate leyels above those Ipecified
in Groundwater Table 17

Yes

Groundwater shall be remediated to
Ichieve Groundwater Table I standards.
(See note below)

No

No further Issessment of groundwater
is necessary.

Ves

Groundwater shall be remedlated to
Ichleve Groundwater Table II standards.
(See note beiowl

No

No funher Issessment of groundwater
is necessary.

12.

Does analysis of groundwater samples indicate levels aboye those specified
in Groundwater Table II'

NOTE: Residual soil and lor groundwater levels above those specified in the applicable table will be allowed for
closure only if a supplemental risk assessment, permit as a residual landfill, or mODitor only plan is
submitted and accepted by the Division in the form of a Corrective Action Plan.
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III
II.,
II

I
I

VERIFICATION OF FACILITY CLASSIFICATION

O~~RNAME.

_________________________________________________________________________________

FACILITY NAME:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

FACILITY LiST 10 NUMBER:,_______________________________

I CERTIFY THAT THIS FACILITY MEETS THE CRITERIA TO CLOSE UNDER: ICHECK SPACEI
_CLASS I
_CLASS II
CLASS III
_CLASSIV
MEETS THE CRITERIA TO CLOSE UNDER CLASS III. BUT HAS CHOSEN TO CLOSE UNDER CLASS IV

THIS FACILITY HAS RESIDUAL LEVELS IN EXCESS OF THOSE SPECIFIED IN THE APPLICABLE SOIL OR GROUNDWATER T ABLEiSl. (CHECK
SPACEi
_ _ _ YES
NO

I CERTIFY THAT, THROUGH AN ACCURATE COMPLETION OF THE CLASSIFICA nON GUIDE, THE ALLOWABLE SOIL LEVELS WITHIN THE
PROPERTY BOUNDARIES FOR THIS FACILITY ARE SPECIFIED IN: (CHECK SPACE)

_ _ _ CLASS 111 SOIL TABLE

~

_ _ _ CLASS 111 SOIL TABLE 2

____ CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE I IFILL IN BLANKS)

SOIL TYPE: _ _ _ _ _ , DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER: _ _ _ _ , DISTANCE (0-100,100-300, OR >300): _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE II (FILL IN. BLANKS)

SOIL TYPE: _ _ _ _ , DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER: _ _ _ _" DI5T ANCE 10-100, 100-300, OR > 300): _ - - - -

_ _ _ CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE III (FILL IN BLANKS)

SOIL TYPE: _ _ _ _ , DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER: _ _ _ _ ,OISTANCE (0-100, 100-300,C OR >300): _ _ __

_ _ _ DOES NOT APPLY (CI:.ASS I OR CLASS II)
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I CERTIFY THAT, THROUGH AN ACCURATE COMPLETION OF THE CLASSIFICATION GUIDE, THE ALLOWABLE SOIL LEVELS OUTSIDE OF T~~E
ftAOPERTY BOUNDARIES FOR THIS FACILITY ARE SPECIFIED IN: ICHECK SPACE)

_ _ _ CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE I IFILL IN 2LANKSi

SOIL TYPE: _ _ _ _ ' DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER: _ _ _ _ , DISTANCE 10·100,100·300. OR >300): _ _ __

_ _ _ CLASS IV SOIL MATRIX TABLE II IFILL. IN BLANKS)

SOIL TYPE: _ _ _ _,- DEPTH TO GROUNDWATER: _ _ _ _ , DISTANCE 10·100,100-300, OR >300): _ _ __

_ _.-CLASS IV JOIL MATRIX TAIL.E III IFILL IN BLANKS)

SOIL TYPE:

~_ _ _ ,

DEPTH Tt;) GROUNDWATER: _ _ _ _ , DISTANCE (0-100,100-300, OR >300): _ _ __

_ _ _ DOES NOT APPLY

I CERTIFY THAT, THROUGH AN ACCURATE COMPLETION OF THE GROUNDWATER GUIDE, THE ALLOWABLE LEVELS IN GROUNDWATER
FOR THIS FACILITY ARE SPECIFIED IN:
_

GROUNDWATER TABLE I
GROUNDWATER TABLE II

_ _ _ DOES NOT APPLY (GROUNDWATER ASSESSMENT NOT REOUIRED)'

I CERTIFY THAT THE SURFACE WATER STANDARDS SPECIFIED IN 401 KAR 5:031 HAVE BEEN ADDRESSED
FOR HYDROGEOLOGICALLY DOWNGRADIENT ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE FEATURES LOCATED WITHIN A
150 METER (492 FEET) RADIUS FROM THE TANK PIT,

I VERIFY UNDER PENALTY OF LAW THAT I HAVE PERSONALLY EXAMINED AND AM FAMILIAR WITH THE
INFORMATION SUBMITTED IN THIS AND ALL ATTACHED DOCUMENTS. AND THAT BASED ON MY INQUIRY OF
THOSE INDIVIDUALS IMMEDIATELY RESPONSIBLE FOR OBTAINING THE INFORMATION. I BELIEVE THE
SUBMITTED INFORMATION IS TRUE. ACCURATE, AND COMPLETE.
KRS 224.99·010 PROVIDES FOR PENALTIES 'FOR SUBMITTING FALSE INFORMATION.

SIGNATURE OF REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER OR REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL GEOLOGIST

DATE

PRINTED NAME AND TITLE

PROFESSIONAL REGISTRATION NUMBER AND DATE
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SECTION D(a)

1. INTRODUCflON

The maintenance and protection of our environment has evolved into the most important
agenda of industry, citizens, and the government. Everyone realizes that certain resources are
not as expendable as once thought and that a duty is owed to take measures to ensure their
protection. In this regard, a tremendous. amount of activity has taken place to attempt to assure
that groundwater is protected and preserved.
II. STATE/FEDERAL RElATIONSHIP
Historically, the regulation of groundwater has been left to the province of the states.
However, in the last three decades, the federal government has taken the stance that the
protection of groundwater is a subject that requires national attention. As the matter now
stands, the federal government addresses groundwater protection in several environmental
statutes and regulatory programs. As will be discussed below, the United States Environmental
Protection Agency has begun a movement to address groundwater protection in a separate
program, solely devoted to "comprehensive" groundwater protection. In addition, states are
active in regulating groundwater. Much of the state action results from mandatory requirements
derived from federal environmental programs for which the states have assumed responsibility.
However, there exists a growing trend, supported by EPA, for states to create their own
programs with the sole purpose of protecting groundwater on a "comprehensive" basis.
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ill. EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC FEDERAL PROGRAMS

WHICH PROTECT GROUNDWATER
Before addressing new federal programs designed to comprehensively regulate
groundwater, it is necessary to first review three examples of federal action whereby EPA
regulates groundwater as a "necessary" part of regulating other activities and media.
Under the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), as amended by
the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 (HSWA), EPA is required to regulate
solid and hazardous waste activities.

With regard to solid waste, EPA has promulgated

regulations which place requirements on owners and operators of solid waste landfills pertaining
to:
(1)

the use of liners (both synthetic and natural) for landfills;

(2)

the monitoring of groundwater for possible releases from landfills; and,

(3)

the remediation of groundwater which has become impacted by a release

from landfills.
Also, under RCRA and HSWA, EPA is required to regulate the generation,
transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste. Under HSWA, in order
to protect groundwater resources, EPA is directed to gradually prohibit the land disposal of
certain hazardous wastes.

In this program, EPA has established requirements for the

remediation of hazardous constituent releases which require groundwater remediation and,
possibly, extensive groundwater monitoring well after the perceived danger of the release has
been abated.
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The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), which was enacted in 1974 and amended in
1986, federalized the regulation of drinking water systems. It required EPA to establish
national standards for levels of contaminants in drinking water and created programs for states
to regulate underground injection wells, aquifers, and wellhead areas. Under the SDWA, levels
have been set for national primary (maximum contaminant levels for specified contaminants)
and secondary (odor, smell, and taste) drinking water standards. The SDWA establishes, among
other important programs, a wellhead protection program and underground injection control
program. The wellhead protection program permits states to assume responsibility to adopt and
enforce a program which protects wellhead areas (the area around the assembly of valves, pipes,
and fittings which control the flow of product) which may have an adverse human health impact.
The underground injection control program regulates wells, known as "underground injection
wells", that are used to inject substances either as a method of disposal or as a means of
mineral extraction. States may assume responsibility for the underground injection program.
H a state does not assume the responsibility of either of the above programs, EPA will regulate
the activities within the state.
EPA's Underground Injection Control (UIC) regulations were promulgated to protect
and prevent contamination of underground sources of drinking water. The federal regulations
identify 5 classes of injection wells subject to varying degrees of regulation. These classes of
wells are differentiated according to the material being injected, the location and extent of the
injection, and the purpose of the injection. Depending upon the class under which a well is
classified, different engineering, performance, and monitoring requirements are imposed. These
requirements are imposed through a permitting process.
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Generally, the UIC regulations

prohibit any underground injection, except those authorized by permit or rule issued under the
VIC program. The VIC regulations' key purpose is to prevent the injection, or migration, of
pollutants into the drinking water system. To this end, as a general requirement in the VIC
program, EPA prohibits an owner or operator of any well from constructing, operating,
maintaining, converting, plugging, abandoning, or conducting any other injection activity in a
manner that allows the movement of fluid containing any contaminant into underground sources
of drinking water, if the presence of that contaminant may cause a violation of any primary
drinking water standards.
IV. FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES TO ESTABLISH
MORE GROUNDWATER SPECIFIC LAWS
Legislative interveIition on the federal level has often attempted to broaden the scope
of federal regulation of groundwater. For example, in 1987, no less than 12 Bills relating to
groundwater protection were introduced or circulated for comment. Generally, these Bills
attempted to establish a comprehensive management program for the purpose of protecting
groundwater. One Bill would have required EPA to develop groundwater quality criteria that
would be used by the states to establish groundwater nondegradation policies and develop
groundwater quality standards at least as stringent as the primary drinking water standards on
the SDWA.

The bill would have also required issuance of permits for discharges to

groundwater.

More recent legislative attempts have been made to address groundwater

protection. Bills have been introduced that would provide federal funds for both federal and
state groundwater protection.

Groundwater protection concepts in these Bills included

establishing aquifer protection areas, requiring state aquifer protection plans, and groundwater
contamination research.
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V. EPA'S COMPREHENSIVE GROUNDWATER POLICY
The examples of programs specifically addressing certain activities, discussed above, serve
far more purposes than only addressing groundwater protection. In the past, EPA policy was
directed at regulating specific sources of groundwater contamination. Not satisfied with this
disjointed method of regulating groundwater, EPA has attempted to establish, as its policy, the
"comprehensive" protection of groundwater. The focus of this policy (located in the policy
document entitled "Protecting the Nation's Groundwater") is comprehensive groundwater
management. EPA intended this document to be guidance for both federal initiatives and state
initiatives in upgrading current regulatory programs.
The policy document encourages states to establish a Comprehensive State Groundwater
Protection Program. This program is intended to foster efficient and effective protection of
groundwater through more cooperative, consistent, and coordinated operation of all federal,
state, and local programs within a state. The policy document sets forth several strategic
activities under the program. For all relevant federal, state, and local programs within a state,
they should strive to:
(1)

Establish comprehensive groundwater protection goals;

(2)

Establish priorities, based on the condition of the resource, identification

of contamination sources, and programmatic needs;
(3)

Define authorities, roles, responsibilities, resources, and coordinating

mechanisms;
(4)

Implement all necessary efforts to accomplish the goals consistent with

priorities and schedules;
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(5)

Coordinate information collection and management; and,

(6)

Improve public education and participation for groundwater protection

initiatives in order to gain support.
In this comprehensive groundwater protection venture, EPA expects that the process of

states developing fully-integrated comprehensive groundwater protection plans will require
several years. However, EPA does expect states to have a "core" plan in place in the near
future. These core plans include a commitment to work with EPA and a demonstration of a
state's potential to assume primary responsibility for groundwater protection measures. The key
to the state plan will be to provide consistency for all state environmental programs.
Some issues surrounding suggestions provided by EPA deserve special attention. First,
several draft programs, as well as existing programs and policies, urge that a groundwater
quality standard be established. However, many of these programs recognize that groundwater
in certain areas is not suitable for drinking water purposes. Therefore, these programs suggest
a groundwater classification system. Such groundwater classification systems, as with all types
of classification systems, may run the risk of overgeneralizing groundwater areas in a particular
region. This overgeneralization could, very easily, result in drinking water standards applying
to groundwater which has never been, and will never be, suitable for drinking water purposes.
Second, there is a tendency for regulatory agencies, both federal and state, to attempt
to establish a blanket point of compliance (point where sampling takes place) at the point of
discharge of contaminants, or, in the alternative, at facility boundaries. However, this approach
does not take into account geographic and demographic variations which may exist in an area.
Since the primary purpose of groundwater protection is to protect current or potential
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consumers of groundwater, a close look at the existing groundwater quality and location of
drinking water sources is necessary. This may require sampling groundwater at the facility
border to ensure that any nearby sources of drinking water are not contaminated. However,
in some instances, a facility may be located a long distance from any current or potential users
of groundwater. A more reasonable point of compliance would need to be established for these
scenarios. For example, the groundwater could be sampled at the point of use.
In addition, for those situations where natural groundwater quality is not suitable for

drinking water purposes, a much more lenient standard should be utilized. Similarly, if a
groundwater source was only being used for agricultural purposes, the standards applied to that
resource should reflect that use, rather than those used for drinking water.
VI. KENTUCKY'S GROUNDWATER INITIATIVE
As explained above, several policies and methodologies are available to address

groundwater protection, including groundwater classification, groundwater remediation, and
permitting. All states have at least some type of groundwater protection measures in place,
usually specific protections under specific environmental programs and almost all states have
in place, or are proposing, a comprehensive groundwater regulation program. The remainder
of this section will address recent groundwater program activities taken by the Commonwealth
of Kentucky.
In late 1992, the Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
circulated a draft groundwater regulatory package to be discussed at several public meetings
throughout the state. This draft included provisions for a groundwater classification system,
permitting for discharges to groundwater, and groundwater quality standards.
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Following an unprecedented "negotiated rulemaking" process to help refine the
groundwater regulation, the Cabinet formally proposed the regulation. The proposed rule
differed subtstantially from the original draft. After the public comment period on the rule, the
Administrative Regulation Review Subcommittee of the General Assembly attached a letter of
objection to the regulation. The Cabinet subsequently withdrew the regulation.
In the late spring of 1994, the Cabinet reproposed the regulation, in substantially the

same form, but the regulation did not apply to "agricultural operations". This regulation, 401
KAR 5:037, became effective on August 24, 1994. The goal of the regulation is the prevention
of groundwater pollution. The mechanism through which this goal is to be achieved is through
the preparation and implementation of groundwater protection plans ("GPP") for particular
activities.
A

Alllllicability

The regulation sets out the activities for which GPPs must be prepared and those that
are exempt from the regulation. The regulation expressly states that persons responsible for
conducting certain activities are subject to the regulation and are required to develop and
implement a groundwater protection plan. Those activities are listed in Appendix A hereto.
There are also specific exemptions from the regulations. These exemptions are listed in
Appendix B hereto. However, even if an activity is listed as having to have a GPP prepared,
a GPP will not be required for an activity if the person conducting the activity can demonstrate
by substantial evidence that the activity has no reasonable potential of creating water pollution

r

r :~

of groundwater.

Several factors are considered in the determination of whether such a

reasonable potential exists.
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B.

Preparation

l

A GPP establishes a series of practices to be followed by the person conducting the
regulated activity. GPPs must be prepared and implemented within one year of the effective
date of the regulation, or upon commencement of a regulated activity; hence, GPPs for existing
activities are required by August 24, 1995.
GPPs are required to include:

(1) general information about the facility and its

operation; (2) identification of all activities which are subject to the regulation;
(3) identification of all practices chosen for the plan to protect groundwater from pollution;
(4) an implementation schedule for the practices selected; (5) a schedule for the training of
employees; (6) an inspection schedule to ensure implementation of the plan; and, (7) a
certification from the person responsible for the plan that the plan complies with all
requirements of the regulation.
The regulation also lists an array of groundwater protection practices which may be
included in the plan; but, the list is not exhaustive and may be supplemented by other practices.
These practices include: (1) equipment design; (2) operational procedures; (3) preventative
maintenance techniques; (4) construction techniques; (5) personnel training; (6) spill response
capabilities; (7) alternative mat~rials or processes; (8) implementation of new technology; (9)
modification of facility or equipment; (10) spill prevention control and countermeasure plans;
(11) best management practices; (12) hazardous waste contingency plans; (13) other plans
prepared pursuant to other programs which protect groundwater from pollution; (14) run-off
or infiltration control systems; (15) siting considerations; and (16) any other practice which
will protect groundwater from pollution.
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Although the Cabinet intends for these options to apply to regulated activities in general,
the regulation also lists specific requirements for certain activities. These activities include:
loading and unloading areas; on-site sewage disposal systems; floor drains; tanks and sumps;
and, new surface impoundments. However, these specific requirements will not apply to those
activities that are governed by other federal or state regulatory programs which provide for
management and design standards, mandatory monitoring for groundwater pollution or methods
of detecting discharges or spills to groundwater, and specific corrective action criteria. This
exemption from the specific requirements only applies as long as the person conducting the
activity maintains compliance with the other regulatory program.
In general, the regulation requires site-specific GPPs to be prepared.

In some

circumstances, however, the regulation permits a person to be included in a generic plan
prepared by another person or group. To use a generic plan, the generic plan must include
activities which are substantially identical to those sought to be included, there is no substantial
difference between the locations to be protected, and the generic plan has been approved by
the Cabinet.

Persons using existing residential septic systems and persons constructing,

operating, closing, or capping water wells must, who do not prepare a site-specific plan or use
an approved generic plan, must implement a generic plan prepared by the Cabinet. Since many
regulated parties conduct several regulated activities, parties may incorporate applicable generic
plans into the facilities site-specific plan.

C.

Implementation

401 KAR 5:037 requires all site-specific GPPs, and documentation evidencing compliance
with the plan, to be retained by the person responsible for implementing the plan. All records
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evidencing compliance with the plan are required to be maintained for six years after their
preparation.
Every three years, the person responsible for the plan is required to review the GPP and
re-evaluate the pollution prevention procedures set out in the plan to ensure that they are
effective. In addition, in the event that a person who presently has a GPP conducts a new
regulated activity or modifies the previously regulated activity, that person is required to amend
the GPP to reflect and address the new or modified activity. Generally, parties who prepare
GPPs are not required to submit them to the Division of Water. However, the Division may
request a copy of the plan or may request a written demonstration that an activity is not subject
to the regulation. In addition, citizens are permitted to inspect GPPs at designated locations.
The Division, after requesting a copy of a plan, may request further information regarding the
activity and the surrounding site. If, based upon this information, the Division determines that
the plan does not meet the requirements of the regulation, the Division is required to notify the
person of, and the person shall remedy, the deficiency.
Finally, if a facility for which a GPP has been prepared is subsequently transferred, the
seller is obligated to provide the purchaser with a copy of the most recent GPP for the facility.
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VII. CONCLUSION
On the federal level, the protection of groundwater through a comprehensive
groundwater protection program has not been implemented in a mandatory regulatory setting.
However, the recent policy statements publicized by EPA have created a flurry of activity
among states in adopting and implementing such a program. Although Kentucky's approach
to groundwater protection does not utilize the full "arsenal" available to states under EPA's
guidance, the program does provide a rational method of preventing groundwater pollution.
Kentucky's system provides a comprehensive approach for the "prevention" of pollution, but
leaves the "remediation" aspect of groundwater pollution to other, more specific, programs.
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APPENDIX A

(Activities Expressly Subject To 401 KAR 5:037)
(a)

Storing or related handling of bulk: quantities of pesticides or fertilizers for commercial
purposes;

(b)

Storing or related handling of bulk quantities of pesticides or fertilizers for the purpose
of distribution to a retail sales outlet;

(c)

Applying of pesticides or fertilizers for commercial purposes;

(d)

Applying of fertilizers or pesticides for public right-of-way maintenance or institutional
lawn care;

(e)

Land treatment or land disposal of a pollutant;

(f)

Storing, treating, disposing, or related handling of hazardous waste, solid waste, or
special waste in landfills, incinerators, surface impoundments, tanks, drums or other
containers, or in piles;

(g)

Commercial or industrial storing or related handling in bulk: quantities of raw materials,
intermediate substances or products, finished products, substances held for recycling, or
other pollutants held in tanks, drums or other containers, or in piles;

(h)

Transmission in pipelines of raw materials, intermediate substances or products, finished
products, or other pollutants;

(i)

Installation or operation of on-site sewage disposal systems;

(j)

Storing or related handling of road oils, dust suppressants, or deicing agents at a central
location;

(k)

Application or related handling of road oils, dust suppressants or deicing materials;

(1)

Mining and associated activities;

(m)

Installation, construction, operation, or abandonment of wells, bore holes, or core holes;

(n)

Collection or disposal of pollutants in an industrial or commercial facility through the
use of floor drains which are not connected to on-site sewage disposal systems,
closed-loop collection or recovery systems, or a waste treatment system permitted under
the Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System;
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(0)

Impoundment or containment of pollutants in surface impoundments, lagoons, pits, or
ditches; or

(P)

Commercial or industrial transfer, including loading and unloading, in bulk quantities
of raw materials, intermediate substances or products, finished products, substances held
for recycling, or other pollutants.
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APPENDIXB
(Activities Expressly Exempt From 401 KAR 5:037)

(a)

·Normal use or consumption of products sized and packaged for personal use by
individuals;

(b)

Retail marketing of products sized and packaged for personal use or consumption by
individuals;

(c)

Activities conducted entirely inside enclosed buildings if:
1.
The building has a floor sufficient to prevent the release of pollutants to
groundwater; and
2.
There are no floor drains, or all floor drains within the building are connected
to an on-site sewage disposal system, closed-loop collection or recovery system or a waste
treatment system permitted under the Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System;

(d)

Storing, related handling, or transmission in pipelines of pollutants that are gases at
standard temperature and pressure;

(e)

Storing municipal solid waste in a container located on property where the municipal
solid waste is generated and which is used solely for the purpose of collection and
temporary storage of that municipal solid waste prior to off-site disposal;

(f)

Installing and operating sewer lines or water lines approved by the cabinet;

(g)

Storing water in ponds, lakes or reservoirs;

(h)

Impounding stormwater, silt, or sediment in surface impoundments;

(i)

Application of chloride-based deicing materials used on roads or parking lots;

(j)

Emergency response activities conducted in accordance with local, state, and federal law;

(k)

Fire fighting activities;

(1)

Conveyance or related handling by motor vehicle, rolling stock, vessel, or aircraft;

(m)

Agricultural activities at agriculture operations; or

(n)

Application by commercial applicators of fertilizers or pesticides on lands used for
agriculture operations.
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KENTUCKY GROUNDWATER AND AGRICULTURE
WATER PROTECTION PLANS 1

New Kentucky statutory and regulatory provisions require agriculture water or groundwater
protection plans for most farm, industrial, and commercial activities. The plans are to establish
practices to prevent agriculture and groundwater pollution.

GROUNDWATER REGULATION CONSENSUS PROCESS
The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approved the "Kentucky Groundwater
Protection Strategy" in 1987. The strategy called for the Division of Water of the Kentucky Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet to develop groundwater regulations.
The Cabinet began the public process for regulation development in March 1991 with the
publication of a "white paper." The Groundwater Advisory Council, composed of state and federal
agencies managing or studying groundwater, reviewed and discussed the issues paper prior to its
release for public comment. The Division of Water encouraged public comment on the white
paper by:
Distributing over 500 copies of the white paper;
Holding a public meeting on the white paper;
Providing a public comment period and accepting written comments.

lThis paper was complied from information and documents graciously provided and prepared by
Kay Harker and Beverly Oliver, Groundwater Branch, Division of Water, and Joyce Albro and
Faith Burns, Office of Legal Services, Kentucky Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet. Further questions may be directed to Beverly Oliver, Groundwater Branch, Division of
Water, Department for Environmental Protection, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
Cabinet, 14 Reilly Road, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, (502) 564-3410.
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In the fall, 1992, the Cabinet began the second phase of groundwater regulations
development. The Division of Water released draft groundwater regulations and, again, sought
public involvement by:
Inviting ten groups, composed of individuals and organizations who had provided
comments on the white paper, to discuss the draft regulations with agency staff.
Holding five public meetings throughout the state. Copies of the regulations were
. distributed. The Cabinet discussed the concepts in the draft regulations and responded
to questions.
Providing several hundred copies of the regulations to the public.
The [mal phase of public involvement began in late 1992. Because of the many diverse
comments on the draft regulations, the Cabinet established a consensus group to address policy and
technical issues to be included in the final regulations. The Cabinet invited the following
organizations to participate in the consensus group:
GROUNDWATER REGULATIONS CONSENSUS GROUP
August 9, 1994
Organization

Representative

Alternate

Sierra Club, Cumberland Chapter

Joey Roberts

Stuart Butler

Kentucky League of Cities

Charles Honeycutt, Mayor
City of Glasgow

Bill Clouse, Director
Kentucky League of Cities

Chemical Industry Council

Dennis Conniff

Carl W. Breeding

College of Agriculture

Dr. Joe Taraba

Dr. Grant Thomas

Kentucky Petroleum Council

Mike Helton

Gregory A. Wilkins
Ashland Petroleum Company

Cabinet for Human Resources

Ken Wade

Mark Hooks

Kentucky Utilities

Caryl Pfeiffer

Jim Stieritz
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company
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GROUNDWATER REGULATIONS CONSENSUS GROUP
August 9, 1994 (Cont.)

Organization

Representative

Alternate

Department of Mines and Minerals

Mike Wallen, Director

Brian Gilpin

Community Farm Alliance

Dr. James Worstell

Randy Barker

KY League of Women Voters

Anne Gabbard

Pat Nightingale

KY Farm Bureau Federation

Laura Knoth

David Beck

Alliance of Kentucky Coal

Bruce Leavitt

Dell Jaggers

Transportation Cabinet

Russ Renaud

Steve Rice

Institute for Mining &
Minerals Research

Dr. Lyle Sendlein, Director

Ralph Huffsey

KY Association of Counties

Jim Street, Commissioner

Clem Wethington
Kentucky Rural Water Association

Kentucky Chamber of Commerce

Lloyd Cress

Tony Sholar

Kentucky Resources Council

Tom FitzGerald

Liz Natter
~

Kentuckians for the
Commonwealth

Ray Tucker

Jane Harrod

Elk Atochem

Elizabeth Gillespie
Elf Atochem

John Romans
Dow Coming Corporation

Kentucky Oil & Gas Association

David M. Flannery, Esq.
Charleston, West Virginia 25326

Mr. Fredrick G. Kolb, P.E.

Kentucky Conservation Committee

Worley Johnson

Mary Martha Mueller

The original draft regulations were withdrawn from further consideration. Beginning in
February 1993, the consensus group met weekly during March and the first half of April.
Additional meetings were held in June and July as well as during the 1994 Legislative Session of
the Kentucky General Assembly. The consensus group reviewed numerous regulation drafts. They
crafted a totally new concept based upon the principle of pollution prevention. This innovative
approach does not mandate numerical compliance standards, permit requirements, or require the
payment of fees.
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AGRICULTURE WATER QUALITY AUTHORITY ACT
While the groundwater plan regulations awaited approval by the Administrative Regulation
and Review Subcommittee, Senate Bill 241, now codified as KRS 224.71-100 to 224.71-140; was
enacted establishing the Agriculture Water Quality Authority. This statute focuses on water quality
plans for fanns, including timber production. A copy of the statute is provided as Appendix 1.
The statute applies to "agricultural operations" and provides for the:
•

establishment of statewide and regional water quality plans;

•

evaluation development and improvement of "best management practices" plans; and

•

promotion of soil and water conservation activities that protect the waters of the
Commonwealth. KRS 224.71-110(1).

To accomplish this, the statute further sets forth the membership for the Authority as
providing a representative from each of the following:
•

Kentucky Association of Conservation Districts;

•

Kentucky Department of Agriculture;

•

University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service;

•

Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, Inc.;

•

Division of Conservation, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet;

•

Division of Forestry, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet;

•

Kentucky Geological Survey;

•

Environmental Organizations; and

•

Three members-at-Iarge from agricultural operations. KRS 224.71-110(2).

The representatives have been appointed by the governor from lists of three each provided by the
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Soil and Water Conservation Commission. In addition, the Authority has an ex officio member from
the Division of Water, Natural Resomces and Environmental Protection Cabinet and from the
Division of Environmental Health and Community Safety, Cabinet for Human Resomces. The
cmrent members of the Authority are listed at Appendix 2.
To date, the Authority has established five standing committees charged with identifying
potential water pollution problems; evaluating best management practices (BMPs) and other
potential solutions to problems (based on the investigation of the best available research data); and
developing a list of solutions to be presented to the Water Quality Authority as guidance in the
development of the Statewide Water Quality Plan:
•

farmstead committee to consider issues of rmal septic systems, abandoned wells,
well protection, rmal soil waste, underground storage tanks and farmstead BMPs;

•

crop (tobacco, corn, soybeans, small grains, fruits and vegetables, and pasture)
committee to consider issues of soil erosion, pesticide application, fertilizer
application, groundwater impacts of cropping practices, pesticides leaching, chemical
hazards, crop residue management, cropland BMPs, and conservation compliance
plans;

•

livestock (beef, swine', dairy, poultry and equine) committee to consider issues of
livestock waste, waste application, dead animals, feedlot management, silage storage,
waste regulations and livestock BMPs;

•

pesticides and fertilizer committee to consider issues of chemical storage, chemical
mixing, fertilizer storage, container disposal, chemical fertilizer regulations, chemical
fertilizer BMPs, and a state groundwater protection plan for Kentucky; and
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•

silviculture committee to consider issues of timber harvesting, logging roads, riparian
areas, woodland management, forest stewardship management plans, and
silvicultural BMPs.

The responsibilities of the Authority include:
•

reviewing water quality data;

•

reviewing university research on water quality and alternative best management
practices research;

•

evaluating effectiveness of best management practices and modify "BMP" design
standards to improve water quality protection practices;

•

developing state-wide agricultural water quality plans to address identifiable water
pollution problems from agricultural operations, evaluating and modifying plans as
necessary, and establishing procedures for modifications to plans;

•

assisting with the review of water quality priority protection data to establish
agricultural water priority protection regions.

•

providing technical assistance to persons engaged in agricultural operations and to
the Soil and Water Conservation Commission in its efforts to coordinate water
quality protection;

•

working with other agencies to disseminate information to agricultural operations on
plans to protect groundwater and surface water; and

•

providing biennial reports to the governor and the LRC. KRS 224.71-11 0(4).

The Authority will develop statewide water quality plans to address identifiable water
pollution problems from agriculture operations by July 1, 1996. KRS 224.71-110(4)(d). The
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Division of Water is to review and, unless deficient, shall approve or disapprove any statewide or
regional water quality plan within 30 days of receipt. KRS 224.71-110(5). If the Division of Water
finds any provision deficient, the Division shall give written notice to the Authority subject to
supplemental timetables for resolving the deficiency. KRS 224.71-110(5). Within five years of the
approval of the statewide water quality plan (the year 2001), persons engaged in agriculture
operations shall implement the applicable requirements of the statewide plan. KRS 224.71-120(3).
Generally, if the Cabinet documents that an agriculture operation is operating in a manner
which results in water pollution or, is not implementing a provision of the applicable water quality
plan, the Division of Water will notify the operator, in writing with a copy to the Conservation
District, of the facts underlying the noncompliance; the availability of technical and fmancial
assistance; and set forth a reasonable period for compliance which may include a schedule of
corrective measures. KRS 224.71-130(1). If the operator still fails to comply or respond to the
written notice, then that person shall be deemed a "bad actor" subject to enforcement action for the
violations and loss of eligibility for further financial assistance. KRS 224.71-130(2). Compliance
with the state or regional plan shall be a mitigating factor in determining whether to impose civil
penalties. KRS 224.71-130(3).
A violation, however, whether its source is from an agriculture operation or not, that violates
a permit, certification, or authorization required under state or federal law; or constitutes an
emergency action for violation ofKRS 224.10-410, 224.01-400, or 151.297; or enforcement of any
administrative or judicial order to protect human health of the environment; may result in immediate
enforcement action by the Cabinet. KRS 224.71-140.
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GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PLANS OTHER THAN AGRICULTURE
In response to the Agriculture Water Quality Authority Act, the Cabinet, with concurrence
by the Consensus Group, withdrew the proposed groundwater protection regulations as originally
filed (401 KAR 5:036 and 402 KAR 2:030).

On May 15, 1994, the Cabinet submitted

401 KAR 5:037, entitled "Groundwater Protection Plans" for promulgation. This regulation is
identical to the groundwater regulation (401 KAR 5:036) that was withdrawn, except for removal
of the provision for farms. Farms, including timber production, are regulated under the provisions
of the Agriculture Water Quality Authority Act. A copy of the regulation currently in effect is
attached as Appendix 3.
The goals of the groundwater regulation, 401 KAR 5:037, effective August 24, 1994, is to
prevent groundwater pollution through preparation of groundwater protection plans. Section 2(1).
Moreover, individuals conducting certain activities are to evaluate those activities and determine if
different or additional practices or procedures are needed to protect groundwater.
As examples, under the regulation, Section 2(2), groundwater protection plans shall be
prepared for:
•

storage and related handling of bulk quantities of pesticides or fertilizers for commercial
use;

•

storage or related handling of bulk quantities of pesticides or fertilizers for the purpose
of distribution to retail sales outlets;

•

application of pesticides or fertilizers for public right-of-way maintenance or institutional
lawn care;

•

land treatment or land disposal of a pollutant;
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•

storage, treatment, disposal or related handling of all types of waste;

•

commercial or industrial storage or related handling of bulk quantities of materials;

•

transmission in pipelines of liquids;

•

installation or operation of on-site sewage disposal systems;

•

application, storage and related handling of road oils, dust suppressants, or de-icing
materials;

•

mining;

•

installation, construction and operation, or abandonment of wells, core holes, or bore
holes;

•

collection or disposal of pollutants in industrial or commercial facilities through floor
drains;

•

impoundment or containment of pollutants in surface impoundments, pits, or ditches; and

•

commercial or industrial transfer, including unloading and loading of bulk quantities of
materials. 401 KAR 5:037, Section 2(2).

Under the regulation, Section 2(4), groundwater protection plans are not required for these
activities:
•

normal use or consumption of products sized and packaged for personal use by
individuals;

•

retail marketing of products sized and packaged for personal use or consumption by
individuals;

•

activities in enclosed buildings;

•

storage, or transmission of gases in pipelines;
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•

storage of garbage (municipal solid waste) on the property where it is generated;

•

installing sewer lines and water lines;

•

ponds, lakes and reservoirs;

•

stormwater, silt or sediment impoundments;

•

salting roads and parking lots;

•

emergency response activities;

•

fIre fIghting;

•

transportation;

•

farms (but see Agriculture Water Quality Authority Act); and

•

application on farms of fertilizers and pesticides by commercial applicators.
401 KAR 5:037 Section 2(4).

The regulation also provides criteria for individuals to demonstrate that no reasonable potential to
pollute groundwater exists and a groundwater protection plan is not needed. Section 2(3). The
justifIcation, if the exemption is claimed, must be provided to the Cabinet in writing within thirty
(30) days of the request.
While there is no exemption for compliance with other state or federal regulatory programs,
compliance with other programs may be incorporated into the groundwater protection plan if the
other regulatory program contains the following three elements:
•

management and design standards;

•

mandatory monitoring for groundwater pollution or methods of detecting discharges,
spills, or releases to groundwater; and

•

specifIc corrective action criteria. 401 KAR 5:037 Section 3(7).
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In addition, the regulation requires that the individual be in compliance with the program
incorporated into the groundwater protection plan. Section 3(7)(b).
Similarly, permits or activities to ensure compliance with surface water protection
requirements must be evaluated and may not be sufficient to comply with the requirement to prevent
pollution of wundwater.
The regulatory deadline for development of groundwater protection plans is August 24, 1995.
401 KAR 5:037 Section 3(2). The plan may be site specific or the plan may be a generic plan
applicable to identical activities in different locations. Section 3(2). A generic plan may be
developed by a trade association, group, company or an individual. Section 3(8)(b).
Both generic and site-specific groundwater protection plans shall include the following
information:
•

activities at a site;

•

Practices chosen to protect groundwater from pollution;

•

implementation schedule for selected practices;

•

implementation schedule for employee training; and

•

inspection schedule. Section 3(3)

A "groundwater protection plan review sheet" is attached as Appendix 4.
Generic groundwater protection plans must be submitted to the Cabinet for approval prior
to implementation. Section 3(8)(f). There is a notice publication and 30 day public comment period
for generic plans. Section 3(8)(f). In comparison, site-specific groundwater protection plans may
be reviewed by the Cabinet on a case-by-case basis but do not need to be submitted prior to
implementation. Section 4. The plan and all records that show compliance with the groundwater
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protection plan must be kept for six years. Section 4(1)(c). Plans must be updated and reviewed
every three years. Section 4(3).
After August 24, 1995, Cabinet inspectors or staff may ask to inspect groundwater protection
plans and implementation documentation. 401 KAR 5:037 Section 4(4)(a). Additionally, citizens
may ask to review plans and may, in turn, ask the Division of Water to evaluate these plans.
Section 4(7). A written response by the facility is required within ten days. Section 4(7)(b) 1. These
plans may be reviewed at the facility, the Division of Water or a local public library.
Section 4(7)(b) 1. All individuals engaging in the listed activities will be expected to have complied
with this regulation by August 24, 1995. Section 3(2). Upon review, the Cabinet will look for three
categories of information:
•

a groundwater protection plan;

•

documentation of compliance such as inspection schedules; and

•

evidence that implementation stages, if any, are being implemented on schedule.

Upon written request of the Cabinet, any person who has made a determination pursuant to
Section 2(3) of the regulation that a groundwater protection plan is not required for a specific activity
shall submit a written demonstration to the Cabinet within 30 days. Section 4(4)(b).
Copies of the groundwater protection plan must be provided to the purchaser when property
is sold. Section 4(8).

CONCLUSION
The goal of these new provisions is to prevent groundwater pollution. Obviously, there is
more than one method to adequately address the activities at any given facility or operation. Each
plan must be designed and implemented to assure compliance with these goals.
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224.71-100

AGRICULTURE WATER QUALITY

224.71-100. Definitions for KRS 224.71-100 to 224.71-140.
As used in KRS 224.71-100 to 224.71-140, unless the context requires otherwise:
(1) "Agriculture operation" means any fann operation on a tract of land,
including all income-producing improvements and fann dwellings, together with other fann buildings and structures incident to the operation and maintenance of the fann, situated on ten (10) contiguous acres
or more of land used for the production of livestock, livestock products,
poultry, poultry products, milk, milk products, or silviculture products,
or for the growing of crops such as, but not limited to, tobacco, corn,
soybeans, small grains, fruit and vegetables; or devoted to and meeting
the requirements and qualifications for payments to agriculture programs under an agreement with the state or federal government;
(2) "Bad actor" means any person engaged in agriculture operations, who
receives written notification of documented water pollution and of the
agriculture water quality plan needed to prevent water pollution, and
is provided technical assistance, and financial assistance when possible, to implement the agriculture water quality plan, but still refuses
or fails to comply with the requirements of the agriculture water quality plan;
(3) "Best management practices" means, for agriculture operations, the
most effective, practical, and economical means of reducing and preventing water pollution provided by the United States Department of
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service and the Soil and Water Conservation Commission. Best management practices shall establish a minimum level of acceptable quality for planning, siting, designing, installing, operating, and maintaining these practices;
(4) "Conservation plan" means a plan, provided by the United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service and the Soil and
Water Conservation Commission, describing best land management
practices, including an installation schedule and maintenance program, which when completely implemented, will improve and maintain soil, water, and related plant and animal resources of the land;
(5) "Compliance plan" means a conservation plan containing best management practices developed for persons engaged in agriculture operations
by the United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation
Services, in conjunction with local conservation districts as required
for eligibility under the Federal Food Security Act;
(6) "Forest stewardship management plan" means a plan developed by the
. cabinet's Division of Forestry, the cabinet's Division of Conservation,
the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, and the United States
Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service which establishes practices for a person engaged in agriculture operations to manage forest lands in accordance with sound silvicultural principles;
(7) "Conservation district" means a subdivision of state government organized pursuant to KRS Chapter 262 for the specific purpose of assisting
persons engaged in agriculture operations and land users in solving
soil and water resources problems, setting priorities for conservation
work to be accomplished, and coordinating the federal, state, and local
resources to carry out these programs;
(8) "Groundwater" means subsurface water occurring in the zone of saturation beneath the water table and any perched water zones below the B
soil horizon;
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(9) "Water priority protection region" means an area specifically delineated where water pollution from agriculture operations has been scientifically documented;
(10) "Agriculture water quality plan" means a document incorporating the
conservation plan, compliance plan, or forest stewardship management
plan as necessary to prevent groundwater and surface water pollution
from an agriculture operation;
(11) "Surface water" means those waters having well-defined banks and
beds, either constantly or intermittently flowing; lakes and impounded
waters, marshes and wetlands; and any subterranean waters flowing
in well-defined channels and having a demonstrable hydrologic connection with the surface. Effiuent ditches and lagoons used for waste
treatment which are situated on property owned, leased, or under valid
easement by a permitted discharger shall not be considered to be surface waters of the Commonwealth; and
(12) "Soil and water conservation commission" means the commission created in KRS 146.090 for the purpose of administering the organization
of conservation districts.
(Enact. Acts 1994, ch. 182, § 1, effective July 15, 1994.)
224.71·110. Agriculture Water Quality Authority - MembershipResponsibilities.
(1) The Agriculture Water Quality Authority is hereby created and administratively attached to the cabinet. The authority shall be a
multidiscipline peer group that shall evaluate, develop, and improve
best management practices in conservation plans, compliance plans,
and forest stewardship management plans; establish statewide and
regional agriculture water quality plans; and otherwise promote soil
and water conservation activities that protect waters of the Commonwealth from the adverse impacts of agriculture operations within the
Commonwealth. The cabinet shall provide staff to the authority. .
(2) Within six (6) months of July 15, 1994, the Soil and Water Conservation Commission shall submit to the Governor for appointment to the
Agriculture Water Quality Authority a list of three (3) persons recommended by each of the following state agencies and organizations:
(a) Kentucky Association of Conservation Districts;
(b) Kentucky Dep!Utment of Agriculture;
(c) University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service;
(d) Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, Inc.;
(e) Division of Conservation, Natural Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet;
(0 Division of Forestry, Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet;
(g) Kentucky Geological Survey; and
(h) Environmental organizations.
The membership of the Agriculture Water Quality Authority appointed by the Governor shall consist of one (1) representative
from each of the groups identified in paragraphs (a) to (h) of this
subsection and three (3) members-at-Iarge from agriculture operations. The Soil and Water Conservation Commission shall solicit
nominations from Kentucky agriculture operations organizations
and submit those names to the Governor for selection of the three
(3) members-at-Iarge from agriculture operations. The Governor
shall select four (4) members to serve two (2) year initial terms,
four (4) members to serve three (3) year initial terms, and three (3)
members to serve four (4) year initial terms. All succeeding terms
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shall be four (4) year terms. A representative from the United
States Soil Conservation Service and a representative from the
United States Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service
may also be appointed by the Governor to serve on the authority.
One (1) representative each from the Division of Water, Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection: Cabinet and the Division
of Environmental Health and Community Safety, Cabinet for
Human Resources shall serve as ex officio members.
(3) It shall be the responsibility of the Agriculture Water Quality Authority to establish, at a minimum, the following four (4) committees for
agriculture operations, with membership outside the Agriculture
Water Quality Authority:
.
(a) Livestock, including but not limited to, beef, swine, dairy, poultry,
and equine;
(b) Crops, including but not limited to, tobacco, corn, soybeans, small
grains, fruits and vegetables, pasture and timber;
(c) Pesticides, fertilizers, and other agricultural chemicals; and
(d) Farmstead issues.
(4) The Agriculture Water Quality Authority shall have the following responsibilities:
(a) Review water quality data as available;
(b) Review university research on water quality and alternative best
management practices research;.
(c) Evaluate the adoption and effectiveness of best management practices, and modify best management practice design standards to
improve water quality protection practices;
(d) Develop by July 1, 1996, state-wide agriculture water quality plans
to address identifiable water pollution problems from agriculture
operations, and continue to evaluate and modify the agriculture
water quality plans, as necessary to prevent water pollution from
agriculture operations;
(e) Assist with the review of state-funded and other water quality
monitoring data and with the establishment of agriculture water
priority protection regions;
(0 Provide technical assistance to persons engaged in agriculture operations and to the Soil and Water Conservation Commission in its
efforts to coordinate water quality protection as related to agriculture operations;
.
(g) Work with the United States Soil Conservation Service, United
States Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service, and
conservation districts to disseminate to agriculture operations the
best management practices, conservation plans, compliance plans,
forest stewardship management plans, and agriculture water
quality plans which address the protection of groundwater and
surface water;
,
(h) Provide the Governor and the Legislative Research Commission
with biennial reports of the progress of the Agriculture Water
Quality Authority program; and
(i) Establish procedures for modifications to be incorporated into statewide or regional agriculture water quality plans.
(5) The cabinet's Division of Water shall approve or disapprove any statewide and regional water quality plan within thirty (30) days of receiv- .
ing the plan from the Agriculture Water Quality Authority. All provisions of a statewide or regional water_quality plan not found deficient
shall be approved. If the Division of Water finds any provision of the
statewide or regional agriculture water quality plan deficient, the Division of Water shall give written notice to the authority of those provi-
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sions found to be deficient. Within the thirty (30) days following the
notice of deficiency, the authority shall deliver to the Division of Water
a written response setting forth proposed solutions to the deficiencies .
. Any deficiencies which remain unresolved shall be resolved in a manner agreed to jointly by the Division of Water and the authority within
sixty (60) days unless the Division of Water and authority jointly agree
to an extension or alternate dispute resolution. The Division of Water
shall approve or disapprove all modifications to the statewide and regional plans as set forth at KRS 224.71-120(8).
(Enact. Acts 1994, ch. 182, § 2, effective July 15, 1994.)
224.71-120. Agriculture water qualitr plans - Monitoring - Water
priority protection regIons - Plan modifications.
Each agriculture operation shall establish an agriculture water quality
plan as follows:
'
(1) In the case of an agriculture operation which already has in place a
conservation plan, compliance plan, or forest stewardship management
plan, the agriculture water quality plan for that agriculture operation
shall be the conservation plan, compliance plan, or forest stewardship
management plan until the time the statewide agriculture water quality plan for agriculture is developed, approved, and incorporated into
the existing plan.
(2) All persons engaged in agriculture operations are encouraged to follow
the best management practices provided by the Soil and Water Conservation Commission in the, "Agriculture Best Management Practices
Manual" until the statewide agriculture water quality plan is devel~ped and approved.
(3) The approved statewide agriculture water quality plan shall establish
the applicable requirements to be used by the technical agencies in
assisting persons engaged in agriculture operations in the revision and
modification of their conservation plans, compliance plans, or forest
stewardship management plans. Within five (5) years of the approval
of the statewide agriculture water quality plan, persons engaged in
agriculture operations across the state shall implement the applicable
requirements of the statewide plan. A person engaging in agriculture
operations where water pollution has been documented by the cabinet
shall be presumed to be in compliance with KRS 224.71-100 to
224.71-140 if that person has timely and properly implemented the
applicable requirements of the statewide agriculture water quality
plan. If it is determined that the plan does not prevent the documented
water pollution, it shall be the responsibility of the Agriculture Water
Quality Authority, not the agriculture operations, to identify the necessary modifications to the plan to prevent the documented pollution.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, through the conservation districts,
shall assure that technical assistance is made available to assist persons engaged in agriculture operations with the implementation of the
statewide plan requirements. The Commonwealth of Kentucky recognizes the public benefit of providing the financial resources necessary
to protect groundwater and surface water and may make available cost
share dollars to assist persons engaged in agriculture operations with
the implementation of their plans as resources become available. The
time for compliance with an agriculture water quality plan may be
extended based on the availability of technical and financial assistance.
(4) To ensure the success of agriculture's plan to protect groundwater and
surface water, available statewide monitoring data shall be used to
identify trends in water ,quality across the state and to complement the
r~
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groundwater assessment program of KRS 247.088. This data shall help
identify water protection priority regions, develop a scientific water
quality database, and develop sensitivity map information. As priority
areas are identified on a regional or local basis, efforts shall be made to
conduct an intensive monitoring program by the Division of Water, in
cooperation with Kentucky Geological Survey, and the Agriculture
Water Quality Authority, to investigate known or suspected instances
of groundwater pollution.
.
The cabinet's Division of Water shall notify in writing the local conservation districts, the Soil and Water Conservation Commission, and the
Agriculture Water Quality Authority that water pollution from agriculture operations within a region has been documented through data
collected from monitoring efforts. The Division of Water, working with
the Agriculture Water Quality Authority, shall designate water priority protection regions where it is documented that agriculture is contributing to water quality pollution problems. If the cabinet's Division
of Water identifies water pollution in a region, the authority shall
reevaluate the effectiveness of the best management practices, and the
applicable provisions of the statewide agriculture water quality plan in
effect for agriculture operations in that region. Working with the Soil
and Water Conservation Commission and the conservation district, the
Agriculture Water Quality Authority shall develop a regional agriculture water quality plan and assist persons engaged in agriculture operations in the identified region in taking the appropriate steps to modify
their agriculture water quality plan.
Upon notice from the cabinet's Division of Water that water pollution
from agriculture operations has been documented in a water priority
protection region of the state, the Soil and Water Conservation Commission and local conservation districts shall provide notice to persons
engaging in agriculture operations within the region of the availability
of any technical and financial assistance. The notice shall also state
that, in order to qualify for any available assistance, the person engaging in agriculture operations shall comply with the regional water
quality plan. The notice shall be in a form which shall not limit the
ability of a person engaged in agriculture operations to participate in
state and federal assistance programs. The Division of Water and the
conservation districts, in consultation with the Agriculture Water
Quality Authority, shall set the time for implementation of the regional water quality plan.
A person engaging in agriculture operations in an agriculture water
priority protection region shall implement the regional plan with assistance from the commission, the conservation districts, and the Division
of Water.
Persons engaged in agriculture operations may obtain modifications of
any statewide or regional agriculture water quality plan by submitting
the proposed modification for review to the appropriate conservation
district in accordance with the procedure established in the statewide
agriculture water quality plan. The conservation district shall review
proposed modifications and make a recommendation to the Agriculture
Water Quality Authority for consideration. If the authority recommends approval of the modification, the cabinet's Division of Water
shall approve or disapprove the modification on at least a quarterly
basis, unless otherwise provided in the statewide agriculture water
quality plan.
A person engaging in agriculture operations who is in a water priority
protection region where water pollution has been documented by the
cabinet shall be presumed to be in compliance with KRS 224.71-100 to
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224.71-140 if that person has timely and properly implemented the
practices required by the portions of the regional agriculture water
quality plan which apply to that person's activities.
(10) Where there is documented evidence of a violation of water pollution
laws or administrative regulations traceable to a specific agriculture
operation, the provisions of KRS 224.71-130 shall govern the resolution of the violation.
(Enact. Acts 1994; ch. 182, § 3, effective July 15, 1994.)
224.71·130. Noncompliance with agriculture water quality plan.
(1) Forpurposes ofKRS 224.71-100 to 224.71-140, if the cabinet's Division
of Water documents that a person engaged in agriculture operations is
conducting or allowing the conduct of any agriculture operation in a
manner which results in water pollution or if the person fails to implement the provisions of the applicable agriculture water quality plan,
the Division of Water shall notify the person in writing, with a copy of
the notice to the appropriate conservation district, of the following:
(a) The facts alleged to constitute the water pollution or failure to
comply with applicable laws or requirements of the agriculture
water quality plan alleged to constitute the noncompliance;
(b) Availability of any technical and financial assistance from state or
federal sources through the conservation districts; and
(c) Set forth a reasonable period for compliance or, the person engaged
in agriculture operations may submit a compliance plan which
may include a compliance schedule with corrective measures designed to correct the failure to conform with the applicable provisions of the agriculture water quality plan subject to approval by
the Division of Water. A compliance schedule may incorporate
corrective measures and time schedules recommended by the appropriate conservation district, if requested by persons engaged in
agriculture operations.
(2) If any person engaged in agriculture operations fails or refuses to comply or respond to the written notice, unless excused or extended by the
Division of Water, the person shall be deemed a "bad actor" and shall
be subject to enforcement action for violations of KRS 224.71-100 to
224.71-140 as well as loss of eligibility for further financial assistance.
(3) In any violation issued under this section, the cabinet shall consider the
compliance of a person with the state and any regional agriculture
water quality plan as a mitigating factor in determining whether to
impose civil penalties. .
(Enact. Acts 1994, ch. 182, § 4, effective July 15, 1994.)
224.71·140. Construction of KRS 224.71·100 to 224.71-140.
Nothing in KRS 224.71-100 to 224.71-140 shall be construed as affecting
the obligation of any person concerninf any permit, certification, or authorization required under state or federa law. Nothing in KRS 224.71-100 to·
224.71-140 shall be construed to require the cabinet to give prior written
notice in the case of any violation of a permit, certification, or authorization
required under state or federal law or in the case of any violation requiring
emergency action for violations of KRS 224.10-410, 224.01-400, and
151.297 or enforcement of any administrative or judicial order to protect
human health or the environment.
(Enact. Acts 1994, ch. 182, § 5, effective July 15, 1994.)
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AGRICULTURE WATER QUALITY AUTHORITY
MEMBERSHIP
Kentucky AssQciation of Conservation Districts
James R. Lacy-300 Sandfield Road, Campton, KY 41301
(Term Exp. 10-1-96)
PHONE: 606-668-3155

Kentucky Department of Agriculture
Rayetta Boone-7th Floor, Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, KY
(Term Exp. 10-1-96)
PHONE: 502-564-4696

40601

OK College of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service
Dr. Walter Walla-3825 Margo Court, Lexington; KY 40510
(Term °Exp. 10-1-96)
PHONE :0-606-257 - 4302

Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, Inc.
Sam Moore-1070 Mooretown Rd., Morgantown, KY 42261
(Term Exp. 10-1-97)
PHONE: 502/526-5641

Division of Conservation, NREP Cabinet
Steve Coleman-691 Teton Trail, Frankfort, KY 40601
(Term Exp. 10/1/97)
PHONE: 502/564-3080

Division of Forestry, NREP Cabinet
Mark Matuszewski-627 Comanche Trail, Frankfort, KY
(Term EXp. 10/1/97)
PHONE: 502/564-4496

40601

Kentucky Geological Survey, OK
Donald C. Haney-228 Mining & Minerals Resources Bldg., Lexington, KY 40506
(Term Exp. 10/1/96)
PHONE: 606/257-5500

Sierra Club-Cumberland Chapter
W. Henry (Hank) Graddy-406 Mill Road Place, Midway, KY
(Term Exp. 10/1/98)
PHONE: 606/873-1340

40347

Kentucky Pork Producers - Member-at-Large
John M. Ovensen-6892 Munfordville Road, Upton, KY
(Term EXp. 10/1/97)
PHONE: 502/737 -5665

42784

Member-at-Large
Robert C. Wade, Jr.-1404 Horseshoe Bend Road, Sonora, KY
(Term Exp. 10/1/98) PHONE: 502/369-6329

42776

Member-at-Large
Kevin Jeffries-1s03 East Highway 22, Crestwood, KY
(Term Exp. 10/1/98) PHONE: 502/222-9877

40014

Natural Resources Conservation Service
Billy W. Milliken-Suite 110, 771 Corporate Drive, Lexington, KY
(Ex-Officio)
PHONE:
606/224-7350

40503-5479

Agricultural Stabilization Conservation Service
Hampton H. Henton-Suite 100, 771 Corporate Drive, Lexington, KY
(Ex-Officio)
PHONE:
606/224-7601

40503

Kentucky Division of Water, NREPC Cabinet
Katherine M. Harker-14 Reilly Road, Frankfort, KY
(Ex~Officio)
PHONE:
502/564-3410

40601

Kentucky Department of Health Services, Human Resources Cabinet
Mark Hooks-275 East Main, Frankfort, KY
(Ex-Officio)
PHONE:
502/564-4856

40601

Staff assigned to the Authority - Division of Conservation, Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet
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ADMINISTRAnVE REGISTER. 1030

COMPILER'S NOTE: The following administrative ntgulation, 401
KAR 5:037, was amended by the promulgating agency and the
Interim Joint Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources. This
administrativa ragulation became effectiva on August 24, 1994.
NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION CABINET
Department for Envlronm....... Protection
Division of Water
(M Am.... ded)
401 KAR 5:037. Groundwater protection plana.
RELATES TO: KRS 151.110,151.232, 224, SB 241
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS 224.01-010, 224.10-100,
224.70-100, 224.70-110
NECESSITY AND FUNCTION: KRS Chapter 224 requires the
cabinet to adopt administrative ragulations to proted waters of the
Commonwealth and to prevent pollution of waters of the Commonwealth. This administraliva regulation establishes the requirement to
prepare and to implement groundwal8r protection plans to ensure
protection for all current and future use. of groundwater and to
prevent groundwater pollution.
Section 1. Definitions. The following definitions describe tenns
used in this administrative ntgulation. Tenns not defined below shall
have the meanings givan to them by KRS 224.01-010 or if not so
defined, the meanings attributed by common use.
(1) "Abandoned well" m..... a well not CLmIfttiy in UN and not
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for lmre use.

(2) ·AgricuJlura operation· means any .."" apendion on a hCt
of lind, inducing 1111 ~ng Irnprovamenta and farm

dwIIUngs, togelher with olher farm buildings and structures incident
ID !he operation and maintenance of farms, aitualBd on ten (10)
contiguous 8Cr8S or more of land used for 1he prod.Iction of liYeslDck,

1va11DCk products, poultry, poultry products, milk, milk products, or
dviculture products, or for Ihe growing of crops such as, but not
limited ID, tobacco, com, soybeans, small grains, fruit and vegetables;
or devoted ID and meeting the raquirements and qualifICations for
payment to agriculture programs under an agreement wilh Ihe state
or federal government
(3) ·Best management practices· means schedules of activities,
prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures, and olher
management practices ID prell8nt or reduce Ihe pollution of waters of
!he Commonwealth. Best management practices also include
oatment requirements, operating procedures, and practices to
control plant site run-off, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste cisposal,
or drainage from raw material slDrage.
(4) ·Bora hole· means a hole drilled into Ihe soil for expioralDry
or sampling purposes.
(5) ·Bulk quantities· means undivided quantities of any substance
equal ID or greater Ihan fifty-five (55) U. S. gallons liquid measure or
100 pounds net dry weight Iran sported or held in an individual
container.
(6) ·Commercial· means services at stores, offices, restaurants,
warehouses, and olher service and nonmanufacturing activities,
excluding households and industries.
(7) ·Container" means any portable enclosure in which a material
is slDred, transported, treated, disposed, or olherwise handed.
(8) ·Core hole· means a hole drilled for Ihe purpose of obtaining
• rock sample.
(9) ·Corractill8 action· means an activity or measure taken to
remedy groundwater pollution.
(10) ·Roor drain· means an opening in Ihe floor used to coneet
splHs, water, or o1her Uquids.
(11) ·Generic groundwater protection plan· means a groundwater
protection plan that can be applied to activities conducted at cifferent
locations because !he activities are substantially identical and
because Ihe potentials of the activities to pollute groundwater are
substantially !he same.
(12) ·Groundwater" means Ihe subsurface water occurring in the
zone of saturation benealh Ihe water table and perched water zones
below Ihe B soil horizon inclucing water circulating through fractures,
bedcing planes, or solution conduits.
(13) ·Groundwater pollution· means water ponution as defined in
KRS 224.01"()10 of groundwaters of Ihe Commonwealth.
(14) ·Groundwater protection plan· means a cIocument that
establishes a series of practices designed to prell8l1t groundwater
pollution.
(15) ·Hydrogeologic sensitivity· means an assessment of the
potential ease and speed of vertical iI:Ifillration or recharge of a liquid
through Ihe soil and Ihe unsaturated zones combined wilh assessments of Ihe maximum potential flow rate and dispersion potential
after entry into Ihe principal or uppermost saturated zone.
(16) ·Industrial· means manufacturing or industrial processes,
inducing, but not limited to, 1he following manufacturing processes:
electric power generation; fertilizer or agricultural chemicals; food and
related products or by products; inorganic chemicals; iron and steel
manufacturing; lealher and lealher products; nonferrous metals
manufacturing or foundries; organic chemicals; plastics and resins
manufacturing; pulp and paper industry; rubber ani:! miscellaneous
plastic products; stone, glass, clay, and concrete .products; textile
manufacturing; lransportation equipment; and water treatment
(17) ·Karst" means Ihe type of geologic terrain underlain by
carbonate rocks whera significant solution of the rock has occurred
due 10 flowing groundwater.

(18) "LMd .-.tment" or "land ciapoaal· means the ."plication or
illcorporalion of a poIluWrt onID or inlD Ihe IOD.
(18) "Loadng and unloading ....• means areas used for IoaQmg
and unloacing, and related handUng of rfIIW materials, intermediate
substances, products, wastes, or racycIabIe materials. Loacing and
unloacing areas include, but are not limited to, areas used to load
and unload drums, trucks, .-.d railcars.
(20) ·On-site sewage cisposal system· means a complete system
installed on a parcel of land,. under Ihe control or ownership of any
person, which accepts sewage for treatment and ultimate disposal
under Ihe surface of Ihe ground. The common terms ·on-site sewage
system· and ·on-site system· also hall8 Ihe same meaning. This
definition includes, but Is not Umited to, Ihe following:
(a) A conventional system consisting of sewage pretreatment unit,
distribution box, and lateral piping within rock-filled trenches or beds;
(b) A mocIfied system consisting of a conventional system
enhanced by shallower trench or bed placement, artificial drainage
systems, dosing, altemating lateral fields, fill soil over Ihe lateral field,
or olher necessary mociflCations to Ihe site, system, or wasteload to
oVllrcome!he site limitations;
(c) An altematill8 system consisting of a sewage prelreatment
unit, necessary site mocifications, wasteload modifications, and a
subsurface soU absorption system using other melhods and technologies than a conll8ntional or mocified system to overcome site
limitetions;
(d) Cluster systems which accept effluent from more Ihan one (1)
structure's or facility's sewage pretreatment unit and transport Ihe
collected effluent Ihrough a sewer system to one (1) or more common
subsurface soil absorption systems or conll8ntional, modified, or
altematill8 design; and
(e) A holding tank which provides limited pretreatment and
storage for off-site disposal where site limitations preclude immeciate
installation of a subsurface soH absorption system or connection to a
municipal sewer.
(21) -Pesticide· means:
(a) Any substance or mixture of substances intended to prevent,
destroy, control, repel, attract, or mitigate any pest;
(b) Any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used
as a plant regulator, defoliant, or desiccant; or
(c) Any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used
as a spray adjuvant
(22) ·Privately-DWned treatment works· means any device or
~stem which is used to treat wastes from any facility whose operator
is not Ihe operator of !he treatment works and which is not a publiclyowned treatment works.
(23) ·Sinkhole· means a naturally occurring topographic depression in a karst area Its drainage is subterranean and serves as a
I'8Charge source for groundwater and it is formed by Ihe collapse of
a conduit or Ihe solution of bedrock.
(24) -Sinking stream· means a surface stream in a karst ragion
that disappears underground usually through gradual seepage of flow
along Ihe channel bottom.
(25) "Storing· means the containing of materials, products,
substances, wastes, or olher poOutants on a temporary basis in such
a manner as not to constitute cisposal.
(26) -surface impoundment" means a natural topographic
depression, manmade excavation, or diked area formed primarily of
earlhen materials, although it may be lined with manmade materials,
which is designed to hold an accumulation of liquids or solids.
(27) "Water weD" or -Well· means any excavation or opening in
Ihe surface of Ihe earth Ihat is drilled, cored, bored, washed, drill8n,
jetted, or otherwise constructed when the actual or intended use in
whole or in part of an excavation is 1he removal of water for any
purpose, including but not limited to culinary and household purposes,
animal consumption, food manufacture, use of geolhermal resources
for domestic heating purposes and industrial, irrigation, and dewaterIng purpo....
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(28) -Weahead proaac:tion .... means ht

t.ce area surrouncing a WId.- .... well field,

1Un.ce .nd subslM'-

0/(

spring. supplying •

public water system. tIvough which poAutants are reasonably likely to
move toward and reach the waJ8r well. well field or spring 0/( an area
defined as a wellhead protection area in a county water supply plan.
(29) "Zone of saturation" means the zone in which all the
subsurlace voids in the rock or soil are fined with wal8r.

:c---

Section 2. Scope and ApplieabUity. (1) Scope. The goal of this
administrative regulation is the prevention of groundwater poOution.
This administrative regulation identifies certain activities for which
groundwater protection plans shall be prepared and implemented.
This administrative regulation also identifies ~n activities for which
groundwater protection plans are not required.
(2) Applicability. Except for activities as provided in subsections
(3) and (4) of this section any person responsible for conducting any
of the following activities shall prepare and implement a groUndwalaf
protection plan in accordance with the requirements of this administrative regulation:
(a) Storing or related hancling of bulk quantities of pesticides 0/(
fertilizers for commercial purposes;
(b) Storing or related han cling of bulk quantities of pesticides or
fertilizers for the purpose of distribution to a retail sales outlet;
(c) Applying of pesticides or fertilizers for commercial purposes;
(d) Applying of fertilizers or pesticides for public right-of-way
maintenance or institutional lawn care;
(e) Land treatment or land disposal of a pollutant;
(f) Storing. treating. disposing. or related handling of hazardous
waste. solid waste. or special waste in landfills. incinerators. surface
impoundments. tanks. drums or other containers. or in piles;
(g) Commercial or industrial storing or related handing in bulk
quantities of raw materials. intermeciate substances or products.
finished prociJcts. substances held for reeycling. or other pollutants
held in tanks. drums or other containers. or in piles;
(h) Transmission in pipelines of raw materials. interrneciate
substances or prociJcts. finished prociJcts. or other pollutants;
(i) Installation or operation of on-site sewage disposal systems;
0> Storing or related handling of road oils. dust suppressants. or
deicing agents at a central location;
(k) Application or related handling of road oils. dust suppressants
or deicing materials;
(I) Mining and associated activities;
(m) Installation. construction. operation. or abandonment of wells.
bore holes. or core holes;
(n) Collection or disposal of pollutants in an industrial or commercial facility through the use of floor drains which are not connected to
on-site .sewage cisposal systems. closed-loop collection or recovery
systems. or a waste treatment system permitted under the Kentucky
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System [pA\ralely eF pl:llilliely aWAea
treelmeAt waFK5);
(o) Impoundment or containment of pollutants in surface impoundments. lagoons. pits. or ditches; or
(p) Commercial or industrial transfer. inclucing loading and
unloading. in bulk quantities of raw materials. intermediate substances
or products. finished products. substances held for reeycling. or other
pollutants.
(3) General exclusion. Any person who conciJcts an activity
identified in subsection (2) of this section shall not be required to
prepare or to implement a groundwater protection plan for that activity
if that person -can demonstrate by substantial evidence based on the
factors set forth in this subsection. the activity has no reasonable
potential of altering the physical. thermal. chemical. biological. 0/(
racioactive properties of the grol.l'ldwater in a manner. condition. 0/(
quantity that wiU. be detrimental to the pubUc health or welfare. to
animal or aquatic life. to the use of groundwater as present or futunt
sources of public water supply 0/( to the use of groundwater fO/(
recreational. commercial. industrial. agricultural. 0/( oth.. legitim_

pwposes. The dernonsnIion shaI at Q minimum consider tw
foIowing Iaetors:
(a) Hydrogeologic sensitivity at or near the location 01 the activity;
(b) QuanUty of the poDutants. induding the aJmulalve potential
to poilu. from smal cischarges. spills. or raleases which incividuaDy
would not haw the potential to pollute;
(c) Physical. chemical. and biological charac:taristics of the
pollutants such as solubility. mobility. toxicity. concentration. and
persistence;
(d) Usa of the pollutants at the locations of the activities; and
(e) Present and potential uses 01 the groundwater.
(4) Specific exclusions. The provisions of this administrative
regulation shall not apply to the following activities:
(a) NormaJ use or consumption of producb sized and packaged
for personal use by incividuals;
(b) Retail marketing of products sized and packaged for personal
use or consumption by incividuals;
(c) Activities conductsd entirely inside enclosed buildings if:
1. The buUcing has a floor sufficient 10 prevent the release of
pollutants to groundwater; and
2. There are no floor drains. or all floor drains within the building
are coMected to an on-site sewage disposal system. dosed-loop
collection or recovery system or a waste treatment system permitted
under the Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Elimination System fpfiyately
aF pl:llilliel)' eWAea weelmeAt 'NaRIS);
(d) Storing. related hanc:ling. or transmission in pipelines of
pollutants that are gases at standard temperature and pressure;
(e) Storing municipal solid waste in a container located on
property where the municipal solid waste is generated and which is
used solely for the purpose of collection and temporary storage of
that municipal solid waste prior to off-site cisposal;
(f) Installing end operating (Aeti'lities Msasialea will) sewer lines
or water lines approved by the cabinet;
(g) Storing water in ponds. lakes or reservoirs;
(h) Impounding stormwater. silt, or sediment in surface impoundments;
(i) AppUcation of chloride-based deicing materials used on roads
or parking lots;
Emergency response activities conducted in accordance with
local. state. and federal law;
(k) Fire fighting activities;
(I) Conveyance or related handling by motor vehicle. rolling stock,
vessel. or aircraft;
(m) Agricultural activities at agriculture operations; or
(n) Application by commercial applicators of fertilizers or pesticides on lands used for agriculture operations.
(5) Relationship to other programs. Nothing in this administrative
regulation shall abrogate the duty of a person to comply with the
statutes and other administrative regulations administered by the
cabinet. with the statutes and administrative regulations administered
by other state and federal agencies. or with statutes and orcinances
administered by a local government
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Section 3. Preparation of Groundwater Protection Plans. (1)
General requirements. A groundwalar protection plan estabtishesa
series of practices to be followed by the person required to prepare
and to implement it The practic:ea established by a groundwater
protection plan shaH be designed and implemented in a manner that
wiU prevent groundwatar pollution. This section describes the contents
of site-specific and generic groundwater protection plan•. Any person
conducting an activity identified in Section 2(2) of flis administrative
regulation shall determine if an exclusion of Section 2(3) or (4) of this
ac:Iministratiw regulation applies 10 that activity.
(2) Deadlines for preparation and implementation. Except for (M)
activities excluded by Section 2(3) or (4) of this administrative
regulation. any person required to prepare and to implement a
groundwatBr protection plan ptnUanl to Section 2 of this adrninistra-
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1M ragulalion, shall pr8pani1 and implement a _-specific or generic
groundwaf8r protection plan within 01'18 (1) yur of the effeclive date
of this administrative regulation, or upon commencement of the
.-gulal8d activity, whichever is later.
(3) Elements of generic and aiIB-specific groundwatBr prot&ction
plans. Both generic and site-specific groundwater protection plans
shall contain the following:
(a) General information regarding the facility and its operation,
including the name of the facility, the address of the facility, and the
name of the person responsible for implementing the plan;
(b) Identification of all activities identified in Section 2(2) of this
ministratiWl regulation and not excluded by Section 2(3) or (4) of
fis administratiWl regulation;
(c) Identification of all practices chosen for the plan to protect
groundwater from pollution;
(d) Art implementation schedule for the practices selected for the

plan;
(e) A description of and implementation schedule for employee
training necessary to ensure implementation of the plan;
(f) Art inspection schedule requiring regular inspections as needed
to ensure that all practices established are in place and properly
functioning;
.
(g) A certification by the person responsible for implementing the
plan Dr a duly authorized representative that the plan complies with
the requirements of this administrative regulation, and that the person
responsible for implementing the plan has reviewed the terms of the
plan and will implement its provisions.
(4) Selection of practices for groundwater protection. Any person
required to prepare a groundwater protection plan pursuant to this
section shall evaluate technological means for protection of groundwater from pollution that may result from activities addressed by the
plan and shall select practices for the plan which protect groundwater
from pollution. The groundwater protection practices chosen for a
groundwater protection plan may include but are not limited to:
(a) Equipment design;
(b) Operational procedures;
(c) Preventive maintenance techniques;
(d) Construction techniques;
(e) Personnel training;
(f) Spill response capabilities;
(g) Alternative materials or processes;
(h) Implementation of new technology;
(i) Modification of facility or equipment;
0> Spill prevention control and countermeasure plans;
(k) Best management practices;
(I) Hazardous waste contingency plans;
(m) Other plans prepared pursuant to other programs which
protect groundwater from pollution;
(n) Runoff or infiltration control systems;
(D) Siting considerations; and
(p) Any other practice which will protect groundwater from '
pollUtion.
(5) Specific practices. In selecting practices to protect groundwater for the activities identifl8d in Section 2(2) of this administrative
regulation and not excluded by Section 2(3) or (4) of this administrative regulation any person preparing a groundwater protection plan
IhaII consider the nature of the pollutant and the hydrogeologic
characteristics at or near the location of the activity and shall comply
with the provisions of this subsection in selecting those practices:
(a) Loading and unloading areas. LDacling and unloading areas
shaD have spill prevention and control procedures and operation
procedures designed to prevent groundwater pollution. Spill containment and cleanup equipment shall be readily accessible.
(b) On-site sewage cisposal systems. No person shall install a
new or replace an existing on-site sewage disposal system if a
pubficly- or privately-owned treatment wori<s capable of treating the
pollutants to be cischarged is available.

(c) Floor chins. Arrt person using existing floor drains shall
evaluate those tIoor drains to determine if they discharge to an on-site
S8Wage disposal system, to a closed-loop coDection or recovery
system, or to a waste treatment system permitted under the Kentucky
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ~vatery 8f ,waliery e'XA9~
'XeAte). If drains are identified which do not discharge to an
on-site sewage cisposal system, a dosed-loop collection or recovery
system, or a waste treatment system permitted under the Kentucky
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (p';'.'8tely eF ,waliery ""A8~
"'''''e,,1 'XeAte), that person shall terminateth. discharge or connect
it to an on-site sewage cisposal system, a closed-loop collection or
recovery system, or a waste treatment system permitted under the
Kentucky Pollutant Discharge Eliminaticm System (plivalely 9F
,waliely e'X"e~ lreaIRIe,,1 '1)81'1w). No person ShailinstaJl a floor drain
unless it is connected to an on-site sewage disposal system, c1osedloop collection or recovery system, or a waste treatment system
permitted under the Kentucky PglMant Discha.me Elimination. System
['Ii......!)' 8f fJylilliely ""..,,,eEl tFe...eril w9fks).
(d) Tanks and sumps. Any person using a tank or sump shall
prepare and implement good housekeeping practices, operating
proceduru, operator training, and spill response procedures. In
addition, any person using a tank or lump shall consider leak control
devices, secondary containment, Integrity testing, mechanical
inspections, and overfill protection devices. Additional containment is
not required for sumps and tanks that are used solely to provide
secondary containment.
(e) New surface impoundments, lagoons, pits or ditches. Any
person who constructs a new surface impoundment, lagoon, pit or
ditch which will contain a pollutant shall evaluate the site's hydrogeology and shall design and operate It to minimize cischarges to soil.
However, soils may be used to construct liners under appropriate
concfnions. All necessary and appropriate measures shall be taken to
prevent groundwater pollution. The person shall consider the use of
liners, secondary containment, leak detection devices, and other
appropriate and effective control systems. Additional containment is
not required for new surface impoundments, lagoons, pits, and
ditches that are used solely to provide secondary containment.
(6) Exceptions to specific requirements.
(a) The provisions of subsection (5) of this section shall not apply
to activities that are governed by other federal, state or regulatory
programs that meet the requirements of subsection (7) of this section
while the person conducting the activities remains in compliance with
the other program.
(b) Variances from the provisions of subsection (5) of this section
may be granted by the cabinet upon a showing of good cause, but in
no event shall any person required to prepare a groundwater
protection ptan pursuant to this section take any actions contrary to
the provisions of subsection (5) of this section without prior written
approval of the cabinet.
(7) Incorporation of requirements of other regulatory programs.
(a) Groundwater protection activities required by other federal,
state, or local regulatory programs may be incorporated into a sitespecific or generic groundwater protection plan by reference if the
other regulatory program contains the following:
1, Management and design standards;
2. Mandatory monitoring for groundwater pollution or methods of
detecting cischarges, spins, or releases to groundwater; and
3. Specific corrective action criteria
(b) The plan shaD identify each activity covered by the other
regulatory program. The person responsible for implementing the plan
shall certify compliance with the other regulatory program. The
provisions of the other program shaD be the groundwater protection
plan for purposes of this administrative regulation for the activities
covered by the other regulatory program. If activities identified in
Section 2(2) of this administrative regulation and not excluded in
Section 2(3) or (4) of this administrative regulation are conducted
which are not covered by the other regulatory program, the plan shall
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(8) Generic groundwater proI8ction plans. A generic groundwatar
protection plan may govern all or part of a person's activiti... A
generic groundwater prol8ction plan shall not be sufficient by itself if
·tt does not address all activities concl.Ict8d by 1he person that are
identified in Section 2(2) of this adminislratiw regulation and not
excluded by Section 2(3) or (4) of this adminislrative regulation. A
generic groundwater protaction plan shaD be preparad in accordance
with subsections (1) through (7) of this section.
(a) A person responsible for preparing and inplementing a
groundwater protection plan required by this adminislrative regulation
may apply one (1) provision of the plan to all substantially identical
activities if f8ctors identified in Section 2(3) of this adminislrative
regulation do not cause substantial differences in the polantial to .
poIluta among locations. If substantial dffarences do exist, the plan
shall provide separata sit.specific or region-specific prewntive
measures, as necessary, for the activities.
(b) A person responsible for preparing a groundwalBr prolBCtion
plan governed by this section may use a generic groundwater
protection plan prepared by anoth. person or group, includng a
lrade organization, if:
1. The activities identified in the generic groundwater protaction
plan are substantially identical;
2. The factors identified in Section 2(3) of this adminislrative
regulation do not cause substantial diffarences in the polantials to
polJuta among locations; and
3. The groundwatar protaction plan has been reviewed and
approved by the cabinet
(c) A generic groundwatar protaction plan may consist of
requirements imposed by other regulatory programs designed to
protect groundwatar or programs offaring technical assistance for
groundwater protaction if the cabinet has approwd the requirements
of the other program as a generic groundwater prol8ction plan. Any
person using a generic groundwatar prol8ction plan from another
program pursuant to this paragraph as a part of, or all of, his plan
shall certify in his plan that he is subject to the program and in
compliance with its provisions. Any activities which are not addressed
by the program shall be addressed separal8ly in the groundwater
protection plan.
(d) Any person conducting an activity listed in this subsection who
does not prepare a groundwatar protaction plan for that activity or
does not use another approved generic groundwater prol8ction plan
for that activity shall implement the prOvisions of the generic groundwatar protaction plan preparad by the cabinet The cabinet, in
cooperation with other appropriata stata agencies, shall prepat8
generic groundwatar protaction plans for:
1. Use of existing residential septic systams; and
2. Construction, operation, dosure, and capping of wal8r wels.
(e) A generic groundwater protaction plan that has been appro\l8d
by the cabinet may be incorporal8cl by reference in a facility's
groundwater protaction plan; howewr, each person responsible for
implementing the generic plan at a sita shaH maintain a copy of th~
plan at an appropriata, accessible location. Any person using a
generic groundwater protection plan shaD identify the activities
gowrned by the plan and attach the identification to the copy of the
generic plan.
(f) Any person preparing a new or revised generic groundwatar
protection plan to be appro\l8d by the cabinet shall submit that plan
to the cabinet for approval. When that person submits that plan Ie) 1he
cabinet that person shaD also place a notice in a sta18Wide newspaper and a lrade publication likely to be read by those affected by the
groundwater prol8ctioil plan. That notice shaD provide for a ttWty (30)
day comment period and shall identify acli\tities that are addressed by
the proposed generic groundwa.... protection plan. The notice shall
describe the procedure for raview by the pubic of the plan and the

proceclna and line tramea ... prcMcIng comrn.'Ils. The cabinet
. . . also noIfy by mal MyOn8 who has F8CpJ8111iKt in writing to be
placed on a maing list for purposes of !his adminiall'alM regulation .

Section 4. Implementation of OrounOnter Prol8clion Plana. (1)
Racord F8I8ntion ~lB.
(a) Any si1&-specific groundwaIar prot8C1ion plan required boi
Sections 2 through .. of this adminislraM regulation, and any
docu~tation evidencing comp/'18IIC8 with the provisions of the plan,
shaH be retained by the person responsible for Implementing the plan,
at the location of the activity If the location ia nonnaIIy atIBnded at
least eight (8) hours per day, or at the nearest office of lhat person's
activity if the facility is not 10 atIBnded.
(b) Any generic groLl'lct.vatar prolBCtion plan .,d any documentation evidencing compliance with the provisions of the plan, shall be
retained by the person responsible for implementing the plan, in as
many locations as necessary to ensure compliance. Individual
homeowners are not required Ie) maintain a copy of 1he generic
groundwater prol8clion plan for residential septic systems at their
rasicl&nces.
(c) Unless the cabinet approves another retention period for a
person, aI records evidencing compliance shaD be maintained and
available for raview by the cabinet for a period of six (6) years after
their preparation.
(2) Amendment of groundwater protaction plans. Prior to
conducting any new or mocified activity, any person conducting that
activity shall amend the groundwater protaction plan, as necessary,
to address the new or modified activity.
(3) Review and recertification of groundwatar protaction plans.
Each groundwater protaction plan shall be reviewed in its entirety
ewry tI:ne (3) years, by the persons responsible for the plan,
updated if necessary, and recertified. To the extant possible, the
review shaD indude a reevaluation of the design and operation
procedures for the ponution prevention practices previously selecl8d
for the plan to ensure that they are effactive.
(4) Submission of groundwater plans to cabinet
(a) Upon writlBn request of the cabinet, any person required to
prepare a groundwatar prol8ction plan pursuant to this administrative
regulation shall submit a copy of the plan to the cabinet within thirty
(30) days.
(b) Upon written request of the cabinet, any person who has
made a detarmination pursuant to Section 2(3) of this adminislrative
regulation that a groundwatar protection plan is not required for a
specific activity shall submit a writl8n demonstration to the cabinet
within thirty (30) days.
(5) Submission of addtional information to the cabinet Upon
raview of a groundwatar prol8Clion plan which has been submitted to
the cabinet, the cabinet may require any person rasponsible for
preparation or implementation of a plan to IUbmit any of the following
information that the cabinet deems necessary:
(a) For a lita-specific groundwater prolBCtion pian, and for a
generic groundwalBr protaction plan in effact at a specific location, the
location of all bu~dng.. structures, roads, utilities, drainage pathways,
and boLl'ldariel by using a narrative description .or by using a map,
Diagram, or drawing;
(b) For a generic grt)undwaa8r prol8ction plan that applies to mora
than one (1) location, identification of the geographic raglan Ie) which
the generic groundwatar protection plan applies, and an explanation
as Ie) why that region was selecliecl and why one (1) pi., is appropriate for aI activities addressed by the plan for l1li sites within the
region;
(c) For a generic gro......... protection plan that appBes Ie) mOl8
than one (1) location, to the eXlllnt possiblll, a description of the
natLn and nurnt. of activities, and thair associated facilities, that are
exped8d Ie) be governed ~ the generic groundwalBr pro_tion plan;
(d) Summary of reasonably waiable hydrogeologic information
ufollowl:
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1. Identification of location of sinkholes, sinking a1raamI, 8prings,
l1r9ams, lakes, ponds, and citches:
2. Description of soil survey information:
3. identifICation and location of currently usable wells, abandoned
wells, and wellhead protection ar&as:
4. Identification of subsidence areas: and
5. Desaiption of any other relevant hydrogeologic data known to
!he person preparing or implementing the groundwater protection
plan: and
(e) Any other site-specific groundwater or geologic information,
which is known and readily available to the person responsible for
preparing or implementing the plan but not to the cabinet, that the
cabinet deems necessary.
(6) Revisions to plans after cabinet review. If the cabinet reviews
• groundwater protection plan and determines that it does not meet
the requirements of this administrative regulation, the cabinet shall
notify the person responsible for preparing or implementing the plan
of the deficiency in the plan. That person shall revise the plan to
correct the deficiencies identified by the cabinet and submit the
revised plan to the cabinet for further review. Unless an extension of
time is granted by the cabinet or the notice of deficiency is withdrawn
by the cabinet, the person submitting the revised plan shall haw thirty
(30) days from issuance of the notice of the deficiencies to submit the
revised plan. The cabinet shall review the revised plan and notify the
person submitting the revised plan of its final determination.
(7) Public inspection of groundwater protection plans.
<a) Any person who desires to review a groundwater protection
plan shall send a written request to the person re,,-,ired to prepare
and to implement the groundwater protection plan.
(b) Any person who receives a written request to review the
groundwater protection plan shall within ten (10) working clays:
1. Send a written response to the person requesting to inspect
the groundwater protection plan stating that the groundwater
protection plan may be reviewed at:
a. The Division of Water in Frankfort:
b. A regional office of the Division of Water:
c. The facility: or
d. A local public library: or
2. Send a written response to the person requesting to inspect
the groundwater protection plan, stating the reason that a groundwater protection plan was not required to be prepared.
(c) Any person who designates a review location for a groundwater protection plan shall send a copy of the groundwater protection
plan to the location designated for review within ten (10) working days
of receiving a written request to review the plan.
(8) Requirements upon transfer of property. Upon any subsequent
transfer of a facility for which a groUndwater protection plan has been
prepared, the seller shall provide the purchaser with a copy of the
most recent groundwater protection plan prepared for the facility
pursuant to this administrative regulation.
PHILLIP J. SHEPHERD, Secretary
E. DOUGLAS STEPHAN, Commissioner
APPROVED BY AGENCY: June 8,1994
FILED WITH LRC: June 8, 1994 at 10 am.
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APPENDIX 4

GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PLAN
REVIEW SHEET
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Groundwater Protection Plan Review Sheet
I. General Information:
1. Name of facility
2. Address of facility
3. Name of person responsible for implementation
II. Identification of activities covered by plan.
III. Identification of practices chosen to protect
groundwater.
IV. Incorporation of requirements of other retulatory
programs'.
1. Criteria for incorporation of other programs

a. management and design standards
b. mandatory groundwater monitoring or method of
-detecting discharge, spills, or releases
c. specific corrective action criteria
2. Identification ,o,f each activity covered by other
program
3. Certification by responsible person of
compliance with other programs
IV. Schedule for implementation of practices.
V. Description of employee training required for
implementation.
VI. Schedule for implementing employee training.
VII. Schedule for regular inspections to confirm
practices are in place and functioning.
VIII. Certification of plan by person responsible for
implementation.
IX. Identification of any activity of a plan covered by a
generic plan and copy of generic plan.
X. Generic Plans (additional to I thru VIII)
1. Copy of public notice
2. Determination that activities are substantially
identical
3. Demonstration that potential to pollute is
substantially identical
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ETHICAL ISSUES
IN THE REPRESENTATION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLIENTS
- A Panel Discussion Of Hypothetical Scenarios - Panel Moderator James L. Dickinson
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Frankfort, Kentucky
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Reeves lit Graddy
Lexington, Kentucky
and
Elizabeth U. Natter
Kentucky Resources Council
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and
w. Patrick Stallard
Stites lit Harbison
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and
Rick L. Thomas
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Lexington, Kentucky
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SECTIONE

HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO A

You are an attorney for the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet. A well known Frankfort insider
has linked up with an entrepreneur to form a co~pany called
Rumpelstiltzkin, Inc., that has received a hazardous waste
treatment permit to spin hazardous' waste into nonhazardous
plastic building blocks. Rumpelstiltzkin has been in operation
for a year, and is now asking for a permit modification to
landfill (land dispose) a hazardous waste byproduct on-site. You
have read the regulations and determined that adding a land
disposal unit is a major modification subject to public notice
and comment.
The Director of the Division of Waste Management tells you
that she has been ordered to issue the permit for the land
disposal unit as a minor modification, without public notice and
comment. She does not believe this is proper, so, she tells you,
she is requesting a legal opinion from the Office of Legal
Services to guide her. You are assigned by your superio~.to write
the leg~l opinionc When you write the opinion that this ~s· a·
major modification, your superior signs off on it, but the ..
General Counsel calls you into his office and" orders you to write
the opinion the other way. He explains that the original permit
application had a footnote saying that if the byproduct turned
out to be ha2ardous and if t~ere were no other appropriate
disposal options, a hazardous waste landfill permit would be
sought for the site. Therefore, he says~ this is a minor
modification, and no publ~c notice is necessary.
10 What do you do? What should you do? What can you do?

2. The decision is made to issue the permit without public
notice. can you disclose the existence of the permit application?
To whom? Can you disclose the decision not to public notice it?
Can you disclose your legal opinion? What if you believe that a
crime is being committed?
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HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO B

Disclosure
A lawyer represents a coal company which owns land and operates a coal mining
operation. While surveying the property one day, the Vice President of Operations. s.pots some
power transformers and what appears to be an "oil-like" substance on the utility pole and on the
ground underneath the transformer. The VP is aware that some older models of the transformers
used PCBs as a coolant and as an insulator. Unfortunately, the VP knows that mentioning the
transformer or nmning the necessary tests on the pole and the soil could result in tremendous
additional costs to the company. Further difficulties arise since the company is planning on selling
the property in the near future and the VP knows that potential PCB contamination is a potential
"deal breaker".
The VP contacts the attorney and descn"bes the land and informs the lawyer·thIt he js
concerned with posSl"ble PCB contamination. If the land is contamjnated and no efforts· are made
to "clean up" the site, the company. and possibly the vp. is in danger of violating .
the Toxic Substances Control Act ("TSCA "), the Safe DriDking Water Act ("SDWA"), and the
Comprehensive Enforcement, Reclamation and Liability Ar:t. ("CERLA"). Criminal penalties,
including fines andlor imprisonment, can be imposed for "knowingly" violating these acts. The
VP asks whether the coal company would violate these acts if'it did not disclose or ameliorate the
PCB contamination. The attorney replies that if PCB contamjnation exists. violations would

occur.

-

Assume that preliminary engineering tests have been conducted and that there is evidence
that there is PCB contamjnation on the utility pole and the surrounding soil. Moreover. the
company is in the midst of negotiations with a prospective purchaser of the property.

Additional "spin" in eontext of disclosure to EPA:
The transfoIlDer is reaDy a "substation" through \Vhich power is disbursed to other
transf'onners. The impact of this is that a lot more of the PCBs would be used to cool and
insulate the substation. In addition, the property could be located near a watmhed that supplies a
nearby town with all of its water. (This change will increase the potential of death or serious
bodilybarm that is required for disclosure.)
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Issues:

t.
Discuss the duty of the attorney to the corpqration's officers or employees, ie. if
VP starts asking questions where it appears trying to find the likelihood of violation being
discovered.
2.
Discuss the duty to the client, the corporation- focuses on what the attorney
should do to protect the coal company from the possible violation contemplated by the VP.
Discuss the duty to other&lpublic- focus on the duty to disclose to the EPA is
company plans or does buy the property and wants to "bury" the findings on the possible PCB
contamination. Sub-issue could be whether any reports by engineer are protected under attomeyclient or work-product privilege (even ifprotccted, may be able to disclose since in some cases
revealing confidences of client to protect public from serious bodily barm.)
3.

4.
Diseuss the duty to the purchaser of the property. is there a duty to iDfonn him of
the possible contamination.
.
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HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO C

CONFLICI'S OF INTEREST
The Iawyer represents a paper company that has its plant in an
"attainment area" Air Quality Control Region (a region where the air quality conttol standards are
currently being met). The coInpany advises you that it plans on building a new boiler in the area.
The prevention-or-significant deterioration (PSD) regulations allow major new f4cilities to be built
only after a permit has been issued. In effect, the permit authorizes the
of an increment of the

usc

remaining clean air in the region. The paper company's plans arC coniidentiallUld the request the
lawyer to promptly file for a PSD that will use the entire remaining clean air in the region.
One of the lawyer's partners, however, represc:ated an electric utility until very recent.ly.
The lawyer assisted the utility only in connection with its tax problems. Before terminating its
relationship with the firm. the utility imonncd the other partner that it planned on building a new
generating unit very ncar the site of the paper plant. The utility also planned on applying the
requisite PSD far the same region the plant was using. Both permits Cannot be issued.
The issue: Can the first lawyer represent the paper company? The resolution depends
on how the utility is classified- former client, amcn.t nonenvironmental client, or a CWTcnt
environmental client
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HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO D

Part A •

. Nightshade chemical company is the country's exclusive'
supp1ier of TeB's a unique and highly valuable chemical which has
been used· throuqhout the industrial world in a number of
applications.
In the 1950' 11 there began to be reports within
)lights hade , industrial hygiene department of adverse health affects
experienced by Nightshade workers and workers in other'industries
who were exposed to TeSs. Throughout the 1960' s more in-house and
1nciependent stucUes reported adverse health affects to exposed
workers and laboratory anima.ls.
Also.in the 1960' s scientific
studies began reporting that TeB's were responsible for
environmental damage including .increased. mortality on fish and'
birds driving some speci.es to the verge of extinction.

Although Nightshade's own studies had established a
relationship between Tea's and environmental and health risks in
the 1960's, the company had not made that info%lllation public. In
the ea.rly 1970'. Congress began investigating the environmental and
health affects related to TeS's and Nightshade officials lobbied
Congress and testified that TeB' s were safe and should not be
banned.
Eventually, however, the production of TeB's was banned
from production in the U.S.
In ~he 19S0 'a, with the company under suit in several
jurisdictions for personal injury and environmental cleanup coats,
Niqhtshad counsel are reviewing internal scientific studies and
considering what· obligation they have to retain documents. Discuas
the issues.
See Rule 3.',
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Part-S.

Assume that in Part A, Nightshade's corporate counsel makes
the decision to destroy scientific studies from the 1950' s and
1960's that· Lnd~cate Nightshade knewTCB's were toxic to humans and
animals and persisted in the environment. You are local counsel in
a toxic tort suit brought by a family seeking damages for personal
injury and punitive damages
based on their exposure to TC!3'.
discharged from a Nightshade facility onto their property. You
learn about the destruction of evidence when the Plaintiffs'
attorney who represents other TCB victims in other cases produces
an inhouse memo detailing the document destruction program.
1. You conclude that your client has not violated the law but
are appalled by the firm'. actions and no longer ~~t to represent
them. lQ1a t <10 .you· do •
2.
You conclude that your client's in house counsel bas
violated the law or their ethical requirements, but want to
continue to represent this -good client.- What can you do.

See Rule :1.16
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HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO E

EX PARTE CONTACTS AND COMMUNICATIONS·
REGULATORY AGENCY SETTING

Pending before the administrative agency in charge of resolving disputes concerning permit applications is a case involving the tentative approval of a massive landfill operation. In its permit, the
applicant represented that a 1 inch clay liner would be sufficient to protect the groundwater from any
contamination. In adamant opposition is a very large citizens group called POW (Protect Our Water)
who after approval of the construction pennit petitioned the agency for an administrative review of
the permitting decision. Judge Hapless is assigned to the case when the petition is submitted.
Upon receipt of the .case, Hapless remembers that at a cocktail party he had a discussion with an
acquaiittance, a Mr. Green, who ~as extremely upset that a landfill was going to be constructed near
his cattle fann. The details of the landfill were not discussed but he does remember nodding in
agreement with the Mr. Green's contention that if the landfill ~ere sited with only a one inch liner
his well water would be ruined. Mr. Green's name is one of the many names appearing on the petition.
Hapless is also aware from the newspaper that the titular head of his agency, Bigshot, who under the
applicable law and regulations is the ultimate decision maker in any permitting decision, had opined .
that he thought the pennitting agency had done a fine job in reviewing the permit and that the environmental groups were over-reacting to the construction permit Bigshot was also quoted as saying
that he had met with the citizens groups shonIy after the petition was filed to assure them that a one
inch clay liner would provide adequate protection. The newspaper also quoted Bigshot as saying that .
he had been told by the applicant that a 2 inch liner would be cost prohibitive.
After a pretrial conference was scheduled but before it was held, counsel for the citizens group
p'crsonally contacted Hapless to reschedule the conference. During the course of the conversation,
counsel opined to Hapless that he was going to prove that the applicant had fraudulently submitted
data to the permitting authority. Counsel also indicated that he was going to ask the Attorney General to conduct a criminal inv~stigation .

•
With respect to the foregoing what should Hapless do, if anything.
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KENTUCKY ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
Title 405
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Department For Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement
Chapter 7
General Provisions
405 KAR 7:091

Section C. Standard. of ConducL
(1) Ex parle communications.
(a) Prohibition. Except to the extent required for the
disposition of ex parte matters as au1horlzed by law, there
ahan be no communication concemlng the merits of a
proceeding between. party to the proceeding or a peraon
Interested in the proceeding or a repr"entative of a p.rty
or Interested per.on and office persomel involved or who
may reasonably be expected to become Involved In the
decision making proceas of an administrative hearing or
conference, unle.s the communication. If oral. II made In
the pre.enos of an other partie. or their repre.entatives,
or, If written, .. fumiahed to all other parlle••
Communications concemlng cue .tatu. or advice
concerning compflance with procedural requirement. -.re
not prohibIted unle" the .rea of inc(uiry It in f.ct an lIIea
of controversy In the administrative hearing or conference.
Oral communlcaUons mad. In violation of this
administrative regulation .han be reduced to writing In a
memOfandum by the per80~ receiving the communication
and "'an be Included In the record.
Written
communications made In violation of this administrative
regulation shall be lnekJded in the reC04'cI. Copiei of the
memorandum' ,or communication .han be provided to an
perlle •• who ahan be given an opportunity to re.pond in
writing.
'
(b) Sanc:tions.
The hearing officer, who hu
re.poneibility for the matter in which a prohibited
communication has b"n knowingly made, may Impo.e
appropriate sanctions on the offending perSon or persons,
which may Include requiring an ""ending party to .how
cause why his cfaim, motion, or interest ahould not be
dismissed, denied, or otherwise adversely affected; and
Invoking such ..nctions against other ""ending pertons as
appropriate.
(2) Disqualification.
The h.arlng ofGcer 8hall
whhdraw from a cast H he deems himself disqualified
under the recognized canons of Judicial ethics_ If prior to •
deolslon' of the he.ring officer an affidavit of personal bias
Of di.quallfication with aubatantiating facts is filed. and the
hearing officer concerned does not withdraw, the secretary
ahall determine the ~aner of disqualifICation.
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KENTUCKY NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET

Office of Administrative He~gs

In order to minimize the risk. of engaging in ex-parte communications HOA's will
begin screening calls for their individual hearing officers: The HOA's have been
instructed to:
I)
Obtain the caller's name and nature of the call.
2)
Suggest. when appropriate. that an individual party confer with the
other party in the case.
3)
Suggest. when appropriate. a time the Hearing Officer would be availabJe
for a brief telephone conference with co~e1 for all parties..
.
4)
Suggest. when appropriate•. filing a motion, etc. by £ax.
5)
Use the information sheet for handling calls which Matt is developing.
6)

Route problem calls to lane or Bert.

t----
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KENTUCKY· RULES OF

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
RULES 1 THROUGH 5

Adopted Effective January 1. 1990
In Substantial Conformance With
The ABA Model Rules
With Modifications As Effective
August 1. 1992

F

(1)

"Bel1er or"bel1eves" denotes that the person tnYolved actually suppoaed the
fact in question to be true. A person's belief may be tnfeJTed from c:lrcumstances.

(2)

"Consult" or "consultation" denotes communication of tnformation reuonably suflldentto penn1t thecl1ent to appreciate the s1gn1f)canceofthe matter
in question.

(3)

"Flrm" or "law finn" denotes. lawyer or lawyers In • private finn, lawyers
employed in the legal department of a corporation or other organization and
lawyem employed in a legal services organ1zat1on.

(4)

"Fraud" or "fraudulent" ctenotes conduct haYing a purpose to deceM: and not
merely negligent misrepresentation or fa1lure to apprise another of relevant
Information.

(5)

"Knowtngly," "known," or "knows" denotes actual knowledge of the fact In
question. A person's knowledge may be tnferrr:d from circumstances.

(6)

"Partner" denotes a member ofa partnership and a sharr:holderin a law finn
organized as a professional corporation.

(7)

"Reasonable" or "reasonably" when used in relation to conduct by a lawyer
denotes the conduct of a reasonably prudent and competent lawyer.

(8)

"Reasonable bel1er or "reasonably believes" when used In reference to a
lawyer denotes that the lawyer believes the matter In question and that the
circumstances are such that the belief is reasonable ..

(9)

"Reasonably should know" when used in referenCe to a lawyer denotes that
a la'N)'erof reasonable prudence and competence would ascertain the matter
In question.

(10)

"Substantial" when used In reference to degree or extent denotes a material
matter of clear and weighty importance.

r-=
,
:---
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R~l.l

A lawyer abaD pro"de competeat repreHatatioa to a cHeat. Competent
repreHatatioa requirea the le,al kDo.leqe. akIII. thoroutlmeaa and preparatioa reuoaably aeceuU7 (or the repl'eH1ltatioD.

R~1.2

(a)

(1)>)

SCOPE

or REPRESEl'fTATJOK

A lawyer aball abide b, a cHeat'a declaloa coacUDla, the obJectlfta of
repreHatatlOD. aubJect to pua&rapba (c), (d) and (e). and aball couult
with the cHeat .. to tbe meau bJ"whlch the,' are to be pUrlued. A lawyer
aha1J abide b, a cUeat'a decialoa whether to accept an offer of
eett1emeat oh matter. III a crim1DaJ caee. the lawyer abaD abide b, the
clieat'a declaioa. after couultatioa witb the lawyer, .. to a plea to be
entered, .bether to .alft Jury trlaI &Del.bether the cUeat will teatlfT·
A lawyer'a repreHatatioD oh cUent.lDcludl.Di repreaeatatioD appoilltIDeDt, doea Dot coaatitute an endoraemeDt of the cUeat'a poUtical.
ecODOmiC. aoc:lal or moral
car acti.ttiea.

"ewe

ic)
(4)

(e)

A IawJ'er mar Ilmlt the objectine ol the represeiatatioa If the cIleDt
ooaaeata after couaItatlOD.
A lawyer aha1J DOt co. . . . a cHeat to ...,.,.. Dr aaalat a cHeat, III
coaduct that the lawyer kDowa Ia crimlDal or frauduleat. but a ..wyer
ma, cUacuu the le,aJ coaaequeaca of an, propoeed courae of coDdact
with a cHeat and ma, coUDael or aaalat a client to make a ,ood faltb
effort to detenDlDe the .ulcIJty, aeope. meaalDl or appUcatioa of the

....

Wben ala...,er kDowa that a cHent ezpecta aaalataDce DOt permitted b,
the ruJa o( profeaaioDal coaduct or other Ia., the lawyer aha1J lDform
the client re,udl.Di the relnutt UmltatioDa OD the Ia",ua coaduct.

R~l.S

DILJGEKCZ

A lawyer abaD act with reaaoDable dUlteDce aDd promptaeu ill repreHDtiaI a
clieat.

COIOltJllfJCATJOK

(a)
(1)>)

A lawyer abould keep a cUeat reaaoaably laformed about the atat_ of
a matter and ...omptl, comply with reuoDabJe requeata for laformatioa.
A ..wyer abould ezplala a matter to the eneDt reuoDabl, aecaNty to
permit the cUeat to make laformed deciaiou re,ucIJDI the repreeeatatiOD.
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~1.5

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

A 1awrer'1 fee Ihould be .reuoaable. Some factors to be coDlidered iD
determlDiDC the re..oaableDeH of a fee iDclude the foUowiDl:
(1)
the time aDd labor required. the DOYelty aDd dUflcu1ty of the
quntloDliDYOIYed. aDd the 1k1.U requialte to perform the letal
Mmce ..operlr.
(2)
the likelihood. that the acceptance of the particular employmeDt 1riJJ preclude other employment by the Ia.,.er.
(S)
the fee CUltomarily charied iD the locality for Ilm1Iar letal
Mmcel;
(4)
the amount iDYOIYed and the results obtalDed;
(5)
the time IlmitatiODI lmpoHCl by the clieDt or by the clrcam·
ltances;
(8)
the uture and IeDlth of the profeuloDal relatioDlhlp with the
elIent;
(7)
the upcrieDce. reputation. and abWty of the lawyer or Ia.,.en
perfOl'lDlDa the Mmcel; and
(8)
wbether the fee Ia bed or coatm,ent.
Whea the IaWfer bal DOt retwarly represeated the c1ieDt. the bula or
rate of tbe fee Ibould be coau:aUDIcated to the c1ieat. preferably iD
writiDC. before 01' wlthlD a J"eIlOaable time after coau:aeacm, the
repreaeatatioD.
A fee may be coatiDteat OD the outcome of the matter for wbJcb the
aemce Ia readered. ezcept iD a matter iD whlcb a coatiDCeDt lee Ia
prohibited by panarapb (d) or other law. Sucb a fee mUit meet the
requiremeatl of Rule 1.5(a). A coatm,ent fee apoeemeDt lbaD be iD
writm, and Ihould Itate the method by wblcb the fee II to M
determlDed. iDcludm, the perceatafe or perceDtaf.. that lbaD accnae
to the IaWfer iD the eyent of settlemeDt. trial or appeal. Dd,adoD and
other ezpeDsel to be deducted from the reCGyery. aDd whetber lucb
expeDses are to be deducted before or after the coatlDtent fee II
ca1caIated. UPOD recGYery of 1liiy amount iD a coDtm,eat fee matter.
tile IaWJU abaII proYide the clieDt with a written ltatement atatlDl the
oatoome altbe matt. and lbowlDC the remlttaDce to the cHent .... the
method of Its determJ.aatioL
A Ia.,.er lbaD DOt _t.iDto an uraD8e1DeDt for. cba.rle. Dr collect:
(1)
any fee iD a domestic relatiODI matter. the payment 01' am01lDt
ofwhlcb Ia coatiDCeDt upoa the securI.DC of a dlYOrce or upoD
the amount of allmoay. maiDteDaDce. IUpport. or prope:l'tJ'
MttlemeDt. prGYidecI tb1a don Dot apply to Hquldatedl1UllliD

....

U"I"eUafe; • coDtm,ent f . far lepieaeDtm, • defendant iD a crimlDal

(2)
(e)

A dlYlaloa of a lee between Ia.,.en who are DOt iD the lUDe fInD may
be made oDly If:

(l)(a)
(b)

(2)
(S)

the dlftaloa laiD proportioa to the aemces performed byeacb
lawyer or.
.
bJ written acreemeut wltb the cHent. eacb Ia.,.er &Mumes
joiDt respoDlibWty for the represeatatioa; and
the client Ia adYiled of and does DOt object to tbe partlcipatioa
of all the law:ren iDYOI"'; and
the total fee Ia reuoa.able.
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Rm.& I.e
(a)

(b)

CONFmENTIlt.LnT OF INFORllATlOl'f

A lawyer sbaD DOt renal WormatioD i-elat1at to represeDtatioD of a
clieat we.. the cUeat coaaeata after coasultatioa. ezcept for dlacloawes that are lmpUedlyauthorind Ia order to e&rI'J' out the repreaeatatioa. aDd ezcept u stated Ia paracraph (b).
A lawyer may reTeal such Wormatloa to the ezteat the laWJCl'
reuoaably beUens Deceuarr(1)
to prevcat the cUeat from commlttlaC a c:rlm1aal act that the
lawyer beUnes la i1kely to result Ia lmmiDeat death or
auhstaatlal bodily harm; or
(2)
to estabUsh a claim or defeaae oa behalf of the lawyer Ia a
coauoverar ~tweea the lawyer aDd the cUeat. to establlah a
defeaae to a crlm1DaJ charle or ciril claim .,aiaat the la1l')'G'
bued upoa coaduct la whJch the cUeat wu Iavol9ed. 01' to
respoad to aUelatioaa Ia aDy proceedlaJ coacemiDi the
lawyer's repreaeatatioa of the clieat; or
(3)
to comply with other law or court order.

Rm.& 1.7

CONFLICT OF IlfrEREST: GENERAL Rt11Z

(a)

A lawyer shaU DOt repreaeat a cUeat If the repreaeatatioa of that cUeat
wiU be directly adverae to aDother cUeat. we..;
(1)
the lawyer reuoaably beUene the represeatatloa will DOt
adversely aJfect the relaUoaship with the other clieat; &ad
(2)
each cUeat coaaeats after coaaultatioa.

(1)>)

A laWJCl' shaD DOt repreeeat a cDeat If the repr'CMatadoa of that clleat
__y be materlall;y UmIted by the la1f7er's reapoaalbWties to aaother
clieat or to a thlrd penoa. 01' b1 the la1f7er's O'WD Iateresta. aDIe..:
(1)
the law;yer reuoa.ably beDna the repr'CMDtatiOD wUI DOt be
advenely aJfected; aDd
(2)
the cUeat eODMata after co. .ultatiOD. Whea represeatatloa of
lIluJtipie cUeat. Ia a sJ.acle matter la aadertUeD. the COD8u1tatioa ahalI lDclude ezpIaDatiOD at the lmpUcatlOD8 of the
colllllloa represeatatloa aDd the aclT'&.ataaea aad nab Ill-

"Incl.
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amzl .•
(a)

Ia.,...

A
IIIaaIl DOt . . . "IDto a ....,._ tnDuctio. . .til a clieDt 01'
bowf.ally acquire aD oWDeJ'Sblp, po...MOI7. eecarity or otll... pecaalarr IDterellt ........ to a c:Ileat ......:
(1)
tile tnauctloa'" t.ena. _ wtalcll tile
acq..u. tile
IDterest are fUr aDd reuoaable to tile c:Il. .t . . . are fully
" M d . . . tnaamltted ID writt., to tile c:Ile.t ID a ........
whlcb caa be reuoaablr uadentood b, tile cUeat;
(2)
tile c:Il. .t ....... a .....oaable opportua1ty to ...k tile . .9Ice
of bulepeDdeat counMllD the tI'.....ctioa; aDd
(I)
tile cUeDt CO....u lD writt., tIlereto •
Ala.,... abaII.ot 11M lDforauatio. relatt., to repra. .taUo. of a cU. .t
to tile dlaadnataae of tile cUe.t aaIea. tile cUe.t CO.M.U aft...
ooaaaltatio••
A lawr....baD .ot ....pare aD laatrameat
tile lawr... or a peno.
related to tile Ia,.,er .. pueat, cbllcI. a1bllDl, or .pollN aD, .ub.taatlal
JIlt from a c:Il. .t, IDclucllaC a te.tameataJ7l1ft, ezcept wbere tile eUeat
.. related to tile do....
PrIor to the coDClualo. of re....M.tatio. of a cUe.t. a lawr... abaII DOt
make or .e,otiate aD aeneme.t
tile lawr... Ut.....,. or media
n,bu to a portn,.. or account baaed lD .ub.ta.UaJ put o.lDformatio.
relatlDC to the repreMDtatioa.
A lawr... abaII Dot pro...de flDaAclaJ .....taDce to a cUe.t lD CODDectiO•
. .til peDdlDC or cODtemplated UtJcatlo.. ezcept t1aat:
(1)
ala.,.... ma, adnace court CO.U aDd ezpe ..ee ofUtilatlo••
tile repaJIDe.t ofwbleb ma,be co.tt.,eDt OD tbe outcome of
tile matter; . . .
(2)
a lawy... repreMDtt., aD lDdileDt cUeDt ma,
court coau
aDd ezpe..es of UtltatJOD OD behalf of tile eUe.t.
A Ia..,... .b"aJ1 Dot accept compeDAtlo. for repreM.tt., a cUe.t from
o.e oth... tIaaa tile cUeDt uaIeu:
(1)
aucb compeDAtJo. . . lD accordaDCe ..til aD . "..m . .t betweeD tile eUeDt aDd tbe third putJ or the eUeDt co..e.u after
coD.ultatloD;
(2)
th ...e .. DO lDterfereDCe wltb the lawru'. lDdepeDdeDCe of
profe..loaalJudiIDeDt or with the cUeDt-Ia.,.... relatJoD.bip;
aDd
(I)
lafOnDatioD relatJ., to re ....MDtatio. of a cUeDt .. protected
.. required b, Rule 1••
A lawr... wbo repreMDu two or more cUeDu .baD DOt participate lD
m.klD' aD aWe,ate .ettlemeDt of tile elalma of or a,uD.t tile cUeDta.
or lD a crimiDaJ cue aD .",..,ated aereemeDt .. to ,uUty or .010
coDteDdere plea., UDI... eaeb cUeDt CODMDt. aft... eOD.ultatloD.
lDeludl., di.elo.ure of the ezI.teDce aDd . .ture of aU tbe claim. or
pie.. lDyolved aDd of the partielpatio. of eacb penOD lD tbe .ettleIDeDt.
A lawyer .ball Dot make aD ."...meDt pro.peetlyelr UmltlDC tile
lawyer'. UablUty to a eUeDt for malpractice UDIe•• permitted b, law aDd
"tile eUeDt .. lDdepeDdeDtlJ repre.eDted lD maki., the ."eemeDt. or
Mttle a claim for .ueb UablUty wtth aD UDl'CpreMDted cUeDt or fOnD...
c:Ileat . .tIloat tint ......lDC t1aat peno. lD writt., t1aat IDd. . . .deat
~pneeDtatio. . . appropriate lD eODDectioa tberewltll.
A Ia,.,... related to aaoth... Ia,.,... .. pueDt, cbllcI. a1bllDl or .po"
abaII DOt rep.....t a cUeDt lD a rep.....tatiOD d1rectJr ...... to a
penoD who the Ia,.,... bows .. re ....MDted b, the other Ia..,... ezcept
apDD co....t b, tile cU. .t after coaauitatloD re,u4lDC tile relatioaabJp.
A Ia,.,er abaII Dot acquire a proprletar, lDte...t ID the c&uae of actio.
or aubJect matter of UtlptiOD the lawr..... coDductlDi for a c:Ileat,
Geept t1aat tile Ia..,... mar"
(1)
acquire a U. . puated b, law to MC1Ire tile Ia.,...... fee or
ape.... ; . . .
(2)
coDmet wttll. cUeDt for. reuoaable CODtt.,. .t f .. ID a c:lftl

Ia.,...

. (It)

(c)

(d)

(e)

".me

Il.me

pa,

(f)

(h)

(I)

W

GaM.
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RtJL& 1.8

CONFLICT OF 1J'fT'ER.ItST: I"OIUIER CUEl'fT

A lawyer who hal formedT repreMllted a cUeat ID a matter gall DOt thereafter.
(a)
Repraeat aaother penGa III tbe ume or lubltaatially related matter
ID wblcb that penGa'l IIltere8tl are materially adyene to the lateresa
of the fOnDa cUeat DIlle.. the former dleat coaMatl after couulta·
tioa; or
(b)
UM lDforaaatloa relatlDa to the repreMlltatioa to the dlNdftllt&te of
the fonDel' cUeat ezcept u Rule 1.8 would pel'lDlt with respect to a
cUat or nea the lDforaaatloa bu become leaenlly 1ua0WD.

R1JUt 1.10

(a)
(b)

(e)

(d)

WblIe 1a"7Cft are auoc:iatecl ID a fInD, DOae of them .baUluao.......T
repreMat a cUeat wbea aT oae of them pncticm, alDae would be
problblted from doiDC. bT RaJ_ 1.7. 1.8(c). 1.8 or 2.2.
'WIlea a laWJer heeom_ auoc:iated with a fInD. 'the fInD .aT DOt
luaowlD&lT repreMat a penOD ID the NlDe or a 8ub8tutially related
matter ID wblcb that laWJer. or a fInD with wblcb the 1a"7Cl' ....
u.ciated. bad prmoualy lepreseatecl a cUeat nOM IDterela are
materiallT adnne to that penoa aad about wbom tbe laWJer bad
acquired lDforaaatloa protected bT Rulel 1.8 aad 1.8(b) that la material
to the matter.
'WIlea a lawya bu teI'IDlaated aa uaoclatloa with a fInD. the fInD la DOt
problblted from thereafter rep....eatIDC a penoa witb IIltere8tl mate.
rially adyCI'M to thoee of a cUeat repraeatecl bT the formerly auoci·
ated lawyer UDleu:
(1)
the matter II the NlDe or lubatutlall)' related to that ID wblcb
the formerlT uaoclated laWJer repreNated the cUeat; aad
(2)
aaT laWJer remeima« III tbe finD bulDformatloa protected bT
Rulel 1.8 aad 1.8(b) that la material to tbe matter.
A dlaquallflcatloa preecribed bT thll rule maT be weiyed bT the affected
cUeat aDder the coadltloaa ltated ID Rule 1.7

RULE 1.11
(a) ,

(b)

(c)

DIPDTZD DISQUA1JFJCA110Jlf: GltRERAL R1JUt

8tJCCESSlW GOVERlOIItl'fT AJIQ) PJUVATZ EIIPLOTllEl'fT

Zzcept .. law maT otbemM ezpreaalJ' permit. a la"7Cl' .baD DOt
repreMat a .-tnte cUeat III coDDectioa with a matter ID wbleb the
lawyer participated penoDallT aad lubataDtlaII)' u a pubUc oIBcer or
emploTee. uale .. tbe appropriate pubUc bodT or 10YCI'DIDeat . .eDCJ'
coaMaa after coaaultatloD. Jlfo laWJerlll a finD with whlcb that 1a"7Cl'
la uaoclated maT bowia«1y UDdertake or coatiDue repreMlltatloa ID
lacb a matter UDleu:
(1)
the dl&qualifled lawyer la 8CI'eeIled from uq partlclpatloa ID
the matter aad II apportloaed ao part oftbe fee tberefrom; aad
(2)
writtea aotice la promptlT IlYea to the appropriate' pubUc
bodT or loyemmeat ..eDeT to eaable It to aacertala compU·
aace with the pro'rilloal of tbIa naIe.
Zzcept aa law maT otherwile ezpra.1y permit. a lawyer hana, lDfor·
matloa that the laWJer bcnn la coddeatlal ,onrameat lDformatloa
about a perIOa acquired nea the lawya . . . a pubUc oIBcer or
emploTee. maT DOt repreMat a .-tnte cUeat wboM IDteraa are
adverse to that penoa III a matter III wblcb the lDform.tloa could be
1IMd to the material dfNdnat&le of that perIOa. A finD witb wblcb that
Ia.,.er II u.oclated maT uadertake or coatiDue repreMatatioa ID the
matter oDly lfthe dllquaMed lawyer laecreeaed from aT putlcipatloa
ID the matter aad II apportloaed aD part of the fee tberefrom.
Ezcept u law maT otherwiae ezpreNiT penDlt. a laWJer MrriDC u a
public oIBcer or emploTee Iball DOt:
(1)
participate III a matter III wblcb the lawyer participated
penoaallT aad lubltaatlally wblle ID printe practice or
aODloyemmeatai employmeat. aaJesl aDder applicable law
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Ia. _ by lawfaJ tleleptioD aI&7 lie. aatbDrbecI to act ba
tbe Ia.,vl .tcad lD tbe 1D&Her, 01'
(2)
• •tlate for priftte empIoymeat . .til ay penoD wbo ..
m.olYecl .. a party _ .. attomey liar a party lD a ID&tter w
wblcb tile lawyu" pU'tJcipatlq penoaalq aDd ....taatlaDy.
Aa __ lD tblI rule. the tenD .....tter" baclud.:
C1)
ay judicial or otller proceediaa. appUcatioa. req1lltlt liar a
naJJ.aa 01' other detenabaadoa. CODtnct, cIaha. coatr'oftny.
ba. .tlcadoa. c ....... .cc.atio... UftIt 01' otller puticalu
matter lD'fttl'rillt a apecUIc: party 01' pard.: ad
(2)
ay otller matter con.red by tile codlct ofiDtereatnaln of tile
appropriate IOYel"DlDeDt aaeacy.
M..cd lD tblI rule. the tena "coD1ldeDdallIOftlnUDeDt 1Df0naatloD"
meUlS lafonaatioD wblch .... beat obtalDed aadu IO?el'DlDCDtal
authority aDd which. at the dme tblI rule .. applied. the ,000000000000t
.. pJ'Ohiblted b,Law from dlacJoslDC to the pubUc or baa ale,a! pri~1C
.ot to dllcloee. ad which" DOt othenrlM aftllable to the pubUc.
. . ODe

Cd)

Ce)

Rm.E 1.12
Ca)

(1)>)

ec)

(d)

I'ORMER .J'DDGE OR ARBJ11lATOR

Ezcept .. ltated lD pan.eraph (d). a lawyu Ihall DOt l'epJ'eIeDt aYODe
lD cODDectioD with a matter lD whicb tile Lawyer participated peno..u,
ad lub.tUltiaUr .. a judlC or othu adjudlcatt.e otBcer. arbitrator Dr'
law clerk to lacb a penoD. 1IIl.IeM all pU'tJ. to the proceediDi coueat
after dllcloeare.
A lawyu IhalI Dot DC,otiate for empiormeDt wltb a1 penoD who ..
lD'fttIYed .. a putr or .. attomer for a party lD a matter' lD which the
lawyu II particpatlDi penoD&1lf Uld .uktaDtla!Jr .. a Judie or otllu
adjudlcatln otBcer. or artIltrator. A Ia""er lerriDI" a law clerk to a
jud,e. otllu adjudlcatln otBcu 01' arttluator ma1 De,otlate for emp10rmeDt with a party or attomCf lD'ftt!Ted lD a matter lD which the
clerk II particlpatiDI penoDAIJr ad lubstaDtiaUr. but oaJr after the
lawyer b .. ootlfled tile judie. othu adJudicatin otBcer or ubltrator.
Ifa lawyer II dllquallfJed b1 pu..,apb (a). DO lawyer lD a ft.rm wltIl which
the Lawyer II allOcLated ma1 b~ UDdertake or coDtiDue repreeeDtatioD lD the matter anl• •:
(1)
tbe dlequaWled Lawyer Ia lCreeDed from &Df partlclpatiODiD
the matter Uld II apportloaed DO part of the fee therefrom: ad
(2)
writteD Dotlce II promPtJr ,I.aa to tile appropriate trlbUD&l to
eDible It to ..eertalD compUUlce wltb tile pro'rilloDI of tblI
rule.
AD arbitrator eelected .. a putiaaIl of a party lD a multi-member
ubltra tiOD pUlell1 Dot prohibited from lubsequeDtJr reprcscDtiDI that
putr.
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RtJl& 1.IS

(a)
(It)

ORGAJllJZATlOK AS a.mJn'

A 1a"7U' emplo,..d or retalaed J.y . . O,.,aaladoD re.......ta tile

aqaabatiaa actiDC thrDUCb Ita daly aatboriaed coMdtueDts.
If alaW7U for . . o,.,.Dlaatiaa bo. . that . . otllcer, empIOJee or other
penoD ueadated with the o,.,aabatiaa .. eae.d ba actIOD, batea..
to act 01' refu8n to act ba a matter related to the repreM1ltadoD tbat
.. a 9IOlatloD of a letal obU,adoD to tile aqaabadoD, or a 9IoladoD of
Ia" which reasoDably m1&bt be Imputed to the o,.,aabatiaa, aDd ..
likely to ....ult ba au.taDtlallDJU17 to the O,.,aabadoD, tile 1aW'JU
aba1I proceed u .. reaeoaably DeceuaJ7 ba tile beat baterest of tile
o,.,.DlaatJoD. IIldeterllllnJ.aa baw to proceed, the IaWJer abaD p due
colUJderatloa to the eeriouaDe.. of the 9IoladoD . .d lu coDHqucacea.
the IICOpe . .d aature of the IaWJel"a rep....eatatJoD. the reapoulbW~
ba tbe or,anbatioD aad the appareDt moti...tlOD of the penoD bwolftd.
tile pollclee oftbe O,.,aabatJoD coacend..aa aucb matten . .d . .,. other
rele.....t coaalderatlolU.
meaaUI"H takeD abaD be deelped to
mlalmlse dlaruptlaa of the o,.,aabatiaa . .d tile rUk of ftlfttalbat
1Df0rmatioD relatiat to the represeatadoD to per&olU oatalde the
o,.,.DlaatIOD. Sucb meuures ma,. baclude amoae oth....:
(1)
ukiDt recoaalderatioD of the matter:
(2)
ad9lat..ac that a eepuate Ie,al oplniaa oa tbe matter be eoupt
for preseatatloD to appropriate autbori~ ba the o,.,aDlaatioD:

AD,.

..d
referna, the matter to bJCber authority ba the o,.,aDlaatlaa.
lDcludlae, If wunuated J.y the eeriouaaesa of the matter.
referral to the bJ,beat autbori~ that CaD act ba bebalf of the
o,.,.DizatJoD u detel"lDiDed b,. appUeable Ia".
If, deaplte the lawyer'a efforta ba accontaace with para....pb (It). tile
hlp est authoritytbat CaD.ct OD bebalfoftbe ol1aabatioD Laalata upoD
actiOD, or a refuaal to act, that .. clearly a 9IolatioD of Ia" aDd la Ukel,.
to result La aubataatlal lDJU17 to the or,aabatlOD, tile lawyer
realllD ba accordaace witb Rule 1.18.
III deallD& witb aa o,.,aalution'a dlrecton, omeen, emplo;rees, memben, abarebolden or other coaatltucau, a IaWJer abaD ezplaba the
Ideatlty of the cUent Rea It .. appareat tbat the o,.,aDizatlaa'.
bateresta are adveree to thoee of the coaatituenu witb "bom tbe 1aW'JU
.. deaUDc·
A lawyer repreeentiDt . . or,aalution ma,. also represent &IIJ' of Ita
dlrecton, omeen, employeea, memben, .barebolden or other con.tltueau, aubJect to the prmaloaa of Rule 1.7. If the or,aDlaatlon'.
coaaeat to tbe dual represeatatlon" required b,.Rule 1.7, tbe conM1lt
.ball be liven b,. aa appropriate otnclal of tbe or,aalsation otber tbaD
tile Ladl9ldual "bo Ie to be repreeented, or b,. the abarebolden.
(S)

(c)

ma,.

(d)

(e)

RtJl& 1.14

(a)

(It)

CLlEPfT tnma A DIBABILrIT

Wbea a cUeDt'a abWty to make adeqaately coMldered cleclaloM lD
coa.uection witb tbe repreM1lutlon .. Impa.lrecl, whetber MealIN of
ImlDorlt,.! .,e, meatal dla.ahWty or , . eome other reason, the lawyer
abaIl, u far u reasoaably poaalble, malDtaba a normal cUeDt.lawyer
relatloaeblp witb tbe cUeat.
A law;rer ma,. eeek tile appoLatmeDt of a JUUdlaa or take other
protective actlon witb reapect to a cUent, oal,. Rea tbe lawyer
reasoaably beUeve. tbat tbe cUeat CaDDOt adequately act La tbe cUeat'.
own Latereat.
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~I.II

(a)

(It)

(e)

(d)

A ...,.. abaD bold propel'tJ of eUeDta or tblnl peno... that .. Ia a
".,..'1 poaaeaaloa la'coDDecdoa with a lepraeDtatioa lepuate &olD
the "wyer'l OWD property. hlldl abaII be kept Ia a aeparate &CCODDt
malatalaed Ia the atate ..bere the "wyer'1 omce .. altuted, or
.......bere with the coaaeat ofthe cUeDt or tblrel penoa. Other propat)"
aball be Ieleadfled .. aacb &Del appropriately aafepanled. Complete
recordl of lucb &ecowat tuDela &Del other propertJ lbaD be kept .". the
"wyer &Dellball be pr~ for a period offift;pan after tenDlaatioa
of the repreaeatadoa.
17poa recel.m., fuDell or other property Ia ..bleb a cUeat or tblrd pencta
baa aD laterelt, a ...,.. lball prolDJtd7 aoti" the cUeDt or tbJ.rcl
penoa. Ezcept al ltated Ia tb1a rule or otbenriae permitted .". .... or
.". apeelDeDt with the cUeDt, a ...,.. abaII prolDptly deU.er to the
cUeDt or tblrel penoa &DJ tuDdl or other property that the cUeDt or
tbJ.rcl perNa .. ndtled to recelft &Del, 1lpOa requeat bJ the cUnt or
tbJ.rcl perND, aball prolDptIy reaeler a full accowatIDI reludIaC eacb
propertJ.
WbeD Ia the coune of repraeatatioa a ... , . . .. Ia poaacalloa of
propertJ Ia whlcb botb the law;rer &D' &Dother penoa claim latereata,
the properlJ lbaD be kept aepuate bJ the lawyer watU tbere .. aD
accowatlDi &DeI-.el'&llce of their laterelta.1f a eIIlpute maca eoacel'D'
.., their reapectlft laterata, the ponloa Ia elilpute Iball be kept
aepuate bJ the ..wyer _tU the cI1apute .. reaol....
A "-rer maJ depoaU tUDela Ia &D accowat for the Umlteel purpoae of
IDiAlmblDi baa.k charlea. A lawyer maJ &lao participate Ia &D 10LTA
protz'UD autboriaed bJ .... or court rule.

IllJLE 1.18
(a)

DECIJlImfG OR 1'ER.IIIl'fATUlG REPRESENTATIOK

Zzcept .. atateella par&trIlpia (c), a ...,.. abaII DOt repreaeata eIleDt,
or ..bere repraeatatloa b.u colDIDCDCecl, abaII wlthelra.. from the
repreaeatadoa of a cUeDt If:
(1)
the repreaeatadoa wID re.u1t Ia fto ..tioa fill the rulea of
profealloaal eoaelact or otber
(2)
the Ia-rer'a pbJalcal or lDeDtaJ coaelldoa materlallJ Impaln
the "wyer'1 uWtJ to repreaeat the cUeat: or
(S)
the ...,.. .. ellaeharled.
Ezcept .. Itateella pu&lJ'&pb (c), a lawyer maJ wlthelra.. froID lepre·
aeatiDi a cUeat If withclra.... caa be accolDpUlbed without material
acI.ene etrect oa the iDterelta of the eUeDt, or II:
(I)
the eUeat perilita iD a coune of &etloa iD.ol.m., the law;rer'a
Hmcel that the "wyer reuoaably beUnel .. crb:DlDaI or
frau'uIeat:
(2)
the cUeat baa _eel the lawyer'a aerfteea to perpetnte a crime
or fraud:
(S)
the eUeat IDallta upoa punulDt &D obJectift that tbe lawrer
coallelen repUCDUt or ImprucleDt:
the cUeat tau. lua..t&DtlaI.Iy to fuIft.D &D obutadoa to the
(4)
..wyer reianliDt the "wyer'1 aerftcea &Dd b.u Mea tifta
reuoaule WU'IliDi that the lawyer will wlthelra.. weu the
obU,adoa" fuJIWed:
(I)
the. repreaeatatloa wID rault Ia a uare.uoaable flDaDclal
burdea oa the law;rer or b.u Mea readered uarc-uoDablJ
d11ficult bJ the eUeat: or
(8)
other l00d cauae for witbclra.... edata.
Whea ordereel to do 10 bJ a trlbUDal. a Ia-rer aball coatiDue repreaea.
tadoa aotwithltacliDt looel cauae for termlaatlDi the repreaeatatloa.
17poa tenalaatloa of repreNatadoa, a ..wyer Iball take Itepa to the
uteat reuoaablJ praedcule to protect a cUeat'a iDtereata, aacb ..
ti.ta.a reaaoaable aodee to the eUnt, aD0wiat time for emploJlDeat of
other cowaael, aurreaderiDt papua ad property to whlcb the cUeDt ..
eDdtled ael retuDdlDl aJ a'n.ace paJlDeat of fee tbat b .. DOt Mea
earaecl'

"w;

(It)

(c)
(d)
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Rtl'LE 2.1

ADVISOR

III repreRlltlDf a elleat, a lawrer ab.aIl ezerclae lDdepeadeat profeuloaal
Judemeat &lid reDder CUldld ad.tce. III J'eDd~ ad.tce, a lawyer ma1 refer DOt
01111 to Ia. but to other coaalderado... .acb .. moral, ecGDOmiC, eoclal &lid
poUtical factora, that maJ be rele-nat to tbe ellcat'. "tuadoD.

Rtl'LE 2.2

A lawyer ma1 oDl1 act .. lDtenDe4luy betweeD cUeau If:
(1)
the lawrer co...ulu with each elleat coacCl"lliDl the impUcati~ ... of the cOlDlDOa repreHatadoa,lDcludlDC the adn.atates
&lid dlb lDYDIncI, aDd the dl'ect oa the attonae1-cUeat
prlTile,es, aDd obtaiDI eacb elleat'l cOllleat to the cOllllDOa
repreRlltatloa;
(2)
the lawyer reuoDabJr belle..... that the matter CUl be resolnd
oa tCI'IDI compatible with tbe elleDu' be.t lDteresu, that eacb
elleat will be able to make adequatelf iDformed decl"o ... lD
thc matter &lid that there" Uttle rlalt ofmatedal preJucUce to
the lDterCiu of &IIJ of the cDeaulf the coatemplated resoludOD" uaaucceNful; &lid
(S)
the lawyer realOaablf belle..... that the COIDIDOD represeatatloD C&II be uadertakea impartlallJ &lid without improper
dl'ect OD other respoDllbWdCl the la-rer bu to &111 of the
elleau.
Wb1Ie actbai allDtermedlary, the Ia.,.er .ball co...ult with eacb cUeat
coacerzaiq the dedllo ... to be made &lid the coDllderatlo... relen.at
lD mltlD, them, 10 that eacb elleat C&II make adequateJr iDformed
ded.lo....
A laWfer Iball wltbclra. ulDtermedluy If &Df of the cDeDtl10 request.,
or If &IIJ of the CODcUtlO'" lUted lD paracrapb (a) 11 ao IoDier latllfled.
Vpoa wltbclrawal, the lawyer IhaII DOt coDtlDue to repreaeDt &111 of the
elleau lD the matter that . . . the .abJect of the lDtermecUatloa.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Rtl'LE 2.S
(a)

(b)

EVAWA'nOK FOR VB BY 1'BJRD PERSOI'fS

A la-rer ma1 UDdertake &II ~uadOD of a matter afl'ectlac a cUeat for
the aae of lomeoDe other tb&D the elleat If:
(1)
the lawyer reaoDAbIJ bell"" that maklDC the cYaJuatioa 11
compadble with other upecta of the laWfU. relatloalbip
with the cDeat; aDd
(2)
the cDeat coaaeDU after coalDitatioa.
bcept .. dbclolure 11 required lD coaaecdoa with a report of aD
eT&.IuatlOD, lDformadoa relatbai to the eT&.IuatlOD 11 othenriae pr0tected b1 Rule 1.8
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IIItlUTORl008 CL.AIW AIm COJlf"mJIITIOJIIS

A Ia~r abaD DOt kDowiq.,. ......, or deI. .d a procee~. . . uMlt Dr
eoDtroftrt u luue tIlere'" DDIeM tIlere .. a ...... for do..... 80 tbat .. DOt
friyoloaa. wblcb lDcludes a toad faltIl &llWiWAt for aD ate_loD. IDOcWlcatioD
or ftftnal of eziatiDC law. A Ia~ IDr tile deleadaDt ID a cri.aaIDal proceecl.lq.
Dr tile reapoDdeDt III a procee.... tbat. could ...ult ID IDcarceratioD. may
Denrtbele.. 80 delead tile proce""n, u to ....aIre tbat C'ftJ7 elemeDt eI, tile
___ . . establlabed.

R'DtZ S.2

ItXPEDnmG U'nGATIOJII

A Ia~r .ball make ....ouble drort. to ezpedlte DdaatioD coDaI.teat witll tile
IDtereata of tile cUeDt.

R'DtZ S.S
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)

A Ia~ .baD DOt bowlDaIr(1)
.....e a faJH .tatcmeDt of material fact or law to a tribaaal;
(2)
fall to cllacIOH a material fact to tile tribaaal wileD di8cJoeare
.. Dec....,. to nold a had ....... perpetrat'" apoD tile
tribuaa1;
.
(S)
otrer endeDce tbat tile IaWJW bow. to . . faJH.1f a lawyw ....
dereclmaterial nldeace ud CO_ to kDow ollta faJalty. tile
lawyer abalI take reuo....1e reaaecllalmeuarea.
fte dDtles atated ID puacrapb (a) coatIDue to til. CODcJ_OD of tile
proceed...... aDd applyeftD If compUuace ....alrea clUe_are of IaformatioD othenrUe protected bJ Rule 1.8.
A lawyer may refUM to aIIer nid. .ce tbat tile lawyer I'eUODUIy
..U...........
III AD ez parte proceed.... a lawyer .baD IDfoI'lll tile tribuul of aD
material facta bOWD to til. lawyer wblcb will eaabl. tile trlbuul to
.....e AD 1Df0l'lllCd decialOD. wbetller or DOt tile facta are ad.,..e.
fte obU,atloD of tile ad..x:ate aDder til. . naIea la .ubordIDate to aucb
eo_tltutloaa) ....uirelDeata .. may . . UlDouaced by tile coarta.

R'DtZ S.4

FADtJ11E88 TO OPPOSDlG PAR'IT AIID COmf8J:I.

A Ia~r abaD DOt:
(a)
IIDIawfullJ obatnlct ADotber pulJ"a acceaa to ....deace or IIDIawfu1ly
alter. de.troy or coacwa docameDt or otber material ....... poteDtlal
....deatlary ftlue. A lawyer abaII DOt COllDllelor .....t ADotller penDD
to do uy .ucIa act;
.
(b)
bowlDClJ or IDteDtloaally faIaIfy ....deace. coUDael or ..... t a witDe"
to testify falaely, or offer u IDducclDeDt to a wita... tbat la problblted

bJlaw;
(c)
(d)
(e)

(I)

bcnrlDalJ or IDteatloaally dlaobey u obU,atloD aDder tile rule. of a
tribuul ezcept for u OpeD refuaaJ baaed OD AD uaenloD tbat DO ftUd
obU,atloD eziata;
ID pretrial procedure bcnrlDalJ or IDteatloaaJly .....e a friyoloaa
diaconry reque.t or deDberatelyfaU to make reaeoaab.,. dIllaeat etrort
to comp.,. witll ale,aDy proper clUeonl7 ..que.t by aD oppoa ..... party;
ID trial. bo.....y orlDteatloaaJly allude to uy matter tbat tbe lawyer
doea Dot reuoaably . .Deft la relnaDt or tbat will DOt" .upported by
admlNlble endeDce ...aut peraoaaJ bowled,e off.eta ID I..ue ezcept
wileD teatl.fJiae .. a wltaes•• or atate a penoaaJ OplllliOD .. to tile
pta... of a cauae. tile credlbWty of a wlta.... tbe culpabWty of a ~
Dt.,. . t or tile eulJt or lDDoceDce of aD accuaed; or
preaeDt. participate ID preaeatiDC. or tbreateD to preaeDt crbaIaal or
dlaclpllaaJy cbareea 8Ole.,. to obtaID aD adYUlta,e ID aDy clYiI or
crimJ.aal matter.
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ItIJLB S.I

A laWJV aIaaII DDt:
(a)
_ell to baflueace a JudIe. Jar-......pectin J1IIW 01' otllel' otllcial by
...... problblted by law;
(b)
eo_mde.te a parte wltIl Reb. penoD . . to tile lDeI'lU of tile ca..e
GCept .. pel'lDltted by law; 01'
(e)
__ate ba eoadact batea." to dlanlpt • trIIMIDaL

a1l1ZS.8

(a)

(b)

'I'IUAL PlJBUCI1T

A Ia.,-er .baD Dot make aD eztrajudlelal .utelDeat tIl.t • re......ble
penoD would upect to be .luelDlDated b,. lDe.u of pubUe co_mdcatlOD If tile Ia,.,.er bo. . or reaao...b.,. .bow. bow tlaat It wtIIllaft
• .ub.tuatlal llkeUb... of . .terlallJ' pnJudlem, aD acVudlcatift
proceedm,.
A .utelDeDt referred to ba pu.".pb (.) ordbaarilJ' la Ilkel,. to Ilaft .ucb
aD dfect wbea It refen to • d.tJ . .tter triable to • JIIr7•• criIDlDaI
. .tter. or aD,. otller proceedlDC tlaat could re.u1t ba bacarcer.tiOIi. aD.
tile .utelDeDt relatea to:
(1)
tile charaeter. c:recllbWt,.. reputatloD 01' eriIDIDaI record of.
pu'tJ'. . . .pect ba • criIDlDaI ban.tI,atioD 01' wllDeu. 01' tile
l.eDtit,. of. wltDe... _ tile ezpected teatllDOD,. of • paI'tJ' 01'
wilD. .:
(2)
ba • erilDlDaI caM or proceecIJ.DC tlaat could I'eault ba bacarce...•
tlOD. tbe poa.ibWt,. of • plea of JuIIt,. to tile offeue or tile
ezi.teDce 01' CODteDta of aD,. collfenioD••clml ••loD. 01' .tatelDeDt ,IYeD b,. ••eeeD.ut or ...peet 01' tIl.t penOD·. refuaal
01' faUure to . .lte ••tatelDeDt:
(3)
tile perioJ'lD&DCe 01' I'awta of aD,. U ...... tlOD or teat or tile
refwlal or failure of • peraoD to .ubmit to aD U.miD.tloD or
te.t. 01' tbe IdeDtlt,. or Dature ofpb,..leal erideDce ezpected to
be preMDte.:
(4)
aD,. oplaloD .. to tile ,ullt _ iIuaoceace of • defeD.aDt or
.upect ba • erilDlDaI cue _ proceecllD& that could reaalt ba
bacarcer.tlOD:
(I)

iIIIoI'ID&tiOD tile la1rJ'U' bows _ reaaoublJ' abo.... kDcnr ..
like.,. to be baaclmlaalble .. ntdeilce ba • trial ......... If
dIacIoaed aeate • aubatutlal rlalt of pnJ....em, aD 1IDpartIaI
trial; 01'

tile fact tlaat a .efeadaDt Iau beea cIaar,ed wltb a criaae.1IDIeaa
tIlen .. bac:lud.. tIlereba a etatelDeDt ezplalD.lllJ tlaat tile
claar. . . lDenlJ' &II . . . . .tloD . . . tlaat tile .efead&llt ..
preaUIDecI iDIloceDt _to ... - - - pro. . . pUt,..
JlrotwltbetaDdbaC panppbe (a) &II. (b)(I-I). a laW'J'U ba........ ba tile
ba....tlptloa or UtlJ.tloD of a . .ttel' IDa,. etate wltIlout elahoratloa:
(1)
tile JeDeral ...twe of tile clalaa 01' dee__ :
(2)
tile 1¢0J'lD&tioD CODtaba. . ba a pabUc recOnl:
(3)
, tlaat u ba.... tlJ.tiOD of tile IDaHer" ba pro.,.... bacludbaC tile
...... ecope of tile ba....tlJ.tlOIl, tile ofI'ellM 01' cIalID or
defellM ba...l ........ acept _ . prolalbited by law. tile
ldeDtlt,. of tile penou laYO.....:
(4)
tile ecbeclullD& or reault of &DJ' etep ba UtIJ.tlOD:
(I)
a requeat for ... 1.taDce ba obtabaiDJ erideDce aDd bafOl'lD&tiOD
Deco.....,. tIlereto:
(8)
a 1rU'Illq of daDIel' eoDcenabaJ the bellarior of a perND
ba......... 1f'bere there .. re...D to beU.... that there ed.ta tile
llkeUbood of.ubatuatlallaarlD to aD badlridual or to tile pubUc
batereat: aDd
(7)
ba • crirDbaaI eue:
(I)
tile IdeDtit,.. reu.eace. occupatloD aDd faIDII,.etatue
of tile .ccueecl:
(D)
If tile acc:uaed Iau Dot MeD .pprebea.e.. bafol'lD&tiOD Dece.....,. to aI. ba .pprebeuloD of tIl.t penoIl:
(W)
tile fact. tIlDe . . . place of arrest: u .
(IY)
tile l.eDtlt,. of baYeatlt.tm, ud arrestia, ofJIeen or
.,eDda aDd tile leaatIa of tile ban.tIt.tloli.
(8)

(c)
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am,zS.7
(al

JA1nBIl Ita WiiH&1i8

A laWJIll' .1aaIl Dot act .. ad90cate at a trialia wIIlc" the 1a"7'U' lallkelJ'
tit ... a aec_Mr1w1tae.. ezcept .......;
(1)
the U.timoD' ....... to • aDCODt_t" . . . . ;

the te.timoD,reJat. to the _tun.d nlue ofl..........Ic_
nadered Ia the cue; or
(S)
dUquallflcatJoa altJae""" would work .....tuatiallau1lalalp
OD the cUeat.
.
act .. adftCllte Ia a trialia wIIlc" &DOtJa... laWJIll' Ia tJae
A laWJIll'
la1r7el". fInD .. lIkel, to ... called .. a wlta_ ........ pncluded h _
Rule 1.7 or Rule 1.8.
(2)

(It)

fDA,

do..., .. ..,

IllJIZ S ••

procee"-,

fte pI"OMCUtor at aD .u,- oIa
8IaaII:
nfraID froID proeecatlq a cIaaqe that the .......cator bows Ia _t
npported b, probable . . . .;
(It)
make naMable dl'orte to . . . . . that the accaeed .... beeD athiNd of
tJae ,..,..t to. _d the proced... , .
coaDMl _d ........D
....D reuo_ble opportaDlty to _tala co"""';
(c)
make time., dJacloeun to tJae dele. . 01 aD erideace or lDformadoD
bowa to tJae proeecutar that tea" to De,ate the pUt 01 the aCCllHd
or . .u,ate. tJae otreDM. aDd. Ia CODDeCtlOD wltJa MllteDC..." dbc:IDM
to the dele ...e aDd to the trOnmai aD 1IIIpriftle,ed "U,atIDIlDfonaia·
dOD bo_ to the proMC1ltor. ezcept "beD tJae proeecutor .. nU....
01 tJaIa ....poulblllty .., a protec:tlft Older 01 tJae tailnm".
(al

-ta1D1at.

Rm.z S.8

ADVOCATE Df J1fORADJlJDICATIVE PROCItEDDfGS

Ie,....

Ala",... repreeeDtta, a cUeDt before •
tl~e or adm1Dl.tratl~e trlbuaalla
a DODadJucUcatJ~e proceedm, ....U cUIICioM tJaat tJae appeuaDce I.ID a repreeeDtatl~e capacity ad .... U comonD to tbe pr~lou of Rules S.3(a) tJaroUCb (c).
S.4(a) tlaro~" (c), _d S.5.
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am.z 4.1
III tbe course of repreeeatbat a cUeDt a laWJV abaII Dot ·kIIo. . .., make a falM
RatelDCDt fill . .teJiaI fact or Ia. to a tb1nI penoD.

am.z 4.2

COIlDlt7JlfJCATlOK WlTB PZRSOK REPRl!:SEKTICD BY
COUJISEL

III repreaeatbat a eUeDt, a"-ru.ba11 DOt colDIDUDleate about tbe .ubJect oftbe
repreaeDtatioa witb a pu1J the "-rer bow to _ repreaeDted b, aaotber
"-r'" ill tbe matter. uDIeu tbe "-reI' b.u tbe CODaeDt of tbe otb... Ia.,... 01'
.. autboria" bJ ... to do M.

am.z4.S
III deaUaa OD _ball 0( a eUeat witb a penoa " ' 0 .. DOt repreeeated b, CD. . . . ."
a "-r.... baD Dot .tate Dr Impl, tbat tbe .." , . .. dJ.iIltuested. WbeD tbe
Ia-r... bow QI' J'CUoaabl, .bould bow tbat tbe uarepreaeated penoD
mI.uad .... tud. the lawyer'.I'DJe ill tbe matter, tbe "-r....ba11 make J'eUDD'
able etrom to correct the IDIaUDd....taa.u.,.

RUPECT FOR RJGIIT8 OF TIDRD PZRSOK.

III I'epreseatm, a cUeDt. a lawyer .baD Dot bowiDII, UH lIleaa. tbat baft DO
.ubatutla! purpon oth... tbaa to elllbura•• dela,. or burdea a thUd persall. 01'
bowiD.IIJ UN lIletbocia of obta~ mdeace tbat riolate tbe le,a! ripta of
eacb a peftOD.
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It'DI.& a.l
(a)

(It)

(c)

A partDU" a .... !lnD UaD mak.........bl. drarta to . . . . . tbat Ibe
!lnD ...... eIfect ............taa.........,le ...unaoe tbat ......,....
.. Ibe !lnD coafOnll to tIae ,.... 01 Jll'ClleuioDal c.duct.
A ....,., ....taa ~ .apem.ol7 aatborltJ Ofti' ...otllel' ..
mak. nuoaable dON to euare tbat lb. olb_ ....,.... coafo...... to Ibe
naI_ 01 PI'O."'oaal _ . .act.
A ....,.... abaII be ....polUllble 101' aDO~ . .. . , . . . ftO"dOD 01 lb. naI_
of pnleuloaal coadact oaly If:
(1)
lb. . ...,.... orden 01'. . . .Ib bo......e olapecUlc coaduct.
ntUl_ Ibe coaduct ......... ; 01'
(2)
lb.....,., .. a putu_" tile .... tlna ....blc" lb. olb_ ....,....
practla.. 01' .... ~ aapemaol7 aatborltJ Ofti' Ibe olb_
....,.... ad bcnn of tile cODduct at a time ....ea Ita
.ueac_ caa be a ...ld. . 01' "tilated but I.aIJa to take .......a·
able remedial actioL

..,....baD

_aM·

It'DI.& a.2
(a)
(It)

A ....,., .. boaad." Ibe ....... olpl'Oleuioaal co. .act aotwltlaataadIaC
tbat Ibe "W7- act. . at Ibe directloa of _Ib_ penoa.
A .aIaonllDate ....,... do. aot fto..te lb. naI_ olprol..aloDal co"act
IItlaat"WJW acta Ia accordaoe"'th a aupem.ol7 "W7er'.....aoaab..
naolutloa of ... upable .ueatloa 01 prole"'oaal dutJ.

am.z a.s

IlESPONSIBILITIES IUtGARDIKG IfONJAWTEIt ASSISTAJn'8

..,.1';

Wit" ..-pect to a aoalaW7- emplo,... or ntala. . .,. 01' aaaoclated ...t .. a ..
(a)
a putu_1a a .... tlna lbaD make .....oaable dron. to .alun tlaat lb.
!lnD .... Ia drect lD.alwel ...taa nuoaole UlUI'Uce t ...t Ibe
penoa'. coaduct I. compatible ...t .. th. pl'Ol...loa" obU,atloa. 01 the
"W7-;
(It)
a "W7- "'riaI dlJ'ect .upem.ol7 aatlaorltJ Ofti' th. aoaiaWJU .baD
make .....oDole effoN to eaaun that the penoD'. cODduct .. compat·
..Ie with the pnleuloaal obU,.tloDl 01 Ibe ...,.u; ...d
(c)

a....,.... UaD be ..-po.....1e foI' CODduct Of aac" a penoa tbat ...aId
be a ftoktloa af Ibe raIea 01 pnleuioaal coaduct II cDI. .d Ia ." a
"WJW oaly II;
(1)
Ibe ....,.... orden 01', ...Ib Ibe bo..
01 tile apecIfIc
ooadact, ntlfl_ tile co. .act ............; _
(2)
Ibe "WJW .. a putaer Ia the .... tlna .. wblcla Ibe penGa ..
eaaploJed, OI' .... cUrect.apem.ol7 aathorltJ DftI' Ibe penoa.
aDd bcnn oftbe co. .act at a time wbea III co.....ueace....
be ....Ided 01' mlttaated
tau. to take nuoaable nmecllal
actio....

led,.

.at
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(.)

A lawyer or Ia" flrIIl abaII Dot abare iepl fen with • DODIawyw. acept

that:
aD atreemaat by .1aW7U' with the lawyer'a 8nD, partDer. or
uaoc:iate ma1 pro"de for the paJlDeDt of IDODe,. OYer •
reuoDabIe period III time after the lawyer'a death. to tbe
Ia..,u'a eatate or to ODe or IDOre apecifled penG"';
(2)
a Ia..,u "bo UDdert.akea to complete UDflDlabed lela! b....Deu 018 deceaaed iawyerma1pa1to tbe eatate oftbe dece&Hd
Ia..,u that proportioD of the total compe ....tioD "blcb fairl1
repreaeDta the aerricea reDdered b1 the deceued Ia",er: aDd
(3)
• Ia",u or Ia. finD ma1i1lelude DODla",U emplo,ee8 ill •
compeDAtloD or redtemeDt pIaD, enD thoup the pIaD ..
bued ill whole or ill put OD ....oflt-abariDC a.rTaDIemeDt.
A Ia",er abaD Dot form a pertDerabip witb • DoDlawyer If aD1 of the
acti"tiea of the pertDerabip co.....t of the practice of Ia".
A lawrer abaD DOt permit a penOD who recolDlDeDda, emplo,.. or pa,.
the Ia..,er to reDder lela! aemcea for aDother to direct or re,wate the
Ia..,U'1 profellioDaJ JudlmeDt ill J'eDderlDe aucb lela! aemcea.
A lawyer ahaD DOt pnetice with or ill the form of • profellloDaJ
corporatioD or aNOelatioD authorbed to practice Ia" for a proat.lf:
(1)
a DODla..,U OW'DI aD1i1ltereat tberelD. ezcept that a fldudarJ
repreaeDtatiYe of the eltate ofa Ia..,u ma1 bold the ltock or
iIltcreat oftbe Ia..,u for a reaaoDable time duriDladllliDiltradOD; or
(2)
a DODIa..,U hal tbe riebt to direct or CODtrol the profellloDaJ
Jude-eDt of a lawyer.
(1)

(b)
(c)

(d)

R1J'I.& 1.1
A lawyer abaD DOt:

C.)
(b)

practice Ia" ill aJDrlacI1etioD where dom, ao "olatea the re,watioD of
thc lela! profeuiOD ill that JuriacllctloD; or
...Iat a penGD who .. DOt a meJDb,e, of the bar ill the perfonD&Dce of
acti"ty tbat eODatJtutea the 1ID&uthorlaed ....ctlce of Ia".

R1J'I.& 1.8

RESTRICTIONS OK RlGBT TO PRAC11CE

.

A lawyer lbaD DOt participate ill ofl'erm, or m-\Inl:

(.)
(b)

a partDerabip or cmploymeDt atreemeDt that reatricta the rtpt of a
Ia..,er to pnctice after term.iDatiOD of the relatloDlblp. ezcept aD
atreemcDt coDCerDiDl HDefitl UPOD retlremeDt; OJ'
aD aercemeDt ill wbJcb a reatrictiOD OD the Ia",UI ript to practlce ..
put of tbe aettlemcDt of a CODUOYCnr HtwCeD printe partlea.
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SECTIONF

I.

INTERIM PROCEDURES FOR PERMIT MODIFICATIONS PRIOR TO RECEIPT
OF A TITLE V SOURCE-WIDE PERMIT
A.

B.

Overview

•

Kentucky's
air
contaminant
source
permitting
regulation,
401
KAR 50: 035,
was
essentially
rewritten in 1993 and was subsequently revised in
1994 to implement Title V.

•

EPA approval of 401 KAR 50:035 may occur by June,
1995.

•

Under the proposed schedule for submittal and
review of source-wide Title V permit applications
for existing major sources in Kentucky, a facility
may not receive its source-wide permit until the
year 2000.

•

The November 1994 revisions to 401 KAR 50:035 were
intended, in part, to accommodate the issuance of
permits for modifications to existing facilities
during the period before such sources are required
to obtain source-wide Title V permits.

•

New and modified facilities must be permitted under
401 KAR 50:035.
The regulation combines the
construction and operating permit programs and
applies to both major and minor sources.

Step 1 -- Determine the permitting trigger

•

Section 3(1) (a)4. provides that:
existing source
that constructs,
reconstructs
an
affected
facility,
alters, or modifies prior to the date the
source receives a permit for the entire
source, if a timely and complete [sourcewide] application is filed, shall file an
application using form DEP 7007 to obtain
a permit for the proposed change prior to
commencing construction or modification.
An

•

Alteration and modification are defined
broadly under 401 KAR 50:010 Section 1.

•

"Alteration" is defined as including installation
or replacement of air pollution control equipment
and physical changes and changes in the method of
operation which increases the potential to emit of
the facility.

•

"Modification" is also defined as a physical change
in or changes in the method of operation of an
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very

affected facility which increases the amount of an
air pollutant emitted.
Routine maintenance,
repair, replacement, increases in production rates
at the affected facility that can be accomplished
without capital expenditures and increases in hours
of operation are not modifications.
•

C.

Therefore,
virtually any non-routine physical
operational change to the source (not authorized by
a current permit) and which results in potential
increases in the rate or amount of emissions lS
potentially subject to permitting.

Step 2
Determine whether a permitting
applies under 401 KAR 50:035 Section 2

exemption

•

The amendments to 401 KAR 50:035 Section 2
substantially revise the types and numbers of
available
new,
for
modified,
exemptions
reconstructed, or altered sources or affected
facilities.

•

If a permitting exemption applies, the activity at
issue may be able to proceed with little or no
advance notice to DAQ.

•

Section 2(1) Source Exemptions
•

•

A source is exempted from permitting if: (a)
it is a minor source pursuant to 40 CFR Part
70 that is not subject to an applicable
requirement i or (b) the source is a minor
source that
•

Emits or has the
than 25 tons per
pollutant,
or
specified in an
and

•

Has potential emissions of less than 2
tons per year of a single HAP and less
than 5 tons per year of any combination
of any HAPs or a lesser amount if
specified in an applicable requirement;
and

•

Is not subject to a requirement of 40 CFR
Parts 60, 61, or 63 or Kentucky's air
toxic regulations at 401 KAR 63: 021 or
401 KAR 63:022; and

•

Is not
permit.

Section

2 (2)
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required

potential to emit less
year of a regulated air
a
lesser
amount
if
applicable requirement;

by

Specific

EPA

to

Affected

obtain

a

Facility

Exemptions

•

•

Asbestos
demolition
or
renovation
operations subject to state and federal
NESHAPs;

•

Acti vi ties subj ect to 40 CPR Part 60,
Subpart AAA (residential wood heaters) ;

•

Activities that emit only nonprocess
fugitive emissions that are not part of a
source that is otherwise subj ect to an
applicable requirement;

•

Open burning conducted pursuant to 401
KAR 63:005;

•

Vehicles used for the transportation of
passengers or freight;

•

Publicly-owned roads.

Section 2(3) Generic Permitting Exemptions
•

Insignificant activities shall be exempt
from permitting if the following criteria
are met:
•

The activity must be included in a
permit application with a request
that it be exempted from permitting;

•

The activity shall not be subject to
an applicable requirement;

•

The potential or actual emissions
from the activity shall not cause a
source
to
be
subject
to
an
applicable requirement;

•

The activity must have potential to
emit of less than 5 tpy of any
regulated air pollutant, except for
HAPs or state air toxics;

•

The
potential
to
emit
of
all
activities exempted at the source
under this provision must be less
than 2 tpy of any HAP or 5 tpy of
any combination of HAPS, or a lesser
amount as specified by EPA;

•

The
potential
to
emit
of
all
activities exempted at the source
under this provision must be less
than the significance level of any
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air toxic listed in 401 KAR 63:021
or 401 KAR 63:022; and
•

•

The
activity
must
not
involve
incineration of medical waste.

•

The Cabinet will maintain a list of all
activities
approved
for
exemption
pursuant to this section.

•

This provision will be used by the
Cabinet to exempt activities identified
in a source-wide application that result
in emissions from various types of
routine
activities.
For
example,
painting
of
buildings,
fences,
and
equipment would be a likely candidate for
an exemption.
Note that all emissions
have to be identified and quantified in
the permit application under the Title V
regulations.

•

Note that this exemption should be
available, not only in the context of a
source-wide application,
but
in the
context
of
a
new
acti vi ty
to
be
undertaken at an existing source.

Section 2(5) Two Ton Construction Exemption
•

This provision provides a type of de
minimis exemption for facilities that are
part of a construction project where the
total increase in the potential to emit
from all affected facilities in the
construction protect is less than or
equal to 2 tpy of a pollutant for which
an ambient air quality standard has been
promulgated, as long as the increase does
not subject the source to an applicable
requirement.

•

30-day advance written notice is
commencing
necessary
prior
to
construction.

•

The
two
ton exemption
is
not
available for emissions subject to
Kentucky's air toxics regulation or
for
sources
of
pollutants
in
nonattainment
areas
or
to
incinerators.

•

The two ton exemption will not be
available after an existing source
has received a draft source-wide
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Title V permit.
D.

Step 3 -- Determine and follow the applicable permitting
process of Section 5
•

The most critical aspect of obtaining permits for
modifications under the interim procedures is
ensuring that sufficient lead time exists to obtain
a permit.
Depending upon the avenue that must be
followed, it may take from several months to over a
year to obtain a permit.
Factors include whether
the change is considered minor or subject to PSD or
nonattainment new source
review requirements.
Also,
when
Section
112(g)
requirements
are
triggered with respect to case-by-case MACT for
emission of HAPs, the process could take even
longer.

•

Section 5 (2) (a)
Proposed changes that are
subject to new source review or PSD requirements.

•

•

Proposed changes that are subj ect to nonattainment NSR or PSD requirements (i.e.,
major
modifications)
must
be
processed
pursuant to procedures of Section 5 (2) (a) .
(Synthetic minor modifications are processed
under Section 5 (1) (a), see below.)
This will
entail submittal of a complete application for
the
change
at
issue
followed
by:
a
completeness
determination
(60
days);
a
preliminary determination
(60 days); EPA,
public, and affected state review (30-40
days); and a final determination on the permit
application (60 days) .

•

The source may construct and operate in
accordance with the permit issued in the final
determination,
except
that
where
a
PSD
determination is involved, the facility must
w~it another 30 days before constructing.

•

The same process is followed regardless of
whether the proposed change was submitted in
an application before or after the time when
the source-wide Title V application is due.

•

Obtaining a modification under Section 5(2) (a)
will not accelerate the time for filing a
source-wide application.

Section 5(2) (b)
modifications.
•

Minor

new

source

review

Sources proposing changes that are not subject
to major NSR or PSD are subject to the
application review procedures of Section
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5 (2) (b) .
(True minor modifications with
potential to emit below major modification
thresholds. )

E.

•

The Cabinet must issue or deny a state origin
permit within 60 days after the permit
application is deemed complete (60 days).
Therefore, obtaining a minor modification
(where a limitation on the potential to emit
is not necessary to avoid major NSR or PSD)
may take up to 4 months.

•

Obtaining a permit for a minor modification
pursuant to this section will not accelerate
the time for submittal of a source-wide permit
application.

•

A source is to construct and operate in
accordance with the permit issued for the
modification until a source-wide permit is
issued for the entire source.

•

If an application for a minor modification is
submitted after a source-wide application has
been submitted for the source, construction
would be pursuant to a draft permit, which
would then be incorporated into the sourcewide permit when it is issued.

Synthetic Minors And/or Conditional Major Permits
•

A synthetic minor source is a source that accepts a
federally enforceable permit limitation to prevent
it from being classified as a major source for PSD
or nonattainment new source review purposes.

•

Similarly, a conditional major source is a source
that
accepts
a
federally
enforceable
permit
limitation to prevent it from being classified as a
major source for Title V purposes.

•

The Section 5 (1) (a) procedures would essentially
allow an existing source to go through a sourcewide
permitting process
to
obtain
federally
enforceable permit limitations to officially become
a synthetic minor or conditional major source.
This will enable the source to avoid Title V
permitting as a major existing source and eliminate
a concern that the source was operating in
violation of PSD/NSR requirements (as a major
source) .

•

The Section 5(1) (a) procedures would also apply to
a minor modification at an existing major source
that
accepts
federally
enforceable
permit
limitations to avoid PSD or nonattainment new
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source review for the modification.
50: 035 § 5 (2) (6) .
•

See 401 KAR

Synthetic
minor/conditional
major
source
applications would be subj ect to:
a completeness,
determination (60 days); a draft permit (60 days) i
public notice and EPA review (30 days) i a proposed
permit (60 days); and a final permit.
The final
permit is to be issued within 9 months after the
application is deemed complete.
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II.

COMPLIANCE
PERMITTING
A.

B.

C.

ISSUES

ASSOCIATED

WITH

TITLE

V

The Title V Permitting program imposes !Comprehensive
self-reporting obligations upon sources,
including'
requirements for certification of reporting and other
information by responsible corporate officials in four
major areas:
•

Permit application information

•

Monitoring reports

•

Compliance certifications
and annually)

•

Emission statements for fee purposes

(at time of application

Who is the responsible corporate official?
50:035 Section 1(30))

Corporate president, secretary, treasurer, or vicepresident

•

Similar person
functions

•

Designated/authorized
representative
over
a
production facility if:
250 persons or more
employed or $25,000,000 in gross sales

•

Other designated person if approved Qy NREPC

in

charge

of

!

=

(See 401 KAR

•

decision-making

Certification requirements (401 KAR 50:035 Section 3(4))
•

D.

CERTIFICATION

Must certify:

•

Truth,
accuracy,
information

•

Certification
inquire

is

and
based

completeness
upon

a

of

reasonable

What is a reasonable inquiry?
•

Reasonableness of an inquiry obviously depends upon
the scope and nature of the information which has
to be certified as true, accurate, and complete.

•

There are two types of information to be certified:
application information and ongoing compliance
information.

•

At a minimum, a reasonable inquiry should require
that the certifying official become informed about
the nature of the program requirements as well as
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the accuracy of the factual information.

E.

•

The truth, accuracy, and completeness of the
information to be certified should be determined
through a systematic and documented approach. This
should include
development
of
checklists
of
required information; compilations and summaries of
data; and a reliable analysis of the requirements,
both legal and factual.

•

A file should be kept on certifications that
documents how the inquiry was made in order that
the certifying official can establish that the
inquiry
was
reasonable
in
the
event
that
information is later found to be incomplete or
inaccurate.

Scope of Certifications
1.

Permit applications (401 KAR 50:035 Section 3)
•

The comprehensiveness of the information to be
supplied in a Title V permit application
demonstrates why it is critical to establish a
systematic approach to compilation of the
information.
•

Section. 3 (1) (b)
information must be
sufficient to determine all applicable
requirements, which in Kentucky includes
state
origin
requirements
including
information about toxic air pollutants
( 4 01 KAR 63: 021 and 63: 022) .

•

Section 3(2)
there is a duty
supplement
incorrect
information
provide further relevant facts.

•

Section 3 (3) -- For major sources, all
emissions of regulated air pollutants
must be included in the application
unless the unit is exempted from the
Title V requirements.
(Because a source
seeking
an
exemption
for
a
lIinsignificant" source under Section 2 (3)
must include the information in an
application,
even
emissions
from
potentially exempted activities must be
included in the application.
Such
activities were likely never listed on an
application in the past.)

•

Applicable
requirements
must
be
identified for all emission units.
(This
requires a legal analysis of factual
information) .
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to
or

•

Fugitive emissions must be included in
the application for all sources subject
to 40 C.F.R. Part 70.

•

Applicable
requirements
must
be
identified for all air pollution control
devices.

•

A compliance plan must be included
identifying the compliance status of the
facility with all applicable requirements
as of the time of the application. This
also requires a legal analysis.

•

Much of the information to be included In the
applications is based upon emission estimates and a
legal analysis of applicable requirements and
compliance status.
This is especially troubling
for the certifying official since these may involve
"gray" areas of fact and law.
Therefore, a file
should
be
maintained
documenting
how
these
decisions were made.

2.

Monitoring, record keeping and reporting
50:035 Section 4)

(401 KAR

•

Each Title V permit will require enhanced
monitoring for major sources and,
at a
minimum,
periodic monitoring requirements
sufficient to yield reliable data from the
relevant time period that is representative of
the source's compliance with the permit.
Monitoring requirements must be sufficiently
detailed to ensure that emission limitations
are enforceable as a practical matter.

•

Permits will require monitoring reports to be
submitted at least every six months.
All
deviations from permit requirements shall be
clearly identified in the reports and all
reports must be certified by a responsible
official.
(Section 4 (1) (c) ).
(Note that the
permit will also require prompt reporting of
all deviations from permit terms.)

•

All
permits
shall
contain
compliance
certification, testing, monitoring, reporting,
and record keeping requirements sufficient to
ensure compliance with permit terms.
All
documents,
including
reports,
must
be
certified by a responsible official.
(Section
4(3)).

•

Permits will require compliance certifications
to be submitted at least annually certifying
the source's compliance with the terms and
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conditions contained in the permit including
emission limitations, standards, and work
practices.
(For a major source, this will be
a substantial undertaking.)
•

In its final rule, EPA noted that
This cenification must: identify each term and
condition of the permit that is the basis for
cenification; the source's compliance status with that
requirement; whether compliance was continuous or
I intermittent;
the methods used to determine
compliance consistence with the morutonng
requirements of Section 70.6(a); and such other facts
as the permitting authority may require to determine
the compliance status of the source. The final rule
differs from the proposal in that annual cenification
is now required with respect to the terms and
conditions of the permit; the proposal required
certification only with the applicable requirements.

3.

Emissions statement (401 KAR 50:035 Section 10)
•

F.

Each source must submit information necessary
to determine actual emissions to the Cabinet
on an annual basis for the purpose of the
emission fee.
The information must be
certified by a responsible official as to its
accuracy.

Enforcement Issues.
•

The Criminal sanction provisions of the Clean Air
Act
Amendments
specifically
include
criminal
sanctions for failure to keep proper records,
reports,
or
monitoring
equipment.
(CAA
§113 (c) (2) (A)) .
Intentional falsification of
records is viewed by EPA as one of the most
appropriate
situations
for
seeking
criminal
sanctions.

•

Specific intent to falsify records is not necessary
to establish a criminal violation.
II Knowing II
violations in which a responsible official failed
to make a reasonable inquirY'prior to certifying
records or other information could be sufficient to
establish
a
criminal
violation.
(CAA
§113 (c) (5) (B) ) .

•

against
Criminal
sanctions
can
be
brought
"Person"
individuals as well as the corporation.
is defined to include the responsible corporate
officer.

•

Because of the broad scope of the reporting and
record keeping requirements of the Title V program,
failure to comply with these requirements makes the
source and easy target for a citizen suit.
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Similarly incomplete or inaccurate records will
also virtually establish violations which could
also be the subject to a citizen suit. The bounty
hunter provisions of Section 113(f) of the Act also
provide individuals with incentive to seek out,
noncompliance based upon certifications and record
keeping.
I
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III. CLEAN AIR ACT - SECTION 112 - HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANT
§112 (a)

Definitions
(1)

Major Source· - 10 Tons/year of any HAP or 25
Tons/year of all HAPS

(2)

Modification

(3)

Hazardous
.112(b)

Air

Pollutant

(b)

List of HAPS

(c)

List of Source Categories

(d)

Emission Standards
(1)

Schedule for Standards and Review

(f)

Standard
to
Protect
"Residual Risk"

(g)

Modifications

Health

and

Environment

Physical change not "modification" if:
Increase in emissions is offset by
reduction in pollutant of hazard

Construction, Reconstruction, Modification
•

After State Title V program approval, no
person may modify a major HAP source
unless it meets MACT.

•

After Title V program approval, no source
may construct or reconstruct any maj or
source of HAPs unless it meets MACT.

(h)

work Practice Standards

(i)

Schedule for Compliance
(1)

in

Offsets

•
(2)

listed

Maximum degree of reduction

(e)

(1)

Those

Preconstruction and Operating Requirements
•

After effective date of standard, no
major source subject to standard may
construct unless Administrator (or State)
determines
source
will
comply with
standards.
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(2)

Special Rule

•

(3)

(A)

promulgated standard more stringent
than proposed, andi

(B)

source
complies
with
proposed
standard during three-year period.

Compliance Schedule for Existing Sources
•

After new MACT standards are set, EPA
shall set compliance dates, but no later
than three years after effective date,
except for listed exemptions.

(4)

Presidential Exemption

(5)

Early Reduction

(6)

Other Reductions
•

(7)

If a source has installed BACT or LAER
prior to promulgation of a standard, it
shall not be required to comply with new
standard until five years after date of
installation or reduction.

Extension for New Sources

•

(j)

Source which commences construction or
nonconstruction after a
standard is
proposed, but before promulgated, shall
not be required to meet promulgated rule
until three years after promulgation if:

Sources subject to a §112(d) standard
that also became subject to a §112(f)
standard shall have 10 years from date of
construction or reconstruction started to
meet §112(f) standard.

Equivalent emissions limit by permit
(1)

Effective Date

•
(2)

Provisions are applicable upon approval
of state Title V program.

Failure to
Provision)

•

Promulgate

a

Standard

(Hammer

If EPA fails to promulgate a standard
pursuant to §112 (e), owner/operator is
required to submit a permit application
for such source.
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(3)

Applications
•

(4)

Review and Approval
•

(5)

Review and approval is to be based on
procedures in §505 of Act - Title V

Emission Limitation
•

(6)

If source submits timely and complete
application, failure to have a permit
shall not constitute a violation.

The
limit
in
the
permit
must
be
determined on a case-by-case basis and be
equivalent to the standard that would
have been adopted under §112(d).

Applicability of Subsequent Standards
•

If an emission standard for a source
category is promulgated prior to approval
of the permit application, the permit
shall reflect the promulgated standard,
but source shall be provided extension
under §112(i)

(k)

Area Source Program

(1)

State Programs
•

This provision sets forth requirements
and procedures for state authorization to
implement and enforce §112 standards.

(m)

Great Lakes Study

(n)

Other Provisions

(0 )

National Academy of Sciences Study

(p)

Mickey Leland Urban Air Toxics Research Center

(q)

Savings Provision

(r)

Prevention of Accidental Releases
(1)

Purpose and General Duty
•

Sources that produce, process or store
extremely hazardous substances have a
general duty to identify hazards that may
result from accidental release.

•

Duty applies in same manner and extent as
OSHA general
duty
clause
found
in
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§5 (a) (1) of the OSH Act.
(2 )

Definitions

(3)

List of Substances

(4 )

Factors To Be Considered

(5)

Chemical Safety Board

(6 )

Accident Prevention
•

Authorize EPA to promulgate .release
prevention,
detection and correction
requirements.

•

Requires EPA to promulgate regulations
requiring
a
source
with
threshold
quantity regulated substances to prepare
and implement a risk management plan.

•

A source that is solely required under
§112(r) shall not be required to file a
Title V application.
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APPENDIX

KENTUCKY NATURAL RESOURCES
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET
ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
FOR THE PREVENTION, ABATEMENT AND
CONTROL OF AIR POLLUTION
- Issuance Of Construction and Operating Permits - 401 KAR 50:035
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401 EAR 50:035.

Permits.

RELATES TO: KRS 224.10-100, 224.20-100, 224.20-110,
224.10-120, 401 KAR Chapters 50 through 65, 40 CFR Parts 51,
52, 60, 70, 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 42 USC
7401-7671q, July 21, 1993 Federal Register (57 FR 32250)
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS 224.10-100, 224.20-110, 224.20-120
NECESSITY AND FUNCTION: KRS 224.10-100 requires the Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet to prescribe
administrative regulations for the prevention, abatement, and
control of air pollution. This administrative regulation combines
construction and operating permits into one (1) permit and
provides for the issuance of permits in the Commonwealth of
Kent.ucky.
>KYRegs rg401KAR50:035\se1 Definitions.
1. Definitions.
Except as provided in this section, terms used in this
administrative regulation shall have the meaning ,given to them in
401 KAR 50:010, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
(1) "Acid rain program" means the national sulfur dioxide 'and
nitrogen oxides air pollution control and emissions reduction
program established pursuant to 42 USC 7651 through 76510 and
4Q CFR Parts 72, 73, 75, 76, 77, and. 78. 40CFRParts
72, 7~, 75, 76,. 77, and 78 are. incorporated by
reference in section 11 of this administrative regulaticm .
. (2) "Act" means the Clean Air Act promulgated at 42 USC 7401
through 7671q, as amended by PL 101-549 (November 15, 1990).
(3) nAdministrative permit amendment" means a revision to a
permit that:
(a) Corrects typographical errors;
(b) Identifies a change in the name, address, or phone
number of a person identified in the permit, or provides a
similar minor administrative change at the source;
(c) Requires more frequent monitoring or reporting by the
permittee;
(d) Allows for a change in ownership or operational
control of a source if the cabinet determines that no other
change in the permit is necessary and if a written agreement
containing a specific date for transfer of permit
responsibility, coverage, and liability between the current
and new permittee has been submitted to the cabinet;
Copyright 1995 The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
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(e) Incorporates into the permit the requirement~ from
preconstruct ion review permits, if the preconstruct ion
review meets procedural requirements substantially
equivalent to those prescribed in this administrative
regulation that would be applicable to the change if it were
subject to review as a permit revision, and compliance
requirements substantially equivalent to those contained in
section 4(3) of this administrative regulation.
(4) "Affected source" means a source that includes one (1) or
more affected units.
(5) "Affected states" means those states:
(a) That border Kentucky and whose air quality may be
affected by the proposed issuance, revision, or renewal·of a
permit subject to the federally enforceable requirements of
this administrative regulation; or
(b) That are wi~hin fifty (50) miles of the proposed
permitted source.
(6) "Affected unit" means a unit that is subject to the acid
rain program.
(7) "Applicable requirement" means a federally enforceable
requirement or a state-origin requirement or standard.

-

(8) "Classification date" means the date on which the u.s. EPA
publishes a final rule granting full or interim approval to
Kentucky's Permit Program submitted pursuant to 42 USC 7(561
through 7661f (Title V of the Act).
(9) "Complete application" means an application for a permit
or permit revision that meets the requirements of section
3(1) (b) of this administrative regulation.
(10) "Conditional major source" means a source that accepts a
limit made federally enforceable as a permit condition which
prevents it from being classified as a major source as defined in
this administrative regulation, if the limit is not a federally
enforceable requirement.
(11) "Designated representative" means a responsible person
authorized by the owners or operators of an affected source and
of all affected units at the source, as evidenced by a "
certificate of representation submitted to the u.s. EPA pursuant
to 40 CFR 72.20(b), to represent and legally bind each owner and
operator, as a matter of federal law, in all matters pertaining
to the acid rain program. For matters related to the acid rain
portion of a permit, the term "responsible official," as used in
Copyright 1995 The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
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this administrative regulation or in administrative regulations
implementing the acid rain program, means the "designated
representative."
(12) "Draft
cabinet offers
affected state
administrative

permit" means the version of a permi1e which the
for the applicable public participation and
review as prescribed in sections 7 and 8 of this
regulation.

(13) "Emergency" means a situation arising from a sudden and
reasonably unforeseeable event beyond the control of the source,
which requires immediate corrective action to restore normal
operation, and that causes the source to exceed a
technology-based emission limitation in the permit due to
unavoidable increases in emissions attributable to the emergency.
An emergency shall not include noncompliance caused by improperly
designed equipment, lack of preventative maintenance, careless or
improper operation, or operator error.
(14) "Emissions fee" means the fee assessed to an air
pollution source pursuant to 401 KAR 50:038, made effective
November 29, 1993.
(15) "Emissions unit" means a part or activity of a stationary
source that emits or has the potential to emit a regulated air
pollutant. This term does not alter or affect the definition of
the term "unit" as used in the acid rain program.
(16) "Existing source" means a source which has submitted a
permit application that the cabinet has deemed complete prior to
November 29, 1993 or source that is authorized by the cabinet to
operate on or before the effective date of this administrative
regulation.
(17) "Federally enforceable permit" means a permit that
contains a federally enforceable permit condition or provision
and is required by the u.s. EPA to be federally enforceable.
(18) "Federally enforceable requirement" means all of the
following as they apply to emissions units at a source which is
subject to 40 CFR Part 70, including requirements that have
been promulgated or approved by the u.s. EPA at the time of
permit issuance but which have future-effective compliance dates:
(a) Standards or requirements in the state Implementation
Plan (SIP) that implement the relevant requirements of the
Act, including revisions to that plan promulgated at 40
CFR Part 52;
(b) Terms or conditions of preconstruct ion permits issued
pursuant to administrative regulations approved or
promulgated pursuant to 42 USC 7401 through 7515 (Title I
Copyright 1995 The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
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of the Act) .
(c) A standard or other requirement promulgated pursuant
to 42 USC 7411 (Section 111 of the Act) or 42 USC 7429
(Section 129 of the Act) governing solid waste incineration.
(d) A standard or other requirement promulgated pursuant
to 42 USC 7412 (Section 112 of the Act).
(e) Standards or requirements of the acid rain program.
(f) Requirements established pursuant to 42 USC 7661c(b)
(Section 504(b) of the Act) and 42 USC 7414(a) (3)
(Section 114(a) (3) of the Act) for monitoring and
compliance certification.
(g) A national ambient air quality standard or increment
or visibility requirement pursuant to 42 USC 7470 (Part C
of Title I of the Act) for temporary sources permitted
pursuant to 42 USC 7661c(e) (Section 504(e) of the Act).
(h) A standard or other requirement for consumer and
commercial products adopted pursuant to 42 USC 7511b(e)
(Section 183(e) of the Act).

(i) A standard or other requirement for tank vessels
adopted pursuant to 42 USC 7511b(f) (Section 183(f) of the
Act) .

(j) A standard or other requirement to protect
stratospheric ozone adopted pursuant to 42 USC 7671 through
7671q (Title VI of the Act), unless the U.S. EPA determines
that those requirements need not be contained in the permit.
(19) "Final permit" means:
(a) For a federally enforceable permit,the version ofa
permit issued by the cabinet that has completed all the
review procedures required in sections 7 through 9 of this
administrative regulation and for which a final
determination has been made.
(b) For a state-origin permit, the version of a permit
which meets the applicable provisions of this administrative
regulation and for which a final determination has been
made.
(20) "Fugitive emissions" means those emissions which could
not reasonably pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or other
functionally-equivalent opening.
(21) "General permit" means a permit that meets the
copyright 1995 The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
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requirements of Section 4(4) of this administrative regulation.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se1 Definitions.
(22) "Major source" means a stationary source, or a group of
stationary sources, that are located on one (1) property or two
(2) or more contiguous or adjacent properties under common
control of the same person, or persons under common control, and
that belong to a single major industrial grouping (i.e., all have
the same two (2) digit code as described in the 1987 Standard
Industrial Classification Manual, which is incorporated by
reference in 401 KAR 51:017, section 21) which emits a regulated
air pollutant and which is described in paragraphs (a), (b), or
(c) of this subsection.
(a) On or after the classification date, a stationary or
group of stationary sources located within a contiguous area
and under common control that emits or has the potential to
emit, in the aggregate, ten (10) tons per year or more of a
hazardous air pollutant listed in 401 KAR 57:061 , made
effective November 29, 1993, or twenty-five (25) tons per··
year or more of a combination of hazardous air pollutants··
listed in 401 KAR57:061, or a lesser quantity established
by the u.S. EPA and promulgated in an administrative
regulation in 401 KAR Chapter 57. Emissions from an oil or
gas exploration or production well, with its associated
equipment, and emissions from a pipeline compressor or pump
station shall not be aggregated with emissions from other
similar units, whether or not the units are in a contiguous
area or under common control, to determine whether the units
or stations are major sources.
(b) A stationary source of air pollutants that directly
emits or has the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or
more of an air pollutant. The fugitive emissions of a
stationary source shall be considered in determining if it
is a major source only if it belongs to one (1) he following
categories:
1. Coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers);

2. Kraft pulp mills;
3 . Portland cement plants;
-

-

4. Primary zinc smelters;
5. Iron and steel mills;
6. primary aluminum ore reduction plants;
7. primary copper smelters;
Copyright 1995 The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
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8. Municipal incinerators capable of charging more
than 250 tons of refuse per day;
9. Hydrofluoric, sulfuric, or nitric acid plants;
10. Petroleum refineries;
11. Lime plants;
12. Phosphate rock processing plants;
13. Coke oven batteries;
14. Sulfur recovery plants;
15. Carbon black plants (furnace process);
16. Primary lead smelters;
17. Fuel conversion plant;
18. Sintering plants;
19. Secondary metal production plants;
20. Chemical process plants;
21. Fossil-fuel boilers (or a combination thereof)
totaling more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input;
22. Petroleum storage and transfer units with a
total storage capacity of more than 300,000 barrels;
23. Taconite ore processing plants;
24. Glass fiber processing plants;
25. Charcoal production plants;
26. Fossil-fuel-fired steam electric plants of more
than 250 million BTU per hour of heat input; or
27. All other stationary source categories subject
to an administrative regulation in 401 KARChapters 59
and 61 which are promulgated pursuant to 42 USC 7411
(Section 111 of the Act) or a national emission
standard for hazardous air pollutants (NESHAP) in 401
KAR Chapter 57, promulgated pursuant to 42 USC 7412
(Section 112" of the Act).
(c) A major stationary source defined to be a major
Copyright 1995 The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
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source in 42 USC 7501 through 7515 (Part 0 of the Act)
including:
1. For ozone nonattainment areas, sources with the
potential to emit 100 tons per year or more of volatile
organic compounds or nitrogen oxides in areas
classified as "marginal" or "moderate," fifty (50) tons
per year or more in areas classified as "serious,"
twenty-five (25) tons per year or more in areas
classified as "severe," and ten (10) tons per year or
more in areas classified as "extreme;"
2. For carbon monoxide nonattainment areas that are
classified as "serious," and in which stationary
sources contribute significantly to carbon monoxide
levels, sources with the potential to emit fifty (50)
tons per year or more of carbon monoxide; and
3. For particulate matter (PM10) nonattainment '.
areas classified as "serious," sources with the
potential to emit seventy (70) tons per year or more of
PM10.
(23) "Minor source" means a stationary source that is required
to obtain a permit pursuant to this administrative .. regulationand
that is not a major source.
(24) "Permit revision" means a minor permit revision,-a
significant permit revision, or an administrative permit
amendment.
(25) "Phase II" means the acid rain program period beginning
January 1, 2000, and continuing thereafter.
(26) "Potential to emit" means the maximum capacity of a
stationary source to emit an air pollutant given its physical and
operational design. A physical or operational limitation on the
capacity of a source to emit an air pollutant, including air
pollution control equipment and restrictions on hours of
operation or on the type or amount of material combusted, stored,
or processed, shall be treated as part of its design if the
limitation is federally enforceable. This term does not alter or
affect the use of this term for other purposes in the Act, or
the term "capacity factor" as used in the acid rain program.
(27) "Proposed permit" means the version of a permit that the
cabinet proposes to issue and submit to the U.S. EPA for review
pursuant to section 9 of this administrative regulation.
(28) "Regulated air pollutant" means the following:
(a) For sources subject to

40 CFR Part 70:

Copyright 1995 The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.
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1. Nitrogen oxides;
2. Volatile organic compounds;
3. A pollutant for which a national ambient air
quality standard has been promulgated pursuant to 42
USC 7409 (Section 109 of the Act);
4. A pollutant that is subject to a standard
promulgated pursuant to 42 USC 7411 and 7412
(Sections 111 and 112 of the Act);
5. A Class I or Class II sUbstance subject to a
standard promulgated or established pursuant to 42 USC
7671 through 7671q (Title VI of the Act;) and
(b) For state origin requirements:
1. A pollutant for which a state ambient air quality
standard has been promulgated in 401 KAR 53:010; and
(2) A pollutant listed in 401 KAR 63:021, made effective
November 11, 1986, or 401 KAR 63:022, made effective November
11, 1986.
(29) "Renewal" means the process by which a permit is reissued
at the end of its term pursuant to section 5(7) of this
administrative regulation.
(30) "Responsible official" means one (1) of the following:
(a) For a corporation: a president, secretary, treasurer,
or vice-president of the corporation in charge of a
principal business function, or other person who performs
similar policy or decision-making functions for the
corporation, or a duly authorized representative of that
person if the representative is responsible for the overall
operation of one (1) or more manufacturing, production, or
operating facilities applying for or subject to a permit and
either:
1. The facilities employ more than 250 persons or
have gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25
million (in second quarter 1980 dollars); or
2. The delegation of authority to the representative
is approved in advance by the cabinet;
(b) For a partnership or sol~ proprietorship, a general
partner or the proprietor, respectively;
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(c) For a municipality, state, federal, or other public
agency, a principal executive officer or ranking elected
official. For this administrative regulation, the principal.·
executive officer of a federal agency includes the chief
executive officer having responsibility for the overall
operations of a principal geographic unit of the agency
(e.g., a Regional Administrator of the U.S. EPA); or
(d) For the acid rain portion of a permit for an affected
source, the designated representative.
(31) "Section 502(b) (10) changes" means changes that
contravene an express permit term. These changes do not include
changes that would violate applicable requirements or contravene
federally enforceable permit terms and conditions that are
monitoring (including test methods), recordkeeping, reporting,or
compliance certification requirements.
(32) "Significant permit revision" means a permit revision
required to be processed pursuant to section 6(2) (c) of this
administrative regulation.
(33) "State implementation plan (SIP)" means the most recently
prepared plan or revision required by 42 USC 7410 (Section 110
of the Act) which has been submitted by the cabinet and approved
by the U.S. EPA.
(34) "State-origin permit" means a permit that contains only
state-origin requirements, or that contains federally enforceable
requirements but is not required by the U.S. EPA to be a
federally enforceable permit.
(35) "state-origin requirement" means an applicable
requirement that is not mandated by 42 USC 7401 through 7671q
(the Act) or any of the Act's applicable requirements, and that
is not federally enforceable.
(36) "Stationary source" means a building, structure,
facility, or installation that emits or may emit a regulated air
pollutant.
(37) "Synthetic minor source" means a source that accepts a
limit made federally enforceable as a permit condition which
prevents it from being classified as a major source as defined in
either 401 KAR 51:017 or 401 KAR 51:052, if the limit is not a
federally enforceable requirement.
(38) "Timely application" means an application that meets the
requirements of section 3(1) (a) of this administrative
regulation.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se2 Applicability.
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2.

Applicability.

This administrative regulation shall apply to owners and
operators of all air pollution sources, except as follows:
(1) A source shall be exempt from this administrative
regulation if:
(a) The source is a minor source pursuant to 40 CFR
Part 70 and is not subject to an applicable requirement; or
(b) The source is a minor source that;
1. Emits or has the potential to emit less than
twenty-five (25) tons per year of a regulated air
pollutant, except as provided in subparagraphs 2 and 3
of this paragraph, or a lesser amount if specified in
an applicable requirement; and
2. Has potential emissions of less than two (2) tons
per year of a single hazardous air pollutant and less
than five (5) tons per year of any combination of
hazardous air pollutants listed in 401 KAR 57:061 or a
lesser amount specified in an applicable requirement;
and
3. Is not subject to a requirement in 40 CFR Parts
60, 61, or 63; [60, 40 CFR Part 61, 401 KAR
63:020,] 401 KAR 63:021; or 401 KAR 63:022; and
4. Is not required by the U. S . EPA to obtain . a .
permit.
(2) The following activities and affected facilities
shall be exempt from the requirement to obtain a permit
.
pursuant to this administrative regulation. These exemptions
shall not relieve a source from the requirements of any
other applicable requirement. The cabinet may require the
owner or operator to demonstrate compliance with all
applicable requirements.
(a) an asbestos demolition or renovation operation
subject only to the provisions of 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart
M or 401 KAR 63:042, made effective November 6, 1987;
(b) An activity subject only to the provisions of
Part 60, Subpart AAA;

40 CFR

(c) An activity that emits only nonprocess fugitive
emissions that are not part of a source that is otherwise
subject to an applicable requirement;
(d) Open burning pursuant to 401 KAR 63:005, made
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effective March 1, 1984;
(e) Vehicles used for the transport of passengers or
freight; and
(f) Publicly owned roads.
(3) Insignificant activities shall be exempt from permitting
requirements pursuant to the following criteria:
(a) The activity shall be included in the permit
application with a request that the activity be exempt from
permitting;
(b) The activity shall not be subject to an applicable
requirement;
(c) The potential or actual emissions from the activity
shall not cause the source to be subject to an applicable
requirement to which the source would not otherwise be
subject;
(d) The activity shall have a potential to emit of less
. five (5) tpy of any regulated air pollutant, not including a
hazardous air pollutant listed pursuant to 42 USC 7412(b)
(Section 112(b) of the Act) or a toxic pollutant listed in
401 KAR 63:021 or 401 KAR 63:022.
(e) The potential to emit of all activities exempted
pursuant to this subsection shall be less than two (2) tpy
of any hazardous air pollutant and less than five (5) tpy of
any combination of hazardous air pollutants, or a lesser
amount if specified by the U.S. EPA;
(f) The potential to emit of all activities exempted
pursuant to this subsection shall be less than the
significance level of any toxic air pollutant listed in 401
KAR 63:021 or 401 KAR 63:022.
(g) The activity shall not be the incineration of medical
waste.
(4) The cabinet shall maintain an updated list of those
activities submitted and approved pursuant to SUbsection (3) of
this section and shall provide this list to any person upon
request.
(5) The following de m1n1m1S changes shall be exempted from
the requirement to obtain a permit or permit revision.
(a) Affected facilities which are part of a construction
project where the total increase in the potential to emit
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from all affected facilities in the construction project is
less than or equal to two (2) tons per year of a pollutant
for which an ambient air quality standard has been
promulgated in 401 KAR 53:010, if the increase does not
subject the source to an applicable requirement.
1. The owner or operator shall notify the cabinet in
writing of the increases and construction projects
thirty (30) days prior to commencing construction.
2. This exemption shall not apply to affected
facilities which are subject to a regulation
promulgated pursuant to 40 CFR Parts 60,
61, or
63; 401 KAR 63:021 or 401 KAR 63:022; to source of
pollutants located in areas designated as nonattainment
for the pollutants in 401 KAR 51:010; or to
incinerators.
(b) After the issuance of a draft permit, the exemption
in paragraph (a) of this SUbsection shall not apply to
sources that are required to obtain a federally enforceable
permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se3 Permit Applications.
3.
Permit Applications.
(1) Duty to apply. Owners and operators of sources subject to
this administrative regulation shall submit a timely and complete
permit application pursuant to this section using FormDEP 7007,
which is incorporated by reference in 401 KAR 50:034. The
cabinet may provide methods for electronic transmission of the
completed application.
(a) Timely applications.
1. Existing major sources.
a. Sources proposing to accept permit
limitations to become synthetic minor or
conditional major sources shall file a complete
application to obtain a permit. The cabinet shall
process these applications as federally
enforceable permits pursuant to Section 5 of this
administrative regulation.
b. All other existing major sources shall file
a complete application for a permit within twelve
(12) months after the classification date or
within twelve (12) months after the source is
required to obtain a federally enforceable permit
pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70, whichever date is
earlier. The cabinet shall process these
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applications as federally enforceable permits
pursuant to section 5(1) (b) of this
administrative regulation.
2. Existing minor sources required to obtain a
federally enforceable permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part
70. An existing minor source shall file a complete
application for a permit within twelve (12) months
after the date of publication by the u.s. EPA of a
final rule which requires the minor source to obtain a
permit or within five (5) years after the
classification date, whichever date is earlier. These
applications shall be processed as federally
enforceable permits pursuant to section 5(1) (b) and
(2) (b) of this administrative regulation.
3. Existing minor sources required to have a state
origin permit. An existing source that is required to
have a state-origin permit shall file a complete
application-for a permit within twelve (12) montQs
after becoming subject to an applicable requirement
promulgated after the effective date of this .
administrative regulation, or by November 15, 2000,
whichever date is earlier. The cabinet shall process
these applications as state origin permits pursuant to
section 5(1) (c) of this administrative regulation.
-:.

4. An existing source that constructs, reconstr~cts
an affected facility, alters, or modifies prior to the
date the source receives a permit for the entire
source, if a timely and complete application is filed,
shall file an application using FormDEP 7007 to obtain
a permit for the proposed change prior to commencing
construction or modification. The applications for
these sources shall be processed by the cabinet _
pursuant to section 5(2) of this administrative
regulation.
5. A source constructing, reconstructing, altering
or modifying after November 29, 1993, shall file a
complete application to obtain a permit or permit
revision prior to commencing construction,
reconstruction, alteration, or modification, except as
provided in subparagraph 4 of this paragraph and
Section 6 of this administrative regulation. The
cabinet shall process these applications pursuant to
section 5(3) of this administrative regulation.
6. A source that is required to open an existing
permit pursuant to the requirements of section 6(3) of
this administrative regulation shall file a complete
application to obtain a permit revision within six (6)
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months after notification by the cabinet that the
permit shall be reopened.
7. For permit renewal, an application shall be
submitted at least six (6) months prior to the date of
permit expiration and in accordance with section 5(7}
of this administrative regulation.
8. Applications for initial Phase II acid rain
permits shall be submitted to the cabinet by January 1,
1996, for sulfur dioxide, and by January 1, 1998, for
nitrogen oxides.
(b) Complete application.
1. To be deemed complete, an application shall
provide all information required pursuant to sUbsection
(3) of this section, except that applications for a
permit revision shall supply the information ,only if it
is related to the proposed change. This information:.
shall be sufficient to evaluate the source ,and "its ,
application and to determine all applicable
requirements. A responsible official shall certify the
submitted information pursuant to subsection (~) of
this section.
,2. The cabinet shall promptly provide notice to the
applicant if the application is complete. Unless the
,cabinet.mails a request for additional information or a
notice of incompleteness to the applicant within sixty
(60) days of receipt of an application,.the application
shall be deemed complete.
3 .. If, while processing an application thatha,s been
determined or deemed to be complete, the cabinet'
determines that additional information is necessary, it
may require the information in writing and set a
reasonable deadline for response.
4. For permit revisions processed through minor
permit revision procedures, pursuant to Section
6(2} (a) of this administrative regulation, a
completeness determination shall not be required.
(c) Confidential information. A source that submits. to ,
the cabinet an application for a federally enforceable
permit containing a claim of confidential information shall
authorize the cabinet to submit the information to the u.s.
EPA, or shall submit a copy of the information directly to
the U.s. EPA.
(2) Duty to supplement or correct application.

An
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applicant

who fails to submit relevant facts or who has submitted incorrect
information in a permit application shall, upon discovery of the
occurrence, promptly submit the supplementary facts or corrected
information. The applicant shall provide additional information
as necessary to address requirements that become applicable to
the source after the date it filed a complete application but
prior to issuance of a draft permit. Failure to supplement or
correct the application shall be a violation of this
administrative regulation and shall cause the source to be
subject to applicable penalties, including but not limited to the
termination, revocation and reissuance, or revision of a permit,
or denial of a permit application.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se3 Permit Applications.
(3) Standard application form and required information.
(a) Applications for required permits shall be made on
Form DEP 7007 which is incorporated by reference in 401 KAR
50:034. The applicant may submit the application using
computer software if the cabinet has provided for the
electronic preparation of applications.
(b) An application shall include all information needed
to determine the applicability of or to impose an applicable
requirement and to evaluate the required fee amount pursuant
to 401 KAR 50:038.
(c) The application and attachments shall include the
company name and address or, if different, the plant name
and address; owner's and agent's name and address; name,
address, and telephone number of the plant site manager or
contact; a description of the source's processes and
products by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code,
which is incorporated by reference in 401 KAR 51:Q17,
including any associated with alternate scenarios identified
by the source; and all of the elements specified in
paragraphs (d) through (j) below:
Cd) The application shall provide the following
emissions-related information:
1. All emissions for which the source is major and
all emissions of regulated air pollutants. A permit
application shall describe all emissions of regulated
air pollutants emitted from an emissions unit, unless
the units are exempted in section 2 of this
administrative regulation. The applicant shall also
provide any additional information related to the
emissions of air pollutants necessary to verify which
requirements are applicable to the source, and·other
information necessary to collect permit fees owed under
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the fee schedule approved pursuant to 401 KAR 50:038.
a. For major sources, the applicable
requirements for all emissions units shall be
identified in the permit application.
b. For minor sources required to obtain a
permit, all applicable requirements for the
emissions units that cause the source to be
subject to 40 CFR Part 70
shall be identified
in the permit application. The cabinet may
identify the applicable requirements for other
minor sources prior to determining completeness of
the application pursuant to SUbsection (1) (b) of
this section.
c. Fugitive emissions from a source subject to
40 CFR Part 70 shall be included in the permit
application in the same manner as stack emissions,
even if the source category in question is not
included in the list of sources in Section 1(22)
(b) of this administrative regulation •.
2. Identification and description of all points of
emissions described in subparagraph 1 of this paragraph
in sufficient detail to establish the basis for fees
and applicable requirements.
3. Emissions rates in tons per year and in terms
necessary to establish compliance consistent with the
applicable standard reference test method. These
methods are incorporated by reference in 401 KAR
50:015 or in the applicable administrative regulations.
4. Fuels, fuel use, raw materials, production rates,
and operating schedules, to the extent needed to
determine or limit emissions.
5. Identification and description fair
pollution control equipment and compliance
monitoring devices or activities.
6. Limitations on source operation affecting
emissions or any work practice standards, if
applicable, for all regulated air pollutants at the
source.
7. Other information required by an applicable
requirement, including information related to stack
height limitations developed pursuant to 401 KAR
50:042.
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8. Calculations on which the information in
subparagraphs 1 through 7 of this paragraph is based.
(e) The application shall ident~fy the following air
pollution control requirements, except as provided in
paragraph (d)lb of this sUbsection:
1. citation and description of all applicable
requirements; and
2. Description of or reference to the applicable
test method for determining compliance with each
applicable requirement.
(f) The application shall provide other specific
information that may be necessary to implement and enforce
other applicable requirements or to determine the
applicability of these requirements.
(g) The application shall provide an explanation of
proposed exemptions from otherwise applicable requirements.
(h) The application shall provide additional information
required by the cabinet to define alternative operating
scenarios identified by the sour~e pursuant to section
4(1) (i) of this administrative regulation, or to define
permit terms and conditions implementing Section 4(1) (j) of
this administrative regulation.
(i) The application shall provide a compliance plan
containing the following:
1. A description of the compliance status of the
source for all applicable requirements as follows:
a. For applicable requirements with which the
source is in compliance, a statement that the
source will continue to comply with those
requirements.
b. For applicable requirements for which the
source is not in compliance at the time of permit
issuance, a narrative description of how the
source will achieve compliance with those
requirements.
2. A compliance schedule as follows:
a. For applicable requirements that will become
effective during the permit term, a statement that
the source will meet the requirements on a timely
basis. A statement that the source will meet in a
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timely manner applicable requirements that become
effective during the permit term shall satisfy
this condition, unless a more detailed schedule is
expressly required by the applicable requirement.
b. For sources that are not in compliance with
all applicable requirements at the time of permit
issuance, the schedule shall include remedial
measures, including an enforceable sequence of
actions with milestones, leading to compliance
with all applicable requirements for which the
source will be in noncompliance at the time of
permit issuance. The compliance schedule shall
resemble and be at least as stringent as that
contained in a judicial consent decree or an order
issued by the cabinet to which the source is
subject. The schedule of compliance shall be
supplemental to, and shall not condone
noncompliance with, the applicable requirements on
which it is based.
3. A schedule for submission of certified progress
reports, pursuant to section 4(3) (d) of this
administrative regulation, no less frequently than
every six (6) months for sources required to have a
schedule of compliance to remedy a violation or
noncompliance.
4. In Phase II of the acid rain program, the
compliance plan content requirements specified in this
paragraph shall apply and be included in the acid rain
portion of a compliance plan for an affected source,
except as provided in the acid rain program for the
schedule and method the source will use to achieve
compliance with the acid rain emissions limitations.
(j) The application shall identify requirements for
compliance certification, including the following:
1. A certification of compliance with all applicable
requirements by a responsible official pursuant to
sUbsection (4) of this section;
2. A statement of methods used for determining
compliance, including a description of monitoring,
recordkeeping, and reporting requirements and test
methods;
3. A schedule for submission of compliance
certifications during the permit term, to be submitted
no less frequently than annually, or more frequently if
specified by the underlying applicable requirement or
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by the cabinet; and
4. A statement indicating the source's compliance
status with applicable monitoring, including enhanced
monitoring, and compliance certification requirements.
(4) certification by responsible official. Application forms,
reports, and compliance certifications submitted pursuant to this
administrative regulation shall contain a certification by a
responsible official, as defined in Section 1(28) of this
administrative regulation, of truth, accuracy, and completeness.
The certifications required in this administrative regulation
shall state that, based on information and belief formed after
reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in the
document are true, accurate, and complete.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se4 Permit Content.
4 . . Permit content.
(1) Standard permit requirements. A permit issued pursuant to
this administrative regulation shall include the following
elements:
(a) Emission limitations and standards, including
operational requirements and limitations that assure
compliance with applicable requirements at the time of
permit issuance. This shall include:
1. The origin of and authority for each term or
condition, and any variation from the applicable
requirement upon which the term or condition is based;
2. A statement that the source shall comply with all
applicable requirements;
3. If the state implementation plan (SIP) allows the
determination of an alternative emission limit that is
equivalent to the limit contained in the plan to be
made in the permit issuance, renewal, or significant
permit revision process, then a permit containing. the
equivalency determination shall contain conditions to
ensure that the resulting emissions limit has been
demonstrated to be permanent, quantifiable,
accountable, enforceable, and based on replicable
procedures. The cabinet shall not issue permits that
waive, or make less stringent, any limitation or
requirements contained in or issued pursuant to the SIP
or that are otherwise federally enforceable;
4. For major sources, all applicable requirements
for emissions units;
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5. For minor sources, all applicable requirements
for emissions units that cause the source to be subject
to this administrative regulation; and
6. Fugitive emissions from .a source subject to 40
CFR part 70 shall be included in the permit in the same
manner as stack emissions, even if the source category
is not included in the list of sources in Section
1(22) (b) of this administrative regulation.
7. The permit shall state that if an applicable
requirement of 42 USC 7401 through 7671q is more
stringent than an applicable requirement promulgated
pursuant to 42 USC 7651 through 76510, both provisions
shall be placed in the permit and shall be federally
enforceable.
(b) Permit duration and renewal. A statement shall be
included which provides that the permit shall expire and
shall be renewed pursuant to Section 5(7) of this
administrative regulation.
(c) Monitoring and related recordkeeping and reporting
requirements.
1. Each permit shall contain the following
monitoring requirements:
a. All emissions monitoring and analysis
procedures or test methods required in the
applicable requirements including those specified
in 42 USC 7414(a) (3) or 7661c(b) (Sections
114(a) (3) or 504(b) of the Act);
b. If the applicable requirement does not
require periodic testing or instrumental or
noninstrumental monitoring, which may consist of
recordkeeping designed to serve as monitoring,
periodic monitoring sufficient to yield reliable
data fro.m the relevant time period representative
of the source's compliance with the permit, as
reported pursuant to subparagraph 3 of this
paragraph. Monitoring requirements shall assure
the use of terms, test methods, units, averaging
periods, and other statistical conventions
consistent with the applicable requirement.
Recordkeeping provisions may be sufficient to meet
the requirements of this sentence; and
c. Requirements covering the use, maintenance,
and installation of monitoring equipment or
methods, as necessary and appropriate.
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2. Each permit shall incorporate the following
recordkeeping requirements, if applicable:
a. Records of required monitoring information
that include the following:
(i) The date, place as defined in the
permit, and time of sampling or measurements;
(ii) The dates analyses were performed;
(iii) The company or entity that performed
the analyses;
(iv) The analytical techniques or methods
used;
(v) The results of analyses; and
(vi) The operating conditions at the time
of sampling or measurement;
b. Retention of records of all required
monitoring data and support information for a
period of at least five (5) years from the date of
the monitoring sample, measurement, report, or
application. Support information shall include all
calibration and maintenance records and all
original strip-chart recordings for continuous
monitoring instrumentation, and copies of all
reports required by the permit.
3. Each permit shall incorporate the following
reporting requirements, if applicable:
a. Submittal of required monitoring reports at
least every six (6) months. All deviations from
permit requirements shall be clearly identified in
the reports, and all reports shall be certified by
a responsible official pursuant to section 3(4)
of this administrative regulation.
b. Prompt reporting of deviations from permit
requirements, including those attributed to upset
conditions, the probable cause of the deviations,
and corrective actions or preventive measures
taken. The cabinet shall define prompt reporting
in the permit in relation to the degree and type
of deviation likely to occur and the applicable
requirements.
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Cd) A permit condition prohibiting emissions exceeding
allowances that the source lawfully holds in the acid rain
program.
1. A permit revision shall not be required for
increases in emissions authorized by allowances
acquired pursuant to the acid rain program if the
increases do not require a permit revision in another
applicable requirement.
2. A limit shall not be placed on the number of
allowances held by the source. However, a source shall
not be allowed to use allowances in defense of
noncompliance with an applicable requirement.
3. Allowances shall be accounted for according to
the procedures established in 40 CFR Part 73, which
is incorporated by reference in Section 11 of this
administrative regulation.
(e) A severability clause to ensure the continued
validity of the various permit requirements in the event of
a challenge to portions of the permit.
(f) Provisions stating the following:
1. The permittee shall comply with all conditions of
the permit. Noncompliance shall be a violation of this
administrative regulation and, for federally
enforceable permits, is also a violation of 42 USC
7401 through 7671q (the Act) and is grounds for an
enforcement action, including but not limited to the
termination, revocation and reissuance, or revision of
a permit, or denial of a permit application.
2. It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an
enforcement action that it would have been necessary to
halt or reduce the permitted activity in order to
maintain compliance.
3. The permit may be revised, revoked, reopened, and
reissued, or terminated for cause. The filing of a
request by the permittee for a permit revision,
revocation and reissuance, or termination, or of a
notification of planned changes or anticipated
noncompliance shall not stay a permit condition.
4. The permit shall not convey property rights or
exclusive privileges.
5. The permittee shall furnish to the cabinet
information that the cabinet may request in writing to
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determine whether cause exists for modifying, revoking
and reissuing, or terminating the permit, or to
determine compliance with the permit. Upon request, the
permittee shall also furnish to the cabinet copies of
records required to be kept by. the permit.
(g) A provision to ensure that the source shall pay the
fees to the cabinet pursuant to the approved fee schedule in
401 KAR 50:038.
(h) Emissions trading. A provision stating that a permit
revision shall not be required in approved economic
incentives, marketable permits, emissions trading and other
similar programs or processes for changes that are provided
for in the permit.
(i) Terms and conditions for reasonably anticipated
operating scenarios identified by the source in its
application as approved by the cabinet. The terms and
conditions:
1. Shall require the source, contemporaneously with
making a change from one operating scenario to another,
to record in a log at the permitted facility a record
of the scenario in which it is operating;
2. Shall extend the permit shield described in
sUbsection (6) of this section to all terms and
conditions in each operating scenario; and
3. Shall ensure that the terms and conditions of
each alternative scenario meet all applicable
requirements.
(j) Terms and conditions, if the permit applicant
requests them, for the trading of emissions increases and
decreases in the permitted facility, solely for the purpose
of complying with a federally enforceable emissions cap that
is established in the permit independent of other applicable
requirements. The permit applicant shall include in the
application proposed replicable procedures and permit terms
that ensure the emissions trades are quantifiable and
enforceable. The cabinet shall not include in the emissions
trading provisions any emissions units for which emissions
are not quantifiable or for which there are not replicable
procedures to enforce the emissions trades. The terms and
conditions:

1. Shall include all terms required in sUbsections
(1) and (3) of this section to determine compliance;
2. Shall extend the permit shield described in
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sUbsection (6) of this section to all terms and
conditions that allow increases and decreases in
emissions; and
3. Shall" meet all applicable requirements 'and the
requirements of this administrative regulation.
4. Shall require written notification to the cabinet
and the u.S. EPA seven (7) days in advance of the
proposed change. The source, cabinet and u.S. EPA shall
attach a copy of each notice to their copy of the
relevant permit. The notification shall state when the
change will occur and shall describe the changes in
emissions that will result and how these increases and
decreases in emissions will comply with the terms and
conditions of the permit.
(2) Federally enforceable requirements. The cabinet shall
include a notification in a federally enforceable permit that all
terms and conditions in the permit, except the provisions that
are specifically designated as state-origin requirements, shall
be enforceable by the u.S. EPA and citizens.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se4 Permit Content.
(3) Compliance requirements. All permits shall contain the
fo"llowing elements for compliance:
(a) Pursuant to sUbsection (1) (c) of this section,
compliance certification, testing, monitoring, reporting,
and recordkeeping requirements sufficient to assure
compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit.
Documents, including reports, shall be certified by a
responsible official pursuant to section 3(4) of this
administrative regulation.
(b) Requirements that the permittee shall allow the
cabinet or an authorized representative to perform the
following:
1. Enter upon the premises where a source is located
or emissions-related activity is conducted, or where
records are kept;
2. Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any
records required by the permit:
a. During normal office hours; and
b. During periods of emergency when prompt
access to records is essential to proper
assessment by the cabinet; and
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3. Inspect, at reasonable times, any facilities,
equipment, (including monitoring and air pol~ution
control equipment), practices ,. or operations required
by the permit. Reasonable times shall include, but not
be limited to the following:
a. During all hours of operation at the source;
b. For sources operated intermittently, during
all hours of operation at the source and the hours
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, excluding holidays; and
c. During an emergency.
4. Sample or monitor, at reasonable times,
substances or parameters to assure compliance with the
permit or any applicable requirements. Reasonable times
shall include, but not be limited to the following:
a. During all hours of operation at the source;
b. For sources operated intermittently, during
all hours of operation at the source and the hours
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, excluding holidays; and
c. During an emergency.
(c) A schedule of compliance as required in Section
3(3) (i)2 of this administrative regulation.
(d) Progress reports on the schedule of compliance
required in paragraph (c) of this SUbsection to be submitted
at least semiannually, or at a more frequent period if
specified in an applicable requirement or by the cabinet.
Progress reports shall contain the following: .
1. Dates for achieving the activities, milestones,
or compliance required in the schedule of compliance,
and dates when these activities, milestones, or
compliance were achieved; and
2. An explanation of why dates in the schedule of
compliance were not or will not be met, and preventive
or corrective measures adopted.
(e) Requirements for compliance certification with terms
and conditions contained in the permit, including emission
limitations, standards, or work practices. Permits shall
include each of the following:
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1. The frequency, as specified in an applicable
requirement or by the cabinet, of submissions of
compliance certifications (must be at least annually);
2. In accordance with subsection (1) (c) of this
section, a means for monitoring the compliance of the
source with its emissions limitations, standards, and
work practices;
3. A requirement that the compliance certification
include the following:
a. The identification of each term or condition
of the permit that is the basis of the
certification;
b. The compliance status;
c. Whether compliance was continuous or
intermittent;
d. The method used for determining the
compliance status of the source, currently and
over the reporting period pursuant to sUbsection
(1) (c) of this section; and
e. Other facts as the cabinet may require to
determine the compliance status of the source;
4. A requirement that all compliance certifications
be submitted to the u.s. EPA for sourcesrequired to
obtain permits pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70, as well as
to the cabinet; and
5. Additional requirements for monitoring and
compliance certification, consistent with 42 USC
7414(a)(3) and 7504(b) (Sections 114(a) (3) and
504(b) of the Act).
(f) A specific condition, for a constructing,
reconstructing, altering, or modifying source, that the
source shall n~t be allowed to commence operation until it
has demonstrated compliance, pursuant to 401 KAR 50:055 and
section 5(4) of this administrative regulation, or the
permit has been revised to contain a compliance plan. For a
federally enforceable permit, the compliance plan shall meet
the applicable review requirements in sections 7 through 9
of this administrative regulation.
(g) Other provisions required by the cabinet.
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(4) General permits.
(a) The cabinet may, after notice and opportunity for
public participation provided in section 7 of this
administrative regulation, issue a general permit covering
numerous similar sources. A general permit shall comply with
all requirements applicable to other permits and shall
identify criteria by which sources may qualify for the
general permit. To sources that qualify, the cabinet shall
grant the conditions and terms of the general permit.
Notwithstanding the shield provisions in subsection (6) of
this section, the source shall be subject to enforcement
action for operation without a permit if the source is later
determined not to qualify for the conditions and terms of
the general permit. General permits shall not be authorized
for affected sources except as provided in the acid· rain
program.
(b) Sources that qualify for a general permit shall apply
to the cabinet for coverage under the terms of the general
permit or shall apply for a permit pursuant to section 3 of
this administrative regulation. The general permit
application shall meet the requirements of this
administrative regulation and include all information
necessary to determine qualification for, and to assure
compliance with, the general permit. The cabinet may grant a
source's request for a general permit without repeating the
public participation procedures required in section 7 of
this administrative regulation. If the cabinet determines
that the source does not meet the criteria for a general
permit, the cabinet's denial of the general permit shall not
constitute a final action and the permit application shall
be processed pursuant to the requirements of section 3 of
this administrative regulation.
(5) Temporary sources. The cabinet may issue a single permit
authorizing emissions from similar operations by the same source
owner or operator at multiple temporary locations. The operation
shall be temporary and involve at least one (1) change of
location during the term of the permit. An affected source shall
not be permitted as a temporary source. Permits for temporary
sources shall include the following:
(a) Conditions that will assure compliance with all
applicable requirements at all authorized locations;
(b) Requirements that the owner or operator notify the
. cabinet at least ten (10) days in advance of each change in
location; and
(c) Conditions that assure compliance with all other
provisions of this administrative regulation.
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(6) Permit shield.
(a) Except as provided in this administrative regulation,
compliance with the conditions of the permit shall be deemed
compliance with the applicable requirements as of the date
of permit issuance, if:
1. The applicable requirements are included and are
specifically identified in the permit; or
2. The cabinet, in acting on the permit application
or revision, determines in writing that other
requirements specifically identified are not applicable
to the source, and the permit includes the
determination or a concise summary thereof.
(b) A permit that does not expressly state that a permit
shield exists shall be presumed not to provide a shield.
(c) Nothing in this subsection or in a permit shall alter
or affect the following:
1. 42 USC 7603 (emergency orders, Section 303 of
the Act), including the authority of the U.S. EPA in
that section;
2. The liability of an owner or operator of a source
for violation of applicable requirements prior to or at
the time of permit issuance;
3. The applicable requirements of the acid rain
program; or
4. The ability of the U.S. EPA to obtain information
from a source pursuant to 42 USC 7414 (Section 114 of
the Act) .
(7) Emergency provision.
(a) Effect of an emergency. An emergency shall constitute
an affirmative defense to an action brought for
noncompliance with the technology-based emission limitations
if the conditions in paragraph (b) of this sUbsection are
met.
(b) The affirmative defense of emergency shall be
demonstrated through properly signed, contemporaneous
operating logs, or other relevant evidence that:
1. An emergency occurred and the permittee can
identify the cause of the emergency;
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2. The permitted facility was at the time being
properly operated;
3. During the period of the emergency the-permittee
took all reasonable steps to minimize levels of
emissions that exceeded the emission standards, or
other requirements in the permit; and
4. The permittee notified the cabinet as promptly as
possible and submitted written notice of the emergency
to the cabinet within two (2) working days of the time
when emission limitations were exceeded due to the
emergency. This notice shall fulfill the requirement of
sUbsection (1) (c)3b of this section, and shall contain
a description of the emergency, steps taken to mitigate
emissions, and corrective actions taken.
(c) In an enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking
to establish the occurrence of an emergency shall have the
burden of proof.
(d) This provision is in addition to any emergency or
upset provision contained in an applicable requirement.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se5 Permit Issuance and Renewal.
S. Permit Issuance and Renewal.
A person shall not construct, reconstruct, alter, modify, or
operate a source without a. permit issued pursuant to this
administrative regulation. A permit application submitted by an
existing source which is deemed complete prior to November 29,
1993, may be processed by the cabinet according to the
requirements of the version of this administrative regulation in
effect at the time the application was deemed complete.
(1) Processing applications from existing sources for permits
covering the entire source.
(a) An existing major source proposing to accept permit
limitations to become a synthetic minor or conditional major
source. Applications received from sources submitted
pursuant to section 3(1)(a)la of this administrative
regulation shall be processed as follows:
1. Draft permit. The cabinet shall issue or deny a
draft permit within sixty (60) days after the
application is deemed complete pursuant to section
3(1) (b) of this administrative regulation. The cabinet
shall submit the draft permit to the u.s. EPA and
provide notice of the draft permit:
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a. For public and affected state review
pursuant to sections 7 and 8 of this
administrative regulation, if the source is
required to obtain a permit pursuant to, 40 CFR
Part 70; or
b. For public review pursuant to Section 7 if
the source is not required to obtain a permit
pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70.
2. Proposed permit. The cabinet shall issue or deny
a proposed permit within sixty (60) days after the
applicable public and affected state review
requirements in sections 7 and 8 of this
administrative regulation is complete.
3. If a proposed permit is issued:
a. The cabinet shall submit the proposed permit
to the u.s. EPA for review pursuant to Section 9
of this administrative regulation, if the source
is required to obtain a permit pursuant to 40
CFR Part 70.
b. The proposed permit shall be the final
permit, if the source is not required to obtain a
permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70.
4. Final permit. The cabinet shall issue or deny a
final permit within nine (9) months after the
application is deemed complete.
5. The source shall operate in compliance with the
existing permit, authorization to operate, or an order
of the cabinet until the final permit is issued or
denied.
6. An existing source shall follow the applicable
procedures in subparagraphs 1 through 4 of this
paragraph unless the existing permit limits are deemed
federally enforceable by the u.s. EPA.
(b) All other existing sources required to obtain a
federally enforceable permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70.
Applications received from existing sources pursuant to
section 3(1) (a)lb and 2 of this administrative regulation
shall be processed as follows:
1. Draft permit. The cabinet shall issue or deny a
draft permit:
a. During the first two (2) years after the
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classification date for sixty (60) percent of the
initial round of applications from existing
sources that emit at least eighty (SO) percent of
the emissions in the KyEIS.
b. Within sixty (60) days after the application
is deemed complete for minor sources, permit
renewals, and for sources that become subject to a
requirement to obtain a federally enforceable
permit after the classification date.
2. The cabinet shall provide notice of the draft
permit for public and affected state review pursuant to
sections 7 and S of this administrative regulation.
3. Proposed permit. The cabinet shall issue or deny
a proposed permit within sixty (60) days after the
public and affected state review required in sections
7 and S of this administrative regulation is
completed. If a proposed permit is issued, the cabinet
shall submit it to the u.s. EPA for review pursuant to
section 9 of this administrative regulation.
4. Final permit. The cabinet shall issue or deny a
final permit:
a. For one-fifth (1/5) of the initial round of
applications from existing major sources each year
for five (5) years after the classification date.
b. within eighteen (lS) months after the
application is deemed complete, for minor sources
and for sources becoming subject to a requirement
to obtain a federally enforceable permit after the
classification date.
c. within six (6) months after rece1v1ng a
complete application, for permit renewals.
5. The source shall operate in compliance with the
existing permit, authorization to operate, or an order
of the cabinet until the final permit is issued or
denied.
(c) Existing minor sources required to obtain a state
origin permit. Applications received from sources submitted
pursuant to section 3(1) (a)3 shall be processed as follows:
1. The cabinet shall issue or deny a final permit
within sixty (60) days after the application is deemed
complete. The cabinet may extend this time period with
the consent of the applicant.
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2. The source shall operate in compliance with the
existinq permit, authorization to operate, or order of
the cabinet until a final permit is issued or denied.
(2) Processinq applications from existinq sources proposinq to
construct, reconstruct, alter, or modify an affected facility at
the source, submitted pursuant to Section 3(1) (a)4 of this
administrative requlation.
(a) Proposed chanqes that are subject to new source
review for major sources or prevention of siqnificant
deterioration requirements.
1. Applications received from existinq sources
proposinq to construct, reconstruct, alter, or modify
an affected facility that is subject to 40 CFR 51.165,
40 CFR 51.166, 401 KAR 51:052, or 401 KAR 51:017
prior to the date the source submits an application for
a federally enforceable permit for the entire source
shall be processed as follows:
a. Preliminary determination. The cabinet shall
make a preliminary determination within sixty (60)
days after the application is deemed complete if
the chanqe should be approved, approved with
conditions or disapproved. The cabinet shall
submit the preliminary determination to the u.s.
EPA and shall provide notice for public and
affected state review pursuant to sections 7 and
8 of this administrative requlation.
b. Final determination. The cabinet shall
respond to comments and shall take final action on
the application within sixty (60) days after the
U.S. EPA, public, and affected state review is
completed. The cabinet shall, notify the applicant
in writinq of the final determination. If a permit
is issued, the cabinet shall make the notification
and public comments available for public
inspection at the same location where the
preconstruct ion information was made available.
c. The source shall construct and operate in
compliance with the permit issued in subparaqraph
lb of this paraqraph until a final permit for the
entire source is issued or denied, except that the
owner or operator shall not construct a chanqe
that is subject to 40 CFR 51.166 and 401 KAR
51:017 until thirty (30) days after receivinq
no·tice of the final determination.
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d. The permit issued pursuant to subparagraph
1b of this paragraph shall be incorporated into
the application or permit for the entire source as
an administrative amendment.
2. Applications received from existing sources
proposing to construct, reconstruct, alter, or modify
an affected facility that is subject to 40 CFR 51.165,
40 CFR 51.166, 401 KAR 51:052, or 401 KAR 51:017
after the source submits an application for a federally
enforceable permit for the entire source shall be
processed as follows:
a. The cabinet shall continue.to process the
application for the entire source independently
from the application for the proposed change.
b. The application for the proposed change
shall be processed pursuant subparagraph 1 of this
paragraph.
(b) Sources proposing changes that are not subject to new
source review for major sources or prevention of significant
deterioration requirements.
1. Applications received from existing sources
proposing to construct, reconstruct, alter, or modify
an affected facility prior to the date the source
submits an application for a permit covering the entire
source shall be processed as follows:
a. The cabinet shall issue or deny a state
origin permit within sixty (60) days after the
application is deemed complete. If the source
proposes to except permit limitations to make the
change a synthetic minor change, the permit shall
be processed pursuant to the applicable provisions
of sUbsection (1) (a) of this section.
b. The source shall construct and operate in
compliance with the permit issued pursuant to this
subparagraph until a permit for the entire source
is issued or denied.
c. A permit issued pursuant to this
subparagraph shall be incorporated into the
sources's application for a permit for the entire
source.
2. Applications received from existing sources
proposing to construct, reconstruct, alter, or modify
an affected facility after the source submits an
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application for a permit covering the entire source
shall be processed as follows:
a. The cabinet shall continue to process the
application for the entire source independent of
the application for the proposed change.
b. Draft permit. The cabinet shall issue or
deny a draft permit for the proposed change within
sixty (60) days after the application for the
change is deemed complete. The source shall
construct in compliance with the draft permit. If
the source proposes to accept permit limitations
to make the change a synthetic minor change, the
permit shall be processed pursuant to the
applicable provisions of subsection (1) (a) of this
section.
c. The cabinet shall process a draft permit
issued pursuant to subparagraph 2b of this
paragraph and revise the permit for the entire
source pursuant to the applicable provisions of
section 6 of this administrative regulation.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se5 Permit Issuance and Renewal.
(3) Processing applications for the proposed construction of
new sources, reconstruction of existing sources, and alteration
or modification of sources with a permit for the entire source.
Applications received after November 29, 1993, pursuant to
Section 3(1) (a)5 of this administrative regulation shall be
processed as follows:
(a) Applications for the proposed construction of new
sources or reconstruction of existing sources shall be
processed as follows:
1. Constructing or reconstructing sources that are
subject to new source review for major sources or
prevention 9f significant deterioration requirements or
who propose ,to accept permit limitations which cause
the source to be a synthetic minor source. Applications
received for the proposed construction or
reconstruction of a source that is subject to, or would
otherwise be subject to, 40 CFR 51.165, 40 CFR
51.166, 401 KAR 51:052, or 401 KAR 51:017 source
shall be processed as follows:
a. Preliminary determination/draft permit. The
cabinet shall make a preliminary determination if
the source should be approved, approved with
conditions or disapproved, and issue or deny a
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draft permit within sixty (60) days after the
application is deemed complete.
b. Public and affected state review. 'The
cabinet shall submit the 'draft permit to the u.s.
EPA and shall provide notice for public review
pursuant to section 7 of this administrative
regulation. The cabinet shall also provide the
draft permit for affected state review pursuant to
section 8 of this administrative regulation, if
the source is required to obtain a permit pursuant
to 40 CFR Part 70.
c. Final determination/proposed permit. The
cabinet shall respond to comments and shall take
final action on the application within sixty (60)
days after the u.s. EPA and public review is
completed. The cabinet shall notify the applicant
in writing of the final determination, issue or
deny a proposed permit, and make the notification
and public comments available for public
inspection at the same location where the
preconstruct ion information was made available.
d. If the source is a not' required to obtain a
permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70, the source
shall construct and operate in compliance with the
proposed permit. The proposed permit shall be
submitted to the u.s. EPA and shall become the
final permit for the source. For all other sources
subject to this subparagraph and to 40 CFR Part
70:
(i) The source shall construct and operate
in compliance with the proposed permit until
a final permit for the entire source is
issued or denied, except that the owner or
operator of a source that is subject to 40
CFR 51.166 and 401 KAR 51:017 shall not
construct until thirty (30) days after
receiving notice of the final determination.
(ii) The cabinet shall submit the proposed
permit to the u.s. EPA for review pursuant to
section 9 of this administrative regulation;
and
(iii) The cabinet shall issue or deny a
final permit within eighteen (18) months
after the application is deemed complete.
2. Applications received for the proposed
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construction or reconstruction of all other sources
required to have a permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70
or who propose to accept permit limitations ~hich cause
the source to be a conditional major source, shall be
processed as follows:
a. Draft permit. The cabinet shall issue or
deny a draft permit within sixty (60) days after
the application is deemed complete. The source
shall construct and operate in compliance with the
draft permit until a final permit is issued or
denied.
b. Public, EPA, and affected state review.
(i) The cabinet shall provide notice of
the draft permit for public and affected
state review pursuant to sections 7 and 8
of this administrative regulation, if the
source is required to obtain a permit
pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70.
(ii) The cabinet shall submit the draft
permit to the u.s. EPA and shall provide
notice of the draft permit for public review
pursuant to Section 7 of this administrative
regulation, if the source is not required to
obtain a permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70.

c. Proposed permit. The cabinet shall issue or
deny a proposed permit within sixty (60) days
after the applicable public, u.s. EPA, and
affected state review required in sections 7 and
8 of this administrative regulation is completed.
d. If the source is not required to have a
permit pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70, the proposed
permit shall be submitted to the u.s. EPA and the
proposed permit shall become the final permit for
the source. For all other sources subject to this
subparagraph and to 40 CFR Part 70:
(i) The cabinet shall submit the proposed
permit to the u.s. EPA for review pursuant to
section 9 of this administrative regulation.
(ii) Final permit. The cabinet shall issue
or deny a final permit within eighteen (18)
months after the application is deemed
complete.
3. Processing applications for the proposed
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construction, reconstruction, alteration, or
modification of sources required to have a state origin
permit. The cabinet shall issue or deny a final permit
or permit revision within sixty (60) days after the
application is deemed complete. The cabinet may extend"
this time period with the consent of the applicant.
(b) Applications for the proposed construction,
reconstruction, alteration, or modification at a source
after a permit for the entire source has been issued. The
cabinet shall follow the applicable preconstruct ion review
procedures of paragraph (a) of this sUbsection and the
applicable permit revision procedures in section 6 of this
administrative regulation for sources who have been issued a
permit for the entire source.
(4) Compliance demonstration. A source th~t is constructing,
reconstructing, or modifying shall not commence operation until
compliance with the applicable requirements is demonstrated,
pursuant to. 401 KAR 50:055, except as provided in section 6 of
this administrative regulation.
(a) A source which is operating to demonstrate compliance
shall not be considered to have commenced operation.
(b) If the source does not successfully demonstrate
compliance, the permit shall be amended as necessary and the
compliance schedule shall be revised or added, as
appropriate, pursuant to section 4(3) (f) of this
administrative regulation.
(5) If an existing source SUbmits a timely and complete
application for a permit or permit revision, pursuant to Section
3 of this administrative regulation, the source's failure to have
a permit or permit revision shall not be a violation of this
administrative regulation until the cabinet makes a final
determination"to approve or deny the permit or permit revision.
The sources authority to operate shall cease to apply if,
subsequent to the completeness determination made pursuant to
section 3(1) (b) of this administrative regulation, the applicant
fails to submit by the deadline, specified in writing by the
cabinet, additional information requested pursuant to Section
3(1) (b)3 of this administrative regulation.
(6) General requirements. For a source that is constructing,
reconstructing, altering, or modifying, a permit shall become
invalid if construction is not commenced within eighteen (18)
months after the permit is issued, if construction begins but is
discpntinued for a period of eighteen (18) months or more, or if
construction is not completed within eighteen (18) months of the
scheduled completion date. The cabinet may extend these time
periods upon a satisfactory showing that an extension is
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justified. This prov1s1on shall not apply to the time period
between construction of the approved phases of a phased
construction project. For a phased construction project, each
phase shall commence construction within eighteen (18) 'months of
the projected and approved commencement 'date.
(7) Permit duration and renewal.'
(a) Permit duration. A permit issued after the effective
date of this administrative regulation shall remain in
effect for a fixed term of five (5) years, except that
permits for solid waste incineration units that combust
municipal waste shall remain in effect for a period of
twelve (12) years and shall be reviewed by the cabinet at
least every five (5) years.
(b) Permit renewal.
1. Permit expiration shall terminate the source's
right to operate unless a timely and complete renewal
application has been submitted pursuant to Section
3(1) (a)6 of this administrative regulation.
2. Permits being renewed shall be subject to the
same procedural requirements, including those for
public participation and for affected state and u.s.
EPA review, that apply to initial permit issuance.
3. If a timely and complete application for a permit
renewal is submitted pursuant to Section 3 of this
administrative regulation, but the cabinet fails to
issue or deny the renewal permit before the end of the
term of the previous permit, all the terms and
conditions of that permit, including any permit shield
that is issued pursuant to section 4(6) of this
administrative regulation, shall remain in effect until
the renewal permi thas been issued or denied'.
4. If the cabinet fails to act promptly on a
federally enforceable permit renewal, the u.s. EPA may
invoke its authority, pursuant to 42 USC 7661(e)
(Section 505(e) of the Act), to terminate or revoke
and reissue the permit.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se6 Permit Revisions and Reopenings.
6. Permit Revisions and Reopeninqs.
('1) Administrative permit amendment procedures. An
administrative permit amendment may be made by the cabinet
pursuant to the following:
(a) The cabinet shall take no more than sixty (60) days
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from receipt of a request for an administrative permit
amendment to take final action on the request, and may
incorporate the changes without providing notice to the
public or affected states if it determines the permit
revision has been made pursuant to 'this paragraph.
(b) For federally enforceable permits the cabinet shall
submit a copy of the revised permit to the U.S. EPA.
(c) The source may implement the changes addressed in the
request for an administrative amendment immediately upon
submittal of the request.
(d) The cabinet may, upon taking final action granting a
request for an administrative permit amendment, allow
coverage by the permit shield for the administrative permit
amendment as defined in Section 1(3) of this administrative
regulation, if the amendment meets the relevant requirements
of sections 4 through 9 of this administrative regulation
for significant permit revisions.
(e) Administrative permit amendments for the acid rain
portion of the permit shall be governed by regulations
promulgated pursuant to 42 USC 7651 through 7651q (Title IV
of the Act).
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se6 Permit Revisions and Reopenings.
(2) Permit revisions. Except as provided in the acid rain
program, the procedures for revising a permit shall be as
follows:
(a) Minor permit revision procedures.
1. Minor permit revision procedures shall be used
for permit revisions that:
a. Do not violate an applicable requirement;
b. Do not involve significant changes to
existing monitoring, reporting, or recordkeeping
requirements in the permit;
c. Do not require or change a case-by-case
determination of an emission limitation or other
standard, or a source-specific determination for
temporary sources of ambient impacts, or a
visibility or increment analysis;
d. Do not seek to establish or change a permit
term or condition for which there is no
corresponding applicable requirement but which the
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source has assumed to avoid an applicable
requirement to which the source would otherwise be
sUbject. These terms and conditions include:
(i) A federally enforceable emissions cap
assumed to avoid cla'ssif ication as a
modification in a provision of 42 USC 7401
through 7514a (Title I of the Act); and
(ii) An alternative emissions limit
approved pursuant to 42 USC 7412(i) (5)
(Section 112(i) (5) of the Act);
e. Are not modifications in a provision of 42
USC 7401 through 7514a (Title I of the Act) or of
an administrative regulation promulgated in 401
KAR Chapters 50 through 63; and
f. Are not required to be processed as a
significant permit revision.
2. Notwithstanding this paragraph and paragraph (b)l
of this subsection, minor permit revision procedures
may be used for permit revisions involving the use of
economic incentives, marketable permits, emissions
trading, and other similar approaches, to the extent
that these minor permit revision procedures are
explicitly provided for in the SIP or in applicable
requirements.
3. Application. An application requesting the use of
minor permit revision procedures shall meet the
requirements of section 3(3) of the administrative
regulation and shall include the following:
a. A description of the change, the emissions
resulting from the change, and new applicable
requirements that will apply if the change occurs;
b. The source's suggested draft permit;
c. Certification by a responsible official,
pursuant to Section 3(4) of this administrative
regulation, that the proposed permit revision
meets the criteria for use of minor permit
revision procedures and a request that these
procedures be used; and
d. For federally enforceable permits completed
forms for the cabinet to use to notify affected
states and the U.S. EPA, as required in Sections
8 and 9 of this administrative regulation.
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4. U.S. EPA and affected state notification. within
five (5) working days of receipt of a complete
application for a federally enforceable permit
revision, the cabinet shall provide notice to the U.S.
EPA and affected states, pursuant to Sections 8 and
9(2) of this administrative regulation, of the
requested minor permit revision.
5. Timetable for issuance.

a. The cabinet shall not issue a final minor
permit revision to a federally enforceable permit
until after the U.S. EPA's forty-five (45) day
review period or until the U.S. EPA has notified
the cabinet that it will not object to issuance of
the minor permit revision, whichever is sooner,
pursuant to section 9(3) of this administrative
regulation. within ninety (90) days of the
cabinet's receipt of an application for a minor
permit revision or fifteen (15) days after the end
of the U.S. EPA's forty-five (45) day review
period as prescribed in section 9(3) of this
administrative regulation, whichever is later, the
cabinet shall:
(i) Issue the minor permit revision as
proposed;
(ii) Deny the minor permit revision
application;
(iii) Determine that the requested permit
revision does not meet the minor permit
revision criteria and shall be reviewed under
the significant permit revision procedures;
or
(iv) Revise the draft permit reV1S1on and
transmit to the U.S. EPA a new proposed
permit revision pursuant to section 9(2) of
this administrative regulation.
b. For state-origin permits, the cabinet shall,
within ninety (90) days of receipt of an
application for a minor permit revision:
(i) Issue the minor permit revision as
proposed;
(ii) Deny the minor permit revision
application; or
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(iii) Determine that the requested permit
revision does not meet the minor p.rmit
revision criteria and shall be reviewed under
the significant permit revision procedures.
6. The source's ability to make a change. The source
may make the change proposed in its minor permit
revision application immediately after it files the
application. After the source makes the change, and
until the cabinet takes any of the actions specified in
subparagraph 5a through c of this paragraph, the source
shall comply with both the applicable requirements
governing the change and the proposed permit terms and
conditions. During this time period, the source shall
not be required to comply with the existing permit
terms and conditions it seeks to modify. However, if
the source fails to comply with its proposed permit
terms and conditions during this time period, the
existing permit terms and conditions it seeks to modify
may be enforced against it. If the minor permit
revision is denied, the source shall comply with the
existing permit terms and conditions.
7. Permit shield. The permit shield described in
Section 4(6) of this administrative regulation shall
not extend to minor permit revisions.
(b) Group processing of minor permit revisions. Pursuant
to this paragraph, the cabinet may modify the procedure
outlined in paragraph (a) of this sUbsection to process
groups of a source's applications for certain permit
revisions eligible for minor permit revision processing.
1. Criteria. Group processing shall be used only for
permit revisions that:
a. Meet the criteria for minor permit revision
procedures in paragraph (a) of this subsection;
and
b. Are collectively below the threshold
emissions level. The threshold emissions level
shall be ten (10) percent of the emissions allowed
by the permit for the emissions unit for which the
change is requested, twenty (20) percent of the
applicable emissions provided in the definition of
"major source" in section 1(22) administrative
regulation, or five (5) tons per year, whichever
is least.
2. Application. An application requesting the use of
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group processing procedures shall meet the requirements
of Section 3(3) of this administrative regulation and
shall include the following:
a. A description of the change, the emissions
resulting from the change, and new applicable
requirements that will apply if the change occurs.
b. The source's suggested draft permit
revision.
c. Certification by a responsible official,
pursuant to Section 3(4) of this administrative
regulation, that the proposed permit revision
meets the criteria for use of group processing
procedures and a· request that these procedures be
used.
d. A list of the source's other pending
applications awaiting group processing, and a
determination of whether the requested permit
revision, aggregated with these other
applications, equals or exceeds the threshold
prescribed in subparagraph 1b of this paragraph.
e. Certification, for federally enforceable
permits, pursuant to section 3(4) of this
administrative regulation, that the source has
notified the U.S. EPA of the proposed permit
revision. The notification shall contain a brief
description of the requested permit revision.
f. For federally enforceable permits, completed
forms for the cabinet to use to notify the U.S.
EPA and affected states pursuant to Sections 8
and 9 of this administrative regulation.
3. U.S. EPA and affected state notification for
federally enforceable permit revisions. On a quarterly
basis or within five (5) business days of receipt of an
application demonstrating that the aggregate of a
source's pending applications equals or exceeds the
threshold level set in subparagraph 1b of this
paragraph, whichever is earlier, the cabinet shall
promptly notify the U.S. EPA and affected states of the
requested permit revisions pursuant to sections 8 and
9(2) of this administrative regulation.
4. Timetable for issuance for federally enforceable
permits. Subsection (2) (a)5 of this section shall apply
to permit revisions eligible for group processing,
except that the cabinet shall take one (1) of the
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actions specified in SUbsection (2) (a)5a through d of
this section within 180 days of receipt of the
application or fifteen (15) days after the end of the
u.s. EPA's forty-five (45)-day review period.as
prescribed in section 9(3) of·this administrative
regulation, whichever is later.
5. The source's ability to make a change. Subsection
(2) (a)6 of this section shall apply to permit revisions
eligible for group processing.
6. Permit shield. The permit shield described in
section 4(6) of this administrative regulation shall
not extend to permit revisions eligible for group
processing.
ec) significant permit reV1S10n procedures. These
procedures shall become effective after the classification
date for sources that have filed an application for a permit
pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70 or that have permits issued
pursuant to 40 CFR Part 70. Revisions that do not cause
the source to have a federally enforceable permit shall be
processed as minor permit revisions pursuant to paragraphs
(a) and (b) of this SUbsection.
1. Criteria. Significant permit reV1S10n procedures
shall be used for applications requesting permit
revisions that do not qualify as minor permit revisions
or as administrative permit amendments. Changes in
existing monitoring permit terms or conditions, and
relaxation of reporting or recordkeeping permit terms
or conditions, shall be considered significant changes.
The permittee may, however, make changes pursuant to
this administrative regulation that would render
existing permit compliance terms and conditions not
applicable.
2. Significant permit revisions shall meet all the
requirements of this administrative regulation for
permit issuance and renewal, including provisions for
applications, public participation, review by affected
states, and review by the U.S. EPA.
Cd) A permit revision shall not be required for a change
at a permitted source if the change is neither addressed nor
prohibited by the permit, unless the change would result in
a change in method of operation or a change in emissions. A
change may also be made without a permit revision if it is
authorized by the permit or is a Section 502(b) (10) change.
A source may make the changes described in this paragraph
if:
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1. The changes are not modifications pursuant to any
provision of 42 USC 7401-7515 (Title I of the Act) or
subject to 42 USC 7651 through 76510 (Title IV of the
Act) ;
2. The changes do not result in emissions which
exceed the emissions allowed by the permit, whether
expressed as a rate of emissions or in terms of total
emissions;
3. For each change, the owner or operator notifies
the cabinet and the U.S. EPA, in writing, of the change
at least seven (7) working days before the change is
made. The source, cabinet, and U.S. EPA shall attach a
copy of each notice to their copy of the relevant
permit. The written notification shall include the
following:
a. A brief description of the change within the
permitted facility;
b. The date on which the change will occur;
c. Any change in emissions; and
d. Any permit term or condition that is no
longer applicable as a result of the change.
4. The permit shield described in section 4(6) of
this administrative regulation shall not apply to any
change made pursuant to this paragraph.
5. The change shall be incorporated into the permit
at renewal.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se6 Permit Revisions and Reopenings.
(3) Reopening for cause.
(a) Each issued permit shall include
specifying the conditions for which the
reopened prior to the expiration of the
shall be reopened and revised under the
circumstances:

provisions
permit will be
permit. A permit
following

1. Additional applicable requirements become
applicable to a source with a remaining permit term of
three (3) or more years. A reopening shall be completed
not later than eighteen (18) months after promulgation
of the applicable requirement. A reopening shall not be
required if compliance with the applicable requirement
is not required until after the date on which the
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permit is due to expire, unless the original permit or
any of its terms and conditions have been extended
pursuant to Section 5(7) (b)3 of this administrative
regulation.
2. Additional applicable requirements, including
excess emissions requirements, become applicable to an
affected source in the acid rain program. Upon approval
by the u.s. EPA and the cabinet, excess emissions
offset plans shall be incorporated into the permit;
3. The cabinet or the u.s. EPA determines that the
permit contains a material mistake or that inaccurate
statements were made in establishing the emissions
standards or other terms or conditions of the permit;
or
4. For federally enforceable permits, the cabinet or
the u.s. EPA determines that the permit shall be
revised or revoked to assure compliance with the
applicable requirements or, for state-origin permits,
the cabinet makes a similar determination.
(b) Proceedings to reopen and issue a permit shall follow
the same procedures as apply to initial permit issuance and
shall affect only those parts of the permit for which cause
to reopen exists. Reopenings shall be made as expeditiously
as practicable.
(c) Reopenings in paragraph (a) of this subsection shall
not be initiated before a notice of intent to reopen is
provided to the source by the cabinet at least thirty (30)
days in advance of the date that the permit is to be
reopened, -except that the cabinet may provide a shorter time
period in the case of an emergency.
(4) Reopenings for cause by the

u.s.

EPA.

(a) If the u.s. EPA finds that cause exists to terminate,
modify, or revoke and reissue a federally enforceable permit
pursuant to sUbsection (3) of this section, the u.s. EPA
shall notify the cabinet and the permittee of this finding
in writing.
(b) The cabinet shall, within ninety (90) days after
receipt of notification, forward to the u.s. EPA a proposed
determination of termination, revision, or revocation and
reissuance of the permit, as appropriate. The u.s. EPA may
extend this ninety (90) day period for an additional ninety
(90) days if it finds that a new or revised permit
application is necessary or that the cabinet has required
the permittee to submit additional information.
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(c) The U.S. EPA shall review the proposed determination
from the cabinet within ninety (90) days of receipt.
(d) The cabinet sha.ll have ninety (90) days from receipt .
of an objection by the U.s. EPA to resolve the objection and
to terminate, modify, or revoke and reissue the permit in
accordance with the objection.
(e) If the cabinet fails to submit a proposed
determination pursuant to paragraph (b) of this subsection
or fails to resolve an objection pursuant to paragraph (d)
of this subsection, the U.s. EPA shall terminate, modify, or
revoke and reissue the permit after the permittee is
notified of the reasons for the action, in writing. The
permittee shall be given thirty (30) days from the date of
the notice to comment on the U.s. EPA's proposed action and
to request a hearing. This notice may be given during the
procedures in paragraphs (a) through (d) of this subsection.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se7 Procedures for Public Participation.
7. Procedures for Public participation.
These procedures shall apply only to federally enforceable
permits and to state-origin permits that become federally
enforceable as a result of the permit action to be taken.
(1) The cabinet shall provide public notice of the opportunity
to comment for the following permit actions:
(a) Issuance of a draft permit;
(b) Intended denial of a permit application;
(c) Issuance of a draft significant permit revision;
(d) Issuance of a draft general permit;
(e) Issuance of a permit renewal;
(f) Scheduling of a public hearing pursuant to SUbsection
(7) of this section.
(2) The cabinet shall provide public notice by prominent
advertisement in the newspaper having the largest general
circulation in the area of the facility applying for the permit.
Publication shall include paid advertisement, legal notice, or
other appropriate format, as determined by the cabinet. The
cabinet may provide additional notice to the public through other
methods, including but not limited to newsletters and press
releases.
(3) A copy of the notice required in SUbsection (2) of this
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section shall be sent to the following persons:
(a) The applicant;
(b) For sources subject to 401 KAR 51:017, officials and
agencies having authority over the locations where the
source will be located, as follows:
1. The administrator of the
appropriate regional office;

u.s. EPA through the

2. Local air pollution control agencies;
3. The chief executive of the city and county;

4. Any comprehensive regional land use planning
agency; and

5. Any federal land manager or Indian governing body
whose land may be affected by the emissions from the
proposed source;

(c) Affected states; and
(d) Persons on a mailing list which is maintained and
compiled by the cabinet. This mailing list shall include
persons requesting to be on the list, and persons solicited
from participants in past permit proceedings in the affected
area. The cabinet may notify the public of the opportunity
to be on the list through periodic publication in the public
press and in such publications as state-founded newsletters,
environmental bulletins, or state law journals. The cabinet
may delete from the list persons who fail to respond to an
inquiry of continued interest in receiving notice.
(4) Public notice and the notice for those on the mailing list
shall include the following minimum information:

(a) Name and address of the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet, Department of
Environmental Protection, Division for Air Quality;
(b) Name and address of the permit applicant and, if
different, the name and address of the facility or activity
regulated by the permit;
(c) A brief description of the business conducted at the
facility or activity involved in the permit action;
(d) Name, address and telephone number of a person from
whom interested persons may obtain further information, such
as:
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1. Copies of the draft permit;

2. The application and relevant supporting material,
including permit applications, compliance plans,
permits, and monitoring and compliance certification
reports, except for confidential information; and
3. All other materials available to the cabinet that
are relevant to the permit decision;
(e) A brief description of the comment procedures,
including the procedures to request a hearing, and the time
and place of hearings scheduled for the permit; and

(f) A description of the emission change involved in any
permit revision, and for sources subject to 401 KAR 51:017,
the degree of increment consumption that is expected from
the source or modification, if applicable.
(5) The cabinet shall make available for public inspection, in
at least one (1) location in each region in which the source is
located or would be constructed, reconstructed, or modified, all
nonproprietary information contained in the permit application,
draft permit, and supporting materials. Public inspection of
materials for temporary sources or general permits may be located
at the discretion of the cabinet.
(6) Public comment.
(a) Except for permit revisions qualifying for
administrative permit amendments and minor permit reV1S10n
procedures, the cabinet shall provide a minimum of thirty
(30) days for public comment on all permit proceedings,
including initial permit issuance, draft permits,
significant permit revisions, and permit renewals. The
comment period shall begin on the date of publication of
notice in the newspaper.
(b) The cabinet shall provide notice and opportunity for
participation by affected states pursuant to Section 8 of
this administrative regulation.
(c) A proposed permit shall not be issued until the
public comment period has ended and the cabinet has prepared
a response to the comments received. Public comments
submitted in writing during the public comment period shall
be considered by the cabinet in its decision on the
application. No later than ten (10) days after the close of
the public comment period, the applicant may submit a
written response to any comments submitted by the public.
The cabinet shall consider the applicant's response in
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making its final decision. Comments may be submitted in
alternate format to accommodate individuals with
disabilities.
(7) Public hearings.
(a) The cabinet shall provide a public hearing if, on the
basis of written requests received within the public comment
period, the cabinet determines that material issues have
been raised concerning the terms and conditions of a permit.
A request shall not require the extension of the comment
period associated with the notice.
(b) The cabinet may also elect to hold a public hearing
if the cabinet determines that the permit action is of
significant public interest. In these cases, public notice
of the hearing may be combined with the public notice of the
draft permit.
(c) The cabinet shall give notice of a public hearing at
least thirty (30) days in advance of the hearing. In
addition to the information required in sUbsection (4) of
this section, the notice of public hearing shall contain the
following information:
1. Reference to the dates of previous public notices
relating to the permit;
2. Date, time, and place of the hearing; and
3. A brief description of applicable rules and
procedures for the hearing.
(d) When a public hearing is to. be held, the cabinet
shall designate a presiding officer for the hearing who
shall be responsible for its scheduling and orderly conduct.
(e) Any person may submit oral or written statements and
data concerning a draft permit. Reasonable limits may be set
upon the time allowed for oral statements, and the
submission of statements in writing may be required. The
public comment period required in sUbsection (6) of this
section shall automatically be extended to the close of a
public hearing held pursuant to this subsection. The hearing
officer may also extend the comment period by so stating at
the hearing.
(f) A tape recording or written transcript of the hearing
shall be made available to the public at a reasonable
reproduction cost. Transcripts are also available, upon
request, in large type or in braille.
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(8) Public record. The cabinet shall keep a record of the
commentors and of the issues raised during the public
participation process. These records shall be made available to
the public and to the u.s. EPA.
(9) Petition for EPA objection. A person may petition the u.s.
EPA to make an objection to a proposed permit pursuant to
Section 9(3) (f) of this administrative regulation.
(10) The following actions shall be exempt from this section:
(a) Permit revisions qualifying for minor permit revision
procedures, including group processing;
(b) Administrative permit amendments.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se8 Notice to Affected States.
8. Notice to Affected states.
The provisions of this section shall apply only to federally
enforceable permits, and to state-origin permits that will become
federally enforceable as a result of the action to be taken.
(1) The cabinet shall give notice of draft permits to affected
states on or before the time that the cabinet provides the draft
permit or draft permit revision notice to the public pursuant to
section 7 of this administrative regulation, unless Section
6(2) (a) or (b) requires the timing of the notice to be
different.
(2) Cabinet response. The cabinet, as part of the submittal of
the proposed permit to the U.S. EPA (or for a minor permit
revision, as soon as possible after the submittal), pursuant to
section 9 of this administrative regulation, shall notify the
u.s. EPA and affected states in writing of refusal by the cabinet
to accept a recommendation for the proposed permit that an
affected state submitted during the public review period. The
notice shall include the cabinet's reasons for not accepting the
recommendation.
(3) The cabinet is not required to accept recommendations
based on requirements that are not applicable to the proposed
permit, or that are not based on requirements of this
administrative regulation.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se9 U.S. EPA Review.
9. U.S. BPA Review.
(.1) Prohibition on default issuance of permits.
(a) The cabinet shall not issue a federally enforceable
permit, permit revision, or permit renewal until the
affected states and the u.S. EPA have had an opportunity to
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review the proposed permit action pursuant to this section
and section 8 of this administrative regulation; and
(b) The cabinet shall not issue a federally enforceable
permit permit revision, or permit renewal if it has failed
to take action on the application pursuant to sUbsection (3)
of this section, unless the u.s. EPA has waived the review
for the u.s. EPA and affected states.
(2) Transmission of information to the U.S. EPA.
(a) The cabinet shall provide to the U.S. EPA a copy of
each federally enforceable permit application, permit
revision application, proposed permit, and final permit.
Information that is submitted with a claim of
confidentiality shall be submitted pursuant to Section
3(1) (c) of this administrative regulation.
(b) On a case-by-case basis, and with U.s. EPA approval,
the cabinet may submit, for a federally enforceable permit,
a permit application summary form and a relevant portion of
the permit application and compliance plan in place of the
complete application and compliance plan. If possible, this
information shall be provided in computer-readable format
compatible with the U.s. EPA's national database management
system.
(3) u.s. EPA objection.
(a) The U.S. EPA will object to the issuance of any
proposed permit determined by the U.S. EPA not to meet
applicable requirements. The U.s. EPA shall file an
objection in writing within forty-five (45) days of receipt
of the proposed permit and the necessary supporting
information.
(b) The cabinet shall not issue a federally-enforceable
permit if the U.s. EPA files an objection pursuant to the
requirements in sUbsection (1) of this section.
(c) The u.s. EPA objection shall include a statement of
the reasons for objection and a description of the terms and
conditions that the permit shall include to respond to the
objections. The U.S. EPA shall provide the permit applicant
a copy of the objection.
(d) If the cabinet fails, within ninety (90) days after
the date of a U.S. EPA objection, to revise and submit a
proposed permit in response to the objection, the U.S. EPA
shall issue or deny the permit pursuant to the requirements
of 42 USC 7661 through 7661f, (Title V of the Act).
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(e) If the U.S. EPA does not object, in writing, pursuant
to this section, a person ·may petition the U.S. EPA within
sixty (60) days after the expiration of the U.S. EPA's
forty-five (45) day review period to make an objection. The
petition shall be based only on objections to the permit
that were raised with reasonable specificity during the
public comment period pursuant to Section 7 of this
administrative regulation, unless the petitioner
demonstrates that it was impracticable to raise the
objections within the comment period, or unless the grounds
for the objection arose after the comment period. If the
u.s. EPA objects to the proposed permit as a result of a
petition filed pursuant to this subsection, the cabinet
shall not issue the permit until the U.S. EPA's objection
has been resolved, except that a petition for review does
not stay the effectiveness of a permit or its requirements
if the permit was issued after the end of the forty-five
(45) day review period and prior to a U.S. EPA objection.
(f) If the cabinet has issued a permit prior to receipt
of a U.S. EPA objection pursuant to this section, the U.S.
EPA may modify, terminate, or revoke the permit pursuant to
sections 4 through 6 of this administrative regulation, and
the cabinet shall thereafter issue a revised permit that
satisfies the U.S. EPA objection. The source shall not be in
violation of the requirement to have submitted a timely and
complete application.
(4) Recordkeeping and sharing of information. The cabinet
shall keep records of the information required in sUbsection (2)
of this section for at least five (5) years. The cabinet shall
submit, upon request from the U.S. EPA and in a form specified by
the U.S. EPA, including computer-readable files to the extent
practicable, information which may reasonably be required to
determine if the permitting program complies with the
requirements of 42 USC 7401 through 7661q, or 40 CFR Part 70.
If the information has been submitted to the cabinet under a
claim of confidentiality, the cabinet may require the source to
submit this information to the U.S. EPA directly. If the cabinet
is authorized by a source to submit information to the U.S. EPA
under a claim of confidentiality, the cabinet shall submit the
confidentiality claim to the U.S. EPA together with the
information to which it applies.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se10 Emissions Statement certification.
10.
Emissions statement certification.
The cabinet shall provide annually to each source subject to this
administrative regulation a written copy of the KyEIS containing
the most recent information appropriate to that source.
(1) Within thirty (30) days of the date this information is
mailed, each source shall provide the cabinet with all
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information necessary to determine its actual emissions. Failure
of the cabinet to notify a source pursuant to this sUbsection
shall not relieve the source from the obligation to submit an
emissions statement.
(2) The information shall be accompanied by a statement signed
by a responsible official or by a designated representative, as
appropriate, certifying the accuracy of the information.
(3) Each day past the deadline for submitting information that
the source fails to submit the information shall be a separate
violation of this administrative regulation. If no response is
received by the deadline, the cabinet shall estimate the actual
emissions for the source based on previous actual emissions and
on other information considered pertinent by the cabinet.
>KY Regs rg401KAR50:035\se11 Materials Incorporated by Reference.
11. Materials Incorporated by Reference.
(1) The following documents relating to affected sources
subject to the acid rain program, are hereby incorporated by
reference:
(a)
40 CFR Part 72, Permits Regulation, as published in
the Federal Register, January 11,1993 (58 FR 3650-3687),
and as amended at 58 FR 15647-15650 (March 23, 1993).
(b)
40 CFR Part 73, Allowance System, as published in
the Federal Register, January 11, 1993 (58 FR 3687-3701),
and as amended at 58 FR 15650-15716 (March 23, 1993).
(c)
40 CFR Part 75, continuous Emission Monitoring, as
published in the Federal Register, January 11, 1993 (58 FR
3701-3757), and as amended at 58 FR 15716-15717 (March 23,
1993) .
(d)
40 CFR Part 76, Acid Rain Nitrogen oxides Emissions
Reduction Program, as published in the Federal Register,
March 22, 1994 (58 FR 13564-13580).
(e)
40 CFR Part 77, Excess Emissions, as published in
the Federal Register, January 11, 1993 (58 FR 3757-3760).
(f)
40 CFR Part 78, Appeal Procedures for acid rain
program, as published in the Federal Register, January 11,
1993 (58 FR 3760-3766).
(2) Copies of the documents incorporated by reference in
SUbsection (1) of this section shall be available for inspection
and copying between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday, at the following offices of the Division for Air
Quality:
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(a) Division for Air Quality, 803 Schenkel Lane,
Frankfort, Kentucky, 40601, (502) 573-3382;
(b) Ashland Regional Office, P.O. Box 1507, 3700
Thirteenth Street, Ashland, Kentucky, 41105-1507, (606)
325-8569;
(c) Bowling Green Regional Office, 1508 westen Avenue,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, 42104, (502) 843-5475;
(d) Florence Regional Office, 7964 Kentucky Drive, Suite
8, Florence, Kentucky, 41042, (606) 292-6411;
(e) Hazard Regional Office, 233 Birch Street, Hazard,
Kentucky, 41701, (606) 439-2391;
(f) Owensboro Regional Office, 3032 Alvey Park Drive W.,
Suite 700, Owensboro, Kentucky, 42303, (502) 686-3304;
(g) Paducah Regional Office, 4500 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Kentucky, 42003, (502) 808-8468.
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ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS AS AMENDED BY PROMULGATING AGENCY
AND REVIEWING SUBCOMMmEE

NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECllON CABINET
(Aa Amended)
400 leAR 1 :090. Administrative h. .rings Pl'llctice provisions.

RELATES TO: KRS 1<t6.45O. 146.530, 146.990, 151.125,
151.182,151.184,223.200,223.420,223.991,224.10-270,224.10410, 224.10-420, 224.10-430, 224.10-440, 224.20-755(7), 224.60-130,
224.60-140,350.028,350.0301,350.070,350.090,350.093,350.130,
350.255,350.465,350.990,30 CFR Parts 724, 730, 731, 732, 733,
735,917,30 USC 1253, 1255
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS Chapter 1SA, 146.450, 146.990,
151.125, 223.200, 223.991, 224.10-100, 224.10-420, 224.10-430,
224.60-120, 350.020, 350.028, 350.0301, 350. 465, 350.610, 30 CFR
Parts 724, 730, 731, 732, 733, 735, 917, 30 USC 1253, 1255
NECESSITY AND FUNCTION: KRS Chapter 350 in pertinent part
authorizes the cabinet 10 promulgate administrative regulations
pertaining to surface coal mining and reclamation operations and coal
exploration operations. This adminislratiV8 regulation sets forth
practice provisions for the permanent regulatory program in addition
to those found in 405 KAR 7:091 and 405 KAR 7:092. KRS Chapters
224 and portions of KRS Chapters 146 and 223 in pertinent part
authorize the cabinet 10 promulgate administratiV8 regulations
pertaining 10 the -conduct of administrative hearings concerning
matters COV8red byKRS Chapters 146, 223, and 224. This adminis1ratiV8 regulation sets forth practice provisions for the administration
of matters falling under KRS Chapters 146, 223 and 224. KRS
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Chapter 151 in pertinent part authorizes the secretary Ie prornulgata,
without notice or hearing, rules and adminislrative regulations with
,.apect to proce<1JraI aspects of administrative hearings. This
adminislratill8 regulatiOn sets forth practice provisions for the
achinislration of mattars fal6ng under KRS Chaptar 151.
Section 1. Applicab~ity. This adminislratill8 regulation shall govern
the oonduet by the cabinet of all adminislrative hearings authorized
by KRS Chaptars 151,224, and 350, and pertinent portions of KRS
Chapters 146 and 223, includng those pendng at the time this
adminislratill8 regulation becomes effective.
Section 2. Construction. This adminislrative regulation shall be
construed 6berally and in conformity with reasonable adminislrative
practice to achieve just, timely and inexpensive detarminations of
mattars before the office. This administrative regulation is not
intanded to be comprehensive, and nothing containad hei8in shall be
construed to limit the authority of a hearing offlC9f' to goll8m the
conduct of his docket or the procedural course of a particular
adminislratill8 hearing as authorized by stabJte and adminislrative
r8gulation and in accordance with reasonable adminislrative practice.

number, .nd tIIefax number, if any, of the filing party and, if he is
represented, his counsel.
(2) Answers and responsive pleedings. In adcition to other
adminiSlratill8 regulations governing the contents of an answer or
responsive pleacing, an answer or responsill8 pleading, if required or
permittad, 18Rell epesifieelly BEiFAit SF El8AY 88M allegetisA eeAtaiAeEl
iA the iAitieliAg ElaawlMAt,1 shall set forth other mattars to be considered in the action, and shall set forth the current, complete and
correct name, address, telephone number, and telefax number, if any,
of the respondng party and, if he is represented, his counsel. If a
responding party is withoU1 knowledge or information sufficient to form
a belief as to the truth of an allegation, he shall so state and this shaD
have the effect of a denial.
(3) Effect of failure to deny. Allegations in a pleadng to which no
responsive pleading is required or permitted shall be taken as denied
or avoided. Allegations in a pleading to which a responsive pleading
is required may be deemed admittad when not denied in the
responsive pleading. Failure to plead any available administrative
affirmatill8 defense in a required responsiw pleading may constibJte
a waiver of such defense, except that lack of jurisdction over the
subject matter and failure to stata a claim upon which relief can be
granted shall not be waived by failure to assert them in a responsive
pleading.

Section 3. Assignment of Case Numbers and Captions. (1)
Assignment of case numbers. The office shall stamp each initiating
Section 6. Prehearing Conferences. (1) General provisions. To
document filed on the data received by the office and shall assign a
the extent prac1icabIe, a prehearing conference shall be held in all
file number to that document.
cases filed with the office.
(2) Captions generally. All initiating documents, pleadings,
motions, orders and all other papers filed in any case before the
(2) Telephonic prehearing conferences. Prehearing cionferences
may be held in person or by telephone. Any party who requests a
office shall be uniformly marlted in the caption to incicata the file
number(s) and, where applicable, shall show the permit number(s),
telephonic prehearing conference shaD initiata the conference call,
unless the hearing officer orders otherwise.
the noncompliance number(s), the cessation order number(s), the
notice of violation number(s), the petitioner's or plaintiffs name(s), the
respondenrs or defendanrs name(s), and any intarll8nors' names. ~ [Section 7. Meciation.I(1) General provisions.
(a) Referral to medation. At any time prior to the conclusion of
(3) Consolidated case captions. All documents filed in consolidatthe finaJ.prehearing conference, a hearing officer may, by appropriate
ed proceedngs shall list all case file numbers as set forth in subsection (2) of this section. If a document filed in a consolidated proceedorder, refer all or any part of any case to nonbinding mediation. A
ing pertains to some, but not all, of the cases consolidated, the party
case shall not be referred for mediation if the cabinet advises the
filing such a document shall indcate in the text thereof the case(s) to
hearing officer that medation would require deviation from statutory
or regulatory requirements. Cases may be referred to any mediator
which the document applies.
employed by the office or approved by the chief hearing officer.
(b) Disqualification of medator. Any party may mow the hearing
Section 4. Facsimile Filings. (1) Time and manner of filing.
Persons filing documents with the office may file such documents by
officer to enter an order disqualifying the mediator for good cause,
telefacsimile machine at the telefacsimile number listed for the office.
except that employment by the cabinet shall not constitute good
The telefacsimile document shall be stamped filed accorting to the
cause for such disqualification. If the hearing officer rules that a
medator is disqualified from medating the case, he shall enter an
time and date stamp placed on the telefacsimile copy by the telefacsimile machine and shall be promptly filed in the record upon retrieval
order referring the matter to another mediator. Nothing in this
from the telefacsimile machine. If the telefacsimile machine malfuncprovision shall preclude a mediator from dsqualifying himself or
tions, the telefacsimile document shall be stamped as of the date
refusing any assignment Unless the hearing officer orders otherwise,
the time for mediation shall be tolled during any periods in which a
actually received in the office.
(2) Originals filed. Parties filing by telefacsimile machine shall
motion to disqualify is pendng.
promptly [iFAFAeBielel;«)aftar telefaxing a document file the original of
(c) Statements not admissible. No statements or admissions
the document with the office. The original shall be file stamped on the
made for the purpose of medation are subject to dsclosure through
date aCbJally received by the office. The effectill8 date of filing shall
discovery, nor may they be admitted in evidence at an adminislrative
hearing or used by the hearing officer in making any report and
be the date of the receipt in the office of the telefacsimile document
recommendation to the S8Q"8tary.
or the original document, whichever is earlier.
(d) Proceedings not stayed. Referral of a case to medation shall
not operata as a stay of dscoll8ry or other prehearing proceedings,
Section 5. Initiating Documents, Answers and Responsive
unless otherwise ordered by the hearing officer or agreed to in writing
Pleadngs. (1) Initiating documents. In adcition to other administrative
by the parties. While a case is in mediation, the hearing officer may
r8gulations governing the contents of an initiating document, an
initiating document [gAall aaABA a !lEIeFAeAI af feal!! eAli4liAg the
schecille periodic prehearing conferences to ascertain the status of
filiAg pe"", la BEiFAiAi!llralive relief, shall eeABA a !lpeeifia re~weel far
maciation.
lAe relief la WAisA the IiIiAg p8fIy EleeFAg RiFAgelf eAtitleEl,1 shall identify
(2) Mediation conferences.
(a) Time and purpose of conference. Within ten (10) days from
by name and file number all related actions pendng before the office
known to the filing party, [gAelI iEleAtify Igy A8FAe BAEI eElElreee all
the entry of a maciation referral order, the mediator shaD schedJle a
iAlere9teEllileF9BA9 kAawA Ie the flliAg pM; wAleee 9wsR peF9aA8 AQI,'e
meciation conference, which shall be held within thirty (30) days from
elljilre8!1eE1 e EIe!lire Ie Raw their iEl8Atily IlSpl eeAIiEleAtiaI,) and shall
the entry of the mediation referral order unless otherwise agreed to
set forth the current, completa and correct name, address, telephone
in writing by the parties. The conference shall be conducl8d by the
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......tor to consider Ihe poslibility of .....ment, Iwlimplificalion of
...... of Iw hearing officer. La... shall be giYan unless the hearing
fie issues and any other matters which the meciator and the patties
officer del8rmines that the withdrawal will result in substantial
dltBrmine may aid in the handling or the cisposition of the proprajudiee or will unduly delay the consideration and resolution of the
.-dings.
case.
(b) Duration. The mediator may schedule such sessions as are
(3) FiUng of notice of change of address. Each party or, if he is
neoeSS8l)' to completa the process of meciation, and mediation shall
representacl, his counsel shall promptly notify the office of any change
ODI11inue until the parties ha... reached a settlement, until any party
of address, telephone number, or I8lefax number raquireclto be filed
is unwilling to prooeecl further, until the meciator del8rmines that
pursuant to this administrati... regulation by filing a notice of entry of
Uther efforts would be of no avail, or until the hearing officer orders
change of address in the record.
the matter remanded from mediation. Attar the conclusion of the first
.
meciation conference, any party may move the hearing officer to ~IrSe=-c-::tio-n-=9.-:Mo:-:-:ti~·on--=P:-rac~ti~ce"'.K1) General provisions. All requests
..move the case from meclalion and to set the case for a prehearing
for relief which are not required to be· made in a pl8ading shall be in
conference or an administrative hearing.
the form of a motion. All motions filed with the office shall stata
(c) Appearance at conference. The parties shall attend the
precisely the relief requesl8d, with citations to the record, the
meciation conference(s). Counsel may also be present If a party to
administrativa regulations or the law as appropriata. All written
meciation is the cabinet or any other public entity, that party shall be
motions shall comply with the provisions of this section. Failure to
deemed to appear at a meciation conference by the presence of a
comply with this section may be grounds for denying the motion .
..presentative with full authority to negotiate on behalf of the cabinet
(2) Motions. All motions filed with the office going to the merits of
or other entity and to recommend settlement to the secretary or to the
a case, including motions to dismiss, motions for summary disposiappropriata decision-making body of the entity. In all other cases, a
lion, motions to strike, and motions on the pleadings shall be
party is deemed to appear at a mediation conference if that party or
accompanied by a brief memorandum setting forth the grounds for the
• representative having full authority to negotiate on behalf of that
motion and shall contain citation of authorities relied upon .
.e!!ll (eettle wi"elll fyFlle, eellsllltatiellJ is present.
(a) No memorandum in support of a motion longer than twenty(d) Production of documents and witnesses. The meciator may
five (25) pages in length shall be filed in the office without prior leave
request that the parties bring documents or witnesses, including
of a hearing officer.
expert witnesses, to the rneciation sessions, but has no authority to
(b) A motion shall inclcata in its caption the nature of the motion.
order such production.
(3) Responses. Any party ~) served with a motion may file
(3) Reporting to the hearing officer.
a response memorandum opposing the motion, with citation of
(a) Refusal to accept The mediator shall notify the hearing officer
supporting authorities.
promptly in writing when a case is not acceptacl for mediation.
(a) A response memorandum shall be filed no later than fifteen
(b) Remand prior to settlement. At any time attar the case has
(15) days of the data of service of a motion unless a clfferent
been referred for meciation, the meclator may for good cause in
response time is ordered by the hearing offICer. The time for filing a
writing retum the case to the hearing officer. The hearing officer shall
response memorandum may be extended once without leava of the
promptly thereattar schedule a prehearing conference or an adminishearing offICer for no more than thirty (30) additional days by written
trativa hearing.
agreement of all parties filed in the office prior to the deadline for
(c) Full settlement If a case is settled prior to or during meciation,
filing that is being extended. [mlhill titleell (1 i) .-ya ef seFYiae af Ihe
an attorney for one (1) of the parties shall promptly prepare and
fR8tieA:)
submit to the hearing officer an agreed order reflecting the I8rms of
(b) No rasponse memorandum longer than twenty-five (25) pages
the settlement in accordance with Section 16 of this administrative
in length shall be filed in the office without prior leave of a hearing
regulation.
officer.
(d) Partial settlement If some but not all of the issues in the case
(c) A response memorandum shall indicate in its caption that it is
.,. settled during mediation or If agreements are reached to Omit
a response memorandum.
discovery or on any other matter, the parties shall, within IBn (10)
(4) Replies. Any party ~) served with a response memodays of the conclusion of mediation, file with the office a joint
randum may file a raply memorandum addressing only matters initially
statament enumerating the issues that hava been resolved and the
raised in the rasponse.
issues that remain for an administrati... hearing. The hearing officer
(a) A raply memorandum shall be filed no IaI8r than five (5) days
shall then retum the matter to his active docket and promptly
of the data of service of a response memorandum unless a different
schedule a prehearing conference or an administrativa hearing.
reply period is ordered by the hearing officer. The time for filing a
(e) Mediator's report Within tan (10) days of the conclusion of
reply memorandum may be extended once without leave of the
cases acoeptad for mediation, the mediator shall stata in writing to the
hearing officer for no more than tan (10) additional days by written
hearing officer that the mediation process has ended. If the parties do
agreement of all parties filed in the office prior to the deadline for
not reach an agreement as to any matter as a result of meciation, the
filing that is being extended. ['1Ii.. ill
(i) Eya ef aeFYiae ef lAe Fe
meciator shallstata in writing the lack of an agreement to the hearing
''Iellee IfIelfleF8flEIIlIfI.)
officer and shall make no other comment or recommendation.
(b) No raply memorandum longer than ten (10) pages in length
shaH be filed in the office without prior leava of a hearing officer.
Section 8. Entry of Appearance and Notice of Withdrawal. (1)
(c) A reply memorandum shall incicata in its caption that it is a
FYing of notice of entry of appearance. All attomeys rapresenting
raply memorandum.
parties before the office must file a written notice of entry of appear~
(5) Failure to file supporting memorandum. Failure to file a
anoe in each case befora they may practice in that case before the
memorandum in support of a motion or in support of a response or
office. The ·notice of entry of appearance must set forth the current,
raply may be grounds for ruling against tha party failing to file tha
completa and correct name, address, telephone number and talefax
supporting memorandum.
number, if any, of the attorney and his cfient. An attorney is not
(6) Format of memoranda. All motions, memoranda, pleacings
required to file a separata notice of entry of appearance if he files the
and briefs filed with the offlC8 shall conform to the following requirements:
.
initial pleading on behalf of his client in conformity with Section 5 of
this administrativa regulation.
(a) Paper size and bincing. All motions, memoranda, pleacings
(2) Withdrawal of representation. An attorney of racord shall not
and brief. shall be on eight and one-half (8 112) inches by eleven (11)
wi"draw from representation in a prooeecing before the office without
inches paper stock.. Filings shall not be side-bound or top-bound with
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the office files unless permitted by the hearing officer.
(b) Type size and style. All motions, memoranda, pleacings and
briefs shall be in type no smaller than ten (10) point nor closer than
twelw (12) pitch.
(c) Signature. AU motions, memoranda, pleacings and briefs shall
be signed by the party or counsel submitting same and shall include
!he name, address, telephone number and IBlefax number, if any, of
the attorney of record or party fifing such document
(d) CertificaIB of service. All documents served under these
aidministratiw regulations shaH have proof of service by a wri11&n
certification. Proof of service shall staIB the daIB and method of
aarvice and shall be signed by a Person who can V8rify service.
(7) Originals only filed. Unless otherwise ordered by the hearing
officer, only the original motion, memorandum, pleacing or brief,
together with any 1&Iefacsimile thereof, shall be filed with the office.
(8) Submission of authority. If a person fi6ng a motion, brief or
memorandum has relied upon a pertinent case decision or other legal
authority in the motion, brief or memorandum, that person may Ji!!
(tIYIHM] with such motion, brief or memorandum a copy of the case
decision or other legal authority. If the person!l!!. (ewIHM&] a copy
of authority, he shall serw upon all other parties to the case a copy
of the case decision or other legal authority with the memorancilm or
motion. [SYell 88J1ies ef ay"eFi~' sllail Flet ~e filee iF! lie re88Fe ~Yt
"'ay ~e reliee YJleA Il¥ .. e lleMAI etfiaeF.)
(9) Proposed orders. No motion, response or memoranc1im
supporting or opposing a motion shall be accep1&d for filing by the
office unless accompanied by a IBnderad separate proposed order
granting the requested relief or denying the motion. The tendered
order shall contain a service page listing the current, correct and
compleIB names and addresses of all parties and counsel of record
upon whom the office is required to serve the order. Parties may
submit proposed orders in electronic form if accompanied by a hard

copy.
(10) Good cause exception. The hearing officer may exempt a
party from compliance with subsections (6) and (9) of this section

1~

upon all other parties to the case. Continuances shall not be granlBd
upon oral motion absent good cause shown.

-+001 Section 12. Direc1&d RecommendationJ(1) Tune and standard. At
the close of the presentation of evidence by a party at an aaninislrative hearing, the opposing party may mow the hearing officer for a
directed recommendation to the secretary. The moving party shall
staIB the specific grounds therefor. In ruling on the motion for cirec1&d
recommendation, the hearing officer shall consider all of the evidence
presen1&d at the aaninistratiw hearing by the nonmoving party and
shaH draw all inferences therefrom in favor of the nonmoving party.
If, af1&r so considering the evidence, the hearing officer determines
that the nonmoving party has failed.to meet his.burden of proof [1Aefe
is Aet SY~SlaAtiai eviEleAae BflJleMAI iA lie reaeFe YJleA ·JA:tiell "e
Mere"'; eeYle IF8FIt "e AeAMe'';AI Jl6ftY Felief), the hearing officer
shall grant the moving party's motion and shall recommend Ihat the
secretary deny the nonmoving party's request tor relief.
(2) Motion for cirec1&Cl recommendation not a waiver. A motion for
a cirec1&d recommendation is not a waiver of an administrative
hearing. A party who moves for a directed recommendation at the
close of the evidence offered by an opponent may offer evidence in
the event that the motion is not granted, without having to reserw the
right to do so and to the same extent as if the motion had not been
made.
Section 13. Dismissal for Failure to Prosecute. Cases which have
been on the docket of the office for a period of one year without any
activity shall be cismissed, with prejucice, for failure to prosecute
unless there is good cause shown why they should not be cismissed.
Once per year the office shall deIBrmine all cases in which no activity
has been taken for one year or more. ThereaflBr, the hearing officer
to whom such cases are assigned shall issue an order cirecting the
petitioner or plaintiff of the case to show cause why the case should
not be dismissed. If the petitioner or plaintiff does not show good
cause why the mat1&r should not be dismissed, the hearing officer
shall recommend cismissal of the matter.

upon a showing of good cause or unc1ie hardship.
Section 10. Hearings on Motions. (1) Requests for hearing on
motion. Any party making a motion may re~est that such motion be
heard before the hearing officer assigned to the case in which the
motion is made. A request for a hearing on a motion shall give notice
that the motion will be heard on ~ (1Ie-MIt] regularly schec1J1ed
motion day for the hearing officer that follows the expiration of the
time for filing a reply memorandum unless otherwise ordered by the
hearing officer.
(2) Court reporter. Any party may arrange for a court reporter to
record a hearing on a motion. The party requesting the court reporter
shall bear all appearance costs and expenses associa1&d with having
the court reporter at the motion hearing.
(3) Motion days. Motion days shall be condud8d on a regular
basis accorcing to a schec1J1e established by the office. The office
shaD post a current schedule which sets forth the time, place and
data of upcoming motion days.
(4) Failure to appear at hearing. A hearing officer before whom a
motion is made may deny any motion for which a movant schec1iles
or notices a hearing and fails to appear. A hearing officer before
whom a motion is made may grant any motion for which a movant
schec1iles or notices a hearing and the nonmovant fails to appear,
upon proof by the movant filed in the record that the motion was
servad on the nonmoving party.
.
Section 11. Motion for Continuance. No motion for a continuance
shall be gran1&d if made within two (2) days of a preheating conference or fif1&en (15) days of an aaninistrative hearing, unless
compelling cause is shown therefor. AU molions for a conlinuMCe
thai be in writing, shal be filed with 1ha office, and shaI be S8fWd

Section 14. Filing Exceptions. (1) Filing with the office. Any party
filing exceptions to a hearing officer's report and recommendation or
a response to such exceptions as provided for by statuIB or administrative regulation shall fire the exceptions or response in the record of
the case in the office. All such exceptions and responses shaU
conform to the format for motion memoranda specified in Section 9(6)
of this administrative regulation.
(2) Draft order of the secretary. All parties filing exceptions to a
hearing officer's report and recommendation shall IBnder with their
exceptions a draft final order for the secretary. The excepting party's
draft final order shaH set out the relief the party requests in its
exceptions. The tendered order shall contain a service page listing
the current, correct and compleIB names and addresses of all parties
and counsel of record upon whom the cabinet is required to serve the
order. Parties may submit proposed orders in electronic form if
accompanied by a hard copy.
(3) Good cause exception. The secretary may exempt a party
from compliance with the formatting requirements of subsection[e) (1)
of this section and the requirements of subsection (2) of this section
upon a showing of good cause or unc1ie hardship.
Section 15. Firing Transcripts. (1) Transcript to be filed on use.
Any party who obtains a transcript of a proceedng before the office
and who c:iIBs to, quotas from or otherwise relies upon that transcript
in any document filed with the office shaD file a compleIB copy of the
transcript in the record in the office, unless a copy of the transcript
has bean previously filed in the record.
(2) TIme for filing. Any party filing a transcript under this section
shall file the transcript no later 1han the date upon which the p8f1y first
cites to, quo..s from or reIieI upon the transcript in any document
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tIIId with the office.
(3) Failure to file transcript Failure to file any transcript cited,
..,l8d or otherwise relied upon in a document filed with the office
thall be grounds for striking all or part of such motion, memorandum,
pIIIacIing or other document
Section 16. Agreed Orders. AD agreed orders entered into which
..solve any claim or part of a claim in a case pending before a
_ring officer shall be tendered to the office for acknowledgement by
the hearing officer before being presented to the secretary, and shall
contain thereon a signature line for the hearing officer. The filing of an
egreed order in accordance with this section shaD not relieve the
parties from compliance with the provisions of Section 11 of this
8Itninistratill8 regulation.

PHILLIP J. SHEPHERD, Secretary
APPROVED BY AGENCY: September 8, 1994
FILED WITH LAC: September 9, 1994 at 9 a.m.
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NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET
Department for Environment81 Prot~on

401 KAR 100:010. Gene," adminiatr8tive h_ring Pl'IICtice
provisions.
RELATES TO: KRS 146.200 to 146.360, 146.990, 151.182,
151.184,151.297, 151.990, Chapter 223, Chapter 224
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS Chapter 13A, 151.125, 151.182,
151.184, 151.186, 151.297, 224.10·100,224.10·410, 224.10-420,
224.10·430,224.10·440,224.10·470,224.40·310
NECESSITY AND FUNCTION: KRS Chapter 146 relating to wild
rivers, KRS Chapter 151 relating to water resources, KRS Chapter
223 relating to water plant operators and water well drillers, and KRS
Chapter 224 relating generally to environmental protection authorize
the cabinet to conduct administrative hearings on violations of thosa
chapters and administrative regulations promulgated pursuant thereto,
and on orders and final determinations of the cabinet made under
those chapters and the administrative regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto. This administrative regulation establishes procedures for conducting those administrative hearings, and repeals 401
KAR 40:030 and 400 KAR 1:050, both relating to procedures for
conducting administrative hearings.
Section 1. Applicability. This administrative regulation shallgovam
the conduct by the cabinet of all administrative hearings authorized
by KRS Chapter 146 relating to wild rivers, KRS Chaptar 151 relating
to water resources, KRS Chaptar 223 relating to water plant operators
and water wen drillers, and KRS Chaptar 224 relating generally to
environmental protaction, including -those administrative hearings
pen<ing at the time this administrative regulation becomes effecti....
This administrative regulation govems administrative hearings
authorized by those chapters on violations of those chapters and
administrative regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, and on .
orders and final determinations of the cabinet made under those
chapters and the administrative regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto.
Section 2. Construction. This administrative regulation shall be
construed to achieve just, timely and inexpensive detarminations of
all questions appropriata for detarmination pursuant to Section 1 of
this administrative regulation.
Section 3. General Provisions for Conducting AdministratNe
Hearings. (1)(a) Hearings generally. All administrative hearings shall
be de novo as to all issues of fact and law, provided that those
findings previously adju<icated by a final order of the secretary. shaI
be binding against any party to the administrative hearing lea<ins to
the final order. A party to an administrative hearing may be represent·
ed by counsel, make oral or written argument, offer tastimony, cross'
examine witnesses, or take any cOmbination of these actions. All
independent hearing officer Ihall preside at the administraIiVt
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hearing, shan keep order, and shall conduct the administrative
hearing in accordance with reasonable administrative practice and
Section 2 of this atininistratiw regulation. Oaths and affirmations
IhaII be administered by the hearing officer or court reporter. The
provisions of 400 KAR 1:030 relating to service of process, computa.., of time and filing of documents, and 400 KAR 1:040 relating to
Idministratiw discowry shall apply to cases before the cabinet,
cansistent with KRS Chapters 146, 151, 223, and 224 and the
Idministratiw regulations promulgated pursuant thereto. The hearing
officer shall permit any party to reprasent that party's interests, except
a corporate party shall only be represented by an attomey licensed
to practice law in the Commonwealth of Kentucky. The failure of a
carporate party to appear by counsel, without good cause, shall be
grounds for default.
(b) Evidence. Irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious evidence
shall be excluded. When necessary to ascertain facts not reasonably
susceptible to proof under rules of evidence, evidence not admissible
thereunder may be admitted, except where designated ascorifidential
by statute, if it is of a type commonly relied upon by reasonable and
prudent persons in the conduct of their affairs. Hearing officers shall
give effect to the rules of privilege recognized by law. Objections may
be made and shall be noted in the record. Subject to these requirements, when a hearing will be expedited and the interests of the
parties will not be prejudiced substantially, any part of the evidence
may be received in written form. Documentary evidence may be
racaived in the form of copies or excerpts. Upon request, parties shall
be given an opportunity to compare the copy with the original. A party
may conduct cross-examinations required for a full and true disclosure of the facts. Notice may be taken by the hearing officer of
generally recognized technical or scientific facts within the cabineh
specialized knowledge. Parties shall be notified either before or during
the administrative hearing, or by reference in reports or otherwise, of
the material noticed, including any staff memoranda or data, and they
shall be afforded an opportunity to contest the material so noticed ..
The cabinet's experience, technical competence, and specialized
knowledge may be utilized by the hearing officer in the evaluation of
the evidence.
(2) Hearing officer's duties. The hearing officer shall in the
hearing officer's discretion:
(al Administer oaths and affirmations;
(b) Issue subpoenas in accordance with Section 9 of this
administratiw regulation;
(cl Issue appropriate orders relating to discovery in accordance
with 400 KAR 1:040;
(d) Rule on procedural requests or similar matters;
(e) Hold prehearing conferences for settlement or simplification of
!he issues;
(f) Regulate the course of the administrative hearing;
(g) Rule on offers of proof and receive relevant evidence;
(h) Take any other action authorized by this administrative
regulation, KRS Chapters 146, 151,223, 224 and the administrative
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto; and
(i) Make or recommend decisions or reports in accordance with
KRS Chapters 146, 151,223,224 and the administrative regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto.
(3) Prehearing conference. A hearing officer may order a
prehearing conf,rence:
(a) To simplify and clarify issues;
(b) To receive stipulations and admissions;
(c) To explore the possibility of agreement disposing of any or all
of the issues in dispute; and
(d) For any other purposes as may be appropriate, including but
not limited to summary disposition of the case.
(4) Summary disposition. At any time after a proceeding has
begun, a party may move for a summary disposition of the whole or
part of a case, in which event the following procedure shall apply:
(a) The moving party shall verify any allegations of fact with

supporting affidavits, unless the moving party is relying upon
depositions, answers to inl8rrogatories, admissions, or documents
produced upon request to verify such allegations.
(b) A hearing officer may grant a motion and render a report and
recommended order to the secretary under this section if the record,
inclucing the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories,
atinissions, and affidavits, shows that:
1. There is rio disputed issue as to any material fact; and
2. The moving party is entitled to a summary disposition as a
matter of law.
(c) If a motion for a summary cisposition is not granted for the
entire case or for all the relief requested and an evidentiary hearing
on some or all of the issues is necessary, the hearing officer shall, if
practicable, and upon examination of all relevant documents and
evidence before him, ascertain what material facts are actually and
in good faith controverted. The hearing officer shall issue an interim
report specifying the facts that appear without substantial controversy
and direct further proceedings as deemed appropriate.
(5) Hearing officer's report.
(a) The hearing officer shall, within thirty (30) days of the close of
the administrative hearing record, make a report and recommended
order to the secretary. The report and recommended order shall be
based on a preponderance of the evidence appearing in the record
as a whole and shall contain appropriate findings of fact and
conclusions of law. If the secretary finds upon written request of the
hearing officer that additional time is needed, then the secretary may
grant a reasonable extension. If granted by the secretary, all parties
shall be notified at the time of the granting of the extension. The
hearing officer's report and recommended order shall be mailed,
postage prepaid, to all parties and their attomeys of record. The
parties may file exceptions and responses to the exceptions as
provided under KRS 151.184 and 224.10-440. There shall be no other
or further submissions.
(b) The hearing officer shall recommend the amount of a civil
penalty based exclusively on the record of the administrative hearing.
The hearing officer may compute the amount of the penalty to be
assessed irrespective of any computation offered by any party. The
hearing officer shall state with particularity the reasons, supported by
the record of the hearing, for the penalty recommended in the report.
(6) Secretary's order.
(a) The secretary shall consider the report and recommended
order, any exceptions filed, and any responses to exceptions, and
pass upon the case within a reasonable time. The secretary may
remand the matter to the hearing officer, adopt the report and
recommended order of the hearing officer as a final order, or issue his
own final order.
(b) The final order of the secretary shall be mailed postage
prepaid to parties and their attomeys of record.
(c) A final order of the secretary shall be based on substantial
evidence appearing in the record as a whole and shall set forth the
decision of the secretary and the facts and law upon which the
decision is based.
Section 4. Standards of Conduct (1) Ex parte communications.
(a) Prohibition. Except to the extent required for the disposition of
ex parte matters as authorized by law, there shall be no communication conceming the merits of a proceeding between a party to the
proceeding or a person interested in the proceeding or a representative of a party or interested person and Office of Administrative
Hearings personnel involved or who may reasonably be expected to
become involved in the decision making process of an administrative
hearing, unless the communication, if oral, is made in the presence
of all other parties or their representatives, or, if written, is fumished
to all other parties. Communications conceming case status or advice
concerning compliance with procedural requirements are not
prohibited unless the area of inquiry is in fact an area of controwrsy
in the administrative hearing. Oral communications made in violation
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of this administrative regulation shaH be reduced 10 writing in a
memorandum by the person receiving the communication and shall
be included in the record. Written communications made in violation
of this acministratill8 regulation shall be included in the record.
Copies of the memorandum or communication shall be provided to all
parties, who shall be given an opportunity 10 respond in writing.
(b) Sanctions. The hearing officer, who has responsibility for the
matter in which a prohibited communication has been knowingly
made. may impose appropriate sanctions on the offending person or
persons, which may include requiring an offending party to show
cause why the offending party's claim, motion, or interest should not
be dismissed, denied; or otherwise adversely affected; and invoking
such sanctions against other offending persons as appropriate.
(2) Disqualification. The hearing officer shall withdraw from a case
if he deems himself disqualified under the recognized canons of
judicial ethics. If prior to a decision of the hearing officer an affidavit
of personal bias or disqualification with substantiating facts is filed,
and the hearing officer concerned does not withdraw, the secretary
shall determine the matter of disqualification.

1---

Section 5. Service. (1) Documents required 10 be served,
including administratill8 summonses, shall be served by one (1) of the
following methods:
(a) The cabinet may place a copy of the document 10 be serll8d
in an envelope, and address the enll8lope to the person 10 be served
at the address set forth in the caption or at the address set forth in
written instructions furnished by the initiating party. The cabinet shall
affix adequate postage and place the sealed envelope in the United
States mail as certified mail return receipt requested. The cabinet
shall forthwith enter the tact of mailing in the record and make a
similar entry when the return receipt is received. If the enll8lope is
returned with an endorsement showing failure of delivery, that tact
shall be entered in the record. The cabinet shall file the return receipt
or returned enll8lope in the record. Service by certified mail is
complete upon delivery of the envelope or as provided by subsection
(2) of this section. The return receipt shall be proof of the time, place
and manner of service. To the extant the United States postal
regulations allow authorized representatives of local, state; or federal
governmental offices to accept and sign for "addressee only" mail,
signature by such authorized representative shall constitute service
on the addressee; or
(b) The cabinet may cause the document, with necessary copies,
to be transferred for service to a person authorized by the secretary
or by a staMe 10 delill8r them, or to a person authorized 10 serve an
action in a court of law who shall serve the documents, and the return
endorsed thereon shall be proof of the time and manner of service;
or
(c) Service may be made upon a person issl.!ed a permit or
registration by the cabinet, upon a person specified as an operator in
the permit or registration appfication, or upon a person certified by the
cabinet or applying for certification, by placing, in the United States
mail as certified mail, return receipt requested, a copy of the document directed to the named agent for service or the permittee or the
operator specified in the permit or registration application (at the
address specified in the permit, at the permanent address for the
permittee or operator specified in the permit or registration application, or at any new address that has been specified in writing by the
permittee or operator), or the certified operator or the person
requesting certification (at the address specified in the certification, at
the permanent address for the certified operator specified in the
certification request, or at any new address that has been specified
in writing by the operator).
.
(2) Service shall be effective upon acceptance of the document
by any person eighteen (18) years of age or older at the permanent
address, upon refusal to accept the document by any person at the
permanent address, upon the United States Postal Service's inability
to deliver the document if properly addressed pursuant to subsection
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(1 )(a) or (c) of this section. or upon failure to claim the document prior
to its return to the cabinet by the United States Postal s8rvice. The
return receipt shall be proof of acceptance, refusal, inability 10 detivar,
or failure 10 claim the document
(3) Any other method of service authorized by statute, acminiSIratill8 regulation, or the civil rules for an action in a court of law shali be
supplemenim 10 and shall be accepted as an altamatill8 10 any of the
methods of service specified in this section.
(4) A copy of each document filed in a proceeding pending before
the Office of Administrative Hearings must be ser:ved by the filing
party on all other parties in the case. In all cases where a party is
represented by an attorney, such attorney will be recognized as fully
controlling the case. Service of any document relating to the pr0ceeding shall be made upon the attorney of record in addition 10 any other
service specifically required by law or by order of the cabinet.
(5) Service shall be made upon the cabinet by Serving the
commissioner of the Department of Law and shall be effective upon
receipt by the Department of Law.
Section 6. Administratill8 Summons and Public Notice of Hearing.
Upon receipt of an initiating document, the Office of Administrative
Hearings shall promptly serve in accordance with 400 KAR 1:030 and
Section 5 of this administrative regulation, a copy of the document
upon all parties designated 10 be served along with an administrative
summons notifying the responding party that an initiating document
has been filed against him and unless a written defense is timely
served, action adverse to his interests may be taken. If appropriate
and at the direction of the hearing officer, the administrative summons
may also designate that a prehearing conference or administrative
hearing shall be held along with the date, time and place of the
prehearing conference or administrative hearing. An administrative
summons shall also include a statement of the legal authority for the
hearing and reference to the statutes and acministratill8 regulations
involll8d.
Section 7. Filing and Retention of Documents. (1) Filing of
documents. A document is considered filed in the Office of. Administratill8 Hearings when the document is receill8d and stamped by the
office.
(2) Retention ,of documents. All documents, books, records,
papers, etc., received in evidence in a hearing or submitted for the
record in a proceeding before the cabinet will be retained with the
official record of the proceedings. The withdrawal of original documents may be permitted while the case is pending upon terms and
conditions as may be directed by the hearing officer. When an order
of the secretary has become final, the hearing officer in his discretion
may, upon request and after notice to the other parties, authorize the
withdrawal of original exhibits or any part by the authorized party. The
substitution of true copies of exhibits or any part may be required by
the hearing officer in his discretion as a condition of granting
permission for withdrawal.
(3) Record address. A person who files a document for the record
in connection with an administrative hearing before the Office of
Administrative Hearings shall at the time of initial filing in the matter
state his mailing address and telephone number. Thereafter, he shall
promptly inform the office of a change in mailing address or telephone
number, giving the file number relating 10 all matters in which he has
made a filing. The successors of the person shall likewise promptly
inform the Office of Acministrative Hearings of their interest in the
matters and state their addresses and telephone numbers. If a person
fails 10 furnish a record address and telephone number as required,
that person win not be entitled 10 notice in connection with the
proceedings.
(4) Transcripts. All administrative hearings wiH be recorded
verbatim and transcripts thereof shall be made when requested by
interested parties. Costs of transcripts shall be beme by the requesting parties. Fees for transcripts preparad from recordings by Office of
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Administrative Hearings employees will be at rates which cover the
cost of staff time, machine use and materials. If the reporting is done
","uant to a contract between the reporter and the cabinet, costs of
..,scripts will be at rates established by the contract.
Section 8. Time. (1) Computation of time for the initiation of an
edministrative proceecing or the subsequent filing of a document shall
be in accordance with KRS 446.030 and 400 KAR 1:030.
(2) The time for filing or Serving any document may be extended
by a hearing officer except for the time for filing a petition for an
edministrative hearing under KRS 151.182(2) or 224.10-420(2) or if
11'1 eX1lllnsion is contrary to law or administrative regulation.
(3) A request for an extension of time shall be filed within the time
aIowed for filing or serving the document.
Section 9. SUbpoenas. The Office of Administrative Hearings shall

issue subpoenas requiring the attendance of witnesses or production
of books, papers, documents, or tangible things designated therein,
or both, at administrative hearings to be held before or at the taking
of depositions to be held before other officers. Subpoenas shall be
issued on a form approved by the office. A subpoena may be served
by a person who is not less than eighteen (18) years of age. The
original subpoena bearing a certificate of service shall be filed with
the Office of Administrative Hearings or the subpoena may be served
by certified mail, return receipt requested. The return receipt if signed
by the addressee or his authorized agent shall constitute proof of
service of the subpoena.
Section 10. Location of Administrative Hearings. Administrative
hearings shall be held in Frankfort at the location designated by the
hearing officer unless an alternative location is agreed upon by the
parties or authorized by KRS 224.40-310(5)(e).
Section 11. Intervention and Consolidation. (1) Who may file. A
person may petition in writing for leave to intervene at any stage of
• proceeding. A petitioner shall set forth a statement setting forth the
interest of the petitioner and, if required, a showing of why the interest
is or may be adversely affected.
(2) Criteria to intervene.
(a) The hearing officer shall grant intervention if the petitioner:
1. Had a statutory right to initiate the proceeding in which he
wishes to intervene; or
2. Has an interest which is or may be adversely affected by the
outcome of the proceeding.
(b) If the criteria set forth in paragraph (a) of this subsection do
not apply, the hearing officer shall consider the following in determining whether intervention is appropriate:
1. The nature of the issues;
2. The adequacy of representation of petitioner's interest which
is provided by the existing parties to the proceeding;
3. The ability of the petitioner to present relevant evidence and
argument; and
4. The effect of intervention on the cabinefs implementation of its
statutory mandate.
(3) Effect of ruling. A person granted leave to intervene in a
proceeding may participate in the proceeding as a full party or, if
desired, in a limited capacity. If an intervenor wishes to participate in
a limited capacity, the extent and the terms of the participation shall
be at the discretion of the hearing officer.
(4) Consolidation. When proceedings involving the same parties
or a common question of law or fact are pending before the cabinet,
the proceedings are subject to consolidation pursuant to a motion by
a party or at the initiative of the hearing officer.
Section 12. Administrative Hearings Initiated by the Cabinet. (1)
Criteria for filing.
.
(a) The cabinet may initiate an administrative hearing and may

seek the remedies identified in subsection (2) of this section whenever:
1. It has reason to believe that a violation of KRS Chapters 146,
151, 223, 224, the administrative regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto, or a permit, registration or certification condition has occurred
or is occurring; Qr
2. The cabinet has reason to believe remecies should be sought
or an order should be entered against any person to protect the
environment or the health and safety of the public.
(2) Remecies. In an administrative hearing initiated by the
cabinet, the cabinet may seek a combination of the following:
(a) Permit revocation, termination, denial, modification or
suspension;
(b) Bond and other financial assurance forfeiture;
(c) Civil penalties;
(d) A determination, where expressly authorized by statute, that
a person or persons shall not be eligible to receive another permit or
conduct future operations;
(e) Cost recovery where expressly authorized by statute; or
(f) Any other relief to which it may be entitled by KRS Chapters
146, 151, 223, 224 or the administrative regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto.
(3) Procedures for administrative hearings initiated by the cabinet.
(a) Filing of administrative complaint. Contents. The cabinet shall
initiate an administrative hearing by filing an administrative complaint
with the Office of Administrative Hearings incorporating the following
for each claim for relief:
1. A statement of faCts entitling the cabinet to administrative relief;
and
2. A request for specific relief.
(b) Answer or responsive pleading. The person named in an
administrative complaint shall file with the Office of Administrative
Hearings an answer or responsive pleacing within thirty (30) days of
service of the administrative complaint which shall contain:
1. A statement specifically admitting or denying the alleged facts
stated in the administrative complaint or amended administrative
complaint; and
.
2. Any defenses to each claim for relief.
(c) Amendments. An administrative complaint may be amended
once as a matter of right prior to the filing of an answer and thereafter
by leave of the hearing officer upon proper motion. The person
named in the administrative complaint shall have ten (10) days from
the filing of an adminislr$tive complaint amended as a matter of right
or the time remaining for filing an answer to the original complaint,
whichever is longer, to file an answer or responsive pleacing. If the
hearing officer grants a motion to amend the administrative complaint,
the time for an answer to be filed shall be set forth in the order
granting the motion.
(4) Burden of proof. If the cabinet initiates an administrative
hearing, the cabinet shall have the ultimate burden of persuasion. The
responding party shall have the burden of persuasion to establish an
affirmative defense. A responding party claiming an exemption shall
have the burden of persuasion to establish qualification for the
exemption.
(5) Default.
(a) In a proceecing where the person against whom the administrative complaint is filed fails to timely comply with a prehearing order
of a hearing officer, the hearing officer shall issue an order to show
cause why the person should not be deemed to have waived his right
to an administrative hearing and why a report and recommended
order adverse to the person shall not be referred to the seaetary.
(b) If the order to show cause is not satisfied as required, the
hearing officer shall recommend to the secretary the entry of a final
order in conformity with the relief requested ·by the cabinet in its
administrative complaint.
(e) If the person against whom the administrative complaint is
filed fails to appear at an administrative hearing, the person shall be
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deemed to haw _MId his right ID • hearing and the hearing officer
shall recommend to the seaetary the entry of a final order in
conformity with the relief requested by the cabinet in its administrative
complaint
Section 13. Review of Cabinet Orders and Final Determinations.
(1) Who may fila. A person who considers himself aggrieved by an
order or final determination of Ihe cabinet may file a petition for review
of the order or final determination pursuant tD this section. This
section also applies tD petitions for review of a draft permit for
construction or expansion, when Ihe expansion results in substantial
ack:titional capacity, a waste cisposai facility, made pursuant tD KRS
224.40-310(6).
(2) The petition for review shall be filed with the Office of
Administrative Hearings within Ihirty (30) days after Ihe petitioner has
had actual notice of the order or final determination CXlmplained of, or
could reasonably have had notice. Failure to timely file a petition for
review shall constitute a waiver of an administrative hearing and Ihe
petition shall be dismissed.
(3) Contents of petition. The petition for review shall contain:
(a) A statement of Ihe facts entitling Ihe one requesting review to
administrative relief;
(b) An explanation of each specific alleged error in Ihe cabiners
determination;
(c) A request for specific relief;
(d) If the petition challenges an order or final determination on a
permit, Ihe name of the permittee and the permit number; and
(e) Olher relevant information.
(4) Answer or responsive pleading. The respondents shall file an
answer or olher responsive pleading within Ihirty (30) days of service
of the petition specifically admitting or denying facts or alleged errors
stated in Ihe petition and setting forth any other matters tD be
considered on review.
(5) Amended petition. A petition may be amended once as a
matter of right prior tD Ihe fi6ng of an answer and Ihereafter by leave
of the hearing officer upon proper motion. The respondents shall have
ten (10) days from Ihe filing of a petition amended as a matter of right
or Ihe time remaining for filing an answer tD Ihe original petition,
whichever is longer, to fila an answer. If the hearing officer grants a
motion tD amend a petition, Ihe time for an answer tD be filed shall be
set forth in the order granting Ihe motion.
(6) Notice of hearing. The parties shall be given written notice of
the time and place of Ihe administrative hearing at least twenty-one
(21) days prior to Ihe hearing unless Ihe twenty-one (21) clays period
is waived in writing.
(7) Effect of filing. The filing of a petition for review shall not stay
the effectiveness of the cabiners determination pending completion
of administrative review.
(8) Default.
(a) If Ihe petitioner fails tD timely comply wilh a prehearing order
of a hearing officer, Ihe hearing officer shall issue an order to show
cause why Ihat person should not be deemed to have waived his
right tD an administrative hearing and why his petition shoutd not be
dismissed.
(b) H the order to show cause is not satisfied as required, Ihe
hearing officer shall recommend to Ihe seaetary the entry of a final
order finding that the petitioner has waived his right tD an administrative hearing and cismissing the petition.
(c) If the person requesting the administrative hearing fails to
appear at a hearing, Ihe person shall be deemed tD have waived his
right to a hearing and the hearing officer shall reCXlmmend to Ihe
secretary the entry of a final order fincing Ihat the person has waived
the right to an administrative hearing and cismissin·g Ihe petition.
. (9) Burden of proof. The petitioner shall have Ihe burden of going
forward to establish a prima facie case and the ultimate burden of
persuasion as to the requested relief.
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Section 14. ProceciJres for Abate or Alevial8 Orders. (1) In
general. If pursuant to KRS 224.10-410, the secretary issues an order
to abate or allaviate, the cabinet shall provide Ihe person to whom the
order was issued an opportunity to be heard. The holding of an
administrative hearing pursuant to Ihis section shall not operate to
terminate or stay the order or Ihe affirmative obligations imposed on
a person by the order, unless the hearing officer shall find on the
record Ihat Ihe obligations have been met or that the order was
improper or inappropriate.
(2) Notice.
(a) Upon issuance of an order to abate or 8Jleviate under the
provisions of KRS 224.10-410, the secretary shall file with the Office
of Administrative Hearings a copy of the order.
(b) Upon filing an order to abate or alleviate, the Office of
Administrative Hearings shall issue an administrative summons
pursuant to Section 6 of Ihis administrative regulation and shall set
the time and place for an administrative hearing tD be held not more
than ten (10) days from Ihe date the order tD abate or alleviate was
signed by the secretary.
(3) Response.
(a) The person named in Ihe order to abate or alleviate shall prior
to or at Ihe hearing file a response to the order specifically admitting
or denying facts alleged in the order, setting forth other matters to be
considered on review, and setting forth evidence, if any, that the
condition or activity does not violate the provisions of KRS 224.10·
410.
(b) In lieu of a response, the person named in Ihe order to abate
or alleviate may contact Ihe office in writing or by other means and
state that an administrative hearing is not needed, and Ihat he does
not desire to contest !he order.
(4) Hearing procedure. The administrative hearing shall be held
in aCCXlrdance with Section 3 of Ihis administrative regulation. In
addition Ihe hearing officer may require Ihe parties to submit
proposed fincings of fact and conclusions of law to be considered at
the hearing which may be orally supplemented on the record at the
hearing, or if written proposed findings of fact and CXlnclusions of law
have not been submitted at !he hearing, they may be orally presented
for Ihe record at Ihe administrative hearing.
(5) Burden of proof. The cabinet shall have Ihe burden of going
forward to establish a prima facie case as to the propriety of Ihe order
to abate or alleviate. The person named in the order to abate or
alleviate shall have Ihe ultimate burden of persuasion Ihat the
condition or activity does not violate KRS 224.10-410, or Ihat the
condition or activity has bean disCXlntinued, abated or alleviated.
(6) Default. Upon notification by the person named in !he order to
abate or alleviate Ihat a hearing is not needed or upon failure of the
person to appear at Ihe aclministrative hearing, Ihe hearing officer
shall promptly prepare a report stating that the hearing has been
waived and the order to abate or alleviate stands as issued.
(7) Effect of proceecings. The scheduling of an administrative
hearing pursuant tD Ihis section shall not operate to terminate or stay
the effect of the order or to relieve the person named in Ihe order
from performing Ihe affirmative obligations imposed in Ihe order to
abate or alleviate.
Section 15. Procedures for Orders for Remedy under KRS
151.297. (1) In general. If pursuant to KRS 151.297, the secretary
issues an order for remedy, Ihe cabinet shall provide Ihe person to
whom the order was issued an opportunity tD be heard. The holding
of an administrative hearing pursuant tD this section shaH not operate
to terminate or stay the order or the affirmative obligations imposed
on a person by the order, unless Ihe hearing officer shall find on the
record Ihat Ihe obligations have been met or Ihat the order was
improper or inappropriate.
(2) Notice.
(a) Upon issuance of an order for remedy under the provisions of
KRS 151.297, the seaetary shall file with the Office of Administrative
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Hearings a copy of the order.
(b) Upon filing an order fer remedy, the Office of Administrative
Hearings shall issue an administrative summons pursuant to Section
5 of this administrative regulation and shall set the time and place for
11'1 .aninistrative hearing to be held not more than five (5) worKing
dltjs from the date the order for remedy was signed by the secretary.
(3) Response.
(a) The person named in the order for remedy shall prior to or at
. . hearing file a response to the order specifically admitting or
denying facts alleged in the order, setting ferth other matters to be
considered on review, and setting ferth evidence, if any, that the
condition or activity does not violate the provisions of KRS 151.297.
(b) In lieu of a response, the person named in the order for
IWfn8dy may contact the office in writing or by other means and state
that an administrative hearing is not needed, and that he does not
desire to contest the order.
(") Hearing procadure. The administrative hearing shall be held
in accordance with Section 3 of this administrative regulation. In
addition the hearing officer may require the parties to submit
proposed timings of fact and conclusions of law to be considered at
the hearing which may be orally supplemented on the record at the
hearing, or if written proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law
have not been submitted at the hearing, they may be orally presented
for the record at the administrative hearing.
(5) Burden of proof. The cabinet shall have the burden of going
forward to establish a prima facie case as to the propriety of the order
for remedy. The person named in the order for remedy shall have the
ultimate burden of persuasion that the condition or activity does not
violate KRS 151.297, or that the condition or activity has been
discontinued, abated or alleviated.
(6) Defaull Upon notification by the person named in the order for
I9medy that a hearing is not needed or upon failure of the person to
appear at the administrative hearing, the hearing officer shall promptly
prepare a report stating that the hearing has been waived and the
order fer remedy stands as issued.
(7) Effect of proceedings. The scheduling of an administrative
hearing pursuant to this section shall not operate to terminate or stay
the effect of the order or to relieve the person named in the order
from performing the affirmative obligations imposed in the order for
I9medy.
Section 16. Judicial Review, Effect, and Subsequent Proceedings.
(1) Judicial review. Judicial review may be taken from a final order of
the secretary to the appropriate circuit court of competent jurisdiction
in accordance with KRS 151.186 or 224.10-470 as applicable.
(2) Effect of final order pending judicial review. The commencement of proceedings for judicial review of a final order of the secretary
lhan not operate as'a stay of a final order, unless specifically ordered
by the court of competent jurisdiction.
(3) Remands from courts. Whenever a matter is remanded from
any court for further proceedings, and to the extent the court's
directive and time limitations will permit, the parties shall be allowed
an opportunity to submit to the appropriate hearing officer, a report
I9COmmending procedures to be followed in order to comply with the
court's order. The hearing officer will review the reports and enter
special orders governing the handling of matters remanded to it for
further proceedings by any court.
Section 17: 400 KAR 1:050, Administrative rules of procedure,
burden of proof, is hereby repealed.
Section 18. 401 KAR 40:030, Hearings, is hereby repealed.
PHILLIP J. SHEPHERD, Secretary
APPROVED BY AGENCY: July 14, 1994
FILED WITH LAC: July 14, 1994 at 3 p.m.
PUBUC HEARING: A public hearing on this administrative

nllgUiation IhaII be held on August 26, 1994, at 9 a.m. local time in
the Auditorium, Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky. Persons
interested in being heard at this hearing shall notify this agency in
writing by August 21, 1994 of their intent to attend. If no notification
of intent to attend the hearing is received by that date, the hearing
may be canceled. ·This hearing is open to the public. Any person who
wishes to be h.ard will be given an opportunity to comment on the
proposed administrative regulation. To assure an accurate record, the
Cabinet requests that each person testifying at the hearing provide
the Cabinet with a written copy of his or her testimony. No transcript
or recording will automatically be taken of the hearing unless a written
request for a transcript or recording is made, in which case the
person making the request shall have the responsibility of paying for
same. Written comments on the proposed amendment may be
submitted at any time before 4:30 p.m. on August 26, 1994. Comments received after that time will not be considered. Written
notification of intent to be heard at the public hearing and written
comments must be submitted to the following contact person: Kathryn
M. Hargraves, Department of Law, Fifth Floor Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, (502) 564-5576.
REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS
Agency Contact: Kathryn M. Hargraves
.
(1) Type and number of entities affected: This administrative
regulation· establishes procadures for conducting adjudicatory
administratill8 hearings authorized by KRS Chapter 146 relating to
wild rivers, KRS Chapter 151 relating to water resources, KRS
Chapter 223 relating to water plant operators and water well drillers,
and KRS Chapter 224 relating generally to environmental protection.
The procedures affect petitions for hearing on orders and final
determinations of the cabinet under those statutes, as well as
administrative complaints filed by the cabinet under those statutes. No
impact on persons filing petitions for hearing or named as defendants
in administrative complaints is expected, since this administrative
regulation is consistent with existing statutory requirements, current
administrative practice, the Kentucky Rules of Civil Procedure, and
405 KAR 7:091 and 7:092 governing administrative hearings
authorized by KRS Chapter 350.
(a) Direct and indirect costs or savings to those affected:
1. First year: No additional costs or savings are expected.
2. Continuing costs or savings: None expected.
3. Additional factors increasing or decreasing costs: None
expected.
(b) Reporting and p.perworf( requirements: This administrative
regulation imposes filing and service requirements for persons
engaged in administratill8 adjudication before the .cabinet, but those
. requirements are not additional to or more stringent than current filing
and service requirements, and they are consistent with existing
statutory requirements, current administrative practice, the Kentucky
Rules of Civil Procedure, and 405 KAR 7:091 and 7:092 governing
administratill8 hearings authorized by KRS Chapter 350 .
. (2) Effects on the prOmulgating administrative body:
(a) Direct and indirect costs or savings:
1. First year: No additional costs or savings are expected.
2. Continuing costs or savings: None are expected.
3. Additional factors increasing or decreasing costs: None
expected.
(b) Reporting and paperwork requirements: This administrative
regulation imposes filing and service requirements for the cabinet
when engaged in administratill8 adjudication, but those requirements
are not additional to or more stringent than current filing and service
requirements, and they are consistent with existing statutory requirements, current administrative practice, the Kentucky Rules of Civil
Procedure, and 405 KAR 7:091 and 7:092 goveming administrative
hearings authorized by KRS Chapter 350.
(3) Assessment of anticipated effect on state and local revenues:
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None expected.
(4) Assessment of alternative methods; reasons why allBmatives
were rejected: The procedures are outlined in existing statutes, and
the cabinet does not have the power to aJter those statutory requirements. In addition, by being consistent with current administrative
practice, the Kentucky Rules of Civil Procecilre and 405 KAR 7:091
and 7:092 goveming administrative hearings authorized by KRS
Chapter 350, the cabinet believes the pubUc will be better served than
by differing requirements.
(5) Identify any statute, rule, regulation or govemmental policy
which may be in conflict, overlapping, or duplication: None identified.
(a) Necessity of proposed regulation if in conflict: Not applicable.
(b) If in conflict, was effort made to harmonize the proposed
regulation with conflicting provisions: Not applicable.
(6) Any additional information or comments:
TIERING: Was tiering applied? No. Tiering was not applied
because procedural reCJIirements should be the same for all persons
engaged in administrative adjudication.

to administrative lawsuits to which divisions of local government are
parties.
.
4. Estimate the effect of this administrative regulation on !he
expenditures and revenues of a local government for the first full year
the regulation is to be in effect If specific dollars estimate cannot be
determined, provide a brief narrative to explain the fiscal impact of1he
administrative regulation.
Revenues (+1-): None
Expenditures (+1-): None
Other Explanation: No impact on divisions of local govemment
filing petitions for hearing or named as defendants in administrative
complaints is expected, since this administrative regulation is
consiswnt with existing statutory requirements, current administrative
practice, the Kentucky Rules of Civil Procedure, and'405 KAR 7:091
and 7:092 governing administrative hearings authorized by KRS
Chap..r350.

FEDERAL MANDATE ANALYSIS COMPARISON
1. Federal statute or regulation constituting the federal mandate.
None. The cabinet's Department for Environmental Protection
administers under state statutes some programs that have fedefaJ
counterparts administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). The federal statutes authorize EPA to approve state
programs which are consistent with and no less stringent. than the
federal programs. However, none of the programs EPA has delegated
to the cabinet require adjudicatory admini$trative hearings to have
certain procedural requirements.
2. State compliance standards. This administrative regulation
establishes procedures for conducting adjudicatory administrative
hearings authorized by KRS Chapter 146 relating to wild rivers, KRS
Chapter 151 relating to water resources, KRS Chapter 223 relating to
water plant operators and water well drillers, and KRS Chapter 224
relating generally to environmental protection. The procedures affect
petitions for hearing on orders or final determinations of the cabinet
under those statutes and the administrative regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto, as well as administrative complaints filed by the
cabinet under those statutes administrative regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto.
3. Minimum or uniform standards contained in the federal
mandate. None
4. Will this administrative regulation impose stricter requirements,
or additional or different responsibilities or reqUirements, than those
required by the federal mandate? Not applicable.
5. Justification for the imposition of the stricter standard, or
additional or different responsibilities or requirements. Not applicable.
FISCAL NOTE ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT
1. Does this administrative regulation relate to any aspect of a
local government, induding any service provided by that local
govemment? Yes
2. State what unit, part of civision of local government this
administrative regulation will affecl This administrative regulation will
affect any division of local government filing a petition for hearing
under KRS ChaplBr 146 relating to wild rivers, KRS Chapter 151
relating to wal!M' resources, KRS Chapter 223 relating to,wawr plant
operators and water well drillers and KRS Chap_ 224 relating
generally to environmental protection, and the administrative regulations promulgated pursuant thereto. This administratiw regulation wi.
also affect any divisio~ of local government named as a defendant in
an administrative complaint filed under those chaplBrs and the
administrative regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.
3. Staw the aspect or service of local government to which this
administrative regulation relates. This administrative regulation relates
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'-rings and inv.igationI cOllcerning • wide __IV of rndIra. nil
tdministrati.... regulation establishes proceduru for pN_Ii....f ...
.....i.....·.. aab..... d fer) service of process, computation of time
II!d filing of documents.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECnON CABINET
Department of Law
(Amenclecl After Huring)
400 leAR 1 :030. Administrative [NI • •f , •••••"Nd HrVioe .
of proceM, computlltion of time md filing of documents.
RELATES TO: KRS 146.200 to 146.360, 146.990, 151.182,
151.184, 151.297. 151.990. Chapter 223, 224, (221(.10, aaU9.
aaUi. 22U9.1 350.028. 350.070. 350.085. 350.093. 350.130.
350.465.350.990,30 CFR Parts 730, 731, 732, 733, 735, 917, 30
USC 1253, 1255
.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS 151.125. 224:1Q.100. 224.1Q.
410, 224.10-420, 224.10-430, 224.10-440. 224.40-310, 350.028.
350.255,350.465,30 CFR Parts 730, 731, 132,733, 735, 917, 30
USC 1253, 1255
NECESSITY AND FUNCnON: KRS ChapI8r 146, 151. 223,224.
and 350 authorize ~) . . cabinet III conduct 8dministraIiWI

Section 1. Service of (C:.",,,,e...,,,..1.f "'-Ii.... AA a .....iN. .
. . aali... i. . .",,,,.... d .. p... lie fiIi....f ... iFliIiali... daa..",a,.. with
1M .lIi...l: AA ..iii. . . . . 1 .."'. .' i. a ."'plai.., ,.tili... a, ...Ii.
ef iA·...ligalia ......da, KRS 1&1::182 (1) Md (2), 1&1.2&;. aa4.1G
1QQ(11). aa4.19 27Q(2). aa19 419. aaU9 429(1) Md (2), 224.119 14C1,
aU3 319(4). 3&9.928(2). 3&9.9;tg. ai9.Q8I(i) •. 3&9.QQ3(illll),
_.139(1) Md 3&9.4i&(3)(i). +he .....18••hall applY. fafR'lal
heM......iIi.d , .. F1I18f1'. 49& KAR ;;QQQ. Sa.... I. ' ..I !hal ...
Ii",i..8I')' " •
F1 .....' . 491 ~.R ;:QQ9. Sa Ilia... 3

.fI,. ,.

.,,1)' • ,..
........

.

S ••liall 2.) Procell. (1) Sunvnona issuance. by whom 18M1d.
.
(iel) Upon the filing of the initialing document the Office of
Administrativa Hearings (dealtal eaaNli..alaF) shall issue an adminis·
~~ s~mons and shall amploy the mathods for service of process
antified In 405 KAR 7:091, 405 KAR 5:095 or 401 KAR100:0fQ.
(eiIIeF.
1. Plaae • "IIY ., "a ad",iAisntNe ...",,,,a... ...d iAiIiaIi...
............118 1M! l8M1d iA a .. a ..·..lapa ..........a a ..·..lapa Ie ...
, ..... 18 II. l8M1d ..... a ........I
i..... 88fl1i...., &I ...
....... ..I
ill WAlia.. i..e.,...a... NFAieh.d lily lie i..iliali...
~. 'AI. _altalea.d ..._ Mall aIM ad...... ,.e-.a ...d plaa•
. . •• alad .......Iapa i..... U.. itad Slate. ",ail a . . .FliIiM ffIaiI .....'"
.. iaip............ +he daak.leaaNli..ala, ahall fa,..·.wi.. a ..Ie,the faaI
.. ",aili... i.. lie .. ea'" ... d ",alta a ei"'ilar ...If)' wh...........'"
... ai,1 i. . . .ivad. If ......,.. Iapa i...... "'ad wi" a ......F18R1....
• M'.1JIi... fail .... a' ".Ii¥efy.... "aakelaae,..i. . .,.haII a.. Ie,"&I faaI
ill .....eaN. 'Ala .e.1 .ara....., .hall lila the .....
ipl
......... d ......18'. i.. the f888Fd. S.Mea lIy ..rlili.d ",ail i. 88M,I."
..,... _li ... Pj a'ile ...·l8la'. a. a. ''''Ii''ad lIy ,ara,f8,h (II) .f thi •
.....alia... 'AI.
ipl ehall lIa p.. a' .f ..a ti",a. ,1888 ...d
lIMA. . . ., "Maa. 'fa "a ....... .... ... U.. i.... QaI8. , ••IaI·
.....lali .... ,arMit a .....FiI.....' ...aMali....., laaal ••l8Ia••, ,.dal8l
.~·,.FA"' 1IIlI .tfieea Ie aeea,1 _
.i... fer "ad•••• a alll)'" "'ail•
.......... lily ... a" a,,"aFil.d .. ' ......1aIiw !hall . . . . . . I8Mea
.11 1M atfiear; 8F
2. Sa....... """'iAi.RlIi·"
a ..d i.. itiali......."' ...,
l18eaaeaty .,ia••• 1M! lFaAefe,.... fe, ••M . . . ...y perea..
llYIhaFilM lily "a Sa8NI1afy .F lily ...y .taIY• • , fill •• att ....... Illy
...11,81'8.,... 1 a' .. i. P8F8IJFfIPh... liali\I'8F "a",. wha IIhaII 18M1
the ad",i.. i.lFali\....."'''' ......... iAiliali... _ ..",a..". M" lie .....'"
......F1............haII 1M! fINIaf at lie Ii.......d ......... at IIMII.
(tI) As ... aIl8RI.'Ia ......., IRettad••, ea,......., . _.. lily
..............!alia.... IleI8 fIIl88, 18FYi.. at , ...... ..,.... , ...11
ill.. M a pa"",it "r "a ealai..allNlY lIa ",a. lIy ,Ia.i... iA lie U.. itall
Slala. ",ail 81 . .I'tiliad "'ail ......
aai,1 .....s.d. a IIfIY at ...
...... iRielFali·.. • .. "''''.... _
iNIiaIi,.. ".aw. . .1 ..i....... Ie fl •
........ pa""'*88 aa .,aaiiad .. ... fa.. a' the ,BFR'IiI &I ...
'arMM.... a .......,.aii ... il'l the ,arMi' appli.li..... lIy ...
,."",i.a. S.Ma is aflealive ..,.11 ae88'......, the .....i..i.1FaIM
..."'''' ....... d iAiliali. . . .a..",...' lIy ...y parae" &I 1M pa"""'.'"
........., ..,a ....Neal. aeall,'1M ad",iAi.lFalive ..."''''........
..iliali... d.......1lIy &WI parae .. &I lie ,aflMA8'" a ....... IF ..pa..
fail ..... aIaiR'I ... ad",i..ialFali\........"'.... Mil iAiti. . . . .81 .......'
,ria, Ie ita .....FA • lie eaIiIill81 Illy'" U..i.. d Slate. Pa.iaI SaM...
"AI......,.. .. 1I.ipl ..all II. ,reat ., lie aeaa,"., "Neal. 8F fail....
Ie alai", ....... iRi........."'............ iAiti.......a.."' .....
. (a) 'AI. ",a"a • •, ..M • •, , .. 81•••,a.iiM lily lie .......
• haII lie ...,,1'11'18..18118 ..... IhaII lie aUI, ..1I 81 ... aI..fI'I8Ive II
~. a"', "' ......., ..M . . .pa .... "r aIM, &liP_II ..........
",18••, .... lalia ....
(2) ......iAi..........
1M ......ialFalive ..."''''.... IMII

fa,..

fa,..

FA .... 8F

""'A'I ....

..

III"''''.'''

wi..

FA ..

1IfII"'.....
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lie iI.yes iA fie MRle et fie _Binet; Be .... Mil .ipell Ity ..e

_119' eeer:aiAater er efter BYfleFiles iAsiviEiYal, _AlBiA fie A8fAe ef

!he pl'8aisiAIl AeeriAIl etfieer MSlAe .../Ie MS AYRlSer af lAe aebA,
... lie al'8eleS Ie eaah fI8FtY, ghliAg Aeliee lAat a legal aelieA haa
.... files MS that feilYFe '" appear iA peraeA ar It)' .wAael aa
Mates 1M)' l'8al:ll' if! a seeiaieA aEIYerae '" tha paFty'. pellilieA. 'nIe
....iAietraliWl al:lRlRleAa Bhall se BeMIS witA the iAilialiAIl SeeYRleAt
... INl¥ iAell:Ise Aeti_e et AeeriAII.]
(~) Personal service.
(a) Service shall be made upon an inclvicklal within this Commonwealth, other than an unmarried infant or person of unsound mind, by
delivering a copy of the administrative summons and initiating
document to such person or, if acceptance is rafused, by offering
personal delivery tc such person, or by delivering a copy of the
administrative summons and initiating document to an agent authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process for such
individuals.
(b) Service shall be made upon an unmarried infant or a person
of unsound mind by serving the person's rasident guarclan or
committee if thera is one known tc the initiating party or, if none, by
I8n1ing either the person's father or mother within this state or, if
none, by serving the person within this state having control of such
individual. If thera are no such persons enumerated above, application shall be made tc the appropriate court to appoint a practicing
attomey as guardian ad litem who shall be served. If any of the
persons diracted by this section tc be served is an initiating party, the
person who stands first in the order named who is not an initiating
party shall be served.
(c) Service shall be made upon a partnership or unincorporated
association SUbject tc suit under a common name by serving a
partner or ~ana9ing agent of the partnership or an officer or
managing agent of the association, or an agent authorized by
appointment or by law tc receive service on its behalf.
(d) Service shall be made upon a corporation by serving an
officer or managing agent thereof, or any other agent authorized by
appointment or by law tc raceive service on its behalf.
(e) Service shall be made upon the Commonwealth or any
agency other than the cabinet by serving the attorney general or any
assistant atlomey general. Service of a request for hearing shall be
made upon the cabinet by serving the Commissioner of the Department of Law [lieAeral eel:lAael er BAy _iAet rapreaeAtati'/e seaillMt
es iA aAy Aetiee).
(f) Service shall be made upon a county by serving the coUnty
judge or, if.!b! (MiS) judge is absent from the county, the county
atlorney. Service shall be made upon a city by serving the chief
executive officer theraof or an official atlorney thereof. Service on any
public board or other administrative (MHIh) body, except state
agencies, shall be made by serving a member thereof.
(g) Service may be made upon an individual out of this state,
other than an unmarried infant, a person of unsound mind or a
prisoner, by certified mail ~A the IMAner preeeAses iA al:lSaeetieA (1)
If this aeetieA), by personal delivery of a copy of the administrative
summons and initiating document by a person over eighteen (18)
years of age, or by other methods allowed by law. Proof of service
may be made either by the ratum receipt (RleAtiaAes iA al:lBeeelieA (1)
.f lAie eealiaA] or by affidavit of the person making such service, upon
or appended tc a copy of the initiating document, stating the time and
place of service and the fact that the individual served was personally
known tc the person making service.
(h) Service may be made upon a nonnasident individual who
transacts business through an office or agency in this state, or a
rasident inclvidual who transacts business through an office or
agency in any action growing out of or coMacted with the business
of such offICe or agency, by serving the parson in charge thereof.
.ill. ((4) IJAkAa'lIA p&Fly.] In an action against a person whose
name is unknown tc the initiating party, the parson shall be described
in the initiating document and administrativ8 summons as unknown

m

pwty. H . . perwon's name or place of rasidence be ciscoverad
penclng the action, then the initiating document shaft be amended
ac:cordingly .
Section £:.(3:-) Service and Filing of Pleadings and Other Papers.
(1) Service; when required. Every order required by its terms tc be
served, every pleading subsequent tc the original initiating document
unless the hearing officer otherwise orders because of numerous
rasponding parties, every papai1alating tc discovery raquirad tc be
served upon a party unless the hearing officer otherwise orders, every
written motion other than one (1) which may be heard ex parte, and
every written notice, appearance, demand, and similar papers shall
be served upon each party except those in default for failura to
appear. Parties so in default shall be given notice of pleadings
asserting new or additional claims for ralief against them by an
initiating document issued theraon (&8 previSes if! SeetiaA 2 af tAia
I9gl:llatiaA).
(2) Service; how made. Whenever [YAEier thalli Nlee) service is
requirad or permitted to be made upon a party raprasented by an
atlorney, the service shall be made upon the attomey unless service
upon the party is ordered by the hearing officer. Service upon the
atlorney or upon a party shall be made by delivering a copy tc the
atlorney or party or by mailing it tc the atlomey's or party's last known
addrass. Delivery of a copy (wittiA thia Nle) means handing it tc the
atlorney or tc the party; or leaving it at the atlomey's or party's office
with the person in charge theraof; or, if thara is no one in charge,
leaving it in a conspicuous place therain; or, if the office is closed or
the person tc be served has no office, leaving it at the attomey's or
party's dwelling house or usual place of abode with some person of
suitable age and clscration then rasiclng therein. Service by mail is
complete upon mailing.
(3) Service; proof of. Whenever any pleading or other paper is
served (I:IASer awsaeelieA (1) eF (aj af thia aeetieA), proof of the time
and manner of such service shall be filed befora action is tc be takan
thereon by the hearing officer or the parties. Proof may be by
certificate of a member of the bar or by affidavit of the person who
served the papers, or by any other proof satisfactcry to the hearing
officer. .!b!.(8I:Ieh) certificate or affidavit shall identify by name the
persons so served.
(4) Service; numerous rasponding parties. H the initiating or
rasponding parties ara numerous, the hearing officer upon motion or
of the hearing officer's own initiative, may designate one (1) initiating
or rasponding party for the service of the pleaclngs. The filing of any
such pleaclng with the cabinet and service thereof upon the party
constitutes due notice of it tc the parties. The hearing officer upon
motion or of the hearing officers own initiative may order that any
party not appearing at a prahearing (fH'8lAaI) conferance (ar pl'8liRli
A8FY AeaAAII) not be served with further pleadings. A copy of every
such order shall be served upon the parties in such mBM8r and form
as the hearing officer clrects.
(5) Filing.
(a) All papers after the initiating document required tc be served
upon a party shall be filed with the cabinet either befora service or
within a raasonable time thereafter.
(b) The filing of pleadings and other papers with the cabinet 1_
1'8.,lires By lAeae Nlea) shall be made by filing them with the ~
of Administrative Hearings (seeli9t eeer:aiMter).
(c) The Office of Administrative Hearings (Seakst eaer:aiAster)
shaD endorse upon every pleading and other paper filed ~A 8A salieA)
the date of its filing . .!b!.(8I:Ieh) endorsement shall constitute the filing
of the pleading or other paper and no order of the hearing officer shall
be required.
(d) Filing of discovery material.
1. Except as provided by subparagraph 2 of this paragraph, the
following documents shall not be filed with the Office of Administrative
HearingS unless the hearing offICer orders otherwise:
a. Interrogatories;
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b. Requests for production or inspection; and

c. Requests for admission[t-aM
II. S.. "!!aSMa).
Section .!.(4.] lime. (1) Computation. In computing any period of
lime prescribed or allowed by (theae Allea, 1Ir] order of the hearing
officer[r) or by any applicable administratiYe[l1alYle ar] regulation, the
day of the act, event or default afIar which the designated period of
lime begins ID run is not ID be included. The last day of the period so
computed i. ID be included, unless it i. a Saturday, a Sunday or a
legal hoDday, in which event the period run. until the end of the next
day which is not a Saturday, a ~day or a legal holiday. Unle..
otherwise clrecI8d by the hearing officer, when the period of time
prascribed or allowed is Ie.. than I8V8n (7) days, inl8rmediate
Saturdays, Sunday. and legal holiday••haD be .xcluded from the
computation.
(2) Enlargement When by administrative [......J regulation(;
...... FYlee) or by order of the hearing officer an act is required or
alowed to be dane at or within a specified time, the hearing officer for
causa shown may, at any time in the hearing officer's disCf8tion,
order the period enlarged with or without motion or notice if ,......t
therefor is made before the expiration of the period originally
prescribed or as eX18nded by a previous order or, upon motion made
aflllr the expiration of the specified period, permit the act ID be done
whMl the failure ID act was the result of excusable neglect. !l:!!.
hearing officer may not enlarge a time frame established by statuta.
(3) (Fer ",atiaA.; aHiEla'.4I8.
(8) A rllfiMA FAa.aA ••1I=I8F IleA aM r;Jhiah IR8Y II. h..... 1M p",
Aaliae af .... h_AS thaF8af .hall • •aFY8" Aal la•• th&AIi':'e (51
liar• •feF8 .... Ii",a ..aailia" fer. the haMAS. uAla••••paeilia
,eli_ i. fBl_ IIr 11aIWIe, F8s..l_aA, tha•• Nla. ar "y aMar af tha
heaRAS afliear. &wah &A arElar "'ay fer .....a .hawA '-a ",.a aA a.
.ppli_aA ....11 wlillaA ",eliaA' ahall '-a aaaa"'p&Aie"lIy • lllief
....."'aAI at the SF8 ..A".
rea.aA. far tha IMtiaA.
~l WhaA • ",aliaA i...."a .... a.y aJliEla'Jil; tha afliEla'Jit .hall '-a
....18 .. with the ",aliaA; &A" appaaiAS .fliEferJill IRBY lIa ...... flBi
....r IhBA aAa (111iay lIafera tha haMAS...Ale .. tha haMAS afliear
fNII"Rit! tha", Ie lIa .aFY8" at .alM athar ti",•.
~] AdcItionai time aflllr service by mail. Whenevar a party has
the right or is required ID do some act or take same proceeding within
a (pF8ealillaEl] period prescribed by order of the hearing officer or by
administrative regUlation aflllr the aarvica of a notice or other paper
upon the party and the notice or paper is seMld by mail. thrae (3)
day. shall be added ID the prescribacl period. This provision Shall not
apply to the service of administrative .ummons and initiating
documents by mail [uAEfer SeatiaA 2(11 a' thi. I'8S..IatiaA).
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PHILLIP J. SHEPHERD. Secntlaly
APPROVED BY AGENCY: September 8. 1994
FILED WITH LRC: Sepl8mber 9. 1994 at 9 a.m.

NATURAL RESOURCES AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION CABINET
Depal1m8nt of Law
(Amended Aft... Hearing)
400 KAR ~ :040. Adminiatrativ. lNla. af pra .......,] dlacov-

ery.
RELATES TO: 146.200 to 146.360,146.990,151.182, 151.184,
151.297. 151.990. Chapter 223, 224, [224.19. 224.3;. 224 .....
a24:99;] 350.028. 350.070. 350.085, 350.093. 350.130, 350.465.
350.990,30 CFR Parts 730, 731, 732, 733, 735, 917, 30 USC 1253,
1255
-STATUTORY AUTHORIlY: KRS 151.125. 224.10-100. 224.10410, 224.10-420, 224.10-430, 224.10-440, 224.40-310, 350.028.

350.255,350.465,30 CFR Parts 730, 731. 732, 733, 735, 917, 30
USC 1253, 1255
NECESSITY AND FUNCTION: KRS ChapI8ra 146, 151. 223, 224
and 350 authorize [~] the cabinet II:) conduct administrative
hearings and investigations concerning a wide variety of matters. This
administratiYe regulation establishes procedures for clscovery.
Section 1. General Provisions Go\/8ming Discovery. (1) Discovary
methods. Parties to administrative hearings IIA all ,F8ea_iAS. u"."ar
...... AIle. allaepl pAlli",iFl8F)' healiAS. p""'wanl Ie 495KAR 1:999.
Se.tiaA. 3 BAli 4, p8f'1ia.] may obtain discovwy ~ one (1) or mOAl
of the following methods:
J!l Depositions upon oral examination or writl8n questions; ill
Written int8rrogatorias;
.i!:l Production of documents or things or, for parties other than
the cabinet, permission to &nler upon land or other property. for
inspection and other purposes; and
1!n Requests for admission. Unless tha hearing officer orders
otherwise under .ubsection (3) of this section, the frequency of use
of these methods i. not limilled.
(2) Scope of discovery.
(a) In general. Parties may obtain discovery regarding any matlBr,
not privileged or confidential under KRS 224.10-210. 224.10-212 or
under any other privilege recognized by staMe or at common law.
whether it relates to a claim or defense of the party seeking discovery
or ID a claim or defense of any other party. which is relevant to the
subject rnatI8r inYOlvect in the administratiYe hearing (praaaadAS].
incluclng the exislance. description. nature. custody. condition and
location of any books. documants. or other tangibla things and tha
identity and location of persons having knowledge of any discoverable
matter. It is not grounds for objection that the information Sought will
be inadmissible at the administrative hearing if the information sought
appears reasonably calculated ID lead to the disco\/8ry of admissibla
evidence.
(b) Insurance agraements. A party may obtain discovery of the
existence and conlants of any insurance agraement under which any
parson canying on an insurance business may be liable to setisfy part
or at of a judgment which may be entered in the action or ID
indemnify or reimburse for paymants made to satisfy the judgment
(c) Hearing preparation: materials.
1. Subject II:) the provisions of paragraph (d) of this subsection.
a party may obtain discovery of dacuments and tangible things
otherwise discovai'able under subsection (1) of this section and
prepared in anticipation of the administrative hearing by or for another
party or by or for that other party'. representative (mcluclng the
party'. dOrney. consultant, surety, indemnitor. insurer. or agent) only
upon a showing that the party seeking discovery hal substantial need
of the material. in the preparation of his case and that he i. unable
without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the
material. by other mean.. In ordering discovery of such materials
when the rec,Jired showing has been made, the hearing officer shaD
protect against disclosure of the mental impression.. conclusions.
opinions. or legal theories of an attorney or other reprasentatiw of a
party concerning the proceecIng.
2. A party may obtain without the required showing a statement
concerning the action or ita subject matllir previously made by that
party. Upon request, a person not a party may obtain without the
required showing a slatament concerning the action or its subject
mattar previously made by that person. If the request is refused, the
person may move for,an order of the hearing officer. For purpose. of
this paragraph. a stalament previously made is a writtan statement
signed or otherwise adapted or approY8d by the person making it, 01
a slanographic, mechanical. electrical. or other recording. or a
transcription thereof. which is a .ubstantially Yerbatim recital of an
oral statamant by the person making it and conlamporaneously
nteorded.
(d) Hearing preparations: expel'll. Discov!ry of facts known and
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opinions held by experts, otherwise discovarable under this. adminis(b) A party Is ...... duty MUOnabIy to.-nand a prior response
ratiWl regulation and acquired .or deWlloped inanticipalion of or
if the party obtains information upon the basis of which the party
!!!!p8f!tion for the administrative hearing, may be obtained li;,1y as
knows that the responsa was incorrect when made, or the party
follows:
kn9ws that the response though correct when made is no longer true
1. A [1=ha .....a••hall alE_Alia all iAfafRllaliaA diNelia" lIy tha
and the circumstances are such that a failure to amend the response
.......11 affi88l', ·;Jttiah "'ay iAal... fa. . kAawA .... a,iAiaAa hal" lIy
is in substance a k!'Iowing concealment
(c) A duty to supplement responsas may be imposed by order of
....... BA" a....iNd er .·18la,e" iA ..tiei,aliaA et a heMAl. IA
..,iIi.A, a) party may[;] through inlBrrDgatDries[;] require any other
the hearing offlCEir, agreement of the parties, or at any time prior to
party 10 identify each person whom the other party expects to caD as
the hearing_~ugh ~ r8qU8sts for supplementation of prior
.. expert witness at the administratiWl hearing, to state the subject
responses.
matlllr on which the expert is expectad to liastify, and to state the
Section 2. Persons Before Whom Depositions May Be Taken. (t4)
IUbstance of the facts and opinions to which the expert is expectsd
10 18stify and a summary of the grounds for each opinion. Upon
'MIhiA the aata.] Depositions (lakeA iA thia alalia] shall be taken
motion, the hearing officer may order further ciscovery by other
before an examiner; 8 judge, clerk, commissioner or official reporter
of 8 court; 8 notary pubUc; or before such other persons and under
means, subject to .!l2!! (eweh] restrictions as to scope as the hearing
oIficar may deem appropriate.
such other circumstances as shall be authorized by law. [The t8fRII
2. A party may discover facts known or spinion! held by an
·effi88F" iA SellieA. 4(~, (&~, (il, &(1~.(a~, aA" i(4~ et Ihia NlllllatiaA
IIIe... BAy , . .aA lIefare wha", a .,aailiaA !Ray lie IakeA ..AMr thia
expert who has been retained or employed by another.partY in
~
.
anticipation of or preparation for an administratiWl hearing anCfwho
is not expected to be callad as ! witness at the adminisffativ$
.. (2~Wilhe ... the alale. e.,aliliaA. ",ay lie lakeA 8111 et thie alate
hearing, only upon a showing of exceptional circums.tances under
''''a,. a .M"'ialiia~er .,aiAi~1iI1Iy Ihe Se'/erAar a' lIIe alate where
which it is impracticable for the party to obtain facts or opinions on
taKeA arlletaN ..y perea .. aM,awere" IIf a aaMMiaaiaA ..iN ala" Ie
the same SUbject by other means.
.... ,eraeA lIy 88A88At at lIIe pa~aa er lIy e"'er et tha haMAl affieer;
(3) Protective orders.
er lIetere a j ....lle ef a ....Fl, a j ..ati88 e' the ,ea.. , lRS)'ar a' a eil)"
(a) Upon motion by a party or by the person from whom discovery
er Aelal)' , ..lIlia; er lIefare a..ah allier ,eraaAa
A"er eweh
is sought, accompaniad by a certifICation that the movant has in good
eire..",aIaA.. a aa ahall lie a.....aMe.. lIy ilia law at thi. alate er ilia
faith conferred or attempted to confer with other aff.Ctedpar'liesin an·
fllaee wheN tha "e,a.itiaA ia IakeA.]
effort to resolWl the cispute without adminiS1ratiWl !ction, and fOr
good cause shown, the hearing officer may make any order which
Section 3. Stipulations Regarcing DiscoWlry Procedure. Unless
justice requires to protect a party or person from annoyance,
the hearing officer orders otherwise, the partias may, by agreement
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense, including
(wrileA ali,.. latieFt], provide that depositions may be taken before any
0lIl (1) or more of the following:
person, at any lime or place, upon any notice, and in any manner and
.1. That the discovery not be had;
when so taken may be used like other depositions, and modify the
1:. That the ciscovery may be had only on specified terms and procedures provided by this administratiWl regulation (lIIeaa Allea] for
other methods of ciscoWlry[, ellaa,1 Ihal lIIi, ..latieAa e_A..iAIL lIIe
conditions, including a designation of the time or place;
1:. That the ciscovary may be had only by a method of ciscovery liMa fer . .,eA88a la "i.eevaFY IRS)' lie ",aM eAty willi lIIe .,N'_
other than selected by the party seeking ciSCOWlry;
e' the hsariAIL effi88l'].
~ That certain matters not be inquired into, or that the scope of
lie ciscovery be limited to certain matters;
Section ... Depositions Upon Oral Examination. (1) When
!:. That discoWlry be conductad with no one presant except depositions may be taken. After commencement of the action, any
persons designated by the hearing officer;
party may taka the laslimony of any person, including a party, by
deposition upon oral examination. The attendance of witnesses may
!.. That a deposition attar baing Maled be opened only by order
Df the cabinet; or
be compelled by subpoena. The deposition of a person confined in
7. That a liide secret or other confidential research, developprison may be takan only by leave of a court having appropriate
ment:"or commercial information not be disclosed or be disclosed only . jurisdiction and on such terms as the court prescribes.
in a designated way.
(2) General requirements.
(b) If the motion for a protective order is denied in whole or in
(8) A party desiring to lake the deposition of any person upon oral
part, the hearing officer may, on such terms and con.citions as are
examination shall give reasonable notice in writing to eWlry other
just, order that any party or person provide or permit ciscoWlry. The
party to the administratiWl hearing (aetieA]. The notice shall state the
provisions of Section 10(1)(c) of this administrative rasulation apply
time and place for taking the deposition and the name and address
to the award of expenses incurred in relation to the motion.
of each person to be examined, if known, and, if the name is not
(") Sequence and timing of discovery. Unless the hearing offICer
known, • general description sufficient to identify·the person or the
upon motion, for the convenience of partias and witnesses and in the
particular class or group to which the person belongs, the matter upon
interasts of justice, orders otherwise, methods of ciscovary may be
which each person will be examined, and the name or descriptive title
used in any sequence and the fact that a party is conducting
and address of the person before whom the deposition is to be takan.
ciscovery, whether by deposition or otherwise, shall not operate to
If a subpoena duces tecum is to be served on the person to be
delay any other party's ciSCOWlry.
examined, the designation of the materials to be produced as sat
(5) Supplementation of responses. A party who has responded to
forth in the subpoena shall be attached to or included in the notice.
• r8quest for ciscov.ry with a responsa that was complete when
. (b) The hearing officer may for cause shown enlarge or shorten
made is
no duty to supplement that response to include
the time for taking the deposition.
information thereafter acquired, except as follows:
(c) The hearing officer may upon motion order that the atimony
(a) A party is under a duty seasonably to supplement a response
at •. deposition be recorded by other than stenographic means, in
Wi1h raspect to any question cirectly addressed to th8 identity and
which event the order shall designate the manner of recording,
location of persons having knowledge of ciscovarable matters, or the
preserving, and filing the deposition, .nd may include other provisions
identity of each person expected to be called as an expert witness at
to assure that the recorded taslimony will be accurate and trustworthe hearing, the subject matter on which the person is expected to
thy. If the order is made, 8 party may neWlrtheless arrange to have
llalify,.nd the subslance of tha person's IHtimony.
a stenographic IranSCription made altha party's own expense.

BA" ..
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(d) The notice to a pa1y ct.ponent may be acccrnpMied by a
raquest made i1 compliance with Section 8 of this administrative
~ulation for the production of documents and tangible things at the
taking of the deposition. The procedure of Section 8(2) of this
administratill8 regulation shall apply to the request.
(e) A party may in the notice and in a subpoena name as the
deponent a public or private corporation or a partnership or association or governmental agency and describe with reasonable particularity the matters on which examinatiOn is requested. In that event, the
organization so named shall designata one (1) or more offeeers,
directors, or managing agents, or other parsons who consent to tastify
on its behan, and may set forth, for each person designated, the
mattars on which the person win tastity. A subpoena shaH advise a
nonparty organization of its c1Ity lID maka such a designation. The
persons so designated shalllBstify as lID mattars known or reasonably
available lID the organization. This paragraph does not preclude taking
a deposition by any other procedure authorized in this administrative
regulation [~eee Allee].
(3) Examination and cross-examination.
(a) Examination and cross-examination of witnesses may proceed
as permittad at the administrative hearing. The ~[eMeeF] before
whom the deposition is to be taken shall put the witness on oath and
IhaII personally, or by someone acting under the person's [~]
dir8etion and in the person's [efIieeH) presence, record the tastimony
of the witness. The tastimony shaH be taken stanographically or
recorded by any other means ordered in accordance with subsection
(2)(c) of this section. H requested by one (1) of the parties, the
tastimony shaD be transcribed at that pa!'!'f'sexpense.
(b) All objections made at the time of the examination to the
qualifications of the person [effieeF] taking the deposition, or lID the
manner of taking it, or lID the evidence presented, or lID the conduct
of any party, and any other objection lID the proceedings, shall be
noted by the person taking the deposition [effieeF] upon the deposition. Evidence objected Ie shall be laken subject to the objections . .l!!.
lieu of participating In the oral examination, pard_ may serve
written questions in a s..led envelope on the J)!rty taking the
deposition and that party shall transmit.ham to the offic«, who
ehall propound them to the witn.s and reCord the answers.
verbatim. [11'1 liell ef jilBFleiP8liAI i... ~e eFa) EllI8FRiAalieA, jilBFlee FRay
MPI8 \;'Alt9A "weelis". iA a MaI_ 8A'J&lapa SA the paFly takiAg ...
sepeeRieA lIAS ht paFty eMil tF8AeFAit ~eFR klthe eHie&F, whe ehall
,,.,eWAeJ "9'" ta "9 'l.VilAe8a MEl
I:Ie Maw. . 'JeAlati... ,)
(4) Motion lID terminate or limit examination. At any time c1Iring
the taking of the deposition, on motion of a party or of the deponent
and upon a showing that the examination is being conducted in bad
faith or in such manner as unreasonably to annoy, embarrass, or
oppress the deponent or party, the hearing officer may order the
parson conducting the examination ID cease forthwith from taking the
deposition, or may limit the scope and manner of the taking of the
deposition as provided in Section 1(3) of this administrative regulation. It the order made l8rminatas the examination, it shall be
resumed thereattar only upon the order of the hearing officer. Upon
demand of the objecting party or deponent, the taking of the deposition shaH be suspended for the time necessary to make a motion tor
an order. The provisions of Section 10(1)(c) of this administrative
regulation apply to the award of expenses incurred in Allation to the
motion.
(5) Submission lID witness. Any party lID an action may make a
writtan request before the person [effieeF] taking a deposition therein
that it be submitted Ie the witness. In such an event, when the
tastimony is fully transcribed, the deposition shall be submittad 10 the
witness tor examination and shal be read 10 or by the witness. Any
changes in form or substance which the witness ~sires lID make shal
be entered upon the deposition by the person taking the deposition
[eftieeI:J with a statarnent of the ,...",. given by the witness tor
maldng them. The deposition IhaI 1hen be Iigned by . . witness
unless the witness is il or cannot be found or refu. . to sign. H the

Fa."

deposition is not signed by . . wi1neu, the ~ (eMeef) before
whom the deposition i. taken shall sign it and state on the record the
fact of the inness or absence of the witness or the fact of the refusal
to sign together with the reason, if ..y, given therefor; and .,.
deposition may then be used as fully as though signed unless on a
motion to suppress the hearing officer hold. that the reasons given
tor the refusal to sign require rejection of the deposition in whole or
in part.
(6) Cerlific:ation and filing by-person taking deposition [efhefJ.
(a) The parson [effieeF) before whom the deposition is taken shall
certify on the deposition that the witness was. c1IIy sworn by .!b!!
parson [the eflieeFj and that the deposition is a true record of the
tastimony given by the witness. [+he eMeer laefeFe ......eFR
sepeeRieA is takeA ehall pFeFRplly seliver ttle sepeeilieA Ie !ha .akel
eeeAiliAaklF er ea... s it lay eeAifies FRail te the seekst eeeAiiAateF fer

"a

fiIiAt.)
(b) Docwnents and things produced for inspection during the
examination of the witness shaI, upon the request of a party, be
marMd for identification and ..nexed to and returned willi tha
deposition, and may be inspected and copied by any party, except
that the person producing the materials may substituta copies lID be
martwd tor identification, if a fair opportunity is afforded all parties to
Y8rify the copies by comparison with the originals, and if the person
producing the materials requests their return, the parson [effieeFJ
before whom the deposition is takan shall mark them, give each party
an opportunity lID inspect and copy. them, and retum them to the
person producing them, and tha materials may then be used in the
same manner as if annexed lID and retumed with the deposition. Any
party may mo... for an order that the original be annexed lID and
returned with the deposition [kI ttle haMAl eMeer,1 pending final
disposition of the case.
(c) Upon payment of reasonable charges therefor, not to exceed
those fixed by statuta, the person taking the deposition [effieeF] shall
furnish a copy of the deposition to any party or 10 the deponent
(7) Failure Ie attend or to ser1/8 subpoena; expenses.
(a) It the party. giving the notice of the taking of a deposition fails
to attend and proceed therewith and another party attands in person
. or by attorney pursuant lID the notice, the hearing officer may order
the party giving the notice lID pay Ie such other party the amount of
the reasonable expenses incurred by the party and the party.
atIDmey in so attancing, inclucing reasonable attorney's fees.
(b) It the party giving the notice of the taking of a deposition of.
witness fails to ser1/8 a subpoena upon the witness and the witness
because of such failure does not attand, and if another party attends
in parson or by atIDmey because the party expects the deposition of
that witness to be taken, the hearing officer may order the party giving
the notic:e to pay to such other party the amount of the reasonable
expenses incurred by the party and the party'. attorney in 10
attending, including reasonable atIDmey's fees.
Section 5. Depositions Upon Writtan Questions. (1) Serving
questions; notice.
(a) Attar service of the summons [ceFRFReAeeRleAt ef .. a aelieA),
any party may take the testimony of any person, including a party, by
deposition upon writtan questions. The attendance of witnesses may
be compelled by the usa of subpoenas. The deposition of a parson
confined in prison may be taken only by leave of court of appropriate
jurisdiclion on such IBrms u that court prescribes.
(b) A party desiring lID taka a deposition upon written questions
shal SerY8 them upon eY8fY other party with a notice stating the
name and address of the person who is lID answer them, if known,
and if the name is not known, a general description sufficient III
identify the person or the particular class or groop to which the parson
belongs, and the name or description title and address of the otfjcabefore whom the deposition is lID be taken. A deposition upon wrinen
questions may be tak8n of a public or private corporation or •
partnership or usociation or goVliH'ml&nlal agency in accordance with
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the provisions of Section 4(2)(e) of this administrative regulation.
(c) The hearing officer may establish an expecitious schedule for
fie I8rvice of cross, redirect, and racross questions.
(2) The officer before whom the deposition is to be taken to take
responses and prepare record. A copy of the notice and copies of all
questions served shall be delivered by the party taking the deposition
to the officer designated in the notice, who shall proceed promplly, in
the manner provided by Section 4(3), (5) and (6) of this administrative
.-gulation, to take the I19s1imony of the witness in response to the
questions and to prepare, certify, and file or mail the deposition,
atlaching thereto the copy of the notice and the questions which were
received. Neither party .agent, or attorney shall be present at the
examination of the witness.
Section 6. Use of Depositions in Administrative Hearings
(PNleeeaiRgs]. (1) Use of depositions. At the administrative hearing
any part or all of a deposition so far as admissible may be used
against any party who was present or represented at the taking of the
deposition or who had reasonable notice thereof, in accordance with
any of the following provisions:
(a) Any deposition may be used by any party for the purpose of
contracicting or impeaching the testimony of the deponent as a
witness.
(b) The deposition of a party or of anyone who at the time of
taking the deposition was an officer, director, or managing agent, or
a person designated under Section 4(2)(e) or 5(1 )(b) of this adminis~ regulation to testify on behalf of a public or private corporation,
partnership or association or govemmental agency which is a party
may be used by an adverse party for any purpose.
(c) The deposition of a witness, whether or not a party, may be
used by any party for any purpose if the hearing officer finds that:
1:. The witness is dead; (w]
.i.:. The party offering the deposition has been unable to procure
the attendance of the witness by subpoena; (w]
!:. The witness is at a greater distance than 100 miles from the
place of the administrative hearing or out of the state, unless it
appears that the absence of the witness was procured by the party
offering the deposition; [w]
4. The witness is the Governor, Secretary, Auditor or Treasurer
of the state; or the witness is a judge or clerk of a court; or the
witness is a postmaster; or the witness is a president, cashier, I19l1er
or clerk of a bank; or the witness is a practicing physician, dentist or
lawyer; or the witness is a keeper, officer or guard of a penitentiary;

[eF]
5. The witness is of unsound mind, having been of sound mind
whMhis deposition was taken; (w]
6. The witness is prevented from attending the trial by iUness,
infirmity, or imprisonment; [w)
7. The witness is in the military service of the United States or of
thiS'Stateoi or
~ (if) The hearing officer finds that such circumstances exist as
to make it desirable, in the interest of justice and with due regard to
the importance of presenting the testimony of witnesses orally at the
administrative hearing, to allow the deposition to be used.
(d) If only a part of a deposition is offered in evidence by a party,
an edverse party may require introduction of any other part which
ought in fairness to be considered with the part introduced, and any
party may introduce any other parts.
(e) Substitloltion of parties does not affect the right to use
depositions previously taken. .
(2) Objections to admissibility. Objection may be made at the
administrative hearing to receiving in evidence any deposition or part
thereof for any reason which would require the exclusion of the
evidence if the witness were then present and I19stifying.
(3) Effect of taking or using depositions. The taking of a deposition or the questioning of a deponent shall not make evidence
admissible which is otherwise incompetent or constitull9 a waiver of

objections to its admissibility.
(4) Effect of errors and irregularities.
(a) As to notice. All errors and irregularities in the notice for taking
a deposition are waived unless written objection is promplly served
upon the party giving the notice.
(b) As to cisqualification of person before whom deposition is to
be taken. ~n to taking a deposition because of cisqualification
of the person before whom it is to be taken is waived unless made
before the taking of the depositiml begins or as soon thereafter as the
disqualification becomes known or could be ciscovered with reasonable diligence.
(c) As to taking of deposition.
1. Q)jections to the competency of a witness or to the competency, relevancy, or materiality of testimony are not waived by failure to
make them before or during the taking of the deposition, unless the
ground of the objection is one (1) which might have been obviated or
removed if presented at that time.
2. Errors and irregularities OCQJrring at the oral examination in the
maMer of taking the deposition, in the form of the questions or
answers, in the oath or affirmation, or in the conduct of parties and
errors of any kind which might be obviated, removed, or cured if
promplly presented, are waived unless seasonable objection thereto
is made at the taking of the deposition.
3. Objections to the form of written questions are waived unless
I8rV8d in writing upon the party propounding them within the time
allowed for serving the succeeding cross or other questions and
within three (3) days after service of the last questions authorized.
(d) As to completion and retum of deposition. Errors and
irregularities in the manner in which the testimony is transcribed or
the deposition is. prepared, signed, certified, sealed, endorsed,
transmitted, filed, or otherwise dealt with by the person letIieef) before
whom the deposition was taken under this section and Section 5 of
this administrative regulation are waived unless a motion to suppress
the deposition or some part thereof is made with reasonable promptness after such defect is, or with due diligence might have been,
ascertained.
Section 7. Inll9rTogatories to Parties. (1) Availability; procedures
for use.
(a) Any party may serve upon any other party written interrogatories to be answered by the party served, or if the party served is a
public or private corporation or a partnership or association or
govemmental agency, by any officer or agent, who shall fumish such
information as is available to the party. Interrogatories may be served
upon any party at any time after the commencement of the action. A
copy of the interrogatories, answers and all related pleadings shall be
served [file a
"e "esl~et eeeFEliRa4er BAa, wAlells e.. e......ille
..,.-;ea,) upon all parties.
(b) Each interrogatory shaD be answered separately and fully in
writing under oath, unless it is objected to, in which event the reasons
for objection shall be stated in lieu of an answer. The answers are to
be signed by the person making them, and the objections signed by
the attorney making them. The party upon whom the interrogatories
a copy of the answers, and objections
have been served shall
if any, within thirty (30) days of service or within such other lime as
specified by the hearing officer or agreed upon. The party submitting
the interrogatories may move for an order under Section 10(1) of this
administrative regulation with respect to any objection to or other
failure to answer an interrogatory.
(c) Each party may propound a maximum of thirty (30) interrogatories and thirty (30) requests for admission to each other party; for
purposes of this section, each SUbpart of an interrogatory or request
shall be counted as a separate interrogatory or request The following
interrogatories shall not be included in the maximum allowed:
1. A request for the names and addresses of persons answering
the interrogatories;
2. A reQUest for the names and addresses of the witnesses; and
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3. A request as to whether the persons answering are wiling to
supplement their answers if information subseQUently becomes
available. Any party may move the hearing officer for permission to
propound either interrogatories or requests for admission in excess
of the limit of thirty (30).
(2) Scope; use at administratiw hearing [tfiaI).
(a) Interrogatories may relate to any matters which may be
inquir&el into under Section 1(2) of this administratiw regulation, and
the answers may be used to the extant permitted by the rules of
evidence.
(b) An interrogatory otherwise proper is not necessarily objectionable merely because an answer to the interrogatory involws an
opinion or contention that relates to fact or the application Of law to
fact, but the hearing officer may order that such an interrogatory need
not be answered until after designated discovery has bean completed
or until a prehearing conference or other later time.
(3) Option to produce business records. Where the answer to an
Interrogatory may be derived or ascerlained from the business
records of the party upon whom the interrogatory has bean served or
from an examination, audit or inspection of such business records, or
from a compilation, abstract or summary based thereon, and the
burden of deriving or ascertaining the answer is substantially the
same for the party serving the interrogatory as, for the party sarvecI,
It is a sufficient answer to such intarrogatory to specify the records
from which the answer may be derived or ascertained and to afford
to the party serving the interrogatory reasonable opportunity to
examine, audt or Inspect such records and to make copies, compUalions, abstracts or summaries.
Section 8. Production of Documents and Things. (1) Scope. Any
party may ser118 on any other party a request to produce and permit
the party making the request, or someone acting on the party's
behalf, to:
, .!!llrispect and copy any designated documents", H] including
writings, dr.awings, gnlphs, charts, photognaphs, phononKXWds, and
other data compilations from which information can be obtained,
translated, if necessary, by the respondent through detection devices
into reasonably usable form~ (h] or
ill [tel Inspect and copy, test, or sample any tangible things
which constitute or contain matters within the scope of Section 1(2)
of this administrative regulation and which ant in the possession,
custody or control of the party upon whom the request is served..
However, this subsection (; pNlvided, hewe'Jar, IIaI FlathiFlIL h&NIiFl]
shall not be constnJed so as to Omit or impose additional requirementsc;;; the cabinet with respect to its authority to enter property or
to conduct inspections authorized by law.
(2) Procec1Jre. The request may be seMKI on any party without
leave of the hearing officer at any time after service of the summons
(..",,,,eFl88,,,eFlI af the aatieFl). The request shall . t forth the items
to be inspected either by individual item or by category, and describe
each item and category with reasonable particularity. The request
shaD specify a reasonable time, place, and manner of making the
inspection and performing the related acts. The party upon whom the
request is made shaD ser118 writtan response within thirty (30) days
or within such other time as specified by the hearing officer or .greed
upon by the perti ... The party submitting the request may move for
an order under Section 10 of this administrative regulation with
respect to any objection to or failure to respond to the reQUest or any
part thereof. or any failure to permit inspection as requested.
Section 9. Requests for AlinissiOn. (1) A party may ser118 upon
any other party a written request for alinission, for purposes of the
pending administratiw hearing (aatieft) only, of the truth of any
matters within the scope of Section 1(2) of this edministrative
regulation set forth in the request that relata to statements or opinions
of fact or of the application of law to fact, including the genuineness
of any documents described in the requesl The request may be

I8MId at MY tina aftar the commencement of the action. Copies of
documents shaM be served with the request unless they haw been
or are otherwise fwnished or made available for inspection and
copying.
(2) Each mattar of which an admission is requested shaD be
separately set forth. The matter is admitted unless, within thirty (30)
days after service of the request, or within such sho"'r or longer lime
as the hearing' officer may allow or the parties may agree, the party
to whom the request is directed serll8s upon the party requesting the
admission a-written answ. or objection addressed to the matter,
signed by the party or by the party's attorney. If objection is made,
the reasons therefor shall be stated. The answer shaI specifically
deny the matter or set forth in detail the reasons why the answering
party cannot truthfully admit or deny the matter. A denial shall fairly
meet the substance of the requestlKi admission, and when good faith
requires that a party qualify the answer or deny only a part of the
matter of which an admission is requested, the party shall specify so
-much of it as is true and qualify or deny the remainder. An answering
party may not give lack of information or knowledge as a reason for
failure to admit or deny l.I'Iless the party states that a reasonable
inquiry has been made and that the information known or readily
obtainable is insufficient to enable the party to admit or deny. A party
who considers that a matter of which an admission has been
requestad presents a genuine issue for the hearing may not, on that
ground alone, object to the request; the party may deny the matter or
set forth reasons why the matter cannot be alinitted or denied.
(3) The party who has requested the alinissions may move to
determine the sufficieney of the answers or objections. Unless the
objection is justified, the hearing officer shall order that an answer be
serwd. If the hearing officer detarmines that an answer does not
comply with the requirements of this section, the hearing offlC8r may
order either that the matter is edmitted or that an amended answer be
HMId. The hearing officer may, in lieu of these orders, determine
that final disposition of the request be made at a prehearing confer·
ence lar at a EleaillFlatad ti",e priar aa 1M haeriFlII]. The provisions of
Section 10(3) of this administratiw regulation apply to the award of
expenses incurred in relation to the motion.
(4) Effect of edmission. Any matter alinittec:l under this section is
conclusively established unless the hearing officer on motion permits
withdrawal or amendment of the admission. The hearing officer may
permit withdrawal or amendment when the presentation of the merits
of the action wiD be subserved thereby and the party who obtained
the admission fails to satisfy the hearing officer that withdrawal or
amenlinent wiU prejudice the party in maintaining the action or
defense on the merits. An alinission made by a party under this
section is for the purpose of the pending alininistrative hearing
(aetieA] only and is not an alinission for any other purpose nor may
it be used against the party in any other proceacIing.
Section 10. Failure to Make Discovery: Sanctions. (1) Motion for
order compelling discovery. A party, upon reasonable notice to other
parties and all persons affected thereby, may apply for an order
compelling ciscovery as follows:
<a) Motion.
1. If a deponent fails to answer a question propounded or
submitted under Section 4 or 5 of this administrative regulation or a
corporation or other entity fails to make a designation under Sections
4(2)(e) or 5(1)(b) of this administrative regulation, or a party fails to
answer an interrogatory submitted under Section 7 of this administra·
tive regulation, or a party fails tID allow examination under Section 8
Ot'iIis edministrative regulation, the discovering party may move for
an order compelfing an answer or a designation or an order compe\ling examination in accordance with the requesl The motion shal
include a certification that the movant has in good faith conferred or
attempted to confer with the person or party failing to make the
c:liscoy!!!y in an effort to secure the informati.on or material without
alininistratiw action. When taking • deposition on oral examination.
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. . proponent of the question may cornpIeta ar .qoum .. examination before he applies for an order.
2. If the motion is denied in whole or in part, the hearing officer
may make such prot8ctiw order as the hearing officer would haw
been empowered to make on a motion made pursuant to Section 1(3)
of flis administrative regulation.
(b) Evasiw or incomplete answer. Far the purposes of this
section (NIe] an evasiw or incomplel9 answer is to be lr8ated asa
iiiiiUi8to answer.
.
(c) Award of expenses of motion.
1. If the motion is granted the hearing officer shall, after opportunity tor hearing, require the party or deponent whose conduct
necessital9d the mo.tiOn or the party or attorney advising such
conduct or both of them to pay to the moving party the reasonable
opensss incurred in obtaining the order, including attorney's fees,
unless the hearing officer finds that the opposition to the motion was
IUbstantiaily justified or that other circumstances make an award of
openses unjust
2. If the motion is denied, the hearing officer shall, after opportunity tor hearing, require the moving party or the atlDmey advising the
motion or both of them to pay to the party or deponent who opposed
the motion the reasonable expenses incurred in opposing the motion,
inc/ucing attorney's fees, unless the hearing offlC8r finds that the
making of the motion was substantially justified or that other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust
3. If the motion is granted in part and denied in part. the hearing
officer may apportion the reasonable expenses incurred in relation to
the motion among the parties and persons in a just manner.
(2) Failure to comply with oreler.
(a) Sanctions by the hearing officer. If a party or an officer,
director, or managing agent of a party or a person designated under
Section 4(2)($) or 5(1)(b) of this administrative regulation to testify on
behalf of a party fails to obey an order to provide or permit discovery,
including an order made under subsection (1) of this section, the
hearing officer may make such orders in regard to the failure as are
just. and among others the following:
1. An order that the matters regarding which the order was made
Of any other designated facts shall be taken to be established for the
pwposes of the action in accordance with the claim of the party
obtaining the order;
2. An order refusing to allow the disobecient party to support or
oppose designated claims or defenses, or prohibiting the party from
inlroducing designated matters in evidence;
3. An order striking out pleacings or parts thereof, or staying
fw1her proceedings until the order is obeyed, or cismissing the action
Of proceecing or any part thereof, or rendering a judgment by default
against the disobedient party.
(b) Expenses on failure to obey order. In lieu of any of the
foragoing orders or in addition thereto, the hearing officer shan require
!he party failing to obey the order or the attorney advising the party
or both to pay the reasonable expenses, including attomey's fees,
caused by the failure, unless the hearing officer finds that the failure
was substantially justified or that other circumstances make an award
of expenses unjust.
(3) Expenses on failure to admit If a party fails to admit the
genuineness of any document or the truth of any matter as r&qUesl9d
under Section 9 of this administrative regulation, and if the party
nlqUesting the admissions thereafter proves the genuineness of the
document or the truth of the matter, the requesting party may apply
10 the hearing officer for an order requiring the other party to pay the
I88sonable expenses incurred in making that proof, including
l88sonable attomey's fess. The hearing officer shall make the order
unless it finds that the request was held objectionable pursuant to
Section 9(1) of this administrative regulation, or the admission sought
was of no substantial importance, or the party failing to admit had
l88sonable ground ~ believe that the party might prevail on the
IllallBr, or there was other good reason tor the failLn ~ admit

(4) FalIn 01 pwty ~ attand at own depoaiIion or 88MI answers
to interrogatories or respond to request for inspection.
(a> If a party or an officer, director, or managing agent of a party
or a person designatl9d under Section 4(2)(e) or 5(1)(b) of this
administratiw regulation to testify on behalf of a party fails to appear
before the officer who is ~ take his deposition, after being served
with a proper notice, or to S8MI answers or objections to interrogatories submittecilmder Section 7 of this administrative regulation, after
proper service of the interrogatories, or to serve a written response to
a request for examination Submitted under Section 8 of this adminis·
~ regulation, after proper service of the request, the hearing
officer on motion may make such orders in regard to the failure as are
just, and among others, the hearing officer may take any action
authorized under subparagraphs 1, 2, and 3 of subsection (2)(a) of
this section. In lieu of any order or in addition thereto, the hearing
officer ahall require the party failing to act to pay the reasonable
expenses, inclucing attomey's fees, caused by the failure unless the
hearing officer finds that the failure was substantially justified or that
other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust.
(b) The failure to act described in this section (NIe] may not be
excused on the ground that the discovery sought is objectionable
unless the party failing to act has applied for a protectiw order as
provided in Section 1(3) of this administratiw regulation.
(5) Expenses against the Commonwealth. Expenses and
attorney's fees are not to be imposed upon the Commonwealth under
this section, except as otherwise provided in 405 KAR 7:092, Section
14.

PHILLIP J. SHEPHERD, Secretary
APPROVED BY AGENCY: September 8, 1994
FILED WITH LRC: September 9, 1994 at 9 a.m.
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I.
1980
1986
1987
1988
1989
1989
1990
1990
1991
1991
1992
1992

*

SIGNIFICANT DATES

Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA, also known as "Superfund"), 42 USC § 9601 et seq.
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA), Public Law
No. 99-499, October 17, 1986.
Revised Procedures for Implementing Off-Site Response Actions, November 13,
1987.
Memorandum to Achieve Compliance and Expeditious Cleanup: Enforcement
Actions Under RCRA and CERCLA at Federal Facilities, January 25, 1988.
Superfund Enforcement Strategy and Implementation Plan, September 26, 1989.
Interim Policy on CERCLA Settlements Involving Municipalities or Municipal
Waste, 54 Fed. Reg. 51071, December 6, 1989.
Model Unilateral Order for Remedial Design and Remedial Action Under § 106 of
CERCLA, March 30,1990.
Final Penalty Policy for EPCRA §§ 302, 303, 304, 311, and 312 and for CERCLA
§ 103, June 13, 1990.
Interim Agency Policy on Contribution Protection Clauses in CERCLA
Settlements, Apri110, 1991.
Model CERCLA Remedial DesignlRemedial Action Consent Decree, June 21,
1991.
Superfund Accelerated Cleanup Model (SACM) approved by the Administrator of
EPA, February 27, 1992.
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan; Lender
Liability Under CERCLA; Final Rule; 57 Fed. Reg. 18344, April 29, 1992.

This seminar material is for instructional purposes only. Application to specific legal or
factual issues necessitates a detailed analysis beyond that provided herein.
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1992

1993
1993
1993
1993

1994
1994

Citizen Suits Under Section 310 of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act; Final Rule; 57 Fed. Reg. 55038, November 23,
1992.
Model Administrative Order on Consent for Removal Actions, March 16, 1993.
Model Unilateral Administrative Order for Removal Response Activities, March
16, 1993.
Revised Policy on Discretionary Information Release Under CERCLA, March 31,
1993.
Amendment to the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency
Plan; Procedures for Planning and Implementing Off-Site Response Actions; Final
Rule; 58 Fed. Reg. 49200, September 22, 1993.
CERCLA Administrative Hearing Procedures for Claims Asserted Against the
Superfund; Final Rule; 59 Fed. Reg. 25, January 3, 1994.
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan; Cooperative
Agreements and Superfund State Contracts for Superfund Response Actions; Final
Rule; 59 Fed. Reg. 35852, July 14, 1994.

II.

OVERVIEW OF SUPERFUND

A. Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation and
("CERCLA", also known as "Superfund"), 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et seq.

Liability

Act

1. Signed into law by President Jimmy Carter in 1980, after four years of
congressional infighting resulted in compromise bill. The democratic Congress
pushed to pass Superfund legislation prior to the Reagan administration and Senate
republican majority.
2. Congress authorized the expenditure of $1.5 billion over five years, funded 87%
through taxes on crude oil and 42 commercial chemicals.
3. In Kentucky, by July 1984, there were six sites on the National Priorities List
(NPL) with one additional site being considered for NPL listing and two
emergency removals.
The State of Kentucky had submitted 15 sites for
consideration by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
Superfund action.

4. Passage of CERCLA was prompted by media attention to "Love Canal" in New
York and "Valley of Drums" in Kentucky.l

See 20-page investigative report entitled "Warning: Toxic Waste" in Louisville Courier-Journal,
November 25-December 4, 1979.
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B. Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), Public Law No. 99-499,
October 17, 1986.

1. Signed into law by President Ronald Reagan after passage in Congress by an
overwhelming majority despite strong industry opposition.
2. Congress authorized the expenditure of $8.5 billion over five years; including an
"environmental tax" broadly encompassing American manufacturers.
3. In Kentucky, by May 1987, there were 17 sites on the NPL, 26 non-NPL sites
which required Superfund removal actions, and 525 sites listed for investigation. 2
4. Currently in Kentucky, there are 20 sites on the National Priority List (NPL).
C. Superfund Generally
1. Superfund primarily deals with old, abandoned waste sites. It empowers EPA to
compel potentially responsible parties (PRPs) to cleanup these waste sites or to
have EPA clean them up through EPA contractors and sue the PRPs for
reimbursement of all costs associated with the remedy.
2. There are no provisions for approval of or substitution with State programs.
3. Superfund additionally sets up an important notification system concerning the
release of hazardous substances.
4. CERCLA § 104 (42 U.S.C. § 9604(a»3 states in part:
(1) Whenever (a) any hazardous substance is released or there is a substantial
threat of such a release into the environment, or (b) there is a release or substantial
threat of release into the environment of any pollutant or contaminant which may
present an imminent and substantial danger to the public health or welfare, the
President is authorized to act, consistent with the national contingency plan, to
remove or arrange for the removal of, and provide for remedial action relating to
such hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant at any time ... "
5. The Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 11001-11050) was passed by Congress as Title ill to SARA. It contains
significant disclosure procedures but it not dealt with in this outline.
6. Superfund Hotline: 1-800-424-9346
2

See three-part, II-page investigative report entitled "Toxic Time Bomb: Still Ticking" in

Louisville Courier-Journal, May 24-26, 1987.
3

Where only CERCLA sections are noted in the remainder of the outline, they are generally
incorporated in the Federal statutes beginning with the 42 U.S.C. § 9600 series.
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ill.

SELECTED DEFINITIONS

A. Release (CERCLA § 101(22»:
II ••• any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, discharging, injecting,
escaping, leaching, dumping, or disposing into the environment II (CERCLA §
101(22». It excludes releases resulting in exposure to persons solely within a
workplace, emissions from many engine exhausts including motor vehicles, aircraft and
vessels, some radioactive material and the normal application of fertilizer. Federally
permitted releases as described in CERCLA § 101(10)(A) are also excluded through
the action ofCERCLA § 1070} and § 103 (b)(2).

B. Environment (CERCLA § 101(8»:
1. liThe navigable waters, the waters of the contiguous zone, and the ocean
waters ... and ll (CERCLA § 101(8)(A»;

2. lIany other surface water, groundwater, drinking water supply, land surface or
subsurface strata, or ambient air ... II (CERCLA § 101(8)(B»;
3. Indoor air is not ambient air, and therefore, arguably exempt through 40 CPR Part
50. 1(e).
C. Hazardous Substance (CERCLA § 101(14»:
1. Various definitions pursuant to CERCLA:
a. lIany substance designated pursuant II to Section 1321(b)(2)(A), (CERCLA §
101(14)(B»;
b.

II any element, compound, mixture, solution, or substance designated pursuant II
to Section 9602 of this title (CERCLA § 101(14)(B»;

c. lIany hazardous waste having the characteristics identified under or listed
pursuant to Section 3001 of the Solid Waste Disposal Act [42 U.S.C.A. §
6921]. .. 11 (CERCLA § 101(14)(C»;
d. lIany toxic pollutant listed ll under Section 1317(a) of Title 33 (CERCLA §
101(14)(D»;
e. lIany hazardous air pollutant listed ll under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act [42
U.S.C.A. § 7412] (CERCLA § 101(14)(E»; and
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f

"any imminently hazardous chemical substance or mixture with respect to
which the Administrator has taken action pursuant II to Section 2606 of Title 15
(CERCLA § 10 1(14)(F)).

2. Petroleum and natural gas exclusion (CERCLA § 101(14)). See Wilshire
Westwood Associates v. Atlantic Richfield Corp., 881 F.2d 801 (9th Cir., August
7, 1989).
Recent Cases:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Cose v. Getty Oil Co., 4 F.3d 700 (9th Cir. 1993).
United States v. Alcan Aluminum Corp., 964 F.2d 252 (3d Cir. 1992).
Bunger v. Hartman, 797 F.Supp. 968 (S.D. Fla. 1992).
Portsmouth Redev. and Hous. Auth. v. BMI Apartments Assocs., 827
F.Supp. 354 (E.D. Va. 1993).
e. Ulvestad v. Chevron U.S.A.. Inc., 818 F.Supp. 292 (C.D. Cal. 1993).

3. Hazardous substances are not to be confused with hazardous waste. Hazardous
substances are much more broadly defined. (CERCLA § 101(14))
4. Superfund cleanup liability attaches to the presence of any hazardous substance at
a site. The reportable quantities (RQ) cut off for release notification do not limit
liability for cleanup.
5. As of August 1989, 724 substances were specifically listed as hazardous
substances in 40 CFR Part 302. As is seen above, the list is potentially much
larger.
6. Although asbestos is a hazardous substance, see description of CERCLA
II structural
exclusion II (CERCLA § 104(a)(3)(B)) in Retirement Community
Developers. Inc v. Merine, C.A. No. PN-87-2462 (D. Md. 1989).
D. Pollutant/Contaminant (CERCLA § 101(33)):
1. "... shall include, but not be limited to, any element, substance, compound, or
mixture, including disease-causing agents, which after release into the environment
and upon exposure, ingestion, inhalation, or assimilation into any organism, either
directly from the environment or indirectly by ingestion through food chains, will
or may reasonably be anticipated to cause death, disease, behavioral abnormalities,
cancer, genetic mutation, physiological malfunctions (including malfunctions in
reproduction) or physical deformations, such organisms or their offspring ... "
(CERCLA § 101(33)).
2. There is a singular similar petroleum and natural gas exclusion as that for
hazardous substances. (CERCLA § 101(33))
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3. Reporting is not required for release of "pollutant or contaminant" and, although
EPA is authorized to respond to such releases, parties are not liable in a cost
recovery action. (CERCLA § 103 and § 107)
E. Person (CERCLA § 101(21)):
1. "... means an individual, firm, corporation, assoclatlOn, partnership, consortium,
joint venture, commercial entity, United States Government, State, municipality,
commission, political subdivision of a State, or any interstate body." (CERCLA §
101(21))
2. This section is argued as a basis for the personal liability of management and
employee liability. U.S. v. A.C. Lawrence Leather Company, Inc. et al., No. 8201-07-L (D.N.H. 1982); U.S. v. Northeastern Pharmaceutical and Chemical Co.
(NEPACCO), 810 F.2d 726 (8th Cir. 1986), Cert. denied, 108 S.Ct. 146 (1987);
U.S. v. Bliss, 667 F.Supp. 1298 (E.D. Mo. 1987); U.S. v. Conservation
Chemical Co. oflllinois, 680 F.Supp. 1236 (N.D. Ind. 1987).
a. "owner or operator" includes "person" (CERCLA § 101(20)(A)(iii) and §
107);
b. "person" includes "individual" (CERCLA § 101(21));
c. "owner or operator" is liable (CERCLA § 107)
3. States can be liable parties; Pennsylvania v. Union Gas Co., 109 S.Ct. 2273
(1989). (CERCLA § 101(20)(D) and (21)).
F. Owner and Operator (CERCLA § 101(20)):
1. CERCLA ~ 107(a)(1) states that the "owner and operator of a vessel or
facility ... shall be liable for:

a. all costs of removal or remedial action incurred by the United States
Government or a State ... ;
b. any other necessary costs of response incurred by any other person consistent
with the national contingency plan;
c. damages for injury to, destruction of, or loss of natural resources, including the
reasonable costs of assessing such injury, destruction, or loss resulting from
such a release; and
d. the costs of any health assessment or health effects study carried out under
section 9604(i) of this title."
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2. CERCLA § 101(20) defines "owner or operator" as it pertains to its relationship
with:
a. a vessel
b. a facility
c. a hazardous substance which has been accepted for transportation by a
common or contract carrier
d. a hazardous substance which has been delivered by a common or contract
carrier to a disposal or treatment facility

IV.

LIABILITY

A. SCOPE, COVERAGE AND DEFENSES UNDER CERCLA § 107
1. Scope [42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)(4)]:

(A) all costs of removal or remedial action incurred by the United States
Government or a State or an Indian tribe not inconsistent with the national
contingency plan; (B) any other necessary costs of response incurred by any other
person consistent with the national contingency plan; (C) damages for injury to,
destruction of, or loss of natural resources, including the reasonable costs of
assessing such injury, destruction, or loss resulting from such a release; and (D) the
costs of any health assessment or health effects study carried out under Section
104(i).
2. Covered Persons [42 U.S.C. § 9607(a)]:
(1) the owner and operator of a vessel or a facility, (2) any person who at the time
of disposal of any hazardous substance owned or operated any facility at which
such hazardous substances were disposed of, (3) any person who by contract,
agreement, or otherwise arranged for disposal or treatment, or arranged with a
transporter for transport for disposal or treatment, of hazardous substances owned
or possessed by such person, by any other party or entity, at any facility or
incineration vessel owned or operated by another party or entity and containing
such hazardous substances, and (4) any person who accepts or accepted any
hazardous substances for transport to disposal or treatment facilities, incineration
vessels or sites selected by such person, from which there is a release, or a
threatened release which causes the incurrence of response costs, of a hazardous
substance, shall be liable ... "
3. Defenses [42 U.S.C. § 9607(b)]:
There shall be no liability under subsection (a) of this section for a person

otherWise liable who can establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the
release or threat of release of a hazardous substance and the damages resulting
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therefrom were caused solely by... (l) an act of God; (2) an act of war; (3) an act
or omission of a third party other than an employee or agent of the defendant, or
than one whose act or omission occurs in connection with a contractual
relationship, existing directly or indirectly, with the defendant .. .if the defendant
establishes by a preponderance of the evidence that (a) he exercised due care with
respect ot the hazardous substance concerned, taking into consideration the
characteristics of such hazardous substance, in light of all relevant facts and
circumstances, and (b) he took precautions against foreseeable acts of omissions of
any such third party and the consequences that could foreseeably result from such
acts or omissions; or (4) any combination of the foregoing paragraphs.
B. STRICT LIABILITY
l. "Liability... shall be construed to be the standard ... under Section 1321 of Title 33."
(CERCLA § 101(33». This is a reference to the Clean Water Act which Courts
have construed to impose strict liability.

2. Negligence is not an issue. Compliance with Federal, State, and local laws is
immaterial.
3. Cases:
a. State of New York v. Shore Realty, 759 F.2d 1032 (2d Cir. 1985)
b. U.S. v. Ward, 618 F.Supp. 884 (E.D. N.C. 1985)
c. Rylands v. Fletcher, L.R. 3 HL. 330 (1868)
C. JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY

1. According to legislative intent and case law, each PRP is potentially liable for the
entire cost of cleanup and associated costs regardless of the PRPs actual
contribution of waste to the site. This has also been described as "deep pocket"
liability.
2. Note that, in cases where the damages are divisible, joint and several liability may
be avoided. Chern-Dyne Corp., 575 F.Supp. 802 (S.D. Ohio 1983).
3. Cases:
a. United States v. Alcan Aluminum Corp., 964 F.2d 252 (3d Cir. 1992), reh'g,
en banc, denied, 1992 U.S. App. LEXIS 17,371 (3d Cir. 1992).
b. United States v. Alcan Aluminum Corp., 990 F.2d 711 (2d Cir. 1993).
c. Hatco Corp. v. W.R. Grace & Co.-Conn., 836 F.Supp. 1049 (D.N.I. 1993).
d. United States v. Rohm and Haas Co., 2 F.3d 1265 (3d Cir. 1993), reh'g, en

bane, denied, 1993 U.S. App. LEXIS 27,769 (3d Cir. 1993).
e. Bell Petroleum Services, Inc. v. Sequa Corp., 3 F.3d 889 (5th Cir. 1993).
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f u.s. v. A & F Materials Company, 578 F.Supp. 1249 (S.D. TIL 1984).
g. United States of America v. Northeastern Pharmaceutical and Chemical
Company. Inc., 20 ERC 1401 (W.D. Mo. 1984).
h. United States v. Conservation Chemical Co., 20 ERC 1427 (W.D. Mo.
1984).
D. RETROACTIVE LIABILITY
1. PRPs are liable for actions that they took prior to CERCLA's enactment in 1980.
2. Cases:
a. Caldwell v. Gurley Refining Company, 755 F.2d 645 (8th Cir. 1985)
b. U.S. v. South Carolina Recycling and Disposal. Inc., 21 ERC 1577 (D. S.C.
1984)
E. LIABILITY OF SUCCESSOR CORPORATIONS
1. Successor corporations who buy stock, assets, equity from a predecessor
corporation, or who simply carry on the same business as the predecessor
corporation have increasingly found liability under CERCLA. 4
2. Cases:
a. United States v. Mexico Feed and Seed Co .. Inc., 980 F.2d 478 (8th Cir.
1992).
b. United States v. Carolina Transformer Co., 978 F.2d 832 (4th Cir. 1992).
c. Chesapeake and Potomac Tel. Co. of Va. v. Peck Iron & Metal Co., 814
F.Supp. 1266 (E.D. Va. 1992).
d. City Envtl.. Inc. v. U.S. Chemical Co., 814 F.Supp. 624 (E.D. Mich. 1993).
e. City Management Corp. v. U.S. Chemical Co., Nos. 93-1348, 93-1396 (6th
Cir., Nov. 10, 1994).
f Kleen Laundry & Dry Cleaning Services. Inc. v. total Waste Management.
Inc., No. 91-493-JD (D.N.H., Oct. 12, 1994).
g. Chicago Cutlery. Inc. v. Hurlin, No. C-93-527-JD (D.N.H., Oct. 31, 1994).
h. Hunt's Generator Committee v. Babcock & Wilcox Co., No. 93-C-324 (E.D.
Wis., Sept. 29, 1994).
1.
United States v. Vermont American Corp., No.1:93-CV-912 (W.D. Mich.,
Sept. 29, 1994).

4

See United States EPA Memorandum, dated June 13, 1984, entitled "Liability of Corporation
Shareholders and Successor Corporations for Abandoned Sites under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act."

j-
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3. Cases Involving Inactive Corporations:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Louisiana-Pacific Corp. v. ASARCO Inc., 5 F.3d 431 (9th Cir. 1993).
Stychno v. Ohio Edison Co., 806 F.Supp. 663 (N.D. Ohio 1992).
BASF Corp. v. Central Transport, Inc., 830 F.Supp. 1011 (E.D. Mich. 1993).
United States v. Distler, 741 F.Supp. 643 (W.D. Ky. 1990).
Chicago Cutlery, Inc. v. Hurlin, No. C-93-527-JD (D.N.H., Oct. 31, 1994).

F. CORPORATE SHAREHOLDER LIABILITY
1. EP A takes the position that a corporate shareholder may be liable under
CERCLA.5
2. Traditional theories of "piercing the corporate veil"; Sham corporation,
instrumentality theory, alter ego, and fraud; See White v. Winchester Land
Development Corp., 584 S.W. 2d 56 (Ky. App. 1979).
3. EPA's position regarding CERCLA; shareholder is liable if: 6
a. Owned, operated, or otherwise controlled activities at such facility immediately
prior to abandonment (CERCLA § 107(a)(2); § 101(20)(A)(iii»;
b. Arranged for the disposal or treatment (or arranged with a transporter for the
disposal or treatment) of the hazardous substance (CERCLA § 107(a)(4».
4. "Individual liability under CERCLA § 107(a) may flow to persons who are
officers, directors, shareholders and employees of a corporation from the meaning
of 'operator' under CERCLA."
5. Cases:
a. Kelley ex reI. State of Mich. v. Kysor Indus. Corp., 826 F.Supp. 1089 (W.D.
Mich. 1993).
b. Donahey v. Bogle, 987 F.2d 1250 (6th Cir. 1993).
c. CBS, Inc. v. Henkin, 803 F.Supp. 1426 (N.D. Ind. 1992).
d. Robertshaw Controls Co. v. Watts Regulator Co., 807 F.Supp. 144 (D.Me.
1992).
e. United States v. Northeastern Pharmaceutical and Chemical Company, Inc.,
et aI., 579 F.Supp. 823 (W.D. Mo. 1984)

5

6

rd.
rd.
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6. Parent corporation liability for subsidiary actions; cases:
a. Lansford-Coaldale Joint Water Auth. v. Tonolli Corp., 4 F.3d 1209 (3d Cir.
1993).
b. United States v. Kayser-Roth Corp., 910 F.2d 24 (lst Cir. 1990), Cert.
denied, U.S. S.Ct. No. 90-816, February 19, 1991.
c. Joslyn Manufacturing Co. v. T.L. James & Co., 893 F.2d 80 (5th Cir. 1990),
Cert. Denied, U.S. S.Ct. No. 89-1973, February 19, 1991.
G. INNOCENT PURCHASER LIABILITY
1. This section was added through SARA to give relief to certain innocent purchasers
of real estate. It is limited, however, as described below.
2. It is codified in the definition section of CERCLA and embodied in the definition
of "contractual relationship" (CERCLA ~ 101(35); 42 U.S.C. ~ 9601(35)(A) and
(B». It is effective through the liability section of CERCLA ~ 107(b)(3). [42
U.S.C. ~ 9607(b)(3)].
3. Legislative history; House debate, 131 Congo Rec. H11157-11162 (Daily Ed.
December 5, 1982); H.R. 2817, CERCLA ~ 107(g); Conference Committee
Report at 186-88.
4. It excludes Superfund liability attendant to "contractual relationship" section of
CERCLA (CERCLA ~ 107(B)(3); 42 U.S.C. ~ 9607(B)(3» by excluding real
estate transfers of ownership if one of the following is established (CERCLA ~
101(35)(A); 42 U.S.C. ~ 9601(35)(A)(i».
a. At the time the defendant acquired the facility, the defendant did not know and
had no reason to know that any hazardous substance which is the subject of the
release or threatened release was disposed of on, in, or at the facility.
(CERCLA ~ 101(35)(A)(ii».
b. The defendant is a government entity which acquired the facility by escheat, or
through any other involuntary transfer or acquisition, or through the exercise
of eminent domain authority by purchase or condemnation. (CERCLA ~
10 1(35)(A».
c. The defendant acquired the facility by inheritance or bequest. (CERCLA
10 1(35)(A)(iii».
5. However, the new owner must have used "all appropriate inquiry" defined below:

" ... the defendant must have undertaken, at the time of acquisition, all
appropriate inquiry into the previous ownership and uses of the property
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consistent with good commercial or customary practice in an effort to
minimize liability. The purposes of the preceding sentence the court shall
take into account any specialized knowledge or experience on the part of
the defendant, the relationship of uncontaminated, commonly known or
reasonably ascertainable information about the property, the obviousness
of the presence or likely presence of contamination at the property, and
the ability to detect such contamination by appropriate inspection."
(CERCLA §101 (35)(B))
6. Furthermore, the innocent purchaser cannot transfer the real estate without
disclosing the threat of hazardous substances once he discovers that condition:
" ... Notwithstanding this paragraph, if the defendant obtained actual
knowledge of the release or threatened release of a hazardous substance
at such facility when the defendant owned the real property and then
subsequently transferred ownership of the property to another person
without disclosing such knowledge, such defendant shall be treated as
liable ... " (CERCLA §101 (35(C))
7. Cases:
a. Kerr-McGee Chern. v. Lefton Iron & Metal Co., 14 F.3d 321 (7th Cir.
1994).
b. Steego Corp. v. Ravenal, 830 F.Supp. 42 (D. Mass. 1992).
c. HRW Sys., Inc. Washington Gas Light Co., 823 F.Supp. 318 (D. Md.
1993).
d. United States v. Petersen Sand and Gravel, Inc., 806 F.Supp. 1346
(N.D. Ill. 1992).
e. United States v. Broderick Investment Co., No. 86-Z-369 (D. Colo.,
Aug. 26, 1994).
OIL
AND
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCE
POLLUTION
H. NATIONAL
CONTINGENCY PLAN: LENDER LIABILITY UNDER CERCLA; Federal
Register, April 29, 1992, Vol. 57, No. 83 (40 CFR 300.1100)
1. The definition section of CERCLA excludes " ... a person, who, without
participating in the management of a vessel or facility, holds indicia of ownership
primarily to protect his security interest in the vessel or facility" (CERCLA §
101(20)(A)(iii)) from the definition of "owner or operator" (CERCLA §101(20)).
Depending on the facts, such a person can seek to avoid liability under the "owner
or operator" portion of the liability section of CERCLA.
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2. The Lender Liability Rule only affords protection under CERCLA. Other Federal
environmental laws may subject a lender to liability even if the precautions of the
Lender Liability Rule were followed by a lending institution. Furthermore, state
and local laws may impose sanctions on a lender for certain environmental
activities concerning secured interests.
3. Court cases interpreting the exclusion tum on the issues of foreclosure, exercise of
control by lender, participation in management, benefit derived by lender, and
capacity to influence.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Waterville Indus .. Inc. v. Finance Auth. of Me., 984 F.2d 549 (1st Cir. 1993).
United States v. McLamb,S F.3d 69 (4th Cir. 1993).
Northeast Doran. Inc. v. Key Bank of Maine, 15 F.3d 1 (lst Cir. 1994).
In re Cuyahoga Equip. Corp., 980 F.2d 110 (2d Cir. 1992).
Ashland Oil. Inc. v. Sonford Prods. Corp., 810 F.Supp. 1057 (D. Minn.
1993).
f United States v. Fleet Factors Corp., 821 F.Supp. 707 (S.D. Ga. 1993).
g. United States v. Maryland Bank & Trust Company, 632 F.Supp. 573 (D. Md.
1986).
4. Kelley v. EPA, No. 92-1312 (D.C. Cir., February 4, 1994):
"The D.C. Circuit vacated EPA's lender liability rule, holding that EPA lacks
authority to restrict by regulation private rights of action arising under CERCLA.
EP A promulgated the rule to limit lender liability under CERCLA by providing
guidance as to when participation by lenders in the management of a facility might
cause them to forfeit their secured-creditor exemption from CERCLA liability. The
court vacated the rule, however, because Congress did not intend EPA to have
authority to define and limit a party's liability under CERCLA § 107. "7
5. Underground Storage Tanks--Lender Liability (40 CFR Parts 280 and 281):
"The EPA is proposing conditions under which certain security interest holders
may be exempted from the RCRA Subtitle I corrective action, technical, and
financial responsibility regulatory requirements that apply to an UST owner and
operator. (See 40 CFR Part 280)"8
I.

STATE LIABILITY
1. A State is not liable as an "owner or operator" if it acquired ownership or control
of contaminated property " .. .involuntarily through bankruptcy, tax delinquency,
abandonment, or other circumstances in which the government involuntarily
acquires title by virtue of its function as sovereign" (CERCLA ~101(20)(D)). The

7

8

Environmental Law Reporter Update, Vol. 24, No.5, February 14, 1994.
Federal Register, Vol. 59, No. 112, Monday, June 13, 1994.
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State cannot, however, contribute to the release or threatened release of a
hazardous substance from the property.
2. "Contractual relationship" does not include governments which acquire property
through escheat, involuntary transfer, or acquisition or the exercise of eminent
domain. (CERCLA §101(35)(A))
3. States, however, can be liable as potentially responsible parties in Superfund
actions. Pennsylvania v. Union Gas Co., 199 S.Ct. 2273 (1989) (Superfund
cleanup of hazardous waste seepage at a coal gasification plant in Pennsylvania).
Kentucky filed an amicus brief in this case.
4. Mere permitting of a facility does not necessarily impart Superfund liability to
States. U.S. v. Dart Industries, 847 F.2d 144 (4th Cir. 1988).
J. FEDERAL FACILITIES

1. DOD Sites
a. As of February 11, 1991, there were 116 DOD sites on the Superfund National
Priorities List (NPL) including at least 12 formerly used properties.
b. IRP has addressed> 17,000 sites at over 1,800 installations.
c. 16,000 preliminary assessments.
d. 9,000 site inspections.
e. 5,400 Remedial InvestigationslFeasibility Studies (RIfFS).
f

1,400 remedial actions.

g. 51 NPL sites with DOD-EPA interagency agreements.
h. 6,980 formerly used sites identified
1.

Army IRP sites
(1) 1,266 installations
(2) 10,459 sites
(3) 5,036 sites require no further action

J.

In 1984, DOD estimated that IRP would cost $l.5 billion.

k.

In 1986, DOD estimated that IRP would cost $5-10 billion.
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1.

DERP funding> $1 billion in fiscal year 1991.

m. Rocky Mountain Arsenal, Colorado could cost $1-5 billion to remediate.
n. The National Toxic Campaign Fund (The U.S. Militaty's Toxic Legacy,
January 1991), claims that EPA estimates DOD cleanups will cost $20-40
billion and cites a newspaper interview with the DOD Inspector General's
Office in stating that cleanup could reach $100-200 billion.
2. Citations and Agencies
a. Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP); 10 U.S.C. §§2701-2707
b. Construction Projects for Environmental Response Actions; 10 U.S.C. §2810
c. Defense Environmental Response Account (DERA); 10 U.S.C. §2703
d. Executive Order No. 12316; 46 Federal Register 42237 (1981)
e. Executive Order No. 12580 of January 23, 1987; 52 Federal Register 2923
(January 29, 1987)
f

Report by the Comptroller General of the United States, "Efforts to Cleanup
DOD-Owned in Active Waste Disposal Sites"; AD-AI54306; GAOINSIAD85- 41; April 12, 1985

g. Proposed Defense Priority Model (Environmental); 52 Federal Register 44204
(November 18, 1987)
h. Department of Defense & State Memorandum of Agreement (DSMOA); 54
Federal Register 3158 (July 28, 1989)
1.

DOD-Army; Environmental effects of Army actions; 32 CFR Part 651,
November 16, 1988, Federal Register

J.

Defense Environmental Restoration Program--Annual Report to Congress for
fiscal year 1990; February, 1991, AD-A231 362

k. U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (ASTHMA)
3. Installation Restoration Program (IRP)
a. Created by the Department of the Army in 1975 in response to contamination
found at sites such as the Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Colorado.
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b. Expanded to all army installations and in 1976 throughout Department of
Defense (OOD).
c. Navy and Air Force formerly undertake IRP in 1980.
d. Purpose--identify, evaluate, and contain contamination.
Defense
Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum 80-6 (June 24, 1980).
4. CERCLA §104(a); 42 U.S.C. §9604(a)--Removal and other Remedial Action by
the President
a. Authorizes the President to respond with removal and remediation actions
when there is a release or threat of release of any hazardous substance,
pollutant, or contaminant.
b. For DOD facilities, delegated to the Secretary of Defense. Executive Order
No. 12316 (1981); Executive Order No. 12580 (1987). (See also 42 U.S.C.
§115)
5. Executive Order No. 12580 (1987) §2(O)
"... the functions vested in the President by Sections 104(a), (b) and (c)(4);
113(k); 117(a) and (c); 119 and 121 of the Act [Superfund] are delegated
to the Secretaries of Defense and Energy, with respect to releases or
threatened releases where either the release is on or the sole source of the
release is from any facility or vessel under the jurisdiction, custody or
control of their department, respectively ... These functions must be
exercised consistent with the requirements of Section 120 of the Act
[Superfund]. "
6. CERCLA §120; Federal Facilities
a. 42 U.S.C. §9620(a)--Application of Chapter [Superfund] to Federal
Government.
(1) In general.--Each department, agency, and instrumentality of the United
States (including the executive, legislative, and judicial branches of
government) shall be subject to, and comply with, this chapter in the same
manner and to the same extent, both procedurally and substantively, as any
nongovernmental entity, including liability under section 9607 of this title.
Nothing in this Section shall be construed to affect the liability of any
person or entity under sections 9606 and 9607.
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(2) Application of requirements to Federal facilities.--A11 guidelines, rules,
regulations, and criteria which are applicable to preliminary assessments
carried out under this chapter for facilities at which hazardous substances
are located, applicable to evaluations of such facilities under the National
Contingency Plan, applicable to inclusion on the National Priorities List, or
applicable to remedial actions at such facilities shall also be applicable to
facilities which are owned or operated by a department, agency, or
instrumentality of the United States in the same manner and to the extent as
such guidelines, rules, regulations, and criteria are applicable to other
facilities. No department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States
may adopt or utilize any such guidelines, rules, regulations, or criteria
which are inconsistent with the guidelines, rules, regulations, and criteria
established by the Administrator under this chapter...
(3) State laws.--State laws concerning removal and remedial action, including
State laws regarding enforcement, shall apply to removal and remedial
action at facilities owned or operated by a department, agency, or
instrumentality of the United States when such facilities are not included on
the National Priorities List. The preceding sentence shall not apply to the
extent a State law would apply any standard or requirement to such
facilities which is more stringent than the standards and requirements
applicable to facilities which are not owned or operated by any such
department, agency, or instrumentality.
b. Federal Agency Hazardous Waste Compliance Docket; 42 U.S.C. §9620(c).
See also 55 Federal Register 34492 (August 22, 1990).
c. Facility assessment is to be consistent with the National Contingency Plan
(NCP) with inclusion of facilities on the National Priorities List. NCP listing
shall be on the same basis as non-Federal sites. 42 U.S.C. §9620(D)
d. Remedial action shall be through an interagency agreement with EPA and
subject to public paiticipation. 42 U.S.C. §9620(E)(2)
e. Interagency agreements allow EPA to determine remedial action if EPA does
not agree with Federal agency responsible for the facility. 42 U.S.C.
§9620(E)(4)
f

EPA may enter into agreement with PRPs other than the Federal agency
responsible for the facility. 42 U.S.C. §9620(E)(6)

g. State and local participation. 42 U.S.C. §9620(F)
h. Property transferred by Federal agencies. 42 U.S.C. §9602(H)
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i.

Obligations under Solid Waste Disposal Act. 42 U.S.C. §9620(I)
"Nothing in this section shall affect or impair the obligation of any
department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States to
comply with any requirements of the Solid Waste Disposal Act
(including corrective action requirements)."

7. Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP); 10 U.S.C. §§2701-2707
a. Established by SARA §211
b. Program goals; 10 U.S.C. §2701(B)

(l) The identification, investigation, research and development, and cleanup of
contamination from hazardous substances, pollutants, and contaminants.
(2) Correction of other environmental damage (such as detection and disposal
of unexploded ordinance) which creates an imminent and substantial
endangerment to the public health or welfare or to the environment.
(3) Demolition and removal of unsafe buildings and structures of the
Department of Defense at sites formerly used by or under the jurisdiction
of the Secretary.
c. The program "... shall be carried out subject to, and in a manner consistent with
10 U.S.C.
Section 120 [of Superfund, related to Federal facilities]".
§2701(A)(2)
d. The program "... shall be carried out in consultation... " with the EPA.
U.S.C. §2701(A)(3)

10

e. The program applies to sites or facilities currently or in the past owned by,
leased to, or otherwise possessed by DOD. 10 U.S.C. §2701(C)
f

Commonly found unregulated hazardous substances. 10 U.S.C. §2704

g. Notice to EPA, State and local authorities and opportunities to comment.
h. Selected definitions are the same as those in 42 U.S.C .. §9601 (Superfund).
8. Selected RCRA Sections
a. Application of Federal, State, and local law to Federal facilities. 42 U.S.C.
§6961
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b. Corrective action. 42 US.C. §6926. See also 55 Federal Register, 30798,
30857 (July 27, 1990)
K. OTHER LIABILITY IN GENERAL

1. Punitive damages are available to the government against PRPs who refuse to obey
a Section 106 order. PRPs may be:
a. Assessed punitive damages three times the costs incurred by the fund as a
result of the PRPs failure to act. (CERCLA § 107(c)(3».
b. Assessed $25,000 per day for failing to comply with a CERCLA § 106 or §
104(e) order. (CERCLA § 106(b) and § 104(e».
c. However, see IT Corp. v. Motco Site Trust Fund, No. H-91-3532 (S.D.
Tex., Dec. 13, 1994), in which the district court set aside ajury's $28.5 million
punitive damages verdict against a company in a suit brought by a contractor
the company hired to cleanup the Motco Superfund site in Texas. Although
evidence supported the jury's verdict that the ·company breached the contract
with the contractor, the evidence did not support jury findings that the
company defrauded the contractor or that punitive damages could be imposed.
2. Natural Resource damages may be sought in compliance with U.S. Department of
Interior regulations at 40 CFR 300.72-74; CERCLA § 107(a); Ohio v.
Department of the Interior, CA. No. 86-1529 (D.C. Cir. 1989).
3. Lessee Liability Cases:
a. Lansco Inc. v. Department of Environmental Protection, 350 A.2d 520 (N.l
Super. 1975).
b. City of Bridgeton v. B.P. Oil. Inc., 369 A.2d 49 (N.J. Super. 1976).
c. State Department of Environmental Protection v. Exxon Corp., 376 A.2d
1339 (N.l Super. 1977).
d. Joslyn Manufacturing Co. v. Koppers Co., No. 93-5553 (5th Cir., Dec. 28,
1994).
4. Allocation by Federal Court--"Gore Factors"; Equity arguments; U.S. v. A & F
Materials, 578 F.Supp. 1249 (N.D. Ill. 1984); CERCLA § 113(F).
5. Municipal Liability:
a. Exists where county is the owner of a landfill site.
b. US. v. New Castle, 642 F.Supp. 1258 (D.c. DeL 1986).
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6. Real estate developers may face CERCLA liability. See Tanglewood East
Homeowners v. Charles-Thomas, Inc., 849 F.2d 1568 (5th Cir. 1988).

v.

PROCESS

A. Response authorities are triggered:

"whenever (A) any hazardous substance is released or there is substantial
threat of such a release into the environment, (B) or there is a release or
substantial threat of release into the environment of any pollutant or
contaminant which may present an imminent and substantial danger to the
public health or welfare." (CERCLA §104(a))
B. Preliminary Assessment (P A)--usually a file review of sites to determine status and

need for further review in a site investigation.
C. Site Investigation (SI)--usually a "hands-on" investigation at a site involving sampling
and a hazard ranking system (RRS) calculation. Eagle-Picher Indus. v. EPA, 759
F.2d 905 (D.C. Cir. 1985).
D. The EP A provides grant money to Kentucky to assist in the P AlSI process.

E. Removal (CERCLA §104):
1. Immediate or planned removal of hazardous substances, pollutants or
contaminants.
2. Little restriction on EPA action "which the President deems necessary to protect
the public health or welfare or the environment." (CERCLA §104(a)(I)(B)).
3. Limited to a $2 million expenditure over 12 months (doubled by SARA;
CERCLA §104(c)).
4. Removals are available for any site, regardless of listing on National Priorities List
(NPL; 40 CFR 300).
F. Remedial action (CERCLA §104, §105, and §121):
I. Selection of long-term remedies for sites listed on National Priorities List. (NPL;
40 CFR 300.66(c)(2)).
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2. Sites are to be selected on the basis of the Hazard Ranking System (HRS)
(CERCLA ~105(c)). The HRS is also known as the "Mitre" model. Currently, a
site's score must be greater than 28.5 to be listed. The model takes into account
waste volume, toxicity, nearness of population and drinking water source, etc.
City of Soughton v. U.S. EPA, Nos. 86-1492 et al. (D.C. Cir. 1988).
3. Cleanups are to be in accordance with the National Contingency Plan (NCP)
which was originally developed in the 1972 Clean Water Act. (CERCLA ~105).
4. There is no dollar limitation to remedial action.
5. Remedial actions are to be cost effective, "taking into account the total short- and
long-term costs of such actions, including the costs of operation and
maintenance." (CERCLA ~121(a)).
6. Work plans are developed to sample and study a site.
7. Sites are studied through a Remedial InvestigationlFeasibility Study (RIfFS). The
RIlFS, as defined by the work plan, provides for sampling of the site,
characterization of site conditions, and the development of remedial costs and
options. The costs in developing RIlFS range from $500,000 and $5,000,000.
8. The choice of remedies suggested by the RIlFS is made by EPA in review of the
RIlFS. This "Record of Decision" (ROD) is published in the Federal Register and
subject to public and State participation. (CERCLA ~117 and ~121(F)).
9. Many sites are broken up into operable units (OU) to allow for remedial action to
proceed even during study of the entire site.
10. For site remedies leaving hazardous substances, pollutants or contaminants in
place, EPA must review the site's status every five years to determine if further
action is necessary. (CERCLA ~121(c)).
G. Data Generation
1. Reports and studies (CERCLA ~9651).

2. Agency for toxic substances and disease registry (ATSDR) (CERCLA ~104(i)).
Studies on the toxicology and epidemiology of hazardous substances at
Superfund Sites.
H. Opportunity for public participation (CERCLA ~117) is required and grants up to
$50,000 are available to public groups for use in technical assistance.
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I.

$10,000 bounty authorized by EPA for information on CERCLA violators. Federal
Register, June 21, 1989.

VI.

STATE RELATIONSHIP

A. No fund financed remedy is authorized unless the EPA has a "contract or co-operative
agreement" with the State. (CERCLA §9604(c)(3))
1. Ten percent on most sites, 50 percent on State operated sites.
2. A State's contribution is usually "in-Kind," often "operation and maintenance" (0
& M) of site after remediation.
B. No State contribution is necessary for removals.

C. The State is to have "substantial and meaningful" involvement in all phases of a
Superfund action. (CERCLA §9621(f))
D. See "applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements" (ARARs) below.
E. Kentucky and EPA negotiate memoranda of agreement on site remedies.

F. The State is not intervening in EPA Consent Decrees lodged in Federal Court in order
to enforce ARARs, recover past expenditures and future costs (such as 0 & M).
Expect the State to participate with EPA and PRPs in negotiating future Consent
Decrees. See U.S. v. B.F. Goodrich, et aI., 20 ELR 20296 (W.D. Ky., Nov. 20,
1989).

Vll.

HOW CLEAN?

A. Treatment is favored over disposal or entombment. (CERCLA §9621(b))
B. Off-site disposal is disfavored and is burdened with additional requirements.
(CERCLA §9621 (b)(1) and (d)(3))

C. There is great diversity in the application of cleanup standards between the various
regions ofEP A.
D. ARARs--"applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements." (CERCLA §9621 (d));
For EPA ARAR Guidance, see "CERCLA Compliance With Other Laws," Draft
Guidance. Vol. I and II. EPAl540/G-891006, August 8, 1988.
1. Applicable when any hazardous substance or pollutant or contaminant will remain
on-site.
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2. Sites must be reviewed each five years and reported to Congress unless all
hazardous substances or pollutants or contaminants are removed. (CERCLA ~
9621 (c»
3. Remedies must at least attain "legally applicable" or "relevant and appropriate"
Federal and State requirements. (CERCLA ~121(d)(2)(A»
4. Federal criteria are applicable in addition to Federal standards.
5. There are six exceptions to the application of ARARs. (CERCLA ~9621(d)(4»
(e.g., fund-financed remedies are "out of balances" with the availability of monies;
and the State has not consistently applied its more stringent standard.
6. No State or Federal permits are needed to undertake remedial action on-site.
(CERCLA ~9621(e»
7. The State of Kentucky has intervened in EPA RODs in order to establish its
"cleanup to background" policy as ARAR. U.S. v. B.F. Goodrich. et aI., 20 ELR
20296 (Nov. 20, 1989), United States District Court for the Western District of
Kentucky at Paducah.

VIII. SETTLEMENT
A. Settlement procedures are specifically described. (CERCLA ~9622)

B. EPA is not required to entertain negotiations. (CERCLA ~9622(a»
C. CERCLA ~106 abatement orders:
1. Based on an "imminent and substantial endangerment to the public health or
welfare or the environment," EPA may issue "orders as may be necessary ... "
(CERCLA ~9606(a»
2. $25,000 per day for failure to comply. (CERCLA ~9606(b»
3. A PRP failing to provide removal or remedial action pursuant to a CERCLA ~ 106
order is liable for punitive damages in an amount of three times the cost to the
Superfund. (CERCLA ~9607(c)(3»
D. CERCLA ~9604 information requests--$25,000 per day fine for failure to comply.
(CERCLA §9604(e»
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E. Special notice to negotiate. (CERCLA ~9622; Federal Register, February 23, 1988).
1. A notice giving PRPs an opportunity to enter into settlement negotiations can be
issued by the EPA which includes the names ofPRPs, the volume and nature of the
waste, and ranking.
2. There is potentially a 120 tolling period on CERCLA ~106 orders and 90 days on a
RIlFS action if this Section invoked.
F. General notice to negotiate.
1988)

(CERCLA

~9622(a);

Federal Register, February 23,

G. "Mixed funding" between PRPs and Superfund is allowed with no specific funding
percentage limitations. CERCLA ~9622(b)(1). EPA states that "mixed funding" is
likely only if:
1. PRPs pay a substantial portion of costs; and
2. EPA has strong case against other viable PRPs. (Federal Register, March 14,
1988)
H. EPA is authorized to issue non-binding preliminary allocations of responsibility
(NBAR). (CERCLA ~9622(e)(3)(A»
1. EPA may use factors such as volume, toxicity, mobility, strength of evidence,
ability to pay, litigative risks, public interests, considerations, presidential values,
inequities, and aggravating factors. (CERCLA ~9622(e)(3)(A»
2. EPA will not use NBAR routinely and "when they" do, will probably base them on
volume. Federal Register, May 26, 1987. See U.S. v. Monsanto, 858 F.2d 168
(14th Cir. 1988) for a different view.
I. EPA Settlement Policy:
1. Draft EPA memo, December 12, 1983, contained the 80 percent PRP funding rule.

2. The EPA settlement policy states (Federal Register, February 5, 1985):
a. No specific percentage of PRP contribution is required but that PRPs must
contribute a "substantial proportion."
b. "Orphan share" is allowed and not precluded by CERCLA
favored by EPA.
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~9622

but are not

c. "De minimus" buyouts are recognized but will probably be based on volume
and expansive buyouts will not be granted until the RIlFS and ROD are
completed. See the June 30, 1987 Federal Register.
d. Releases will be allowed on a "sliding scale" basis. The greater the remedy, the
greater the release. (50 Fed. Reg. 5040).
e. "Reopeners" which allow EPA to attach further liability in the future are
mandatory for:
(1) previously unknown conditions
(2) additional scientific evidence (50 Fed. Reg. 5040)
f

Covenants by EPA not to sue. (Federal Register, June 27, 1987)
Like reopeners, the greater the remedy, the greater the covenant that can be
obtained.

g. Reopeners and covenants by EPA may not be required for:
(1) de minimus settlements, or
(2) extraordinary circumstances based on:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

strength of evidence
ability to pay
litigation risk
inequities
and when there is "all reasonable assurances" that human health and
the environment.

(3) no current or foreseeable risks.
h. Contribution· protection--PRPs who have settled with the EPA "shall not be
liable for claims for contribution regarding matters addressed in the
settlement." (CERCLA ~9622(h)(4) and ~9613(t)(2))
See United States v. Colorado & Eastern Railroad, Nos. 93-1422, 94-1041
(lOth Cir., Nov. 17, 1994).
J. De minimus settlements are specifically addressed in CERCLA

~9622(g).

Federal Registers--June 30, 1987; November 12, 1987; and August 18, 1989.

**

See Dravo Corp. v. Zuber, No. 92-3858 (8th Cir., Jan. 12, 1994).
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See also

K. Review of Consent Decree "lodged" in Federal Court. U.S. v. Hooker Chemicals and
Plastics Corporation, 540 F.Supp. 1067 (W.D. N.Y. 1982); U.S. v. Seymour
Recycling Corp., 554 F.Supp. 1334 (S.D. Ind. 1982).

IX.

JUDICIAL REVIEW

A. CERCLA generally prohibits pre-enforcement review. EPA's removal and remedial
decisions are only reviewable in (CERCLA ~9613(h»:
1. A CERCLA ~9607 cost recovery or contribution action;
2. An action to enforce or recover penalties pursuant to a CERCLA ~9606 order; and
3. An action for reimbursement under CERCLA ~9606(b)(2).
B. Cases:
1. Arkansas Peace Ctr. v. Arkansas Dept. of Pollution Control and Ecology, 999
F.2d 1212 (8th Cir. 1993).
2. United States v. Colorado, 990 F.2d 1565 (10th Cir. 1993).
3. Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. v. U.S., 984 F.2d 283 (9th Cir. 1993).
4. Employers Ins. of Wausau Mfg. Co. v. Bush, 791 F.Supp. 1314 (N.D. TIL 1992).
5. United States v. American Color, 832 F.Supp. 106 (M.D. Pa. 1993).
6. Heart of Am. Northwest v. Westinghouse Hanford Co., 820 F.Supp. 1265
(E.D.Wash. 1993).
7. United States v. Knote, 818 F.Supp. 1280 (E.D. Mo. 1993).

x.

CONTRIBUTION AND COST RECOVERY

A. CONTRIBUTION
106 or ~ 9607(a)
litigation (CERCLA ~ 9613(f)(1»; See Polger v. Republic National Bank, No.
88-C-295 (D. Col. 1989).

1. PRPs can seek contribution from other PRPs during, or after

~

2. Settling PRPs can seek contribution from non-settling PRPs (CERCLA
9613 (f)(3)(B».

~

3. CERCLA did not expressly provide for contribution actions until it was amended
by SARA in 1986. However, most courts that considered the issue prior to SARA
held that a right of contribution was provided under CERCLA. (See Colorado v.
Asarco. Inc., 608 F.Supp. 1484 (D. Col. 1985».
B. COST RECOVERY

1. The basic structure of a cost recovery suit is the same whether the plaintiff is the
government or a private party.
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2. Several courts have discussed whether a party facing liability to the government
under ~ 107 of CERCLA can bring its own cost recovery suit against other
responsible parties.
a. A number of courts have held that the plaintiff must show that it did not
contribute to the environmental hazards on the site.
b. However, a new trend of decisions indicates that such a party may bring a
CERCLA ~ 107 action even if it is itself responsible for some of the
contamination at the site.
3. See Kleen Laundry & Dry Cleaning Services. Inc. v. Total Waste Management.
Inc., No. 91-493-JD (D.N.H., Oct. 12, 1994). But see Key Tronic Corp. v.
United States, No. 93-376 (U.S., June 6, 1994) and United States v. Gurley, Nos.
93-2699, 93-2702 (8th Cir., Dec. 28, 1994).

XI.

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

~ 113 (~ 9613(g)(2)), " ... an initial action for recovery of the costs
referred to in CERCLA ~ 9607 must be commenced:

A. Under CERCLA

1. for a removal action, within 3 years after completion of the removal action (but 6
years for waiver under ~ 9604 for continued response action); and
2. for a remedial action, within 6 years after initiation of physical onsite construction
of the remedial action (but if within 3 years after completion of removal action, can
recover removal costs in cost recovery action brought under this subparagraph)."
B. Under CERCLA ~ 309, if an action for property damage or personal injury is brought
under State law, the statute of limitations established under State law shall apply.
However, if the State statute oflimitations commences earlier than that required under
the Federal commencement date, then the Federally required commencement date is
used in place of the State commencement date.
C. Recent Cases:
1. Velsicol Chern. Corp. v. Enenco. Inc., 9 F.3d 524 (6th Cir. 1993).

2. United States v. Chromatex, 832 F.Supp. 900 (M.D. Pa. 1993).
3. G.I Leasing v. Union Elec., 825 F.Supp. 1363 (S.D. Ill. 1993).
4. Steego Corp. v. Ravenal, 830 F.Supp. 42 (D. Mass. 1993), but see also Witco
Corp. v. Beekhuis, 822 F.Supp. 1084 (D. Del. 1993).
5. Kelley v. E.I. DuPon1e de Nemours, No. 92-2053/2054, 1994 WL 51176 (6th
Cir. Feb. 23, 1994).
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